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FOREWORD 

The Proceedings of the West Africa Conference held in Tucson in April 1976 which 

are recorded in the pages that follow grew out of a linkage established between the Uni

versity of Arizona and the Ghana Council for Scientific and Industrial Research under the 

aegis of the U. S. State Department, Agency for International Development. It was de

signed to discuss natural resources development and management in the arid and semi

arid coutries of West Africa, and the related social, economic, and political constraints. 

Over one hundred fifty persons registered, including many from overseas. In addition, 

many more sat in on various sessions informally. We believe that the political and academic 

communities represent ed by these persons in attendance provide an index of the interest and 

responsibility each sector has assumed. It is the hope of those who planned and managed the 

Conference that the coverage and the discussions which ensued give evidence of the serious 

nature of the problems taken up, and the commitment of the participants to dedicate th-ir 
talents and experience to the solution of those problems. Information conveyed through 
these Proceedings, we believe, does carry out the two purposes for which the Conference 
was called: to better acau.qint arid lands-oriented American university research scientists 
with West Africa, and to assemble a group of experts to discuss why development there has 

not proceeded as rapidly as desired and to work therefrom in the future to increase our 
chances for more successful development !n West Africa. 

Coming throtgh,clearly and unmistakably and repeatedly, is the message: 

involve other experts, 
especially social scientists, 

women, 
health, 

and above all - local people 

I hope those who review these Proceedings perceive this as I have, for now, more than ever 
before, I am convinced that technica' solutions to development problems can have disastrous 

results if applied without the benefit of such experts at the design state. No matter how well 

intentioned such activities may be, the technologists simply cannot "go it alone" any longer. 

While there are many who contributed to the Conference's success, v'ery special thanks 
go to Dr. A. N. Tackle and Dr. Robert Dodoo for their co-sponsorship. We are grateful, too, 
to the many University of Arizona personnel - technical, clerical, administrative, ocademie 

who willingly extended themselves in all ways above and beyond, particularly to Dr. E. F. laase, 
the Conference Coordinator, who is to be congratulated for his organization and execution of the 

many details necessary for its smooth operation. Special thanks also must go to Mr. John hlay, 
our gracious host at the outstanding Mexican dinner he served to nearly two hundred of us at his 

home. We are sincerely grateful to USAID participants, researchers from all over the globe, 
and the severil d!plomats whose presence lent a special flavor to the Conference. 

I look forward personally to meeting all of you again. in fact, let's do it again - this time 
in Africa 

J. D. Johnson 
Director, Office of Arid Lands Studies 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85721 
USA 

/I/ 



WELCOME 

President John P. Schaefer: 

It is a pleasure for me to welcome each of you, and particularly our foreign

visitors, 
 to Tucson, the University of Ar.zona and this West Africa Conference. It io a 
special privilege to share these welcoming remarks with Ghana's leading scientist, Dr. A.N. 
Tackle, Executive Chairman of Ghana's Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, and 
to express our appreciation of his willingness to come so far to represent the Council as 
co-host for this important conference. Our first West Africa linkage was established with 
the Council, and we anticipate a long-lasting collaborative relationship with it. 

Sharing the program are many distinguished African scholars, diplomats and 
administrators from abroad and from the United States whose knowledge and experience will 
contribute to the disucssions ensuing from the formal papers. I look forward to reviewing
these discussions and your conclusions, particularly as the) address the role of American 
universities in the development of West Africa and our possible pirticipation in these activities. 

The University of Arizona's commitment to interdisciplinary studies for under
standing of the complex ramifications of development, here in Arizona or in West Africa, 
seems to us to give promise to the rational solutions that must be found if we are not to 
lose our way in an increasingly irrational world. We dedicate ourselves, as we have 
traditionally and historically, to putting at your service all the competence and skills we 
have developed here, throughout the whole spectrum of knewledge, to the e'w! that enduring
 
ties of mutual benefit 'vill bring us together again and agai:,.
 

RES PONSE 

Dr. A. N. Tackle: 

As the representative of the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) 
in Ghana, I wish to join President Schaefer in welcoming you to this Conference, one which 
we hope will be of importance in the development of West Africa's natural resources. It is 
a pleasure to be here in the role of co-sponsor with the University of Arizona of this highly 
significant international meeting. 

The CSIR is charged with the responsibility of advising the Government of Ghana on 
scientific and technological matters affecting the use and conservation of our natural resources, 
and for conducting research of international interest important to the development of industry,
technology, agriculture and medicine. In addition, it collaborates in collecting, publishing 
and disseminating results of research personnel by providing grants and fellowships. The 
arrangements and oi anization necessary for central and common services required by 
agencies engaged in international research are also our responsibility. 

For the technical executive of tasks so assigned to CSIR, we think it essential to 
establish liakages with other international organizations and institutions, such as the University 
of Arizona which is internationally recognized ajl respected for its research into arid and 
semiarid ecosystems. Examples of this type alliance are the University's Office of Arid Lands 
Studies, and the institution's AID 211(d) program on Matural Resources. It was under the 
auspices of the latter that CSIR recently enjoyed the presence of a team of information 
specialists in Ghana to conduct a science and technology information workshop, exemplifying
the professional commitment of the University of Arizona to the sharing of these very 
specializedl skills. And now this conference, held under our joint sponsorship, represents 
the third major cooperative venture, one in which the international community joins with us 
to help assess the impact of natural resources development in West Africa. Thank you, 
Mr. President, for the invitation to enjoy your hospitality. We reiterate your gracious 
expression of hope that there will be a continuation of these bonds forged here so auspiciously. 

/it/ 



SESSION I 

OVEF.VIEW OF WEST AFRICA 

1. Physical Overview 

2. West Africa: An Historical Overview 

3. West Africa in Political Perspective 

4. Overview of Economic and Development Problems of West Africa 

5. 	 Opportunity for Self-Reliance: An Overview of the Sahel Development 
Potential 

Co-Chairmen: A.N. Tackie 
J. D. Johnson 



PHYSICAL OVERVIEW 

by 

R. J. llarrison-Church* 

West Africa occupies an area equal to two-thirds that of the United States ofAmerica, the arid and semiarid zones occupying about two-fifths of West Africa but
sustaining only some 8 million of the region's more than 100 million people. 

While there are some affinities with the American and other arid and semiarid
warm zones, it is hest to forget American conditions if those of West Africa are to be

understood fully. 
 Even the landscapes and vegetation are very different. The WestAfrican zones are generally flat, lacking the American mesas, canyons and impressivelyer(oded rock residuals, and cacti are naturally absent. The tsetse fly is unique to Africa
and prevents livestock herding in the wetter south, just where there is adequate feed.The loc:ust may invade from arid Asia. Above all, the human, technological, andadministrative fra meworks are utterlN different from and exceedingly disadvantageous in
comp-trisOn with those of the United States O)fAmerica. 

The West African ZOnes are together known as the "Sahel," an Arabic word
meaning "short,,' "edge'' or "fringe,'" and here applied ', the southern edge of the
Sahara, tileN%ld';: greatest hot desert. The Sahel extein Is across West Africa through

northern Senegal, south-central Mauritania, 
 central Mali, northern Upper Volta, southernand(central Niger and extreme northeastern Nigeria for some 1, 875 miles. It thencontinues into East Africa through the far not01h of Cameroon, central Chad, central
Sudan and northe rn and northeastern Ethiopia for as far again. It varies in width from
170 to 4-0 miles, heing widest in West Africa along 
 the west Coast where the proximity0)fthe sea increases aMo1spheric humidity and around the Niger River's northern bend
 

Inland delta.
and its seas onal fhlt id However, in the latter and in the comparable
fringes of I.lke (Ihad there IS a special swamp vegetation. 

'Tlt Sah'l is Ml :ta t hthe simplest kinds of subsistence pr(xluction, mainly by
lastoralist Molor, lilano and 'liareg nonads or transhunants, who were the traditionalellslaverq an1d ,1,oasters oh the .Malilke, H3ambara, Mossi ano Ilausa crop farmers in thewetter south. Now, h,)wever, le settled peoples are the political masters in the West

ArriCan coonotries , exceIpt Mauritania. All the S:uhelian countries except Nigeria 
areamtOng the poorest tountries of the world. Three, Mali, Upper Volta and Niger, are now landlocked, us the * were noit when part tOfthe Federation of French West Africa untiltheir separate indlpendence in 196t0. Chad 's another landlocked nation, and, again,

ftrinerl' Ipart ,ofthe coomparable 
Federation of French Equatorial Africa. The arid andsemiarid lands of th' 1United States of America, by contrast, are thoroughly integratedwith the rest of toe country, the richest in the wurld, and which has the world's mostadvanced technolh'g Or ready access to it. It is not so for these exceedingly poor, remote 
and adlmistrat vely [rail countries. 

I Professor of(en o)graphy, University (fLondon, London School of Economics and Political 
Science 

/1/ 
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The Sahel generally is perceied as being between about 14" and lION in the
 
west but extending to about 130 N in the east because of increased continentality, and so
 
of dryness. Within this area there are 4 to 20 inches (100 to 500mm) average annual
 
rainfall, although during any given year the rainfall may va, y from less than 0.5 to 3.5
 
times these anmonts. A verages are sometinres poor guides. Indeed, figures up to 28
 
inches 1700mm) anuall; are given occasionallx . The northern Arid 7one experiences
 
- to i0 inches (10(0 to 250mm) annual rainfall which falls usually during a two-month
 
Period anti is conceded to he the exclusive rca Irn of the pastoralists. The Semiarid
 
Zone illtilesouthern portion of tileSahel usually receives 10 to 20 inches (250 to 500nn)

of ralin annually blt during a three-month period. This zone supports pastoralists and
 
some pCrsonlS elLaged illcrop Li)ltixation.
 

S01i1e COn1omic leloplernt has taken place in this zone bringting with it improved:I
 
health and better and niore feKl which ha',e, in turn, generated population increases. All
 
of these events have led to increased crop production, especially cash crops of peanuts,
 
cotton, and tobacco, and millet arid sorghum for food. 1.ivestock nunmbers in both zones
 
also hIave increased. Thus there are horan, livestock, and crop pressures ierthe
 
natural environient witi tie usual IlenselIlenCeS of dinlillition of vegetati%1J cover by

browsing, culting fr feed and fuel, soil losening by cattle and crop cultivation, and
 
soil erosion 1, x,'ind. .Vatr iresoilres als(, experience inereasinig prestures fromrt tian
 
and Iiv.estek. linall , historic hostilitics hetween noinads anrd farmrers are fueled by
 
all of tihe iicte:i5iitC i)r'utsstres.
 

Thus 'iir\,irriental dclgradatin (,." is mandesertUicatior lrtgely the irodluct of 

and iris livestock amd or crops, although i' IIay be accentuated iby niatuiral processes
 
such as winds and pei ti droughts. hRalso should he remiemtberedi that the Sahara
 
has been b,,th More rodCless extenlsivC in tile past. Fixed relic dunes farther south ill
 
Senetal and Nigeria ,iye evidence of its greater size, while shells and croct×lle bttes 
believed to he 9,111' , a's ,old fo1und inr former lakes in tire now ii attest to apre Sahara 

destrt NI i'ssc r siz'.
 

'limate 

The roes' significant deternminants of coni rornienital conditions are tileSahel's 
two alternating nlrtits and air masses These are tire Sahararn climate with tropical 
continental air, arilld tho (quatrial clinl:tt with miraritilne air. 'Tle first is warll and 
dusty with n,,rtheastcrlv winds, aind is coitei'ed ox.ir the central Sahara. It extends 
sulthward at 'ie. clI each yer. !'le etriratorial clinlateo, always arOiid the equatitor, 
extends liortha1.'i 11i1 mland in: mid. t r bringing -,uthwfvstr'l', winus ani raitn as far 
noth is 1, Il pM(lin_ nn li;tant'' irr tht. and yearly ructuation.17' i', c,,ist, tilerelief 

wx'het. 
high r oorted xxirl thc m,(rrth(- r'llr'orLIn ,4 the SaharA Where, it cr0nts during tire winter 
whell up'0 ti ( a't lw, 'he S:hran'll 'aln period also is up to twice as long as that 

t,,insc.'.mit l',, 11 u(',n.eS to,the We.st \lit'['all Stll temrpierattires are 

ratul't .
 
il tile Sahe'i, : iig the ilsirall hothAl greati' ind 1 -lo'e,'lheCtive i.eCaIseV (oftile lower 
tei( i'1)r:itur'. . . trast, i':ii:ns arril(' i ll h' Sah l aifter 9 to If) ioenths ,vithout raill, 

,
VhtIo tell',(otitll'.'S are ('Collill,lr''e;isini (ele-vated, creating a see( ari,, wherein 
Ilan, li's ock, wiI alliIals and veg(tatimI are all desIlerate for water. Another factor 

it t r':iil-irearlrin,is tie Sahel'-;pnStrrlp:na ;acLtol'ii end the -' stern; consequetntly tile 
'ugre. of -iSlr.uflll ele(tratrit anrd tire aioi nlirtoil rain ar' hgilxv variable. Tire character 
of tire raintall i deteriminled ii', such other iriarhs a'; when it Regins atd ceases. During 
the ni ght ,i-earl% rnornlng, tire tall is C%clritC and thus gentle. Afte. noon atnd evening
bring com ective rainfall which is stonm% alididestructive. The length of falls also determines 
'ffectrveness as do 1ail patt(trls throughout the rain season. For example, great differences 

in effe'ti'eiiess are to be expecte.d hetween three early-in-the-season, heavy falls; six 
rlloderatel% heax alls, soile (gentl( atud some violent, but u(niing late in tiMe season; and 
12 niostly gentle tails exQenlx uistritute.dl throuIughout tle raiinseason even though ineach 
example thetotal seasonal fall is tie same. (if crucial imlortance, then, is the ;terid 
over which isehul falls occur, how long each continues, and how well spaced the falls are. 
Conditions are naturally far btetter oelthe mrthern margins (ofthe Sahara because rainfall 
comes at a better time oif year and usually falls gently for longer periods of tiite making
the rains more effective. Additionally, the pastoralists and crop farmers there generally 
are more advanced and so able to make more efficient use of the rain. In contrast with 
the Sahara, the Sahel is one of the world's frailest and cruellest environments. 

http:uistritute.dl
http:u(',n.eS
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Intimately connected with the incidence of rain are almost all the other aspects

of the environment: wind-borne 
pests and diseases; the occurrence, character and
alignment of sand dunes; water resources 
and drainage; soils; and vegetation. These,in turn, largely determine what man can do, especially given his limited technological aids and 
skills. 

Wind-Iorne rain can quickly transforn a harren landscape into rich pastures and

has led to large livestock and pastoralist inovements as in February 
196H. These movements 
were from snuthe,'n to ,:orthern Mauritanii a distanc, of sonic 300 miles and from theAlgeria-Mali border to northern Mauritania, nearly 600 miles. Birds and large numbersof insects are either wind -hirit or take, advantage of winds t:i speed them to new food at
man's expense. Such is the Case with the inl-redibly destructive cereal-eating quelea bird,seed-eating ants an(d termites, vcgetation-citng locusts, and disease-bearing simulium
 
and tset!e flies. Some human diseases ace thought to be carried by viruses or spores in
winds, as are plant diseases. On the credit side, there are 
possibilities for using wind
 
plower and solar energy. Solar punps exist at Chinguetti, Mauritania, and at Diola,

east-southeast of B~amako, Mali.
 

Geology, Belief and Groundwater 

The ,;ame diversity of geological formations exists in this area as would be
expected in any comparable area 
of Africa or of any other continent for that matter.
 
Underlying all of Africa south of the Maghreb 
 is the basement t. .. plex of Archean andPrecambrian rocks, mainly granites, gneisses and schisa.. These rocks are generally
impermeable, hence not good aquifers and holding underground water only in fissures.
Rain runs off thei~ rapidly, st that they are niore aptly characterized by areas of surface
 
water.
 

On top of the Arhc:ui and Precambrian basement complex are many more

permeable sedimentary rocks. Thus Ordovician-Silurian sandstones a-e widespread

in Mali where they 
 are associated with vivid escarpments in the Manding mountains
behind Bamako and with the high landiagara escarpment southeast of Mopti. Water is

usually fcand at the base ')f these escarpments but on the plattius water is found only at
 
great depth, necessitating external technlt gy to tap it and 
 oftet to pay for the tapping. 

The most imlplortant formations are what the French torin the intercalary
continental forming pxrt of a series of formations fron Cambrian to lower Cretaceous

times, and inlehding the abo'e mentionled sandstones. 
 These several formations have
 
provided much fossil water for the Algerian oilfields, possibly loworing the water table
in the Sahel as in the north. lThese water-bearing formations are i nportant, but lie

deep under sand in Mali's arid north. 
 Aquifers are more accessible in pastoral country

west and south of the A'fr massif 
in northeentral Niger, in the Maradli peanut-millet area

in the solthern borderlands of Niger, ant in northwestern Nigeria.
 

Another important wattr-twaring ftrlation is the terminal continental group of
 
post-Eocene times wich lies west oif the 
Adrar des Ifotras massif mneast-northeasternMali, western Niger anl northwestern Nigeria. It also occurs in the bend of the Niger
River in Mali and south of the Senegal River in Senegal. The formation's aquifers aresmall but shallow, hence easily reachod. Around Lake Chad artesian water has been tapped

but some water has been wasted 
because the metallic tails are stolen persistently. 

The mere -inking of wells of course, is, no inswer to the nomads' problems. A 
new well always leads to concentration of cattle, with the subsequent vegetative
denudation and soil urosion for many miles around. Wells should be small and numerous,
not large and infrequent. Water should be distributed awa from the well into troughs
or separate basins. And wells should be closed periodicali:'. Obviously, these recom
mendations ore made more easily than they can be carried out. 

An fuportant geological characteristic of the Sahel is the widespcead cover of
,andi:i and stones often masking older rocks under a thick mantle. This results frorm
the existence of continental conditions throughout Tertiary and Quaternary times.Stabilized dunes rather than active ones are fairly common in the Sahel. Active dunes or 
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ergs are more common in the Sahara. Dunes stabilize or become fixed where rainfall is 
about 6 inches (150mm) annually. Gum arabic-bearing acacias grow well In such dunes. 
Water seepages often occur at the base of such dunes, especially in hollows between parallel 
lines of dunes, and harbor other species of acacias. Aftouts or watery depressions are 
common in western Senegal and Mauritania, often sustaining lush vegetation and wildfowl. 
Regs or stony wastes are also most common in the Sahara, as are hammadas or stone 
pavements on horizontal, bare rocks. 

Usually dry water courses or wadis are common in the Sahara; and in the Sahel 
in southern Mauritania, the dead portion of the inland Niger delta in Mali and as parts of 
the fossil headwaters of tit lower Niger in the borderlands of Mali and Niger. In areas 
otherwise devoid of trees, acacias frequently grow in wadis indicating underground water 
and occasional floold waters susceptible to development and use. Tree planting often could 
be undertaken on edges of wadis and aftouts and along permanent water or aroundcourses 
more or less permanent lakes. 

Firewood is in heavy demand for cooking and smoking river fish, as well as for 
leavcs and pods to feed livestock. An especially useful tree is Acacia albida, in leaf in 
the dry season when other trees are bare. Cattle can rest in its shade as well as feed 
on its protein-rich pods and leaves. Cattle droppings nourish the trees and sustain crop 
cultivation under the trees. Cattle then can eat crop residue after harvest. Acacia 
albida is indeed a tree to plant in sioch areas. The natural vegetation of the Sahel was 
thorn woodland, largely of acacia, but now is a mixture of ever rarer trees, shrubs and 
wiry grass beu:.use grass seeds in the soil withstand the fires of man's slash-and-burn 
range mar.agement better than most trees. Baobabs are indicators of past or present 
human settlements because man safeguards this primitive tree for its valuable fruit, 
leaves, and bark. 

Rivers are tho most important economic natural resources of the Sahel, particularly 
the Senegal and the Niger along with their tributaries, because they provide water and fish 
year-round as well as waterways for canoes, barges and, in parts, for steamers. More 
widespread is use of the rivers' wide flood plains b1 nomads and crop farmers. As soon 
as floods retreat and the wet land %;illsupport livestock nomads bring herds to the Senegal 
and Niger river systems. There is some cutting of the long grass, and it is traded to 
other nomads in o)ther areas. 

Local farmers, who must otherwise depend upOf unpredictable rain patterns and 
amounts for cultivation of millet, use the seasonall flooded lands even as the watlr falls 
for cultivating, in order, corn, sorghum, sweet potatoes, curcurbits, tomatoes and beans 
on the slopes; sorghun on the semiflat outer valley floors; and rice on the flattest, wettest 
and longest flooded areas of the center. Inanglophonc West Africa these seasonally 
flooded cultivable areas are known as ladarna a Hausa word; in francophone Africa the 
crops are known as cultures de djcruc. 'These "flood-retr'at crops" are the main food 
source for the riverine peoples and are what they know best how to grow. The simplest 
common sense, then, demands that these practices should be encouraged and improved 

instead of bringing in entirel new practices for food prodUtctoL. 

Better distribution and control of water can be obtained b simple cuts, weirs, 
or embankments, sometima.-s with sluices, which are common alung much of the Niger 

in Guinea and Mali. Such works are not designed for absolute water command, nor could 
they provide such control as would a dam, but they can increase cropping areas and yields 
in most years. They cost little and can be managed by the local )eoples. Such simple works 
usually have the added advantage of encouraging rice cultivation, a better crop and food 
than millet on several counts. I'nfortunatelx , small schemes, even when summated, rarely 
attract international aid or interest except from relief agencies and groups such as 
Intermediate Tecnology, Ltd. 

International interest has been attracted tr, the possible construction of large dams 
on the upper Niger at Nianden or Selingue, on the upper Senegal at Manantali, and near 
the head of the Senegal delta at Diama. These would effect water control for flood retreat 
cultivation and provide hydro-electric power. The power, it is suggested, would be used 
for smelting iron, aluminum and copper but inland smelting would be in competition with 
coastal producers of Iron ore In Liberia and of bauxite and aluminum in rhina in addition 
to Central African copper producers which also are inland but with far reater amounts and 
richer ores. 
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Navigation would certainly be improved, especially on the very seasonal SenegalRiver. It would become navigable all year to Kayes instead of for 10 weeks only and give
Mali another outlet west in addition to Its poor railway link with Dakar, Senegal.. 

The three dams would make vast new areas available for irrigation, nearly a

million acres on the Senegal alone but the economic indicators are not good. The only

two existing large-scale irrigation projects In West Africa, 
one at Richard Toll on theSenegal In Senegal and the other the Office du Niger un the Niger in Mali, generally are
viewed as failures. Soils everywhere are poor and local people have no traditional
irrigation experience. On the otherhand they do have long experience in flood-retreat 
cultivation as stated above. An unquestionable advantage of the Senegal delta dam project
is that it would prevent sea salt water intrusion, thereby increasing cultivable areas under
flood-retreat methods as well as by irrigation. While I cannot support the up-stream
dams for irrigation use or even otherwise at the present stage of development, I could 
support the delta dam. Nevertheless, I would prefer simple flood-retreat control sluices 
and weirs. I would encourage pump-!rrigation also. It has been successful on the Nile
although the soils are richer Land the people have an irrigation tradition and more
mechanical knowledge than on the Senegal. Nonetheless, I feel that such irrigation
schemes would prove beneficial. 

Herein lies one of the basic philosophical rifts among Africanists. On the onehand there are most African governments -- urban and e'ltist oriented -- which seek 
large prestige projects, and which are supported in this policy by the United States,
United Nations agencies by and large, the World Bank and the U.S.S.R. In contrast 
are those who favor supporting small or labor-intensive rchemes in harmony with African 
conditions and traditions. These are supported notably by Tanzania, Intermediate
Technology, Ltd., the Chinese and most acaeemica who really know tropical Africa. 
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WEST AFRICA: AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

by 

Boniface 1. Obichere* 

West Africa can be considered to be the portion of the African continent between
the Atlantic Ocean to the south and west and the Sahara Desert to the north. To the east

it is bound by longitude 16 0 E and to the west by longitude 20 0 West Africa,
W. therefore,
 
covers the area between Mauritania and Senegal to the west and 
Cameroun and Chad in the
 
east (1).
 

This region of Africa is geologically old. It has an underlying crystalline basement
rock formation which is at least 1.5 million years old, which in mary parts :9 overlaid by
sedimentary and volcanic rocks. Most of West Africa is tropical and has varying degrees

of annual rainfall. This great variation ranges from 4t00 
 inches annually at Debunsha inCameroun to 5-10 inches each year at Agad Ez in Niger and other locales. These natural

and physical features oi West Africa had an impact on its history (2).
 

From prehistoric time to the present, West Africa has had an interestingand checkered history dating to 5000-4500 B.C., according to archaeological discoveries.
The early historical period is marked by human migrations and the growth and development

of several states and empires. 
 The role of the great river basins in West African historycannot be overemphasized. Some of West Africa's largest kingdoms and empires, such as
Tekrur, Ghana, Mali, Songhai, Kanenr-Bornu, Macina, Khasso, Akwamu, Benin, 
 and Sokoto,
have flourished in the basins and tributaries of the Niger, Senegal, Benue,Volta, Chari,
 
and others (3).
 

One of the most iignificant events in die history of West Africa is the desiccation
of the Sahara between 7000-3500 B. C. This constant and steady process turned the Sahara
region from a zone of lush vegetation with hundreds of waterways to one of extreme aridity
and barren desert with hundreds of wadis or dry river beds. The Saharan desiccation hadlong-range implications for the historicn' development of West Africa as well as for NorthAfrica, touching off several waves of human and animal migration into the Sahelian andSudanic belts. The most important lesson to be !earned from the Saharan desiccation isthat the natural law of climate change operates ir this part of Africa. Secondly, it can be
said that the Sahara has inched its way north and south at the rate of about one mile every10 years into areas that were originally covered with vegetation. Thirdly, it must be borne 
.,mind that the natural factors responsible for the desiccation process are still present
In the Sahmra-Saiel zone (4). 

This oveL view of West Aiic:un history recognizes several epochs and periods
beginning with a period ranging from prehistory when agriculture and settled lifestyles
emerged, to antiquity when states and kingdoms were formed. West African excavations 
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indicate that this period was marked by human migrations, the spread of agriculture, domes
ticating and herding animals, and use of wood and stone tools (5). The use of Iron Implements 
in those areas yielding ore came later. 

This period was followed by the epoch of great states, kingdoms and empires: the 
rise of Wagadu, Tekru, and the Soninke empire of Ghana. It ended at the beginning of the
 
11th century A.D. with the fall of Kumbi Saleh. The next period was marked also by the
 
growth of large empires and states as well as the rise of small kingdoms. But Islam
 
became a factor in West African history after the 10th century A.D. Nonetheless, this
 
period continued to the fall of Songhai In 1591 after the invasion by Moroccan forces (6). 

The next major period in West African history, from the fall of Songhai to the
 
rise of European imperialism in the 19th century (7), was marked by the development of
 
contact with Europe, the growth of the slave trade across the Atlantic,, and the initiative,

of African leaders to reconstruct large states and empires In the 18th and 19th centuries. 
It was during this period that most of West Africa's heroes emerged to play their parts in 
state building (8). This period was significant because it first marked the end of African 
political power and freedom since the beginning of recorded history hundreds of years earlier. 

By the beginning of the 20th century European imperiallsm and African colonization 
was fact. The colonial period brought hardened frontiers and boundaries between states. 
It made it difficult, if not impossible, for Africans to migrate from areas of famine and drought
Into areas more hospitable to human habitation. Although the colonial period was short In 
comparison with other periods of African history, It witnessed traumatic changes in African 
lifestyle and in the African's orientation to African and world problems (9). 

The colonial period was followed by the period of African independence which began
about 1960, marked by the emergence of many new states with solid political frontiers and 
now includes about 48 states, excluding Southern Africa (10). In contemporary Africa, the 
new leaders of West Africa are making efforts to grapple with political, social, economic 
and cultural problems created during the colonial period. They are trying to improve the 
quality of life of the citizens. It is for this reason that the six states n West Africa most 
affected by the drought came together to seek a common solution to a perpetual problem. 

The economic history of West Africa recounts the continuous efforts of Africans 
to utilize the area's natural resources to enhance their own existence (11). From the days
of hunting and gathering, as represented in the rock paintings of Hoggar and Tassill, to 
the present, there have been efforts to achieve an ecological balance in natural resources 
exploitation in West Africa, efforts successful at times and less so at others. The Inter
position of climatic and other forces beyond the control of the inhabitants of this area has 
brought periods of hardship which have been temporary and never permanent. 

The Sahel can be regarded as the crossroads of West African commerce from the 
5th to the 19th centuries. Major trading centers of West Africa were linked to those of 
North Africa by several caravan routes, all of which crossed the Sahel. Furthermore, there 
were trade routes running from east to west (12; see map, opposite). 

The most important trade routes were those that linked Morocco, Tunisia, Tripoli
and Egypt to Ghana, Mali, Songhai (Timbuktu), Hausaland, Kanem-Bornu, and Wadal. 
The great caravan centers in and around the Sahel included Walata, Audaughost, Timbuktu, 
Gao, Tekedda, Djenne, Wagadugo, Kano, Kuka, Agadez, Zinder, Bilma and Abeche.Products sold and exchanged in these big market centers were of West and North African 
origins and included gold, salt, hides and skins, kola, ostrich feathers, various foodstuffs 
and greens. Livestock was also bought and sold. Climatic fluctuations limited the sale 
of foodstuffs and prevented them from becoming the mainstay of the trans-Saharan 
caravan routes. Thus, the mainstay of this trade became the products of the mines In the 
forest and Sahellan belts. Noteworthy were the gold mines of Boure, Bambouk, Lobe, and 
Asante as well as the famous salt mines of Taghaza which made the Taodeni caravan route 
famous. And in the Lake Chad basin there was the famous salt mine at Bilma. Drought 
conditions led to the disappearance of several towns along these caravan routes. Furthermore,
Inhabitants developed the time-honored practice of transhumance. To save their livestock 
and themselves, they migrated seasonally to regions of better pasture. 

A discussion of the commerce and economic history of the Sahel brings to mind 
practices that were developed in response to the climate. We are told by AI Bakri, Al 
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Masudi and other Arab writers that people of the Ghana empire cultivated vegetable 
gardens around water holes dug for this purpose. This means that from the 2nd century 
AD., Africans in the Sahel continuously have evolved methods to deal with the scarcity 
of water. We are told also that there were stringent methods In the Ghana empire to control 
the environment and to assure that vegetative denudation by human beings was government 
regulated. Forest guards and rangers, supervisors of mines and markets and kings' 
messengers all kept an eye on the exploitation of the natural resources of the kingdom (13), 

Dr. Sekene Mody Cissoko has shown that a drought cycle hit the Songhai empire 
in the 16th and 18th centuries, resulting in severe famine and causing epidemics in 
Timbuktu (14). Historical and geographical research on West Africa also has revealed 
a series of droughts since the 19th century. While drought occurrence has not followed 
a regular pattern, it has recurred nevertheless at predictable intervals. The worst drought 
of the 19th century occurred between 1830 and 18410 with particularly severe impacts in the 
Bani region and in northwest Upper Volta. Another great ,'rought occurred between 1900 
and 1903 with widespread impacts over the Sahelian and :aharan belt, especially between 
Senegal, Mali, and Niger. Th, region of lioggar was badly hit by tl's drought. Dr. Arouna 
Ilamidou Sidikou made a detailed study of the impact of this drough',, especi,-ly of its 
impact on the mobility of populations between the Niger and the ,'aret (15). 

Just before the outbreak of World War I another drought hit West Africa, lasting 
from 1911 to 19141. Cattle pasture land dried up between 1910 an] 1911. By 1912 large 
numbers of people had migrated eastward, especially to Norther.i Nigeria. This is the 
reason why 1912 has been called the "\'ear of Katsena" 1161. Intense famine had occurred 
by 1914. This situation was exacerbated by French colonial efforts to conscript and 
recruit troops for World War I. 

Then came the drought of 19:30-1931, made worse by world economic depression 
which began in 1929. This drought resulted in the deaths of :30, 000 to 50, 000 people and 
the migration of a large number of people towards the south, especially into Nigeria and the 
Gold Coast. The famine of 1931 was worsened by the inveterate attack of locusts in 1930. 

There were minor periods of drought in the 1940s and 1950s which caused little 
camage because they did not last long. However, the major drought that began around 
1968 to the present has brought disaster to the Sahel nnd attracted worldwide attention 
including our conference in Tucson. It should be observed here that this drought does 
not affect West Africa only. It is spread across a belt of territories that runs along 
150 N latitude from Africa into Asia. 
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WEST AFRICA IN POLITICAL PERSPECTIVE 

by 

Elliott P. Skinner* I 

West Africa has always been an area of great political complexity because It is 
a region of varying physical, cultural and historical differences. Equidistant between the 
Mediterranean lands to the north and the forest belt to the south, the Sudano-Sahelian zone 
was the locale for the rise of a succession of polities, starting with ancient Ghana around 
300 A.D. and continuing to Songhay in 1591. 

These classic segmentary states or empires (which by definition are groups of 
states) periodically brought large groups of people together under the same rulers. 
They were monarchical in nature but, given their structure, usually experienced 
troublesome interregna at the end of each reign. The ruling hierarchies, members of 
which often belonged to reigning families, governed provinces, districts, and even 
villages in the name of the king. 

Paralleling this structure was an administrative bureaucracy whose members 
frequently were linked by actual or fictive kinship. This bureaucratic structure was 
responsible for communication between the shifting royal seats and the provincial district 
and village levels, passing orders down to the local levels and acting as conduits for taxes, 
tribute, Intelligence and men to higher levels. In return for the goods and services that 
the people in these states funneled to the top, they had the right to appeal for justice to 
higher levels and to expect protection from their rulers. 

At the height of their power, the king-emperors of the Western Sudan were often 
content to rule conquered populations either through Indigenous officials or through 
relatives dispatched to supervise conquered peoples. Thus there were forms of Indirect 
rule in precolonial West Africa. Societies on the fringe of the empire were subject to 
military expeditions designed to incorporate them Into the larger polity, but if for any 
reason they proved invulnerable, they were left alone. They were, however, brought into 
the rather complex West African economic network, by visiting traders traveling In 
caravans who exchanged their economic resources for goods which often came across the 
Sahara. As a result of stimulus-diffusion from the great empires, some of these forest 
and coastal peoples developed kingdoms which often had mythic charters tracing their 
origins to the migration of Sudanic peoples or to culture heroes who came from the north. 
Other forest and coastal peoples retained acephalous soco-political gerontocratic insti
tutions In which age-grades and other associations provided governmental framework. 

Moslem traders who arrived in West Africa about the 8th century A. D., and the 
Jihadic leaders who later conquered many African polities, did not really change the 
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structure of these states. Instead, they used Islam with Its religious and cultural 
precepts as an ideological weapon in their imperial ventures. This was especially true 
of Malian Mansas and the Songhaian Askias. Using the holy war or the jihad as an accept
able means of military expansion, the rulers of Mali and Songhay often demanded that 
their neighbors voluntarily accept Islam and their rule or be subjected by the sword. When 
the traditional rulers kept faith with their ancestors, as in the case of the Mossi of Upper 
Volta, they were attacked, and, in the words of the Tartkh es Sudan, those conquered were 
subjected to "divine benediction." 

Islam also facilitated expansion of West African polities in aother significant 
way. It provided them with peaceful links between tle Sudano-Sahellans and North Africa, 
Egypt and Saudi Arabia. Pilgrimages of Mansa Musa and Askia El HadJ Mohammed, which 
read like tales out of the Arabian Nights, resulted in establishing diplomatic and commer-cial 
relations between the Sudanese and the Tripolitanians, and attracted such scholars as As 
Saheli from Spain by way of Mecca, to build mosques, palaces and universities in the Niger 
Bend. 

rhe arrival of the caravels of Portugal off the coast of West Africa in the 15th 
century was to change the very nature of the political organizations In both the Sudano-
Sahelian region and the forest zone. Having aggregated a number of important cultural 
traits such as shipbuilding and navigation from the Arabs with gunpowder and the compass 
from tho Chinese, and reacting to several centuries of Moslem domination, the Portuguese 
exploded across the seas shouting "Portugal!" and "Santiago!" They were eager to trade 
for gold and spices, and later for slaves. And they were prepared to conquer in the names 
of lienry the Navigator and "Christ the King!" the infidels they met. The first contact 
in 1441 between Antam Goncalvez and the Africans was a bloody one. Nuno Trilam thought
it a good idea to take Africans back to Portugal to show the prince what he had accomplished. 

The Portuguese extended their travels along the coast of Africa, trading in both 
gold and spices and capturing or bargaining for slaves in the process. Without being 
actually aware of it, the Portuguese were having a deleterious effect upon coastal 
polities and were sealing the fate of the Songhliv empira. 

Stimulated by seaborne trade, coastal peoples began to create larger polities, and
 
many disavowed vassalage to overlords in the interior. The interior peoples, now bereft
 
of gold since the balance of trade and shifted from the north to the south, found it 
difficult to trade with the Mediterranean and were weakened as a result. The Moroccans, 
embattled with the Christians and concerned about the cessation of the gold trade from the 
south, crossed the desert a. J defeated the Songhay, leaving a power vaccum in the process. 
The result was the migration and flight of peoples -- an insecurity that facilitated extraction 
of millions of Africans to become involuntary minions of Europeans developing a new world 
across the Atlantic. 

The competition between various European nation-states for hegemony in the 
emerging global arena directly influenced the political processes in West Africa. Eager 
to monopolize trade in a number of areas, European traders and then their nation-states 
supported African rulers against each other, hoping thereby to get more slaves and to 
increase their influence with their clients. Initially, African princes were proud and 
arrogant, forcing Europeans to pa) tribute and to obtain permission to use special ports
of trade under specific conditions. Gradually, however, African rulers fell under 
control of their clients. It hardly could have been otherwise. Africans usually received 
non-productive consumer goods such as gin, trinkets, cloth or guns from the whites, and 
traded to them both yellow and black gold -- sinews for developing the western capitalist 
system. 

Toward the end of the antury, the economically and technically powerful 
Europeans decided they no longe .,ald permit African rulers to control their access to 
markets and the die was cast. The Africans often fought valiantly against the conquest of 
their countries, but to no avail, The more centralized the African polity became, the 
easier usually was its conquest. The Berlin Conference (alled by the Europeans in 1884-1885 
was really to ratify spheres of influence In Africa. By the beginning of the 20th century almost 
all of West Africa wag under European domination. 

The pattern of European imperial control in West Africa reflected European nation
states' power. Having singed the King of Spain's beard and in the process co-opting 
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Portugal, his weaker neighbor. the British were able to chase the Dutch and the Brandenburgers 
out of the Gold Coast and grab the richer coastal areas. Then they pushed as far north as 
climate and riches dictated, leaving most of the Sudan and Sahelian zones to France. The 
latter's ability to hold on to Dahomey and to gain Guinea, the Ivory Coast, and Senegal 
was as much a function of Britain's lack of interest as it was of deals made with primarily
European issues in mind. Germany's acquisition of Cameroun and Togo was a result of 
Bismarck's growing power and recognition by his European neighbors that he, too, needed 
a place in the sun. Faidhcrbe's later conquest of the Sudano-Sahelian zone, under a policy
of "peace or poder" was really his reaction to beilg tUmable to have a European revanche 
on Germany for its defeat of France in the Franco-Prussiai War. The Anmerico-Liberians' 
ability to secure and maintain a foothold oilthe coast stemmed from European regard 
for the United States ef America's attempt to get rid of its freed slaves. Finallv, no 
European power was reall interested in ousting the Portuguese from the wet and steamy
region around Bissau. 

The nature (If colonial rule in West Africa was a function of the European powers'
 
political economies, their political cultures, and the nature of the African polities within
 
their territories. Largely because of climate and morbidity, Europeans considered West
 
Africa as fit only for what the French called colonies de traite and not colonies de colonization
 
-- these colonies would be exploited for trade only and not viewed as potential European
settlements. This meant that they would be ruled in a manner to make them contribute 
as much as possible to th, economic well-being of the metropoles. They would be used 
as sites for plantations and mines and as sourees of natural products. Thee also would 
provide Imallpower "t labor or for the militar%. 'Fihe infrastructures of these colonies 
wotlt he geared t e.xtrude their products. Their amenities, if any, would be used to 
create the lw-It %V!lI!an!o)wer necessar v to service their economies and to enable transient 
Europeans t, Iivt. as ci mftirtablv as possible. 

Eu r(,!)ea C lin ri'sal svstems' political econommics conditioned what and how the
 
several colnies tr-dJuced 1or the mctro)poles. The 'nation of shopkeepers," as Napoleon

called ih British , 1_,etittta laissez faire in West Africa. English
. great dval (If 
businessnmen were fairl freti, lh elp whatever products existed locally as long as 
they shilpetd them C I ritish shins -- thus ensuring that the trade followed the flag -- and 
as long as the. did not create problems for either local governments or the Crown. 
Occasionall-x disitrict commissioners would be encourrged tio force local rulers to furnish 
labor or to perillit ixplit'ition of certain minerals or I)troducts, but the British preferred 
to have the market princilple structur, relations with people. 

In contr-,st, the. irenh, tllwing the tradition,,ii Colbert and of Cartesian 
ratiinalism, :Lttemnitelt t' ,rihmestrate ll their colonial cmnmtrcial activities. What the 
colonies proolucud w:!- ,iten a functiol (if c, planning. If it cheaper to havectral were 
Senegalese grow peanuts rather than rice iir millet and to ge t rice from the equallv controlled 
Indo-Chinese, then this was wht.t occurred. If the Ipper Volta Mossi were needed to build 
railroads in the Sudan and thc lore toast, then the we t'' rtlu isitioned and local rulers 
were made to roduce them. And it ( pper \'oita proved ito longer viable as a plantation
colony, }t.cause I Coitti n price declines, then it was dismenbertd. '[he United States, which 
functioned as a metropole for Liberia, practiced the ultimate in laissez faire. It permitted
Firestone ti,cxpm.oit rubl)er p)Iltatiins, and reaped the benetit without paving anything for 
the .iberian infrastructure. The Portuguese could do little with steamy Bissau. And the 
Germans lost Togo and Cameroun to the British and French after World War I, and before 
tle. could develop a coherent pattern ,icolonial rule in those areas. 

Political econuinnies and political cultures of the imperial powers conditioned tile 
overall colonial territorial organi zations created in West Africa. "rhe British, after 
fumbling with links between her West African colonies of the Gambia, Sierra Leone, the 
Gold Coast, and Nigeria, elected ti treat each territory as an autonomous unit. Within 
each territory there were areas they called colonies, (ioer which they had firn control; 
and those called Protectorates, areas the, had conquered during the latter part of the 19th 
century and where traditional authorities were ostensibly permitted greater power. In 
each territory established, a ruling heirarchy consisting of a governor, provincial residents, 
and district commissioners was created. 

The French federated their eight West African colonies and plac, I them under a 
governor-general headquartered in Dakar, Senegal. Each colony had a liCutenant-governor,
under the control of the governor-general, and under him serially were comniandeurs des 
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cercles (administrative units), chefs des sub-divisions, and chefs des postes. The French
territories were divided into African units known as cantons? congruent either with the tra
ditional polities or with one of the French administrative units. 

Aside from their political culture, both the French and the British tried to rule
 
their West African colonies as cheaply as possible, attempting to use preexisting political

structures as effectively as possible. Although the French political culture was republican
and postulated direct interaction between the rulers and the ruled, they practiced as much

indirect rule as did the British, whose monarchical tradition emphasized distance between

the nC,'jility and their subjects. 
 Whore the British found traditional hierarchical structures 
still in place they gladly permitted them to remain, articulating them with their own system
of district commissioners, provincial commissioners and, of course governors. Local 
authorities vere permitted to rule as long as they did not engage in practices which the
British termed repugnant to civilized law and customs. British colonial officials supervisedtheir activities to ensure that benefits accured to the imperial system. Where there were 
no local hierarchical systems to suit their needs, the British created them, to the chargin

of the gerontocrats whose power and prestige lay in the village councils and associations.
 
They were now subordinated to a new species of rulers, the warrant chiefs.
 

Colonial rule (lid not differ very much under the French republican system.
Whenever, the French 'encountered complex traditional political organizations, as in the
 
Fouta Djallon, among the Mossi and Djerma, they used them. 
 But unlike the British,
they also abused them. One reason ,vas that the French in Paris did not know how to treat
 
royalty. Having killed their own king, the French were afraid of the ghosts of kings.

Instead of using local nobles as their collaborators, the French used them as tools which

they constantly had to get rid of as 
they became useless to them for one reason or another. 
Still, where there were no traditional authorities to exploit, the French found it necessary
to create them. Their appointed chiefs, the socalled chefs de paille, had as much trouble
 
as tile British warrant chiefs. Man3 Freonc! colonial hierarcny officials pleaded with Paris
 
to deal with the traditional nobility in a more effective manner. Officials such 
as Governors
Ge;neral William llontv, Van Vollenhove, Delavignette, and Labouret preferred what came 
to be called a system of association. It stemmed from the political philosophy of Montesquieu,
who in Spirit of the Laws argued that each people has its own set of laws. (Gustave Le Ben
 
held the same views.) 
 They protested against the republican principle of assimilation which
 
insisted that French officials should teach indigenous people how to become French.
 

Viewed in historical perspective, differences in British and French colonial rule
 
were not important. For the colonies to be valuable or viable, 
 both imperial powers had 
to develop towns or administrative centers, to build ports, roads, and railroads, to 
provide water and heah facilit ies, and to deve]op educational systems. Moreover,
Africans had to be drawn or forced into a market economy, a task accomplished when many
of them migrated to plantations or mines or towns to get currency necessary to pay the 
taxes required of them. As they were drawn more tightly into western economy they
voluntarily migrated to get noney to meet other needs. Many turned to growing cash crops
or performed new forms of labor to get money. First the imperialists used traditional 
political authorities to force or induce people to work for Europeans. Later people were
drawn by needs often not appreciated by western or African rulers to go off on their own to
work for Europeans. Migration and urbanization became recognizable socio-cultural 
processes, and with them other fundamental changes were taking place also. 

The need for colonial regimes to develop ancillary staff to run various economic
enterprises led them to provide education for their subjects. With an established church 
but sectarian in their Protestantism, the British, permitted missionaries to educate
colonial youth, aware that any person who learned to read the King James %ersionof the 
Bible was well on the way to becoming a functional clerk. Heir to the tradition that the
devil makes work for idle hands, the British, hoped their missionaries would provide
that Protestant ethic for hard work as an adjunct to the belief in Christ crucified. Yet
they were unwilling to permit missionaries to proselytize in Muslim areas for fear it
would jeopardize indirect rule by alienating the traditional rdlers, whose sovereignty
often was bolstered by Islamic precepts. 

In contrast, the French anticlerical tradition prompted them to train clerks in 
government schools, Until forced by the lack of funds to do so the French refused to 
permit religious schools even though they realized that African Christians after leavingthe white fathers became excellent commis (clerks). And the French were ambivalent 
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about the Koranic schools, although they were aware that these institutions could not 
provide clerks. On the one hand they felt that if they permitted or encouraged Islam to 
spread among the masses, It would not be too difficult later to impose the more universalistic 
principles of French civill.:ation. On the other hand they feared that the universalistic 
features Of Islam made it a subversive element in a colonial context where divisio et imperium 
often was necessary. Yet theyv ignored the fact that destroying traditional nobility -- whose
 
sovereignty was often based on ancec. ;ral veneration and therefore hostile to Islam -- would
 
facilitate the spread of this dec rine.
 

The first two decades of the 20th century witnessed a gradual expansion of the
 
SocietieS of West Africa. As their economies became more closely interwoven with those
 
of the llellOpIles theyV were subject to the samc stresses and strains as the latter. In
 
the 1920s the first strikes occurred in urban areas. Even those traditional authorities
 
who had Itioved to the towns to help their people adapt to urban life were incapable of dealing
 
with industrial strife. Throughout West Africa, but especially in British areas, many
 
traditional volutary associations were transmuted to meet novel circumstances. New
 
classes Of these institutions arose to meet new needs. Through an important feedback
 
etfecLt, utrban institutions linke-d up with rural counterparts to spread new ideas and bring
 
new services to the hiiinetowns of Africans living as "sociological', strangers in distant
 
areas. SuIme Of these institutions began to take on political colorations. As political
 
institutions the% functioned in tandem with revivalistic or svncretic religions such as the
 
Harris m veiment which, while attacking the tradittonal gods, were in themselves subver
sive (of the colonial system because they presented autonomous activities by Africans.
 

Durin- the 19,2us and !93os, West Africa began to feel influences from an America
 
whose dVna ii c cOin ic growth made its people sonie of the world's most influential.
 
Anmong them wure peotple of African descent who diverged sharply from the founders of
 
the Aenirican client-state of Liberia because they long had been in structural opposition
 
to their white fell,,xv A toericans. Thr ugh missionarY contracts and secular relations
 
with the emerging African educated class, Afro-A merican gospel of "Africa for the 
Africans, at home 3nd overseas" was reaching West Africa. Young West Africans, 
especially nfrom found their to black schools, where along with anPritish areas, wa 
education they , a vission of a new earth. Those West Africans who got to England, either 
through sleIA, missionlary or with the help of hard -pressed relatives, also heard a new 
gos )Ul, ,ne according to Marx, in which imperialism was linked to colnial evils: only 
through s illisnl, the' harhinger if C_'1nmnitlism, wuld exploitation of the African end and 
his alinmatin c(eas;e. 

U"cench West Af[icans who eventuall. ,it tio Paris met other New World Africats, 
from1 MrtiilutUt', GilaOeliupe, French (;uiana, and Haiti. These "Antillais" were in 
structur:al tlip(,sititn tii France. They had teitie very French, like the Afro-American 
in America. hot while i part o', thei were apart from, France. They too were preaching 
a new doctrine -- nt gritudu, an affi rmation of their long-lost A[ricanity. Confronted with 
the reflection (if themselves in the New World Africans, people they had hoped to emulate 
by going to Frwice, manv of the young lFrench West Africans began to view themselves in 
a different light. They and their brothers in British West Africa had begun to have remark
ably similar views of the world. And when they saw an arrogant, chauvinistic Germany 
defeat the French and drive the British off the continent to crouch within their island 
fortress the Africans realized that the end of an epoch had conie. 

World War II was the decisive watershed in West African lilitical life. Those in 
French Africa watched the ignominy of Frenchmen who not only betrayed France but 
collaborated with the Germans to deny the precepts of tile F rench Revolution: Liberty, 
Equality, and Fr ternity. French Africans felt pride when a black man from Guiana, 
Felix Eboue, stood up for France and permitted Charles de Gaulle's Free French to use 
Equatorial Africa as a launching pad to restore the dignity of Frenchmen by participating 
in the North African campaign. 

Rather than collect wild rubber for the Vichyites, many young West Africans ran 
off to neighboring British territories where the British were doggedly supporting king and 
country. Africans in British Africa did collect wild rubber for the British army and 
pennies for the war effort. Many of them also went off to Burma and East Africa, where, 
while fighting to save the British empire, they realized the contradiction of dying for 
imperialism. When Britain in her anxiety to get India to participate fully in the war promised 
Indian independence after the war, these Africans considered the possibility of a similar 
destiny. 
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The end of the war brought two important iiieetings which eventually would lead
 
to a new day for West Africans. 
 The United Nations convened in San Francisco and
 
charted the future political organization of the world. The FLfth Pan-African conference
 
met in Manchester where the New World Africans led by W.E.B. 
 DuBois surrendered the
mantle of Pan-Africanism to a young man from the Gold Coast, Francis Kwame Nkrumah.
 
Nkrumah had been trained by Afro-Americans at Lincoln University but was a confirmed

Pan-Africanist who admired at one and the same time Karl Marx, 
 Marcus Aurelius
Garvey, and Mohandas K. Ghandi. lie returned to the Gold Coast where he worked with

Dr. J. B. Danquah, also a nationalist but an aristocrat who wanted country he called
a 

Ghana to emerge from the Gold Coast as a 
sovereign state and under control of traditionalTo. The Marxist-Socialist and non-denominational Christian," as I believe
 
Nkrumah once called himself, had difficulty accepting Danquah's views about the necessity

of rule by "feudal" elements 
 now that the Gold Coast had become part of the capitalist
world. Founding the Convention Peoples Party (CPP), he appealed to the so-called
 
Veranrlah Boys of Accra, market women 
and mmbers of many urban voluntary associations,
to fight against Danquah as well as the British. The climax came when the CPP supported
the ex-service men. They had returned from Burma, claimed their pensions, and were
protesting high prices in Lebano-Syrian stores. Nkrumah's call for "Positive Action" and

"Independence Now" got him jailed, but he emerged from prison a leader of government

business. Ghana was on its way to indepevdence. 

Political processes in other British territories were markedly similar. InNigeria, nationalists such as Macauley had developed youth leagues and various councils

in the 1930s but it was not until Nnamdl Azikiwe returned from the United States that

the drive for independence got underway. Trained at Storer College, .anAfro-American
 
school, and later at the University of Pennsylvania, Azikiwe returned to Nigeria by way of

Liberia and the Gold Coast. 
 lie then sought to weld Nigeria's disparate ethnic groups into 
one organization through the National Council of Nigeria and Cameroun (NCNC), which he
created. However, a number o' Yoruba-speaking students in London, fearing what they

considered "Ibol" domination, formed the Egba Omo Odudwa (the descendants of Oduduwa,

the Yoruba culture-hero) to aggregate interest for their cause. 
 Traditional leaders of

the Hausa-Fulani oeoples in northern Nigeria feared that "southerners" would emerge as

leaders if independence were quickly given. They, in turn, formed their 
own organization,
the Northern Peoples Congress, to protest the activities of Ibo and Yoruba nationalists.

In the resulting conflict between the three political organizations, Ibo strangers were

expelled from the northern cities of Kano, 
 Zaria and Kaduna. Observers wondered whether
 
Nigeria would gain independence as one entity or as three separate states.
 

French West Africans had experiences comparable to those in British West Africa
despite having them organized into a federation. Even before World War II was over, a
grateful General de Gaulle in 1944 met the Africans in Brazzaville, French Equatorial
Africa, where he promised them a new deal through which he projected their taking part
in the political process to create a new post-war French Republic. True to French
assimilationist principles, de Gaulle did not envision either self-government or independence
for the colonies. A few Africans at Brazzaville, such as Fily Dabo Sissoko of French
Soudan (later Mali), expressed hope of finding their "own way in life," but they were ignored
by French officials. Meanwhile in French West Africa, many young men began to form
various types of unions with the avowed purpose of struggling for greater political freedom. 

In the Ivory Coast, Felix Ilouphouct-Boigny, an African doctor as well as a local
aristocrat and coffee planter, experienced difficulty getting some laborers being sent from
Upper Volta to the Ivory Coast plnntations. This led him to form the Syndicat AgricoleAfricain a proto-political organization which became the forerunner of the Parti Ddmocratiue 
deIa Cte d'Ivoir. the Ivory Coast equivalent of the Union Voltalgue in Upper Volta, theUnion Soudanaise in the Soudan, and comparable organizations in Niger, Senegal, Dahomey,
Mauritania, and Guinea. 

Their inability to obtain equal rights for their territories in the new French Union
institutions pushed French West Africans toward independence. Integrated into the 
National Assembly of France and the Council of the French Union, West Africans found
themselves dealing with the problems of Indo-China and North Africa -- which really did 
not interest them -- while their home territories were saddled with double-colleges in
which small European minorities had as much power as African majorities. They created
federation-wide political networks called the Rassembl6ment Ddmocratgue Africain and the
Independents d'OutreMer to pool their efforts their ownon behalf. They also elected 
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representatives to territorial assemblies and to a grand council in Dakar. As their
 
capital cities became full-fledged municipalities they served as mayors and municipal
 
councillors. But like Africans in British West Africa, they wished more autonomy for
 
their countries.
 

Ghanaian independence came in March 1957 after a period of internal conflict in
 
which the powerful Ashanti ethnic group threatened to jeopardize the emergence of Ghana
 
as a unitary state. But it was the event that made the independence of all West African
 
states inevitable. Preaching Pan-Afrlcanism and hailing th i arrival of "The African
 
Personality" on the world stage, Nkrumah found himself being wooed by America and
 
Russia but held suspect by many of his neighbors who accused him of Messianism. His
 
conference of independent African States and All-African Peoples Conference projected
 
Ghana as the catalyst of independence and made it difficult for other leaders to demand
 
less from their imperial masters. When France's d-"1Icle in Indo-China brought de
 
Gaulle to power in 1958, he asked the French West Airicans to vote "oui" or "non" on
 
joining the new French community. Following Nkrumah's lead, Sekou Toure, head of
 
the Parti Deunocratique de Guinee PDG, elected to refuse the offer. A furious de Gaulle
 
proscribed Guinea, thus angering the Soudanese and inducing Nkrumah to aid the rebel.
 
Guinea's action proved to be contagious ,nd afer much debate and conflict, France granted
 
the States of French West Africa international sovereignty. The French West African
 
federation was broken up and each state dealt directly with Paris.
 

Most governments emerging after independence in West Africa were headed by men 
eager to satisfy the aspirations of their people for a modern life -- schools, clinics, housing, 
jobs. The problem was that their countries' economies geared as they were to trade could 
not provide the necessary goods and services. Nkrumah took a socialist option and in the 
process alienated the West, but he did not receive much help from socialist countries. 
Houphouct-Boigny adopted a capitalist approach, permitting the Ivory Coast economy to 
remain linked to France. Other countries have been less doctrinaire and are suspicious 
of either unbridled capitalism or rigorous socialism. 

Development difficulties have been so great for many of these states, however, that 
they have had to rely for aid on their former mctropoles. During the C_'-d War the West 
felt that unless it acted, communism would inherit Africa, so the West African .ates 
received some aid. The British had their Commonwealth Fund, the French their Fonds 
d'nvestissement pour le Dgveloppement Economique et Social des Territoires d' Outre Mer 
(F.I.D.E.S.) and their Fonds d' Aide et de Coop6ration (F.A.C., and now the European 
Common Market has its Fonds Europ6en de DNveloppement (F. E.D.). The United States 
acknowledged no responsibility for the underdevelopment of the area, not even its historical 
benefits derived from Afro-American slavery, and has never devised a coherent aid policy 
for the region. The Soviets are waiting until the area goes through its capitalist phase 
before committing themselves. 

No country or group of countries has given people of the region enough to satisfy 
their needs or to help them meet their aspirations. But, despite donors' suggestions that 
no strings were attached to the aid they did provide, francophone states found to their 
chagrin that they could not trade freely with their anglophone neighbors because they were 
locked into the franc zone as firmly as into francophonie -- an association of French-speaking 
countries. This economic dependence on France led francophone states to follow France's 
lead in international affairs. During the Congo crisis they found themselves on opposite 
sides from their anglophone neighbors. Subsequent attempts by West African states to 
act In concert usually have foundered on the shoals of micro-nationalism or because of 
their leaders' ambitious fear of ideological subversion, or accusations of having supported 
coups against the government in power. Inmany cases, such as in Nigeria, attempts of 
the military to stop alleged civilian corrupt practice.9 led to ethnic pogroms, a nasty 
civil war and continued disorganization. 

Political instability in West Africa is a function of its states' underdevelopment 
and their inability to form larger and more viable units. There have been many coups in 
the region beginning with the 1963 coup in Togo. Disgruntled Togolese veterans of 
France's Indo-China wanted greater benefits than that state could provide so they killed 
its leader, Sylvanus Olymplo. And in other countries coups deposed such leaders as 
Kwame Nkrumah, Nnamdi Azikiwe, the Sarduna of Sokoto, Obafemi Owolowo, Tefawa 
Balewa, Modibo Keita, Mauri6e Yameogo, Hlaniinl Diori, General Ankrah, Kofl Busla, 
General Gowon, and many of their successors. Yet Mauritania, Senegel, Guinea, the 
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Ivory Coast, Liberia, and Cameroun either are ruled by the men who establishedindependence or who have had easy transitions. The one area to which the Europeanshad refused to grant Independence, Bissau, was freed by a liberation movement, but notbefore its national hero, Amical Cabral, was assassinated by hostile forces. 

What about the political future of West Africa? Many etates still are searchingfor formulas that will give them the best chance to develop and meet the needs of theirperple. Many coups had as their rationale the belief of special interest groups, especiallythe military, that those in power did not know how to husband the resources of the state ork.ow to prevent unequal access by a privileged few. Leaders such as Houphouet-Boigny,Senghor, and Tourd have not demonstrated yet that they are developing a political structurein which there can be legitimate succession without coups. 

Is It possible that West Africa will be heir to the Latin American syndrome? Or,will the recent disaster in the Sahel, which demonstrated unmistakably to all and sundrythat regional Institutions are necessary, start a dialogue among the area's governments
about eventual unity? Perhaps America's retreat from Vietnam, underscoring the endof European expansion, might produce the climate In which the states of West Africacan coalesce into larger units which will reflect their environment, their cultural history,and the modern aspirations of their people. 



OVERVIEW OF ECONOMIC AND DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS 

OF WEST AFRICA 

by 

Salfo Albert Balima* 

West Africa is a vast region composed of 15 countries with considerable resources 
but an economy suffering from several divisions which have impacts upon its people's 
economic life and, hence, upon all of West African society. These detrimental divisions 
can be categorized as language barriers at the regional level, economic dualism at the 
national level, and finally the disparity an ' inadequacy of income levels (see table). 

Authentically African idioms and dialects in the western region number in the 
hundreds. Thus, to understand one another, West African politicians, administrators 
and professionals miust resort to imported languages, principally English, French, and 
Portuguese. The linguistic division of this area into anglophones, francophones, 
lusilanophones and arahophones, in some instances, obviously underlines linguistic and 
cultural dependencies. Also underlined are financial and monetary dependencies generated 
by West African states' membership in economic zones external to Africa. Because of 
these alliances, West Africa is dominated 1b the pound sterling, the franc, and the dollar 
economic spheres. Attempts by the West African states to establish national currencies 
have met with only partial success or even failure because they usually were initiated in 
the midst of extraordinary internal and external difficulties. Somc o' the currencies 
created are the Ghanian c: di, Malian franc, Guincan silY, Nigerian naira, and the 
Mauritanian oukiva. 

Another characteristic of each Vest African state's economy is its division 
into two disparate sectors: the traditional and the modern. The traditional agriculture 
and livestock raising sector dominates in all 15 of the West African states simply because 
it is the occupation of 80-90 percent of the population. It is an accepted fact that such an 
exaggerated predominance cf agriculture is a hallmark of underdevelopment. In modern 
industralizea countries, for instance, only 10-15 percent of the population is engaged 
in agriculture but produces a surplus. In West Africa, the opposite is true; nearly 
the entire population is engaged in crop and livestock raising yet there is everywhere 
hungar and starvation, because in this region farming and livestock raising methods are 
archaic and backward. 

Perhaps less than 10 percent of West Africa's economy involves modern sector 
activities: industry, commerce, transportation, a(I the professions. While now 
obviously a small sector, it iu nonetheless in the midst of unusually rapid development, 
perhaps too rapid in some states. Consider, for instance, Nigeria as a case in point. 

'Economic Counsel to the President, Government of Upper Volta 

1201
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SELECTED WEST AFRICAN STATISTICS 

:COUNTRY "AREA (KM 2 :POPULATION 	 :PER CAPITA :LANGUAGE 

:INCOME, U.S. 

:Ivory Coast 1 322,462 5,500,000 340 French 

:Ghana : .;38,537 :10,000,000 300 English 

:Senegal 196,192 : 4,000, 000 : 260 : French 

:Liberia 111,369 : 1,700,000 : 250 : English 

:Guinea Bissau 36, 125 : 600,000 : 230 Portuguese 

:Sierra Leone 71,740 : 3,000,000 : 190 English 

:Mauritania :1,030,700 : 1,500,000 180 : French 

:Togo : 56,000 : 2,500,000 160 
 : French
 

:Gambia : 11,295 : 400,000 : 140 English
 

:Nigeria : 923,768 .80,000,000 130 : English 

:Benin (Dahomey) : 112,622 : 3,000,000 	 : 110 : French 

:Guinea : 245,857 : 5,500,000 90 French: 

:Niger :1,267,000 4,500,000 
 90 French 

:Mail :1,201,625 : 5,000,000 : 80 : French 

:Upper Volta : 274,200 6,500,000 : 70 : French 

Totals: Area in Km2 
-- 6,099,492 

Population -- 133, 700, 000 
Population by language -- English: 95,100,000 

French: 38,000,000
Portuguese: 600,000 

Average per capita income -- $145. 00 

Until Nigeria's Independence In 1960, 80 percent of its export receipts wereproduced by agriculture, livestock, and forest resources. In that same year only onemillion metric tons of oil were produced in the Nigerian fields. Following independenceNigeria underwent a radical transformation because of Its oil resources. In 1966, Nigerianoil fields yielded 20 million metric tons and by 1974 production had reached 120 millionmetric tons, 120 times the 1960 figure, and enough to place Nigeria sixth In world oilproduction rankings, second in Africa after Libya, and second among oil suppliers to the
United States with an 18 percent share of the market. 
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Thus, oil constituted 92 percent of Nigeria's 1974 export receipts and 50 percent 
of the federal budget income or $5.2 billion. Nigerian officials now have to face deciding 
how to spend the money and where in Nigeria to spend It. The country's wealth and financial 
comfort have become so well established that during the early months of the fall of the 
British pound there was speculation in even the more serious London newspapers that 
the monetary crisis could be attributed to money manipulations by the Lagos government
In allegoiretalation against possible British Involvement n Nigerian Internal affairs. 

London b.4'rs currently hold about one billion In pounds sterling deposited by Nigeria. 
Whether or not that money actually is being used by Nigerians to affect the worth of the 
British pound perhaps is not as important as the very fact that Europeans had such fears 
about Africans. 

Another positive example worth citing is that of the Republic of the Ivory Coast 
which under the firm and fatherly authority of President Felix Houphouet-Boigny has 
accomplished what could be called a veritable economic miracle, with allusion to the 
German Federal Republic since 1945. 

So it can be seen that examples of success in West Africa are not lacking although 
generally they are exceptions. Everyday observations in the region reveal populations 
living In poverty, their incomes inadequate and shockingly disparate. 

Referring once again to the data table Information, taken from and with appreciation 
to the 1974 edition of the World Bank Atlas, It can be determined that some 133, 700, 000 
persons inhabit the 15 West African countries, more than two and one-half times the 
population of France. Its area of nearly 6. 1 million square kilometers is two-thirds that 
of the United States where the per capita income was $5,590 In 1972. West Africa's 
highest per capita income that year was $340 In the Ivory Coast and the lowest was $70 
in Upper Volta, among the lowest in the world. Per capita Income in France was $3,620, 
in Great Britali., $2,600, in the Soviet Union, $1,530 and in the People's Republic of 
China, $170. According to criteria established by the United Nations, 16 of the 25 
poorest countries In the world are on the African Continent and five of those are in West 
Africa: Upper Volta, Niger, Mali, Guinea, and Benin. 

A crowning misfortune was the severe slx-year drought which afflicted parts of 
Africa into 1974, especially the Sahel. It is estimated that about 13 million persons In 
West Africa alone were gravely affected. In Senegel one million of the 2.5 million who 
suffered severely from the effects of the drought were children. Suffering severely in Mall 
were 4.5 million of the total population of 5.5 million; the total population of 5.5 million; 
the northern nomads lost 95 percent of their livestock. Thousands of Malians sought 
refuge in Algeria, Niger, Mauritania, and Upper Volta. But in Mauritania some one 
million of a 1.5 million in the country were stricken by drought effects and 80 percent of 
their livestock disappeared, havir'g'either perished or been driven to more hospitable 
pastures. In Upper Volta one million of the country's 6.5 million inhabitants were 
afflicted and 83 percent of the livestock succumbed, while in Niger one million persons 
of the 4.5 million-population, including 75, 000 children, were seriously affected. Loss 
of livestock In Niger was similar to that in Mall, Mauritania, and other West African 
countries in the Sahelian zone. 

Obviously West Africans are plagued by serious economic problems and their 
development future is seriously threatened. Nevertheless, it is true that there are 
enviable potentials for growth and development. The region is vast and has a variety 
of climates with desert, savanna, and forest zones succeeding one another as one travels 
to the south. West Africa is not faced with overpopulation problems, and that is a definite 
plus factor. And West Africa has considerable though vulnerable forestry, agricultural, 
and livestock resources. Finally, West Africa is endowed with mineral resources and its 
subsoils scarcely have been explored. 

To emerge from poverty and underdevelopment, to utilize its assets, West Africa 
has paths to follow. It must at present effect true inter-African economic cooperation and 
In the future It must make serious efforts to achieve economic integration. These two 
goals were basic to the negotiations and signing of the treaty which created the Economic 
Community of West African States (ECOWAS) at Lagos, May 28, 1975. It was the intention 
of the heads of state and heads of government of the 15 West African countries present 
to go beyond linguistic and cultural barriers and frontiers to achieve economic community. 
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The objectives of the Community were specified and set forth In the terms of 
Article 2 of the Treaty, as follows: 

I. It shall be the aim of the Community to promote co-operation and 
development In all fields of economic ac t !.,ity, particularly in the 
fields of industry, transport, telecommunications, energy, agriculture, 
natural resources, commerce, monetary and financial questions, and 
In social and agricultural matters for the purpose of raising the standard 
of living of its peoples, of Increasing and maintaining economic stability, 
of fostering closer relations among its members and of contributing to 
the progress and development of the African Continent. 

II. For the purposes set out in the preceding paragraph and as hereinafter 
provided for in this Treaty, the Community shall by stages ensure: 

a) the elimination as between the Member States of customs 
duties and other charges of equivalent effect in respect of the importation 
and exportation of goods; 

b) the abolition of quantitative and administrative restrictions 
on trade among the Member States; 

c) the establishment of a common customs tariff and a common 
commercial policy towards third countries; 

d) the abolition as between Member States of obstacles to the free 
movement of persons, services and capital; 

e) the harmonization of the agricultural policies and the promotion 
of common projects in the Member States notably in the fields of market
ing, research and agro-industrial enterprises; 

f) the implementation of schemes for the joint development of 
transport, communications, energy and other infrastructural facilities 
as well as the evolution of a common policy in these fields; 

g) the harmonization of the economic and industrial policies of 
the Member States and the elimination of disparities in the level of 
development of Member States; 

h) the harmonization required for the proper functioning of the 
Community, of the monetary policies of the Member States; 

i) the establishment of a Fund for Co-operation, Compensation and 
Development; and 

j) such other activities calculated to further the aims of the 
Community as the Member States may from time to time undertake in 
common. 

Article 4 describes the institutional structure of the Community, consisting 
of: 

a) the Authority of Heads of State and Government; 

b) the Council of Ministers; 

c) the Executive Secretariat; 

d) the Tribunal of the Community; and 

e) the Technical and Specialised Commissions. 

I have had the pleasure of presenting to you an overview of the economic and 
development problems of West Africa. My overview has been brief and, of course, an 
incomplete one. 
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The solutions which the African leaders gathered in Lagos in IIay 1975 have 

tried to adopt are perhaps very ambitious. It is quite possible that they will not all 
be put into practice in the immediate future or even according to the pre-established 
schedule of the Treaty. But we are convinced and remain convinced that these are the 
solutions of the future. One day they will prevail for the well-being and social progress 
of the people of West Africa, and let us hope, for the stability and peace of the world. 



OPPORTUNITY FOR SELF-RELIANCE: 
AN OVERVIEW OF THE SAHEL DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL 

presented by 

David Shear 
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Precis 

The effects of the great Sahelian 
drought have been profound. Start
ing in 1968 rainfall declined across 
the Sahel and by 1972 this region 
of West Africa was blighted; 25 

' ' 'million people faced starvation andmalnutrition, disease, and social~i 
disruption. Their suffering gained 

the world's compassion. A massive :, 'iii : 
relief effort was rapidly mounted ' ' 

and carried through the end of the 
drought in 1974. Although the cost 
was staggering.-llmost a billion 
dollars-a m.nmental human 
disastc; was averted. Even so, tens 
Cf ihousands died, whole popula
tions were displaced and the basic 
wealth of the region, cattle and 
farms, was devastated. 



fo,,efully Illustrated There is an opportunity to Mount 
,,-,t vLrc~lturaI a comprehensive attack on the net-

.:;:: r I... work of core problems which render. t1,e land is 
: * J, ,. DespIte the Sahel so fragile. The experience 

S,.,-, Sao Il to pro- of the great drought makes cleat 
n u~s the need for a new conceptual 

..vIrcl; approach: one which seeks to 
methlds °end chronic physical vulner-

J ability by devek ping existing 
L,1 . ,at - land and water resources and 

: , ,a,,mi.ny by modestly upgrading trans-
..r ., p'rtation and agricultural tech-cts had 

a nology andand 
fs carinG, * end crippling human vulner-
.-c rira:,") ability ,)y controlling endemic 

,AeItne : see. budding health deliv-
.. )hrl: ,trhore ': y systems and developing 

Id'.v l hmna' resources within the 

ubhe to assemble 
7, n na.I arogjram vh ch systematically 
, ne, t, the -nerrelated 

IlT al t 

aspects of 
.,, ne the: cpac- ue S~el ,%,eakness And it now 

.pers1..... politiclly feasible to as-
c:,j:t semble te roterrational supporttheir 

and resource base for the scope of 
effort required In a word.. self-
sufficiency can be achieved 

., ...., ... , . . . 

.. ,,,turns 


' * . '. "This 

A Sahel Development Program is 
proposed. The primary high pay
off programs have been identified 
their necessary interactions are be
coming known. The necessary inter
national arenas are evolving. The 
Sahelian regional coordinating body, 
the CILSS, is growing strong. The 
international forum for the Program, 
the Club des Amis du Sahel, has 
begun operation The required 
managernent mechanisms are being 
definCd To achieve fundamental 
change. a "critical mass" of re
sources will be reCluired to support 
comprehensively planned projects 
across the region. These resources 
can be made available from the in
ternational community. The program 
can begin in the near future and 
come under the complete manage
ment of the Sahelian nations. 

This investment will be cost

effective. Without comprehensive
development the Sahel cannot feed 

itself. it will continue to rely on aid 
for subsistence. Even ignoring 
the spectre of another drought. 
building self-sufficiency in the 
Sahel will cost less in the long run 
than continuing traditional relief' 
and rehabilitation aid. And the re

in human terms will be enor

overview sketches the nature 

of the Sahel's vulnerability and 
its potential for self-sufficiency and 
presents the concepts of the Sahel 
Development Program. 

.t
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The Problem isComplex
 

* The people are compressed in-
to a band about 200 miles wide. The, 
Sahara presses from the North and 
desertification advances. In the 
South, terrible diseases such as 
river blindness (onchocerciasis) and 
sleep.ng,.sickness (trypanosomiasis). 
deny use of the most fertile land. 
The people cannot si'mply be moved 
because of the disruption it would 
cause neighboring countries. 

-

* The economies are stagnant. 
There has been a steady decline in 
average Gross Domestic Product 
per capita throughout 'he sixties. 
The Sahel. already at the bottom of 
the economic scale, is declining-
not developing. 

Productivity cannot be raised 
unless special measures are taken. 
Only 25 percent of the arable land 
can now be cultivated. The disease 

i, 	 barriers limit the population to re-
gions of thin soils and of mediocre 
fertility and these are cultivated in 
the most primitive ways. Malaria 
and parasitic diseases are rampant. 
Measles is a primary killer of chil
dren. In a labor-intensive agricul
tural system. each adult typically 
suffers two major debilitating 
diseases. 

• 	Northern 
-IiLimitOf 

.......... . ... ....... ..
Rain-Fed.. 

~-.' Agnculture 

Southern Limil 
Severe Endemic 

There are tremendous resources 
in the river basins but currently 
little management of the water; only 
a tiny fraction of the land is irrigated, 
The agricultural output of the Sahel 
is 8.5 million tons per year, yielding 
about2o000calories of food per 
day to people who make their live-
lihood from physical labor. And this 
output declines further each year. 

Methods to predict patterns of 
crop yield or for the region to adapt 
to the vagaries of nature are not 
used. In an average year, the odds 
are 40 percent that a Sahelian 
farmer will have a poor crop and 20 
percent that his crop will fail. Trans-
portation and marketing systems, 
which could permit mutual support 
across the region, are the most rudi-
mentary in the world. This produc-
tion framework cannot adapt; the 
"drought" which affected the region 
actually was a 30 percent decline 
in rainfall-yet it precipitated a 
cataclysm, 

"" 
i . . . . . . . . . .
 

" <,. 
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* There has been'no way out of 
the dilemma; though individual de
velopment projects are beneficial, 
conventional aid has not had sub
stantial effect on the fundamental 
weaknesses of the Sahel. Projects ' 
have been administered .fi a bi
lateral, country-to-country jasis, 
often within a framework of diplo
matic interests. Their evaluation has 
been in standard "cost-benefit" 
terms which consider isolated ef
fects at the local level. Coordination 
among projects and their regional 
interaction has been a secondary 
concern. These project-at-a-time 
efforts have not attacked the inter
related core problems of the area 
because the necessary linkages 
among the projects have not been 
built in. 

A new direction is required, one 
which focuses the resources of the 
Sahelian states and the aid conmu
nity on the primary target; long term 
self-sufficiency. 

. 

' 
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The Sahel's Resources/The Program
 

* The basic resources are there. 
There is enough water and good 
land for the region to be self-
sufficient. It is technically feasible 
to develop a resilient agricultural 
production framework which will 
accommodate the current popula-
tion and the inevitable near-term 
growth pressures. 

It is clear the people understand 
their environment; they must to sur-
vive. Individually and tribally, they 
are cooperative and adaptive. A 
positive effect of the drought is that 
they are now strongly regionally-
oriented and are creating patterns 
of multinational cooperation. 

9 The primary assets are in the 
four major river basins. Their 
comprehensive development can 
quadruple food and cash crop pro-
duction. 

Human 
Resources 

AridLand & 

aResources -- Health 


Development 

'Transportation 

a The basic elements of the Sahel 
Development Program have been 
defined through extensive coordi-
nation among the members of the 
aid and the Sahelian comnlmunities. 
The program will comprehensively 
treat the interrelated core problems 
throughout the region The main 
feature is the linkage among proj-
ects, both as they develop and 
after they are completely function-
ing. 

-Human resources projects 
are the key to self-sufficiency 
They will provide the spectrum 
of educational and institutional 
efforts recquired to raise the 
Sahels absorptive capacity: 
to assure that the Sahelian 
states define their own priority 
of needs, participate fully in 
the early phase of the progran , 

and assume full authority over 
its operation These projects 
will emphasize porduction-
oriented training for t1e rural 
agricultural poor and will po-
vide the basis for the growth
of Sahelian technical and 
managerial capability, 

Food Self-
Sufficiency & 

Quality of 
Life Gains 

-Near-term rural development 
projects will focus on the 
agricuIltural teChnl(Ues of dry 
land farming and on livestock 
management and reforesta
tion. Animal traction, improved 
seed development. pest con
trol and green fertilizer devel
opments and emphasis on 
ground water resource analy
sis and development are 
included In arhdition to basic 
agricultural (de.belopments. 
Projects to o,.nrt under
standing of the impacts of 
social anld ec-.onomic trends 
and to nanage crop, forage 
and weather data will be 
undertaken This atird land 
development will provide the 
initial measure of self-reliance 
and resistance to drought 
These projects are also the 
necessary complement to 
those in ite water basins for 
comprehenseiv development 
of the region 

-Far-terni water basin devel
opment ptojects will give the 
people of th, Sahel the means 
to inalngf onl ut ilize the ex
tensive 'va OUrisO-ces the
basins cnld to irrioate their 
most fertile land The basins 

will eventually be the basic 
source of salf-sufficiency 
Their riSe will eliminate the 
critical fragility which makes 
the region so vulnerable tk 
changes in the environment 

6 



-Health projects, linked to the 
water basin work, are neces
sary both to rid the basins of 
the plague of water-related 
diseases and to prevent 
further spread of these dis
eases which can follow ex
tensive irrigation projects. 
In addition, preventive health 
delivery capabilities must be 
developed to protect the 
people from the endernic 
denilitating diseases which 
bodevil the Sahel in both the 
riverand dry land areas These 
projects will include estab
lishing frameworks for dis
tr't)LiIon of vaccines. educa
uuon in health. sanitation and 
safe .%ater practices and 
basic tamily planning for the 
fIiiur 

- Transportation projects are a 
central necessity for the de
velopment program and the 
self-reliance of the region. 
Improvements in productivity 
will require a greatly ex-
panded capability to move 
products throughout the re
gion Health care and educa-
tion delivery must be based 
on a dependable regional 
transportation system. And 
the region must be linked to 
its neighbors and to the world 
for trade. A basic framework 
of market access. regional, 
domestic feeder and secon-
dary roadway is planned. A,-" 
special capitalization fund will- 
aid in the development of re-
gional capacity by assisting 
local engineering and con-
tracting firms." 

.. ,
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* Intensive rural development is
 
the theme. The region is poor in
 
energy and mineral resources.
 
There will be little opportunity for
 
industrialization until agricultural .z
 
development is complete. The pro- .
 
posed program must not result in
 
energy-dependence. Most of the
 
people are rural and their socio
economic basis is in agriculture.
 
The Sahel Development Program
 
will not disturb this basis; the future
 
of the Sahel clearly hinges on its
 
agricultural production framework.
 

* Equity will be assured. The pro
gram will be balanced. Agriculture
dependent on rainfall or ground- r,.. ' 
water will be developed along with 

'$ ....... 

river basin irrigation. Regional 
economic policies will bo devel
oped so all parts of the economies 
and societies of the Sahel become 
mutually supportive. The region's 
increased income will work to the 
advantage of all its people. 

* The improvements which are 
projected are reasonable. Taken 
together, they constitute basic self
sufficiency for the Sanel. 

9 





Strong Management is Required
 

o Projects must be selected in 
terms of their contribution to re-
gional self-sufficiency, not on the 
traditional basis of cost-effective-

ness assessed project by individual 

project. For this reason, design of 
the interaction of projects is para-
mount in program planning. Mecha-
nisms for regional prioritization are 
essential. The schedules for the 
array of activities under the Sahel 
Development Program must be con-
trolled so substantial self-sufficiency
is achieved in about twenty years.
Full development of the potential
of the area by the Sahelian states will 
require another twenty. Over this 
time strong management tech-
niques to measure progress and 
effectiveness and to appropriately
adjust projects must dominate the 
entire activity, 

o The fundamental realities of the 
situation must be recognized and 
accommodated. The Sahelian states 
will, and should, insist on deter
mining their own needs and priori
ties. The people of the Sahel must 
take over the entire effort if it is 
not to result in a continuation of 
the present chronic dependence on 
foreign support. At the same time,
the aid community will require close 
scrutiny of the projects in which 
they are investing. Investors will 
insist on validating project planning
and allocating funds only against
mutually-agreed project specifica
tions. Finally, both the Sahelian and 
the investing states will insist upon
accountability of expenditures
against project specifications and 
const.ant evaluation of progress in 
terms of well-defined program 
goals. 

e The scope of the Sahel Develop
ment Program requires a professional
partnership among the many existing
investors and multinational profes
sional bodies, Not only must the 
Program be effective from the out
set, the goal of self-sufficiency
requires the full development of 
Sahelian professional capabilities at 
both the national and regional
levels. After the aid community has 
withdrawn, effective planning, eval
uation, allocation, implementation 
and accountability must remain. 

" .j:" 
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Work will begin quickly. The ma-
jority of projects necessary to 
achieve food self-sufficiency. such 
as arid land and human resources 
development, are identified and 
can move forward on a large scale 
as funding becomes available. The 
research and analysis for longer 
term work. such as water basin 
evaluation, can also begin now. 

Most of the projects will be of 
traditional design and will derive
 
from work already underway. Man
agement methods at the project

level will be similar to those used 

now. Some projects of new design, 
such as intensive training in ad
vanced agricultural practices, and 
some projects of regional scope, 
such as regional transportation 
links, will be needed. But the man
agement of these will basically 
follow existing patterns.

The difference in management 
between the Sahel Development 
Program and the collection of proj
ects now operating in the Sahel will 
not lie, then, in massively restruc
turing projects, but rather in 
disciplining the ways in which they 
interact and in which their contri
bution is evaluated. This discipline 
will extend to bilateral and host 
country projects: all will be focused 
toward building Sahelian self
sufficiency. The mechanisms to 
achieve this comprehensive, inte
grating focus are currently being 
developed by a special international 
working group in the Club des Amis 
du Sahel. 

Comprehensive

Planning .
 

SAHELIAN}: ":STATES: 

INV STOR 
STATES. 

.AOtera. Sahel" , o,.O.. ,,.,
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The Program Has Significant Momentum
 

9 In the United States, the Con-
gress has asked the President to 
develop a strategy for participation 
in a multinational rural development 
program for the Sahel. The support 
and active participation of the 
Sahelian states is specifically re-
quired in this request. Recognizing 
the need for early integration of 
efforts. the Congress au'horized 
5 million dollars to commence plan-
ning in 1976. A task force, working 
in cooperation with the international 
community. has developed evalua-
tive documentation of project areas 
which address the needs of the re-
gion. The specific elements of a 
special U.S. program, meshing with 
the overall Sahel Development 
Program. are now being defined 

7 

- rhe requirement for an inter-
national forum for open discussion 
of needs, priorities and resources 
has been filled by the establishment 
of the Club des Amis du Sahel. co-
sponsored by the Development 
Assistance Committee of the 
OECD and the CILSS The Club is 
not intended as an instrument of 
detailed planning, technical review 
or implementation: it will function 
to place Sahelian and aid investor 
resources--both those flowing di-
rectly through the Sahel Develop-
ment Program and those remaining 
in bilateral and national contexts 
-within the framework of compre-
hensively planned project linkages, 
With the support of the aid comnu-
nity and the CILSS and with the 
endorsement of the Sahelian Heads 
of State. the Club is holding meet-
ings to address the organization 
and funding of the Sahel Develop-
rnent Program and to develop
planning in the program areas 
necessary for integrated develop-
ment. 

- The Permanent Inter-state 
Committee for Drought Control in 
the Sahel, the CILSS. provides
the strong regional coordinating 
mechanism which Is required 
Formed during the dIroLIht to plan 
and solicit International aid for 
the Sahel. the CILSS is evolving 
as the highly professional overall 
developmental planning body for 
the region. with representation 
from the highest levels of glovern
ment. The efforts of the CILSS are 
also SLipporled by Sahel ian riwer 
basin planning bodies: the 
Senegal River Development 
Office. the Nigler River Commis
sion. the Volta Valley Auth1ority, 
and the Lake Chad Basin Commis
sion. 

•The resources of the inter
national aid community are focused 
on the Sahel The Africal Develop
ment Balk tie Wrl Bank, Euro
rean De Iopnewt Fund th1( United 
,ations Dv, lopfentFProg.ratin. anrd 

Franc. ihaive a long histry of aid 
and par ticipatod acilvily In(Irought 
re;lief The particit)ation of Canada 
and the United Stale's it; OW e
cent but no less strongly otlvat d 
The Nethorlalds. I Grmans a;d 
the Scandinavian countries re
spOndetJ to the recent crisis and 
have specifically indicn( d tii(ir 
intense d(-esire to aiddress ihe lairjer 
problems but untJl now have lacked 
the administrative vehicle And 
many other countries. Including 
OPEC nations. have indicatcd 
their interest it part cipating ina 
concerted effort In the Sah(et In all 
the prospects of bLich an effort have 
drawn the suppr of over 25 nnti-r. 
and multinational Lodis 

a Clearly, the prospects for devel
opment of the Sahel are now 
uniquely good. At this time there 
is extraordinary international con
sensus that a CiLialitative improve
ment can and should be made in the 
Sahel. The Sahelian states are in 
remarkably good position to play 
their central role in a comprehensive 
program across the region. And the 
indications are strong that the re
sources and operating mechanisms 
to support a Sahel Development
Program can be mobilized. 

15 
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SAHELIAN PASTORAL ADAPTIVE STRATEGIES BEFORE AND AFTER DROUGHT 

by 

Michael M. Horowitz * 

The subject peoples of this paper are those who live In the Sahel and whose
principal subs"gtence activity is animal husbandry. 
 Despite the thrust of media accounts
of the Sahellan drought, these peoples are not typical of the region's population. The

majority of Sahellan countries' populations is more aptly described as farmers. John

Caldwell, an Australian demographer, estimates that only 2. 5 million persons, 
 orabout 10 per cent of the population, could be categorized as pastorallst (1975). Pastoralists' numbers are fewer in the southern Sahelian countries of Upper Volta, Senegal and
Chad where most of the land enjoys more rainfall than the more arid countries to the north,Niger, Mali and especially Mauritania, which draw more pastoralists along with their herds. 

Current discussions of pastoralists are relatively free of sterile typological concerns which dominated previous writings about them. No longer are 
herdsmen compart
mentalized as "nomads," "semi-nomads," "hemi- demi- sumi-nomads," "true nomads,"
"transhumants" and the like. These terms are recognized as referring not to discrepant
ways of life, but to alternate strategies or forms of action, any one of which may be

elected 
as the appropriate response to a given set of social and environmental conditions,
either static or transient. The terms do not characterize whole groups of people; the al
ternative strategies form part of the managerial response inventory of any adult. 

Our goal is to analyze the incentives and constraints which lead individuals to make
particular kinds of choices which appear In aggregate as characteristic of the group.
 

In the Sahel pastoralists constitute ethnically distinct groups: 

.. Throughout the ... [Sahelian] region, pastorallsts and farmers are

I inked In intricate networks of exchange relations involving the conveyance

of herd and horticultural produce, and access to pasture and water. These 
exchanges occur most frequently among persons who not only exploit differ
ent ecological niches, but also are members of different ethnic groups, with
distinct behaviors, codes, and evaluations in those areas which are notdirectly concerned with those objects exchanged across the boundaries 
(Horowitz, 1975 :387). 

This ethnic/ecological segmentation is striking to any observer of the Sahel.
With the exception of Mauritania, herdsmen in every country are members of ethnic groups separate from the dominant agricultural peoples. Thus in the arid region below 
the Sahara, where pastoralism Is the principal form of subsistence activity, the 
people may be grouped into large, primarily linguistic categories such as Maures, 

Director, Institute for Development Anthropology, Inc., Binghamton, New York and
Professor of Anthropology, State University of New York at Binghamton 
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Fulani, Tuareg and Teda. 1 Though they may own substantial numbers of animals, 
majority populations are Ivolved basically in cereal production, and may be grouped as 
Serer, Wolof, Bambara, Dogon, Bobo, Mossi, Gourma, Songhai, Hausa, Kanmuri, 
Bagirmi, people whose forebears ruled the "Sudanic Empires" during the era of the 
great trans-Saharan caravans. Except for the massive Fulani politico-religious expan
sions in tileearly 19th century, the herdsmen provincial to these kingdoms of antiquity, 
have remained marginal to modern political rule in all states except Mauritania. 2 

1 

Recent Pre-Drought History of Sahelian Pastoralism 

Although tiletitle of this paper speaks of "before and after drought," it is difficult 
to generalize pre-drought conditions because there was no stable set of behaviors, no 
invariant set of practices which characterized pastoral life ii the Sahel. This point is 
made emphatically here to counter the conventional wisdom of the press which spoke of 
"ecological balances" and millenia-old adaptations." In the first place each of the pas
toral peoples had its own historv, its own values, its own conception of the good life. 
In the second place during the (30 years since the previous great drought, a whole range 
of externally caused events impinged on the herdsmen, producing significant modifications 
of earlier practices. These events are grouped into five major categories. 

A. European Colonization. By the second decade of this century European 
control was established throughout tileregion. From the herdsmen's point of view this 
control was associated with a number of changes. 

1. Colonization meant the establishment of peace and the end of raiding, 
forced tribute, forced slavery and the effective supremacy of the warrior. Many herding 
people traditionally obtained much of their cereal needs through these methods; now other 
ways of articulating themselves with agriculturalists had to be developed. The ideology 
of dominance continued, particularly among the Tuareg, whose captive Buzu previously 
had supplied them with grain, but it was no longer enforceable with physically coercive 
sanctions. 

2. Peace aliowed for safe movement by peoples beyond their noremal trans
humant orbits and encouraged the rapid Fulani expansion. 13vthe early years of the 
century Bororoji, the pastoral Fulani, had extended their range to the shores of Lake 
Chad and beyond. Today pockets of FulfUlde-speaking peoples, " Fellata, " exist as far 
east as Sudan and even Ethiopia. With tilepeople came their herds of catile, sheep 
and goats. Domesticated meat proteins began to replace wild game which hunters pre
viously had brought to exchange for the farmers' grai. 

3. Colonization meant increased taxation, payable in cash. This forced 
herdsmen to enter the product and/or labor market t.generate enough cash to pay taxes 
and to buy goods from the outside. This is not to sav' that either taxes or markets were 
colonial introductions, but simply that for the mobile pastoralist who earlier had lived 
on tile societies there were now greaterfringes of elaborately organized political sanc

tions forcing payment. Animals were censused and taxes based on the estimated herd size. 
B. Independence. With the exception of Mauritania, independence left individuals 

in political control whose primary identifications were antithetical to those of the herders. 
Monod recently pointed out that the pastoralist is often sut;jected to "untimely measures 
decreed by a government in which the ruling mentality is usually that of an agricultural 
peasant" (1975 :175-176). These administrations often echoed the multinational agencies' 
sentiments that the herdsman, hell-bent on destroying the environment, must be settled 
for his own good. in a Food and Agricultural Organization paper we learn that there 
are two ways of ameliorating the conditions of arid zone grazing: 

1 These are collective terms with minimal social content. The rubric "Fulani," for 

example, refers to some six million individuals, distributed from tileAtlantic coast 
of Senegal to Lake Chad and beyond, and speaking a number of closely related dialects. 
Fulani as an ethnic referent is made relevant only vis It vis speakers of other languages, 
for within that classification are contained hundreds of tribes anti thousands of lineages 
which are the largest units of joint action. 

2 "In Mauritania, where those who are in a politically responsible position are 
themselves mostly of nomad origin,.. " (Monod, 1975 :174). 
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... The first is to introduce measures of improved management in 
the semi-arid grazing lands themselves which still make it possi
ble to utilize this resource on the basis of conservation and to 
produce the livestock products characteristic of the environment.
The second Is to start actions which wil: make it possible if not 
essential for the free-range graziers and their livestock grad
ually to rely less and less on the semi-arid grazing resource,
and to become more sedentary than they were before. This 
trend is desirable from a social, medical and educational
point of view (FAO, 1962 :363 [my emphasis)). 

I. M. Lewis, who has written about Somali pastoralism, exposes the anti-nomad 
morality most eloquently. 

... 	 Of no fixed address, here today and gone tomorrow, the nomad's 
capricious movements are judged to curtail severely his commitment 
to the state which is, by definition, sedentary and of fixed 
geographic location. 

Nomads are indeed frequently no respecters of national 
frontiers, which they cross and re-cross with bewildering
rapidity, evading arrest or taxation, avoiding some new 
'modernizing programme' or any of those other intrusions 
of modern administration or 'good government' which the 
exponents of urban culture seek to impose on their 'more 
backward'subjects. Those who disappear so abruptly and 
mysteriously will, of course, return equally suddenly 
when some attractive benefit appears within their sphere
of movement. These elusive qualities are rendered even 
more irritating to those responsible for the maintenance 
of law and order by their frequent combination with stock
raiding, feuding, smuggling and other predatory pursuits.
Such activities are, moreover, often combined with an 
arrogant bellicose character which displays open contempt
for the docile peasant and ill-concealed hostility towards the 
local representaLtives of the central government. These 
attributes are readily associated vith the nomad's repu
tation for preferring numbers to quality in herd manage
ment, and his irequent reluctance to participate in 
betterment schenes specifically designed to improve
his livestock and their access to natural resources. 
Taken together with his other characteristics, this 
behavior simply adds a further dimension to the much
vaunted 'bewildering Irnitionality' of nomads. This 
general stereotype is, moreover, sometimes accepted 
and actual'y exulted in by the nomads themselves, who 
regularly make a defiant parade of all those attributes 
which they know are most calculated to annoy their 
sedentary neighbours and rulers. This is one way in
 
which they seek to express their cultural identity.

No wonder everyone wants to settle nomadic peoples;
 
or, if that fails, to consign their jurisdiction to a 
hostil, neighlxmring state (Lewis ,1975 : .126-427). 

It has been arguled that th, drought did not become an issue of national and inter
national importance until its consequences were felt by the sedentary peoples, especially
urban populations (Mayer, 1974 : t13). 

C. JMLdernization u(iI)evelopment. lollowing independence European powers
and intexnational organizations began to make resource transfers to the Sahellan countries, 
several of which had direct effects on the pastoral peoples.

1. improved veterinary practice. In the 1960s there were extensive cam
paigns against rinderpest. Veterinary medicine was made increasingly available to
herdsmen. The result was a marikid increase in herd size. Herdsmen, in general,
have responded positively to veterinary medicine, but the infrastructure associated 
with livestock services invariably has been underfinanced (cf. Beazer and Stryker, 1976). 
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2. Provisioning of permanent water sources. Animal nutrition problems
in the Sahel too often have been seen in terms of under-availability of water rather than 
in terms of the balanced availability of water and pasture. During the early 1960s donors 
undertook construction of bore-holes fitted with diesel engines to provide reliable water 
sources for herds. In the past small groups of animals dispersed across the terrain 
searched for pasture and water, but new huge numbers of animals b gan to assemble 
around bore-holes, particularly as the dry season progressed and st rface waters disap
peared. Land for great distances around the wells was grazed to bare sand as a 
consequence.
 

... Each new construction of a bore-hole attracted great 
numbers of herxismen. The traditional users of existing 
wells or groundwater saw the arrival of nomads from 
all the neighboring tribes--and this almost always 
included the Peuls, with their enormous herds of 
cattle. The estimate of 5,000 cattle or 10,000 
head Of livestock of al! species, intended to ensure 
a balanced availability of pasture, was everywhere 
more than doubled (Bernus, 1974t : 12-4). 

Thus when the drought struck vast numbers of animals died for lack of nourishment 
in ironically tragic proximity to the new wells. 

D. The Hising Demand for Animal Proteins. Herdsmen traditionally eat meat; 
that is, despite his normal diet of dairy produce and grains, almost every animal of his 
herd ends its career in the pot. Haising livestock primarilv for sale as carcass was not 
dmracteristic of Sahelian pastoralism. As late as 19-47, the director of livestock service 
for the French Sudan wrote: 

. . . The herder's conception of raising livestock is quite different 
from ours; the economic value of his stock does not outweigh all 
other considerations. lie rarely resorti to the slaughter of 
healthy animals for meat consumption, but only for ritual ends... 
Livestock are, rather, a mark of possession (Doutressoulle, 
19417 : 19). 

Development of :n urban meat-cons uming population in interior capitals and 
coastal cities with the ability to pay reasonable prices, however, provided an incentive 
to which herdsmen responded with some enthusiasm. Before the drought, more than 
600, 000 head of cattle born in the Sahel were exported annually to the coast (Swift, 1973 :71).
This was a remarkable achievement, one which underscores the opportunism of pastoral 
actions. The nomads saw opportunity and soon were culling 7 to 9 per ( ent of their cattle 
along with large numbers of sheep and goats to provide a regular su;,ply of meat to urban 
consumers. Getting their new "product" to) the market often required crossing national 
and currency frontiers, chores which they undertook for the most part without the para
phenalia of modern trade such as formal contracts and letters of credit. Again, conven
tional wisdom sees the herder as irrationally unwilling to part with is stock, but in fact 
he normally provides sufficient beef to feed the domestic civil serice and with a sub
stantial amount remaining for export, while meeting his subsistence needs for milk. 

In Mali livestock exports are the largest foreign currency earner. The herdsman 
has to assure himself, however, that he does not fall for the lure of quick profit and con
vert too great numbers of stock into carcass. The vagaries of weather, disease, theft, 
and taxation require that tie keep a far larger number of animals than would seem to be 
required for simple herd maintenance because the prime claim on milk is made not by 
calves but by the people themselves. 

E. Finally the 20 years preceding the drought had rather favorable rains. 
Consequently there was t decided northward expansion of the Sahel against the Sahara and 
a northward migration of herding, although, curiously, there are no books proclaiming 
"The Retreating Desert." 

.Charles Toupet was able to calculate that in Central Mauritania 
between 1941-19,12 and 1951-1952, the 100mm isohyet moved 605 
kms toward the north..."The sector thus demarcated between 
(the two isohyets), which can therefore alternatively be a 
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desert from which the herdsmen flee, or a zone of pasture
land attracting the herds, 340,000 km 2 or 31. 5covers 
per cent of the total area of Mauritania" ... [Tihe periodfrom about 19,15 to about 1965 corresponds to a generally
wet cycle in the whole of the north Sudanese and Sahelian 
zone of West Africa, a wet cycle which is shown by a 
progression of crops, a projection of pasture land 
towards the north, and a recession of the Sahara 
(Bernus and Savonnet, 1973). 

This too encouraged an expansion of pastoralism and the return of herdsmen whopreviously had settled to a less-sebcllc existence. 

This combination of new pasture, of veterinary medicine, of boreholes enabled
herdsmen to respond vigorously to rising comnmercial demand for beef. But it came undone, first with the onset of a dry period in 1,.68 and then with the all-pervading droughtof 1972-1973. Pastoralism is the only activity currently available in the more arid reaches(3 50-100mm) of the Sahel which allows for converting energy into forms usable by man.Yet there are limits which once exceeded lead rapidly to disaster and to possible longterm environmental degradation in some places. Monod wrote, "On the one hand, abovea certain level of aridity[ pastoral nomadism Iis the only possible means of land use; buton the other the risks of biological imbalance and then of destruction of the habitat aremanifest above a certain ratio of animals to land area" (1975 :110). 

II 

Sahelian Pastoral Adaptive Strategies 

The strength and durability of the herdsman's adaptation to the arid Sahelianenvironment is evidenced by multiple resource exploitation (Salzman, 1972). instead ofconcentrating efforts and investments on a single economic activity, the Sahelian pastoralist distributes activities across a wide range of ecological niches. He thus hedges hisbets, assuring himself and his family of a reasonalbe level of living in all but therain-deficient years, most a level which supports an exceptionally large number of persons inan environment wh ch seems to have no alternative uses. This is a fact of tremendousimport. The northern ranges of the zone support between 10 and 20 percent of the 25-iillion population of the Sahelian states through a combination of dairying for local consumption and culling herds annually for conversion to carcass. 
 No one has ever seriouslypronosed an alternative to annial husbandry for this terrain where any substantial shiftfrom dairying to a more beef-oriented activity would limit the number of individuals who
cool Ibe supported. Caldwell perhaps 
 is correct in noting that the pastoral population isprobably close to its limit an(l will not increase. As the overall population rises to more
than 40 million by the end of the century, the fraction characterized by pastoralism will
decline. Nonetheless, the contribution they make to the overall economy by making pro-Ilk tlVL 11othe rwise economically sterile landscape will be of increasing significance

the .emand for meat rises more rapidly than the supply.
 

The components of multiple resouree exploitation are reasonably well understood: 

A. Most Sahelian herding societies maintain a broad rage of livestock. In addition to cattle, they keel) varying numbers of sheep, goats and often camels. Each of theseanimals rnakcs a different consumptive demand on the environment. When their relativenumbers are in balance, the environment is not subjected to extraordinary demands on anyone of its resources. Sonc animals graze and some browse. Goats are effective climbersof low trees, and camels can find food at considerable heights. These animals have different requirements and different capacities to cover distance on the ground. Some ofthem are resistant to diseases to which others readily succumb. Herding societies' socialorganizations tend to be quite flexible, a flexibility that enables them to respond to thevarying denands of their livestock. Ilelxlers can organize themselves in ways which bestmaintain the herds. The goal of this action is not the well-being of the animals persebut the well-being of the herders who live with them in a relationship of mutual dependence. 
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B. While the ultimCate fate of :uli he, tValnlllnal is the cooking plot, tilefundamental 

socio-econonlic activity of Sahelian herdsmen is dairyuing. So that the( largest number of 
persons can subsist 0n the herd, the rimaCv laii on tilte ifcr's inilk is made not by 

tie calf but 1) the pcoph,. This IllWIaS thalt soltic of tilt'i)roduce (i. e. , income') from 

the herd is consumed direCtly hy pastolralists N,ithout having to cut into tilecapital itself. 

Further produtCC II tielt'or LItMiale anilats is sold off. The n1m11ik'r1Of animals reared 

il the Sahel anld -aching coastal consumeris rose steadily and im)ressively during tile 

decade pree cling lie tiri ht, ':tdwe leS tiiata es th-t the "savanlah as a whole already 

ends two-thirds of a ''illita catle ttIuMlt:i!t, the sotuthern1 mtarkets" (197 :62). The 

strategy of suhsistt'e Liiir\in.1 ilailicst itittgr)hic herd structure that is quite diffe

rent from that 'Ifl !ctA il Iilv .iht t,)ii'e:ise h,lrd offi:ake substaultially is to 

requiresreduce calf i t ali't!"'\ d Il' it let.l,:I ' 11W' r'At' (I ailillg. Curelit pIractice 
These actionsaiu'ual retentil d Ilfcl 9)o etI)..l t Of tilt IL- 1Ciie)ei' (lirtBI I, 1971). 

must be com iintiov 'hd i",,' i4 silfficinlit itnctntiveL f(i t'he IL'lt'rto 'onVe'rt animals 

to otlit'ir valL-. 

C. IIlI.4I it i1:1'1i1 1 lit1 h ,t' t2 .%hItLttd t'llitt'ratt, C.te.- to0I regulate their 

interrelationshit 	 ,liort,Ait:, 197 5). Ilhct'int rt'rl:ti' ishil)S are teeried from tilefact 
oil the [)I of their herds.0[) tlo 

tile le rdsIll t idL f.tI'nei SI ti a gtII",d Iart of the Va'Iit1 close )roxility. Rela
that novI.here tli2tL tt::lit5 xi-t exclsitS1 LIV I,,.c.'e Inmiluch of 

Sahel 
tionships bettv r-n thIllm ire no rmally cOnLiplemlitary, but ,tccasitnallv they are compe
titive and even a4t Iatic. 

[he pr'l'ilcipal betwen hr', !--and farners is a post-hal-Vest ,onvercx'hange 

'J
sion of cultivated fields illtpaStl't'e ,,thl.1i ,L :lS graze tileCrol)petd fields id provide 

manure, Much valUefd by tilecultivators, part!li r)v biecause they are t)tallv without 

chemical fer1tilizer's. The farmers see themselves a the prime beneficiaries of this 

exchange and entice the herdsmen with gifts of food an I money. 

. . . In western Nign' the Ichidenharen, a "'uareg tribe living on tie 

border between Ma.i and Niger, coime t the banks e1 the river at 
the end of the rain" season, when they have retUrne(d frotnt their 

nomadic movements that take them north of Menaka, in Mali. The 

camps draw near to the Songhai villages that line the It t ank 
of the river, and tileIchidenharen receive a measure of millet 
for six days spent in the fields (Bernus, 197-1 :13). 

This alternating use of t1e laind ba and h- rdi. tili to their mutual benefit 

becomes a poilt of Conflict M.hei animals return too s)oon iroin rainv season pastures and 

break into unharvested fields. Farme rs coiplain that herdsmen aeic insufficiently atten

tive to their animals or, worse, actuallv encorage them to feed off tilericf0 millt 

and sorghum. lerdsmen counterclaim that Iarncrs intentionally entice animals into tile 

fields, where they are seized. Animal otnirs are then foretid into conurts controlled by 

tilesettled peoplle to coMIpensat the farolr'M'frbevoid tileValue of the damaged Crop.
 
"ensions rise when rainy evasoi pastur'es (trV ip, especially when farmers cut new
 

fields in lands regarded as trad itional la-otu It.tr ill lands in cle ic proximity t)places
 

theire animals drink. 

eons ignmnent 


neither the personnel to guard their aninmals ntr the desire t(,assume the lifestyle and
 

impoverished consumptive profile which they asstciate with pastonlism.
 

Ie rds men also take fa rit rs' ani ma Is ct becau se fa rmers have 

...In Ader-Doutchi, a relatively rich agricultural region in central 
Niger (south of "l'ahoua , farm-ners tccasionallv entrust their herds 
to the Peuls, when the latter's nomadic rnovem-iwnt t.ke them to the 

northern plains of A; awak during thie rainy season. The Peuls integrate 

these animals into their own herds; the.y drink te inilk and consume 
the butter produced by atws in their care, but the calves born diuring 
this period must be turned over to tht. larme is. It an aninial is lost, 
killed by a Aild animal or impl 'v the shepherd cannotby disease:, 
be held responsible. The leuls must, therefore, be well-known 

to the farmers who eintrust thejir herds to th-rn, and11mutual 

trust must prevail (Ibid.: 138-139). 

Consignment also gives the farmer sonie leve i-age to get the licrder to pasture animals on 
his fields at the onset of the diy season. It is important to get aninali to pasture as soon 

after harvest as possible because the stubble nipidly declines in nutritive value and hence 

the fertilizing value (if the manure. 
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During the periods when herdsmen and Irmers are In close contact, many other 
exchanges between them occur. Farmers buy animals, especially small ruminants, and 
hides, butter, cheese and milk; pastorallsts purchase millet, grains, some locally crafted 
products, and imported Items. And pastoral women can hire themselves out as household 
laborers, aiding farmers' wives pound millet grains Into flour. 

D. Many herders acquire agricultural produce by growing it themselves. In her 
study of Fulani pastoralism (1962), Margu6rlte Dupire pointed out that among these people 
stock raising and farming do not form mutually exclusive orientations; rather there is a 
pendulum-like movement in which first one form of subsistence and then the other dominates. 
When good pasture, water and a sufficient number of animals are at hand, cultivation de
clines in importance, some fields are abandoned and the people live off their herds, ob
taining grains through trade. But a greater commitment to agriculture is always a possi
bility. Fulani social organization is sufficiently flexible to permit mobilizing labor for
 
farming -uid herding simultaneously as well as for the varying ecological demands of
 
different stock.
 

As a consequence of the recent drought, there appears to have been a marked
 
increase in agriculture among the Fulani of eastern Niger. In the area around Nlaine'-

Soroa much more land is under cultivation by Bornankolen Fulani than had been during
 
field work In 1967-1969. We do not know whether this adaptation is permanent or if it is
 
a temporary reaction to the substantial reduction In herd size occasioned by drought, but
 
we suspect that for a number of years the people will be cautious about too committed a
 
return to herding. 

E. To restrict accumulation of animals among a few rich persons and loss among
 
others herdsmen have developed various redistributive mechanisas. Animals are real
located through loans tnanga n'ai in Fulfulde), marriuge gifts, tribute, and other methods.
 
Some herding peoples have traditional relationships of political dominance over some agri
cultural peoples such as in the relationship between Tuareg and Buzu in Niger. The ex
changes were hardly symmetrical. The Buzu received protection and access to animals
 
and gave their ''uareg captors labor and agricultural produce. We cannot here develop
 
the idea of pastoral political organizations' adaptive contrib.ins, but there is sub tantlal
 
literature which attests to its pertinence.
 

F. The most striking adaptive mechan',m is movement. Dei-rick Stenning, who
 
worked with l'ulani in northern Nigeria, identified three -q aractecistlc forms of movement
 
among herding peoples: transhumnance (kodol in ::ulfuled, from, the verb "to come around
 
like seasons") which is defined as "regular stcasor,.. movements, " fjr example, from
 
northern pastures in the rainy season to cropp;ed fields in tLe dry .eason; migratory drift
 
(eggol, from the verb "to wander") meaning "gradual displacement of transhumance or
bits;" and migration (Lprol from the verb "to iec"', meaning "the assumption of new
 
transhumance orbits by a Sudden and often lengthy movement" (Stenning, 1957).
 

The notion of free access to pasture is necessarily associated with free movement. 
This association causes distress among range managers who see in It only the selfish des
truction of shared rsources, the "tragedy of the commons," as it has been called. The 

'tragedy" occurs simply because it is not to the advantage of any single herder or small 
group of herders to reduce the numbers of animals herded to lessen the charge on the
 
pasture, and improving pasture locally is seen as an invitation to others to bring in their
 
aninials. Yet there Is beginning to appear a counter position to the argument that range
 
use must be controlled in both space and numbers. For example, Daniel H. Janzen has
 
written recently that "Sonic studies even suggest that 'overgrazed' pastures may have a
 
higher overall yield than more carefully managed sites, especially if the real costs of
 
nraugement : i charged against the system" (1973 : 1214). It clearly hres not been es
tablished that there are viable alternatives to current practice. It may well turn out that
 
the Sahelian herdsman is a pretty good conserver of resources after all. In any case, we
 
have to look e.pecially Critically at any proposals which seek to restrict movements
 
without providing altenative adaptation.
 

Sahelian gOve rlnr'nts anti the international donor community are convinced that
 
the herdsmen had too many animals and therefore were unable to withstand drought-induced
 
pasture decline, but the herds men are equally convinced that they had too few animals and
 
therefore were mnade vunerable. A minimal herd is required to support a family. The 
herder who had aI 20-animal herd and saw it reduced to 10 has had to drop out t his desired 
occupation and way of life, whereas the man who had .10 and lost half has the basic stock
 
with which to rebuild.
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Effects of Drought on Pastoral Strategies 

The prime productive strategies of Sahelian herdsmen In the pre-drought situation 
have been outlined. We turn now to a consideration of drought effects and its aftermath on 
those adaptations. This is an area which we approach with uncertainty, since the situation 
Is highly fluid and there are many gaps in our understanding. 

We know that there were vast movements of people far beyond their normal trans
humant orbits, with pastoralists searching for grazing lands In the normally tsetse-ridden 
areas of the Ivory Coast, Ghana, Togo, Benin (Dahomey), Nigeria and Cameroun. This 
immigration caused a number of problems in states contiguous to the Sahel because govern
ments had to weigh the political objections of local farming peoples against the possible econo
mic advantages of having domestic beef supplies. With the return of the rains, however, 
most of these herders proved to be but temporary visitors, and they and their herds re
gained their Sudano-Sahelian pastures. 

The experience of having lived in refugee camps, of having been dependent on 
emergency food and medical relief from governments which previously were viewed with 
disdain is likely to have long-term effects both on the pastoralist's self-image and on the 
political relationships between herdsmen and farmers. This is an area that requires 
considerable investigation. What are the psychological effects on young Tuareg children, 
for example, who witnessed their mothers prostituting themselves and their fathers beg
ging among agricultural black populations whom they had previously treated with contempt? 
Will Buzu villagers continue to provide herding services and grains to the Tuareg nobility 
whom they had seen reduced to mendicancy? These questions are of more than passing 
interest because It may well be that these traditional relationships of dominance and sub
ordination contributed to making viable this most marginal of environments. 

The one alternative officially discouraged is a full return to the status quo ante. 
As a consequence of the drought, there is an enormous international mobilization of funds, 
personnel and equipment at unparalleled levels. Drought-afflicted countries wishing to 
maintain the state of mobilization to continue harvesting its beneficence formed a political
organization to keep fresh the international community's memory of the drought. There Is 

universal agreement that "something" must be done, but there is less consensus about 
what that "something" Involves. 

The Sahellan states of the interior, particularly Mali and Niger and to a lesser 

extent Chad and Upper Volta, see livestock as the principal agrarian export. They and 

many donors would like to see a shift away from dairying to beef-oriented production. 
There has been a congruence of interest on a scheme of zonal stratification In which 
livestock would continue to be born in the Sahel under traditional conditions but the young 
would be removed as soon as feasible to be fattened and finished In intermediate rainfall 
zone feedlots. It is envisaged that herdsmen would have ro continuing involvement with 
the animals once they leave the Sahel. Large feedlots would be operated by parastatal 

agencies or by groups of livestock brokers, wholesale butchers, traders who combine to 
obtain the necessary credits and to support the required scale of operation. These feed
lots are supposed to utilize commercial crop vegetable residues such as cotton seed and 
groundnut cakes. 

Similarly, there is much interest In expanding animal production in the higher 
rainfaU zones. Farmers would either engage in small-scale stock-raising or in raising
draft animals and stock for slaughter. The farmer also would put aside some of his land 

for forage crop production. Related to this scheme is opening new pastures to livestock 
by clearing lands of the tsetse fly and eradicating river blindness. 

There Is little in these programs of direct benefit to the herdsman. From an 
economic point of view It is questionable If the herdsmen would voluntarily supply suffi
cent young animals to keep feedlots going and to meet rising demands for high-quality 
beef because costs of keeping an animal on Sahelian pasture from age two years to 
about six years are far less than the value of that six-year-old animal as compared with 
the worth of a two-year-old calf. Jeremy Swift Is not sure that raising the prices leads 
to supply increases because "among the Iforas Tuareg nomads sell to realize a target 
income, and so have a backward-bending supply curve--the higher the price, the fewer 
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the animals they sell" (Monod [citing Swift], 1975not markedly increase the number offered for sale. 
:131).3 At least raising calf prices mayA partial solution to the supply problem,in our view, would be to explore the ways herdsmen could be involved in the ownershipand management of the feedlots and commercial operations so they benefit from the animal'sincreased value after It completes the livestock-to-meat process.
 

The intervention aimed primarily at 
herders which has received much donor enthusiasm is range management involving rotational grazing in the Sahelian zone with restrictions on the numbers of animals which may graze any particular plot at any given time.This proposal has a certain deceptive attractiveness but raises as many problems as itwould hope to solve. Itclearly strikes directly at the herdsman's major adaptive response,mobility, by constraining his animals' movements. Justifying itself as environmentallysound, this proposed solution substitutes the judgment of persons remote from the scene
for the micro-ecological data processing of hersmen themselves. 
 As earlier noted, thesesystems may prove to be far more costly than currently is suspected. 

We suspect that programs which are voluntarily entered into by herdsmen on aparticipatory design and management basis are the ones most likely to have enduring impactin the region. The herdsmen's very optimism enables them to exploit so effectively suchmarginal terrain and invests them with a healthy pragmatism, a willingness to experiment.In a "Colloquium on the Effects of Drought on Adaptive Strategies of Sudano-Sahelian Herdsmen and Farmers," held in Niamey, Niger, June 1975, there were a number of reportspastoralists' onexperimentations, particularly involving their increasing interest in farming.[Ina Brock discussed the innovation of winter season vegetable gardening among an klan 
group near Tahoua in Niger: 

...the cultivation of vegetable gardens... was begun as an initiative 
on the part of the population themselves, without th, initial impetus
or assistance of the government agricultural re'vice. This is significant not becauso I wish to isolate the system from its national 
context, but rather to emphasize the point that the innovation is builtuniquely on an organization of production, a systei.i of marketing net
works, and a level of technical knowledge which already existed 
in the region (1975 : 1). 

The Kel Tamacneq practiced a mixed pastoral/horticultural economy before the droughtwith rainfed millet grown during the summer months and animals pastured during the dryseason on the grasses which had grown in basins flooded during the rains. Large numbersof animals were lost during the drought. The Kel Tariacheq started to practice recessionagriculture in the basins which previously served as dry season pasture and raised marketable quantities of tomatoes, onions, wheat, tobacco, maize, okra, peppers and spices.
Ms. Brock reports that the land 
was exploited so effectively that in 1975 it provided foryear-round cultivation as these gardens continued to produce through the last months of

the dry season.
 

hile there will be increased sedentary agricultural activities on the part ofsome herdsmen and increased emigration of young men from the Sahel to the laborconsuming areas, the basic short-run strategy for most pastoralists will be to Increasetheir herds as rapidly as possible to pre-drought levels and beyond.able to show that it is Unless states areto the direct benefit of herdsmen to limit herd size, most pastoralists will return to the strategy which has paid off Themore consistently than any other.burden of proof is not on those who are surIving In the Sahel, but on those strangers toit, who are designing the programs of change. 

I In 1975 when Mali closed its borders to the export of beef in the tr-pronged attemptto raise prices on the coast, lower prices domestically and rebuild drought-reduced herds,France was able to market its own beef at world prices in Abidjan and compete successfully with Sahelian-produced carcasses. Sonic economists (Beazer and Stryker, 1976)feel that this is not a long-term threat to the Sahel, while others are less optimistic andproject a scenario in which Argentina or Australia delivers beef in Lagos and Abidjan on a timely schedule and at a price with wh ich Sahelian states cannot compete. 
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COPING WITH DROUGHT IN AFRICA 

by 

Wolf Roder*
 

Drought occupies a place of particular complexity among the natural hazard studies 
sponsored by the International Gtographlc al Union's Commission on Man and Environment 
(White, 1974). In fact, the drought event Is exceptionally difficult to define. Its beginning
and end are most Indeterminate. Its occurence simply defies easy measurement. 

One scholar has culled five pages of drought definitions from the literature (Saarinen,
1966). Drought has been defined In terms of precipitation quantity and timing, as effects 
on vegetation such as cessation of growth or wilting, or with respect to Its economic and 
social results. These definitions permit subdivision of drought by type and by severity.
For instance drought affecting agriculture could be considered to be a shortage of water 
harmful to human farming activity c.rused either by low total rainfall or by maldistribution 
of rainfall In time and space. 

The recognition of drought clearly is a function of Its definition. Farmers may be
concerned with Invisible drought, a borderline rainfall inadequacy which surfaces only at 
the end of the season as a less than optimal cr)p yield. Administrators may admit to 
drought only when formal government action becomes necessary. The climatic record is 
likely to identify droughts less severe than the administrator's contingencies without recog
nizing each borderline rainfall inadequacy known to some farmer. So the onset of drought
is uncertain and may go unrec,,Oui. (Xl. Only in retrospect is disaster a certainty. For 
example, Newsweek ('eb. 23, 197;) recently reported of the U.S. dust bowl region that 
"the worst drought in 19 yea'- has al ready damaged much of the key winter wheat crop
yet on the same page qcaoted falrme rs as unwilling to write off the year's ha,-vest in the 
hope ,f later rains. The difficulty Oi recognizing a drought unlil it is far advanced en
courages remedial action delays such as were part but not the whole cause of the recent 
severe Ethiopian disaster (Shepherd,1975). 

i:}xtrt, es ill the range of geophysical events become disasters only through their 
interaction with human communities, if man did not occup\ rainfall-deficient regions,
did not overstock or grow only crops adjusted to low-moisture availability extremes, he 
would not risk drought damage. Hazards are infact not natural, but a complex interaction 
between the physical environment and human social and economic adjustments to the land. 
Various combinations of physical and hunvi environments within a given rainfall zone 
allow highly differentiated Impacts of natural hazards within those areas so that damage
varies within small sub-areas and even among individuals. 

* Department of Geography, University of Cincinnati 
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Ecological Diversity 

Average annual rainfall variations give rise to broad ecological zones. The general 
trend of diminishing rainfall from south to north is familiar In West Africa. Where alpine 
zoning occurs sharp precipitation differentials can exist over short distances. These 
zoning differentials provide opportunities for transhumance (Wisner and Mbthi, 1974) 
and complementary trade which may predate the colonial period. Coping with drought 
thus is affected by gross bloclimatic zonation. Rainfall in many parts of Africa Is a 
function of local cloud formation and thunder storms. Villages In proximity to one 
another may experience considerable precipitation differences. 

The impact of drought varies particularly with soil conditions. Soil texture and 
associated water-holding capacity bear strongly on the effectiveness of a given quantity 
of precipitation. It is characteristic of Africa to have highly differentiated soils within 
relatively small areas. 

Slope steepness affects runoff and infiltration rates and thus moisture availability 
to plant crops. Swales which collect moisture and river bottoms even when dry provide 
better growing conditions than exposed sites. Riverine areas, temporary or permanent 
swamps or otherwise wet soils exist in many regions. African farmers are aware 
of these differences of land quality and select fields for clearing and for various crops 
accordingly. 

In a broad sense, plant moisture requirements have to be matched with water 
availability (Table 1). Natural and cultivated vegetation belts tend to follow rainfall 
zones. Because of the many ecological niches there is wide overlap, and complex com
binations of crop plants occur within areas of similar rainfall--even on the same farm. 
What is drought for the yam patch may be an excellent season for millet. 

Complex diversity of environments has encouraged developing agricultural patterns 
intimately adapted to the local ecology. Within each rainfall zone peasant farmers plant 
crops from which they can expect abundant yield in a normal year. Ecological niches are 
well known and exploiced for greater return or diversification. Extreme precipitation 
deficiencies below the climatic normal will result in shortage of yield within any rainfall 
zone. Drought in this sense is a concept relative to expectations. Farmers remember 
as many bad years in the higher rainfall zones as in the low. Evidence indicates that 
shortfalls in crop production frequently are proportionately greater in the high rainfall 
zones (Hankins, 1974; HelJnen and Kates, 1974). It is difficult therefore to read the 
propensity for drought occurrence off a climatic diagram of a given region. 

TABLE 1 

TYPICAL MINIMUM RAINFALL REQUIREMENTS FOR VEST AFRICAN CROP PLANTS 

Crop Rainfall (mm) 

rice (Ovza sativa) 
sugar cane (Saccarum officinarum) 
yam (Dloscorea spp.) 
maize (Zea mays) 
peanuts (Arachis hypogea) 
guinea corn (Sorghum spp.) 
millet (Pennisetum spp.) 

irrigation 
1,250 
1,000 

500 
500 
400 
400 

or naturally flooded land 

(Source: Phillips, 1964) 

Adjustments exist in the settlement patterns within the drier and wetter areas. 

Peasant farmers' experiences in the lower rainfall areas tell them to plant larger fields 
to compensate for lower returns per hectare. Plots have to be larger also to allow 
wider spacing of plants so that more moisture is available to Individual stalks, and 
larger fields are needed to provide surplus in the event of later crop failure or reduc
tion in yield. A lower settlement density in the dry zone is one result of these adjust
ments. The wetter regions, of course, will support more people per square kilometer 
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(lankins, 1974). Such patterns are still in evidence In many localities as a result of 
general patterns of shifting cultivation and village migrations. Settlement adjustments 
responding to the environment become increasingly obscured by public policies actions 
and by national boundaries, as well as by population densities rising above that 
level which can be sustained by shifting cultivation. Nor should comparisons be made be
tween culture areas, since each culture has developed its unique adjustment to the environment. 

Despite popular belief, opportunities generally are less in low rainfall zones for 
diversifying adjustments to environmental conditions. Many drought-resistant and catch 
crops can be planted on moisture- and nutrient-deficient soils in wetter regions, but dry
zone farmers have a smaller selection of crop plants upon which to rely. Consequently, their 
production in absolute terms tends to be less. Even though shortfall may be proportionately 
small, in absolute terms the drier regions are closer to marginal survival . Though drought 
measured as decrease in precipitation may be no more severe in drier regions, the resul
tant suffering in absolute terms is likely to exceed whatever Is experienced in wetter regions. 

Complexity of Farming Patterns 

Notions that African farming systems are simple ought to be laid aside along with 
other ideas about primitive African cultures. African farmers follow a complex routine, 
plant many different crops in the course of an agricultural year and exercise a variety of 
skills and knowledge to sustain their families. Although one crop tends to be staple over 
wide areas, each family relies on a variety of subsidiary kitchen garden crops for subsis
tence. These crops often provide Important nutritional requirements. A variety of catch 
crops and "hungry season" plantings allow conlderable latitude in coping with droaght
brought shortfalls. 

The extended family living within a compound represents both the farming and the 
consuming unit. Yet there may be different success levels even among this close group 
so that this unit becomes the first step of mutual support and aid. The compound's size of 
farm unit varies but in rough proportion to the size of the family, although the relationship 
Is by no means strong. There are large and small farms even where land remains an 
available resou rce and holdings tend to be highly fragmented, partly because of the 
shifting cultivation process. More important i! plot selection for specific purposes. 
Farmers choose upland fields for sorghum, sauidy soils for millet, riverside gardens for 
irrigation crops, low-lying wet areas for rice or other dry-season crops. Kitchen gardens 
usually are in und around the compound. Irrigaion of an often very simple type may be 
widespread. 

A broad variety of crops with different moisture requirements is grown. Table 2 
provides a list of crops grown by. t0 compoundt sainpled near Yelwa, Nigeria. Although 
crops differ from area to area, most African farmers grow one or at most two major food 
crops for subsistence. Many use part of this staple crop to obtain cash in the market, but 
various other food crops are grown for sale as well. Cultivating non-food cash crops is 
widespread in Africa. In addition, fresh vegetables, condiments and delicacies may be 
grown in gardelns. 

While agriculture is not the sole source of subsistence, the broad range of other 
activities is secondary. Hunting small game especially is still widespread and appears to 
provide a measure of protein to herd boys. Fishiig inland waters is widely practiced and 
may be of some importance du ring the hunger season (Dupree and Roder, 1974) and a variety 
of wild plants, roots, tubers and greens is gathered. Fruit trees are probably of outstaud
ing inportance a in ng wild plants, including locust bean, mango, sheanut and wild orange, 
for instance, near Yelwa. The leaves and/or fruit of the baobab are widely used to stave 
off starvation where this tree is common, and by keeping cattle and other stock farmers 
store a food suorplus on the hoof. 

Peasant farmers pursue various subsidiary occupations where craft traditions re
main intact. These probably serve to strengthen the mutual support system within villages and 
anmong kin more than they provide subsistenceexcept, of course, in the case of full-time 

professionals, in the Yelwa area weaving grass and reed products is Important, especially 
fences which ring most compounds, but alsolimportant products are mats, ropes, fish traps 
and baskets. Other craftspeople are weavers, potters, carvers, tailors, blacksmiths, car

penters, leather workers and boat builders. Services are provided by musicians, barbers, 
Arabic teachers, traditional doctors, ferry boatmen and bo-t repairers (Roder, 1970). 
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TABLE 2 

LIST OF CROPS GROWN BY 40 FARMERS SAMPLED 

Crop 	 Scientific Name 

DOMESTIC CASH CROIS 

Allium cepa 
Orvza sativa 

Onions (Irrigated) 
Rice (Swamps) 

Indigofera sp.Indigo 

SUBSISTENCE CROPS 
Sorghum guineenseGuinea corn 

Millet Pennisetum typhoideum 
Finger millet Eleusine coraeana 

jjigna sinensisCowpeas 
Manihot utilissi maCassava 

Sweet potate 	 Ipomaea batatas 
Zea marsMaize 
Glvcine soja 
Voandzeia subterranea

Soybeans 

Bambara groundnuts 

EXPORT CASH CROPS 

Arachis hvpogaea 
Sesamum indlcurm 

Groundnuts 
Benniseed 

GADIDEN CROPS UNDER IRRIGATION 

Nicotiaua tabacumTobacco 

Lycope rsicu m esculentuinITomato 
Sacca rum officinarumSugar cane 
Solanum macrocarponBitter tomato 

Capsicum frutescens
Pepper 

KITCHEN GARDEN CROPS: 

Hibiscus cannabinusKena 

Hibiscus esculentusOkra 

Hibiscus sabdariffa
 

Local greens Amaranthus sp.
 
Calabash la.genaria vulgaris
 

Red sorrel 

FISH POISON 

Fish poison 	 Tephrosia vogelii
 
Mundulea sericea
 

(Source: Roder, 1970) 

Despite this diversity of income possibilities, success of the chief subsistence 
crop must be accounted the crucial variable. In the face of uncertain rainfall peasant 
farmers attempt to produce an adequate food surplus in the normal year (tlankins, 
197-4). Although surplus is not easily disposed of In economically rewarding ways 
in a good season, during drought it may provide the margin between starvation and 

Since economic costs in the form of additionalsurvival (lleijnen and Kates, 19741). 

labor are involved in producing surplus, there has to be a trade-off between crop
 
failure risks and providing excess security.
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Risks of starvation are greater In low rainfall zones, thus the normal surplus 
may be expected greater there. Researchers have found surplus multiples of two to 
three in drier areas over wetter (HelJnen and Kates, 1974; Hankins, 1974; Wisner and 
Mblth, 1974). Greater surpluses are achieved by enlarging planting areas In dry zones, 
according to research findings. The farming system thus Is adapted to the potential 
annual variations in the environment. In this sense the system Is not so much adjusted 
to a specific drought as It is to the potential for annual rain shortfall (Heijnen and Kates, 
1974). 

Perception of Drought Occurrence 

Perception in this context refers to an individual's observation of extreme environ
mental event occurrences. It involves the concept of the past and tining of events in the 
future, and includes a major cognitive component (White, 1974). Perception of drought 
is colored by the world view of the community and Interacts with attitudes to other stresses 
In the physical and social environment (Dupree, 1972). Unlike Newsweek, which seems to 
believe droughts have a 20-year periodicity (Feb. 23, 1976), African farmers are capable 
of perceiving droughts as random events, likely to happen within any year. Yet they may 
be unwilling to risk Allah's wrath through impious anticipation of evil (Dupree and Roder, 
1974). 

Interpretations of what constitutes drought vary. A farmer who planted sorghum 
and millet may experience no drought, while his neighbor relying on a maize crop might 
define the same season as drought. Past experience with drought and recent or frequent 
experience of especially severe drought affects farmers' interpretations. Personal 
attitudes on risk taking, personal control over fate, the forces of nature, and education 
levels have sonic effects also. 

Considering these factors affecting interpretation it Is not astonishing that percep
tion of drought occurrences In the past is subject to extreme variance. Farmers along 
transects from high to low rainfall areas generally recount equal drought frequency, 
and there is more variation within each area than between different rainfall regions. 
Because farming systems are adjusted to normal rainfall expectations, extreme events 
may well occur with equal frequency in each rainfall zone. Farmers in dry zones harbor 
expectations of more rainfall variability, according to research evidence, and conse
quently aim at harvesting a greater normal surplus. Within narrow limits farmers 
of the dry zone may be more capable of weathering the e9ects of drought (H1anl;ins, 1974). 

When farmers are requested to assess damage sustained during past droughts, 
differences do appear between those of the drier and wetter zones and are reported 
either as crop losses or in terms of deprivation and hunger suffered. The proportion 
of crop-shortage reports appear slightly higher in the drier zones, though the difference 
Is not great, nor is the proportion of farmers mentioning some losses. Drier areas 
do appear in absolute terms to suffer greater harvest declines. This is brought out 
clearly in reports of deprivation suffered. While hunger in the wetter zone is rare, 
it is frequent where the farming system is adjusted to normally low rainfall (lankins, 
1974; Heijnen and Kates, 197.4). 

The mode to which drought and its effects are perceived tends to focus on key 
indicators. Shortfalls in the staple subsistence grain provlde the first concern even 
though many subsidiary crops are grown. Where a cash crop has become important, 
drought's effects on It may become the prime indicator. Substitute grain cost Is im
portant in the wetter zones where normal surplus is small but reserves for substitute 
purchases do exist tying farmers ito the broader regional or national economy. They 
must perceive drought not so much local as national problems. 

Drought's effects on cattle and other livestock may be perceived especially sharply 
because they represent emergency reserves either for sale or for consumption. The 
clearest indicator of drought may be the sale of cattle. In one situation herdsmen re-
ported drought In terms of cattle death, especially that two of three calves succumbed, 
compared with a rate of one of four in normal times (Wisner and Mbithi, 1974). Dis
posal of milk cows is an Indicator of extreme drought because of the effect on children. 



Adjustments to Current Drought 

Alternatives and adjustments available to peasant farmers to mitigate drought
Impact depend on a host of factors. The severity of the drought event and effect dfferen

rials with respect to the varieties of local environments play major roles Inthe potentialuse of wet lands, late-planting schemes, crop alternatives and other temporary adjustments
 

to the agricultural system. The regional geographic structure IsImportant when consi
dering the extent of the drought-affected area.- Are there unaffected ecological zonesnearby which might provide various sources of relief? Do urban areas or commercial
 
enterprises exst which may be sources of temporary or casual labor? The total number
 
of people and the pressure of population on resources will help determine the type of 
relief available to the Individual. The condition of the marketing system and the transport 
net will affect the possibility of selling crops and cattle as well as their price. 

.
t. Thericultrgeneral and obvousadjustment wllbe the forced decsion to bearthe 
losses inresigned suffering. Most farmers do expect to tighten their belts. Normal 
nutrition levels determine a populaton's vulnerability Inthe event of drought. Malnutri
tion rather than starvation Isthe characteristic Impact which, Inturn, Implies Increased
 
Incidence of disease, morbidity and mortality. Reduced diets also Impact on continued
 
prductivilty, including producing the next season's crop. Impact varies among Individuals
 

and families. Small children just weaned are most seriously affected by food shortages;
breast-fed Infants are less seriously affected tlsner 1974).( and Mithl, 

Distress mobilizes the kinship aid and exchange network, and social visits continue, 
birth and marriage ceremonies go on, meetings are held and civil cases are eard by 
local authorities. and beer Isbrewed. The unwritten rules of social conduct and hospitality 
serve to mitigate drought Impact as long as some families are better off than others. 

Africans exhibit a variety of religious responses which are embedded incultural 
concepts. Prayer to Allah or revival meetings to mobilize the help of God are recommended 
by many. Rainmakers or other ritual and magic experts are employed by communities or 

individuals. 

Agricultural adjustments generally are categorized as increasing alternative produc
tion or drawing down reserves. Planting drought-resistant catch crops, especially cassava, 
Ispossible insome situations. Increasing th ea iunder sbmp irrigation may be possi

ble or, alternatively, utilizing lands waterlogged n normal years. Simply increasingacreage of late-planted crops or of cash crops may work. Moisture-conserving farming 
practices can be employed. Greater attention to weeding and tieridging are two such 
measures. Rverine areas may be cleared for temporary use or for grazing by endangered 
livestock. These adjustments, however, will put Increased pressure on already scarce 
resources.
 

Few peasants have cash resources to fall back on. Drawing on reserves requires 
mainly the sale of cattle or other livestock. Household goods, clothing, jewelry, and other 
Items may be sold, however. Food crops normally sold may be consumed within the family, 
and seed grain may be eaten Inextreme circumstances. 

Fishing, hunting and gathering Increase inresponse to drought events. Foods not 
normally consumed become palatable or emergency rations intimes of shortage. Those 
who have craft skills work at them more diligently Inhope of selling Items for cash or 

bartering them for food from more fortunate community members. Truly desperate alternatives may be gathering firewood or grass for sale, or hawking drinking water from 
house to souse. 

Migration Isanother adjustment. This may be temporary migration to nearby 
sources of jobs, or long-distance migration to urban centers Involving considerable 
periods of time. Permanent migration in search of better lands Isprobably a response 
confined to recurrent drought conditions among peasant farmers, but ItIsa response fro
quently adopted by nomadic livestock herders. 

The sum total of these adjustments to drought serve to mitigate Its Impact and are 

probably most effective in diluting Its effects by distributing them among the members of 
the community. Adjusting farming patterns to fit a changing environment generally includes 
some allowance for coping with drought. A single drought season can be met by current 

i 
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adjustments and drawing on reserves. There Is agreement that disaster Is a drought 
recurrence over two or more consecutive years. Therefore, spreading drought effects 
among all members of the community makes all vulnerable, and the second drought year
may bring system collapse with widespread hunger and famine impacts. Recovery after 
two or more years of drought Is consequently beset by difficulties several magnitudes 
greater than is experienced after a single-year drought. 

Conclusion 

Risk to subsistence from drought Is a compromise negotiated between an environ
ment and a culture's technology. African farmers have a variety of adjustments for coping
with drought. These tend to assure sharing limited resources to ensure minimal subsis
tence to all members of the community. Under extreme or recurrent drought pressure,
the entire farming system may collapse with consequent suffering for the whole community. 

There is some indication that agricultural administrations and extension services
 
have over-concentrated on developing cash crops and neglected subsistence farming sys
tems, especially in dry zones (Wlsner and MbIthl, 1074). To ascribe African hunger

origins to such neglect Is an extreme view (Lofchie, 1975). Occurrence of hunger and
 
famine predates the colonial period. Indeed, expanding planting of cash crops in dry
 
zones would provide one means of increasing peasants' abilities to build up reserves
 
against drought.
 

Recent history recounts the expansion of settlement Into more hazardous zones and
population Increases. Population pressure limits farmlands available to the community
while placing greater demands on scare land resources not affected by the low rainfall 
events. Increase in population thus decreases the community's collective ability to cope
with droughts. 

A numbei of actions can be taken to mitigate drought Impacts. These need to be 
firmly based in the farmers' own perception of hazard and must enable him to increase 
and systematize traditional measures for dealing with rain shortfall. No crash program 
can substitute for carefully planned long-term development. Research and extension ser
vices should focus on transferring known dryland farming technology from other countries, 
e.g., Israel, Mexico and Australia. Early maturing crop plants with low moisture re
quirements do exist but must be made available to farmers under conditions acceptable 
in the region. 

Farmers often have knowledge of local resource opportunities, a small swamp,
bottomland or highly fertile irrigable area,for instance. Small-scale planning, low capi
tal investment, utilization of self-help organization, famine relief labor and, most of all,
flexibility in execution are required. Leadership from highly motivated extension workers, 
capable of cutting through red tape, would be Ideal. 

Where labor migration becomes necessary, It could be managed by establishing
mobile labor exchanges to direct workers to parts of the country where they are needed. 

From the foregoing It becomes obvious that to separate the drought problem from 
general rural development Is difficult. Increases in productivity provide the reserves,
the alternatives, the flexibility for coping with drought events. Creating employment
opportunities in affected areas would increase incomes to some families or enable some 
individuals to be only marginally affected b3 drought. 

Developing the transport net, markets and marketng systems could be the most im
portant changes affecting the drought impacts. This rural development strategy
aims at more closely tying remote drought-prone regions into the national economy.
It would enable farmers to sell more of their crops at better prices and thus encourage
greater production which would bring increases in both the normal surpluses and 
money reserves. 
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THE SAHELIAN ECONOMIES-AN OVERVIEW 

by 

Elliot Berg * 

The primary focus here is on pastoral nomads in West Africa. But nomads and 
the pastoral economy are only part of the overall Sahelian economy; Indeed neither the 
past nor the future of nomadism can be understood without appreciation of the larger 
economtc setting within which pastoral activities unfold. My task in this paper therefore 
will be to outline the major characteristics of economies In the Sahel--"the Sahel" defined 
here for convenience as the six Francophone West African countries: Senegal, Maurl
tania, Mall, Niger, Upper Volta and Chad--and to examine briefly the impact of the 
recent West African drought on certain aspects of pastoral economies. 

I. CHARACTERISTICS OF ECONOMIES IN THE SAHEL 

A. Poverty. The countries of the Sahel region (Senegal -excepted) are among the 
poorest and least developed in the world by virtually all indicators and definitions. A 
few conventional rating measures are summarized in Table I. 

They are among the world's least industrialized countries. Except In Senegal 
and Niger, manufacturinp ,as less than 6 percent In 82 other lesser developed countries 
(LDCs). Life expectancy In 1966 was less than 40 years in all six countries, as against 
an LDC average of 48; in this, as in almost all measures available, Sahellan countries 
rank in the lowest 25 among LDCs. Infant survival rates in Sahelian countries are in 
the neighborhood of 800 per 1,000; the LDC average is 842. Under 10 percent of their 
populations are literate except for Senegal's 13 percent; the LDC average is 41 percent.
Their secondary level enrollment ratios were under 4 percent, again excepting Senegal's 
9 percent in the mid 1960s and are only a little higher today. They have access to extra
ordinarily little machine-generated energy. Energy consumption per capita in 1966 was 
only 20 kilograms (kg) of coal equivalent in Mall and less than 14 kg in Niger, Upper 
Volta and Chad; the LDC average was 427 kg. 

In all these respects Sahelian countries are among the dozen or so least developed 
of the world's countries, as the ranking ind'cators In Table I confirm. By many of the 
table's measures there are only three or four countries which approach those in the 
Sahel in this cheerless ranking: Nepal, Yemen, Somalia and Ethiopia. It is hardly sur
prising that they are on everyone's list of hast-developed countries: the United Nation's 
list of 25 "relatively least developed," with Senegal and Mauritania excepted; the World 
Bank's (IBRD) oil crisis listing of "MSAs"--most seriously affected countries; and the 
Rome Food Conference's list of countries having the lowest level per capita/per diem 
intake of calories. 

* Center for Research in Economic Development, University of Michigan 
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I':ABIE 1. 5MVASt'IES OF IEI.LATIV. PO.VETIY AND ) .'VINL I'MIMENT 

Mauri- Upper 1, D C 

Cmhad Ml ia--- Niger Senegal Volta Average 

GNP per capita in 1967 Actual 
Rank 

$70 
(75) 

$80 
(70) 

$130 
(5-) 

$70 
(75) 

$190 
(.1n) 

$50 
(81) 

$271 

Life expectfLcy in 1966 Actual 
Rank 

.11 
(79) 

26 
(82) 

-10 
(53) 

39 
(57) 

37 
(61) 

32 
(71) 

48.2 

Infant survival per 1,000 live births Actual 
Rank 

8,40 
(61) 

877 
(52) 

810 
(68) 

800 
(72) 

907 
(.11) 

818 
(66) 

874 

Agricultural labor force as percentage 
of economically active population 

Actual 
Hank 

92' 
(79) 

90'. 
(75) 

89'1; 
(7.4) 

96Z,1 
(81) 

74(, 
(52) 

87; 
(70) 

627 

Share of manufacturing in G)P' in 1966 Actual 
lHank 

5. 0' 
(71) 

6.0 
(67) 

1. -},
(79) 

11.0".;. 
(5:3) 

1. 7, 
(:39) 

2. 0'' 
(78) 

13. 56% 

Energy consumption per capita in 
kg. of coal equivalent 

19(;6; Actual 
Rank 

12 
(79) 

21 
(75) 

5:3 
((6) 

14 
(77) 

1-45 
(49) 

12 
(79) 

427 

Share of non-prinmry products 
in 1966 

in exports Actual 
Bank 

3. 0",' 
(60) 

1. (;; 0. 91, 

(64) (70) 
4.3% 

(51) 
5. 67, 

(45) 
I. 051 

(54) 
13.26% 

Literacy Actual 
Rank 

8. 0' 
(71) 

3.0% 3.0% 
(80) (80) 

3.0% 
(80) 

8.0"'t 
(71) 

8.07, 
(71) 

41.3% 

Enrollment in secondary education as 
percentage of population aged 15-

Actual 
Rank 

2 
(78) 

7 
(59) 

2 
(78) 

1 
(81) 

9 
(55) 

2 
(78) 

21 

19 years in 1964 

Enrollment in higher education per 
10, 000 inhabitants in 196-1 

Actual 
Rank 

2 
(76) 

65 
(51) 

11 
(70) 

2 
(76) 

75 
(47) 

2 
(76) 

208.7 

82 countries 

Adapted from OECD, Performance Compendium--Consolidated Results of Analytic Work on Economic and Social Performance of 

l)eveloping Countries (Paris. 1973). 



B. Dependence. The Sahellan countries are not only extremely poor, they also
 
are intensely dependent on conditions and forces beyond their Influence In a world where
 
lessened dependence Is increasingly prized.
 

The elements of this dependency status are many and well known. First and most
 
basic is dependency on the weather, or more precisely, on rainfall. Production in these
 
economies is overwhelmingly raInfed; pasturage for animals and output of staple foods
 
depend on the amount and distribution of rainfall which is notoriously irregular.
 

The more conventional forms and aspects of dependency are also to be found: 

1. The Sahelian countries import all their petroleum and most of them imported

significant amounts of food 
even before the recent years of bad weather. In the period
 
1965-1970, food imports averaged 12 percent of Niger's total imports, 
 15 percent of Chad's,
18-21 percent for Mauritania, Mall and Upper Volta, and 31 percent for Senegal. What is 
particularly striking about these food imports is their steady increase between 1965 and 
1970 in absolute terms in all the countries relative to total imports, except In Senegal 
and Upper Volta (1). 

2. Because Sahelian countries are very short of trained people, they aro. dependent
 
to an unusual degree on imported skills. Typically more than half the secondary school
 
teachers are foreign. The production of educated people Is small. Mauritania, for example,
had only about 180 high school graduates in 1973 and only 49 in the sciences and mathematics. 
In noi-, of .he countries except Senegal do more than 500 secondary school graduates emerge 
each year. Skilled and managerial jobs are expatriate-dominated. In the civil ser-ice the
 
number of university-trained people is extraordinarily small In most of these countries, for
 
example, 350 in Upper Volta in 1972, 157 in Niger and under 100 
 in Mauritania (2). 

3. Sahelian countries are higlh.ly dependent on outside donors for public funds 
and in the cases of Niger, Mali azA Chad even for current budget support. In these 
latter states budget documents occasionally show current budget surpluses. But when 
account Is tken of public sector financial operations as a whole, deficits are the rule. 
deficits financed by foreign grants. This means, of course, that for Niger, Mall and
 
Chad, all investment expenditures have had to be externally financed.
 

Th degree of external dependence for public investment resources is somewhat
 
less intensive in Senegal, 
 Maritalia and Upper Volta. But there, ton, all development
 
pians rely on 
foreign fiancing for the bulk of public development expanditure (31. The
non-agricultural private economy also is financed as well as managed by outside capital,
though not in Mall or aiuritania, where the state has taken over major industry; Mauri
tania's mining enterprises were nationalized in November 1974. 

-1. Because of long and uncontrolled frontiers and the old tradition of north
south movement of goo(is and people, Sahelian economies have limited control over trade 
flows. Table II gives some rough estimates of the size of unrecorded trade ip recent years. 

The figures illthe table represent the roughest kind of statistical detective work; 
no one really knows what the margins of error are. They suggest, in any case, that smug
gled imports are 15-20 percent of total imports in Niger and Mali, 10-15 percent in Sene
gal :und up to 33 percent of total imports in Upper Volta. Smuggled exports ranged from 
33 to 50 percent (i thL' total in Mall between 1968 ind 1972 and about 20 percent in Niger. 
InChad recorded livestock exports are normally about 40, 000 head; true exports are 
believed to he 200,000 head. AIn even greater proportion of Mauritania's livestock exports 
are believed t) be "unofficial" (4). Between 15 percent and 20 percent of Senegal's total 
exports similarly went unrecorded into neighboring countries, until the recent rise in 
export values redulced the smuggler's share o, the total. 

Smuggling puts serious limits on the autonomy of Internal economic policies. No 
Sahelian country can hav allkidependent price policy or an independent commercial policy; 
more precisely, it can have Such policies only at a heavy price in terms of smuggled 
exports and i nl[orts. 

5. Alutonomnous economi1c policies are constrained in other ways. By virtue of 
membership in the lrulc zone,Senegal, Upper Volta, Niger and Chad have agreed to some 
explicit restrictions on their fiscal and monetary independence in return for a line of cre
it at the French Treasury (the Compte d'Operatlons) and for other benefits in trade and 

aid. Mall has a similar agreement, though with fewer apparent restrictions. 

http:higlh.ly


TABLE 11: RECORDED AND iINRECOIU)ED MERCHANDISE TRADE, 1964-1974 

Average 197 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

1964 -19(;(; 

Chad (billions C.AF) I.2
lecorded Exjiorts 12. 5 7.5 7. 6 8.0 8.2 7.8 9.0 8.5 -
Elcorded Exportsod' xot
 

(1o.7 -  -
E~stima,.ted 1 tCtc) idd Exports - 1 1.0 1.8 1I 

18.2 
-

1-1.5 13.45 1-1.0 17.2 17.2 17.2 15.5 
RcVordetd ImpI)orts-; 7.85 -

0. 500 0. 500 1.400 2.790 - 
-Estimated tnrecordd Imports 

Mali ()illios Ma Ial f r:utes) 25. : (28.6)8. ; 9.7 8.8 13.3 17.8 21.5 22.7
Recorded Exports - 9.7 8.7 b.-1 10.5 --toreCd EXpo IS 

12.8 19.9 25.3 29.3 33.7 39.7 51.7 86.0R~corded Ilports 
1nrCodd ImpotS - - 3.7 -1.0 - - - - 
U.'1" Olm'hrd ]lll|ports
 

Mauiitania (billitons ouguivas) 
3.1 3.7 3.7 1.4 5.4- 5.7 5.8 5.9 9.0Recorded Exports 


'nrecoixied Exports 1 3.2
 
2.6 3.2 3.6 4.9 8.1 

RHcorded lmo)4rts 1.2 1.8 1.7 2.3 
1.8 2.0 2.2 1.6 1.9 1.5 0.5

UTIT-t'Cordt'd hIIII)IrtS " -- 

igr(billions C VAF)V 
lReco)rded 'Xp)orts 6.65 8.6 7.1 6.3 8.8 1(.7 13.7 13.8 (12.0) 
1urcodti Expots - - 1.9 2.4 1.9 1.9 1.7 -Un rconhd Exports 1 

16.2 15.0 16.6 19.1 -
UnrecordedImportsImports 9.7- -- 10.2 12.

2.8
6 

; 2.6Recorded 2.0 2. 2.5 - -

Senegal (billions C t:A 3) 544 432 899
33.0 34.3 37.9 31.9 42.2 347 

Recorded Exports 6.6 10.3 8.2 -
Lnrtcordtcd Exports 6.9 8.0 7.1 7. ( 6. G 
Recorded hInto rts 39.8 38.9 -1.5 51.3 53. f; 6.6 70.3 79.8 

--ImportsU (nrecorded 5.2 5.3 6.3 6.0 5.5 

Upper Volta (billions C FAF) 
4.5 5.1 5.5 6.0

Recorded .xpx)rts 3.46 4.4 5.3 5.3 5.1 


UnrecordCd L-xp)o r ts
 
9.0 10.1 12.5 13.0 14.0 15.0 17.0 -

Recorded Imports 9.33 
- - 2.1 4.9 7.2 - --Unrecordled Imports 

1 1965 and 1966 only 

2 1964 and 196; only 

Estimated 
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Along with related but not inherent overvaluation of the CFA franc, these arrangements 
are believed In many quarters to be fundamental obstacles to economic growth and develop
m ent in the Sahel (5). There is certainly some cost in Franc Zone membership. Any pro
per assessment of these costs would have to take into account the benefits presumably asso
ciated with It, incluldng French money aid, French technical assistance and French support
in the EEC. An assessment also would have to take into account the basic fact that even in 
the absence of the restraints imposed by the Franc Zone institutional connections, the ob
jective constraints inherent in the size, location and structure of these economies would 
persist. Sahelian economies are too small and too open to have much real monetary and 
fiscal discretion. Money supply and budget policies are constrained by balance of payments 
requirements, not Franc Zone membership (6). 

Some of the Sahelian countries have dealt directly with this matter of dependency.
One of Mauritania's post-independeice economic objectives was to rid itself of this overt 
dependency on the French subsidy to its current budget; by 1967 it had achieved its goal.
Franc Zone arrngements have been loosened recently and Mali and Mauritania have with
drawn. But the ties with I' rance remain a source of restiveness, symbols of dependence 
and control. 

C. Dualism. The Sahelian economics are among the most sharply "dualistic" in 
the world. The "modern" sectors, characterized by paid employment and production for 
the market, are extremely small. The modern and "traditional" sectors are highly differen
tiated. Thus the "typical" Sahellan country of 4-5 million people has perhaps 30,000 people
in paid employment of which some 50 percent work for the public sector. Most land and
labor in the agricultural and livestock sectors are devoted to subsistence activity. In most 
of the Sahel, perhaus 10-20 percent of millet and sorghum produc tlon is marketed, the rest 
consumed by farmers and livestock. Meat and milk produced In the livestock sector are 
overwhelmingly for the herdsmen's use. Figures for Mauritania Illustrate aspects of dualism 
in the laLbor force. Out of a total population of 1.2 million, some 42, 000 work in the modern 
sector; 9,000 of these work in government, 5,000 in mining, 3,200 in manufacturing and 
construction, and 20, 000 in "independent" occupations (mainly trading). in the traditional 
sector in Mauritania, 250,000 people are pastoralists and 110, 000 are mainly cultivators. 

Of the many implications of this dualistic economic structure, one is central: in 
the Sahel, even more than elsewhere, casual use of economic aggregates and averages can
be very misleading. Subsistence sectors, for example, may account for only 30 percent
of GNP, but bO percent of available land and labor may be involved in that sector. In Mau
ritania 80 percent of the people may have been ravaged by the 1972-1974 drought, while 
GNP fell very slightly and may even have increased. 

Some insight into the peculiar character of this dualistic economic structure is 
provided by a comparison of population engaged in herd- raising with the proportion of na
tional income generated in the pastdral sector. There are few reliable statistics on the 
numbers of people engaged wholly and/or partly in animal husbandry in the Sahel; for data 
reasons and conceptual difficulties afy such estimates must be crude (71. Various estimates 
nonetheless are in circulation. 

Table III gives these estimates and compares them with proportions of GDP generated
in the livestock sector. It can be seen that in general the Livestock sector occupies substan-
Hal proportions of the population but is responsible for relatively small share of total GDP. 

TABLE IlII: LIVESTrOCK SECTOR EMPLOYMENT AND OUTPUT 

Proportion of Population Proportion of GDP 
Engaged In Livestock Sector Generated in Animal Husbandry 

(c. 1970) 

Chad 50" 16 4
 
Mali 30C 17 20% 

Mauritania 70% 25'% 
Niger 20% 11 - 22 
Upper Volta 15% 11 % 
Senegal -- 8% 
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D. Poor Economic Performance. Sahellan economos cannot be said to
 
have prospered during the past 15 years.


1. National income data In the Sahel are especially weak and irregular,
perhaps even more than in most less developed regions. Just how wide the margins of
 
error can be Is illustrated in Table IV below, which shows different estimates of GDP
 
growth during the 19fi0s. All are from quite reputable sources. The smallest range

between the highest and lowest estimates is 23 percent for Mauritania. For Chad the
 
highest estimate is ten times the lowest, for Mail 13 times, and for Upper Volta six
 
times. All of which is a good reminder of the softness of the data, especially the aggre
gates, which are so readily used in analyzing these economies.
 

TABLE IV: ESTIMATIONS OF REAL GDP GROWTH 1960-1970 

(Average Annual Rate of Growth) 

SOEC SIEC UN OECD IBRD UNCTAD OTHER 

Chad 2.1 2.2 1.2 1.5 1.41 0.5 5.52 
2.21 

Mall 3.0 2.5 0.5 2.8 6.6 5.2 

Mauritania 7.4 8.0 7.7 7.3 6.5 6.9 

Niger 2.4 2.0 4.7 2.0 0.9 2.4 

Senegal 1.6 1.6 1.3 2.0 2.1 1.0 

Upper Volta 3.9 3.3 3.0 2.0 1.5 0.7 

1 Two different bank estimates 

2 Planning Ministry estimate 

SOEC: Secteur des Etudes Socio-Ec9 nomiques de Synthese (Bureau des Programmes,
Direction de I'Aide au Developpement, Minlst'ere de la Cocp~ration, Paris 

SIEC: Secteur Information Econornique et Conjuncture (Bureau des Programmes, 

Direction de ' Aide au Ddveloppement, Minist~re de la Cooperation, Paris 

UN: United Nations, N. Y. 

OECD: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (Development Assistance 
Committee 

IBRD: World Bank 

UNCTAD: United Nations Commission for Trade and DeveIopment 

In any event, the general thrust of aggregate data Is clear: the 1960s and the 
early 1970s as well were years of economic stagnation or regression for the region as 
a whole. The data are conveniently summarized In Table V, compiled by U. N. Commis
sion for Trade and Development (LrNCTAD). The table shows only Mauritania and Mall 
with significant growth rates during these years. In the Mauritanlan case there Is no 
reason to question the figures: as Table IV shows, all estimators agree that output 
grew at a rate of between 6. 5 and 8.0 percent per annum. Mauritania's performance 
rests on iron ore. The growth of this new and important industry explains that country's 
strong showing in aggregate terms. But there were other elements at work. MauritanAlas 
cattle benefitted from rinderpest campaigns and other sanitary and developmental efforts 
during the 1960s, raising herders' incomes, assets and elfare. The relatively high GNP 
growth figure for Mall given in Table V Is puzzling because it conflicts so obviously with 
micro-level observations suggesting very poor performance. The UNCTAD data undoubtedly
call for special reserve In this case. Indeed it can be seen in Table IV that the UNCTAD 
estimate of Mall's GNP growth Is much higher than most other estimates. 



Chad 

Mal 

Maurtania 

Niger 

Senegal 

Upper Volta 

Total of above 

Total for 
Developing 
Countries 

TABLE V: 


Per Capita

GNP in 1970 


(US Dollars)
 

70 


100 


154 


82 


178 


60 


98 


211 


PER CAPITA GNP, POPULATION, AND GROWTH RATES OF REAL PRODUCTS
 

Average
 

Annual
 
Growth
 

Average Annual Growth Population Rates Of Average Annual Growth Rates
Rates 	of Per Capita Real (Millions) Population Of Total Real Product
 
Product (%) (%) (Per Cent)
 

1960-71 1968-71 1970-72 1970 1963-70 1960-70 1968-71 1970-72
 

0.2 0.4 1.2 3.64 2.5 0.5 1.0 2.7 

2.5 2.4 1.6 5.05 2.1 5.2 5.0 3.3 

3.2 1.7 2.4 2.17 2.2 6.9 3.8 5.4 

0.9 -0.9 -1.8 4.02 2.7 2.4 -2.4 -5.0 

0.4 -1.6 0.4 3.93 2.4 1.0 -3.8 1.0 

0.3 1.4 1.0 5.38 2.1 0.7 2.9 2.1 

1.3 0.4 0.6 23.19 2.3 2.3 0.1 1.4 

2.4 3.2 2.6 1,674.03 2.7 5.1 6.0 5.4 

http:1,674.03
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It is evident that the six Sahellan countries as a group had much slower growth 
In gross output and Income than did developing countries as a whole; in 1960-1970 total 
Sahel GNP grew at 2-2.5 percent while LDCs generally had a 5 percent rate of increase 
(8). After 1968 the region's performance worsened, n terms both of rates of Increase of 
output and relative to other LDCs. In per capita terms, growth from 1960-1970 probably 
was negative in Chad, Senegal and Niger and probably for the region as a whole as well. 

2. The impression of stagnation or slow growth Is reinforced by less aggregative 
indicators. From the early or mld-1960s on, marked agricultural stagnation and decline 
is the rule. Production figures for established crops almost never reach their mnld-1960s 
levels until 1974-1975. Data In Table VI are striking In tWs respect. 

Marketed production and exports behaved even more poorly. In Niger, for example, 
1966 was the peak year for recorded groundnut marketings; even In years of good rainfall 
marketed production never came close to the 190,000 tons of that year. In Senegal 1961 to 
1965 represented the peak for marketed grcundnuts; in those years 750, 000 to 900, 000 tons 
were general. After 1966,600,000 to 800,000 tons were more common. Exports grew 
little over the decade and in many cases fell. 

Slow growth also is evident in the estimates available of money incomes of the two 
main groups in the money economy--growers of cash crops and wage earners. Producer 
prices for cotton were highly stable throughout the 1960s. In Chad cotton prices for the 
producer were unchanged for 14 years. In Mall cotton prices rose once in eight years-
by 18 percent in 1966. Cotton prices actually fell in Niger by some 15 percent between 
the early and late 1960s. They fell also In Upper Volta. Prices paid to groundnut producers 
fell in Niger and Mali between the early and mid-1960s. In Niger they rose briefly but at 
the end of the decade were still below the early 1960s level. The same producer price 
prevailed in Senegal throughout the decade. 

Since marketed output nowhere was rising very fast, producer Incomes were stagnant 
in money terms and declining in real terms as prices of consumer goods rose through the 
decade, typically by 50-60 percent except in Mali where the rise was much greater. Thus the 
real incomes received by Chad cotton growers as a group In 1968-1970 were about the same 
as in 1960-1961. The real return to a cotton-production unit of labor probably fell by 50-60 
percent over the decade. In Senegal the total income distributed to groundnut growers fell 
by about one-third over the decade, and the real return to labor inputs in groundnuts had 
fallen by more. In Niger money return to groundnut growers and to cotton growers declined, 
and real returns declined much more. The only exception to this pattern seems to be 
cotton growers In Mall. 

Wage earners fared a little better In the 1960s but not much better. After substan
tial gains in real wages during the 1950s, the 1960s were a period of wage freeze; average 
earnings rose in both private and public sectors, as workers moved along scales. But 
wage rates were virtually unchanged for most of the decade in most Sahellan countries. On 
the reasonable assumption of consumer price increase of about 4 percent per annum, then 
real wages for unskilled workers (orwhat may not be the same thing, real returns for a 
unit of unskilled labor) fell steadily, and generally deeply, through most of the decade (9). 

3. The overall movement of output and income in recent years also can be seen In 
the national income estimates, with due regard to their weaknesses. In Niger agricultural 
output has declined in eight of ten years since 1964; the total decline was only about 1 
percent between 1967 and 1971, but there was an additional 20 percent fall between 
1972 and 1974. If Niger's population has been growing at anything like the "official" rate 
of 2.3 percent per annum, then real rural per capita incomes have fallen drastically 
since the mid-1960s particularly since 1971. Similarly in Upper Volta total GDP declined 
by about 10 percent between 1970 and 1974 and agricultural output even more. In all 
Sahellan countries the 1972-1974 drought reduced agricultural output and income by 
15-20 percent; only Mauritania, for example, had a GDP Increase In 1973, though its 
agricultural sector's output fell by 13 percent. 

E. Reasons for Poor Economic Performance. It is not hard to explain or find 
reasons for the general stagnation or decline in real output and income during the Sahel's 
post-independence decade. These are in addition to drought which is relevant in the 1970s. 



TABLE VI: AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION, PRINCIPAL CROPS, 1966/67 - 1974/75, (1000 tons) 

1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1969/70 1970/71 1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 	 Forecast 
1974/75 

CEREALS: 
Millet & Sorghum 

Chad 674 711 700 651 610 631 5902 - 2-
Mali 738 830 556 700 715 715 474 5302 910 
Mauritania 90 110 50 110 81 804 50 25 -
Niger 1,120 1,350 948 1,384 1,100 1,230 1,130 780 1, 134 
Senegal 423 655 450 635 401 583 323 467 650 
Upper Volta - 860 925 830 770 772 769 1,138 900 

Corn 
Senegal 42 67 35 49 39 39 20 20 30
 
Upper Volta 	 64 66 69 72 66 2 - -

Rice 
Chad 37 32 35 37 39 51 252 302 35
 
Mali - 103 80 96 98 117 60 48 120 
Niger 20 33 39 38 37 27 32 23 28 
Senegal 125 138 58 156 91 108 37 50 90 
Upper Volta - 28 29 31 36 37 29 - -

CASH CROPS: 
Cotton 

Chad 123 102 149 117 95 109 1042 1152 121 
Malu - 39 50 51 59 74 72 58 67 
Niger 7 6 7 11 10 8 5 1 11 
Senegal 1 4 10 12 12 21 23 34 -
Upper Volta - - 32 36 24 28 33 27 29 

Groundnuts (unshelled) 6 
Chad 125 88 99 115 96 75 75 762 80 
Mali 159 119 96 136 158 152 134_ 1202,7 145 
Niger 202 209 177 207 144 171 140 50 84
 
Senegal 857 1,005 830 789 5828 988 570 643 989
 
Upper Volta - 73 75 75 78 66 67 639 -

ISource: ECA for earlier years; for 1972/73, 1973/74 and 1974/75, untitled and undated document presented to the "Secretariat 
2 Technique" of an unspecified organization vprobably CI.SS), p. 4 
Preliminary Includes 3,000-4, 000 tons of maize Earlier figures, A 1974; 1972/73 to 1974/75, MER, Situation de 

5 l'Agriculture Nige'rienne apres la Sd'cheresse, Niamey, 1975 
Earlier .figures, Dossier d'Information Niger 1971/72, October 1973; 1972/73 to 1974/75, Nigerien authorities 

6 Earlier figures, BEAC reports; 1972/73 to 1974/75, Chadian authorities 7 Earlier figures, Dossiers d'Information 
8 1972/73, Mali, March 1974; after, Malian authorities 

1970/71 to 1973/74, Upper Volta authorities (Direction du Plan, Anercu sur la Situation de 1' Agriculture 1967/68 - 1972/7) 
9 Estimated 
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1. There is first of all the long list of general obstacles to economic expansion 
in this region: poor resource endowments, Including the quality of agricultural land; 
extremely small numbers of educated people; severely limited organizational and 
economic decision-making capacities; limited knowledge of the environment, particu
larly its agricultural potential, i. e., little In the way of field research, work oil
 
locally suitable seed varieties, experiments with fertilizers and Irrigation, etc. ; and
 
extremely unfavorable physical location (700 to 1,500 miles from seaports), with con
sequently enormously high transport costs. 

2. In addition, there were a number of problems particular to each -ountry. 
Senegal, after 1960, had to confront a "Vienna problem": Its admlalstr, ; and 
economic nfrastructure, swollen as a result of Dakar's position tlof the 
colonial French West African Federation, had to accommodate U ,,h smaller 
economic and political hinterland. In Mauritania a new state huu u hw ,;reated n a 
physical sense: Nouakchott was raised from the sands. Mali paid a heavy economic 
price for Its revolutionary experiment, and the post-revolution adjustment has proven 
long and difficult. In Chad civil disturbances, later civil war, preoccupied the govern
ment and burdened Its budget. Upper Volta experienced particularly notable economic 
mismanagement until 1966. 

3. Several general factors also were at work. All the Sahell'an countries, lle 
those of Francophone Africa generally, had to adjust to Institutional realignments Ir, 
the Inherited colonial situation. These ranged from slow and long-term matters such 
as the erection of new, more Indigenized administrative structures and reforms In,, 
educational systems, to more Immediate adjustment problems, such as were Involved 
in removal of special prices and protection for African groundnuts In the French niarket. 

4. Finally, there was at work n the Sahel as in many other parts of the world in 
the 1960s a set of policies unfavorable to farmers and to agricultural expansion. One of 
the most commonly cited policies Is the heavy taxation of the agricultural sector in re
lation to herders' and farmers' money Income and In relation to public expenditure on 
agriculture (10). 

But the most fundamental deficiency was in price policies. Governments in tl 
Sahel, through their various "stabilization funds" and marketing agencies, kept prodir 
prices low, then raised them little or not at all when world prices rose and cut them 
speedily and usually deeply when world prices fell. 

In Niger, for example, the price received by groundnut producers rose from 
18 to 28 CFA francs per kg between 1968 and 1973. The margin going to the stabiliza
tion fund meanwhile rose from about 5 francs to .12 francs. Thus as world groundnut 
prices rose the producers' share fell (11). 

Farmers' gross proceeds in Senegal declined sharply and steadily from the early
1960s and, as In Niger, the government benefitted from the improved world price picture 
after 1969. Groundnut farmers' proceeds were cut in half between the early 1960s and 
1970-1972, while government's share doubled. 

Marketing policies per se, as distinct front price policies, also contributed to 
lagging agricultural performance. Almost everywhere efforts were made to "rationalize" 
systems for buying cash crops and selling consumer goods to rural people. This almost 
invariably involved attempts to restrict the range of private traders, usually by granting 
monopoly or near-monopoly rights to "cooperatives." However desirable the ,bjectlve 
of reducing exploitation by merchants, alternative marketing arrangements are invariably
less efficient and more troublesome administratively. The record in the Sahel and else
where strongly suggests that these public or semi-public trading organizations contribute 
in various ways to maintaining low producer prices and to other negative polices. More
over, as Is well known, rural marketing Institutions Involve more than crop purchase: 
agricultural and consumer credit, transport services, and retail consumer goods distri
bution are also at stake. Replacing private traders or restricting their activities, If 
tnese actions are to be reasonably successful In economic terms, requires creating 
a workable set of complex agricultural Institutions. Sahellan agricultural policy foundered 
on this problem In the 1960s. It continues to be a major preoccupation today. 

In a region to bereft of natural advantage and so susceptible to external neglect, 
It would certainly be wrong to overstress the price and marketing policy aspect of agri
cultural performance in the 1960s. These were important factors, however, and they 
persist into the 1970s. 
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II. THE IMPACT OF THE DROUGHT ON THE PASTORAL ECONOMY 

The 1968-197,4 drought had far-rea,.hlng effects on the livestock sectors ofSahellan economies. Definition and measurement of these effects unfortunately remains 
uncertain. Massive livestock decimation was feared during the years of harshestdrought--1972-197.t. Losses of over 50 percent of tile Sahelian herd were predicted
widely. The size of the losses became a matter of political or ideological significance,
and hence subject to polemics (12). 

There were indeed severe losses, though problems of definition and measurement
make close assessment extremely difficult. Iierd size statistics have always had adownward bias because herders fear the tax collector. So tile size of pre-drought herds
is uncertain. Moreover, it is often unclear whether "loss" estimates include: "normal"
animal death rates variously estimated at 5-10 percent annually, mainly because of calf
deaths, premature slaughters, and animals sent across southern frontiers. 

A number of post-1973 herd size estimates have been made now by national
authorities and by outside agencies. The results are reflected in Table VII which must
be interpreted with even more caution than is usually needed when confronting Sahelian
statistics. They show losses of about one-third of the overall cattle population between
1972 and 197:1, tending to be somewhat smaller than earlier estimates. 

In uny case, the shrinkage of herd size represents an enormous economic loss
 
to the cattle-raising population of the Sahel. There arce 
 three aspects to this loss.First, s maller herd size means smaller current-inconme flow, mainly because m ili

supplies are much lower and the sale of animals in exchange for millet may 
 involve higherreal cost to the stick-raiser who now has a herd of smaller size and changed structure.
Second, loss of cattle involves reduction in income-geneirating assets (capital stock).

Herders' wealth thus has been gravely diminished as has that of sedentaiy fa rmers who

keep savings in the form of cattle. And, finally, the drought had a series of longer
terms effects. It caused generalized feeding deficiencies, increased flaciCtulres, l*Cc
(duced fertility, induced higher ab, wtion rates, and reduced survival rate's fil calvCS.
 
All of this nav have efftects on the productivity of herds. 
 It certainly u11caliS diffi(ultieS 
in reconsituting them. 

Ilerlirs' resp),nses t) the drought hxve been clairified by siait retCnt studies
of herd age st rIiu clcI13I. The Yotngest ii alcs and tile oldest 
lxi llls aud cows generally 
were slaughtered first, to save uw\s in rep:oductive ages. As the drought worsened and 
prospects for sourvival dcl tmcd, he rdcs ilclrcasingly slaughtered females. .. t the

Niamey, Nigir, slaughterhouse, 70 percent .f cattle slaughtered in 197:3 eri, f-t i,,

whereas in 19GS the proportion was only :30 percent. 

:\nother factor incrceasing the difficulty of reconstituting herds is the g cater

vulnerability and hcnce higher nortality 
 rate of young fenales during d iought eonditions. 

Tb rooghoUt the Sahel, then, it appears that the post-drought genc raition of calves
 
is especially small in number. This will 
make itself felt in the latter half of the decade
 
through a scarcity o reprodccillg aninals (14).
 

Drought-induced cattle losses also affected Sahelian exports. Meat and livecattle are major exports for five of the Sahel's six countries despite the fact that most
live anilal exports (1o not show tip in reconled trade figures. Thus neat aernts for
10-25 percent of Chad's recent exports, 35-50 percent of Upper Volta's, 15-20 percent
of Niger's, andi 20-35 percent of Mali's. lauritania has substantial animal exports
these do not appear at all in recent trade figures, though as recently 

but 
as late 1960s they

amounted to as much is 10 percent of the total--a good deal, considering the weight of 
mine ,al exports in the totsl (15). 

Evaluation of the drought's impact ua cattle exports requires ke ighing twoopposing tendencies. Oin the one hand the drought reduced available export supply bydeath uid increased, premature local slaughter. On the other hand the drought led many
more herders to move their catt'e to coastal countries where fodder was available.
They not only had survival reasons to(do this but relative prices strongly favored trek
king south because heavy, local slaughter rates drove down local beef prices in theface Of a (Ien:uild Made s maller by reduced income in the north. 
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Given the scarcity of usable data on actual cattle movements across frontiers
 
or on sales and repatriations and so on, it is not possible now to say whether the herd
reducing effect or the export-raising effect was dominant. The number of Zebu cattle
 
slaughtered in Abidjan, the IvoryCoast , rose from 49,500 head in 1971 to 55,000 in
 
1972 and 52,000 in 1973, but declined to 43, 100 in 1974. This rise of 10 percent during
 
the worst of the drought and subsequent decline by 15 percent suggest that the export
raising effects were most important. One other bit of evidence pointing in the same
 
direction relates to changes in remittances. Malian authorities indicate that remittance
 
inflow increased from 9 billion Malian francs in 1973 to 18 billion in 19q.4. They believe
 
this is due mainly to increased cattle sales by Malian herders who moved south tr
 
escape drought conditions.
 

Animal-raising people \vere hurt more during the drought than was any other 
socio-economlc group. Herders were afflicted with hunger, increased vulnerability to 
disease and forced movement from traditional places of residence. Virtually no wage 
earners and relatively few farmers endured this kind of privation. Moreover, most 
farmers lost only current income; herders lost their capital stock (16). The drought
Involved few non-reversible losses for most farmers; for herders it will be years before 
they can reconstitute their herds and many may not try. 

Even within the animal-raising commuilty the drought appears to have affected 
some groups more tham others. Those nomadic groups which traditionally move in 
relatively restricted spheres suffered much greater losses than more mobile groups
accustomed to long transhumances. The distinction here is between Tuareg, or 
Maures in the west, and Fulani. The Fulani are widely believed to have lost fewer 
animals than the Tuareg, in part because of their generally greater mobility and in 
part because of their wide network of kinsmen scattered throughout West Africa, inclu
ding many adrogs coastal states' frontiers. This proposition is asserted in the European 
Development Fund report, Etude sur la Situwtion Actuelle de I'Elevage dans le Sahel 
(197.1), and is subscribed to by other observers. 

Scattered intormation on the disi)arity of drought-related suffering by ethnic 
groups gives some slight support to this h)1p thesis. For example, the number of nerder 
families seriously hit by the drought in Niger varied by ethnic group anid department. 
In the departments of Dosso and l)iffa, which are Fulani-populated, a smaller propor
tion of families were "drought victims" ("sinistred') than in the other departm,'nts. 
'File two mainly Tuareg-populated deLpa rtnmets of Agadez and Tahoua had nmuch higher 
proportions of pe'ople affected--S0 percent in Agadez and 50 percent in Tahoua. 

It has been sugges.ted by sonme observers that the drought had a strongly egali
tarian impact on :ll Sahelian pastoral societies. The argument is that cattle ownership 
is highly concentrated in these societies. Many men are very poor. They have no cattle 
of their own and simply look after animals belonging to others. To the extent that this 
is true, the d rought exercised a levelling intluence on the nomadic societies in particular 
through the new herd strue;.ure it led to in many areas. 

There appears to be little evidence on Sahelian cattle owners fip patterns. East 
African studies anong the Masai do show high concentration of ownership. According 
to one study, one-third of the heads of pastoralist family groups owned two-thirds of the 
cattle; some individuals owned 200 beasts, others none at all (17). These studlies also 
suggest much Siocial mobility where disease, drought and cattle theft make rich men 
poor overnight. 

Other views have !cen put forward onl ie distributive effects of drought on pas
torallsts. One writer suggast, that richer herders can recover fron disaster losses more 
quickly because their herds are bigger (18). Other observers stress the drought's impact 
on small farmers because farmers can save only by accumulation of cattle. Drought
induced slaughters at low prices wiped out small farmers' savings, it is argued, for the 
benefit of traders and consumers, mainly civil servants (19). 
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Although the state of knowledge would not seem to warra it any strong position 

on this matter, two factors suggest that on balance the drought's i mpact would be of a 

levelling character. First, the incidence of dxw.ght is geograph.cally specific; given 
that in badly hit areas herds of a whole grouplocations are affected with equal severity so 

would be decimated, those of rich and poor men alike. And secondly, cattle owned in 

areas of sedentary farming were less afflicted than those further north. These cattle also 

would tend to be more mobile so losses of savings in this form probably would be relatively 

low. 

1Il. CONCLUSIONS 

Let me cotnclIde with several genIecal obseIrations which emerge from this 

overview of the Sahelian economy and its recent performance, particularly with respect 

to tire impact of drought on the pastoralists of the region. 

The first has to do with the fragilitV ul these econtolnies. It is conllmon p ractice 

to Impute to tileSahian !Collonlies tilesame12 "fragil ity" that Cithac tetriZCs the region's 

eological environment. Illsome respects this characterizati n is accurate. The delicacy 

economy is obvious. The agricultu cal sector sha res this cMaracteristic.of tilepastoral 
Marly of the region's people are farmers, most farming is ra infed :rd ra infall is highly 

alod wide swings invariable. This tmeanls there are UnCo lonly high cisks of far In ie 

with risks aurd output variations increasing the farther north oneagricultural output, 
Moreover, fragility is in a certain sense inhe rent illtilenaitur of thtse econolies.goes. 


'Ihat is, coutries so poor, so dependent in so maniy wravs and generating so little in tile
 

way of output iliCreements lack resilience and eontr ol over the-ir Vi ronIlert, which is
 

another way of saving they are fragile.
 

The 196b-1974 Crourght and the response to it can be takell as dramatic illustrations 

of this fragility. The drought, after all, brought disaster and dislocation to hundreds of 

thousands of herders and farmers and threatened to wreck tilt'VCrmorllies 0f the region. 

The need for food and fiel i ipo rts a11long with drouight-I Iruliatt.iIt eXi 0 rdituIrr'es PIatc ed new 

strains on government IArlgets and halanees of paymrents at a time Of unparalleled world 

inflation. 

But tileccun, mi exp rillce (t rceClt yutri si shonk.-; Sst tg el mt-IlLS of re

silience and flexibility' illthese economies. The Sahel and its ppc' are part of a wider
 

economic community, both regional and world %%ide; its links with coastaIl eciollllies and
 

with international econoury permit a degree of flexibility aid adrptari lity Otihe rwis e un

attainable. 

This is most evidellt illtt m1iglntrlrll 'cSporeti diroughit, wirn tiii bX)th of 

people and animials. tlwndruds of thousands of additiolna Inig rants fled the villages of 
the Sahelian countries during the drought years seeking aage emp loy'nent in the Ivory 

Coast and other coastal countries, in some cases for shcer suir'vival but mostly to main
tain or increase money incomes. Thi.-, allowed mainainuning of private levels of living fir 

many farrlies despite the climatic catastrophe. And it helped significantly illmaintaining 

balance of payments equilibrium in the Sahelian countries via increased inflow of r'ernittances. 

Ilhtmig rato ry resporise of herde rs already has beeu ioted. It was tire access to
 

tilesouth, rie possibility of longer transiu mance, which softened tire impact (ifthe Sahelian
 
drought i1t 'Urimal populations.
 

it is thus the high degree ol West African economic integration, al integration
 
of fact drived from geography, economics and t radition, though not fror law, wich
 

gives tht: Sahel a critical element of flexibility.
 

The attachment of the Sahel to the world cmnnuity also provides elements of 

flexibility. It is strongly argued in some quarters, particularly in France, that tire
 

drought in the Sahel must be interpreted in political terms, as a consequence of imperl

alIsm led to the neglect of food production, tire encouragerrent of exiort-crop production.
 

Whatever the degree of validity of this argument, it cannot be denied that integration
 
into the International economy provided balance and stability to tile Salnelian economies
 

during the crises of recent years. Thus, Mauritania, Senegal and Niger, those SAhellan
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countries with mineral industries, retained budget and balance of payments stability
through drought and inflation, In good part because prices of their mineral exports soared.And the massive food aid and development assistance which played so critical a role wasin part a function of the region's involvement in the international economy. 

In short, the Sahel's atrergth in its crises, was Its ability to capitalize on Itsinterdependence. It is Inconceivable that an inward-looking Sahel could cope with climatic or ecological catastrophe or that the Sahel could move forward In social and economic
development without its further integration into the regional and world economies. 

A sec:.,d observation concerns the distinction to be made between social and
private" costs" and "losses" as 
a result of the drought. The drought-induced death or 
premature sale of millions of head of cattle represents exteisive costs, but these were
private and not social costs . For various reasons, including unusually good rainfall
during the 1960s, effective public intervention in well-digging, firebreak construction
and animal health programs, herd sizes throughout the Sahel grew beyokLd the long
term range -arrying capacity under existing conditions of technology and economic
organization. At a high price in terms of private losses, the drought restored ecological
balance which oielv can be regarded as a social benefit. 

The final point also is related to the distinction between private and social costs
and benefits. This has to do with the critical importance of what is known as the "commonproperty" problem. Animals in the pastoral societies of the Sahel are privately owned,
while grazing rights are held in common. Thus herders have no economic incentive torestrict herd size. There is a divergence here between private and social benefits and 
costs which c:reates one of the fundamental constraints on expansion of livestcck production in an economically and socially rational way. Because of this divergence, there
exists a built-in propensity toward overgrazing via excessive herd size. Unless thisIssue is sqarely faced, that is unless some form of effective range management is intro
duced, the Sahellan herd will once more grow plentiful only to be decimated when a cycle
of bad weather strikes again. 
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NOTES 

(1) 	 EEC Statistical Office, Foreign Trade Yearbook 1969-1970, Vol I mid II. 

Cited in UNC'AD Research Division, Selected Statistical Tables oil the Six 

Drought-Affected African Countries (June 1973). 

there we re over 3,000 such people in 197-1.(2) In Senegal, by contrast, 

(3) 	 In Mao ritania 90 percent of public investment betv,eeu 1963 and 19t was financed 

by external aid. InSenegal the "adjusted" 1969-1973 pl:ui of 92 billion CFA 

francs was to be financed 60 percent 1b external aid; public investment in 
was to be two-thirds foreignthe 1973-1975 plan (85 billion CFA francs) 

aid. These are planned investments; the ptelentage of aid in actual expendi

the late 1960s only about 12 percent ofture is invariably much higher. In 
in Upper Volta, and in the yearstotal public investment was locally financed 

for Niger. Mali's 1970-1973 phn was1966-1969 the figuire was 15 percent 
the am(llnt of 12 percent by local resources; the actualto be financed only to 


proportion was lower.
 

(4) The official estimate lor 197:3 is 	that Urirecorded cattle exl)or.s from Mauritania 

nuniered 15,000 head, Nhile recorded exports were 24,100 head. Cattle 

are the largest element in unrecurded trade in the Sahel. Official 1970 

customs statistics, for example, showed Maliani exports of 1-,700 head of 

cattle to Ghana. Ghan:a's import statistics show 2.1,000 head. Mali's export 

statistics for Ivory Coast in 1970 record 57, 000 head of cattle sent to that 

Ivory Coast import figurs show 118, 000 head imported from Mali.country. 

"MoUuaie et Developpe e:lnt en Afrique Occidentale(5) Cf. 	 Rodrique Tremblay, 
de Dt veloppementSous-Saharienne," Calier .710, Centre de Rec herehe 

see Africa and Monetary Integra-Economique, Montreal, Juillet 1975. Also 

tion, edited by Rodrique Tremblay (Montreal, 197.4), especiallly the article by 

Patrick and Sylviarme Guiliamont "Zone Franc et Deeloppement: les 

franc sont-elles d6sassociables ?" for the view thatcaracti(ristiques de la zone 
are separate issues.overvaluatioi, ud Franc Zone membership 

(6) 	 E.qMorts in 1970 were about 5 percent of GDP in Mall and Upper Volta, 10-12 

22 percent in Senegal and .19 percent in Mauritania.percent in Niger and Chad, 
Imports were 9 percent of GDP in Mali, 15-20 percent in Upper Vulta and 

Niger, 2-t-31 percent in Chad, Senegal and Mauritania. These figures aLC 

surely indicative of openness, but even they understate the degree of open

ness, in two respects: i)the trade fig-ures are pirobably"(ffidal'"trade, and 

ii) about 30-40 percent ,,ithe GNP estim',os in these areas are an imputed 

value for subsistence production. So Utking account of unrecorded trade and 

calculated as a share of marketed GNIP, imports and exports would be much 
monetarymore substailtial. This means that budget deficits or expansionist 

policies have quick effects on the balan',e of iavments, on rates of exchange 

in parallel maiets in neighboring .juntries :nd on flows of illegal trade. 

(7) 	 Cf. Special Sahelian Office, Livestock: a Suryev of the Rnge Recovery ant
 

Animal Production Sector in the Sudano-Saeilian Zone S'/! ,/lo, November
 

1973, p. 	 7. 

(, If the "best" estimates for 1950-1970 are used , i. c. , those oi SOEC, the average
 

annual rate of Gill increase for the Sahel is :. .1percent.
 

(9) 	 Thus in Chad wage rates (SMI() rose 20 percent botween 1960 and 1970, Mille the
 

only available price inde.',
for European consumers, shows a rise of 37 

percent during this period. In Mauritania, the SMIG rise was 15 percent 

beta eun 1963 and 197), while the European price index rose 28 percent. in 

Mali the SMI( was unchanged between 1961) an(d 1970, Yhile consumer prices 

rose by 'itpercent beteen 19(;,;and 1970 alone. In Niger, the SMi(; rose 

by 3 percent betwVeen 1960 and 19Gi9 (then it rose another 8 Ipercent in 1970) 

while consumer prices are e stimated to ha, r'ien by .1percent per alntln. 

1900 level, while the AfricaunSenegal's 1969 SMI(U ta27 percent aixve the 

conseror price index wa up 2I) percent, and the food price index was up nearly 
1969 mcre 2 'ercent abov( their 1960 level,30 percent. In Upper \"At wages in 


while consumer plmices erc up 5 percent ii the of'im d index,
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(10) 	 There is a great deal In this criticism. One cannot help feeling, however, that 
there is something a bit uncharitable in It. A country with a small money 
sector, little social or physical Infrastructure, few non-agricultural resources, 
cannot conceivably find the means to develop and sustain even a modest adminis
trative establishment--not to speak of financing development activities--without 
L.,cing tbe agricultural sector. Presumably the issue is one of degree. In any 
event, one the impo~rtant benefits of a mining ndustry, enclave or not, is its 
potential indirect protection of farmers against tax collectors. 

(11) 	 Republique du Niger, La Situation do l'Agriculture Nigu'rlenne aprs la S(chere-,se 
(Niamey, 1975), mimeographed. 

(12) 	 One writer, for exaiplle, vigorously asserted in 197- that the herds in Niger were 
415 percent fewer thai formerly and 90 percent fewer maMauritania, even before 
the 1972-1973 drought. (J.Suret-Canale, Dlfficultes du ntco-colonialisme fran-
Vais en Atrique tropicale, Revue canadienne des Etudes Africaines, 197.1, 
v. S, no. 2, p. 211-233. 

(13) 	 Notably by Dr. M. GJarcia, a veterinarian at the CommunauteEconomtique du 
Betail et de la Vian'le In Oua-adougou. Dr. Garcia visited water points in 
the Upper Volta Sah A, sampling (;,000 animals out of an estimated total 
of 900, 000. 

(1-1) M. 	Garcia, La Structure du troupeau bvin Sahelien au Niger et en 1laute Volta 
aprsila steheresse in Communaute&Economique du HItail et de la Viande, 
Revue Trnimestriel!; d'infornintion Technique et Economi(que, Avril-Sept. 1974. 

(15) Republique Franiaise, Secretarat d' Ett aux Affalres etrangeres, l)irection
de 'Aide au D)(velopptment, Dexartement de I Elevage, Exportations de Viandes 
par les Pays Sahllens Francophones: StatIstl(uess, 1970-1972, juin 1973. 

(16) 	 The same loss of capital stock would of course affect sedentary farmers %ho owned 
cattle and lost the ni in the drought. 

(17) 11. E. Janke :uoid I. lHuthenhe rg, "()rgan L ational Aspects of Livest),ock Development 
In the Dry Areas of Africa" in S cond InteraLional Semir.ar on Change In 
Agriculture, Reading, England, 9-19 September 197-. The authors point 
out that there are inan redistriibutive mechanisms at work within pastoral 
society which reduce the significance of differences in property ownership:
rich men employ herde rs, who receive payment in milk and sometimes a 
calf; cerenmonal slaughtcrs are plentiful; there is not much difference in 
patterns of consumption between rich and poor; and social mobility is great. 

(18) 	 David I)alby, in 1).):dhv and i. llarrisen-Church, eds. , Symposium on Drought 
In Africa jLondon, 1973), p. 20. 

(19) 	 ,.,F. Barres, Analvtic Bibliography on he Sahelian Zone FFHC/AD, Rome, 
ml meog raphed, 
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PROPOSAL FOR CHANGE IN TIE SAIEL 

by
 

M. G. Fasla + 

The present situation in the Sahelian countricts has been blamed on several factors 
ranging from population exl)loAion to permanent ecological change leading to drought. 
However, drought is not new to the Sahel. In fact, rteo rded evidence of drought carries 
one bL,k well beyond the lith century. Other civilizations in the region have been 
able to cope with rathe r frequent d roughts; therefo le. one must lmok elsewhere for the cause 
of deterioration in tileSahel before making an, proposals for change. 

It is argtld hereU that after climatic chane the nist important tactor in the de

terioration of the region is4an tndetne ori.anizatioi il disorder arising from -rio,os in

ternal and external forces. These ftorLes are_,outlined in the following text. 

* The procus: of colonizat!ur brought colonial division ti labor and reorientation 

of traditional north-i3outh interactians and trvel routes, and the decline in east-west 

activities, as well as the disruption of the attendant on.g:uizational marketing network 

involved therein. 
" The natu re of Eu :',tmean colonialis m did niich to suffocate Sa ha.ran trade. 
" Economic activities were geared to supply Europe with commodities demanded 

by its expanding economy under the more favorable conditions occasioned by cheap trans

portation via the Atlantic Ocean. 
• The natural longitudinai --'vh:g routes '%cre disrupted1by tiledoctrine of 

effective control agreed to at the Berlin Conference %,hereAfrica was carved into various 

colonization units, thus resulting in the total collapse of the Sahel. 
. In modern times the population has been unable to migrate freely because of 

the creation of nation suites. Internal markets have decayed because the trans-Sahara 

caravan trade's umbilical cord was cut and no comparable economic activities replaced 
those lost. 

Breakdown of cul'turali, plitical and economic organizations in tileface of droughts 
Is responsible for Sahelian Oeterioration. Any proposal for change should be based on a 

transforma Lion from an economic organizational disorder to an economic organizational 
order. 

It is generally accepted that change in new countries has been achieved success
fully only when the process of adjustment is based on political and territorial plans, 
sociological and economic plans and psychological plans; none of which, however, 
can be neatly separated into hard and fast compartments. Unfortunately for the Sahelian 
countries, from the time of the 19-19 United Nations arid lands conference to the present 
no efforts have been made to draw proposals for change based on the three plans men
tioned above. 

+- Economic Consultant, Tucson, Arizona 
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Sahelian peoples (lo not enjoy the minimum living conditions outlined by either 
the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights or in Maslow's hierarchy of 
human needs. Change in tile Sahcl, therefore, must advance human welfare and break 
the poverty cycle. Proposal for change in tile Sahel thus would be best discussed in the 
context of social, economic, and political development. 

Changes within the S: hellan zone have to be adopted agraliust tile external backdrop
of an existing international economic order with various ideologies :nvolved ill a global
network of exchange in money, information, goods, services, transfer of technology and 
personnel and equipmnt. Circuits of exchange are increasingly globalized, local markets 
are afflicted by world markets, national finances take cue from global financial systenis
and relief from nltol'-a cat:istruphes is ever more dependent on international agencies-
slbnational systems in the SAihel arce caught up in a web of inter-dependence expressed in 

1 ile roUs partial relatitmships. hLtbrief, change in tile Sr het ci r he inteplreted as a
 
composite of five orthogonal CoMIponenltS manifested by the cuLtta Itl, distributive, insti
tutional, l)lysical :nd rIgiiOnal sectors. 

Tecultu lt c imilent is c,,ncerlWd wit Iltire values .and cultural backgrIound of
 
tile region and with thciices 0ha, mit be loade to create ch Trge Must
Tcansformation 

be based on la ndtl 1 alte'l'ing the structure
rder blrt without basic if the present form of 
government, a transfloi rati to that muist catch the imagination and elicit the support of 
donor and other .\frICan ctnt ris Sit that the intermt onal community will join il a co
operative effort to effect clicnge. To tininiarize, the cul'ural component should "ree 
tile preselt frito tite ':st and Cl'Citt, an ideology for change it tile Sahel. 

* The distributiv' component is cmo1cerned with the process of transfitrruing wie 
macro-social system along with its overall characteristics :atI institutions. tumn.in re
source developmtent aud povliing equal opportunity for urban and 
 rur)al Poiurlaticn s nust
 
be maximized. Tis ntos tectomne a creed 
for public polic, a lternativts based in coni 
mutative justice -- e. g., a fair price to tilt, far'me -- and distributive 1utice--e. g. , aid 
to farmer and hi'rdsttn as well as to u,'han populations -- along with renloval of policies
unfavorable to ag rietttotral expansitin. An example here is tite heav taxation of the ag
ricultural sctol' reti'e tit tioL tooncy ineo of frner isand herdsmen or relative to 
public subsidies to i'rieul tl e I 'tiatice b) food price sUbsidies to uriban tincllers at 
the rurral popltration's expelse. lice \as becominU tile staple in oni' colinti'v's citv 
dwellers' diet. That countr'v dev:etoped an imported rice price subsid* whicil amolnted 
to 27 percent of its budget revenutle. At the :mme time tita IeuntT's r'ice famtlle'r.; were 
forced to sell their pr'duct at cost and soits times below cost. 

T institutional colloinentl tile .'ultural and (list ri butive components.'he 	 is dil'ect id hy 
Its mission is to nanage tire change and to corntrol and -" implement the physical arnd re
gional conponents. To do so this compotnent Must fo' as on the structure and tile nature 
of institutions required for change in thi' Sahel. 

At this stage Sa lielian countries will realize that they are faced with critical de
cisons about ch ange ill institutional strueturs and corresponding polcies. These deci
sions, therefore, iust be oriented toward resource allocation processes which emopha
size creating modern and responsible instititions for tile future to yield posiJi benefits 
iii the long run. 

Six different hut mutually related functions identified as being necessary to accom
plish these goals are: 

1* Applying and iriplenent ing requirements enornating fl'orii tie cultural and 
distributive c'pon)ttts 

• 	 'Transformingatnd selectiag societal vatlre systelurs 
Selecting tLehinrolitgv systemris for se i the social organization of pr'oductionr 

* 	 Making Iteisions aitlt ci'iter'ia ad standarids
 
" Devehliiitrg ;til Managing gr'iw tr ard conta inin errt Itterlr
 

* linking var'ius prodtrctionrllr a d: ehpl ,e.velp: sitehnes ill an1 integi-ated and corn
plenienlacy fasithion, then linking tire systei witih the 10i sical and region. conponents. 

The first ftrri 011 is esseinliall' 1 static one dependent for change upon the re
quireneitls of thi' cultiral and dst'iiutiV' cnliorenis. The otLher' five fUnieliols ire 
truly dianlie and art' conelI' Crud with tile Iai ea d quality of change. 
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Structurally three categories of institutional systems supported by the feedback
 
interactions with political decision makers are required to carry out these functions.
 

*** Policy oriented Institutions which make choices among technological priorities
 
and resource allocations
 

* Implementation oriented nsitutions which deal with applications and development 
* Linkage oriented nstitutions which create support efforts among various
 

operating agencies and secure financing from the international community through the
 
regional component.
 

The physical component depends for success upon the cultural, distributive,
 
institutional and regional components. It is focused on converting major resources in
 
such a fashion that the products necessary to support life are available within the
 
country. The ultimate goal is to avoid Importing food while closing the food deficit
 
gap so that disaster need not necessarily follow food production shortfalls.
 

Many strategies have been devised to accomplish these goals. Perhaps the
 
most relevant are:
 

** High rainfall strategy 

" intensive agriculture strategy 
" Economic zone of trade strategy 

-. Dry farming strategy 

The high rainfall strategy assumes the major constraint to changing the present
 
patterns of resource utilization and concomitant environmental deterioration is the pres
sure of man and animal on a limited, fragile economic and land base in the upper savanna
 
and that this sltuatlon flows from economic and biological factors. This approach further
 
assumes that in resource utilization, e.g., range management, agricultural practice
 
cannot take place until ways are found to relieve the pressure on the land and to offer
 
alternative means of maintaining the economically vital livestock industry.
 

This strategy will therefore be to concentrate on opening up the presently unused 
high-rainfall area Infested with trypanosomiasis and onchoce.'clasis. Relatively little 
direct investment would be made in the near future in the steppes of the upper savanna 
zone. The social cost of the total elimination of the economic base of the nomadic 
herdsmen will be high as will the management requirement for such a concentrated form 
of production In the southern regions. It will also leave a major economic asset, the 
northern grassland, virUally unutilized. 

*intensive agricultural strgy assumes that the major constraints to better 
utilization and protection of the natural resources In the Sahellan area are population 
distribution, economic structure and technology, all of which leads to allocation of much 
of the region's available water to subsistence agriculture and to livestock. In contrast 
to the first strategy, this approach assumes that, given the water resource base, inten
sive agriculture would have a higher pay-off in terms of income with respect to the 
carrying capacity of the entire Sahelman region than would livestock. 

It is assumed further that Intensive agriculture can be controlled more easily 
than widely scattered agricultural and liveitock activities. This strategy, therefore, 
will concentrate future investments in the major water basins of the region which can 
be developed for intensive agriculture, thereby attracting people into the area and 
shifting the economic base from livestock to such commercially marketable crops as 
rice. There are two variations In this strategy: one would be to emphasize small-scale 
agriculture to support as many people as possible; the other would aim primarily at 
large-scale agricultural production to support Increasing urbanization and industrialization. 

*An economic zone or trade strategy assumes that the major constraint to better 
natural resource utilization Is the weak economic base of the area, particularly that of 
a country with a small Internal market and no outlet to the sea. This approach assumes 
further that no major change in resources utilization will take place until they establish 
secure markets in the coastal areas, particularly markets which will justify and provide 
economic incentives for restructuring their economies and ecological balance. This 
strategy concentrates on developing the most fruitful north-south linkage as contrasted 
with further strengthening linkages among the poorest states t'emselves. Emphasis 
will be placed on trade arrangements and regional basins devAopment. 



*Dryland farming strateg, assumes that the basic constraints on better resource 
utilization are lack of skills and organization for semiarid land management. This approach
assumes, there'fore, that major changes cannot take place until there are widespread new
 
practices and greateli knowledge in the area. This strategy is to emphasize manpLwer

training, transfer of technology and botter land-use planning. In contrast to other stratetgies, there is more atte ion to investment In more fragile regions at the outset tian in
 
the high rainfall areas. 'The advantages of this strategy are that capital investment in
 
infrastructure Is possibly lower than In the first two strategies, and there Is less up
rooting of the population and less restructuring of the economic system. The disadvan
tage is perhaps thai the ('econoie payoff may be longer In coming and, therefore, the

input harder to financu. This may depend upon further research breakthroughs with
 
crops sp eclfic to the Sahe[ian rtgion. Finally, It may demand more in terms of the
 
government's abilitv t,,adinimister and may face greater social 
resistance. 

'The regional component is concerned with reorganizing regional economic units.

U'nder present conditions the solution 
to the problem facirg Sahlian countries is neither
 
one of improving allocation efficiency, nor of 
 repeating temporary relief operations.
 
1 he solution lies in reorganizing econormnic units in all the regions.
 

This reorgani.ation rnu.t addrs a free trade, factor mobilitv, law and ordler
 
and resource sharing.
 

To fulfill this requi renlent, the LAtopbths i. is on the lnentions of the regional com
ponents, 
 soine of whieh Could ht, in the fololing areas: 

Regional economic growth and s'stem transformation
 
Implications of the regional development 
 program for establishing a 

pattern of change 
Human rst,urces and social developm..nt 
l.egal, politi :al, organizational and administrative factors 
Capit.alizinv ,n the considerable nternational interest in the Sahel 
Uniform pla'.ning and implementing development programs for the entire region
Coordinating all interMtiona! agencies working in the region, and 
Finally, reinforcing and promtimn Le Comite Permanent !nterew.ts de 

Lutte Ceontre ia t"ch('1teSSte au Sahel (L'I LSS), giving it power not only to 
('coordinate all prolct for development but also to work toward the pol -. 
tical inte.gration t thofR'cgion and to be advocate for tht' Sahelian 
Countrit'S intht'ir dealitngs wilh international organizations and proslpective
(101111 l'"S. 

In conclusiln, a quick i ()if acarrvlttg capacity methodology, CO MopUte t rUl 
on population growth to,ytar 2_0011 1:. the Sailt I and input tron a report of the Second Con
ference of the Club (of ot , L'kCii toget her e'Vidl t th;at sU 1'%Iva I of the Sahelian people

at a tu rning point aid ill. a miracle wil: Save them from mass fitality. The Sahelian 
population is 26 million; it will reach 7.- mil:ion in the V'e. 2000, and if they survive, 
98 million in 21)20, 4i vears from now. 

In the last 27 years toany plans have been designed for the Sahel, but the result< 
are not satisfactory. No exceptional effort on tie part of rich and peor nations alike 
has been accompli:,hed. However, we ki,w that in the United States, the Wilsonian 
spirit will always prevail. Congress has just passed two resolutions. One recognizes
the responsibility of the Anmerican people in coope ration with the other nations to enable 
hlngry peo)pie to prtoduce more food and to ikork their way out of hunger. The second 
one declares that anyone has a right to food and that such right is to be recognized :to 
a cornerstone of I'.S. policy. We have a humanitariun challenge in front of us. Ci.. 
we act in time ? 

http:nterew.ts


Session II
 

DISCUSSION
 

Peter Soto: 

In the area of development we find that change has to begin from within to develop 
best and that we have to be aware of problems within ourselves. That Interdependence 
which Mr. Fasla talked about suggested that we stress the various components of econo
mic development. Not only do we Indians look at the economic arena, but we survey our 
human resources. We may have land we can develop for agribusnesses, but we have 
also to consider the human element and Its needs for new homes. My point Is that various 
government people go into various areas wanting to develop their particular Ideas, which 
sometimes do not work, Agencies are promoting jojoba, guayule and sorghum agribusi
ness development, but while we have considered these three areas, we have gone Into cotton. 

This afternoon there was a question on overgrazing. In the Indian world there 
have been a number of problems with overgrazing. For example, quite some time ago 
in the Navajo area the various families wer., given grazing permits. They were allowed 
so many acres of land to be utilized by their :iheep, cattle or other livestock. Within the 
Last three or four years the grazing permits are being studied because there is overgrazing 
on the reservation, similar to the problem that arises occasionally In the Papago area 
near Sells. 

In the Indian world we believe educatlon is important and that it must take place 
but not necessarily within four walls of a boarding or other kind of school. It can happen 
on resenrations as long as there Is the learning process. For example, to learn to hitch 
up a horse -%e do not go into the classroom for the preliminary steps. We don't say, 
"This Is a halter and these are the reins," Children look at the equipment and when the 
instructor or father feels that it Is time for them to harness a horse, it happens, and 
after a period of time the child will do It without fault. But we do stress the need for 
education to have a sound economic base. 

Milo Cox: 

Professor Horowitz began with consideration of systems In evolution. I think 
this is probably very evident In the Sahel and In the whole of West Africa. lie also noted 
that cattle died from lack of forage rather than from lack of water. I worked through 
those countries from Senegal across to Ethiopia and did not find a single Instance where 
cattle had died from lack of drinking water but many starved to death for lack of forage. 

Strangely enough, nearly all hungry nations export food. Mall, a hungry country, 
exports food commodities, selling cattle on the Ivory Coast. In economic terms when 
this happens, It indicates that the Ivory Coast consumer has a greater economic claim 
on these cattle than the hungry Malian because of superior Income. Food goes where 
the money Is. Another example: Not long ago the Russians had a short grain crop, de
cided not to slaughter livestock but to buy grain and went out Into the world market and 
bought 30 million tons without much trouble, half of It from the U.S., some from coun
tries intermediate in their ability to f. :nsJdent populations, and some of it came 
from hungry nations. 

Another element brought out .' :. asor Horowitz Is farmer-herdsman coopera
tion. Many times the grazier, on hiL4 .. ,outh with his cattle at the beginning of the 
dry season, stops to graze his stock Wnstubble fields at farms passed, perhaps taking 
some of the farmer's cattle or sheep with him when he leaves, then returning them on 
his way north by which time both he:ds have benefitted by better pastures In higher 
rainfall areas. 
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They may trade some, too. The farmer supplies carbohydrates to the grazier

who has a high protein diet, the grazier supplies In exchange high protein moat to tie
 
farmer who has a high carbohydrate diet.
 

Some of the animals in the Sahel are old bulls, supplying no milk and very little
 
moat. Outsiders wonder why the farmer keeps all these unproductive animals, but as

Horowitz points out, It Is a very Important economic strategy. The farmer knows that 
If disease runs through his stock he may lose half his animals, so he keeps a few animals 
sure to survive If herd numbers are high above carrying capacity. If the farmer loses 
half of a herd of 100, he Is better off than If he loses half a herd of 20. The old animals 
have had lots of diseases, have recovered and are Immune to many illnesses. They are 
the farmer's security, a walking bank account. One can see quite clearly that what this
herdsman needs Is a bank account that does not cat his grass. While this is difficult to 
achieve It Is really what he needs. He does not know much about banks nor Is he very
interested or trusting of banks; animals he knows. 

Drought is a phenomenon hard to define. I have met farmers in Louisiana where 
there is a 60-Inch rainfall who had irrigation systems. Whenever there was drought,
they turned on the Irrigation system, and that once in awhile It really paid off. Drought
is relative to who you are, where you are and what you are trying to produce. 

Drought adjustments Wolf Roder talked about were change of crops or Increases 
in acreage. The farmer must aim at some surplus. Storage facilities we discovered 
in the Sahel tell us a good deal about people living In a drought situation, where they
really understand drought in its severest forms and are able to cope with it because 
they know they are going to have drought periodically. Some farmers have as much 
as five years' supply of grain stored for their family. 

Near Lake Chad one day we were told that the farmers and their families already
had eaten all of their grain and now were totally dependent for food on handouts. That 
night It rained heavily and the next morning every one of them was out planting. They
had sonic grain sorghum seed hidden away somewhere. Their storage facilities are 
like a big basket on stilts with a cover and a little sheet metal to keep the rats out. 
They put the polyethyline liner that comes with fertilizer bags inside of this basket and 
then cover It with mud. This procedure effectively puts a waterproof membrane in the 
mud hut that keeps grain dry better than anything I have ever seen anywhere in 'he 
world. They also use a pill provided by the Germans to fumigate grain made of one of 
the phosphate inseticides costing about eight cents and with a fumigating capacity of a 
ton of grain. 

The human adjustment to these conditions Is quite good. These people of the
Sahel can calculate risk better than any farmers I have ever met. I have talked to 
hundreds of Sahelian farmers whe .cuuidnot read or write, but every one of them could 
add. They could calculate thel-. risks better than we could. In effect, they are probably
better economists on their o',n territory than wte are. 

Dr. Berg got Into th general areas of poverty and hunger. It is easy to find 
people who will tell you that hunger Is a production problem, people who will tell youthat hunger Is a political problem, people who arc sure that hunger is a distributionproblem, and people who feel that hunger Is a plant breeding problem. 

Food production and food consumption are extremely important correlatives and 
perhaps bear enlargement beyond what Elliot Berg said. You all have travvied and you
all have been to hungry nations at one time or another. When Pii trying to figure out 
what is going on in an area, I go to the local market first. Go to the marltet In the morning
and you will find It full of food even in the hungriest of nations--in the south of India, near 
Calcutta; In Bolivia, in Haiti, in Mall, or In Chad. There are grain, poultry, eggs and
foodstuffs you would not expect for sale. Meat and sometimes dried fish can be found
and are almost never all sold. This means that the farmer still Is producing up to ef
fective demand, produclng what the population can afford to pay. And we are asking him 
to produce more. It makes little sense unless we organize the market to buy the fruits 
of increased production. If the Income of the population Is not great enough to buy the 
food at the price necessary to keep the farmer in production, there Is trouble. 
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areit is le,ar that ,0 pereent of the people
With res;oct t. agr ult:ra efficincy, 

and If it takes that 00 eteent to pvduce enough for the country and if It takes 
on farms, 

to buy that fxd, the country dos little more 
nearly 90 percent of everyone's inoome 

fo,,d. There are really neither people or money left over for 
than produce and consune 

sector. Until agriculture becomes 
exoept the agriculturaldeveloping am onterise 

to free some poople .nd to free some purchasing pOW er, there will be 
efficient enough 

growth in the traditlc %I agricultumrl economy.almost no 

George Fasla talked about the prxess of colonialization and associated problems. 

to supply European or other countries by
economic activities gearedlie also talked about 

are big problems for most pro-
Indicating again that transportation and destination sea, 

must go where there Is purchasing power. Mr. 
ducing countries. Agricultural products 

fragile ecology. This Is a controversial Issue, too. If the pres-
Fasla spoke also of a 

most of the Sahel, It recovers quite readily, Indicating that this 
sure is removed from 


region might be a very resilient as well as fragile ecology.
 

to theman for the Increase In fcod pcices
Many times people blame the middle 

aif there is an Import duty on trucks, If ttrmre is sales 
consumer. If the roads are bad, 

dlstributional 
tax involved, perhaps the middle man Is doing the best job he can given hJ 

In Central America when the mark-up from 
I have encountered instances 


the farmer's price to the consumer's price was 1000 percent. Six month.a later it may
environment. 

but It Is still bad and not always the middle man's t'oing.
be down to 500 percent, 

COMMENTS QUESTIONS / ANSWERS 

Michae lHorowitz: 

we re made rela-
I n,,ticed a cu rious, apparent contradi :tion in tw'o comments that 

I will comment
Mr. Shears paper this morning. I d.o not believe he Is here so

ting to 
for him. My colleague from State University of New York, Albanyasked, "What has
 

what Shear said got to do with small farmers, with that 90 p.rcent of the people that
 

live out on the lard 2" 

there all this stress on food production?"
Now Professor Berg asks, "Why is In 

good year, food is spilling out of the granaries. And Milo Cox reports how In certain 
a 

up with seed for planting even after a number of come 


Veal's of deficit rainfall.
 
areas farmers ,till were able to 

by addressing the ques-
To clarify Mr. Shear's position here I am going to start 

the fact that by increasing the
tion, "Why emphasize food production If we recognize 


we are not likely to do anything to Increase the farmers' income?"
 
production of food 
If the farmer already is getting a poor return, increasing production is not going to get 

even with the increase in population from 40 to 55 million which is 
a better return 

being projected.
 

have in mind is this. The farmer has to be assured 

almost evety year, not just during a good rainfall year. What, 
I thhnk what the questioners 

of reasonable production a 
you do to give the farmer assurance of reasonable production levels even in 

then, can 
in three when rainfall

bad year... not a disastrous year but a bad year, the one year 
and the farmer has to start pulling supplies

dips substantially below consumptive needs 
Is he then 

out of a granary. If the farmer can maintain a reasonable production level, 
Can he go into

in the position to ma.e in,.stments and take risks In the export sector? 
sesame or Into commercial meat If lie is not con

grou- dnut production, into)coffee, into 
losses

vinced that he can meet his own food needs? Even though payoffs may be higher, 

potentially are also much higher because a substantial amount of monocrop production 

would be required. We all know of situations when a crop has no market and the 

and it is difficult to eat groundnuts.farmer cannot eat cotton, 

.ther question Is what do you do for the small-scale farmer? the one who
The 

Programs have to be predicated on him if they are going
really knows what he Is doing? 

to be even conditionally accepted n the region because this Is the person who has the
 

aIt is not simply a question of extension, of telling him what to do; It is
information. 

to find out what Is needed and what the constraints are.
question of listening to him 

To 
a great extent, donor country representatives are accep!ing this tenet at least on a 

rhetorical level, If not. yet at an action level. 
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Equity Is another point, and a political one. By virtue of congressional mandate,
AID, the World Bank and others are saying now that development beneficiaries have to 
be the rural poor. The prime beneficiary Is the individual who has not been much of a
participant in the proces' until now. This means some programs with which we are

familiar are no longer as appropriate as they were earlier, even though they make
 
technological sense. However, they may not make 
sense in terms of expanding income
and opportunities to the rural poor. The Sahel provides a real test for this assumption
that the farmer you are helping Is also the person who must help the donor design and 
manage the project and face questions of income redistribution and equity. 

Ibrahim Gamarl: 

I do not know If you heard Mr. Shear's presentation this morning, a very impres
sive view I thought, perhaps because I had attempted to use the same graphs and projec
tions In my course on African development. But sometimes I wonder how much all of
this has to do with the real life situation of farmers in West Africa. How does It really
relate to the Interests, the concerns, the motivation of farmers in West Africa Itself? 
How do you go about explaining all these things to the farmers on whom the ultimate 
success of these programs will depend? 

Wolf Roder: 

I realize there Is an enormous gap between large-scale national and regional
planning and the farmer in his field. What I see and what I see in what Mr. Shear
 
presented Is a monumental attempt to get development going. A remarkable fact that
 
he emphasized Is that there is considerable agreement on how Investment, both public

and private, from donor countries can get certain things going, of Importance to
 
African farmers such as extension servlces,farm-to-market roads, better dryland

cultivation skills. I for one 
am firmly convinced that If these investments are made
 
in such a way that the farmers obtain what they need In ways of g tting their crops 
to 
market, and being able to grow better crops, then in fact they will rise to the oppor
tunity. They will produce more and It will go to market and it will be sold and there
 
will be more income for the farmers, and that to me Is the essence of economic

development, that there Is more money in the pockets of those who are doing the hard 
work there in the field. But I also realize In any system of planning that between the
plan, in a sense a dream of the future, and the eventual Implementation, there are many
opportunities for things to go wrong. Sometimes the dream project turns into what 
can only be described as a nightmare. I hope that this planning effort will not be of 
that kind, but I'm also very much aware that unless we have dreams of the future and
what the future might hold for us that Is good, then we will never have a good future.
 
So I regard this effort very highly and I hope, I pray, 
I wish that I will be allowedto
 
do the most I can to make It succeed.
 

Joseph Sarfoh: 

Profossor Roder, in your presentation you described the economic activities of

rural populations in most of West Africa. Recently we began 
 to hear about suggesting
transfer of specialized agriculture crops concentration using some of the more modern
techniques Involving heavy cash expenditures, which requires capital. My question is 
this, "Where people begin to move into a single, concentrated, specialized assistance,
what would you consider to ue the effect of natural hazards on the economy?" 

Wolf Roder: 

if farmers move towards a capital-intensive monocultural crop, they become
much more vulnerable to the environment, unless of course the crop Is drought resis
tant or very well adjusted to the environment. But that Is unlikely because we do tend 
to move Into marginal farming areas with more specialized crops. On the other hand 
such a move would mean a greater tie-in of a given area into the larger national economy
and possibly the regional economy through transport and marketing systems. Thus,
support systems can come Into existence which means money in the bank for the frrmer. 
National crop Insurance, hazard insurance, hail insurance and drought insurance are 
systems that spread the risks In a given area more widely. At the village level the 
risks and hazards are spread amiong all villagers through the kinship system. 
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With development risks and hazards are spread more broadly throughout the national 

domain. The results may be disastrous, hitting the whole country, especially if the 
think of the United States during the economiceconomy falters. Let mc put it this way: 

This Is not possible until theredepression of the 1930s; the whole country suffered. 
is a national economy. And that is where development leads, but I cannot advocate any 

other solution. 

Not Identified, 

If this is the case, how can we use their knowledge and experience, their aspira

needs and desires in these schemes and strategies that we have heard about today?tions, 

This question is to Dr. Cox.
 

Milo Cox: 

I think only recently tas It been recognized that small-scale farmers had the kind 

of expertise that we are talking about here. Although there Is very strong debate in the 

international community about whether we should go Into labor-Intensive agriculture or 

Into capital-intensive agriculture. 

What I had in mind when I brought up the subject that prompted your question was 

the kind of risk that the farmer normally takes when he attermpts to use any new tccluio
have done some research work, calculatedlogy. Dozens of examples show people who 

t a certain crop can be grown In a certain area, in a certain way and double yields. 

have done it almost everywhere in the world. Then we go back three years after 

:ctlng a technology transfer, and no one is using it and we wonder why. Most of us 

.. e prone to say that the recipient farmer Is ignorant, stubborn, slow to change and a 
mores. Usually none is true. The trouble is that the technologyvictim of traditions and 

package doubled his yield but didn't make him any money--not a dime. fie knows he 

can double yields with our technology. He understands exactly what we are talking about 

but has innate ability to calculate his risks and to assess the market as he sees It. Most 
profit and a methodsmall-scale farmers respond to two elements, thL chance to make a 

to reduce the risk. lie prefers to do both. If the risks are quite small, income will be 

weighted. If the Income bracket is attractive, he will take more risk, but if income is 

narrow and he is operating at the margin, he does not want to take any risks at all. 

lie knows his old system woreks, but he is not convinced that the new system will work 

just as well. So, he has to make decisions. 

The difficulty implementing technology transfer is that It is very hard to com
municate with all these farmers In a country with hundreds of thousands of Lndividual
 

what we try
farmers, each one with a little piece of land. No matter what we think, 
to do or what we try to promulgate in a country, what happens In agriculture usually 
is the product of hundreds of thousands of Individual farmers' decisions. Almost In
variably the farmer is the least literate and the most conservative element in the entire 
population. He has a hard time making up his mind. 

lis questions are these: Do I try to produce for th's market thatl hear 
people talk about or should I be happy enough to provide food for my family? Should
 
I try this expensive fertilizer that costs three times what It did three years ago when
 
I ammt sure the risk Is worth It? Should I try this new insecticide although It is high
 
priced and there is an Import duty on It? He may employ new technology but he does
 
not realize more income although he doubles yields. He may find after he doubles
 
yields that he has reduced the market price because It Is very fragile. If he produces 
just a few bushels too many and if there Is no storage facility or almost none, the 
bottom falls out of the market. Conversely, if there Is a shortage, the price sky
rockets. So, working wlt!' the small-scale farmer Is very difficult, but.as you indicated 
It's a very necessary element In our assistance efforts. 

Wilford Morris: 

I support what Dr. Cox has said, but I would like to amplify. The farmer Is
 
rationally maximizing his return on his scarcest resource, which in West Africa
 
frequently is not land but labor. If he can double his yield per hectare but It takes him
 
two and a half times as much labor, he Is bound to lose before he even begins. The 
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real measure Is the return per man-day of labor during the rainy season. While I also
 
agree that these farmers are very skillful, one has to remember our observation In the

United States that some are much better farmers than others.
 

One of the major problemti in West Africa Is risk to ecology. A substantialproportion of the population of the Sahellan states lives in the sedentary zone which receives
from 300 to 600 mm. rainfall annually. In that zone there Is probably risk in half of the 
years of gettng only about 85 percent of the optimal crop yield. Once each 50 years It 
may drop to 25 percent of optimal crop yield as an aggregate of a large part of the zone.

That an Individual farmer may actually lose his entire crop is a greater probability than
 
one chance in 50. The risk, of course, arises from the quality of the rainy season.
 

It is quite clear that one of the steps we can take is to develop better-adapted 
crop varieties. If the growing season averages 90 days and a crop Is grown that takes an average of 90 days to reach maturity then In 50 percent of the years there will not be a

growing season of proper length to raise the usual crop. But If a crop has a 75-day growing
 
season, there Is much higher opportunity to avoid loss. I do not agree, therefore, that
the risk arises from monoculture; the risk arises from a maladaptation of crop to envi
ronment. 
 A really striking example of adaptation can be seen In the progress of maize
northward from the south of France beginning 15 years ago. Now they cannot raise maize
 
yet for grain In the north of France, but almost. In the north of France it Is grown for ensilage.
And we have found a maize in Peru that flowers 30 days after it Is planted. 

The soil fertility In this region Is very fragile. That is why farmers use slash

and burn agriculture In some fields; they have permanent manure fields In most areas as

well. The reason Is not because they don't like to clear the land but because they have 
to
gain extra fertility from the bush fallows. They maintain the manured fields by moving

around the bush fallows which actually build up the fertility.
 

The more we encourage the farmer to produce, the more critical his fertilizer
needs become. There are phosphate resources In the region that can be developed. There 
are methods of increasing nitrogen levels through rotation. It is quite clear that the su
perior cultivated rhlizobla bacteria will do better than certain strains that are wild. There 
are also wild bacteria or other inicro-organisnis In the soil that fix nitrogen from the air

without being associated with legumes. We found these to be associated with sorghum.
 

Mixed farming was an essential fertility replenishment component that developed

countries employed before low-priced nitrogen additives were developed. We grew forages,

convertingthem through livestock to put manure 
back on the land. These kinds of approaches
 
may be necessary in Sahellan countries.
 

Small Irrigated field perimeters can be developed. Quite apart from big Irrigation
areas, there are possibilities for giving families a small piece of out-of-season agricul
ture with an irrigated perimeter. This system includes better use of low-lying land in
flood-recession agriculture with Irrigation on the low sides of dams. 

Pricing needs a great deal more study. Bfore we condemn the export of peanuts
and cotton we should see how much of the peanuts and cotton actually leave the Sahellan
countries. It Is quite surprising that with the exception of Senegal about half the peanuts 
were consumed within the region. 

I'm very optimistic about the possibilities of the region although I am frightened
about the picture 30 to 40 years from now with the population figures that have been
stated. On the other hand, as people become more educated, they tend to have 
smaller families. 

Kate Cloud: 

I want to comment on the fact that the constant reference here is to the farmer as "he." Accordhig to the Economic Commission for Africa, more than half of the food 
In Africa Is produced by women. 
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J ames Wood: 

I think the conference is going too smoothly. There Is not enough controversy 
here. We did not listen to Peter Soto very closely when he said that his people were ad
vised to grow jojoba beans, guayule and sorghum but went into cotton Instead. I have 
an Idea that Peter Soto's people grow cotton because they want a car parked by every 
hogan on the reservation. They were not particularly interested in growing jojoba beans, 
guayule and sorghum just to have subsistence living. 

Joan Coo: 

I am not an expert in the Sahelian countries, but I will comment on subsistence 
farming. We are working n Ghana on the design of a $45-millon project to reach small
scale farmers. We have to demonstrate to the U.S. Congress that It is going to make an 
impact. At the end of five years and having spent about $15 million dollars, we will have 
reached 68,000 of Ghana's 850,000 small-scale farmers. We are expecting with that ex
pendture of funds to Increase the average farm size from 4.3 acres to 5.3 acres per 
farmer. This is a program that took two years to design. I do not even want to estimate 
the design cost, but I mention it because I think the problems of reaching small-scale 
farmers can be oversimplified. 

Extension has barely been mentioned, and women's extension has been mentioned 
even less barely. 

Peter Soto: 

We are talking about development, but no one really has discussed financing 
or funding except Ms. Coe. I am wondering 1: there Is a real problem in terms of 
funding, If there are places that fund the various projects that have been discussed here. 

Joan Coe: 

Usually there are funds for programs that are developed. In my experience there 
is more funding than there are programs in any given year. Like the small-scale farmer 
planning his plantings, project designers do not like to produce programs that do not sell. 
Funding is going to be less of a problem than program design and implementation, which 
I feel has been skipped over thi3 afternoon. 

Wolf Roder: 

I would like to respond to the question of promoting subsistence farming versus 
commercial farming. That Is a false dichotomy. The notion of the farmer who grows all 
that he eats and eats all that he grows is one extreme of a spectrum. On the other extreme 
is the notion of the farmer who grows only for the market and buys all his food in the 
grocery store. I think neither of these extremes exists. There are not many African 
farmers or perhaps farmers anywhere in the world who do not sell something on the mar
ket and buy some very useful items like soap, salt, sugar and implements needed for 
farming. Much of what we are talking about here, development, does deal with promo
ting crops for sale, food or cash crops, for either Internal sale or export. Perhaps one 
of the development objectives is to move farmers along toward the middle of the spectrum 
where they stop relying mainly on their own production to guarantee food supply and where 
they become a more commercial farmer. Now that Is an enormous risk for these far
mers to take. I think that most farmers in underdeveloped countries would be crazy to 
take that risk until the country's economy Is more stable and they can count on selling 
their cash crops to realize enough money to feed and support their families. 

Paul Anaejlonu: 

flow much part does the African play in development project planning and 
Implementation? 
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Wilford Morris: 

Developers recognize that the active participation of Africans in project design 

arod development is important. All) people generally recot nize that. It may be a little 
more difficult within some developing countries to aecei, ,i philosophy. A group of 
farmers in one of the lon -Sahelian coastal (Ountries Ill VI : Africa had a development 
program with all olrgaiiizatioll which ultimltel hid to pull out for finaluial reasons. When 
tile farlile'rs ini lt' l'ilioll dr'cided they bald to sonlething to continue the project, they 

got together a delegation ani selt it to It 'el1 i l cit' to speak to tile Il'esident to 'eek 
his hell. Ibis was o1t eonshi'r(,d t very :ecceltitl' action politically, hio, 0tkei*, because 
if tilt, rural peiople vocaliz(d their h t'd- alid their pl'OW01US, it light ha'e a .destabilizing 
effect -)n goi'el~llieullt. 

Mien ). Hlh,',,itz "'as.M the lite,.ioii l)t'.V.lo Ioilet S('vice Office ill West Africa, 
he started the 't111110 I--thle-1'''llinlr:s, tith htherders and farmers. It was a means 
of feuding illfirulu.ttion :(bou t OiL,AI' 1-, Wallt'd Into projects as they were devuloped. It 

goes back to M'. Soio'.s rI-llSili, ,l 'AI' C;'wto sa,' glow ('ottol Or I 'alUtS 

The noderll c,)ncptt is to offel- alttnlativ('.. Ultim:te!y we hope oUr as.iistulee 

irograis will work like colty ,xtension s, rvice's in this county. Ideally it would work 
like this: Al ai'e: LXt'1lsio cinCommittee chaired by the area agent is composed of farmiers' 
rep'etseltative s. 'Ilhtn il' pIrog;rl olfice ofers alternative jlrograitis and it is tile area 
collnittee thlat selt-Crs a I l g rim. It is up to tile system to piovide it. We are very much 
aware that theet al' 51l111 ttelilet(IOlS rotladtlocks to iniplemen,.Lng this systl:ln but wc 

are trying. 

Robe t 1)1,dou: 

It is not always trute that we effectively t'die part ill project. designi. Where the 
money is big and there is a Plre'stigious oigaulizLation, the regulations for allocating money 
are met. It has been ly experience witi, '. S. All) that they try as much as )ossible not 
only to meet criteria set )Y Congress but also to neet the local needs. 

lPaul Anac'ionu: 

irU',t''S Isor Rodt'r, x\tlld t .)uI dispute tilt' conclusion that you' inte u'pretation ot 

data relak'd to drought peception h% farners along a selected transeet Of the Sahel 
suppoit t i' hypothesis that aridifiCatIon is reginal und not a global iphenomenon? And, 
secondly, how (it) you integrate your research results into the deciiuon-nai ing processes 
In Such al''as as the Sahel', 

\Vol f Itode r: 

As for O dt''s'rtification question, we can go with Bryson who blames tile Sa
heliall drought oil . shift in tic, jet stream, or 'we Call admit that the I)enllU-fltnin (If 
aridification, as Mr. Alejionll calls it, is in dispute. Perhaps we shall have to wait 
lntil ne'xt slnlt'" ' and Iloit thet'N Confet'rence'On Desetification will have tilt' aiswer. 

With .tVt1('t toIll , le rit 'ehresults in W'st Africa, tilt' Major t-search I've 
( 1one1 tilt, lake pulblislied by the Nigerian Socialon ,ilinji :rea was in Nigeri:i Instittto Of 
illd Iconomic lesearll lll therte i't' is avWtilablh tht' re. We kllOW that beffol1e tile 

drought in Wt'st Africa tilt' ItAulaltioll V LIS rising frolll th'ee to fiv\e 110erellt while tile 

ecemnly \tas talling hy tMt to three ilt',I't'ilt, I problLei even then. Could yoll Ilease 
tell us 11ONw eC3n,lIl i I ;lt u in West Africa inst ladof telling usiallion that we 

cannlot l jI l .' 

I'llh'5 -; liii' tiagns.qis is ctle:ir, it st'011i to n \''ll ' l lnt1IW ill ) bleIS with tile 

solutions. If e, art, told xe c:l ill fact trile tilt' ilit-0llet' If this I'e[ion ill '25 years, 7t 
SCUMS to Iilt' relevant 10 hat' a f,tir1il(it'rStallding Of tilt' nltllreL of tit' xitentials in the 
short run. It is :ls5o ilmIpiortalt tl) know why we dill [t do so mut)ch better in the past So 
We Cllt I'eCLif. )1'\i'y an~d otherl c'onstralints . Qulihc Cle;IH'N' thtl';t' illo e Or two lesson-,. 

http:l)t'.V.lo
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First, with respect to the strategy of the development of the Sahel, to me one of 

the really serious problems of all the discussions this morning, including Mr. Shear's, 

was that there was extreme stress on self-sufficiency. Secondly, absolutely no mention 
any lesson to be learned from the drought, itt6'that theof exports. And yet, If there is 

Sahel is an Integral part of West African economy; the natural response of Individuals 
and animals who are harassed or threatened is to flee across frontiers. Actually the ability 

of the Sahel to survive was precisely its integration into the regional and world economy. 
Economic equilibrium--that is to say budgets and balance of payments--was maintained 

because at the time of drought the modern economy not only survived but expanded for 

various reasons. Uranium came on big In Niger, groundnut and phosphate prices In Scne

gal quintupled at the same time oil prices quadrupled. The mineral economies of West 
Africa made it through the drought in relatively good shape because they were part of 
world economy. One can also argue, as I would be prepared to do, that the post-drought 
food aid response of donors was partially a function of this Integration into world economy. 

Yet we hear nothing about the export sector, we hear only about self-sufficiency. 

Now the other element everyone emphasizes is food production, a long and honor
able tradition. Yet when you look at it carefully it raises a very serious problem. Who 
is going to consume all these food crops and at what price? What we do know is that in 
1975, a good year, in Mall they have grain coming out of granaries and a decline in the 
price of millets and sorghum of 50 percent from the. previous year because they cannot 
sell It. The absence of a market for basic cereals in an economy where 90 percent is 

Soself-consumed is a fundamental constraint due to the structure of these economies. 
while we can ta!K about food crop production, we must recognize its severe limitations. 
Neither must we Ignore the coastal markets that exist on the one hand for some outputs 
of the Sahel, and other markets abroad for a whole range of additional products. No 
long-run strategy for any social system can get around that possbi.)lity if there are to 
be real development opportunities for this region. 

Jonni( Collins: 

One of Lae world's greatest resources is the small-scale farmer, and technology's 
most challenging frontier is the intensification of the productivity of land owned and oc
cupled by these farmers who constitute 80 percent of the food production sector. how
ever, the small-scale farmer Is in need of appropriate technologies but it is naive to 
think that technology in the present form can Improve the lot of the poor. In fact, one 
major constraint to increased food production by the small-scale farmer has been in
effective and inefficient systems for delivery of new technologies. If the small-scale 
farmer is to understand and utilize new technology it must be re-packaged and delivered 
in a form that is acceptable to him. The focus must be on the farmer's decision-making
capability in managing his resources rather than making decisions for him as Is being 

done presently. This capability forms one of the most stable and important bases for J 
national development In LDCs. 

Agricultural development should center on the farmer's problems and his en
deavors and will only be successful if he is the central actor and his environment 13 the 
stage of the process of change. 

Mike Donnell: 

I would like to make one brief observation. Jojoba and guayule have taken a 
bit of a beating this afternoon. As the representative of a national organization whicn
has been trying to identify alternative crops like jojoba and guayule, I thought I should 

set the record straight. We are not In the business of trying to force these crops on 
anyone and we are sorry to hear that Mr. Soto has had this experience. We do believe 
it is important to bring to the attention of people In this cowtry and in LDCs, alternative
under-exploited crops of potential economic importance iginch, with adaptive research 

and under suitable conditions, may prove very Important for increasing the cash income 
of small-scale farmers. 

. ..
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URBANIZATION IN WEST AFRICA 

by 

D. Robert Altschul 

Because I am the first speaker or:this panel, I have striven to make the content of 
my paper introductory in scope and to focus im that aspect ol West African urbanization 
which has pertinence to the development theme of this conference. Much economic deve
lopment research undertaken i .arious disc.plines has an urban focus and recognizes the 
complex linkages that tie urban development t,other sectors in a developing country. 
Other papers of this panel havu as theirn sUbJ'Ct rural and urban health care, traditional 
agricultural svstems and women in the development process, and canbe viewed as com
ponents of a country's ubsvsteni linked to the larger rural-urban system by a network 
of enel-ry, it'> rmatl(,n and pusitive and negative feedback flows, if the subject of ur
banization and the cosel%allied urtan-Aard migration is approached through systems 
a'nalvsis as is sv:ggtsted by Mabo-unjc and others (1970a; de Souza and Porter, 1974:60-64). 

An urbai: focus also is evident in much of the economic development spatial model
ling being done b. spatiall., oriented social s_'ientists. Recent studies in developing coun
tries conce rned with agricultural land use patterns, central place hierarchies and pat
tens, spatial organization of development and the diffusion of modernization, generally 
have an urban orientation (i). Collectively these studies tend to arWie that successful 
developmental planing requires urban and peri-urban foci. 

Urbanization in Tropical Africa 

It has been observed that the importance and dominance of cities In Tropical Africa 
seem vastly out of proportion to the number of people living in them. I will cite some 
fairly standard ur-ban population statistics for Tropical Africa, including all of West Africa 
as defined in the opening session yesterday and from which I exclude North and South Africa. 

First, by vorld standards, Tropical Africa is predominantly a rural sub-continent 
in that only 11 to 12 percent of Its total populatlon--26-30 million people--reside in 
urban places (Rosser, 1972: 14-15) [See also Table 1) (2). 

* Department of Geography, Regional Development & Urban Planning, University Df Arizona 

(l1See Blbliography at end of tnp--r 

(2) Rosser'i 1970 estimates are based on the United Nation's definition of "urban, 
meaning settlementw of 20,000 or more people. Statistics differ according to sources 
and definitions used. Data In Table 1 were obtained and derived from several sources 
and differ from those used by Rosser and others In specific instances. 
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Second, the disproportionate importance of c'ties and urbanization in this sub

continent is evidenced by four growth patterns. 
if 

There exists a high and increasing average rate of urban population growth 

of 5 to 7 percent annually. The projected average annual urban growth rate of over 
decade would be the world's highest (Rosser, 1972 : 16, 31-36;7 percent in the 1970-1980 


Davis, 1969: 139-146).
 

There is a spatial concentration of higher-than-average growth rates in larger 

more than 100, 000 population are experiencing growth rates exceedingcities. Cities with 
8 percent annually, and their populations are expected to double within ten years. The 

effect of this spatial concentration of rapid urban growth Is magnified by the fact that 

about 70 percent of Tropical Africa's urban population today already is in cities of 

100,000 or more people (Resser, 1972: 36; Clarke, 1971: 122-123). 

There is a tendency toward the "primacy" phenomenon-in the urban hierarchies 

of Tropical African countries whereby a single city within a country contains a substan

tiai share of the total urban population and population numbers in intermediate size 

urban sites are proportionally lower (Hance, 1970: 220-239). Although the number of 

cities in the 100,000-and-over class appears to have doubled in the past 25 years, they 

are relatively few in number but generally dominate the urban system and hierarchy in 

their countries. There are 60 to 70 cities of this size in Tropical Africa (Hance, 1970: 
1972: 17). The primacy phenomenon has roots in the colonial infrastructure230; Rosser, 


and is perpetuated by concentrated growth rates as noted above.
 

The population growth of Tropical African cities is truly the result of the urbani

zation process. Growth is primarily the consequence of net in-migration and secondarily 
because of intracity natural population increase. It is estimated that over 60 percent of 
urban population growth in Africa can be accounted for by net in-migration (Thom, 1975:! 
130) but percentages vary considerably between individual cities (de Souza and Porter, 
1974: 55). 

Urbanization in West Africa 

West Africa's urbanization shares some of Tropical Africa's general growth patterns 
and other statistical characteristics just reviewed. But there noteworthy difare some 
ferences between the two regions and some striking inter-regional contrasts. 

First, approximately 14 percent of West Afrcan urban growth exhibits great 
spatial variation in a fashion similar to Tropical Africa's because growth rates are 

especially high in larger cities. For example, Abidjan is growing at a rate of I1 
percent annually; Lagos about 14 percent and Dakar 6 to 9 percent (Rosser, 1972t 37
39) (3). Recent estimates of projected national and regional urban population growth and 

growth in West Africa reveal the followingIts relationship to orojected total population 
situations in the region and in selected countriest 

Between 1970 and 1980 the rate of urban population growth in West Africa is 
expected to be double that of the projected growth rate of the total population. In Nigeria, 

for example, the respective projected rates are 7.5 percent and 3.3 percent annually. 
These rates are fairly representative of Tropical Africa. In the same decade the urban 
population increase in Nigeria, Ghana and Senegal, for example, is 50 percent and over, 

and in Ghana over 80 percent (Rosser, 1972: 34-35). It is noteworthy that these high 

urban growth rates are occurring contemporaneously with continued high rates in 
non-urban areas. 

It Is anticipated that these projected growth rates will continue to be concen

trated in the larger cities, making expected stresses placed on them in the near 

future difficult to comprehend. 

Rosser used data from Economic Commision for Africa (ECA) worksheets, Demo(3) 
graphy and Social Statistics Section, United Nations. The data differ from those compiled 
in Table 1, which shows somewhat higher values. 
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The degree to which the "primate city" for primacy) phenomenon is exhilbitedin West Africa is more difficult to determine. Although it Is contended that "the primate city phenomenon ... eharacterizes most West African countries ... " (Breese,1966 :28), other analyses cast doubt on that generalization. This Is partly becauseprimacy cannot be defined satisfactorily or realistically In terms of population alone,although this criterion has provided the usual numerical Input for analyses of rank-sizecharacteristics and urban hierarchies. In West Africa the population primacy of thelargest cities, which are usually also the capital cities, varies greatly between countries.One tool for measuring disp irate primacy Is the Four-City Primacy Index, calculated bydividing the population figure of the largest city by the number produced by combiningthe population figures of the three next largest cities In a given country. When the indexIs calculated for the 1568-1970 period for sele( ted countries In West Africa, Togo is shownto have an Index of 3.1. Mall 1.9. Niger I.I, Ghana 1.04, and Nigeria 0.57 (Davis, 1969242-2.0i). tI this sample Lorn, Togo shiows the greatest degree of primacy; Lagos,Nigeria, the lowest. But the index values are by no means unique when compared withIndexes of First-, Second- and Third-World countries! The relative level of primacy ofWest Africa's largest cities also can be discerned in the percent of country's total urbana 

population living in its largest city. 
 Most of the largest cities account for 40 to 70 percent of the total urban population of their respective country, but the range is from Lagos'6. 5 percent to tBanjul's (formerly Bathurst, Gambia) 89.2 percent (Table 1). The primacynature of West Africa's urban structure also is indicated by the superconcentration ofeconomic, social and political functions in a single city in each country (fiance, 1970:23:3-23.1) and by he paucity of intermediate-fsized towns in the 50, 000 to 100, 000 population range (fiance, 1970: 228-230; Breese, 1969: 130-131). 

The primate oity Uis come under considerable altalysis and debate in recent years,in part because it is seer, as a component of the spatial and urban system generated bycolonial policies, and in part because it is debatable whether such superconcentration
of capital, education, technological expertise, policy and other development-gene ratingforces characteristic of primate cities are "parasitic" or "generative," temporary orpermanent (Mehta, 1964; Berty, 1901; Berry and lorton, 1970; Breese, 1966). Someurbanists suggest that the low overall urbanization and the absence of cities, Including
primate cities, in much of Africa provide a favorable opportunity for developing viableurban-economic systenis with relatively little disruption (Rosser, 1972: 3) (4), but suchan assessment appears to ignore the complex regional differences in such data as urban
and total population growdh, primacy indicators and historic urban traditiuns. 

A third noteworthy feature ol West African urbanization is that Lhe present urban
patteri and system has evolved in part fromti a pre-Europeuidid not merely add a new and foreign city system, colonial ancestry; colonialismbut indeed markedly altered a preexisting 
one. Furthermore, two pre-colonial urban s .terns existed in West Africa during 70019)0 A. D. One developed in the framewoi ,f the Sudanic kingdoms and empires of theSahanum borderlands during the Middle Ages. The other system developed in conjunctionwith the Forest or G''inea states which existed from at least 1200 to nearly 190t) A.D. Thetwo systems were cuiturally and functionally distinctive but had in common the functionof laintaining linkages 'Aith the outside world and, to some extent, with each other
 
(Maboglinje, 1970b: 334 -336).
 

On the basis of past differences in socio-economic and political environments of
urban growth, Mabogunje developed a four-part typology of African cities 
 (Mabogunje,19701h: 3.15-3.47. See also fiance, 1970: 2.5-259 and 298-382. ): the traditional city,the "rejuvinated" traditional city, the colonial city, and the European city. This typology
provides not only istorical, cultural and morphological perspectives of African urbanization but also a frameworik for discriminating between cities according to their potentialsas viable, functioning nodes In changing developmental systems. 

West Africa is unique because It has substantial representation of the first three
types of cities (5), and hecause it has three urban systems in operation which Mabogunje
(1965) labels pre-colonial, colonial and present. To illustrate, the traditional city is
common 
in West Africa. Its origin and early development can be traced t) the Sudanic 

(4) Rosser quotes Horace Miner and Joseph J. Spengler. 

(5) The European city was intended primarily to house large numbers of white settlers and
Is not found in West Africa. 

http:3.15-3.47
http:242-2.0i
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and Forest empires and kingdoms, in which it functioned largely as a trading and political 

center. For the most part many of these cities, such as Katsina, Tombouctou (Timbuktu) 

and Gao, have retained their traditional, i. e. , pre-colonial, Internal and external 
spatial structure because they were by-passed by the subsequent colonial Infrastructure. 

When a traditional city happened to occupy an advantageous site according to colo
exhibiting connial politico-economic demands, a rejuvenated traditional city evolved, 

tinued or renewed growth in population numbers and in functional complexity, e.g., 
Kano, Ibadan and Kumasi. 

The colonial city is of course a product of late 19th and early 20th century European 

colonial policies. Primarily Intended to house a large African population for employment 
in colonial economic and political systems, It Is the city type that has acquired the greatest 
notoriety in the minds of urban economists, urban geographers, sociologists and develop-

It is Tropical Africa's most common city type and has a large represenmental planners. 
tation in West Africa. The West African colonial city perhaps Is best represented by 
the large, coastal capital cities of Lagos, Accra, Abidjan and Dakar, although by no 
means exclusively when Port Harcourt, Bamako, Bob-Dioulasso and Niamey are taken 
into account. It is the largest of these colonial cities that have provided much grist for 
those who associate them with today's somewhat anachronistic spatial organization and 
urban system, such as the dendritic system with a primate city outlet, whose original 
purposes no longer seem to fit the present day national and regional planning objectives 
(Johnson, 1970: 85-92; Logan, 1972; Soja, 1973). It seems reasonable to expect that a 
new generation of urban places of pre-colonia! and colonial origins will join the ranks 
of "backwash" cities which were born during colonial times. 

Studies in Nigeria by Mabogunje (1965) and Eighmy (1972), by McNulty (1969) ill 
Ghana, and In Sierra Leone by Riddell and Harvey (1972) exemplify a number of other 
recent scholarly efforts to assess the role of urbanization in West Africa's economic 
development. These studies focus on the relationships of urbanization to migration 
systems, to marketing systems, to rural development and to 'the various dimensions 
of the problem posed by a readjustment of a system of cities to a new transportational 
integration and to a novel economic and political condition" (Mabogunje, 1965: 422. See 
also de Souza and Porter, 1974; Smith, 1972; SoJa, 1973 ). These works rely heavily 
on available demographic census data, such as age structures, migrant data and 
sex ratios, as well as on field observations and interviews to Identify possible indica
tors of potentials for town vibrancy or decay. From such data (McNulty, 1969) deve
loped a four-sector classification ot Ghanalan towns based on diversification and mo
bilitv factors, identifying towns that are "senders" and "receivers" of population, anti 
identifying towns that have varying degrees of functional specialization, lie concluded 
that the relatively large number of towns which seem structurally similar and lack 
specialization Indicates that Ghana's urban system Is not yet complex or integrated 
enough to perform optimally for a developing economy. 

The questions, assumptions and objectives posed by these studies are fundamental
 
In assessing the role of urbanization in West African development. I conclude my
 
presentation with an outline of some of their findings which seem pertinent here:
 

A country's towns and cities can be viewed as "control sub-systems" which are 
nested in larger national spatial systems. These control sub-systems supervise and 
regulate migration flows between rural and urban places (Mabogunje, 1970a) ald are 
affected in turn by the character of the migration process (MeNulty, 1969). The 
hierarchical nature of urban sub-systems Is also considered instrumental in "moderni
zation" diffusion (Gould, 1970; Soja, 1973), but do Souza and Porter (1974: 8.1) postulate 
that "the hierarchy of urban centers cannot be counted on to be the mediator of change, 
diffusing to villages and rural farmsteads the elements of organization and infrastruc
ture which make rural development possible." 

One manifestation of the poorly integrated and unevenly developed spatial systems 
of most West African countries as a result of their colonial Inheritance Is continued rapid 
growth of the largest cities because of In-migration. This spatially concentrated growth 
amplifies inequaltlles between cities and their peripheries (de Souza and Porter, 197,4: 
60-61) and further suggests that the large cities are growing "but not developing" be
cause employment in the tertiary or service sector increases at a higher rate than in 
manufacturing. This condition, called "tertlarization," suggests "an urban involution 
with underemployment and a reciprocal sharing by the poor of their poverty" (de Souza 
and Porter, 1974: 84; also 58-60). 
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Curbing urban-ward movement will be difficult because migration pattern complexi
ties are only now coming to light. For example, the pattern is not necessarily one of 
rural-to-urban migration but rather a movement from smaller-to-larger urban places, 
or a "step-wise migration' (Riddell and ttarvey, 1972). ''his places in jeopardy some
what the often proposed hypothesis that the growth of small- and intermediate-size towns 
should be encouraged to redirect and curb in-migration to large cities. Indeed just tile 
opposite may occur; the smaller centers could act as catalysts for intensified migration 
to the largest city. Furthermore, city-related migration is not unidirectional; migrant 
objectives vary greatly as to motivation, timing and length of stay, and there exists 
substantial out-nigration from certain sectors of , city as well as from an urban region. 

Finally, with finite investment funds available, selecting urban places for growth 
stimulation will have to be based on sound regional economic planning and may have to 
invoke the "triage" approach in the early stages of systera modification. Among the 
many unresolved questions facing regional development planners is whether to centralize 
development inputs "upward, " "downward," or at the ntermediate-size level of urban 
place (Soja, 1973). The road to such decisions Is replete with political and socio
economic pitfalls. It will demand tilecomplete objectivity and selflessness of tile 
managerial urban elite. 
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HEALTH CARE LN AFRICA: riE COUNTRY AND THE CITY 

by 

Pascal James Imperato , M.D., M. P. 1t. & T. M. 

I. HEALTH RESOLiCES 

A. Health Expenditures: The percentage of the gross national product spent 
on health is about -1 percent in most countries in Africa, including health care de
livered by xth private and public sectors. The public sector, that is govto rnnlt, 
generally provides most health care, are several countries in Africa he obut there i 
the orivate sector is significant. Among :Iese are Ghana and Nigeria. In Ghana the 
pe reentage o f the gross national product spent on health care is 3. ,; percent and in 
Nigeria 3. 5 percent. In the IlepubLic of Mali the figure is ap.1p txi atl .eriont 
and represents one o the higher proportions of gross nationli products spcnt oi 
health care. 

Most Aflican countries usually hav no ii'late health in.Sorant : sytms, a 
sharp contrast %,iti manyv developing countri-cs. The maj.r burden, therefort, fI 
providing health care to most of the population falls to go.,vernment. West African 
countries are spending about one and a half L. S. dollars per year per capita for 
nealth care, a very small amount of monev clearly indicating that the financial res,,urces 
for providing health care in Africa are extremely limited. In vie, oi this severe bud
getary const'aint, African nations must spend health care dollars Tviselv.provideTo 
an Lr-reasingl' hihcr qualitv of health ,.arf short-term iore igo assisumce will IA. 
necessary to develop health se rvices a-frastructu res to pr(.vide a.sisumee to meet 
immedipte disease-cnt nil prig am need&, and to develop a varietv of urgentlv 
reauired medical care prrgrams. 

The decision on . hat prportion ot the gross national pr ,duct is spent ,ti hLealth 
care generally is determined by public dernand, and that demand is, f r the most part, 
for curative medical services which in turn determine the large degree of support for 
such services in the national health budgets. This is not to say that preventive health 
services do not exist or play an important role, for indeed they do. For example, in 
West African Francophone countries mrohiie medical services doveloped 1uring the 
1930s, still kn,own in some countries as the Service des Grandes t-ndin, os, provide 
Important health care to large segments of rural populations. ActiV ties of these ser
vices are directd primarily toward controlling communir',-!, ,fi eases, especiall. 
leprosy, onchocercias-s, trypanosomiasis arxi malaris. Unfortunatel;, prixiding 
mobile medical se,-vicrs to rural iopulatiins ic "'-::einly expensive because of the 
costs of gasoline and of fielding h(enth personnel for long periods of time. Sin(e 1961) 
many Franeophone countries have curtailed tIn frequency with which mobile teans have 
gone into the field. Mobil- tearns are use.d f r specific disease control prog ramns In many 
countries in West Africa such as in the simallpox-eradication and measles-control pro
grams between 19P;7 and 1972. Programs of this type often are financed largely by assis
tance from dono r _ountries or inte-rnational organizations. 

First Deputy Commissioner, New York City Department of Health 
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B. Health Manpower: It Is well known that there is a shortage of trained medical 
personnel in Africa that will continue into the foreseeable future. Certain medicalpersoranel such as physicians are in extremely short supply In most West African countries. For the entire continent there is about )hysician per 50, 000 persons (1).one 

The ratio of population per physician varies between countries 
from 85, 000 persons
to one physician in Malawi to 7, 830 persons to one physician in Kenya. One must be

careful In comparing these ratios from country to country because they do not take
into consideration 
other types of medical personnel providing health care. But the
 
vast majority of physicians are in large 
towns and cities. For example, ilKenya in1963 there were 10, 000 persons per doctor overall, but actual distribution varied from
672 per doctor in Nalrobi, the capital, to 20, 000 in the rural areas (2). When one
considers that 93 percent of the population of Kenya lives in rural areas, 
 that most ofthe country's population is not being served by physicians becomes obvious. 

Although physicials may be in short Supply illmany African countries, a vatrietv

of other health personnel have demonstrated over the decades 
 that thev,' are capable 4 
providing high quality meldical care, often equal to and sometimes better than that provided by physiciam, in the sanme setting. Programs wer.c established several decades
 ago to train a va riety of paramedical or paraprofessional personnel in 
West Africa.There Is considerable variation in training frorin one countrY to another and quite often

there are several categories of practitioners det )nding 
 upon tilekind of traming given
and tilenumber of years required. In liost colnt ri cs 
the sYstein provides for upgrading

personnel who take additional courses.
 

To illustrate tiletypes and distribution of idt'ieal prAtctitiolers in West Africa,I will use the Republic of Mali is allexample. Maiii has a polmlatioll of about 5.2 millionpeople. Within the country there are 10,t physicians of whoim 55 or 50. 9 perceit air inthe capital city of Bamako. in total, 2 of the l0o physicians, representing 76. 1 percen , 
are in major to,tns and citits. This Illeallsthat the in ajority of the c'tlralX) ulati[liL,
not serv, d 'l)y physicians. uf the total nulber oif physicians, i5 are Malian nationals,
a small number of whom earned M. l).degrees from universities ill:r.allce and thercountrics in western Eu rope. A larg,-r number received degrees such as Medecin Af
ricnin in Senegal in the 
1930s and 1910s or M.1.).equivalents in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Poland, Czechoslovakia ir East Germany. Tl, re 
are approximately
1, 500 infiriniers (nurses). About 1,200 arc men and about 300 are WomLen (3). There
 are two catego ries of infi rmier in Mali, 
 the first being infirmier d'ttat, consisting of 
individuals 101o possess an education equivalent to a high school diph ma in the UnitedStates, plus approximately two years of eellege. The second ca tegor is inf i'nlir atdll consIsts of indl.iduals who hav, thL equivalent Of a1highl school etLuCatici in the UnitedStates. Medical aides constitute the next taamliedical groul) and nulbor approximatelv
1,000. Medical aides possess at best a few 'yeLal'S of tLducation, but in r 'al alas they
are capable of ,dnelilisterilg most Of the m'0tti)ie MtdiCal Care. IllcC.Utill mull'al
Zonlesseie aides have no formal edlucation. There are approximately 166 mliI-wives in Mali

and 178 mid-wife assistants. 
 The llid-wives aossess thW e(tlivalciCy (fa grade school

educatio n and nliid-wife assistants m no
ay possess formal edueatiion (4 ). hi 1971 Maliopened a niIlenl shoel which grants a1 Medical degree no equivalent .o that gr;uted
in Frullce but mll)i' lequivalellt to tiledIegree of MNit'eEin Africain once granted by theschool of medicine in )kar dur-ing the 1930s and 1910s. I'hisschool will be capable
of graduating 20 to 30 physicials per Vear alon g with a iiumb1le tcof pharlacists. Mali
also possesses secenilal V school of' health wheretta illfil'lllier
d'tat ae trained and
another school at the Point GiHospital illthe capitld city where muhrmiters are trained. 

While it woull :,ppear that Mali is tenthe wray to solving its healthIipersonnelshortage problem, the !;olutiomi of this problem is creating others, such as the major
one deriving from tilelarger prOj)Ol'tiOl of the fixed health care budget that must now
be given over to personnel costs. These have risen some .17 percent between 1968 and1973. Ifthe health budgEt remains fixed, then an increasingly larger share of health care i1onit's muisIt go to paying health personnel salaries, leaving less mioney to buy
m(i le:il Tuhii,t i and drugs (5). rural areasIlmany then iere will be dispensaries
stalfed with h em 1h personnel who have few medications and diagnostic resources.
Niol, rn niodiciie will be represented to the rural population by personnel who may bedeit:.ated ailk inard-working but who cannot really offer full treatment services to sick 
p~eople. It Is not easy to solve this dilenma. One solution is to increase the health care budget, but this is unlikely to happen in a country like Mali. Much of the nationalbudget is being spent for health care already, but still large amounts of monies mustbe infused from outside donor resources to procure medications and to provide 
diagnostic services. 



ON HEALTH SERVICES IN SELECTEDTABLE 1: EXPENDITURES 


AFRICAN COUNTRIES CIRCA 1970
 

Country Percentage of GD13 Expenditures by Sector
 

Yea r (kve rnIII ent Private Total
 

Central African 

Republic 1970 1.2 

1. 1 2.3 (1)
Egypt 1969 3.. 

Ethiopia 1969 0.7 

Ghana 1970 1.3 2.3 (1) 3.6 

1.0 2.4
Kenya 1970 1.4 

1.2 4.0
Malawi 1970 2.8 

2.8 (1) 3.5
Nigeria 1969 0.7 

Somalia 1969 1. 8 

0.8 2.0
Swaziland 1968 1.2 

Togo 1970 1.0 

1.1 2.6 
Uganda 1971 1.5 

0.9 2.5
Tanzania 1971 1.6 

1.8 (1) 2.2
Zaire 1970 0.4 

1.9 3.7
Zambia 1969 1.8 

3. 5 percent of total private consumption.
Notes (1) assume private consumption on health is 


range on LDCs for which data are available. Range

This figure is at the upper end of the 


is 0.6 - .1.0 percent. Assumption made is based on qualitative information on the health
 

ser'ices provided by government, 

Sources: WHO, Statistical Rteport, 	 24 (1971), p. 236-2-5. 

1972, (New York: UN, 1973), tables 160, 188 and 19.UN, Statistical Yarbook 

Benton Massell and Judith Heyer, "Household Expenditure in Nairobi: 
Economic Develop-A Statistical Analysis of Consumer Behavior," 

ment and Cultural Change. 
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Mali illustrates the fact that although much is said about the shortage of professional
medical personnel in Africa, little is said about what happens when there are adequate 
numbers of such personnel but inadequate health budget funding to support peisonnel and 
to buy equipment and supplies neC.ssary to render quality medical care. This situation 
will be progres:sively aggravated In some countries as more medical and paramedical 
personnel are added to the existing cadre. At the present time in Mali, personnel costs 
in the ministry of health budget are twice the operating costs, a situation that will get 
worse if other ineans are not found to fund operations. 

A method advanced to solve this problcm is the creation of a national health fund.
 
The resources which would be tapped to create this fund are
 

1. Contributions from tilt national budget
2. Contributions from local :ani regional budgets 
3. A health tax 
•1. A proportion ,f profits fron state-owned enterprises 
5. Receipts from health units 
6. Subsidies from the national lottery (6) 

C. Ilcalth Manpower Training: 0nlY three mIIi cal schools existed in sub-Saharan 
Africa in 1960, one each in Senegal, Nigeria and Uguida. A number of medical schools 
have been developed since and somhe larger countries now have several. Nigeria now 
has five medical schools, Zaire has three, anu new sch(ols have been opened in the 
Ivors Coast, Ghana :01(1 Mali. Unfortunately, nuvnv medical schools producc graduates
who are ill-equipped to deal with the niajor problems which will confront the 0 when 
they finish training. For examnlple, very little ellphasis is given to preventive medicine, 
epidenuology and plediatrics, areas which i)terest -r attract few medical students. 
Great emphasis, however, is plact- ui)on curativ\e ne,licine especially ill tht areas of 
general internal ileic(liine, ;u rgery and obstetrics. Icst African medical schools are 
Imtodeled ol N.~ustcrn institutiOns and nanty ex itriate sta'f are individuals wha)se experience 
is prlimarily in lte dCevelopeid %wld, ladii, t( heChools thAt are-extrenelv expensive xind 
producing gr'r.dilates prillril%preplred to pr:ictiee mc(liei.,e ill the western indtstrialized 
world. Ad(hitionally%, imantliy itdividuals w1l teach ill such Ech, ols have VU rv' little cx
i)t-ri-nc-t, Or formal training th'uIselv's ill health administration :Old ilflaIgemnent :nd 
thtefu t' 1rT. ill-cliiiiit)l)d t) pass thest, skills on to their studtlent-. In countries Ahe2re 
ltdiicil Cal'.' tHI:utcial resoinlrcUs iVcc m agr, it is of tihe ut'most inIlpot' ,Lc,' tit:it 

health adnlillistratr cadrTs l lornteil icaiblc)l Of usi lg the small health dollar resources 
to ifft'ct tilt' g't:LSt goO i. Ill (M;)It lt-.0 , ti Ont lec lnit'uersit:irc ties Scienc es d( Ia 
Salntte(CL'SS) radulitcd its first 2t phY'itianIls ill Soptnehier 1975. I)uring a six-year
C'SS prOgrlli studelits aI1'' gi\vt'Il C'xtt'sit'\ t t.Xt11teSlr [ t I)rcevetlt.'e nit'dicinc and local 
htalth pr-Ichills. It i hped that his Obloc \\iil be (11 iciated eLsewhe re (7). 

Ill addition e c:l sw t ,ols, the-rc alt. er i of 
valritty ,\,I a :ioc1 leal pIcsttlll. Set, l arc loilltIy oper ted Ily ileWorld Health 

t. hlc :i tltt otht.r schools to train :I 

)rgallizatiollo Vilti) alld tilt host cotliltrcv. i'i.\ m les arc ill lagos, Nigeria itd in ionic,
 
loko, \\here taarta itptessiotial btrson t a ,li \ 'C!,, g nI:itliagI li :U l cipibilities, itrtieullt tlv itt er'lsinttil ;uni let'l ltv\tlopit'ttt 

T clitcost 0tI tr:iillilg pa ra:llnit il ptrltitl, ,eltlrall, is much less than that of 
tralillilig Ill\, :it'i sll lld .lCh p Irt'intcl gettllillIv aMV able to deil \with Most of the 
nl~liCal I)l'obitinIS th1v a ill LOIhfVtolI in tit 011litn iCs \hertr tilt,.\ v ill be wtrking. low
everl, supe,I'\11s ilt if tinilltedie il perst lltIttI ttll is extreniel'%" poor otlle. they i're in 
tie field i're titt se dIt~ l ae I n'l fit Of 'olllilltling edtcation1. ITe end ie sult is that 
tilev art ptt otll intto ti li eripeltey tilt- tltm o Itl athe y :an hi eftect ite left Ihere. few 
ye ai's lilt' f trgtt a got i deal OfI\\hat ilte Iiaried and are unawa re of developnients 
it illodern Illediell,.
 

Considt, rahic atlention has been givet t tttepossible use (if traditional practitioners 
of tie healing arts ill tite itodc' Afric:ut health care deliverY system. This Is a subject
charged wit elnmotitol, albout which a variety of views is expressed. Some ae' extremely 
polarized but no one will argue that radiltional medical practitioners, by and large, do not 
perform ustfn' inctions iii niost African societies. In fact the majority of African rural 
impulationu aire attended to by such practitioners. And, few wauld take exception to tihe 
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TABLE II: SOME HEALTH RESOURCE INDICATORS IN SELECT AFRICAN COUNTRIES 

Country Population per Physician Population per Hospital Bed 

Botswana 16,000 

Cameroon 26, 000 310 

Dahomey 30,000 

Ethiopia 3,030 

Glhna 12,000 780 

Ivory Coast 16,000 690 

Kenya 7,830 770 

Malawi 8j, 000 640 

Mali 41.000 1,390 

Mauritania 17,000 2,790 

Nigeria 20,000 1,853 

Rwanda 55,000 770 

Sudan 14,000 1,040 

Tanzania 22,000 780 

Uganda P, 21u 600 

Zaire 30,000 320 

NOTE: 	 Data which represent the 1970-1971 perk I are not comparable because of 
lack of standardization between countries. 

Source: World Health Organization, World Health Statistics Report, 26, 3, 1973. 
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statement that within the system there are some crafty charletans who effect more harmthan good. The Important question which must be addressed now as it has been in thepast is what should be the traditional practitioner's place, if any, in the modern healthcare delivery system? If quality medical care means delivery of services which meetquality standarls established by learned consensus on the basis of scientific facts anddelivery by personnel who also have met standards of training, experience and performance, then it would be hard to see a role for the traditional practitioner. The realities of rural Africa Include few or no physicians, a few inffrmiers and other medicalworkers who have virtually no diagnostic and fz!w treatment resources at their disposalwhich are availablo in the developed world. The choice for the rural African then isnot between the traditional practitioner and a modern clinic or hospital equipped withan automated laboratory service and a wull-stocked pharmacy hut between the traditionalheale-r and a small bush dispensary devoid of diagnostic resources sav those of themrdical personnel, and possessing a handful of medications at most. In such a settingit is difficult to cast aside traditional practitioners because in reality it is they who
attend to most of the population most of the time (b5).
 

Many studies have been made of trLditional practidoners but verxy little studyundertaken on how this reso)urce could be utiliZe( in the modern health care deliverysystem. In November 1975 the VItO Executive Committee recommended that traditionalmedical practitioners throughout the developing world shoald be studied carefully fromthe viewpoint of possibly incorporating them into the modern health care delivery system(9). Unlfortuna telv, tlrdi tiolnal muedical systCIs in Ilost of Africa are not as homogeneousand formally Organized as ill m 'uyparts of AsiZa SO that there is a variety of t)ractitioners operating within a lrmlm1lber of different systems. 
 Standards ani( quality 'ary

en or moo siyI froill 4C invin(diual t a llotlher"- and friou 
 one sYstem to Mlldler. 

If progress in nmedical care in Africa imeans a(l anceient toward higher (ualitv
medical servic,_es aolld al reduetiol of morbidit' 
 and mortality rates, then it wouldthat upgrading )r'fesssjinl 
seem 

pte lSOMiil and nite rill resel rLCCS such as hospitals and
clinics will be t1eCess.-v. The ere(dntializati on Of t radttional practitioner categories
might be useful in expand ing health 
s. ivices to the rural ipopulation, but before doing sopractitioIu' rs, their herhal pretparatiouns and surgical techiques,nmust be studied carefully. IllpressiOllS and intuitions a1)ou1t the Cfficacy of their treatments will be alwaysopen to Iuiestioh uniless haird scientific facts are presented to health carce administratorswho ultimately wkill Make the decision d:dott tht rl e f these traditional practitioners in
the formnal health aresystell. 

II. IIEALTII .ACI.IrIE-ANDIHL.TH. \CAREl: I)E1VERIY SYSTEMS 

In most of West Africa tI Major lealth care facilities are in larger urban centers.As with health manj awer tihe distribution of hospitals and dispensaries by geographic
location is highly ske%%ed towa rd the large urban centers, althougu there are sone exceptiuns to the pattern. In Camin eroon, for examinpl e, 0 of the countrv's SO hospitalsareIn rural areas and ill Mauritania five of the six hospitals are rural facilities (10).llowever, one Must IX careful in inteip reting such data. These hospitals often arelocated in small towns in runral areas. While it is true that thleV render ma' d iral caretU)rural populations who live within a certulin radius of these towIns, the majority of thepati nts inI the hospital beds usually come frilro to)w\n. In su inary the, the majority
of health care facitlities and of health maollw)e)vr are in nrbaun centers. 

The number of people per hospital bed varies considerably from country to country.The ratio is usually Io%cr ill the li irger, More developed African countries such as Kenyawhere there are 770 persons per hospital hed COmIIpa red to 2, 790 persons per hospitalbed in Mauritania. In Must West African countries, hospital services are provided bygovernment prilaiy but religious g ups, industrial companies and voluntarv agenciesas well as private individuals play coinilinentary roles in providing modern health care.lowever, their impact geneIrallv is much less than that of government - nn institutionsfor tihe counti as a whole. The services )rovided by these groups are available alsoin rapidly growin, urbaim centers. A problem encountered not only in Africa but in thedeveloped worh, as well is a tendency foi) persons to take advantage of hospital servicesonly if they live wi hin a certain radius of the institution. lndividuals often prefer togo to a neighborhood hospital in a large city like New York instead of going a few milesfarther to a larger medical center where the quality of medical care often is much better. 
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It is said that persons do not take advantage of hospitals and dispensaries because of 

inadequac public transportation systems but as has been observed in cities of tile 

developed world, transportation really is not a major factor. The rural African resident 
these health

1ike his urban counterpart ill 	 tile developed world tends not to take advantage Of 

l tioll tileV,, are sirmply too disulit. lit, is n,,t willing to Illte 
services because ill his ciStil 

as has not hieen trcated
ti' trek unilesZs thi' pa rtieuLlar n Cedical Condition iS VieweId serious and 

, trral 1)(ltl11latinsI traditional or n oielt'n practitioners. As a consequlnc 

carc delivem systenis excepting those
satisfactltilv 

generally hav.,, r,,mained Outside of nation:l health 


pe rsons treated li rural dtspens-aries or by M(oIile medical teams.
 

.)lnt, pritcritv in niany Afric:tn na tiens foi health prograiam planning is develp inlg 

periphe ral hea-lth si-rvices within existing nla.;pe6we r and Mlney constl'aints. Such pro

health selvices available to rural residents. to
grams strive i; expand and improve 


this goal, the WHO provides technical assistance to many countries to
ward achieving 
establish organizeo networks of peripheral health units. In the French-speaking countries 

of Vest .friCa, tihe )rgani sation pour la Coordination et Ila Coopt~ration pour la lttte 

Contre Les ir:ldes Endehnies (UtCCGE) is assisitng n reorgmuiza tion of rurail health 

endemic diseases, by developing polvyculCis with mobilesl'ices, espOecally to control 
units support. 

now that given tile restraints onin many clitltries ill West Africa it is recognized 

national hialth budgets :11d linutations imposed byVinadequate pe nlsolutl, numbe-rs, it is 

not possible to deliver high-qua litv national centers in capital cities and secondary 

centers in pr vincial capitals. Dependent u.p)( it these centers is a ietwork of peripheral 

r2ach oiut into the rural population but whichunits, dispensaries and m-dica l units wOhich 

by nio niu'tis reach th' VAst malority. 

It is now acceptable rhetoric in mfost quarters to encourage health care delivery 

in rural West Africa. Stich rhetoric may not be as acceptable isystems development 
ApI) roxi the future because 1)f deimographic trends occurring in that part of the world. 

1) p('rcent -f1 Tropical Africa's population lived in cities in 1965. The Secretatriatmatel 
that by 1980 17 percent of Africa's popuof the Economic CUmmlission for Africa projects 

lation will lic in large urban centers. It is beyond the scope of this presentation to delve 

into tile reasons for uroan ix-pulation gromth and for tile influx of rural populations into 

must be viewed as a major factor in planning the structure ofuraill centers but the trend 
modern health care services in .-\frican nations. It wuld be unwise to put great emphasis 

on developing nral areas health services infrastructures in those countries where demo

graphic trends clearly show that a large proportion of the population will be living in urban 

centers by the end of tbis c'-nrary. Individual ministries of health must carefully analyze 

population trends. Based upon such careful analyses they should allocate their limited 

health care resources to urban and rural centers in proportion to the short- and long

term needs of the entire population. 

III. CONCLUSI:;S 

characterized by a concentrationModern health se'rvices in West Africa today arc 

of personnel and capital resources in urban centers. Training programs for both physi

ctns and other medical personnel in West Africa, with notable exceptions, have been 

shaped in the images of their western developed world counterparts. As a conse

quence, graduate.; are Ill-equipped to deal with major health problems the, continually 

face. These graduates are added to existing cadres, many of whom were trained in 

Europe and whose orientation likewise is towards the health problems of developed 

industrialized societies. Fertunately, innovative training programs have been started 

in West Africa in recent years which train professionals to deal with major riedfical 

problems within sociological contexts. CUSS in Yaounde, Cameroon is an example of 

this type of prograin for physicians. It is to be hoped this kind of modAel will be dupli

cated elsewhere In West Africa, as It must, If Africa's health problems art to be 

dealt with effectively by trained Africans. 

The present -1percent ceiling of gross national product for hedth translates 

into the reality that modern high-quality basic health services are not available to
 
over the past few decades has concentrated
everyone. A confluenceof circumstances 


this small resource In the cities. The rural populations often have been left to fend
 
for themselves and it is unlikely that there will be dramatic changes In the near future.
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However, some states have set up "centers of excellence" in rural areas which arerelatively affluent and capable of continuing support. As more of the health budget Isallocated to pay the steadily growing cadres of medical personnel, less is available fordrugs and supplies. Patients are then made to pay for their own drugs which can bedevastating to a family becuse the prescribers often practice "shot-gun" medicine andorder a shopping list of drugs, most of which 	do little for the patient's condition. Shotgun therapy is symptomatic of diagnositic Incompetence. In the developed world, patientsusually can afford to pay for this; in Africa they cannot. This negative economic impactcan be corrected only through radical changes in professional training programs. 

Much has been said about usi.L tra(itional medicine practitioners in the modernhealth care delivery system in West Africa. n some countries, such as Nigeria, some
of these practitioners already have been credentialized by the government, particularly
in the area of psychotherapy. 
 The diversity of practitioners in country and within individual ethnic groups in a country is verygreat. Given this heterogeneity and the paucityof knowledge about practitioners, the first step must be to scrutinize their practices andevaluate results. Once this is lone, individual governments can decide best what the
practitioner's role shouldbe, 
 If any, in the modern health care system. 
The steady flow of populations into the tcwns and cities is likely to continue in theImmediate future. What the popul'ition distribution will be at the end of the century in agiven country cannot be predicted with any certainty. However, if current trends continue then sizable pr,'portions of the population will be in cities and towns. Investmentsill health services infrastructures must be niade with this trend in mind. 

Wether in the city or in the countr, the thrust of health services must be in thedirection of preventive medicine--con moUnicable disease control, maternal and childhealth care and environmental sanitation. Family planning must be given increasingly
greater emphasis in most countries. 
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FOOD, FARMING AND THE FUTURE: IMPERATIVE FOR 

STABILIZATION OF TP.I1 TIONAL AGRICU.TURA L SYSTEMS 

by 

Donald E. Vermeer 

1. INTRODUCTION 

More than 30 years have passed since northern hemisphere nations chiefly in 
their role as colonial powers seriously btegan to consider agriculturnl problems of 
developing cc intries. Oe'r that periox those problems have been recognized for their 
complexity and intimate involvenent with the environment and "ith many aspects of tht 
countries' social and econemic life. Suggested appr.aches to increasing agricultu1r:l 
production in the developing kkorld have ranged from blankCt, naive application of western 
techniques and tec hnologv to despaj r and belief ttit the problem lies btevond the capability
of mid-latitud, science. :ume rus agricultur-al schemes and programs have been intro
duced, especially since trid War LI, but they have offered woefully little evidence that 
we are moving toward solutions tc. the vexing questions that surround future food suffi
ciency. 

In plans ar.d prespects focusing on food and the luturo, minimum attention has leen 
directed t,,vaRj traditonal food production systems, the rol of folk agriculture in econo
mic development and possible ways of working within those .yitenis to upgrade, rather 
thn:m replace them. W.e recognize the importance of traditional or small-seale agricul
ture (1), but ,,ur kno'Aledge of those systems is rudin enta" N' at be_.st although it appears
th v 'Aill ave to bJair pri mtary responsibility for providirg essential foodstufls in deve
loping areas lver t.he next century or so. Despiteconsinerable applied and experimental 
efforts by bcotn colonial and independent governments, no superior agricultural systems 
have been forthcoming to replace those traditional to developing areas in %vetand dry
tropics. Exitnt agricultural systems in the developing a reas are the result of Mteshing 
over thousands of years of social, religious and ecoromic elem ents with plants and ani
mals in a variety of environmental circumstances. The green revolution, wvon if success
ful, does not represent a new system, but merely the genetic manipulation Mid che.mical 
stimulation of selected eco.. mic plants long familiar to "man the cultivator." 

Tradition; gr ,.ulture occupies a significant qugrn.-nt of developing a rea p qeila 
tions. Half the Ii., farmers are involved In tradjtiooii! Lgricultural Tconromies (2),
and it is estimated Mat between 1960 and 2000 the agricultu nd populat: n in developing 
countries will rise from 92) million to 1. .1b hillion (3). In th ij,.veloping areas of Africa 
80 percent or more of the population Is rural and involved chi Aly with agriculture. 're
sent and future foodstuff needs of growing ixpulations suggest thi t traditional agricultural 
systems require our fullest attention in the quest for higher food i:roduction. 

Department of Geography and Anthrorxlogy, Loiulslana State University, Baton Rouge 
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Traditional agriculture cannot be isolated from a full range of factors that bear 
on it and are tightly Intertwined with it. Some factors are international and lie beyond
the reach of single nations; rising fuel and fertilizer costs impact differentially on developing countries but eventually reach tilefarmer 'n the field. Other factors are regional;
people moving to the Guinea coastal states to s, ,'kwork and wage oppc"tunities bring about 
manpowor loss to the rural interior areas. St~ij other factors come wilin the purview
and jurisdiction of single countries, including urbanization, market infrastructures and
 
wage differentials between rural and urban areas.
 

This papier examines the i mportance of traditional agriculture ii the developing

countries of West Africa. Stabilization of traditional agriculture is imperative to meet

future food needs in this region, and at tilesame time it also may help resolve concurrent 
problems such as rapid urbanization and under- or unemployment. 

I. FOOD IN TIlE FUTIURE 

Africa has not had to face the magnitude of foojd inufficieincy that troubles
 
southern Asia. 
 Yet, large areas of Africa, such as the Sahel, historically are subject

to drought resulting in famine and suffering both for man and animal. The most recent
 
Sahelian drought of the late 1960s arid earNy 1970s dIinaaticallv caught tihe world' s aten
tIon although it may have been no more severt thli the dIY cvcl of tht '-", 1920s.
ily
Dimensions of huiman sluiffering perhaps were more eere in tit' f'ct'nt di'e,,,'ht because
 
people had moved into the desert margins undt'r go\ einntit l eilc ,Lt'iii lit
(lie and ilter'national aid programs (4). The ubiquitous and ef,-ctli\i n,-w niidia dr: ,ratized tht,

situation and f,"etileiirst time the world is awaiof the 
 cllirillMUlltd Zi)nc called the
 
Sahel. It should be noted that the Icil1
urd "Sahl" deives tileAlrabic t(ril manlling

"border," and has comotation 0ofzonal distincti(in associating it witi the Sa~ha,-a Desert,

but this connlitatioln also should be extendetd to its marginality l or liumin )c1ctpn:cy !
 

Africa is niot lree fril ci)iiCe " 1i1' Mlfficient fo d, ii11,ever, nid SO C Of its 
problems in this respect steinl flon what tele I)lnIollt call.id "false start,' "i. But
inapp rop riate co 1lnial vI res do not exp ai ii ii le id( robl confointiltg tietC
VCItI tlit -ii )(1) t 

continent. Total food prcodUction in Africa has increased at an :ullntavi\.rage rate of
 
2. 5 percent between 1952 and 1972 ((;).(Inthe orhter haild, p,r capita output of foid
stuffs over the ciintineit itiriig 
 allI
the simL' j 'i ] UAlitV 'ose with Ml t inCrcease 
averaging 0. 2 pe renth,A tile per capita pi( illWeSt .\t1a 

in 1972 may have drotppedi as .11101 :IS 15 JI-Cctnt blow the 1-19,7;) because
 

ductiOl it food Africt countries 
196i average


of tile seVere drought illthe Sahteliai Mne (71. Hi( I'c ISOnis fiir the negligible iincrease

in per capita food production are known, and tht,'shotld be kLpt Clc:irlv illMind. Annlal
 
rate Of piiopulation increase in Africa averages 2. 7 irt'lt; for 
Wet Al'ica it is 2. Gi 
percent (S). 1[)hus, )becautse iIt)uplation ilLt-'Lerase ever tileast two ticaies has paralleled
growth of food productiiin tier capita production ciiisequcrntv has not ch ligid appreciably.
African govt rinients have recoLItized tileitecessi ty t spt eIf Its tI raise ag ielitu ral 
outliet, iut limited attention and success have rtsultud thus far. 

Africa cannot af .orcd to allow agriCItlural pr iluctiop gr'wth leelyi V ti Match its 
population growth. Recent data indicate thtat Africa is about 7 perectnt deficient in
dietary ene rgy supplied its population (Table 1). These data mask dieta ry int:de di
versities between socioeconomic groups and between ilurban tdreial populat titns, and
they obscure the dietarv probleis of populations hit by famine produced by climatic
disasters or other factors. Thus, significant portions of tilepopulation hae caloric11i 
intakes well below the average for tile continent, and nutritioilia levels often lie at or 
Ibelow tilesubsistence threshold. 

I ltmtan p)"Oteiin requirenments in recent years have been adjustedttowon ard by one
thil rd (9)and prote in intake i Africa is nowu considerled adeq a .e (Table 1). 1 owever, if 
caloric intake is insufficent, as is the case for Africa as a whole Luid as is undoubtedlv 
true among certain portions of tile population affecte,. by catastrophic disasters, protein
Is catabolized for energy. Furthermore, It is assumed that the population is healthy and
that full utilization of protein therefore occurs. Under disease and parasite load, protein
demand Iitntases greatly, and protein sutplus is reduced. It may Infact be deficient. 
Moreover, tilekind of protein consumed is significant. In 1967 anintal protein supplying
all nutritionally essential amino acids accounted for more thai one fourth the total pro
tehn Intake inonly three African coutries, none of which was inWest Africa (10). 



Table 1. Available Supplies of Dietary Energy and Protein in 1965 and 1970
 

Expressed as Percentage of per capita Nutritional Requirements
 

Available supplies
 
Daily per capita
 
requirementsa 1965 1970
 

Region Energy 
(kilo-

calories 

b 
Protein 

(grams) 

Energy Protein Energy Protein 

(percentage of requirements) 

World 2,380 38.7 100 169 101 173 

Developed countries 2,560 39.5 116 221 121 229 

Developing market economies 2,280 38.4 93 142 96 147 

Africa 2,330 41.5 92 140 93 141 

Asia and the Pacific 2,220 36.6 89 135 93 141 

Latin America 2,380 37.7 104 169 106 172 

Western Asia 2,460 45.5 94 145 97 147 

Asian centrally planned 
economies 2,355 38.3 86 151 88 153 

aRevised standards of average requirements (physiological requirements plus 10 per cent for food
 

wastage at household level).
 

bProvisional data expressed in grams of local protein, i.e., adjusted for protein quality
 

"ideal" or reference protein.
differences in national diets as compared with an 


the World Social Situation. 1975. (New York: United Nations)
Source: 1974 Report on 
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Foodstuffs account for a significant proportion of the total value of imports into
African countries. Data from eight selected countries In West AfrLa, four of which
 
are coastal and five of which might be considered within the Sahelian and Sudan zones,

indicate that foodstuffs approximate 10 percent to 30 percent of the total import value

(Table 2). 
 The percentage of foodstuffs imported Into the more affluent countries over
the past few years has remained steady or risen; economic stability and growth in Nigeria
and the Ivery Coast are manifest in sizable and increasing importations of food. 

Among less affluent countries in West Africa the amount of foodstuffs importedvaries from year to year, reflecting a fluctuating commodity price and foreign exchange
available to purchase items on the world market. Yet the value of imported foodstuffs

for countries whose econumies are not so strong is strikingly high (Table 2); Sahelian
 
countries appear to expend 
10 to 20 percent or more of their foreign exchange on foodimports. Even inot, noteworthy is the significance of luxury and prestige commodities. 
Wheat has become increasingly valued especially in urban areas, and it accounts for
10 to 40 percent of the value of all food imports. Between 1970 and 1973 Nigeria quad
rupled its tonnage imports by 2,10 percent; during the same period the value of all Ni
gerian food and nonfood imports rose only 75 percent (11). Worldwide demand for
 
wheat in recent years 
has risen sharply because of production shortfalls in the U.S.S. R.and elsewhere. Countries with weak economics now faLc'e stiff competition for scarce
 
and expensive wheat stocks in the open rket
ma (12), 

Continued rapid urbanization and rising expectations of the population will likely
increase demand for prestige food imp()rts. Further, agricultural food output barely
has kept pace with population increase, and foodstuff importation is expected to continue 
supplying part of national needs. It will be recalled that energy intake in Africa is
deficient by about 7 percent; thus it is not likely that food imports can be cut greatly

without damage to the nutritional well-being of the population. At the same time, how
ever, the cost of imported food consumes foreign exchange that could be used in many

other ways for economic development.
 

Ill. FARMING FAILURE 

Colonial history and the more recent history of independent African states are
 
strewn with the wreckage of unsucc 
 isful attempts to introduce large-scale agricul
tural schemes. Perhaps one of the best studied projects was the Office do Niger in

Mall, a scheme designed ti) raise cotton as a 
cash crop and rice for subsistence on
the alluvial soils of the inland Niger Delta (13). After a beginning in 1919 and with
 
pilot projects promising success, the general developnient of the Middle Niger Basin
commenced in 1931. Nearly one million hectares were to be irrigated. The sparselypopulated area was to become an islantd of prosperity by transferring farm families

from the more heavily populated areas then under French control.
 

The Office do Niger project experienced major problems from its inception.

By mid-1960s the hydraulic infrastructure was irrigating approximately 50,000 hectares
 
and not the several hundreds of thousands as originally envisioned. Administrative 
overhead has been disproportionately high. - living conditions in the region have 
never attracted fa rmers as was anticipat .s a result, the Office has shifted back
and forth between direct farming employi -e labor and family farming by settlers.
Although efforts at intensification (lid inl, Output of cotton crops more than that of
rice,yields remain low. Labor constraints ted to rapid mechanization after World War U.

By the mid-1950s it was 
evident that the experiment with mechanization had not proved
successful because of exorbitant machinery costs and because of farmers' unwise use
of It. Despite economic failure and a host of other problems that emerged, the Office 
du Niger continued to expand, in part because of available external financing (14).
Failure cloes not sound the death knell of such operations; as wi'h bureaucratic opera
tions anywhere in the world, once initi:ated such projects show amazing resiliency 
and longevity I 

Large-scale, mechanized agricultural schemes dotting the African map have 
had little impact on the rural masses or traditional agricultural systems. Seventy 
percent of the land and 60 percent of the labor involved in African agriculture are Involved in subsistence production (15), a rather slidficant portion likely to remain In 
the coming decades. Undue attention to massive agricultural projects necessarily 
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Table 2. Percentage Value of Wheat and Food Imports For
 
Selected Countries inWest Africa, 1968-l173*
 

Wheat as percent of Food as percent of
 
Country Year total food imports total cornodity imports
 

Nigeria 	 1968 24.1 7.4
 
1969 41.2 8.3
 
1970 26.6 7.6
 
1971 23.5 8.1
 
1972 23.1 9.6
 
1973 29.5 	 10.3
 

Ivory Coast 	 1968 14.5 12.5
 
1969 11.4 11.7
 
1970 15.5 12.6
 
1971 5.6 12.4
 

Sierra Leone 	 1963 10.3 17.5
 
1969 12.0 16.4
 
1970 12.5 21.5
 
1971 13.4 19.2
 
1972 14.8 17.5
 
1973 18.0 24.0
 

Senegal 	 1968 9.0 34.8
 
1969 11.9 31.5
 
1970 16.9 26.1
 
1971 14.5 29.2
 
1972 11.8 25.7
 

Mali 	 1968 14.4 18.0
 
1969 9.5 14.2
 
1970 10.7 26.9
 
1971 9.7 25.6
 

Upper Volta 	 1968 21.5 18.7
 
1969 18.4 16.9
 
1970 25.0 17.3
 
1971 26.9 17.6
 
1972 22.7 19.1
 

Niger 	 1968 15.9 8.4
 
1969 10.4 9.4
 
1970 25.6 10.6
 
1971 15.7 9.6
 

Chad 	 1968 39.4 10.3
 
1969 14.2 16.3
 
1970 10.9 15.7
 
1971 15.2 15.6
 

Source: Computed from data inYearbook of International Trade Statistics 1974,
 

Vol. I (New York: United Nations, 1975)
 

* Data not available through 1973 for some countries.
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lessens efforts directed toward traditional agricultural systems; however, some institutions, such as the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture in Ibadan, Nigeria, havebegun programs aimed specifically at traditional agricultural practices. 

Emphasizing non-traditional agriculture at the expense of traditional systems
creates further problems. 
 The cotton development scheme in Fana, Mali,emphasizedexport crop specialization and resulted in a low ratio of food crop area to cotton area.Slackened rains during the 1971-1972 season brought food crop production declines, andfarmers discovered they did not have enough food to feed (heir families and migrant

seasonal labor during the off-season (16).
 

A groundnut and cotton schene ill Upper Volta depends for success upon simultaneously introducing high-yield sorghums. The new sorghums use less land to producecustomary yields making more land available for use in rapidly exIanding production ofthe new cash crops (17). However, these new sorghums are less drought resistant thantheir traditional cousins, exposing the farmer to greater risk should rains be inadequate.For the wealthy few who can irrigate their crops or who can afford to take the risk, thistechnical deficiency is acceptable. For the much greater number who can do neither,1-ut who nonetheless want to increase their income, the risks are huge. If the rains fail,both the cash crop and the subalistence crop are lost. For this reason it will !,e surprisingif the high-yield sorghums have retained their place in subsistence cropping of the areaafter the recent Sahelian drought. Thus, rural development can raise incomes, but italso greatly raises the uncertainty of those incomes and may jeopardize critical tood
 
supplies.
 

Problems of insuring food supplies are frequently exacrbated by governments'
pricing and marketing policies. During 1972 and 1973 Mali experienced severe cerealdeficits in urban areas and imported large qua.ntitis of grain (1S). Yet the governmentwas unable t) pro)cure adequate amounts of grain in a world market and with limitedreserve,: was hit ha'd by demand. Nevertheless, the governnien, was reluctant to raisefood prices because of its sensitivity to uril demands for price stability atid becauseit was cognizant of the potential for unrest aiong the urban unemployed. As a result,
food crop prices are low, reliiciig tile, inceUlti Vt to raise food crops 
ill favol' o" )rodICing
higher-priced crops for exprt. 

Concentration of agriColltural progralls On large-scale falms at the expense ofsmall-scale fa ir e's also widens the sOCiCeceliemni e gap between the two groups. Lirgescale rice faie's i'ho aire i'ning in ore th an 20 hecLaires ill the nOrtherni portioll
Ghana have nore than 21) pei-el'nt of 
of
 

all lilt rice land in thit' country (19). With profitsbetween NjC H5 and NV.195 per hectare, lit' largC-scale rice farmers are earning high
incomLes i)v t'Oill)i'isoin with 'v(n the weialthit'st 
 Coctoa farimeis. The income of the ricefarmer is striking in ton tra s ith at.ltcris wi, doubtftI ly iec eive more than Ng'200at.luaily, and tilte disparity httweei the two grouips is significant. Such income differentials affec't otlert soeiil sphie res and may be extenled into succeedhing generations. Thus,
throughout Ghana the pti'cenlge lf l:idholdel's' children attending schools in 
1970 wasgreater thain that of s harec'roppers' children (20) Such educational, economic anidsocial disjiaritics al)iol g grolllS (it) not crat' p)olitical and social situations conducive
 
to stability and develoipmen.
 

IV. "OODSTUFF.'S IN TIlE FtTURE: THlE ROLE OF TR'ADITIONAL AGRICULTURE 

The task of matching agricultural output with dieta ry needs of a burgeoning
population is formidable. Placing great faith in large-scale, mec hlanized agricultural
schemes :is a means Of m1ee,ting future food needs seeis unwise; the record of colonialventures and current pr1t0sigious schermes is spotty at best, It is reasonable to suggest,therefore, that small-scale fa rolers within the traditional agricultural sector must continue to shotlder most if the responsibility for providing essential foodstuffs over thenext centu ry or so. Traditi onal agriculture has contribute] the bulk of foodstuffs in thepast, but untder ult reasinglyI limiting conditions that have made it difficult to keel) pacewith the march of populatioms. Decreasing fallow periods, falling soil fertility andshortage of land fort'Ul ti onatlouare among the factors that hov'e led to )reakdown of tradltional systems (21). Migration of many of the most able-bodied ruril residents hasfurther consmtrained traditional agriculture. With rural per capita income so low,with social amenities generally lacking and with remarkably little institutional andgovernmental effort di'ected toward traditional agriculture, migrants cannot be faulted
toi seeking oiptrtunities in urban areas. 
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Approximately 80 percent of the daily caloric requirement In West Africa Is met 

by starchy staples such as rice, maize, sorghum, millet, yams, cocoyams and cassava 

(manloc). Total grain equivalent available per person per year in these countries Is be

tween 200 and 300 kilograms (22). It will be recalled that African countries show an 
energy deficit in caloric Intake of about 7 percent, and thus average grain-equivalent 
values represent approximate subsistence levels of food consumption. These average 
amounts of grain equivalent per person allow little excess for storage or feeding live

or more kilograms perstock; it is generally assumed necessary to have 400 to 500 
person to support a grain-fed livestock economy. 

It is possible to approximate future grain-equivalent requirements by multiplying 
projected population growth by 250 kilograms per person, thereby obtaining the Increase 
in foodstuff production necessary just to maintain subsistence caloric intake. Further, 
it is possible to estimate the additional bectarage that must fall to the plow to ensure 
subsIstence-evel foodstuff production. I have applied these notions to a single country, 
Nigeria, inasmuch as it spans both wet and dry portions of West Africa and since It Is 

the most populous country of the region; similar calculations could be made for the whole 
of West Africa. Furthermore, as will be noted later, it seems likely that increased 
production will come chiefly from the more humid zones of West Africa. 

Nigeria had about 65 million population in 1976 and an annual average rate of 
increase In population of 2.7 percent (Table 3). With an annual population Increase of 
about 1. 7 million, annual increments in total starchy staple requirements fall in the 

At current yields (23), it will require anrange of 450,000 to 500, 000 tons per year. 
additional 400, 000 hectares each year simply to maintain present per capita Intake of 
starchy staples. The magnitude of such increases is difficult to fathom. Within the 
next generation some eight million additional hectares (about 31,000 square miles) 
must be brought under cultivation to ensure continuation of a subsistence food Intake; 
the amount of land thus required Is slightly less than 10 percent of the total area of 
Nigeria. Large-scale agricultural schemes will not meet the food problems of the 
country (24); It will require motivating several million small-scale farmers to Increase 
foodstuff production to meet the minimum needs of an expanding population over the 
next generaLon. 

ProviUlng essential foodstuffs for the coming generation will be a major under
taking for the rural population. Conservatively assuming that the rural population will 
remain at 75 percent of the total (25), that the present pastoral (noncultivator) popula
tion is five million, and that the annual average rate of Increase for the rural population 
will continue at 1. 6 percent (26), I calculate the rural population at the end of the next 
generation to be about 57 million. Family sizes vary greatly, but a recent survey in 
the East Central State of Nigeria found a modal family size of five to eight persons and 
that about 70 percent of the family sizes fall in the range of five to twelve persons 
per household (27). Conservatively assuming a family size of six people, therefore, 
the rural population at the end of the next generation will be composed of nine to ten 
million households. 

Assuming these calculations are reasonable, it would suggest that each house
hold by the end of next generation will have to increase Its area of cultivation by nearly 
one hectare. Small-scale farmers generally farm less than two hectares (28), and thus 
to feed the next generation will require that each farmer work half again as much land 
he presently does. It Is questionable If bottlenecks and constraints associated with the 
sexual division of labor can be overcome and whether cultivated hectarage can be In
creased on the order of 50 percent (29). 

The demand for greater amounts of foodstuffs will be met no doubt by Increasing 
yields per hectare through greater use of fertilizers. Assuming that half the additional 
requirement of 450, 000 tons of grain equivalent per year will be met through Increasing 
yields on land already cultivated to starchy staples (30), an additional 20,000 tons of 
plant nutrients would be required each year. Such an amount of fertilizer equals the 
total quantity of plant nutrients N, P 0 , and K 0 applied to all crops in Nigeria in 
1971-1972 (Table 4); most fertilizea Rresentl are applied to nonfood, export crops 
such as cotton, cocoa oil palm and peanuts. Increasing fertilizer use by 20,000 tons 
each year over the next generation will increase Its import by 20-fold. Economically 
prosperous Nigeria well may be able to purchase those quantities on the world market, 
but poorer countries of West Africa will find proportionate Increases in fertilizer Im
portation a considerable drain on their foreign exchange. Fertilizer consumption is 
strikingly low throughout the West African countries; In some countries It Is negligible, 
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Table 3. Population and annual average rate of increase of
 
Population, West Africa, 1974
 

Population Rate of Increase
 
Country (millions) (percent)
 

Chad 3.9 2.1
 

Dahomey (Benin) 3.0 3.1
 

Gambia 0.5 2.5
 

Ghana 9.6 
 2.7
 

Guinea 4.3 2.4
 

Guinea Bissau 0.5 1.5
 

Ivory Coast 4.7 2.5
 

Liberia 1.6 2.3
 

Mali 5.5 
 2.5
 

Niger 4.4 2.7
 

Nigeria 61.2 
 2.7
 

Senegal 4.3 
 2.4
 

Sierra Leone 2.7 1.5
 

Togo 2.1 
 2.6
 

Upper Volta 5.8 2.3
 

TOTAL 114.1
 

Source: 	 Demographic Yearbook 1974 (New York: United Nations, 1975),

Table 3, WorTd Summary
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perhaps partly reflectig constraints of foreign exchange on those economies (Table -1). 
The problems of distribution In countries with weak Infrastructure also would hamper in
creased fertilizer use. Further, some evidence exists that farmers might be reluctant 
to use plant nutrients on food crops when It has not been their practice in the past (31); 
some of this reluctance may be derived from lack of money for such purchases, but It 
seems to go beyond economics to a matter of cultural heritage. Nevertheless, peasants 
whose annual Incomes generally are below $200 will have to have government subsidy of 
sonic size to purchase fertilizers for food crops; again, such subsidies would pose little 
problem for the stronger economies such as Nigeria, but they might present formidable 
obstacles for countries with weaker economies. 

V. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The imperative for stabilization of traditional agricultural systems is clear. A 
burgeoning population must be fed by an agricultural sector that has shown no increase 
in per capita output over the past two decades and that presently contributes at a sub
sistence level. Large-scale, mechanized agricultural projects have been tried and 
found wanting; they have not proved economic, they have not achieved their planned 
production goals, and they do not contribute significantly to the overall foodstuff needs 
of individual countries or the region as a whole. As the result of concern with large
scale schemes, tradtional agriculture has been essentially ignored and Is in a weak 
position to meet food needs of the future. Pricing policies have been set to resolve 
social and political stresses especially in urban areas, which has further undermined 
the farmers' interest in foodstuff production. Yet traditional agriculture appears des
tined to bear primary responsiblity for feeding future populations as it has in the past. 

Although effort directed toward traditional agriculture would generally upgrade
the rural economy, it is inevitable that differential Impacts would occur and that econo
mic and social benefits would accrue more tW some areas and countries than to others. 
The interior drier zones appear less favored than the wetter savannas and dry rain 
forest portions farther southward. Periodic dry cycles and droughts of devastating 
intensity affect the dry margins of the Sahara, and such environmental constraints 
would suggest it is unwise to expand hectarage greatly in those areas. Even if suffi
cient water is available, irrigation agriculture is a sophisticated science and must 
be carefully controlled lest salinization and alkalinization spoil the soils. Furthermore,
soil fertility of the drier regions is inherently less than that of the wetter savanna and 
adjacent dry margins of the rain forest. To offset soil deficiencies will require massive 
Increases in use of plant nutrients; economics, weak national and regional distribution 
systems and peasant reluctance nilitate against widespread fertilizer use in the nearfuture. In addition, the bulk of the population presently exists In the southern regions 
of West Africa; consequently, the economics of transportation would suggest that major 
increases in bulk foodstuff production should occur near densely populated areas. 

It appears, therefore, that the southern parts of West Africa will have to carry 
a disproportionate share of efforts to increase foodstuff output. Yet the densely popu
lated southern areas have less available land to bring under cultivation than areas far
ther north. Furthermore, countries along the Guinea coastal zone will incur the heav
lest costs of agricultural development. These could be offset by sale of foodstuffs 

to Interior states, but the result would be further development of the southern regions 
and a flow of money southward from interior regions. This in turn would produce differ
ental well-being favoring the southern areas in terms of development, employment
opportunities and wages; It is precisely these factors which have established the pre
sent migration fr. m the interior to the coastal areas of West Africa (32), 

The unglamorous record of large-scale agricultural projects leads to the conclu
sion that we must consider anew the place and potrntlal of traditional agriculture in 
feeding future populations of West Africa. Review of literature dealing with agricul
tural development Indicates only token consideration Is given traditional agriculture, 
although it Is recognized as a significant segment of the rural economy. As a result, 
traditional agriculture has been left In the backwater of neglect while focus has been 
on expanding the horizons of large mechanized operations. The green revolution once 
held out some prospects for agricultural revolution in the developing world, but It turns 
a rather pallid gray when It is directed toward the millions of small-scale farmers who 
have not the requisite land, labor or capital for Its Implementation. No doubt traditional 
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Table 4. Fertilizer Consumption, Selected West African Countries, 1961!62-1973/74
 
(thousand metric tons)
 

Country 
 1961/62
1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 
 1968/69 1969/70 1970/71 1971/72 1972/73 
 1973/74
 

Ni trogenous
 
Nigeria 
 *4.6 
 *4.0
Ivory Coast 

0.8 *4.0 *5.0 *5.5
2.6 *4.0 *11.7 *3.7 4.3
4.5 
 3.6
Sierra Leone 4.5 *7.8 *5.0
-- *8.8
-- 6.0
0.1 *0.2
Senegal 2.7 1.1 1.2 *0.9
5.4 5.3 0.5 1.1
3.4 *3.0
Mali 0.1 3.8 5.0 5.2
*0.6 7.4
Upper Volta 0.8 0.9 *0.8 *3.0
-- -- *3Q 3.1 5.0
Niger -- *0.1 

0.3 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.4
i60.1 *0. *0.1 *0.1Chad 0.2 *0.1 0.4*0.4 0.20.6 *0.8 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.1 2.2 

Phosphate

Nigeria 
 1.1 
 *1.8 
 *2.2 *5.4 
 *6.5 *7.0
Ivory Coast 1.3 *2.0 *5.8 *7.2 4.1
3.1
Sierra Leone 0.2 2.1 2.0 *2.5 *5.0
0.5 0.7 *4.0 7.3
*1.0
Senegal *0.8 1.2 *0.5
3.8 5.0 0.5 1.1
10.7 5.3 3.0
Mali 0.2 2.7 3.7
0.9 0.8 5.9 7.8
Upper Volta 0.1 1.4 *1.6 *2.5 *4.2
*0.1 *0.1 *0.2 4.1 3.8

Niger -- 0.2 0.2 0.4-- 0.5 0.102. 
 0
Chad -_ O
-- *0.1 
 0.5 *0.6 0.9 0.8 J.8 0.7 1.4 

Potash

Nigeria 
 0.3 
Ivory Coast 

0.9 1.1 *0.7 *0.4 *0.65.1 *2.9 *4.5
*6.5 2.5
Sierra Leone --
6.3 6.0 7.3 *14.2 *16.3 17.9-- 14.9-- *0.1Senegal 0.2 0.2 *0.2
3.0 5.8 *0.2 0.5
5.9 3.4 1.7
Ma l i - - 1.4 4.8 4.6_• 7.94. 4.
Upper Volta 


- .......
 
Niger 
 ....
Chad 


0.2 0.6. 

Source: Statistical Yearbook 1974 
(New York: United Nations, 1975), Tables 172, 173, 174.
Asterisk (*)indicates United Nations or FAO estimate.
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agriculture has been ignored partially because Of its octopus nature--its tentacles reach 

out into so many spheres of economic, social and political life that it beconmes lea:l' 

impossible to encompass. Yet those ss tels must p r:Vide the bulk of tle foods tuffs for 

coming generations; they imust be tlnde.rstoti and their accunmulated wisdom nust be used 

and perhaps upgraded rat he r thaM rIC)laceI. 
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THE EFFECTS OF TWENTIETH CENTURY SOCIAL CHANGE, 

ESPECL-LLY OF MIGRALTION, ON WOMEN OF WEST AFRICA 

by 

Niara Sudarkasa 

I. IN TRODI_'C TION 

I should like to highlight some of the changes in the economic roles of women in 
West Africa in the 20th century, and to focus briefly on the role of women in migration, 
which is at once an important consequence and a catalyst of socioeconomic change in 
contemporary West Africa. 

First, in mall. wkay's the economic position of women in West Africa during the 
pre-colonial pteriod Aas undermined by economic patterns and practices established 
during the colonial p.riod at the turn of the century. Second, migration, a key element 
in maintainint col1,ial economics and vhich continued to be a feature of importance in 
the post-colonial economics of the 1960s, has differentially Involved and impacted upon 
males and females. Third, the effect of migration on selected aspects of women's lives 
is an area in A-hich research is needed if we are to comprehend fully the role of female 
migrants in soee lwcllonic change in contemporary West Africa. 

If. TIlE TRANS.F()IUMA lON OF PRE-COLONIAL ECONOMIC ROLES OF WEST AFRICAN 
WO ME N 

I. pre-colonial West African societies women had substantial responsibilities in 
the economic sphere. They performed in a number of different capacities, including those 
of agt'icultu-al producers, food processors, traders, craftswomen, medical practitioners 
(e.g. , midwives, herbalists, medical diviners), and service workers (e.g. , hair dressers 
or cooked-food 6ellers). In fact, so prominent were women in the production and distri
bution of goods and services in West Africa that maniy writers have erroneously portrayed 
them as virtual "beasts of burden. " lowever, as Ida Rousseau (1975 : 41-13) points out 
in a recently publishbed article on African women: 

The reasoning that has been used to perl)etuate the 'beast of burden' myth 
is based on an idea of work that is non-African... Economic organization 
is in family units ... Work is sex-specific and to a lesser extent age-specific. 
The role of women in traditional African societies can best be understood... 
in terms of the African woman's traditional integrity within a separate but 

Professor, Department of Anthropology, and Center for Afroamerican and African 
Studies, The University of Michigan 
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not subordinate female community. It can be conceived of In terms of the 
mutually interdependent relationship between the male and female com
munities... 

Given the interdependence and relative parity of male and female economic roles in
 
most West African societies (1), it seems no more appropriate to label women who
 
tended the fields or carried heavy loads as beasts of burden than it would be 
 to apply
that label to the men who built iouses or felled trees to clear the land for farming. 

The roles which women played in tie economy of pre-colonial societies were at 
once "domestic" and "public"; thei r economic activities were undertaken as part of
their duties as wives, mothers, sisters or daughters. At the same time, however,

these economic activities were contributions to tie public domain, and women, like
 
men, were remunerated for that which they contributed (Sudarkasa, 1976). Women

in pre-colonial West Africa were able to 
play significant roles in the economy because 
they had access to skills through apprenticeship training just is males had. In fact,
occupational training was Universal for all normal members (if society in pre-colonial 
West Africa. 

The complemenutrity of male and female econonmic roles manifest in pre-colonial
socieities began to break down %ith the imposition o>fcolonial rule and the spread of
the capitalist economic systenm. With the introduction of Eu ropean currencies as the
standard of value, mode of paynent, and/or medium of exchange in virtually all transactionsand with the virtual exclusion of women froin occupations that eaned the highest
incomes in European Clrrenciets, women were placed in an economically disadvantaged
position. This disc rimination against women reverberated throughout other aspects of so
cial life, and it was nMt su rp cising that outside observers andil some of the women them
selves came to elm racte rize the )osition of women as analogous to that of beasts of burden. 

Ester Boserklp (197o), Achola Pala (197-t), Judith Van Allen (197-1), and Marjorie
Mbilinyi at. the various(1972) a :mnIong seholars aho have pointed to the different ways
in which "modernization" and "developlment' in Africa have served to undermine actual 
and potential cont ribhutiois of woien to the economic and political spheres of their so
cleties, and whi ciih1 1ve SaCvel to interte ats tlCir dependency on men. It has been noted,
for example, that in the area of agricultunil production, women characte ristically are 
excluded from p 'ogriallis designed to upgr ade farming skills and increase productivity
(Pala, 197-1). They usually are not t rained to Use nlea far'm equipmnIL.nt, new types of
fertilizers 11or arc they' the target population fot' ilitmtoativC patterms of land use. Large
scale cash-c ropping also is :in activity from which women typically hav, been excluded. 

A critical factor in what inight b0 tic'lncd thL' process of "unlerdeveo)pinw' a omen
in the iittchrn Cra. has beeni their ri itivv exclusion friom ntilln v diuciational opportulities,
prerequisites to eutit intolitla' it (1_trll c'cupation . Morcover, whi.'re WVest Africait women have been afforded western-type tlntining they eiLid to he channelled into occou)a
tions stereotypically conceived as appropriate for wolen )y the wes trilers who de
signed conteml)orary African education: 
 teaching in primary sehools, nursing, doittestic 
science courses rather than into tile more prestigious professional, tmanagerial , or
administrative positions. Of course, throughout West Mrica women are In the ranks

of physicians, lawyers, academicians but they are greatly outnumbered by their male
 

(1) In any discussion of the role of women i pre-colonial West Africa, there Is apt
to arise the question of whether or not the long Islamic tradition it niany parts of that 
area resulted it the "subjugation of woniei. " This is a debate that I must leave to
specialists on the societies Coneried. I should point out, hovcver, that Polly 11111's 
data on In-house trade antong llausa in Nigeria (1969,women 1971) show clearly that even though these women are ostensibly secluded fromi the "public domain," they play 
a very powecrfil role in tlhe economic sector of that "domain. " investigation into their 
roles in the political realin and within their domestic units might reveal that equally
powerful roles are played by women. 

http:equipmnIL.nt
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counterparts. The magnitude of discrimination against women In educational and pro
fessional arenas is indicated by the fact that as recently as 1971-1972 women constituted 
only 12.3 percent of the 3, 794 students who graduated from Nigerian universities during 
that academic year (Awosika, 1976). In 1972 only 5. 1 percent of the senior administra
tive, executive and professional federal civil service officers in Nigeria were women (ibid). 

The observation of a general trend toward excluding women from the most lucrative 
and prestigious occupations n West African socielties Is valid despite the fact that women 
are highly visible and active In the distributive sector of most West African economies. 
Throughout the colonial period African commercial activities generally were subordinate 
to those of European and Levantine Immigrants (Bauer, 1954); within the African trader 
population It was usually, although not exclusively, men rather than women who occupied 
higher positions In distributive networks (Katzln, 1964; Sudarkasa, 1973 : 66-67). Today, 
even though there are some conspicuously well-to-do women traders in West Africa, 
among the Yoruba, Igbo and Ashanti, to name just three groups In which substantial numbers 
of males and females are Involved In commerce, there are more males than females who 
can be classed as large-scale wholesalers of Indigenously produced and Imported commo
dities. Most women and, of course, many men in West Africa are "petty traders" whose 
positions are more analogous b that of low-paid laborers than they are to middlemen 
entrepreneurs (Sudaicasa,1974 : 94-95). 

The discrimination, albeit unofficial, against West African women in the economic 
sphere has had a corollary in their decreased participation in decision-making positions 
within the political sphere. Even though women made vital contributions to nationalist 
movements in colonial West Africa, by and large, they did not and do not occupy offices 
commensurate with those that women oc.-upled in pre-colonial times. In modern govern
mental structures there are no counterparts. to the offices of Queen Mother, Queen Sister 
or any of a number of other positions of authority reserved for women in pre-colonial 
West Africa(2). Pre-colonial West African societies had official spokeswomen leaders 
and In some Instances chleftancy hierarchies that paralleled those of men. Women are 
primarily on the fringes of officialdom In contemporary West Africa. This is not to say 
that women do not have power still, but It Is to say that they have been stripped of much 
authority (3). 

(2) Of course, many female chleftancies are still n existence In various West African 
societies, and the holders of these offices usually play some role in the modern govern
mental sturucture. The point, however, Is that the authorityof these offices Is com
pletely overshadowed in modern government by that of the offices created by the western
styled constitutional or military regimes. I also recognize that women do hold offices 
(such as that of minister or judge) In modem governmental structures. Needless to 
say, their numbers are infinitesimal. 

One Important difference between traditional female officials and those whose 
offices were created by modern governments Is that the former were and still are 
considered to be representatives of and responsible to a female constituency, whereas 
the latter are conceptualized as representing "the people," of whom males are the most 
powerful. In other words, modern governments have tended to undermine the responsi
bility of female officials to other women while at the same time promoting the notion of 
the responsibility of male and female officials to males In the society. 

(3) Illustration of this Is provided by the fact that in 1975 the Nigerian Military Govern
ment appointed an all-male committee of about 100 persons to draft a new constitution 
for the country. Despite the fact that women from different regions, and representing 
different occupational groups, protested this act as a serious break with tradition as 
well as an affront to the many "qualified" women among them, the government did not 
see fit to add a single woman to the group. 
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Ill. THE RATIONALE FOiR TIE WIDESPREAD PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN MARKET 
TRADE IN WEST AFRICA 

Even though the overall economic position of West African women vis-'a-vis men
 
can be said to have been weakened by colonial regimes, women nevcrtheless occupy vital

positions In the marketing process in most countries of West Africa. Their widespread 
participation in market trade represents both a continuation of an economic pattern that 
had Its origin in the pre-colonial period and a response to the specific demands of the co
lonial economic system. 

Basic agricultural subsistence patterns in most West African societies were
 
altered substantially by the colonial ipresence. 
 Food was still grown on relatively small 
farms. That food which was not consumetd by the producers and their families was dis
tributed through a series of daily and periodic markets. Throughout this century, trade
 
in locally consumed foodstuffs has been almost exclusively in tilehands of women. In
 
some cases, such as that of tileYoruba, women traders were continuing an economic
 
function which they had performed for centuries, albeit on an expanded scale (Sudarkasa, 
1973). In other cases, weresome groups of Igbo and Ashanti women, for instance, 
changing their roles fron that of farimer to that of trader (Ottenberg, 1959; McCall,
195G). lPopulation increases and interregional foodstuffs trade expansion brought about 
by Improved transportation networks illode it possible to absorb millions of women into 
staiO-iloods Market trade. 

Involving wollen illcollllinerce also was lprolioted by tilt'dermulds o1' tileexternally 
oriented secto r (if tiltcolonial economies. Basically, two typts olfwoters were needed 
to assule pro Liction of cash crops and collection of iaw materials for export, and to faci
litate distl'ibution of imported geseos-nanufatctlircoF.'i': bIIe was need forolds. 

wage-labior .trazpier friplantation.S, llines, building aid tratnsplrtation inlu.stries, and
 
lower-lcvel servit- ;nd111Ill,,eioclleno\,
o10s in 0t colonial ldnlinistrltiV('v tllCaulCi-laC. 
Se nCOlld, i llt-cd inlto ilrithe_,rt,lcis fir r ii t expa tri:te t 

sell illsInailI lntities ti til,low -incI-t. clllilllmn 1, werIe 


ho ii 1 1(,oll ilopoito is ald t( I-,
lsi thlt-laioritv (iftile \f

rican population, or 
to do the bulking if those( extmit itens grown Or nlilnuf:lctelrled by 
small-scale producers scattered thir'ougliltt O.i g i%*('n collntl y. 

When the colonial ccinom ov i's, tedn:ilclcd 'A:agt tlht' call was l)st excil
siV'ely folrmIlts, beLalse i iileasslll llltion 1A cok iliori:lists :llt indigell(iLL: pi)lc alikCe 
that wonon Mel0 not Wuiltcd flittht'Jobs inllC and be.'CaISe it WaS uSutally leics Who 
were glven the tr:aining icqui'red fiOr t01- V;'iolS jobs that werC iii'-idic'l appropriate
fol either lMenill* % 1i111, (4). It "';s also nil the iol',6s, for ollist wol't, i ccrlitod 
as ''l'reduce bIIeyt'l'S,"i. C. , as interin'r dialric %%Ilk)Illtght an1d bulked the cash cro)ps that 
ultilatcly a e CXlo1itelthy Elll'iiclt il-1i ill i the' L'it c(lilial pLriod and illthietlater 
period bY giiveI'nllIeiil-ru n ml r111 (SL(L.ari-ts;i, 1973 :66-1ii1.kiing boards 

Whi'ri thel a '3,iiet-td ill the colonlial c'onomy,1 V fir s I ll-scol, intc-rlic(d i l-ies 
to Le ls retalilers o(f illiol'ted textilcs, eaimed foods th01 ,as both :llor' Lltensils, 0 
histolrical preccdlt nil ia ItCssIty fori utilizing the skills if W[1ntei, sinco uliany males 
were OcCupi cl ini fhiriing, as wa ge laborCrs, ciaftsimen Ui trloeis ill itlieri ite is. 
Must wvolmen who onto deltrlde illi goooids tenl(led toiohd git rimenain ill or near their 
homelands; hoWvel', imllnyIethers inigrated to various parts of \West Africa, Usually 
with thleir husballds, in seaI' Of greater lotrunities to trade. 

(.1) Pe rsons familiar with the colonial tradition in Africa will kiiiv that tilefirst persons 
to be trained as clerks, stenographers, secreta ries and typists were males, not females. 
It was only after World War II, and especially In the 1950s and 1960s, that relatively 
large numbers of women began to be recruited into these jobs. Even today, the male 
typist or stenogr-apher in iot uncommon illWest Africa. 
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IV. WOMEN' S INVOLVEMENT IN MIGRATION 

Maintaining the colonial economic system in West Africa and in other parts of 

the continent necessitated both temporary and permanent relocation of millions of persons 

a somewhat reduced scale into the post-colonial period (Rouch,
which continued although on 

1972; Amin, 1974). Most of the literature describing
1956; Kuper, 1965; Mabogunje, 
these migratory processes deal with the migrationdf laborers, i.e., persons who leave 

their homelands in search of wage employment. However, in recent years there has 

been growing Interest in what I have termed "commercial migration," i.e. , the migra

tion of farmers, craftsmen, traders and others who leave their places of origin to en

hance their opportunities for self-employment (Hill, 1963, 1970; Cohen, 1969, 1971; 

Mabogunje, 1972, 1974; Sudarkasa, 1974). 

reminded us that with the exception of internalSamir Amin (1974) recently has 
migrations in Nigeria, the history of labor migration in West Africa has been primarily 

a history of the movement of males from the arid lands in the region now designated as 

the Sahel toward the agricultural, administrative and commercial centers created by 

colonial governments along the West African coast. 

a circulatory movementThe migration of males from the Sahel usually involved 

southward or westward from their homelands to spend several months or a few years 

i. e. , in another African country, before returning to their places of origin."abroad," 
Mossi males from Upper Volta migrated to Ghana, the Ivory Coast andFor example, 

Senegal to wort as farm laborers on plantations or in craft and menial service occu
or two seasons abroad, theypations in the cities (Skinner, 1960, 1965). After one 

to their villages to work there until the need for cash necessitatedusually returned 
another exodus. 

Only scanty information is available concerning impacts of Sahelian migrations 

on women, whether home or host areas. Skinner (1965) does Indicate that among the 

Mossi, women who were left behind in home villages and men who did not migrate had 

to assume an increased share of work on the farms. Moreover, these women openly 

expressed their resentment at having to work harder than the relatively small number 

of women who accompanied their husbands or lovers to the cities abroad (Skinner, 
1965 : 66, 73-75). However, I must say, parenthetically, that 1did not find justifica-

Vest African people for Ester Boserup'stion in the literature on the Mossi or any other 
statement (1970 : 191) that "migration from village to town entails for African women 

the exchange of a life of toil for a life of leisure." 

Skinner also noted that Mossi male migration did create for women what I would 

tcrm a few "petty" job opportunities in the countryside. For example, some were able 

to earn meager livelihoods selling cooked foods to migrants In and around lorry stops. 

Of course, the migration of laborers had important implications for women In the host 

countries. These males constituted a large consumer population for goods and services 

%hich different women offered for sale in markets and neighborhoods. 

I hasten to add that far too many writers, including Kenneth Little (1973), focus 

almost exclusively on the sexual services offered for sale to male migrants by migrant 

and host country women. Male migrants, particularly those in the cities, are described 

as if they consume little other than sex and female migrants are described as if most 

of them are actual or potential prostitutes (5). That this is a very misleading picture 

should be obvious to anyone familiar with the patterns of employment of West African 
female migrants and non-migrants in towns. (See discussion below.) 

a virtual absence of "hard" data on the incidence of prosti(5) It is surprising to find 
tution in West African towns. Social scientists such as Kenneth Little (1973) seem 

works of fiction for the bulk of their data on this subject. An excontent to rely on 
ceptionally informed discussion of prostitution among migrant populations Is con
tained in Abner Cohen's book (1969) on llausa traders in ibadan. 
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Although I have said that it is mainly men who have been involved in labor migrationIn West Africa, I dont want to give the Impression that women are involved in this processonly as wives or companions. A number of young women with some degree of formaleducation migrate from their hometowns or villages in hope of securing wage employmentIn the "modern sector. " Usually, these young women do not migrate on their ownrather accompany relatives or go to join relatives who assume 
but 

responsibility for theirwell-being and for helping them find worik. As often as not, these young wonen do notfind the clerical, industrial or other jobs they seek and have to turn to trading on
own account 
 theiror with their mothlers or other female relatives to obtain an income. 
When we turn to an exa mination of commercial migration in West Africa,tlht women are represented in much greater numbers 

we find 
than in labor migration,have more and wedata from which to co niment on the impact of that migratory process. Theextent of women's involvement in commercial migration differs among ethnic groups inWest Africa. in most cases, female commercial migrants come fron those groupsin which men are also engaged in trade outsir their horneland,;. In fact, most worientraders migrate with husbands, partcnta r other relatives. The Djoula, Yoruba andIgbo are groups noted for having formed what Abner Cohen (1971)diasporas" across West Africa. In all these groups, 

has termed "trading 
women as well as men are involvedin market trade. fly way of contrast, among the lausa,
are perlaps the 1ost famous 

+"0ho11Cohen studied and who
of all West African traders, it Is tile men who comprisethe vast majority. Most Ilausa women are kept in seclusion in accordance with Islamictradition and (1o not participate therefore in the public world of the market. Polly lill(1969, 1971) has shown, however, that IaLsa
In-house 

women in Nigeria ca'ry oil vigoroustrading systems, hich she te rined the "lonecomb market system," wheregrain and other coninodi ties are bought and Sold through a network of' children and
old Women who are not in sechlsion. 

I have CondIl ted restca l'(11 a 01ong rlIut t Irad I's ill Nig e ri:a alid ill (Chainm andwill confine Ill, LollillntnIts abort fItnale 12lolnl[elnCI'Lit llil'llts to this gr)ll). 

The llirl'ath l of Y0trll)ai 1111es to til,e 11Ill aiYUIS (I f U0I lllllro2'Ou-tSicje hollMeS, 8tl111 Iliodl tliondt,ring the C(olonial period bgan ill
Lowever, ill the 

the fit St dec(ade, (If this tClltllt'V.1920s tile pattern lf out-inig fltion Iv Yolll' lcirculatorv anti [lltt1 porill:l lIlt, and Ia rge l 
Ialllhs if.gall t, he less 

I IIII s f)IwolflleMll J(iiltd tile Ilol(,%k, towalkey co2 ter1ci.Tial Cities anti towNls ill Nigeria anid ,theI' W\est African :'Huntlies. Forwolnien, internatiolllI ligratiion patterns 1Mere the salfle .S illtltnational migrationpatterns. Married Wvlnlmun tended t)Illlig"ah. %kiththir
IIStlMIs on1C tile' Iill hslanis O1 to, follo%% tieir
IV){tlllC tHIblished ill the lk'W al 'as. -'llll rl':1lriel lnoll "n Illigratedeither with parents tI gual d1ills or' as lridtls-to-he \ 1t had heeln betrothed ill theirhtiinetowns to, 1lletl Who v\\ere basedi ill oth' 'egiolls 0- ill other Colilt liCs. 

The extelnt Of tilt' jlVllvtmellt (If "'t ha \\t)Ill('ll ill interllational llllglitioll Call begauged hy tI' noI blIII" -0 Yo rttha WoIllen ill te adlult Yoruba p0)tt1latioll ill Ghalla ill 1960.Persons aged 15 ai(] lover We 'Cdelfinled as "1aduilt" for 1) rpo Ses of (Il' ICting allot ulalyzing certaill celSls data. The Yollbal ill thlla1111tIl1ertl'd 1it0, 61) (,f whoill 17,were adults. 11ory - f ll It )erellt of the adlIt YVoIll haof Compa1risoln, ill t 
l11p1 atilI was fmIale. I)V WI *vIlausa pop)ulatio of (i1, 730 11nLnIII 


percen t were woIllell. IgbOs (io s ) ill G hanla 

n a(IIlts lIerLe-II 13, 110 (If Mh10111 33 

il 1960 totalled 1.t, 050, lIdlI 1-10were adlts. of %% 9,Igho %%omenni ad u p 31 pereent of tile a1dult poptlation.betweell IiePcentag e iThe contra stIf adult w oe01I ill the YO1ruba 1)o)Ilation and that Of atdult WOnIllill tile Mossi Po)ulatio Confirmsn tile differelIC Cs bet%%een a population of CollcIllinlligralits and a po)pulation cf labor Migralnts. 
c cial 

Ill the total MOssi )otlIatiOnOf 106, 1-10there were 79, 910 adults, and of these only 20 perceit were women (ilalla Census,

19610 : SpecialReport "E, 
 Table 13 p. 62-(67). 

Gu'le rai lV speaking, or' women whoI ruba eralne iIlVIolved ill ilterregiona'l 11igration within Nigeria rt-in international migration acloss West Africa, came to playcritical role iII Iti111l1ieting both imported alnd indigenously lproceIlCd C01(Sudarkasa, 1973, 1975). lcmodities
III Ghana, the Ivory Cost, Sierra Leone and otle r WestAfrican countires, 'Y0ruiba willlenl gailed repualtion as traders in provisions, Stilldries and textiles impo~rted into West Africa by Eli ropean, L.ebauese an1d Syrianpanis. Iill recnt years, eliom-
African governnleuts and African businessmen n( wollienIncreasingly have becole involved in import as well as export trade. Yoruba womenanl men also traded between different African countries, thereby facilitating the distribution of goods over wide aretaIts. lor examplle, before Eurlopeul-lanufaetured 
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Yoruba female and male traders soldcloth eroded the market for African-made textiles, 
areas (Sudarkasa, 1975).textiles made in Nigeria throughout West African rural and urban 

resulted n establishingWithin Nigeria the migration of Yoruba women 	and men 
Yoruba women based in lbadan or

Yoruba commercial networks throughout the country. 

Ijebu Ode, for example were supplied commodities from Kano In the north by Yoruba
 

women and men who had settled there. Commodities such as grotuidnut (peanut) oil,
 
were shipped by rail to lbadan where they were collectedeggs, pepper and dried meat, 


for resale n western Nigeria. The Yoruba traders based in the west sent their orders
 

and payments to Kano by letter, by telegram and by lorry drivers and other persons
 

going to that city (Sudarkasa, 173 : 45, 130).
 

Similar networks of Yoruba traders were formed in other West African countries 

during the 1900 - 1960 period. In the late 1960s and early 1970s many networks were 

broken up as a result of the economic Indigenizatlon laws and anti-allen sentiments that 
the Ivory Coast and other West African countries. The Yoruba tradesurfaced in Ghann, 


networks in Ghana were quite extensive until 1969 when most Yorubas and other African
 

"aliens" were expelled (Pel, 1971; Sudarkasa, 1974 : 95-98; Sudarkase, In press).
 

Before that time, a number of Yoruba males owned large stores in which they stocked
 

imported goods purchased from European, Levantine, Indian and Ghanaian importers,
 

and which they sold mainly to other Yoruba traders. Most Yoruba women who had stalls
 

in Ghanalan city markets or who frequented markets In the outlying rural areas were
 

supplied by these Yoruba general merchants (Sudarkasa, 1974 : 77-18; 1975).
 

The involvement of Yoruba women in commercial migration had many effects on 
various aspects of their lives. Patterns of economic organization, of family life, of 

recreation and association were all -affected by 	their having moved from their homelands 
into areas where they were strangers. 

One of the most obvious differences in economic organization patterns between 
Yorubas whom I studied in Nigeria and those in Ghana realtes to the fact that, although 
Yoruba women traders in Ghana generally maintained the tradition of economic Indepen

from their husbands (Sudarkasa, 1973), there were many more husband-wifecence 
trading ventures among the Yoruba In Ghana than I had observed among the Yoruba In 
Nigeria. This seems to have been primarily due to the fact that each of the spouses had 

relatively few kinfolk to call upon in Ghana during economic crises or if either spouse 
was low on trading capital, a woman and her husband might pool resources to invest In 

whatever line of trade seemed most promising. At some later time, the partnership 
might divide into two separate businesses. Although all the Instances of business joint 
ownership known to me could be related to certain economic considerations, I think that 

was more de facto monogamy amongthis practice also was related to the fact that there 
Yorubas in Ghana than among those in Nigeria. Most males, including those who were 
polygamous, tended to migrate with only one spouse. Even In polygamous unions in 

Ghana, a man often lived with one wife at a time because his wives always were resident 
in different compounds or in different towns. In such circumstances, pooling resources 
with any, one wife would not be likely to cause as much conflict as it would in a situation 
where all the women were resident in a single compound. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this presentation, I have tried to indicate briefly some ways In which a number 

of changes normally subsumed under the concept of "development" have Impacted upon 

women of West Africa and to show specifically how migration, which has been both a 
result of and a cause of change, has affected women In West Africa. I have not used the 

rubric of "development" in discussing socioeconomic change in contemporary West Africa 
because It is questionable at best whether these changes improved the quality of life of 
people in the area. (See Rodney, 1972.) 

In any case, one must acknowledge social change In 20th century West Africa. This 
paper has attempted to add some data to the growing body of Information on roles women 

have played in these processes of change. Among the most Important Indigenous change 
agents In contemporary West Africa have been the female and male commercial migrants 
whose activities have been briefly described In this paper. 
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Although there is obviously a need for more research into the impact these
migrants have 
on events In their home regions and In the host areas (Sudarkasa, 197466-68, 81-82; Mabogunje, 1974), sufficient data are presently available to show thatcommercial migrants have played and can continue to play a significant role In theeconomic Integration of West Africa. It would appear that both the females and the
males among them constitute a population which can be effectively mobilized in various
 
programs for planned change.
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Session III
 

DISCUSSION
 

Helen Henderson: 

Dr. Sudarkasa has reviewed briefly the role of women as farmers and traders In the 
traditional systems of West Africa, pointing to problems they face in modernization and
 
migration. In somc societies in West Africa, women comprise a very high proportion

of the traders, among the Yoruba, for example, perhaps as many as two thirds of all
 
adult women being engaged in trade, and about half of these having trading as their main
 
occupation. Such women are often urban centered, traditionally having control over their
 
own income as (1o many Fbo women and some in other \Vest African states. In many
 
areas these women are thought to be self-supporting and contributegreatly to family in
comes. circuistances of modernization, .-
UndlCr the hovcv r,women traders are often
 
undercut by ntale-dominated commercial firms able to engage in bulk buying or dealing
 
in specialized food packaged in a particular way.
 

In Nigeria the percentage of fenales among the petty traders in LIa._os has (ecreased
 
from 84 peree.tt to 70 percent between 1950 and 1963. I also saw aldecline in the early
 
1960s in the number of' wealthy wonen in Onitsha, Nigeria. They were traders who dealt
 
with the European firms :( were tlending to be rej:c ed by men also. However, todlay I
 
was told by Dr. Alts(Il that Matbogtuje has written ablout Yoruba women who find them
selves being cut out from Yoruba nalrkets under present-day sitItiOts. They move out
 
from these markets, scttinttilp new markets where they will have more power and control.
 

[he other imilortattt traditional role, for woien in \frica is ithat of farmer. It has
 
been estimated that 70 percent of agriculturil labor in Africa is performed by women.
 
When cash cropping hoas hen introduced, however, it hs lwitt to tie n,not wonten, paely

becatse nien pay the tax(s. Wottten have ('onlinutd growing fod e rops, but have also been 
helping in the c:1sh crop :Irea, thus taking oi an additional work load. ironically, in some 
areas where wotllt 11:tV' glraNtl cocoa, they ho htn, ('NlOdLc ftottt cotapanies formed to 
grow cocoa for export. So, while hcy are still gr'oing it, it is tot itt the most p-?fitable 
wray. 

When tacit litltigrt:lt to tit tv,WOttieti are t(4t hh inl to talke over n.LCI of the farm 
work. AlthouJit they have no! Ieeti trainetd to :lay extent by :agricltuhural extension services 
to use nvwly iltrodtte' Iecltllolooy, they arc t(vetrtheless Making quite a (ontl'ibution to 
national expor production by their farming of st aple crops, thus enai)lin nmen to take up
other forts of f[trnting andi ccontiotic activities. tther probletis that wonen face as faru
ers ar'ethlci r a ',tts iotseiol tasks, milli ggra ins, walking miles for water. Altbough 
these isstsC havi iot beetii givetn too ittch aitttion by development agencies in the past,
there are signs thiat becomingthtey atr'( tiore interested. 

l)r. Sudnrkas: ltoitits ouit tltli wotten have beett slighted in these services, of|let treated 
as mothers an:l housekee-pers by those eoting in fronm the outsile it) help. Even in the forma
tion of cooperative farming societies where hothi sexes belong, the participation of women may
be limited if Inet are ,lst Itetti}ors. Men often h1ol title to the land, getting profits from the 
sale of products. This wottli be partiedlarly triLe for East Africa. Cooperative societies 
seein to work best if they are forltied by wont t for wonten. An ipiportant point here is that 
anybodly Involved indevilolniet lhas to beware of undertining the traditional role of wotien 
in the lane 1 tIodcrtnil.ation, or trying to make tteti into an image of middle class western 
Eu ropean or A tenric: n wotcin. 

Another impt)rtant point to realize is that In many West African societies wonten have anl 
important organizational base of support in their kinoship systems, age sets, or clubs. It 
eastern Nigeria, women have rights anti duties I)oh as wives of tite village and as daughters 
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of the patrilineage, thus giving them quite a bit of say in the village, although separate-but-equal. 
As the daughters of the lineage, they share in feasts, perform ceremonies, settle disputes be
tween women, and sometimes are even called in by men. What happens when women who have 
been living in this kind of kindred vituation move to the city and become modernized? Their re
lationships no longer have these trlidltional support systems and the social statuses are redefined 
in terms of achievement rather than ascription. The modern world, as Little has said, gives 
women a choice of giving up their traditional security for the prospect of personal liberty, a fact 
which many of them seem to be interested in having. But it also forces them to some degree to 
be reliant on themselves or their husbands, although Dr. Sudarkasa has felt that is not too Impor
tant. 

She has also described some of the reasons why women would leave their traditional systems 
and come to the city, following their husbands, following trade trade, or for an education. Dr. 
Skinner in his "Political Overview" yesterday quotes some wives as saying that the life of women 
in the city is easier than life in the town, which it may not be. As we all know, there is a very 
negative side to women moving to the city." In the-competition for jobs they aie almost always at 
a disadvantage because of lack of education and oten because of outright discrimination. Many of 
the crafts they have produced in the past are being replaced by products made by male factory 
labor, which in many African countries has not been thought of as very suitable activity for 
women. Administrative work is also a male monopoly in developing countries. This polariza
tion of male and female roles is not a product of the traditional family system of production 
where each sex specializes In some type of goods or services, but results from a modern system 
where women are recruited for unskilled jobs at wages lower than men's and with little chance for 
promotion. In business administration, as Boserup points out, positions are held largely by men. 
Attitudes of men and women may diverge radically, because women have not been trained in these 
new approaches. 

An example that comes to mind from a very different area is that of the bushmen, who are 
hunters and gatherers beginning to settle in with the Bantu agricultural villages. Women who 
formerly had a rather egalitarian position In the hunting and gathering society now find that men 
are learning the farming techniques from the Bantu men and beginning to learn to speak Bantu. 
But because women are not learning farming techniques or learning the language, there is a 
definite discrepancy in their roles that did not exist before. An exaggerated case, perhaps, in 
terms of the rest of the African situation, but an interesting one. 

On the positive side of migration, however, women do form associations in the city, especially 
if they have had a model of traditional associations in their rural villages. Such associations may 
run businesses like bakeries or trading groups, in which women do learn new techniques, meet 
women from other ethnic groups, and get a wider social base. 

What other kinds of jobs could there be for women in the city, and would there be enough jobs 
for men, too? This is a question often asked. It has been argued by Boserup that men and women 
could work in an urban area if measures were taken to limit rural-urban migration, In itself a very 
serious problem that no one quite seems to know how to handle. Indeed, there might be an Improve
ment In the economy if more young male villagers stayed home, and more urban jobs were filled 
by urban women. It might also have something to do with the decline in birthrate. 

But how can men and women be induced to stay on the land? There was a UNICEF-sponsored 
conference in Lomd (Togo) in which a number of countries in the Sahel participated, providing 
some interesting suggestions. For example, they thought men and women might be induced to 
stay on the land with government help to male and female youths to set up new agricultural and 
craft enterprises. Government help in instituting such an undertaking is necessary since wheth
er or not they would otherwise have land would depend on kinship situations. It has been argued 
that youths, both male and female, will be ready to undertake such activities as innovative farm-
Ing or cooperative cottage industries, If there were such government support. Perhaps emphasis 
should be given to on-the-job-training rather than more and more schooling before entering the 
job market. Since large-scale mechanized farming schemes do not seem to have worked, what 
we really need to do is encourage people to work with traditional crops in a somewhat upgraded 
traditional manner. 

There are some positive signs for women In development. In a Nigerian project, before 
planning a course of action, they investigated traditional patterns of cooperation and the roles 
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of women in local institutions or in the farming calendar. They discovered that women had more 
influence than formerly suspected. On this basis they urged both male and female leaders to run 
local cooperatives linked to modernizing family care. The project increased women's role In 
community decision making and gave families more varied diet and better nutrition, introduced 
dry season vegetables, poultry raising, and new farming techniques. It was so successful that 
farmers were willing to put up enough of their own funds to finance It that further government 
support was not 'ieeded. Women did not have to depend on petty trading for a living or on migra
tion for job opportunities. There have been other examples of this, such as the curing of tobac
co leaves in Nigeria where women gained skills that allowed them to contribute considerable 
income to their families without moving away. 

While )r. Fischer has argued that governments do not want to pay for health services in an 
area where the product ivity is very low, I believe that some integrated rural development plans 
are attempting to associate an increase in income in a particular area with the addition of social 
ser-vices. Development would not undercut the existing roles when attempts are made to sub
stitute for what women are already doing. 

Roy E. Brown: 

I am not going to take issue with what was presented this morning excel tLsay that the data 
have to liequestioned. We have heard that 45 or even more percent of the population is under 
fifeen years of age. This is called a dependent population. With this young population anti 
some older people, we have nearly half the population dependent on a smaller portion of the 
population for education, social services, and health services. Between 80 and 95 percent in 
some areas live in the country, so there is always a disporportion of where we would find re
sou Tees. Soei places have made inroads here, so it is difficult to limit comments only to 
W(st Africa. After all, we have diisproportionate health services right here in this country. 
A1out 90 percent of illnesses that face most people will resolve themselves without thelinter
vention of healers, even though I speak as one of the healers. 

You have heard )r. Imperato's conlnuc.'n t aLIout m:npower. ''he fact is that many of the 
health services and pirofessionals are found in larger cities - true for us here, as well. 
We found thi to he an nappr-opiate system. Medical schools along western lines really are 
training peo)ple who are not suited for local work. We are training too many specialists. Are 
we facing the dilemnma of how to apportion -parse resources, to set proper priorities? Fairly 
low level paraprofessionals van be trained to handle managerial technology. We should recon
sider the (ispro)ortionate anount of our health tudgels that. is spent on hospital care. And 
finally, the determination of the direction health care shall take should he miade by West 
Africans themselves, not hy expatriates. 

The large tumber of traditional practitioners should not he forsaken or ignored. Not only 
should they he incorj)orated into the mainstream, they should Ie provided with credentials 
an easier thing to say than do. In only one area known to me, the People's FRepublic of China, 
has this been acco h)ished, providing a model we can consider. Most practitioners are either 
paraprofessionals or "itarefoot" doctors who are neither barefoot nor doctors. But since they 
are going to provide most of the healing, we must get thenm into the mainstreanm. The traditional 
healer Isnot only a healer but represents a very important social force as well. In teaching 
African students, we have founud a reluctance to accept the traditional healer for what he can 
contribute and for his aetual role In health care and in the social sense, so while this may be 
a difficult hurdle, we most Work on it. local herbal preparations are important, too, many 
of them under study now. 

manpower (list In New York City we 
Nigerian model for the intrxluct ion of maternal and child health care and the use of midwives. 
h'le system was actually started in East ilarlem. We have also used a traditional 

We are also learning about ributIon. have used a 

exact 
Afri(an model to put health and ill (,tidren In one place, not selxarating them as we are 
used to doing. 
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I also wonder about the emphasis on preventive versus curative care. This is certainly 
appropriate, not only in Wet Africa but throughout the world. We can accomplish much more 

at less expense by going this route. 

My impression Is that Africa can provide enough food for a growing population, with certain 
accommodlatiohs and changes. For example, with political stability Ethiopia could provide grain 

for the entire continent, a fact documented by agronomists. The reality, however, Is that some 
grain is being Imported at high prices from the developed countries such as the U.S. and Austra
lia. I disagree that the population is too great, while agreeing that family planning is necessary. 
Family planning means different things to different people: I do not mean a limitation on the 
number of births but niore birth spacing, which provides mother and child :ime to accommodate 
to the growing size of the family. 

With a fixed income in the urban setting, we are faced with another diliemma, cash versus 
subsistence type economy. he only thing flexible In that situation is the money put into food. 
My feeling is that enough attention has been put on population control and not enough on nutrition. 
And I tnean au! rition education. A recently published book on a diet that can save your life was 
realiy eit-ataing a West African diet with niore fiber. We are learning in niany ways how West 
Africa can influence people throughout the world. 

in conclusiuit, I feel there are inany problents that may be difficult to resolve, but leaders 
in Africa are in positions to make the determinations, not people from outside. I also feel they 
have to combine not only traditional farming but also traditional health services with so-called 
advanced or modern technology. 

COMMENTS / QUESTIONS / ANSWERS 

Antonio Gayoso: 

In looking at the patterns of urbanization in Africa in the context of migration currents, there 
have been quite a few theories advanced by economists and sociologists as to what elements con
stitute a stimulus for these populations to move from rural to urban situations. We have experi
enced a change in the way of looking at tise theories that corresponds to the change In the way 
we look at the role of agriculture in economic development. Currently, at least in agricultural 
economics, man y feel that the role of agriculture must be considered as one of absorbing ex
cesses in the labor supply. In the context of your experience in Africa, Dr. Altschul, what would 
you see as major elements in this attraction that could be counteracted through rural development 
in the countryside to slow down migration currents to the city? 

Robert Altschul: 

A hard question, to he ansverd perhaps by asking another: What are the attractive forces in 
urban places. I should say it is partly the incentive to derive at least some increase In Income 
usually for a temporary duration. Thel,. idea of migrants moving permanently to cities to seek jobs 
and remaining there seems not to be holding true. Many make short duration trips with the idea of 
entering partly into the cash economy and getting money to send back. There are also some qualita
tive attractions in terms of the ,tly as a place of adventure that draws many young individuals. 

Wilford Morris: 

In a recent FAO perspective study from the Sahel, it cites agricultural sector per capita Income 
and non-agricultural sector per capita Income, to me sufficient reason alone for the migration, 
though it was my understanding that Mr. Gayoso also asked what one can do about It, a far more 
perplexing question. In terms of the proportions, they are really horrendous. For Senegal, Mali, 
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Mauritania, Upper Volta, Nigeria, and Chad the average urban per capita income is between eight 
and ten times the average rural income. The urban per capita Income between 1960 and 1970 ad
vancedi appreclab.y in most of these countries whereas the agricultural sector per capita income 
figure not only typically did not advance, but in several countries actually declined. This is the 
reaaon for the movement. I am afraid I disagree with Dr. Altchul in part about the temporary 
nature of the phenomenon because working age people frequently found in parts of Upper Volta 
and along the Senegal River do not include something in the order of 40 to 50 percent of the ef
fective working males, Perhaps it is no' fair to make suggestions about what to do about it 
under this rubric because that is not really the discussion of your paper. 

David Shear: 

Dr. Imperato, you have quite properly Indicated that a basic constraint on further expansion 
of health services was a budgetary one. At the same time you also indicated difficulties in user 
charges for services, It would appear to some of us that the only way health services can be ex
panded significantly in the future is to increase user charges or at least the practice of user 
charges. Contrary to long-standing health policies, Mall agreed recently to charge pastoral 
nomads for veterinary services delivered to them, on the basis of an agreement financing a 
large measure of recurring costs in the beginning, with the government picking up an increasing 
portion of those costs as the program became productive. I realize that health is not the same 
as livstock, in terms of being revenue producing, but I wonder if you would comment on the 
possibility of increasing the practice of user charges, particularly as some sectors of the econo
my become more affluent. 

Pascal Imperato 

This may be the direcion many African states will have to take, one as you indicated that 
has already taken root in Mali. We have a precedent perhaps already set in medical care ser
vices where traditional practitioners quite often charge for their services, often extremely high 
charges. For example, in the inland delta of the Niger in Mali the Maribu healers charge about 
$10 for a consultation for treating rather simple conditions. This amount represents almost half 
the monthly wage of a house servant working in the capital city. I think, therefore, that many 
segments of the population would not be able to pay for these kinds of services. T7here will al
ways be the problem of the rural population's being peripheral to the cash economy and who 
would, in a sense, b,: penalized by that. I think perhaps a system can be devised where charges 
will be made on ti . basis of ability to pay so that in very rural areas where cash economies are 
very veak, modifications can be made. 

Boniface Obi che re : 

My comments, too, are addressed to i)r. Imperato. Tranditional health care costs are based 
on results, and the patient usually pays when the cure is completed successfully. If the cure is 
not successful, there is no payment and in many cases the advance is even asked back. The curer 
is asked to reftund tmoney deposited at the beginning of the treatment. Further, if the patient is 
cured, th(e patient pays in installments and can take his time to complete payment. When one 
goes to the doctor, ie pays whethetr he is cured or not. If modicines prescribed do not cure 
tih illness, as they say in Ibo, "Once you go to the doctor, you must go again. 

Doctors, general practitioners, specialists, or other di;pensers use generic drugs which 
become generally available within a few months of their coming on the market. Generic drugs 
are also known by pharmavists and druggists at the same time. They know what the indications 
are, what the dosages are, and they dispense these drttgs. A prescription is not needed for any 
drug whatsoever, If you go to toy home town or a major ma rket and ask the pharmacist what is 
needed to cure tuberculosis, he will provide you in a nioment s time with streptomycin, INt, 
whatever. You do not have to go beyond his store to get all of these items, nor do you need a 
doctor who has spent eight years learning about INlI. So in the discussion about health care per
sonnel, these pharmacists and druggists were not included. 

Venereal disease has belen taken care of in urban areas. Everybody knows what the cures 
are. If one Is tried and does not work, try the other, and in a week you will be cured . This 
might be an Important point statistically. In Nairobi I think statistics should be taken with a 
grain of salt anyhow, since most doctors there are of Asian origin and they are not going to 
rural areas to practice. 
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Dr. Brown mentioned para-medical staff. Today most births in Africa occur at home,

with very few hospital births, which brings up the important question of midwives. I do not
 
think you can say they have four years' education or the equivalent of an American high school.
 
They can read and write, which 80 percent of American children cannot I
 

Pascal Imperato: 

May I respond to three of the points raised, the first having to do with charges demanded
 
by traditional practitioners. All of us familiar with West Africa in general know that there is
 
much variation in this. I should have to dispute your statement because in my experience in
 
the Sahel, it simply does not work that way. There Is variation from one ethnic group to 
another, so that your particularized experience may be valid for the area you are describing, 
but it does not necessarily hold true for all West'Africa. 

The other matter is the question of over-the-counter medications, rather easy to come by 
in West Africa. There again, one finds that in countries where most pharmacies are small and 
government-owned that type of activity is minimized. In Bamako, it is difficult if you have 
syphilis to try to buy penicillin without passing through the proper channels. In countries such 
as Nigeria, however, there there is a very large private sector, It Is relatively easy to come by. 

With respect to statistics, I should say that recent political events in Kenya have certainly
 
altered the distribution of Asian physicians in Nairobi,
 

Kobene Erbynn:
 

At times I really wonder about the sincerity of these so-called solutions to African problems. 
In Africa, especially at the university level, we know that any time you train a student, whether 
In medicine, geography, or economics, they expect you to train him today at the level of western 
universities, even though he is going into an environment completely different from that in the 
western university where he was trained. This is exactly what we have heard this morning from 
Dr. Imperato. Most medical schools are training people western style so that they do not fit 
into the problem framework of the developing countries. Mostly we realize this, but when we 
try to change the situation, there is the cry that people are below western university standards. 
Personally I do riot believe In trying to help Africa or any developing c')untry therein by trying 
to compare us ith any developed country. 

In Africa we realize our problems are different from those of developed countries, and most 
of us are trying to evolve new teaching methods to attack those problems. These Include diseases 
like malaria, onchoceriasis, and others prevalent In Africa's developing countries. We are re
structuring our univbrsities to teach preventive rather than curative or other forms of medicine. 
I am not going to apologize for that even If we produce practitioners whose standards are a little 
below those of western universities. 

Second, I should like to comment on the figures Dr. Imperato gives of approximately 50,000 
people to one physician. Western universities would probably find this ratio very discouraging, 
though I do not, for my view is from a different angle. Most of us consider our native or tradi
tional medicine men to be doing effective work. Early Europeans in Africa always attempted to 
downgrade these traditional medicine men, and it Is only recently that even those 0f us In Africa 
have mustered courage to observe seriously these people at work. 

I am pleased that Professor Tackle is one of those who pioneered in recognizing the possible
potential value of the medicine men. We also have a new National Health Institute Investigating 
some of these famous native medicine men through direct contact to find the equivalent of western 
style medicines which you put into tablets and pills. Until we can place the medicine man into 
proper perspective, all this does not mean anything for the person in Ihe rural area who trusts 
him far more than he does the western-trained medical officer, for he simply will not go to the 
latter. 

Pascal Imperato: 

Your last comment is a very cogent observation. Only this morning I was discussing it with 
Professor Warren, who wilt be speaking here tomorrow. One of the difficulties in using the tradi
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tional system is thatboth European and African physicians, trained in the western mold and who now constitute the establishment of the medical system, generally tend to be very reluctant tolearn anything about the traditional system, much less cooperate with it. Steps must, there
fore, be taken to overcome this prejudicial obstacle, as I think is being done successfully in
 
countries like Nigeria.
 

R. J. Harrison Church: 

Professor Vermeer, there Is, as we both know, a good deal more that could be said aboutthe adverse results of the Office du Niger, such as the poor soils. In my opinion the most important thing to think about now is the total inability to teach techniques of irrigated farming in
that part of West Africa, which brings me back to what Mr. Shear said yesterday, a kind of
Alice-in-Wonderland of AID proposals. For the life of me, I cannot see how 2. 1 million hectares are to be irrigated satisfactorily according to AID's proposals. Of course it is possibletechnologically - practically anything is possible technologically - but how are you going to
teach people to carry out irrigated agriculture in those 
enormous acreages when so far it has
proved impossible to do so in the schemes already tried In West Africa as long ago as fifty 
years, and intensively so in the past thirty years. Without exception, all of them failed. 

Donald Vermeer: 

Agreed. Water management is a sophisticated art. If one doubts it, all he has to do is
investigate agriculture as developed In 
our own country where such concepts as contour, runoff,and erosion, about which our farmers are supposedly knowledgeable, have not prevented woefullyIgnorant practices that not only do not encourage conservation of soils but actually create runoffand erosional problems. We have considerable problems yet to be solved right here at home. 

This also reminds me of another illustration of my incompetence as a teacher. In working
among a group of farmers in Nigeria some years ago, one of the farmers asked If I would come
 
to look at his rice which was growing in rows, an innovation developed by Europeans and Introduced locally. I went to his field and the rows were running beautifully downslope, and of course
the onset of the rains removed most of the soil. I thought: This is no problem - a contour. I
tried to explain this concept in a language and a culture that had no concept of a contour. Since
[ was not making any progress in my friend's understanding of a contour, I attempted to illustrateit by hoeing half a row around the slope, then asked my farmer friend to do the remainder of the 
row around the slope. Yes, you guessed it, it went downslope. So I thought perhaps a complete
row across and parallel to the one I had made would help. But that did not work either. But itis not stupidity, let me hasten to add. It is simply that these concepts are not part of the culturalcontext, and I learned how woefully incompetent I was as an instructor after two days' effort. 

Douglas Johnson: 

If development is to be predicated on the notion that traditional regimes can be stabilized

and built upon, what are the elements of traditional small farming culture that can be stabilized?
And what are the elements that can be developed In progressive ways to improve the quality of
 
life In those rural areas? 

Donald Vermeer 

Trying to acquire some of the amenities, cutting down on rural-to-urban migration, betterhealth care, changing the pricing and marketing policy which discourages food production which
in turn might provide higher Income to rural areas  these and other elements presumably could 
be postulated and implemented. 

Antonio Gayoso: 

Dr. Sudarkasa, in looking at the migratory currents In Africa, do you have any details onwho was following whom ? Was the man moving because the woman's job required her to move, 
or was the woman following the husband? 

NIara Suda rkasa: 

In the case of the Yoruba migrations to Ghana, It was usually the woman moving as a resultof her husband's having gone to Ghana before and becoming involved either In trade or in the mines. 
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But not all migration results from the husband's initiative. Sometimes the worman may have 
suggested it to him. 

Lucie Colvin: 

Islam is another major factor that affects the Sahel particularly, the position of women and
 
the division of labor. In Senegal where I worked there was explicit recognition that increasing

Islamization had disrupted the traditional division of labor between male and female both on
 
farms and in the commercial sector, so that in the clerical communities agricultural labor was
 
increasingly put on women, and men were expected to devote themselves to a life of prayer.
 
Commercial networks in those areas, also dominated by clerical brotherhoods or a combination
 
of clerical, commercial brotherhoods, also tend to exclude women from all by the lowest sections
 
of the commercial neiwork.
 

Niara uda rka sa : 

I quite agree with you, though I was not really dealing with those societies. I (1o not consider 
Islam/African societies to be representative of African pre-colonial societies. I see that as an 
overlay. While you are quite right in pointing out the effect that Islam has had in these areas, I was 
really speakir4 about English-speaking West Africa primarily, areas involving migration between 
English- and French-speaking areas. 

Lucie Colvin: 

In the Sahel I think it is particularly relevant, and most Sahellans would argue that Islam is 
a part of pre-colonial society. 

Ni ra Sudarkasa: 

It is a part of pre-colonial but I said indigenous. Of coorse, pre-colonial Africa has a very 
long history. 

Lucie Colvin: 

Dualism is really much greater in the female community as a result of the colonial era than it Is 
in the community in general . Educated women nmy in fact be more readily liberated in the western 
sense than their western counterparts. Educated men with educated wives are more willing to see 
their wives work. They are free to work by dependence on women from the lower classes. Child 
care and help with cooking are readily available at much less expense, so the differential between 
what they have to pay to substitute for themselves at home and what they earn is much greater. 
There is perhaps a counterpart to the tratditional queen mother, but there is no structure of women 
beneath them. Instead, ther, is a great cleavage between educated women and their non-western 
educated count erpa rts. 

Nia ra StU( : r-a .at 

When I say there is no counter)art of the queen mother, I am talking about it in the political 
sense. The, queen rmoher, jieen sister - these were women with very important political func
tions for the whole society. Modern European governmental structures borrowed by these African 
countries have no place for women per se, although traditional African societies did. It was imper
ative that women be inciuded in political decisions. I do not mean simply that there is no counter
part to the queen mother in the sense of some women who are perceived to rank higher than others, 
but I mean It specifically in the political sense. 

Lucie Colvin: 

Your concep, of female ministers in West African states would be that they are filling male 
roles. They are not ministers because they are women. 

Niara Sudarkasa: 

The roles presumably are asexual, but in fact they are defined primarily In terms of males and 
this relates to European history. Female ministers are an Important example of women moving into 
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the political sphere, but still there is not that parallel structure, only a women here, another 
there, not even a link between those women in these positions of political leadership and a 
female constituency. A queen mother was answerable to at the same time that she repre
sented women. The same think is true for any other woman chief you could mention in African 
history. 

As far as your comment about the duality between women, I would modify that somewhat. 
I think the history of women's Involvement outside the home predates the colonial period. It 
does not result primarily from the fact that African men are now pushing their women to go 
into modern occupations, although they do that, and to the extent that they do so, they are more 
supportive of "liberated women" than is the case of western males. Even though women do de
pend on paid labor provided by women or by men as structural support for outside-the-home 
activities, I think this cleavage is overdrawn by many western scholars because these women 
take on enormotus responsibilities for their families. At the same time a sister's daughter is 
working for the aunt, she Is being sent to school by her aunt. I do not see that as cleavage in 
the sense of class distinction existing between upper and lower class women in the western 
sense. 

Jeanette Carter: 

When I first went to Liberia to do research into male migration, I quickly realized that in 
fact the migration of women was extremely important In the changing socioeconomic situation. 
Women migrating were primarily young women "going down," as they called it, to Monrovia 
with their boy friends and husbands. Many became involved in petty trading, but to a consider
able extent their migration back and forth between the urban and rural areas hinged around child 
bearing. They would become pregnant in the urban area, go up and have the child in the rural 
area, stay there during the time of nursing, then often go back down to the urban area. In a way 
that very nearly continued the pattern of the postpartum sex taboo for these women. I would argue 
that they were among the most mobile people in that population. You can see this readily by count
ing the numbers of women in taxis and lorries in Liberia, very often outnumbering men, often 
with young children in tow. In this sense, then, they played a critical role in retaining contacts 
between rural and urban areas, much more so than men. 

Farming Is another area in which women play a critical role, controlling to a considerable 
extent the allocation and sales of rite, an aspect not yet recognized, to my knowledge, by those 
outsiders talking about agricultural development. Invariably UN and FAO reports concentrate 
on male farmers while women's role goes unnoticed. At the same time these women in a few 
situations have picked up innovations in the agricultural sector quite independent of extension 
services. An example: In a town near the Guinea border where women adopted swamp-rice 
technology from Guinea men who introduced it into the area, they gained increased economic 
independence as well as the chance to farm without the use of male labor since they could do 
all the work by themselves. In this way they were able to obtain more independence from men 
than they would have had in the traditional agricultural system. 
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THE VOLTA RIVER PROJECT 

by 

David Brokensha 

Few of man's modifications of the landscape
 
can initiate such profound physical, economic and
 
social changes as darns.
 

-Church (1908), in Rubin and Warren, p. 1 

My main theme is that the implications of this simple statement have been 
imperfectly understood by those persons responsible for building large dams 
who have tended to focus too much on one purpose and one consequence -- provision 
of power and distribution of electricity- -leading to accelerated industrialization. The 
other effects of the i)rocess often have been overlooked. 

The Akosombo Dam on the Volta River in Ghana has much in common with 
the other large dams of Africa, including the Kariba, Aswan, and Kainji, but, as I 
indicate in my concluding remarks, the Volta River Authority (VRA) despite several 
judgmental errors emerges with a relatively enlightened image after comparison with 
other projects. These dams share several features, including having been built on a 
nation's one large river, having displaced some 50, 000 to 100, 000 persons, and 
having disturbed both upstream and downstream regimes of the rivers dammed (see 
Scudder, 1976). 

Not only in Africa, but throughout the Third World, dams have been viewed 
9s opening the doors to rapid development. As Killick commented (196G), "Tile Volta 
River Project is a significant and valuable contribution to the development of the 
country but it is not a panacea. There are no panaceas". Nancie Gonzalez (1972:357), 
writing of a dam in the Dominican Republic, stated, "The dream of the peasant that the 
Presa will make a veritable Garden of Eden out of his arid lands... is most unrealistic", 
for in this case the poor peasants in the countr 's northeast expected to benefit from 
irrigation and electrification, but it proved to be those with large holdings who reaped 
the benefits. 

'he distinguished economist Sir Arthur Lewis made a comprehensive survey 
of industrialization prospects in the then Gold Coast shortly after internal self-government 
was established but before independence was gained. In his report, published in 1955, 
Lewis concluded that the only way for the new nation to industrialize was to raise the 
necessary capital and skills by increasing agricultural production. This view since has 
been endorsed for most African countries by many prominent agricultural economists. 

*University of California, Santa Barbara, Department of Anthropology 
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But the late Kwame Nkrumah, then Prime Minister of the 

Gold Coast, viewed this approach as being too slow and mobilized all his very effective 
support to develop an industrial complex that included Tema Harbor, the Volta River 
Project, and an aluminum smelter. Before discussing Nkrumah's role further, I will 
give a capsule history of the earlier stages of the Volta River Project. 

Bauxite deposits in the Gold Coast were first announced in 1914. In 1925 a 
hydroelectric project was proposed for the Volta River at Ajena, a mile upstream from 
Akosomo, the site eventually chosen. It was to be linked with aluminum production 
through refining the local bauxite deposits. Even in the early stages there was talk of 
irrigating the Accra plains and improving inland fishing as subsidiary advantages. More 
surveys were made in the period 1939-1949. 

As early as 1951, Nkrumah enthusiastically had begun to champion the project. 
In his first election manifesto he promised that the Volta Project would be realized and 
In 1953, in the legislative assembly, he angrily defended the project against the left wing 
of his Convention Peoples Party (CPP) because some party members were very critical 
of the proposed American involvement in the Volta Project, viewing this suspiciously as 
an imperialist venture (Apter, 1955: 234). Undeterred by their fears, Nkrumah continued 
to play a strong and personal part in the Volta Development Program meeting with 
the head of the main construction firm, Edgar Kaiser, In the United States to help set up 
VALCO, The Volta Aluminum Company. Such involvement by a head of state Is not 
uncommon: President Balaguer's personal prestige was linked to the dam in his Dominican 
Republic and the late President Nasser of Egypt was heavily committed to the Aswan project; 
the lake now bears his name, as the Ghanaian lake would surely hive commemorated 
Nkrumah's enthusiasm, had he not been deposed. And when Nkrtfmah, then in Peking,
heard of the February 1966 coup he is reported to have asked, "What will happen to my 

Volta project now?" Such interest in the dam is not surprising because the Volta River 
Project was Ghana's largest single project, the keystone of an exciting industrial future, 
and a visible and prestigious symbol of a new nation, modernization, development, the 
future. It was a beguiling vision: Nkrumah saw the Volta Project as "an expression of 
natural unity and of our national purpose and aspirations." He also said, in 1961, on 
announcing that the contract had been awarded, "... nations, such as ours, which are determined 
by every possible means to catch up in industrial strength, must have electricity In 
abundance before they can expect any large-scale industrial advance. That, basically, is 
the justification for the Volta River Project" (Lumsden, 1973:117). 

In any event, construction started In 1962 and in 1966 the dam was formally 
inaugurated, causing the formation of Lake Volta at that time the world's largest 
man-made lake, covering an area of 3,275 square miles. 

I now turn to the fate of those 80, 000 people who had been living or making 
their livelihood in the area that was Inundated. They lived or worked in 740 scattered 
villages. Only one town, Kete-Krachl, 4, 000 population, was of any size; 600 of the 

"villages" had fewer than 100 persons. The entire area had only 17 markets and 30 
stores, most of the latter quite tiny (Lawson, 1968). When I walked with my students from 
the University of Ghana in some of those areas in 1961, I appreciated that the people were 
truly isolated -a-i poor. The students, mostly with much more sophisticated backgrounds, 
considered t backward and were intrigued by the strong survival of traditional 
observances, oome of them exotic to the students (Brokensha, 1962). These people, from 
many different cultures, scattered over a vast area, were to be regrouped in 52 new 
communities. The story of the resettlement, and Its concomitant problems, has been 
told In detail (see especially Chambers, 1970) so that here I propose to give only a brief 
summary, stressing some salient points. 

The resettlement director was not appointed until May 1962. Late appointments 
have been common in such projects; Indeed, in many countries far less was done for the 
people to be resettled than was done In Ghana. One of the local leaders complained, 
"We are not chic!kens to be moved around". But, of course, they could not resist, 
particularly when the lake began to form and their homes were inundated. The people 
suffered what has been termed "grieving for lost lands syndrome", in addition, they 
had justifiable fears about losing their identity and of being subsurvlent to others. The 
Nahumuru, for instance, lost many valuable livestock because they were not permitted 
to retain their herds (Lumsdcn). 

The original Idea of self-help was abandoned in favor of a "social welfare" 
view with the government providing all. This was expressed dramatically by the "core houses," 

:4VJ 
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a good example of paternalistic, inappropriate, and unloved planning. By contrast, atKainji, Nigeria's large hydroelectric project, the people were resettled in homes modelled on traditional patterns and the resettlement has been much more successful. The one-roomcore houses were especially unpopular in Ghana, being quite unsuitable for polygamous or largefamilies and alterations or additions could be made only with consent of VRA, which

imposed strict bureaucratic standards (Lumsden, 1973),
 

Earlier I had observed stringent official controls in what was then SouthernRhodesia where residents chafed under strict building codes, and I am accustomedto the codes in Southern California. But they do not appear to be appropriate to Ghanaian
rural towns. It is difficult to escape from the conclusion that the planners had 
an obsessionwith a "model town" appearance and considered individual expressions "untidy". 

Another problem, one which occurs in other areas, too, concerned the nonnatives of the area, who were subject to discriminatory fees and rules. Lumsdenmentions that the Konkamba, sonie of whom hal been settled in the resettlement area
for 25 years, had to pay rent for their houses, while others paid none. To insist on
this sort of discrimination is 
to endorse outmoded concepts of "tribalism" and"tribal areas," as happened in Mberu, Kenya: under the land reform, the strangers,

many of whom had lived there for years, were suddenly deprived of all rights.
 

inevitably, sonie people had difficulty adjusting to the new conditions and officials
decried idleness and hooliganism (Chambers, 1970: 221-225). 
 But it is hardly surprisingthat the "social welfare'' approach led to increased dependencY and that, in turn, to the
 
other symptoms.
 

A major part of resettlement in terms of ftmds, staff, and emphasis was theproposed agricultural revolution. It largely failed and could be examined in some detailbecause it throws light on many problems of development in rural Africa. 

"I'ht, resettled people, grouped in their new model towns, were expected
show how agriculture could be radicallv 

to 
transformed by adopting widespread mechanization,

cooperative systems of agriculture, and a "rational" system of rotational planting--naize,cowpeas, groundnuts, tobacco, sweet potatoes, legume-hay. The agricultural innovations,
combined with the new amenities in the towns--houses, improved health, schools, stores,markets, good ro(ads--were expected to lead to a new way of life in rural areas of Ghana.The same thinking underlay Kenya's Special Rural Development Programme (SRDP) wheresix "divisiolls" Were Selected Mngrounds of representativeness for multi-purpose development
projects. All aspects of development 
were intended to be "replicable;'' they could beintroduced painlhssl to tiher ecologicallv sirmilar areas. What went wrong with the
dreali in ;hana" I list a series of frictors which had some bearing 
on the results. 

'he plitie:l cli nac was a ,nmatjor factor. After Nkruimah's deposition in' ehru:Ir' 1 Iew gov\r'll llt it too hsome966, tile radical economic planning. Given
the deipleted treasury, mrtS%projects inevitatily suffercd severe bucIdg.t cuts, and the
Volta Project was MInc. Not eraough land had been clear ,d 
 for agrieultural development,

and further unding for land-clearing was d rastically cut. 
 By 196.1, when 5.1,000 acresshould have Iven chta rtWl, s, (101) acres had been cleared, :uill 1y the end oif 1965 a total
of onlv 15, 000 :r,'res W\Cr cleared, clearly 
zot enough land for the pro)posed farms.
Other factors influenced the inadequate clc:ring--the weather, poor planning, and

illoveli zati on probllcos -- whihl IConsider scparatel).
 

r fewfIw arg'-scale hllizil a ,rIagricultural IprojeCts have sttcceded
Africa. Antiong :eCuL1rl'enot difficulties :ire iinttaining eqti iment, 

in 

holding parts, 
and training operators. 

The farnet'' w't 'V lot well prep)red. %lost African subsistence farners are useid to a Variety oI inevitable risks hut do not have the nargin necessary to take
additional risks. ThIe settlers, ignorant and suspicious, were reluctant to give up
stltusistvince for cash crops. 

)espite no itrevious extperitcne C oCf cooperation, the settlers were expectedto participate in agriutltur:al cooperatives. i'redictably, all sorts of problems arose,as the, have in other Itart:, of Africa where cooperation has been seen as "the solution,"
:nd where insufficient attention has been given to social conditions. In addition, theconcepit of "c ooperatin" ha l been tainted Ihy the abuses of the CPP. 
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Other factors included farms smaller than viable size, land tenure unclear, 
marketing arrangements confused, and a host of administrative and planning problems. 

Like the optimistic planners in those early days, I too looked on the Volta 

Project as an opportunity for combining development and research in the interests of 

both science and policy (Brokensha, 1963; Brokensha and Scudder, 1968). Nov 

I agree with Chambers (1970:258-260) that resettlement is more "a wound" than 

an opportunity. But I still think that research from both social and physical scientists 

has a valuable place in development projects. 

It is true that the VRA did appoint an anthropologist, David Butcher, but his 

appointment came after the major decisions had been made about resettlement. Ideally, 

there should be input from anthropologists before, during, and after the acual project 

and, in this case, the relocation. With hindsight, we can all say that we did not 

stud' the proposals as thoroughly as we should have, now were we sufficiently aware of 

the potential hazards. But now, in 1976, there is no excuse for anthropologists nor 

for administrators to be so lax. 

The University of Ghana proposed an ambitious research program for Volta in 

1964, covering 12 disciplines from archaeology to zoology but very little work 

actually took place. There is a need not so much to do more research, but to use 

existing data. Despite efforts at "manuals of resettlement" each new man-made lake 

project director acts as though no research iad been done IIi'Viouslv 13rokensha and Scudder, 

1968; Scudder, 1976). In addition to social research, there is a need to disseminate 

studies on the biological and health impacts of dams. 

Conclusion 

I conclude by suiniarizing two of the major points stressed by Scudder in 

an excellent and insightful recent article 1976). First, dams have suffered from being 
regarded almost exclusively from tilepower viewpoint, whereas what is needed is a 

multipurpose a)proach to river basin development. 

Second, and this I regard as the greatest lesson from the Volta, ways must be 

fotmd to in ,'olve people, to increase popular participation, and to avoid what Scudder calls 

the "development from above syndrome," crcat.(I by the prestge aspects of dlams, by 

the involvement of heads of state, and b a tc'ndenc, of planners and bureaucrats to 

resent local participation. roo tn, teI ,cal people arc w,.ongfully assumed to 

be conservative, resistant to change, and stucod. The SIIPI in Kenya similarly was 
based on "development from above', as 0lS in Africaha'.' ,st devei0l)nlent plans 

in both colonial and post-colonial Africa. I',insure meaningful popular participation is 

a laborious and complex business, but it ispossible and essential for the success of 
such plans. 

Finally, although I have been critical of aspects of the \'lt.\, I again repeat 

that the record of many Ghanaian officials has been excellent especially anmong 

resettlement teams. Often they have been models of patience, tact and devotion to 
duty. 

Chambers' overall characterization of the res,,ttlenient is of a "brave and 

imaginative attempt." And Lurnsden 1973) makes an in, resting contrast with a prolpsed 
resettlement of Indians at the James Bay hydroelectric project in Quebec, Canada, 

concluding that the motives and actions of Canadian officials compare adversely with 
those of the Ghanaians in the VIR.\. 
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THE IMPACT OF THE VOLTA RIVER PROJECT
 
ON THE LIFE STYLE AND POPULATION DISTRIBUTION IN
 

TIlE VOLTA RIVER BASIN
 

by 

George Benneh* and Robert Dodoo** 

The Volta River Project is the most important single government undertaking
in the economic development of Ghana. Speaking about this project to the National Assembly
in February 1961, the then Nkrumah said,President Kwame "... this important project will 
transform not only the geography of Ghana but also its economy and the rate of its progress
towards a balanced future." It is perhaps too early for the project to have made full 
impact on the economy of Ghana. iSut for the people living in the Volta River Basin who 
were directly affected by the project, the creation of Volta Lake has led to changes in 
their lifestyles and attitudes. Some of these changes were anticipated ard encouraged 
by the Volta River Authority (VRtA) while others have come about as a result of spontaneous
reactions of people to their new environment. This aspect of the Volta River Project has 
attracted the attention of researchers and a number of studies have been carried out in 
recent years. 

In this paper an attempt will be made to assess the impact of the Volta River 
Project with specific reference to changes in the distribution and lifestyle of people in 
the Volta River Basin. 

Before the construction of the Akosombo Dam, it was estimated that 80, 000 
people lived in about 700 villages in the basin. About 90 percent of the adult population
obtained their main source of' income from agriculture, largely through cocoa cultivation. 
The rest earned their income through fishing, or through a combination of fishing and 
farming. 

The design and standard of housing varied considerably with the different etimic 
groups who lived in the basin and in accordance with the financial standing of the householder. 
In the northern section Of the basin, people built as many round huts as the family required.
In the southern section on the other hand, some houses reflected the Western European
design with on( or two central rooms, chambers and a veranda in the immediate front. 
The materials used varied from temporary matting to local swish clay, sometimes plastered 
with cement. 

The Volta River Resettlement Scheme was the most important ancillary project
undertaken in connection with building Akosombo The other ancillary projectsDam. were 
developing Akosombo township -uld developing the lake for fishing and transportation. 

'Department of Geography, University of Ghana 

**Secretary, Planning and Analysis Group, Council for Scientific and Industrial Research 
(CSIR), Ghana. 
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hntplementhlig the resettlement scheme has had great impact on both the 
pattern of distribution of population in the hasin and the lifest yle of the people. Referring 
to the resettlement scheme, the late president of Gihana said, "No one should as a result 
of the project be worse off than before, and nev.' conditions should be as good if not 
better than the old ones Ileft behind." This then became te gliding principle of \'L-\ with 
respect to the rese'ttlelllellt schel"ne. 'l'he scheiLme was to be used as an opportunity to 
entance the social, eCllol i :111d 'Ollditions Of the Iet ple whos eph.,Si cal lands had been 
floodd. Their s ysten ot -agrieullrewas to be improve'd and new tonVlships were to 
be planed and locatUd in Such a way that people Inthe Volta River Basiinwould benefit 
front changs brought about by the V\ohIta lie Pl'( jLeCt. 

The selectLi1 'Ifthe n'\ msitltVlme villzages Sites was blse on social, 
econt01ni. and ph\Sical faetors, (;V.'oupin g 700 .illages nlldhamlets into tnl 52 larger 
settliemen s complicated the problem ,,fsite selectin,.. Refusal hy tee group of people 
to join antther stemimed fron fear that such amalgamatiOns would 'esult in loss Of 
identity a 'ddomination ti one group by anothor. People to be resettled were given the 
,.pporthni.y to choose the ntew settle roent where they%preferred to live. Proposed sites 
were then subjected to prelininary feasihilit\ tests fr esCof acess, water supply 
potentialities, atnd capability of the land to support the prlt. ed sys tent of improved, 
fixed agriculture. Wherever p)ssible new settlentets wer planned as exten1sions to 
existing villages to make it possible for settlers to he absorbed into existing, functioning 
communities. The nine broad ethnic groups in the lake area were used to define resettlement 
groupings. 

Table I shows the number of people alf,_tvd in the various ethnic groups 
as of December 31, 1965. 

TABLE 1 

AREA POPULATION 	 NO. OF NO. OF NO. OF NEW 
HOUSES VILLAGES SETTLEMENTS 

North Kwaht 11,670 2,460 199 5 

South Afram 11,659 1,S77 52 6 

Akwamu 	 6, S22 1,437 69 5 

Ewe Guan 	 8,397 1, S94 97 9 

Buem Akan 	 4,747 1,091 102 4 

Pal 	 5,698 1, I. 48 3 

Krachl 	 14,533 2,516 75 7 

Brong 	 6,742 1, 156 71 5 

Gonja 	 7,141 1, 210 44 8 

77,409 14,799 757 52 

The new settlements were designed to suit a farming population and the planned 
introduction of new industries later. The people were resettled in larger population 
units, most units having between 2,000 and 5, 000 people. An attempt was made to 
settle villages in wards so that adjacent wards would be friendly and the communities 
would remain under their own traditional leaders. 

The sites were provided witl nulear or ,,re houses itt settlement townships 
with schools, water supply and othe! public facilities, and access roads. Core houses 
had concrete floors and aluminum roofing for ',w, roorns and two porches bul Only one 
room was completed at the time of allocation to the settlers. It was planned that the 
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additional room and two porches would be completed by the settlers. The cement for 
making landcrete blocks was provided along with window and door frames, hinges, and 
locks. By 1968 the VIRA had allocated 11,459 houses to settlers. Assuming that all 
settler-householders moved with their entire households, the expected population of 
tlhe settlements would have been 62, 367. The results of a post-resettlement socio
economic survey by thu Volta Lake Research Project in 1968 showed that of the 1, 158 
houses forming a ten percent systematic sample, only 71.9 percent or 833 houses were 
lived in. ['his means that there was as much as 29 percent p( pulation drop. The 
surve report confirmed that at least one reason for people leaving the settlements was 
the shortage id larmlad. 

The agricultural poticy of the Government of Ghana at the time the resettlement 
scheme was being pIlannod was based on the development of largescale, mechanized state 
and cooperative farming. Tie Ministry of Agriculture therefore believed that the 
resettlement of a large number oif farmers in relatively large villages would provide an 
ideal situation in which to implement such a policy. M.S.O. Nicholas outlined the aims 
of agricultural policy for the settlers during the Volta Resettlement Symposium in 
Kumasi as follows: 

It was decidool that each arable farmer have a minimum of 12 acres to 
be achieved as quickly as possible under mechanized farming with 
provision for expansion to a maximum of 30 acres at a more distant 
time after consolidation. The tree crop fa'rmers, who comprised .14 
percent of the population, were to have a minimum of 5 acres and a 
maximum of 15, the intensive livestock farrers (16.4 percent of the 
population) a minimum of 3 acres each and the pastoral farmers (5.8 
percent) a minimum of 12 acres, the tree crop farmer to intercrop 
his young trees till they start bearing. 

Experience in the field rapidlly showed that tile initial target of 12 
arable cares per farmer culd not be achievcd in the time availibie. The acreage 
was then reduced biy half, meaning that about 54, 000 acres had to be cleared, but 
by beginning of 19m5 oinl' 15, Ot0u acres had been cleared. This initial, problem has 
continued to be a linoiting hactor in implementing agricultural polic) In rc ettlement 
villages. By 196S the average acreage given to a settler had 'cen reduced to three acres. 
As the advance report tin the findings of the 1J6s post-resett.emeiit ,ocio-economic survey 
observed, "The biggest factor responsible for the relatively small nu.mnler of farmers 
found in the settleinerts is the shortage of land. Of 922 farmers inter, iewed only 476 (51.6 
percent) were actually farning and -1-16 4 

.4 percent) were not farm ig."' Of the 
.146 pepCle not farming at the tine of the survey, 320 gave the lack of farm land as 
their reason. 

The agricultural policV had as i's main objective improving the traditional 
bush-fallow s*vsten of farming in the basin by encouraging farmers to use fertilizers and 
to adopt mechanized fa'ming. The results have not been encouraging. The original 
concept of large, nuch.nized fatmns could not be fully implemented because of land 
shortagei and the goyenr, nients inability to clear more land in time for sowing. Before 
196S it cost the VII.A etween C6ti, 000} and 1.00, 000 annuallv to ,operate its mechanical 
agriculture prog ra ihut the value of the crops grown for settlers did not exceed C 310, 000 
per annum. 

Varuers havc been encouraged to grow new kinds of cash crops. Tobacco 
is an inllportanlt crop 11w at A npaem, Nkwakubew, O1hiamankyene, and other settlements. 
Sugar cane is cultivattd at Senchi and Mpakadan. Maize is grown for cash at more sites 
than a. (it he e r op. 

Moreover, there is an important development in agriculture associated with 
the lake: cultivating the draw-down atrea. Farmers have taken advantage of the good 
soil-ntooistu re relationship in the draw-down area to grow mostly vegetables during the 
dry seasoi1 win ta rio i ig elsewhere is impossible without irrigation. Land for cu.ltivation 
in the draw-down area is rented 1)v settler-farmers or acluired by free allocation. 
l.and is rented in areas where the owners claim not to have been compensated by the 
government for the loss of farm lands through flooding caused by building the Akosombo 
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Dam. This is the area of the Kroho 1 where 0individual farmers still enjoy rights 

over portions of their land which are seasonally flooded. The rent is between 0 6 and 

0H for a plot of land about ont-half an acre il size. tn the other hand, in areas where 

the government aottuiret land fir resettlement villages such as Anmpaem and New 

Oworobong illthe Ewahu District, Cvivl'%. iI' entitled a Of theSLttlcr-fa is to iorotion 

draw-down area for farming. lh Size of land ap)ort'(ioned to individual faliliCs 

averages about one-lenth tofal alr'e. A( A 111am %hereV ttt resettleientt village is 

made illof four ethnic group.s, the diw--lown-area is divided allolig tilt,heads of 

the communities who illturn parcel it 0u' It the ldi idual fanilies. 

Ss-- the most importantQuick-nmaturing crop virieties at' gl',,,i,inclding tolllati 

cash crop--peppet, beans, maize, and .sug:ar cat, P1lanitntg oCcurs Ill January when 

floods have retreated. Cultivation continues ,untiI -Mavwhetn all plantittg ceases to avoid 

crop loss because of the rising lake extLettI t -Wu.st. Soil fertility' is maintained 

by rotting plants and other organic Matter leito(ver after ti flood retreat. The main 
itnplements used by farniers arc the hoe tnd ltatchet, hut in reSetttlemellt villages, 
tractors are iS ed for clearing vegetatiin I ph ts.to',re alating 

Crop yields are high itt draw-dh,\. i areas. Thtre is a ready tita1rket for 

vegetables grown by farmers ini the area but p)rices fluctuate because of tle lack of 
good storage facilities. Tte price of a basketful of tomatoes weighing 25 pounds varies from 
0.60 to i 11.50 during the farming season. 

If there have not been substantial changes in farming techniques and the increase 

inagricultural production has not beeun appreciable, the same cannot be said for the 

lake's thriving fishing industry. The transformation of thc former river tit, Volta 

Lake and the consequent expansion iii the fish population have offered occupational 
opportunities to a large number of people. Before tILdam was built there were SOtoL 
1, 200 fishermen living along the old Volta River and its tributaries Sottie Of which are 
now covered by the lake. By 1970, some 12, 500 fishermen were living with at least 

part of their families in tuore than 1, 000 villages built around the lake by the peoi)e 
themselves . The dominant ethnic group is tilTengu but there are also Adangbwe, 
Anlo, and others. The principal fishing craft operating on the lake in 1969 were plank 
canoes. Fishernt use multifilament gill nets oif arious mesh sizes and hooks and 

lines. Fish are processed and preserved b% sm,4,king, salting, and drying. Smoking is 
done in earthen ovens. Marketing is done either by fishing-village woiten who take the 

processed fish to market centers at road heads, or by;fish traders from the cities who 
travel in transport launches to collect processed filasfrom the fishermen. The three 
major fish landing and marketing centers are Kpandu, .\btoase, and Yeji. Fish from 
the lake are sold to people in towns within IGO kin 100 it iles) radins of the lake. 

So lucrative atis the fishin, on Volta Lake that it has beenbeen iIdustry 
attracting many young persons from other ceupations. Clerical workers, teachers, 
farm laborers, and traders have moved it,, fishing because of the high financial 
rewards. The iinportance of this return to village life of educated young men in the long 
rui will have far reaching consequences in the region's developnlment. Some of tile 
ex-teachers fishing in the villages, for example, have been known to start literacy 
classes for adults and children. They are also agents (if change in tilttraditional 
village communities iecause thev pass On niew ideas, values, and attitudes gained 
from city life. 

The creation of the lake has affected econmic activities seriously on the 
Lower Volta, however. Tie traditional riparian comnunities were farmers and 
fishers. The annual flooding enriched the land used for agriculture and restocked 
the numerous creeks used for fishing by the riverin, population. During the dry 

season when the river was low, river clams Egena radiata) were collected. The 

very existence of the riparian conmonu itics depended solely on the Volta l/iler. 

Datuming the river brought changes in the ecological balance of the 
physical environnierit upon which the farming and fishing conlmunities (f tile Lower 
Volta depended for their ecotionc; coriseiquently mani; people lost traditional 
means of making a living. The result has been migration of people from the Lower 
Volta, particularly the Tongu, to lakeside fishing grounds. Some of these people 
migrated to the Kpandu area and established their owl, fishing villaget in the lakeshore. 
These villages hear the names of towns and villages froi which tilemigrants came, 

e.g. , Agave-Tenu and Baterkefe. Agave and Bator are settlements in the Tongu district. 
A Volta Lake Research Project Study stated that there were atout 132 fishing villages in 
the economic catchment area of Kpandu. 
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A survey carried out by Ntumy (1971) on changes in the human geography
of the Kpandu traditional area resulting from the formation of Lake Volta confirm some
of the general observations made in this paper. About 35. 2 square miles of the 85. 7-square
miles Kpandu traditional area has been taken up by the lake. With this land was lost 
cash tree crops such as cocoa, coffee, and oil palm. The VRA introduced mechanized 
agriculture and new crops in the new settlements. An agricultural unit attached to the
Simpeta resettlement was expected to train people to operate new agricultural machines. 
Perhaps the turn of events at Simpeta is typical of what happened in the other resettlement 
villages. 

In December 1963, the first resettlers arrived to form the village nucleus,
397 people from 11 villages to be resettled in Simpeta in 80 housing units. But only
56 housing units were built, including three for official use. Of the 53 housing units 
allocated to settlers, only 19 were occupied in 1970 by their owners. Fifteen units 
were looked after by caretakers. Nine others were occupied by tenants and 10 units 
were vacant. Although 2,000 acres were originally acquired for Simpeta settlers,
the area subsequently was reduced to only 50 acres. It is not suprising, therefore,
that apart from growing food crops for their own use, the remaining settlers have not 
taken farming seriously. Many have left Simpeta for the lakeside where they could 
earn higher incomes from fishing. According to Ntumy (ibid), part of the Simpeta 
problem lies in its location. As he observed, "Simpeta it would seem is not well
sited. ... the best location would have been at a place near Tokor, the port where 
the resettlers interested in fishing would havc engaged in it without having to quit
their homes and where in the absence of land for farming, the rest of the people could 
have engaged i such tertiary activity as trading." 

In spite of the disappointing result at Simpota, the introduction of mechanized 
agriculture in the area has had some impact on the peoples' farming techniques.
According to Ntumy, at least one of the people originally trained by the Simpeta VRA 
agricultural unit now owns a tractor with which he works for people on contract. 
The VRA agricultural unit also operates a tractor-hire scheme for farmers in the 
Kpandu traditional area. 

However, fishing has become the most important industry in the Kpandu 
area. The rapid development of fishing at Volta Lake has provided jobs for many
people. Canoe-buil&Llg has become an important occupation as has the trade in 
fish. Twice a week, about 100 women, the most important "middlemen" in the 
industry, gather at Tokor to huy fish from several hundred other women--the fishermen's 
wives and smaller "middlemen". Some 20 tons of fish may change hands, depending 
upon the tine of the year. Then, the bigger fish traders tL.rn t,wend their ways to 
several major markets in southern Ghana, especially Accra, *oforidua, and Tema. 
At their destination tile'Y and return to Tokor for newse(1the fish t,other fish traders 

consignii en i.
 

Although the local Kpandu people are involved in the fishing industry,
by far the most important fishermen are the Tongus who have migrated from the 
Lower Volta. According to Butcher, the ambitions of a Tongu fisherman are to 
build in his hometown a fine house with cement block walls and roofed with aluminum sheets; 
to save capital to open a shop and to give his children a good education; and to buy
transistor radios, sewing machines and other manufactured goods. With the lucrative 
trade in fishing the Tongou fisherman is inl a position t(o realize his ambitions and thus
help generate economic activit y in his homc area which has been affected adversely by the 
danming of the Volta River at Aksomnl)). 

The creation of t1c lake has brought about changes in the transportation system 
too. Lake transport is beCming increasinglv more important than road transport in 
moving foodstuffs and fish l1irm the bas in to southern Ghana. Apart from sone 1,500
small boats plying the Volta I ake, the main effort at promoting transport expansion
has been borne by the Volta lake Transport Company, LtL., which was incorporated
in Ghana in February 1970 anl l1h'mally in:ugurated in October 1971. Volta Lake Transport's
first vessel, "Yapei Queen," has a cargo capacity of 250 tons and seating accommodation 
for 60 passengers. It was emninissioned October 30, 1971. 

Although implenrentting resettlenent scheme policies has not been without its 
problems as it has been demonstrated in this paper, on balance, the ordinary people for 
whose benefit all (evelopmlnt projects are intended certainly have been given the opportunity 
to improve their style of li ing. Certainly many children have found themselves close 
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The n'ettlers also enjoy better health facilitiesto primary s cht,ols for the first tile. 
and ha ve ,iccc ;t:ip a hI water. Iiist ruc't i iii hewalth, honlnc economics , and other 

hnl: been provided in settlement towns. 'ie introdUCtion of 
aspects uf ziociawl re 
mechaxnized agri ulture tttim not been particla'ely successful; however, some settlers 

beell able to acquire technical skills which acquisition is bound
for the first tinc ha.;L. 
in timt. to have aln effect olnthe development of the area. The attract ion the fishing 

area has served to underlin'v the fact that the ordinary
industry has for the tpeople in tile 

economic advantage. What he needs are
Ghanaian net-is no encouragement to exploit an 

ctlnitittns, the market, the infrastnicture to make it possible to exploit his
favorable 
resources. 
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ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE VOLTA RIVER PROJECT 

by 

Assibi 0 Abudu* 

I. Introduction 

Development of the Volta River Basin and harnessing the power of its waters for

the economic welfare of Ghana exemplifies in one package numerous interesting factors

which include an exercise in applied economics, the convergence and even divergence of
various domestic and external interests, the challenges of maintaining a healthy ecological

matrix and the force of human willpower and the aspirations, many of which have yet to

be realized, of a people determined to make the best of living the 20th century. What

has been achieved to date can be only a beginning; the remainder of what has yet to be

clone is the challenge which has to be grappied with by Ghanaians of today 
as well as those
 
in the several centuries to come.
 

-\vailable studies estimate that the Volta River Basin has been inhabited by
human beings for at least 500, 000 years (Kalitsi, 1973). However, it was within the
 
past 30 centuries that agriculture, trade, and other economic activities of a relatively
more complicated nature were undertaken. The lower population density of the basin, 
as compared with other parts of Ghana, can be attributed to factors which include pestilence,
certain diseases such as sleeping sickness and river blindness which have become

endemic, slave raiding of the 17th and 18th centuries, and during the 19th and 20th

centuries, relatively superior economic opportunities in other parts of Ghana.
 

The birth of the idea that the Volta River tBasin had some potential to be
developed and exploited can be traced to 1899 when a survey was first undertaken. 
However, an endorsement of the idea had to await the Watson Report of 1948 which re
commended the Volta River Project be undertaken as a national concern. In any case,
for the project to be brought to fruition it took the determination and iron will of Dr. Kwame
Nkrumah, the first president of the Republic of Ghana, the political cooperation of
President Eisenhower, financing from the World Bank and sources within the United
States, technical expertise of Kaiser Engineers, the willingness of the Volta Aluminium
Company (VALCO) to establish an alumina smelter or reduction plant at Tema, and a
commitment by the people of Ghana to see the project through (Birmingham, Neustadt,
and Omaboe, 1966). 

Large-scale relocation of people, under any circumstances, has always been anintricate operation. The complexity is heightened in a country such as Ghana with its various
etlic communities, religious customs, and totems and taboos1 and other othno-sociological 

OMinistry of Economic Planning, Government of Ghana. 
1. The sacrificial slaughter of livestock was necessary to move fetish shrines and traditional
stools from old to new communities. To relocate the fetish and traditional stools of old to 
new Kete-Krachi, the Volta River Authority had to provide for sacrificial and purification
slaughter, 30 cows, 92 sheep, 102 chickens, and 98 bottles of assorted liquor. 
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variables. Moreover, further complications arise in the sphere of research adequacy, 

administrative and logistical facilities and infrastructures, as well as financial 

All these problems applied wvith equal force either in the destruction ofresources. 
edsting facilities or the creation of fresh environments, the two aspects which comprised 

the Volta River Project. Almost 80,000 people, comprising about one percent of the 

population of Ghana at that time, had to be moved from about 738 villages and hamlets 

to be resettled in 52 communities with relatively larger populations ranging between 

2,000 and 5,0002. Most of the residents of the settlements which were to be inundated 

chose to be resettled, but about 15 percent chose to be compensated so that they could 

effect their own alternative arrangements. As of the end of December 1974, a total of 

about 4 2.2 million had been paid to those affected. 

The construction of the Akosombo Dam began in September 1961 and was 
completed in February 1965. Actual resettlement programs started in May 1962. 
By the close of 196- the Volta Lake had risen solic -17 meters (153 feet) inundating about 
19 percent of the s09,400 hectacres (2million acres) which would be submerged 
eventually by the completed lake. At that time about 4.4 villages and hamlets comprising 
about 68 percent of the total number of such communities which contained about 70 percent 
of the 80, 000 inhabitants had been flooded out and the inhabitants evacuated (Kalitsi, 1973). 
Therefore, in barely two Years this large-scale movement of persons had been accom
plished. Ideally, this should have been done less hastily and long in advance of the beginning 
of the dam construction in 1961. There was more time for the eventual relocation of the 
remaining 30 percent of the population during a four-year period. People were relocated 
at the annual rate of between 3, 000 and 6, 000 persons along with their belongings (Kalitsi, 
1973). 

The dam was built and the various pieces of equipment and machinery for 

generating electricity were installed. Whlat then can be considered as comprising the 
economic impact of this giant project? In the first instance, the lake which was created 
was then the largest man-made lake in the world covering an area of 3,300 square miles 
(about S,500 kl-), almost four percent of the surface area of Ghana. The lake has a 
length of about 250 miles (402 kin) and a shoreline of about 3, 000 miles (4, s27 kin). 

Although the Volta River Project can be thought of as a multipurpose river 

basin development, the most important reason for its existence is to generate electricity, 
most of which is consumed by the VALCO to reduce alumina to aluminium 3 . There are a 

variety of multipurpose potentialities inherent in the project and each of these will be 

taken up in turn. 

II. Power Generation 

First, the existence of VALCO made electric power generation by the Volta 

River Project an economic proposition. One might question the relatively low cost to 
VALCO for the power it consumes, about 2.6 U.S. mills per kilowatt hour, an amount 
which is equivalent to the cost of generating the electricity. However, this source of 

revenue to the Volta River Authority (VRA) is sizable. Over and above providing electricity 
to VALCO and domestic consumers, Ghana supplies the republics of Togo and Benin about 

20 MW per annum, or 160 GWhrs per annum, with a contractual limit for the sale of 

power set at 50 MW, or 438 GWhrs per annum (Casely-Ilayford, 1975). 

2. Moving people included their properties. In this connection the evacuation included 
173, 000 domes.ic animals, 19, 000 birds, some 18, 000 tables, 53, 000 chairs, 3,000 
cupboards, 600 chests of drawers, and 68, 000 assorted boxes. 

3. It has been pointed out correctly that if Ghana had not reached agreement with the 
VALCO group of companies to establish a smelter, the Volta River Project might never 

have been executed. VALCO has two shareholders: Kaiser Aluminium and Chemical 
Corporation have 90 percent of the shares, and Reynolds Metal Company owns 10 percent 
(Birmingham, Neustadt, and Omaboc, 1966). 

http:domes.ic
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Within the Ghanaian economy, about 97 percent of the power consumed serves 
mines and other ndustries within a triangular area which points are Accra-Tema, Kumasi 
and Sekondi-Takoradi. Rural areas receive few direct benefits from the power generated. 

As can be expected, the demand for electrical power will grow with impetus 
for growth coming from such factors as increased population and a raised standard of 
living, increased demand by industries as they expand capacities, and new aspects
of industrial production arising from increased local production of raw materials or 
the importation of particular raw materials in the national drive to engage in producing
items formerly imported. Table 1 summarizes projections of power production and use. 
Data are founded on the normal domestic demand growth rate for electricity based upon
performance of the economy in recent years. If as a result of the present Intensive 
drive for agricultural development the rate of growth of the economy should accelerate,
the need to generate more power wald be more acute. As matters now stand, the 
present facilities should prove inadequate by 1980. 

Table 1 

FORECAST OF LOAD GROWTH OF ELECTRICAL POWER 

Domestic 1975 1980 1985 Ma 1995 

Demand (MW) 218 331 485 681 860 
Energy (GWhr) 1,233 1,868 2,731 3,784 5,391
 

VALCO
 

Demand (MW) 315 400 400 400 400 
Energy (GWhr) 2,700 3,430 3,430 3,430 3,430 

Ghana total (including Togo and Benin 

Demand (MW) 558 780 933 1,135 1,405 
Energy (GWhr) 4,207 5,791 6,701 7,917 9,508 

Power generation Is a very costly proposition and the extent of its capital
intensity surpasses the ability of most non-oil producing, developing countries to undertake 
without resort to external financial institutions. The magnitude of financing required to 
produce additional energy from other sites in Ghana is Indicated in Table 2. Along with 
the information contained in Table 3, it can be seen that the next line of alternative, 
economically feasible projects in Ghana exhibit increasing costs as the total energy 
output simultaneously decreases. However, within the current international 
economic environment of increasing petroleum costs and expensive alternative 
sources of energy, it appears that Ghana should continue to look to harnessing its 
rivers to generate power for its economic development. 
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Table 2 

SITES AND ESTIMATED ENERGY FOTENTIAL 

River Site 	 Energy Potential 
(GWhurs/annum) 

Volta Akosombo 	 5,625 
Kpong 	 940
 

Black Volta 	 Bui 1, 040 
Bamboi 200 

Koul bi 250 

White Volta 	 Pwalugu 133 
Bimbini (Pasinkpe) 63 

TOTAL POWER POTENTIAL 

= 8.250 GWhrs/annum 

Table 3 

CAPITAL INVESTMENT REQUIRED FOR ECONOMIC SITES 
AND ASSOCIATED INDICES OF 

COST 

Site Capital cost Capacity index cost Energy index 

(US$ million) (US $/KW) cost(US mills/ 
Kwhr) 

2.1Akosombo 228.0 144 

(Completed) 

Kpong 150.0 1,030 14.9 

(Projected) 

Bui 198.0 1,165 18.0 

(Projected) 

* Source : Casely-Hayford 
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IIl. Agriculture 

Next in line of importance in the Volta River Project is the enormous potentialfor irrigating land to produce food crops and Industrial raw materials. Most agricultural
activities directly associated with the project can be classed in two aspects. The first concerns the resettled individuals who were to be assisted through developing land they
could farm employing modern technology, inputs and facilities. Available Information
Indicates that the program, although well-conceived, was not researched and Implemented
properly. However, It appears that current circumstances within the country would permitdeveloping relatively large-scale agriculture as envisaged for the resettled populations
of the Volta River Basin. 

The most vigorous agricultural activities immediately surrounding the lake 
are undertaken on the almost 100,000 acres of land exposed when the water recedes
during dry periods (Kwei, 1976), Each farmer works about 1.5 acres of land. Cropscultivated are vegetables, mainly tomatoes, which mature before the waters rise again.
Adjoining these draw-down lands, residents simultaneously engage In fishing, andcultivating root crops, maize and other produce. Although it appears rather obviousthat such a large body of water could be used effectively to irrigate almost all arid and 
semiarid areas in Ghana, the deduction is more apparent than real. It appears thatbeyond a certain level of diversion of water for irrigated agriculture and other domestic 
uses, there is a tradeoff between these uses north of Akosombo and generating electrical 
power. There is a limit, therefore, as to how much water can be diverted for other purposes in contrast to that required for generating electricity. However, as the potential
for irrigation is exploited at whatever level can be considered to be economically feasiblewhile making due provision for other competing uses of the water, the beneficial effects 
on the production of crops and livestock will be phenomenal. 

IV. Fishin 

Fishing had been an important economic activity of Volta River Basin residents
long before the project to create a lake was first conceived. However, as can be expected
in an environment of small markets and, therefore, small operators, individuals do notspecialize. Most basin residents undertake economic activities,numerous simultaneously
the most important of which are fishing,agriculture, and hunting. It has been variouslyestimated that about .10,000 tons of fish are harvested annually from the lake. The most recent
available information is summarized in Table ,4. 

TA B LE 4 

ESTIM TED ANNUAL FISl CATCH FROM 

TIlE VOLTA LAKE 
1973-75 (TONS) 

YEA CATCI (tons) 

1973 3r,,900 
1974 37,300 
1975 41,945 

Source: Kwei 

According to available estimates, there are about 13, 000 canoes on the lake.There is a Volta Lake Research and Development project which, among many other
responsibilities, is introducing an appropriate technology fishing package to the lake.
The traditional canoes and fishing nets are unnuitable for the deeper and larger expanse
of water. The new technology package involvcs more stable boats, the use of outboard
motors, and better fishing nets and will raise fishing productivity and the standard of 
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Part of this new economic environment
living of those persons engaged in this industr'y. 

as that of the Kpandu-Torkor fishery complex (Futa,
includes modern fishing ports such 

to be a boost in fish processing and other 
1975). With catch improvement there is bound 

as the magnitude of these activities increases, so will their 
ancillary facilities and 

employ nent opportunities.
ability to diversifty economic activities and 

V. Transportation 

and the middle portions of Gliana. An
\'olta Lake reaches into the north 

motors!ength from 30 to 45 feet and employing outboard 
estimated 120 flat boats ranging in 

lip and .40 hp carry processed fish and agricultural produce between production
of between 20 

and short distance transportation on theThe transverseand market centers tKwei, 1976). 
and cargotlowcv-r, transportation of passengers

lake falls exclus ively to these craft. 
in the north, is 

up and down the length of the lake, from Ak, sontb in the south to Yapei 

the Volta lake Transport Company, a limited liabilitv 
undertaken by vessels owned bv 

company under VIA aegis 

potential fur decreasing the cost of transportation to (3.ana and its neighboring
The 

has been explored. For instance,countries, especiallN , the Republic of 1*pper Volta, hardly 

there is a need to coordinate all existing and contemplated medit of people anti cargo 
on the Volta Lake.can supplement transportationtransportation so that these other media 

with other media. t'he tim., it took 
Water transportation is relatively cheaptr compared 

can be :educed by hydrofoil craft use -W'V,'tat 
to move people and goodts by water now 


Volta Lake has lighted navigational channels and lake trans pu rtat ion
 
the whole length of the 
should prove vasilv superior to other existing alternatives. The data in Table 5 clearly 

transportation.demonstrate the ,,.tential for lake 

Table 5 

BY THE VOLTA TRANbPORTTRAFFIC HANDLED 

COMPANY, LTD. 

1970-1974 

1973 1974
1970 1971 1972 


Passengers
 

6,533 6,887 12,300 A10,996 6,815V.L.T.C. 

Akosomb
1,611 1,573 17,355
-Queen -

Total 6,533 6,887 13,911 12,569 24,170 

Cargo (tons) 3,085 4,890 17,923 28,202 24,300
 

Source: VRA 13th Annual Report, 1974 

V1. Wildlife Sanctuary and Tourism 

the western flanks of the lake, the DigyaThere is a wildlife national park on 


National Park, established by national legislation. Establishing these types of sanctuaries
 

within the economic development context of

has been a long-standing program pursued 


ensure that the various species of the nation's
the country. Apart from the need to 

the added contribution this resource makes to
wildlife do not become extinct, there is 


the protein intake of the people. Ghanaians love wild or bush meat but the current market
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prices of wild meat are much higher than those for domesticated sources because wild meat

sells at a premium. While boosting tourism need 
not be the main reason for developing
wildlife sanctuaries, there Is no doubt that, othor things remaining equal, tourists fromabroad are more likely to visit a country which has relatively superior wild-life resource
 
attrations.
 

VII. Other Matters 

In this brief discussion attention has been focused mainly on predominant economic
benefits of the Volta River Basin development. There are many alternatives which could
have been realized but never were. For instance, Ghana has abundant bauxite reserveswhich can be converted into alumina and then reduced Into aluminium. Indeed, one of the
 
most talked about aspects 
 of the Volta River Project was the opportunity of establishing

plants which would convert locally mined bauxite. However, as has been pointed out elsewhere, the agreement which made the Volta River Project possible contained no commitment 
to establish such facilities in Ghana (Birmingham, Neustadt, and Omaboe, 1966). Therefore,
the alumina is imported for reduction in Ghana. There is also the unrealized vast irrigation
facilities associated with the idea of implementing the Volta River Project. All these factorsremain wirealized and thus the associated technological and other potential economic gains
for Ghana have been reduced significantly. 

Any interference with nature which creates benefits simultaneously brings in itswake numerous problems needing to be solved If the created benfits are not to be rapidlyeroded. There have been human problems of resettlement of the equivalent, at that time,
of one percent of the Ghanaian population. Simultaneously, ecological issues have arisenwhich hardly have been adexquately dealt with neither in terms of mission-or target-oriented
research not in terms of their solution (Freeman, 1974). 

Ghana is a much better place with the Volta River Project than without it, allthings considered. The overall effect on the economy cannot be measured adequately
regardless of the variables examined. Moreover, given the level of energy consumption
in Ghana and the reasonably high standard of living compared with most of Africa, oneshudders to think of what the nation's petroleum import bill would have been if there were 
no locally generated hydroelectricity. Indeed, local industries which now produce what 
previously was imported into the country are contributing also toward minimizing the costto the nation because most of what they produce, if manufactured abroad, would have 
had a high cost element derived from the inputs of petroleum. 
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VOLTA RIVER BASIN PROJECTS: IMPACT ON PUBLIC HEALTH 

by 

James P. Ganley, M.D., Dr. P.H. 

Public health in the Republic of Ghana is typical of many countries of West 

Africa. In-depth analyses of Ghanaian problems, their possible solutions and the Impact 
of programs on public health should be generalizable in principle to much of the savanna 

and Sqhelian regions. The public health problems can be characterized as communicable 

diseases, sanitation, and nutrition. 

The estimated population of Ghana in 1960 was 7.1 and In 1972 was estimated 

to be 9. 5 million with a population density of approximately 105 persons per square mile. 

The density is slightly higher In the rural northern region than elsewhere. The Increase 

in total population was approximately 30 percent over this 11-year span. The population 

of Ghana appears to be growing at a rate of almost three percent per year. If this 

rate continues, the population will double in about 20 years. 

The population dynamics of Ghana might be characteri.ed as high fertility 

and high but presently declining mortality rates. The crude birth .'ate is estimated 
to be between 47 and 52 per thousand population, the crude death rav between 17 to 

20 per thousand population, and the infant mortality rate between 122 to 160 per thousand 

live births. By contrast, the 1974 respective rates for the United States were 14. 9/1000, 
9. 2/1000, and 9. 2/1000, and 16. 7/1000. The life expectancy at birth in Ghana is 

estimated to be between 40 to ,48 years; the life expectancy at birth in the United States 
is 71.9 years. 

of West Africa, Ghana included, a cycle of poverty, malnutrition,In many areas 
disease, and impaired socioeconomic progress exist. Until this cycle can be broken or 

much of this broad area of Africa cannot make rapid strides ininterrupted at some point, 
One major obstacle is lack of water. And In many Instances there is adevelopment. 

is available. Two large reclamation projects arefailure to fully utilize what water 
the Seven Nations Volta River Onchocerciasis Controlcurrently under way in Ghana: 


Program, and the Volta River Dam. Both will have major impacts on the water
 
dynamics of the area and ultimately upon the public health of the country.
 

Malnutrition is probably the most important health problemin Ghana today, 
and must be considered to be epidemic. The recent drought in the Sahelian region of 
West Africa which touched part of the northern areas of Ghana caused a major 
depletion of food reserves. Throughout rural Ghana and slum areas of the larger cities, 
marasmus, kwashiorkor, and other types of protein-caloric malnutrition are commonly 
,Ftond in young children as well as in adults who have co-existing diseases of any type. 

Assistant Professor, Division of Opthalmology, Department of Surgery, and Department 

of Family and Community Medicine, University of Arizona Health Sciences Center, Tucson, 
A rizona 
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In the northern region, malintrition ij cti,qicat,,d b5 the lack of available land,

rainfall, and accessibility to large tracts aong tile Volta River.
 

Usually there is only (ne ial\'VSt p yu'en which ii tile nortlern region consists 
mainly if corn, Millet, pelalits, and )a iw. So~me (f these crops are eaten as food
throughout the year, some are res i'C% a.4 seed tot' t(: Ilext )lanting, and til rest are
 
sold in nearbyV inaikets, 'attle ,:o)naisting ,) 
 vntj, ii},, and cows ave raised to a
lesser extent, but iusall :rk ziol]d lou, Ca.fl, aI,]t ol) , o( i hlollll'y eatell at special

occasions. l.arg"-scalci attle tr'lisport:ati, 
 Ironi the north to theioutli of Ghana has
 
been limited 
Intil r(t lIh th t ts,tetlIv Ithltl in thu rain tor-elit area. 

Tit. hii''.' sltital,, ta.es pla at Ili' mil (,I ilhl rainy qcasoll. It is then
that the fre(ltin' , if ijIln tI'i ( i i Ight,.l. wheII th(' )."'-,ill veal"S hairvest begins to
 
deplete(. Tile lasic diw 
 ij lrily tarch with lo)(,.l W,Pirtit proltei. Fat utd
 
green vegetable.S' intaii' iS lw'N, and frkiuerItl, 
 spo)radic depending upon availability. Total 
caloric intake for tooth (it tilt( pipulation is lw. 

lil n 

mnalnutrition. III Ill;Ill\ : [1 i- i thie Clns il j-i 


Pl'ri' ;llilt alii 10 I': ing llitllt , All s 1 Cill r i Iarticularly subject to 
Otifet'd N''irking lten first, children and


Women101 What i ltf i\'i',. Ilitalltt.i r u tiall' uiirseil altil th tilext child is born or
 
until the i sittil,' dMiik ti. Sfooldneotarv foods for infants frequently are not

iItrixtLcICd tuu til ' tlo Ot' 
 '. ca )Il iite. however, at about _.ix fiOn1ths, tile calorie
 
intake frI Onttl lltlttli1s milk l.ies 
t1t satlfy the eil tial needs; it is about 

tthis tille tite toiti.)o hecitntsltna ma:)iti'st. It is ciitomlo belief iii mianv developing

cotuntries that pro) ,it lloll'ibutes to lioth diarrhea and intestiinal Woritts itt young

children and thirefirt' i:; withheld fron tt(e diet. As a comgi-quence, protein malnutrition
 
ill these children fun i- rtariled. 
 At sCh,Il age the child's growth rate improves. 

Vitait . f .. t hitA i(ittcii tet.:ctigniz.xe as a tua]lth problm il northern
Ghalla whe l(,,.V, zpi'adit' greeln vegtal)le toand fats intokhe contributes itt a major way
the problem. \Vitamin A defi ciecyi tV is preventeid iti soUthern Ghana by tile ready availability
and consumtion tof red ialm (il. hlanifestati(,. til avitaminosis A ill tile eves include
 
keratimalati:l and xcriip)'Jhalnia. 
 The rstlting blintiess typtically occurs in children
 
aged betwcll six ltitlths and six %ear:. 
 T,' cost (it catitt8 for thest, Wind over their
 
lifetime is'etiirtito.t. Acutleficittl 
 ,eril, hiliria trI inore likelv to develp

during such 
chillhil diseases asii s, high iti'ti's, :t il diarrh,as. 

'three. eiiicait- dt, 0I.'a8C!, hi(' ttIC' ll it a largL , tie Ihealth and
 
t'CitOllIiC dlev('hljtlIIcitt ,f4(hlll.i: Iltala .t, ,ih l'k is4s alld 
O.tht'r diseaIS s caised by

intestinal anti s. .Ll it' parasite,'. Ill larPi' 
 segW'nt.1 f th coon1try\ where Water stands 
for at le:it part of the year thert art' l'.*viigdt,'rt,', -tI.hrcloiic low-grade malaria.
 
ApplIroximat ly Il-15 iercent t)i thi' ,iitit i' ' S tota lid't 
 il re' attriIted to mtalaria with
Plasntodinlli falciparim accntlttiig Iri3hit 9.) inT'(Alt ut tlh' CaSes. Sa.ppiitg tile
strength, endtitrance, and resistance of thist illtit'ctl lnuli iduals perhaps is if nllore
 
iml)rtanice. Wirker pi'iductiVit% is ue'-i.atil% l:st'i4t'd. 
 large-scal, eradication
 
prigrams have het mtitt.l Ill
tii the istm Ii. tilt- Wrhi Ihtalth (.)i'galliiaim thWiO) with Sollle
Success. h\'evr, thes, ')ject,;.ts ha\ loi tilrr,,t. 't.ctith because olI mioe pressing
nolletai'y Itelds, tlld th' ialaria ii'itdlill Isl Wo ir ll g. 

'l' tai-rasti' infeetiiit, otilkhI'ciiilss, iS non' i'nnlllmo % lnown at'ound tile
worl as "ri\Ver hulldllss" betautse (if its i high 'lily'ii'ity aloIng itattvi major and nlinor 
waterwiys iif West and ('entr-l Africa. ''his nlicrifilatral lis.ase, transmitted by
the smnall black fl\ SiitUlitllI ottiti) I i 'pleiUildcnt lilupon r'aidlv flowing, highly oxygenated,
highly ntitritious water to IIIvehlut its lirate. Wilei water chiracte'ristics are optimal these 
larvat' ate fouttitd Ili ev t the stiiillst stcanits 

The ipl)er rCaches ratet tilt \'ilta Ri\V'r p'erial)S have the highest infectivity
ill the W'rld, ijact tl river.s tits region almost 75 percent of tileIn aildlites ti lit 
population InaN htirlr tilt' 'a .ttO 1 1d 1t1it) It'll I)t''ctlt hive eVere bilateral visual 
impairmtent. Il]ilihtess l't(iiU t\C' illCeaqe, direcilv with age so that illilig villagers
50 years o lde, pCet'llt ate sevrely h id from this disease. Larger alniost 5i) 


umilllbers if llwr,ftlaria Ilg rait, intoiall tart; 
 tf the eye over long pe'iods of titlli,
gradually IprKhI.,ilug si0vete it1llInge with illipaii'lliellt of vision. Be'ase of their 
blitndleSs the ilildi\'itals ta'illtit 'olitt'ilutt, () tilt! air a s ecoionl,y ind becomte, instead,
a1 biurden to their bufily aitd society. They frtueiltly are left to fcnd for themselves. 

http:ject,;.ts
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field surveys, it is not uncommon to find 200-300 microfilaria inIDurin onchocerciasis 
a s in biopsy one-square millimeter. These microfilarla compete with the human host 

for its protein and caloric intake further exacerbating malnutrition and limiting the full 

of those family members not blind, as well is increasing the mortalityprooluctivity 
of all infected individuals. 

ite set-ere socioeconomic impact of onchocerciasis on an area such as northern 

Ghana can be appreciated by consulting any large-scale map of the river area. Along 

broad stretches of the fled, White, and Black Volta human population is limited Inside 
The zone of little population correspondoa seven-to-ten-kilometer zone bordering the river. 

to the rivers suffer large numbers ofwith the simulium flight range. Villages closest 
highest blindness rates they maintain a precariousflt bites and consxuently have the 

balance of existence with the disease with the scales slightly tipped toward gradual 

decimation. In many of these front-line villages only the very old and a few young remain. 

Almost no agriculture of any kind is attempted in the highly fertile areas adjacent to the 

Volta and other major river networks of the savanna zone where onchocerclasis is endemic. 

are uninhibitedIt has been estimated that 195, 000 hectares of Ghana's river lands 

because of onchocerciasis. Except in major metropolitan areas and larger villages, 

pure water and human waste removal are almost nonexistent. In many towns waste 

removal systems consist of open ditches along streets. Poor sanitation and lack of pure 
parasitic infections.water contribute significantly to the high incidence of diarrheas and 

In some villages almost 100 percent of the population has some type of intestinal or 

systemic parasites, a heavy infestation contributing in turn to malnutrition and impairing 

an individual's ability toAwork. 

in rural areas human excrement is used as crop fertilizer. As the ground is 

worked and the crop harvested, frequently by barefoot persons, parasitic reinfection 

occurs. Similarly, small children are first Infected by this source as they play in the 

The custom of keeping cattle penned overnight within the villages also contributesfields. 
to the problem. 

Tuberculosis is another major communicable disease, It is estimated that 

it affects approximately nine individuals per thousand population and eight tocauses 

twive percent of the deaths in Ghana. Tuberculosis has become epidemic in crowded 

in slums and shanty towns which sprang up during recent migrations from rural areas, an 
,l.rue cities. An estimated 65,000 cases of leprosy occur each year in these same 

ar _ Yaws was under control at one time but appears to be resurgent. Trypanosomiasis 

isleeping sickness) also is present in central Ghana. There are approximately 350 cases 

pvr year. Fevers, due to pneumonia, otitis and diarrhea are a particular problem among 

th,-young and associated with high mortality rates. 

Throughout much of West Africa measles epidemics are associated with an 

etraordinarily high mortality rate not found in developed countries. Itis believed by 

inatn that coexisting kwashiorkor and marasmus lowers resistence to the measles virus 

that it produces a more virulent disease. The high frequency of corneal disease 

:i wopanying measles epidemics in West Africa is believed to be caused by precipitating 

itaynin A deficiency: the measles infection acutely depletes marginal vitamin A body 

st,,rs producing keratomalacia in a large number of affected children. 

The Seven Nations Volta River Onchocerciasis Control Project was proposed 

in 197 0 to combat the disease in a large portion of the upper Volta River Basin and 

(otigtlous waterways to open these areas for economic development. Mass chemotherapeutic 

c:ampaigns aimed at large populations have not been feasible to (late because of severe 

aliergic reactions and occasional deaths that occur. Larvicidal campaigns were chosen 

as the most feasible means to interrupt this disease. Baseline data were collected from 

09701 through 1973. Spraying to kill simulium larvae began about one and one-half 

vears ago. 

This program is of epic proportions, requiring periodic coverage of even the 

small streams which flow only during the rainy season. The project Is expected to last 

20 years and cost $120 million. The 20-year time span is necessary to allow tile 
O,chocercal worms to die natural deaths in human hosts once new transmissions are 
broken. Spraying all onchocercal worm breeding sites might have to be continued even 

t yond 20 years because infective flies could arrive from other river systems. 
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The impact of theioncliocerciasis control program on public health is obvious:
 
eradicating a wi(eslr(ad (lisease with severe systemic and visual manifestations will
 
produce ail 0%.,ra11 l(ee're:ise inmortality rates and an increase in longevity. It has been
 
estimated tim, more than iimillion of the 10 million population affected by the program
 
are infected, and that 70,00 ar'e blind or have severe visual impairment. The economic
 
gains froii thij project ire ,vious. also. It will open vast areas of fertile river valleys
 
for agricultur:il noluction, iIcr(,Ise pr(×iI'tivity of individuals living within the area
 
who no loigeir sulter from tht. disease, and lessen the strain on tie family and economy
 
to carl- lo' H(vrlV visually handicapped individuals. Rede veloping this area will be a
 
public health challengt. It will call for establishing villages, providing pure water and
 
food .sup uilt a self-sufficient inaugurating basic healths)oit'. arl andM'ciomcs 
servics and eduhcational ,gr:ns to help the new settlers bridge the tiralsition. Of 
greaiter challe-Ine will he ('stablishng comniiunicable diease control progranis and sanitary 
vasto relliov:1 p ijects. 

lake Volta, dedicated in 1!i);(;, also has had a major impact on the health of
 
the area. (On'hocerciasis, fornerly a major disease iii the area, has been virtually
 
clininated because tlIusinil ium larvae cannot survive in quiet water with low oxygenl

and nutrition content. 'Ilie lake's potentials to support large-scale rice cultivation and to
 
serve as a sonurce of water for land irrigation and human conS lf0pion has Vet o bo
 
acnie ved. A fishing industry has evolved itad provides food and vitamins to people in the
 
area.
 

(i the other side of the eoin, the lake has pr(liced Sonme adverse etfects on public 
health. Schistosomiasi.9, a parastic iiifection previously nionexistent in) the area, has 
now become a major health problem. The siaiI host of this disease thrives illquiet
 
water. Trematode tralsilSSion is associated with poor Sanitary practices and is
 
accomplished either through the skin of people wadling in the lake or by drinking tilewater.
 
Systeinic treatment and t olluscicide spray ing have not been particularlen eaffective in
 
eradicating the parasite, and adeiuate sanitation iacilities necessary to break the infective
 
cycle is an ex)esis, Undertaking. The frequency of sleeping siclkess in tht. lake area has
 
increased a ias malaria. The large are:s of shallow quiet water along the 4, 5w,-milo.
 
shoreline i:iv IWOtVC to hW fertile bre(eding areas for mOstlitOes and the tsetse flv,
 

ln11it'diate :11d long-term -ls to break this cycle of poverty,)l'oglr: ru' needed 

malinttritioni, d is:'Is e :111I stunted 8OcioUC.llOllliC progress. (Cotltillnati su-ippotrt
,nof food 
progrins int ,se villagcs with marginall.%suhsistent agricultural piogramls is ieded 
iniiediately. In iorthtera (h:i1i, vitalltin A su)plemCentation is neCeded to Prevent 
xeropltthllmia :nt chihlh(oo hilininess. Both irllo'graims would have oniy short-term effects 
and would not challge,basic habits of the viilagers. t-udati)n:tl l.rallls nlust beBroad prog 
deVelopejd a11d inpleCoetll.-d to teach bettt r agricultural t-chni(Lues and to teach people how 
to utake n[itt ritioiAl list, of locally available, foomds. 

A widcspre:id malaria control prtogram is also of high priority. In the area of the 
SeVeli Natiois ()In'hoeTrciasi4 Control P)rogrami it might be possible to incorporate
nmosquito larvichilal spraying into the existillg simiulil projtect with little cost increase. 
It iiight he iossibl also to :pplv tie technology and experience gaitied intheiupper Volta 
area to the nialaria rior)bleim arlOund the lake. 

|lIbl it ialth rgl':IlllS to h( darticnlarlv in the Of 
Maternal and Child health, NOhere mortality is extremielv high. Of lower priority would 
l~e lileasIc s li inc fu rthtr childhood . l'ubertculosis, 

itel NiInli'iz aea 

vacciltution progrlIsIII't tiortalit 

lIel' V, vidtltctiino treatment llight be established :aswell. Necessarypr :nd y: Id' ceit e rs 
but costly pirogramus mif water pturification and huiall waste disposal are iceded tlirtotighlotilt 
much of rural Glhania to btreak the diarrllea and parasitic cycles. 

'iesC iprobletIeII have bVI'lllng recognized b))'tie G;hanaian goveriinent and 
efforts have I)een mtade to Varr*y (lit thls e progra ins. rhe government already is 
building new hospiltals, and establishing networks of public health administrative centers 
and small clinics throughout rural Ghana. A strong visiting nurse program has provided 
persi(itil to staff these cli nlis. Efforts haVe been directed towards maternal and child 
health to reduItcc infant nrtality. The medical school has placed strong emphasis on 
training rural practioncrs. 
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flowever, 	 the most important public ht,altn problem facing Ghmna today is 
The high fertility rate and the increasing probabilities of longer lifetpopulation control. 

health programits willexpectancy and of reduced mortality brought about by htter publie 

combine to produce uncontrolled population growth, wiping out any economic gains 

derived from the Volta River' Project. This sani phenomeonon has ceurred in India and 

Bangladesh whorc :an1y ConoCin'ic improvement was null ifitedimmediatcly hy competing 

population incrnise. Thu expectations that improvement in gross national product and 

in the standard of living will decrease the number of offspring, as it has in developeXd 

countrieS, L:an1not bc supported by exl)erience' elsewhece. 



Session IV
 

DISCUSSION
 

A. N. Tackle: 

In Dr. Brokensha's paper he quoted Gonzalez referring to the dream of the peasant, 
that a veritable Garden of Eden could be made of an arid land, a most unrealistic hope. 
Until two years ago the UNDP had a joint program with the Volta River Authority for the 
Volta Lake Project, the main thrust of which, as I recall, was toward an identification 
of solutions to widespread onchocerciasis and schistosomiasis which are beginning to 
plague those who live along the lake. I am sorry this was not discussed. 

Anybody would have been very excited at the thought of having a dam which might be 
the beginning of industrialization in that country, for until the Volta Lake came Into being 
Ghana had no industries at all. It was only with the creation of the lake that the generation
of electricity got under way. The electrivity being generated now is scarcely enough to 
meet the demands of large new projects, so it must be supplemented by the creation of 
another dam or generator. 

It has been In the minds of high officials of the government that It is time we started 
producing paper in our own country, since we have wood and we know that mixed wood can 
be used quite effectively to produce paper. To produce paper from wood we need sodium 
hydroxide and power which could be supplemented from the Volta Project. In the face of 
high petroleum costs, the only power source readily available is hydroelectric. We have 
also been thinking of setting up another aluminum smelter in Ghana, hoping we can derive 
aluminum from our own mines. 

Drs. Abudu and Dodoo talked about resettling people displaced by the Volta Project. It 
appeared to them that there was reluctance on the part of people to move. I think it is quite 
clear that anybody would react negatively to being uprooted from an area occupied by their 
forefathers. Because of facilities provided or promised, I should have thought that most 
would gladly move to derive the benefits of modern schools, hospitals, roads, etc., but 
the future is not clear and uncertainty persists. 

The Volta project has undoubtedly helped many along the River's banks to Improve their 
agriculture, especially in those areas where rainfall was infrequent and the population suf
fered situations akin to drought periodically. As for housing, a good education was gained 
In the expectation that those given uncompleted housing and untilled land were expected to 
gain self-reliance by completing their new habitat for occupance and productivity. 

In his paper dealing with the impacts of the Volta project on health, Dr. Ganley attributes 
the short human lifespan to malnutrition, but I question whether other factors should not be in
cluded - malaria, for instance which can play havoc with the health of healthy persons, lie 
spoke, too, of vitamin A deficiency as it affects eyesight. Those in the north without ready 
access to red palm oil or fresh vegetables appear to suffer most from this type of blindness, 
but I am wonderinly If in fact this is the case. I happen to know that a number of people in the 
north eat vegetables and the palm oil. Could the blindness be associated with the simulium 
fly? The staggering point Dr. Ganley made is the 50 percent rate of blindness In ages 50 and 
above. I appeal to inlernationnl organizations involved In $100-$120 million projects to attend 
to problems of controlling onchocerciasis, for 50 percent of people being blind at the age of 
50 Is certainly everyone's concern. 
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Andrew Nichols: 

The basic question the chairman asked In the beginning is: Can we build dams and not cause 
great harm to natural resources? The answer can only be that of course we must build dams 
but only in quch a way as to do as little harm as possible in the process. I am not the first one 
to point out during this Conference that all wisdom is not on our side here in the U.S. For in
stance: I have some farm land downstream from the San Carlos Irrigation Project in Arizona. 
It interested me when I went up there to fish last year that there was no water in the headwaters 
of that particular lake, so we do not always do too well ourselves in building dams. Our Apache 
Indians still build houses in San Carlos Lake bottom because the water never rises as It did In 
Lake Volta.-. .. . ... . ... . .. .. ....... 

As for resettlement issues, I was Impressed by the degree of planning and the concern 
shown for those to be resettled in the Volta Lake region, even though in some respects hindsight 
was better than foresight. Even in New York, however, my experience proved that people are 
people, in Ghana or New York, when it comes to resettlement. In New York people stayed on 
stubbornly in old housing for years, by using legal means, to avoid moving to new housing proj
ects. 

As for the agricultural revolution anticipated, perhaps it did fail in some ways, yet in others 
I think it succeeded, though perhaps not in quite the way the planners had hoped, in that many food 
production projects developed spontaneously, the fishing industry, for instance. 

The question of majority / minority rights intrudes into the resettlement problem. Here in 
our country we may enjoy the luxury of being able to show our concern about minority rights in a 
developing country, but we also attempt to show equal concern for our own. Our own Central 
Arizona Project may flood out an Indian reservation outside Phoenix, but we cannot let our con
cern place too great an obstacle in the way of necessary economic development - here or in
West Africa. We may use gentle persuasion, but the job must be done. i 

To speak to Dr. Ganley's paper, I might say that agricultural economic development projects 
both advance and ignore health at their peril because health questions are inextricably intertwined 
with economic development. We have been shown that by damming a river, one can reduce oncho
cerciasis but in the process increase the potential for schistosomiasis, one of the true ravages of 
mankind along with malaria. We must take care in our planning process not to lose sight of the 
implications for health, so closely related is it to economic development. 

An example making the rounds is what happened at Lake Nasser and the many people in public 
health who cite schistosomiasis as the reason the Israelis whipped the Egyptians I Schistosomiasis 
may be a problem concomitant with Lake Nasser, but the Egyptians are not draining the lake to get 
rid of schistosomiasis - because the economic benefits and potential of Lake Nasser outweigh the 
health problem, one which is going to increase in severity. Our jobs as health professionals is not 
to wish away the lake - it is here to stay - but to try to control the problem. 

One of the most significant quotations of this Session was taken from the beginning of Dr. Bro
kensha's paper: "Few of man's modifications of the landscape can initiate such profound physical, 
economic, and social changes as dams." We in the U. S. have many ecological concerns even at 
our state in development, but these are also the concerns in West Africa as we have become aware 
through the Volta project discussions. I come back to a statement made by Dr. Abudu whose con
cluding remarks bear repeating: One must still conclude that Ghana Is a better place by far for 
the Volta project than it would be without it. 

A1 
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COMMENTS / QUESTIONS / ANSWERS 

Paul Angejionu: 

Is there any on-going research on sediment load on the Volta dam project? 

Assibi Abudu: 

Yes, there is. 

Paul Angejionu: 

We have heard since yesterday about the need for West African governments to cooperate
in development projects, Today we heard about the possible need to build another dam for 
hydroelectricity on the Volta River. In Nigeria too we hear about a hydroelectric generating
station. Would there be any basis for collaboration between Nigeria and Ghana in this area? 
At present we know that about 98 percent of natural gas is burned In Nigeria while Nigeria
cries about an energy shortage and Ghana cries about it. Yet we want to cooperate in develop
ment projects. Has the Ghanaian government considered collaboration with Nigeria 

Assibi Abudu: 

Yes, we have thought of collaboration all along, lie discussion earlier on the Economic 
Community of West Africa is perhaps a vry good beginning. Many other projects I can think
of that we in Ghana want to implement will help not only Ghana but also our neighboring sister 
country, including several kinds of economic projects on a regional basis. I feel Nigeria,
given the kind of endowm(-nt it now has In terms of resources, can (1o much to help us finance 
some of these plroiects, 

Paul A geJ ion u: 

be moreWould it not 1 economical for the Ghanaian government to seek collaboration with 
the Nigerian gov%rnnient for use of gas now being burned, instead of the Ghanaian government 
pouring nillion.s of dollars into building additional darns, when Nigeria is doing this kind of
thing' Why (oull Wf' not use the natu ral gas being burned'.) Though you will think me stubborn,
I ask the qltsion again. 

Assiti AbudI: 

I agrlee with yorL, sir, that we could certainly use that natural gas, but we have to think about
the kinds of pipes we would have to lay between Nigeria and (',hana, which then herones a question
of cost -benefit analysis. If the benefits outWeigh the costs, such an ndertaking should be carried 
out as :ill alternative to deveiopnient of nore hydroelectric power. Most alternative power sources 
in Ghlana have become ircreasing-cost projects, while the total supply of elect ricity diminishes 
with each project ve tatklo,, Furthermore, one might suggest that quite a lot could easily be (lone
In Nigeria itself. If you burn all that gas in the southern part of Nigeria, when there is a need for 
power in northtrn Nigeria, I suppose l)ipes coult be laid in Nigeria before we should think of lay
ing them to G(hanao 

Kobena Erbyonn 

I wish to add to what )r. Abudu h:is said in reply to our Nigeriatt friCld who is iow : resident 
in Washington, I)o C. Yes, we have thought long before the ECtJAS idea came about a few years
back, of trying to gtt sonic gns from Nigeria for nost of this work. You toust realize that 
countries even closer to Nigeria , like Togo and Dahomey, are obtaining their electrical energy
from Ghana, not from Nigeria. This is simply because when the idea was first suggested, Nigeria 
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flatly refused to help anybody. Even during the recent Arab crisis, Nigeria chose to side with 
Now with the comingthe Arab nations, completely against the trend of affairs in West Africa. 

change of ideas, of plans, and we now have to balance the possibilityof ECOAS there has been a 
of using natural gas and other froms of petroleum as against that of hydroelectric dam systems. 

In the meantime, such projects have been slated for cooperation between Ghana and Ivory Coast, 

Ghana and Upper Volta, etc. 

Assibi Abudu: 

In putting ogether our economic development plans in Ghana, we are thinking about hydro

did In connection with the single-purpose Volta River Project, i.e. the
electric power not as we 
generation of power, but in terms of multi-purpose schemes to answer the needs for generation 

of electricity and increasing irrigable agricultural land. We also plan to develop fisheries for 
sources. I do not know to what extent natural gas can

alternative sources of protein from inland 
give us fish, but there is probably a way to do it. 

Lucie Colvin: 

devoted in this panel to problems of resettlement, but one of theConsiderable attention was 
VALCO's participation. I think

major controversial issues involved in the Volta River Project was 
use a substantial por-Dr. Abudu mentioned that VALCO contracted to build the plant which would 

one thing that made the building of the dam possible, then noted a
tion of the electrical output, 

in that no finished aluminum is generated in Ghana, a situation still a
couple of lost possibilities 

and the fact that the American employees of VALCO built their owncontroversial issue there, 
This was perceived as racism.housing community to which African employees were not sent, 


Since one of the themes of this Conference is how American aid can be useful, perhaps a frank
 

discussion of some of the more controversial issues of VALCO's participation would be helpful.
 

Assibi Abudu: 

As to the question of VALCO's discriminationTrue, we do not have a rolling mill in Ghana. 

in housing and other facilities In Ghana, there was some element of that, but notice that there has
 

been a phasing out of personnel, with Ghanaians moving into their places. One thing about
 
there are very few people InVALCO facilities, like other highly capital-intensive facilities, 


so that the effect is a very small one, actually, with the type of
relation to total capital stock, 
wc rking there being comparable to those found in certain American Industries. If some persons 

theyof those persons are now holding highly skilled jobs with VALCO should lose those jobs, 


would have to retrain themselves. Let me say that I have been to VALCO facilities, I know they
 
a member of VALCO, even though Ihave a club there that is off-limits to me because I am not 


happen to be in the Economic Planning Council of the government ! But this Is only because of the
 

rules under which they came into the country, embodied In the treaty we signed with them, When

ever you are signing treaties or bargaining for anything whatever, the results depend on your bar

gaining strength, If you are weak, relatively speaking, you end up with the short end ot the stick. 

In some cases Ghana ended up with those kinds of disadvantageous conditions simply because our 
In terms of employment and the effect on the environment, I thinkbargaining power was weak. 


that is very limited. As far as we are concerned, the benefits we gel from VALCO come from
 

the electricity bills they pay. 

Lucie Colvin: 

that would bring 	VALCO in toIf you could re-bargain that and still provide the incentives 
a feasible project, what changes would you make in the contract?make the dam 

Robert Dodoo: 

kind of work some of us do, there isI have not read the contract myself because given thc 

no time. I have tried my hand at reading some of the contracts that Ghana has signed with many
 

countries and find them about as comprehensive as any of your life insurance contracts! These
 
to court tothings are very 	complicated, often so much so that eminent jurists have had to go 


comma is in the right place. Certainly, if I had to renegotiate a contract such
settle whether a 

as VALCO's, I should be looking out for the interests of Ghana, but I am equally certain that
 

VALCO would not change Its stand. It would be lookinr out for VALCO's interests. In this
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world of multinational corporations, It is very tricky and difficult business to negotiate con

tracts. At one level you find all kinds of statements made about how countries want to help 

LDCs become self sufficient and self reliant, but when the technicians get together, it is a 

different situation altogether, one that can be very frustrating. Somehow, though, we have 

to come up with results, true without regard for what part of the world we are looking at, 
east or west. 

Simon Ince: 

Dr. Abudu is tight, the negotiation of this contract took several months' preparation time 

on both sides, maybe longer. There are clauses in it which cannot be altered after it has been 

signed. 

Paul Angejionu 

I do not think I was intending that my Ghanaian friends would understand the spirit of my 

question because I shared the same views they share and I am more critical of my own govern

ment. I was trying to illustrate the situation where talk about collaboration is often just paper 

talk. ro get our African governments to use available resources on such a basis is going to be 

difficult, yes, but that is no reason to give up trying. 

When most of the feasibility studies were done for the Volta River or Kaeinji River Projects 

people did not consider the possibilit.' that sediment would be any problem. But now we know 
sediment is getting into these reservoirs and reallythat with increased long use in the area, 

limiting the capacity of the dame to generate electricity. It has also affected the production of 

fish in the reservoir and so we have many problems in these areas. I think most of us involved 

should participate actively in the research required to help in the solutions. 
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INTEGRATED RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

by 

John L. Fischer* 

The strategies for development being used In the developing countries today and 
the type of programs given top priority in aid agencies have recently undergone serious 
study, and are being drastically revised. The developing countries are heading in a new 
direction, no longer interestt'd in continuing, or reproducing many of the programs that 
were successful in the past. '0find out why, let uS examine the record. 

The Record 

During the periol 1950 to, 197o tile(irvelhpmI C4_ountries, with aid agency sLIpport,
thought in, terots of industrialization :1- the kevstoiie in) a sound strateg f)r econm)ii growth
and deveiolo)neott, tilt' being s itnplie: Developing countries wanted to bereCAsoning vCry 
deveop&(i countries, the% reasoned that (liL-cVo, and 'or intcreasing tileeconotmit lopnet 
welfaIrc of their )eople, ileant industrializtio)n. BecausC agriculture was not regarded as 
a potential gr()wth %, relatively fewv' toindlustry* rucsources prior 1973 were chanteled into 
improving it. lin)st developing .,ntrit'es iadters belitved that ifthe, h6tained capital 
ironi abroad, use-d "imlct.'i" tt' teclnol SaUe as .sed illthe d', cloped c(untlies), and 
created institutions which werc .Hs)cIcahicllymodeled aftter th(IS, Which Cxisted ill the 

"
U.S. and Elu ()C, tICo to ) would soo111n )c "lev ,,lo)ped. 

Withill the ;i gzclltural sct()r, wh:it W:iS thle strate:g ' At the risk 4)t 
ti('ation, We '()ld] call It a1 stratt:'k b-std (on1 "roielling and nudernizatin." rhe Sam1e 
t~j)t' of eaSonlIig % s(i ibove Institutions%whelas e;I b prevailed. ,er ''11deled"after
 
those in Europ, Slud in tl t'Uittd States, 
 :1:1d e fforts Were llide to introd.uce "Ixiern'"
 
airll techlo)h)gy l.',r '\ixanlle, liliosI 
 'ver\Y develo)ing Coutntry devoted considerable 

effort to creatinmg imiext ension Hr' modeltcd in the t'nited States.mV after ours The theory 
was that farmer.s did :1")oor job'" 0, fining ie atse they didn't know better. With 
e(luation, tilt thougllt, rural t)e())iltwoiuld raise their incomes. The use of labor
sav ing machinvr , especially tractors, Was encou raged. Exogenout3 breeds of livestock 
were intro(luc(d. New varietits of en ps aid(] different cultural practices were introduced. 

What has 1)0een achivd '? Illthe keynote address to a recent Conference on Hegional 
and International ilanning (tpeters ulrg, Virginia, July :30-Augist 1, 1975), Dr. BUnjanin 
IHiggins, one of the vorld's rocognizeI authourities onleconomic development said that in terms 
of eonomic growth (defined as Increasing GNP)P, the record has been very good, but in every 
other way a failure, lie may have been overstating tlecase slightly to make a point, but by 
\v.ry liltli. 

* oordinator, Africa lrogram, ('11) 
A*ppreciation is extended to )r. Willis Shanter, A ssociate Professor of Mechanical 

Engineering (and de'tiOe)nlCnt ecullonist), Colorado State Univ'ersity and Dr. Jol C. Day, 
Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics, University of Arizona, for assistance. 
The v-iews expressed :ire the sole respons ibility of the author. 
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and 1973 for various classes 
Table 1 shows growth rates in gross national product in 1972 

in most developed countries has been con
of the world's countries. GNP Increase achieved 

faster than that achieved in developing countries, including the U.S., when they were 
siderably 

rate of 6.3 percent in developing countries exceeds 
in the same stage of 	development. Growth 

if the oil producing countries are eliminated. In terms of economic growth,
the world's average faced.we consider the problems
the developing countries have certainly not done badly when 

TABLE 1 

GNP GROWTH RATES, VARIOUS CLASSES OF COUNTRIES 

1972 & 1973
 

GNP GROWTH 
CLASS OF COUNTRY 1972 1973 

1. Developing Countries, excluding oil producing 

and centrally planned 
per capita) 5.1% 6.3% 

L.ower Income less than $200 
5.2 7.5

Middle Income ($200 to $375) 
7.0 6.1 

Higher bIcome (above $375) 
5.7 6.3 

A11de veloping 
6.4 14.0 

2. Oil Producing Developing 
4.9 6.5 

3. Centrallv Planned 
5.5 6.7 

4. Developod 
5.4 6.8 

5. World Average 

p. 2.
Source: Finance & Development, March 1975, 

per capita growth rates in 1973, a quite 
Table 2 shows GNP per capita, and GNP 

look only at total GNP growth. Whereas the 
different "picture" from the one we see if we 

at very favorable rate, their per capita GNP
developing countries' total economies grew a 	

in GNP per
rate. And when we recognize that the percentage gains 

grew at a tragically 	low 
per capita in the developing 

capita are appliec to an extremely low base €average of $253 	
hasand the "have-nots" we see that the gap between the "haves"

countries to begin with), 


continued to widen.
 

TABt.E 2 

GROWTH RATE, 

AND TOTAL POPULATION BY CLASSES OF 

COUNTRIES, 1973 

GNP PER CAPITA, 	 GNP PER CAPITA 

GINP GROWTH IN GNP TOTAL POPU-
CLASS OF COUNTRY 

LATION (billion)(per capita) (per capita) 

1. 	 Developing
 
$94 3.6% 975


Lower Income 
297250 	 4.7Middle Income 
392640 	 3.4Higher Income 

3.8 	 1664All developing 253 

11.3 	 271
2. Oil Producing Developing 	 246 

1196563 4.9 
678

3. Centrally Planned 
3199 5.74. Developed 

4.5 	 38098765. World 

March 1975, p. 2.Source: Finance & Development, 
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The crude statistics are frightening. Today the world's population is about four 
billion, with more than one billion living in countries where the average annual Income is 
less than $200 and GNP per capita averages about $100. Almost four-fifths (3. 1 billion) of 
the world's people lived in countries where the GNP per capita was less than $640 (see 
Table 2) in 1973. But to these frightening statistics we must add at least one more to really 
get proper perspective: In the typical developing country, more than half of all income goes 
to 20 percent or fewer of the families, or, to put it conversely, 80 percent of the people get 
less than half of the meager income (Figure 1). The top five percent of the Income recipients 
in those countries with gross domestic production of $500 per capita or less typically 
receive more than 30 percent of all the income. 

Figure I 

DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF PER CAPITA GDP 

of total income
 

fnTop 5% 

I0 I of income recipients 

20 

, 60 
MIDDLE 35% 

of income recipient i 

Vorld average GL 

so-

20,
 

Bottorli 60%
 
Io0 of income recipients
 

~2.300 .-$100 1101.0 2 JOl.5O~0SO-1OO 001200 S2O01lG0Ppe 
upla 

SO ICIl f ELiX I " 1JK "INCOME )IS1 IIUI ION DIFFERENI LEVELS OF DE1 1. AT 
VELOPMENI A SURVEY OF EVIDENCE." INTERNATIONAL LABOUR REVIEW, VOL 108. 
NOS 2-3. AUG -SEPT. 1973. p. 119. 

The bulk of the people in the developing countries have not shared in economic 
growth. The typical person is probably worse off than he was a decade ago. And to this 
we must add, thaLyical person is in agriculture. So let us place the agricultural 
sectors in the developing countries under a "microscope" and see what has been happening 
there. 
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Farmers with above average managerial skills and adequate acreages of land and capital 

have generally been doing very well in terms of increasing output as well as financially. They 
have tended to 

have adopted "Green Revolution" and other new Western-style technology (1), 
and bought out their poorer neighbors, with those 

evicted tenants,substitute capital for labor, and accelerating the 
displaced adding to the already unemployed and underemployed statistics, 

and move into 
or being forced to farm declining land holdings

rush to decaying urban areas , 
Much land subject to severe erosion is being put to the plow. 

marginal high risk areas. 

Analyses in several developing countries where food supply increases are favorable reveal 

that such increases have often been achieved by proportionate increases in the use of inputs. 

inputs used has changed, but production efficiency has not increased. 
The mix and quantity of economic development.
Here, agricultural change has contributed nothing to the country's overal 

Conclusions 

First1 the policies of concentrating on industrial development has simply not 

worked in the developing countries. On the 20th anniversary of the United Nations 
the first head of that organization,Dr. Hoffmann,Development Program (UNDP), 

the Experts Wrong?", concluded that a report entitled "Werereviewed the record and in 
pointing out that the only way the developing countries could avoid catastro-

Indeed they had, 
phic conditions was to concentrate more of their developmental effort on agriculture, and 

noting that developing countries could not possibly create and obtain capital needed to 
in population.

create off-farm employment fast enough to provide for natural increases 
not only are the current millions of people locked into 

They face a situation in which 
most of the developing countries, there will soon be many more. 

agriculture, but in 

Second, when we look at the agriculture sectors of typical developing countries,
 

we find 60 to 90 percent of the total population little or no better off today than they were
 

Caton and Van liaeften in an AID in-house
 
10 to 20 years ago, and many are worse off. 

in the world are poverty stricken. 
report indicate 70 percent of the families in agriculture 


the logical outcome of which is
 
The developing countries find themselves in a trap, 

turn leads to less savings, reluctance 
increased violence and political instability. This in 


to invest in anything (including land and farm improvements), and further deterioration In
 

In such a vicious circle, It is expected they will turn to
 
the overall economic system. 
Communism and other forms of human dignity-supressing dictatorships in their quest for
 

solutions.
 

recent world situation in terms of a food crisis,
Third, it is an error to think of the 

as many of us have done. To do so gives the impression that in order to solve the developing
 
to increase the food supply. Nothi


countries' famine problem, all that is required is 
more food Is needed, it

If the problem were simply that
could be further from the truth. etc. , to relatively
could be solved fairly easily by channeling more capital, extemsion effort, 


few larger farms and offering incentives through guaranteed high prices.
 

properly be described as a rural poverty crisis.
The current world crisis can more 

for the food they
Famine exists primarilv because so many people in the world cannot pay 

extremely unproductive, and the bulk of 
need and other basic necessities because they are 

Low productivity, especially vis-a-vis the 
the extremely unproductive are in agriculture. 

cause of poverty and famine. The agricultural devel
human element, is the hard core, root 

but the failureera were in substantial degree a failure,
opment strategies of the 1950-1970 

food produced or with selected functions, but 
is not because of their inability to get more 

more of what was done in the 1950-1970
rather with the total system. In other words, doing 


era will not solve the current developing-country crisis.
 

The Setting - 1976 

"After the Green Revolution, what next?"
The above can be summarized by asking, 

set the stage for a now perspective to 
(1) Dr. Marei, at the World Food Conference, 

agricultural sector development planning when he said old methods for dealing with food
 

and we cannot leave its solution to the... slow 
problems "... have been found inadequate.., 
workings of the normal development process and... existing mechaiiisms... We must
 

raise the food problem above the sectorial problems of agriculture.. ." (2). President
 

"The coming decades will be dominated
Echeverria of Mexico added the capstone: 
by three central problems: food, population growth, and unemployment. These factors 
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constitute ...the substance of the present crisis and... future explosions. Only by facing 

the trinity together will we find solutions to the problems of development and human 
to the "After the Green Revolution"eniancipation" p3. In a normative sense, the answer 

question may be found in the Integrated Hural Development (IRD) approach, one that 

recognizes that hunger is a poverty problem rooted in low productivity, raises it above the 

agricultural sector, and brings together President Echeverria's trinity. There is really 
nothing new amnong the pieces of the approach, but how priorities are established and the 
emphasis on area planning is new. 

The New !.ook 

Both the developing countries and the international aid agencies, having rather 

recently reached the conclusion that major revisions in strategy are required, are trying 
to mend their ways. Change seldom comes easy, and in this case, it is very painful and 

hard. F'irst, let u. look at the aid agencies. 

The Aid Agencies 

heen the leader in revising developmental strategies in 
'Mr. IcNa mara, in an address to the Board of Governors in 

The World Bank lihas 
developing countries. 

set the stage when he called for a worldwide "reorganization of developmentNairobi, tnt a, 
strategVy whiCh OUlld conCCiltrate oilthe rural poor, " conclusions reached, in part at 

least, from a Wordh Ianok working paper concerning suptport for international research 

centeis in whiCh it was irt'cognized that "... far from reducing social tensions in rural 

areas, the spread of new tchoology Iashad been occurring) is likely to sharpen them. . ." (4). 

Ini general. the Bank is tr ing to get developing countries away fromi tileideu that the 

indiscriminate transl'r f lechnlologv from tiledeveloped countries is an answer to their 

major prohleii s, and instead is trving to use its funds to get them It ti'ge't ill ilfsolving 

the )rOblemS th ll t tfil rura11'illi sses I)ool'. 

Tiet Swedish Aid Program tSI)Aj ran slightly ahead of tiltWol Bank in terms 

of concern tr (quitv issues in develipiment strategy. The SIDA progran" is siall and the 

impact was not grtlt; however, experiene from some of the Swedish pr)granis of the 

late 19(;0s andtal'lv 1970s conCentrating (in tie rural poor has been especially helpful. 

SI DA's efforts ii Ethiopa art ntotewrthv . The Canadian prograin has recently been re

vised with major shifts it police in the saie direction. The work if Dr. Nestle and 

tih Intertnattnimi DovolpMent RcSeartCh Center in Cobombia is excellent.his colleagues at 

I reconniend highly a new book II)t(C staff are authoring.
 

The FAt) is noving ahead, though pt-rhaps not as aggressively as sonic other 

organizations ; however, the Indicative World Plan and a special 1973 report recognized
 

that "the problem of un- aitd under-eiplynment... looms as far more intractable than food
 

llatlilyhtIMbuim misery but s cial unrest and political instability
supplies. With it comles 
(5). FAO gets nuch of its nione , froml other aid donors, and some of its attention to the 

rural poor has presumably bheen ol the Original dontor's instructions. With motivation from the 

top FAO could pmerhaps do mor'e than :an.other ot'ganization in til,world. 

The initial loint IV prlgrmni (pt'reolcessoi. to AID) focused on agriculture, but by
 

time early 196t)s tiit' fcus b:l challged. We illthe0 U'.S. , like the UNDlP, shifted to encour

aging indtstrial at lolland inif rastructur'. In a major agricultural countr'v in Africa where
 

the'e had beetill :lglU1'iilltur:iil tii' late by 196. the number was down to
:dvisors in 19505, 

iwo, and ti' t'hief .ood'Ag ()tficc"'s positiion elinuinated.
 

ou0/r I.S. All) ht'gai a Lrscendo (o talk about tileproblem of small farms in the 

ea rly 1970s, hut did relativlt, little until th' Atmerican people were clearly impatient with 

existing pt'ograils and .lI} faIed another of its perennial crises. Congress passed what 

has now come to he calleI "The 'omgressiuinal Mandate," atdoctncnt purportedly written 
)v high levIl popI in All) for the purpiose of answering public and Congressional critics 

and giving AID's, lead'rshi!) levlrage needed it)revise policies and programs (6). 
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The Mandate is open to controversy in interpretation, but to many it clearly tells 
AID to concentrate its efforts on helping the poorest ctmtries, and on programs intended 
to solve the problems of relatively poor people. Another interpretation is that our All) 
program shall in tile future be less attuned to political an(l military objectives, and more 
attuned to humanitarian objectives. The Mtandate should correct basic wealnesses in 
progra It in ig. 1.inall%, the Percy .-\ mendment requires AID to take proper note of the 
role of wonen in prtgramis. Even though in Africa women do 60 to S0 percent of all 
agricultural work and make many managerial decisions, their role has been sadlv 
neglecte(d in AID's programis. We may take hope from the fact AID administrators are 
trying hard to fulfill the Mandate and implement the It'e rev Amendment, but it is a matter 
for regret that it tlok public outcry and Congressional leadership to revise the program. 

Dtevelopinc C(LL'tuit' s 

Developing count ries have rsiptaldted to the crises of the early 1970s by revising 
their pr iorities for progralllS and p1(licies, many now recognizing that without rural 
development there tVallv cLuabe n national developmeunt i7). A review of five countries' 
national plans done last ye"ar revealed all %keretrying to give much higher priority to 
agriclature in geLral, and equit'y issues in particular, than before. Ministries of 
agriculture and kther action agencies were being told to develop programs that would reach 
the smaller farmer, the villager, ite n1u Ic herdsman. New agencies are being created 
in ttely' cVut 'si alld budget allocations sCrti,-Sa I revised. (ertain neglected areas and/or 
cotno0dities L vvl,.ing large ttlhteS "f 't-',)P' are now being given attention. 

' tIfurOIanately, what is beitng dotte t,' date iS nadl lUate, given the size and scope 
of the problem. In the 'EN't) pap' (1). w nute that World ,ark-funded projects in 
agriculture touch OJlA,a s all share u the iu'ral p wr. Inl 1 hana All) has talked nuch of 
a project to reach the rural peOtl', but if it Is .JileiC nttett it schedule itt five years only 
about 10 percent will have bcen rea(eht~. il,lt. recent live Year plai ill aU Asian country 
studied in depth, there was much talk Adjut1t'. few plans Air projects to do anyf issut.s but 
thing about thtin. T,, ,late ,n a worldwide basis we have had ittorc tallk thatn action, but we 
are moving, Is : !.epuful sign.ard this l 

Program Content 

What do the new progr-ais look likeT.' 'here is, of course, considerable variation, 
but generally the principal aman is to increase rural incomes by raising agricultural produe
tivity and creating non-farm emiloyn nt ill the ruriln areas, while sinultaneously making 
social services, such as health and educati, , generally available to the rural population (8). 

Tho e %cletn 'Iti':. *.he pr,,grans ate strengthtni g local itnstitutions to Involve 
rural people much ,otre full. , antd ('orlimat,,r of .arious activities, especially the delivery 
of inputs and services, rcqu'l-ed t, iakt falr i.illagers, peasants---call thems: afmrrers, 
what y-oti will more pr(Auctive. 

One (A the lotg-standing, badl5 negle.cted areas In developing CeaUitry strategy is 
range livestock. Thre are approximatel% 40, 00o, 000 pe.ople in the world who g.' Lieir 
livelihoedl from notnadic and quasi-nomadic range li stock systems. They are among 
the pool .st people in tihe wo Id. In nin. countLries their territory is being c-owded by 
increased cultivation, aid overgrazing threatens their very existence. We know that it 
would be possible to raise their prductivitt, substantially. While there is now Interest 
in these peeple, most of the de-, loping c,,untrihs and aid agencies are still floundering 
in terms of how to come to grips with the problem 

Rain-fed agri culture, t:spciallv in semi-atrid areas, has been badly neglected in 
the past. Yet these are the ar eas which have fathered the recent world foxi crisis. We 
know that productivity in thoseI areas can Iii increased, and introducing integrated crop/live
stock systems can partially stabilizie oitput. Again, no tested progranms are readily 
available to take advantage of the interest. 



The hard-to-reach people have generally been neglected, and in many countries,
 
perhaps until now quite properly so. They are the people who are uneducated, lack access
 
to credit, and have Inadequate land resources. To date, they have rarely benefited from
 
development. Yet unless they are reached and their productivity increased, the world
 
will remain a frightening place. Priority must be given to reaching them.
 

Guidelines For Success In The 'New Look" (9) 

Are we at a point where prescriptions for successful IRD can be offered? Experience 
to date nmay provide some useful insights: 

Intra-Agency Acceptance Of 1111) Goals Is Mandatory 

Project evaluations and reviews to date for all tyl)2s of agricultural projects
 
indicate that failure (in the part of agenices within government and other parties to agree on
 
(or fully iicept) program goals and project objectives is a major contributor to failure (10).
 
Absolutt basic is the fact that there is no way to he fair in evaluation if confusion existed
 
nitlallh r objectives. Moreover, when national plan- goals are diffuse and in conflict, as 
is probably more often the rul, than the exception, reaching agreement or. specific project 
objectives and goals is doubly difficult. Maximization of national output and rendering 
social justice, the aims of 111) type activitY, is a case in point. Without agreement, confusion 
is inevitable and the resultant controversy among agencies is likely to be self-defeating. 

IRD faces additional problems vi a %is goals and project objectives since, with few
 
e.ceptions, it will require cutting across agency and ministerial lines of authority. Some
 
agencies will view the IRD program primnarily in welfare terms; others think it nothing
 
more than a revised way to achieve specific prAuction targets; and still others view it in
 
political terms. Pulling !rod tugging, jockeYing for position, and using IRD must be expected. 

If social welfare objectives are stressed at the expense of efforts to increase overall 
productivity, a specific IRD projet may look gcod, but in time the natioial IRD program will be 
scuttled because in most developing countries there is no strong economic base from which 
to draw funds to subsidize the development of large areas. Social services tend to create 
demand for consumer goods and additional services beyond what the people involved can 
afford. Soon the finance ministries and the national planning organizations feel the pinch, 
and call a halt. Since many of the Communit 5 Development type projects popular in the 
late 1950s met this fate, the priority activity of 11D projects must be on increasing the 
productivity of people in the area. 

Because agriculture will he the dominant industry in most [RD )"project areas, 
with widespread benefits probably achievable at a relatively favorable benefit/cost ratio, 
it is therefore a logical place to start. It is extreniely imx)rtant, however, that IRD be 
recognized by planners and policymakers as something more than an effort to accelerate 
Increases in agricultural production or to create jobs. My colleagues and I who are 
agriculturalists must not he permitted to use the [RD name to play the same old game. 
Ultimately, the development goal must be to raise the overall standards of life, with 
icreasing production as a means for achieving that goal. The idea is to make sure that 
improvements in )rodluction, emiployment oppx)rtunities, quantity and quality of social 
serviceb, anid other amenities to go hand in hand. 

IRD Must Be Legitimized In The Nati onal Plan 

The vital "lmessage" to this point is that if the IRD approach is to succeed, it 
must not only be an integral part of the national plan and have the fult support of national 
leadership, but it also needs support at the local level -- from appropriate units of 
government, from local leaders, and from the people themselves (11). To ignore either 
tbe top or the grassroots invites trouble. 



At the national pla-nning level, Inaugurating a sccess1ul programl will usually nican 

changes in methods of thinking within general directorates, and reworking the power 
structure. The experience of Drs. Shaner, Day and I suppirts others on this point, and 
indicates that a few enlightened staff, working in the iifiistries or on pilot projects in the 
field, can accomplish little. In other Words for I D to Succeed, c rucial cha-gles Must be 
wrought from the top within all planning organiz.ations, as well as in the technical agencies 
and profe.sions. How else cm new teclutilogies, research priorities, and the adrministration 

rates become trul\ pe ,pie oriented and subsio[uentl*y serve tileof specializod general directo 
necds )f small-scale rural groups ? What s reui irrNis :a "big o rder". Attempts in the 

past to make the chang, roquir0d have generally been interpretodl by the old liine established 

governmental agencies as a serious threat. I have tir- tluud kinwle lgeoof a countiy where a 

very effeCeive I Il) tvp)c poIject was scuttled bet:auSe a k.ey g0V'lnnlental agency Saw it as 

an Vrosib(n (cI its alutt)Onit and tefUSed to etoetate. Since tbe gener:l diretorate'sservices 

were vital, the pru,-ect dicd. We can conclude, that without Strong citu111litinlent at the 

national level to both eco nini ic growth and social iustice goals, atid to a willingness to 

rew ),rkthe bUreaucratri. poweA Stl rLttt and revise nationld pritritit's ti, achieve tnose 
gals, ther is li.' 1,,ot, fhi significant lung-",m11 sucesS from trying the 11) lp[)roac'h. 

,tLetoc:l1..'1 r-eeT ,.xi .'i'lce tenions:tratus that the success oh IRD projects 
depends toa.il,', n ,,l'.,in. 1,:i peph a planning, and using local leadership in project 

implementatio:. l'" oxa'!11ie. thu.: Peshawar Rural hievelopinent Academy in lakistan has 
learned that l)C;' pple !.1 tie- :ls wS.,r- to many questions that have perplexed phaners and 
plic ...id-trS , iiertn. pr,)jic et atanag vnle it :utd inIplemnentation (12). They are often 

very lnow.g,'abie, inludl:, an undcrstanding of investment opportunities and ways of 
increasing wourk pCiu ctivtIt'.. t 'og heal leadership and participation hold the key to success 
for evn aphisticatd prgrar:s such as l:uai refrn (131. 

p i that I
 
would expect a ,s a eect fr:ll a a'a ne attending this Conference, but how best to bring
 

local people int th. ug lccei is not, therein lies the heart of the problem.
 

The icWI to in.',lN, 1,Cal inpethe planning prOCess is so well-nl(.)wn 

pl:auf in s r,d 
The Peshawar A\eadefn\ g jup tound :t on reali'.tic to expect local people to provide leadership 
for preparing cCnm,,ni callx and financiall viable projects, so in this area external planning 
assistanice is ii',,",idled. 1'afortunately, national planning irganizations typically have neither 
the capability n(r tie inclination to reach down to the l1oal level and provide the kind of 
project planing leadership which is reaiy needed. New tauthods of organizing the planning 
process will be coin r,-i: an0 pri ,ritx attention needs to he given to the point of interface 
between national iud local groups. 

In the t ' picAl developilng ountr, planning Age.'ncies teid to concentrate on 
governmental toeaC :ico(uOnt activities, and he rather superficial about private sector 
inv lvenient. They do so becausc this is the easy way. Unfortunately, if IRD planning 
is restricted primal iho force account expenditure, it will acC)mplish little. The 
quantity of resources under private control will normally far exceed that available for 
government force accounts, 9, for Much headwaN ti) he made, resources under private control 
must be used. 11) project planiiers, therefore, nee--d to think in terms of incentives that 
will induce decision-makers, whoever a.,l wherev:r they are including the private sector, 
to participate in lIt!) prt'oject activities. 

Cooperative philosolih, is coimpletely ciimpatible with 1111) program phiosophy, 
and to date in IRD prgrarns cooperatives have been assigned extremely important roles. 
Yet it is difficult to ldertif' and evaluate the positive contribution oif cooperatives in the 
existing programs. local cooperatives are often weak ,and support for them nominal. It 
is questionable whether the role assigned themi it contemporary IDI) planning is justified, 
yet logic indicates group acti',ities offer the only hope for efficiently reorganizing small 
pr×ducers. 

IRD Means Inititution Building 

The contribution of various factors to a succ(essful national IliD program in the 
long-term will differ frorn those that lead to short-term project success. Initially, IID 
projects can be attractive if packages of practices that increase agricultural production which 
are economically profitable and low in risk can be identified and implementedl quickly 
through an efficient project managenent system. However, if an l.D l)program Is based on 
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a series of projects relying upon existing packages of production-Increasing practices 

(e.g. those associated with the Green Revolution), yet in tilelong-term the input delivery, 
research, credit, and other systems are not revised so as to properly backstop new projzcL 
rcluirements, the program will eventually collapse. Long-run success will depend upon 

institutional restructuring and reforms for both production and social services. The lMD 
approach is, of necessity, institution building, but not in the usual sense of the word. 

A logical place t, start institutional reforms is with the national research system. 
New adapted packages of practices meeting the needs of small farmers must continually 
be coming on-line, and new improv d institutional arrangements to deliver them to typical 
prolucers designed. Res earch ol the type needed is not readily available today (14). I[ere 

comlplimienLs arc, in ,Irder to,VSAl1)/Niger for the Niger Cereals Project which could be all 
excellent start, and 1,,the east, t'SAIl)/Eth opia for a job well done. The applie" research 

proposed in the Niger project is oi target. The 1'. 5. universities could be of great 

assistanfce in redirecting research alln( instituting new programs of the proper type, but 

it may not be amiss to suggest that first they must get their own houses in order. 

A secon( ins titutinal area n,-eding special attention is project planning wid 
implementation. In most,'developing tcountries these are Separate activities. Those who 
"plan"' do not "implenent". Plans olt,!n provide excellent descriptions of what is to be 

accomplished, but are (*trl'U iely' vague in terms of how it is to be accomplished. Viewing 

development planning it terms of a managenent process can help to avoid these problems (15). 

Applying the manageimnt process approach to planning involves four decision 

levels: 1) national, 2) nministerial and agerncy, :3)project, and -i) family or firm. 

1) 	 The National Level involves the macro-socio/economic viewpoint and relates 

individuals, families, and firms to the State. Decisions concerning how the 

national resource pool will be utilized, ]ow services and income will be 

allocated, who hits the right to do what, etc. , are the crucial issues. The 

national plan and resultant national policies reflect the natinnal strategy for 

development "utd are the key implementing tools. 

2) The Ministerial and Agency Level is intermediate, the level giving the most 
trouble. Goals for individual agencies are very difficult to agree Upon. 
Mosher has notet that agricultural agencies often list "mo(ernizing agriculture" 
as a goal, but have not defined what modern agriculture is in teris rele%.ant 
to their specific fune'tion Iffl).Other illustrations could be cited. 

:1) 	 The Project l.vel establishes an implemeniation ;ystem to accomplish specific 
objectives within the franitewtrk of national, 01ini Lerial, and local objectives. 
Projects are the "cutting edge (If develollment" 17). and a "way of life" in 

developing countries where split budgeting systenls --- Classical and Development 
---- ale (OlllItOll 

•1)Trle ianil', Cool)erative, and Comlpany Level exerts the greatest influence of all 
in the total decisiot-iiaking process ,yet is often largely ignored in benefits from 
agelcyvandcrgrais pirojects isee above) accrtue only because of decisions made 
at this levol. 

If theiltnlgenlt'it trocess approach to planning is to be effective, it must be subject 

to a dyneIc typology.. Steecal managerial s' stems are available, all of which may be 
effective, hut it is be ond the scope of this topic to evaluate their applicability. Siffin's work 

is excellent, and it is hopied that he will confront the major problems during this Conference. 

U.S. universities cotthl be helpful in tilegeneral arena of planning anti project preparation, but 

changes in attitutdes and orientation will he needed (18). 

Guilelines For 1111) Project P'laning 

While it wouldhe emature to offer prescriptions, based on recent experience, 

guidelines that )telp 1111) project planners keep onltarget can be provided (19). They are: 

1) 	 Make "people orientation" the key theme in all planning. This calls for 
planlners to ttink in termtS of utilizing pthsical resources to meet human needs, 
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and not the reverse, as so frtquently has been done ill the past (20). Phys[cal 

resources are important onlv as they relate to Ieople (21). 

2) 	 Express project and program objectives ill socio-econonlic terls. This will 
guarantee that the ultimate goal of improving overall welfare will not be over
looked or short-changed. It tstabliSheS a .sound basis for evaluating progress, 
and helps avoid confusion ieLwee e c niaucns for reVachiIg a g )aI with tile goal 
itself. 

oil a rea basis. tile of the a'a ml 
possible for the benefit of thL people of t:iat area. Mass shifts in population are 

not in tile cards in many, developing countries; therefore, assIme1t future increases 

in population will have to be )rodu CtiVely empo)yed within the a I acet't 

3) 	 Plan p)rojccts an Use resources as nuch ;is 

1r1a 
the idea that intcgrtted rural development is achievable through region:l idanning 

only, but since developing countries are a "world if project.s'", area po'jteels 

are for moany the best bet. ) Opportunities to consider in tile elric include 

agri/industry, cottage industry, services iboth socia! and .conillli'), vtc*. , as 
well as agricultural production. 

Mnd 

carried out b%those within tile area are prone t( fail. lhe recent wirks of 

Montgomery aud the expericnce-, f the Acadeiny ill Peshawar, cited earlier, 
are especially relevant (22). 

4) 	 Make full use if local leadership. Proj ects forInlUlateK OUtsilt. :1,1aat' l 

5) Make increasing agricultural )roductivity the hard core project activity. 
There will be exceptions, but subsistence food production will lie the most 

important economic activity in most project areas. Rapid increases in 

productivity generally can be achieved at reasonable cost if projects are well 

managed. Benefits accrue to :i wide base of recipients. Agriculture is the 

logical starting plae for increas ing pir ducti vity. 

6) 	 In project planning, search for wva s to obtain high returns trom limited 

resources and factorn. Emphasize self-help activities in all phaises of 

projects. For tile hard cO'e I clivitv --- agriculture, this calls for: 

a) 	 tlucreas og irtroducti ,n t'dit available to tile small farmer/villager 

b) 	 Using the [roihtet,n !package approach, which is an effective means 
for obtai::ng high ,,verall returns fron technical inputs 

c) 	 Searching out and removing bottlenecks in production, marketing, 

and elsewlhere 

d) 	 Dealing with farmers in grou.s, rather than individually so as to make 
better use of extension assistance, credit, marketing, and supplies; 

multi-purpose local cooperatives may offer great hope if properly 
organized and back-stopped 

c) 	 %takingfarm inputs readily available at ieasonable cost 

f) 	 Protecting markets sufficiently to induce a subsistence, survival
oriented family to pr(luce for it, while avoiding excessive demands 
on the national treasury, and 

g) 	 Coordinating the field activities of government agencies, possibly 
by means of a multi-purpose field organization under a single agency. 

7) 	 Integrate local industry and service organizations in a way that they grow with 

Increased agricultural prodluction. This will broaden the scope of rural 
development and effectively integrate agriculture with industry. Thus, a 
dynamic aspect of econonic growth is initiated. Marketing of farm products, 
processing farin outputs, and producing tarm inputs, all locally, aire logical 
starting points for area Iregional) development. 
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8) 	 Make activities that improve the quality of rural life an integral, equal partner 
in projects. Coordinating the delivery of social services with Increasing 
productivity will provide incentive for rural folk to produce more and remoin 
in the area. Ty.'ng increased amenities to increased output will hold program 
costs within the citpability of developing countries and make the IRD approich 
salable to ministrieb of finance and national plan organizations. 

The '64 Dollar Question": Who Should Il: ID Activities? 

Few developing countries have the capability to do a good job of planning IRD programs 
and projects, partly because such planning is a relatively new phenomenon and also because it 
is very complex. For example, the agricultural phase alone requires expertise in technical 
agriculture, project nianagenent, uildsocio-econornic develo)ment. Numerous specialized 
experts, cognizant ,flocal conditions and peasant aspirations, are required to work 
effectively as a tean. For education, health services, agri-industry, infrastructure, 
agricultural inputs, crelit, cooperaLi yes, etc. , additional expertise is required, all of which 
must he related to the local peoples' hopes, aspirations, and capabilities. Eve rthing 
neither can nor sholdIjb attempted simultaneously. Priorities must be establis hed for 
activities. 3his no and qillce Universitics'is small Order, this conference deals with U.S. 
role in West Africa, is not this a logical highest priority place for them to become involved? 

Those who cannot (o tile Jo ellanning ll) arc better known tha-n those Who 

can. First, the vertically 'oriented,status-seeking givernmental agencies found in many 
developing Countries cannot le expected to cooperate voluntarily. Second, national planing 
organizations find it difficult to take other than a nmucro-economic view because they 
generally are not project-orientei. MNreoiver, their experience in planning projects 
which can readily be implemented at the field level is limited. 'Thev lack the nanager's 
feel for what will or will not work. Third, local level planners tend to ignore market 
realities, and tev rarely p.?pare project plans meeting macro-economic criteria. Local 
units of government seldom .jave the required exlpertise. Thus, a crucial element for IRD 
success -- a fitting planning eclauisni -- is missing. 

Provilding a foolproof "ready inadc" prescription for tilesolutiti, U who should plan 
iRD programs aod pIojects, and how ehst to organize planning activities is precluded by 
basic differenes among deveiloping countries. A country with a strong central government 
and deep sense of unity among its citizenr'v faces an entirely different situation from one 

that is basically a fedcration of independent states, Also, available expertise varies greatly 
from country to country, and from local area to local area. The solution probably must be 
country specific. 

Perhaps insights into potential answers to the problem in any given country can be 
fotmd by asking who can: 

old to a people orientation 

Keep local aind national necds, aspirations and limitations in perspective 

Bridge the gap between central and Hlld organiizations 

Obtain the technical, social, economic and financial expertise neded, and 

Cooridinate field activities during the implementation stage? 

Itisquite priObIbh0 that at present eo organization or agency in a specific 
developing country can puss ibly meet all of the requirements. A new or revi. ,d 
organization or a gelne with ade(Iltateatti t hirity to to t1e jit iay have to be ci ated. 

While (lee care needis to te exercised in chiising among alternatives, realistic 
aniswers for "who should ti the planning" will probabiy nit be fortlicon-.,g until more 
experimentation takes place. An(d, true to the natlire 0t experiments, some poor results 
will be obtainedl. But iftile activities aid results of such planning experimetts are well 
docunientt l, tile lifficulties anId failures will serve the needs of future efforts at I1D 
planning, and tile ilntstiun It Who shlld p4:a11 will lie1iiI'1 easily resolv'ed. A eans for 
keeping losses to :1oiinimuiu would be to liiiit tilescope, both getgraplcallY and by 
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type of activity, until more is learned. Subsequently, broad-scale IRD programs could 

be introduced. The ,cost,, of this approach is, of course, that in the meantime the job 

IRD Is designed to do goes undone. Marei's and President Echeverria's warnings go 

unheeded. Threat of violence and1 political instability will increase. Is minimizing 

losses worth the "cost"? Developing tountrv and aid agency leaders must decide, but 

U.S. Universities, with their vast research c3apability, could be of great help. 

Will The IRD Approach "Work"'.' 

ThU question cannot be answered with great confidence at this timU. The evaluation 

of CADU, WADU, Ada, Comila, the small district program in Kenya, Danzali, several in 
this paper are still inconclusive.Pakistan, and other projects reviewcd and refe'rred to in 

However, what alternative is there? 1 suggest we MUST make lID work. 
A UNDPUnfortunately, momentum from past policies must run its course. report 

resources in the agrict itural sector in developing countriespredicts ".., wastage of human 
will increase from about 25 percent overall in 1970 to around .30 percent by 19S0 (23). 

It is difficult to believe thit many developing countries can take this level of wastage. 

Violence will increase and political instabilitv are inevitable. 

Yet, there is hope. 

I have noted past efforts to spread the base of benefits from economic development 

have failed largely because the benfit/cost ratio was found (or believed) to be low, and 

planning commissions and Ministries of Finance eventually cut off the funds. Until 

recently in planning circles it was generally believed agricultural projecLs oriented toward 

small farmers could not possibly yield a bankable rate of return, and projects of the 11W type 

wereautomatically viewed as national "liabilities." We now can say that ". . .the economic 

rate of retur:. on such projects... can be quite high" (24. If pilot projects which spread 

the beneflts from economic growth to L:,,c numbers of rural folk are implemented and 

are found to yield a bankable internal rate of return, developing country planners and 
and will there be much hope that tacklingpolicymakers will take interest. Then, only then, 


the worldwide rural poverty problem will be allocattd the resources reqiuired to solve it.
 

The key to success in obtaining the desirable internal rate of return from IRD is 

good management. A cocrdinated program must be delivered efficiently U the field, for 

developing countries a charge almost like telling th, sick to heal themselves. But 

developing countries can coordinate programs and operate efficiently if they want to do so 

badly enough. IRD is within their reach. 
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NUTRITION AND INTEGRATED RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

by 

Marcia McCrary* 

A discussion of nutrition has a vital place within the concept of Integrated rural
 
development. Any attempt to improve the quality of human life must first aim to reduce the
 
alarming death rates, the widespread suffering, and the loss of human potential caused by

malnutrition. I shall discuss several aspects of malnutrition, including basic causes,
the scope, the clinical picture as a disease, and its Inter-relationship to other diseases. 
Then we will look at how the problem is being handled - and could be handled. 

Two thirds of the world's children live in the developing countries, and for 
most of them, malnutrition during their early formative years is a fact of life. It Is the 
biggest single contribution to infant and child mortality In these countries, where 30 percent or 
nmore of the children (lie before their fifth birthday. Children under five account for almost 
four-fifths of all deaths in the developing countries. 

Despite these high child mortality rates, the fertility levels remain high enough
to maintain a rapid population growth in these areas. Parents are understandably unwilling
to voluntarily limit births without greater assurance that their children will survive to 
adulthood. Thus, adlquate nutrition is a prerequisite for successful family planning. 

The children that do survive bear subtle mental and physical scars of malnutrition,
because a child's entire life is determined to a great extent by the food provided by his 
mother in his first five years. A serious protein deficiency in this period will damage his
health in numerous ways: it will inhibit his growth, sap his physical strength, and possibly
inhibit his mental development. Malnutrition, therefore, is a great deal more than a 
personal or family tragedy. Tile cultural, social, and economic impact of malnutrition can l)e enormous. The direct and indirect costs to the economy are often more than the 
costs required for prevention. For example, think of the medical costs involved in the 
treatment of the Ill children, and the costs of rearing children that do not survive. Those 
that do survive are less respovsive to education, added to which there is also economic loss 
not only from absenteeism du to illness but also due to reduced working capacity. The 
combined effect is to retard economic as well as social development. 

In West Africa, malnutrition is found primarily among the rural poor, who make 
up most of tile population, from 70 percent in most of the countries to over 95 percent In 
the poorer countries such as Upper Volta, where the life expectancy is 32 years. Protein 
is scarce for many reasons. Animal protein, the best (nutritionally speaking), is very 
scarce. Sleeping sickness in many parts of West Africa prevents meat production. Poor 
grazing conditions limit production in other parts. Fresh milk Is almost non-existent. 
Fish is available but expensive, as off-shore commercial fishing is often controlled by
foreign interests. Inland fishing is primitive and not very productive. Hunting is still 
done, but the game becomes scarcer as the bush is pushed back by the farmers, who 
cut and burn the Jungle to prepare ground for th," annual rice planting. 

'College of Nursing, University of Arizona, Tucson 
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The staple foods are usually low ill protein. Many of tie countries have grains, 
such as rice, millet and sorghum as the staple food, and they do have up to 10 percent 
protein, but an incomplete protein that does not supply all the elements necessary for optimum
growth if eaten alone. Rice and millet are compact sources of calories, however, and 
if enough is eaten, the person probably escapes the worst manifestations of malnutrition. 
But the basic foods in same countries are not even that complete. Where tubers (such as 
cassava) and plaintains are the main source of food, you will see more of the severe protein 
deficient disease Kwashiorkor and the protein-calorie deficient disease narasnmus. 
Kwashiorkor is a Nigerian word that means tile first baby dies when tie second is born. 
Cassava and plaintains contain less than one percent protein and are high in water and 
cellulose content. 

Cultural attitudes play a large part, too, in food consumption. Nowhere does 
man eat all the nutritious foods that arc available to him, because of ignorance or taboos. 
Also, in many tribes the best foods are given to the men; chicken and eggs are considered 
by these particular people not to be good for young children and pregnant women. 

I will briefly describe these two severe nutritional disorders just mentioned: 
Kwashiorkor is a major syndrome of malnutrition usually oceuring in the second or third 
year of life, during the weaning period. It is caused by a diet low in protein but containing
carbohydrate calories. Edema occurs as does changes in pigmentation, including changes 
in hair color from black to a reddish hue. Marasmus is caused by both a protein and 
calorie deficiency. The infant is actually starving, and there is severe wasting of both 
muscle and subcutaneous fat. Diarrheal disease is almost always present. 

I mentioned earlier that malnutrition has a relationship to other diseases. By 
this I mean it is an underlying factor in the high rates of infections seen in the poorer 
nations. For example, the fatality rate for measles is about 200 times higher ill developing 
countries than in industrialized countri(,s. The main reason is that the malnourished child 
can combat it and survive. Also, many cases of kwashiorkor develop following an 
infectious disease, and many cases of nutritional marasmus follow gastroenteritis. This is 
because infections cause nitrogen loss (and nitrogen is onlvderived from protein), and 
diarrhea reduces absorption of nutrients from the intestinal tract. Nutritional status 
thus has an effect on infections, and infections have an effect on nutrition. These are most 
important relationships. In developing countries communicable diseases are extremely 
prevalent, a major cause of morbidity and mortality. 

Also, some of the normal defense nechanisns of the body are impaired and do 
not function properly in the malnourished subject. For example, children with Kwashiorkor 
are unable to form antibodies to either typhoid vaccine or diptheria toxoid. There is also 
an impaired antibody response to inoculation with yellow fever vaccine and to cholera 
antigens. Both these dscases are problems in West Africa. Another defense mechanism 
that has been studied in relation to nutrition is that of leukoc*tosis and phagoctic activity. 
Children with Kwashiorkor show a lower than normal Ieukocyte response in the presence of 
infection. 

Another prevalent health problem that affects nutrition is that of intestinal parasites. 
Ilookworm, extremely prevalent in West Africa, is a major cause -f iron deficiency anemia 
in adults and children. The anemia can be cured by diet, and medic-ation can rid the 
body of the worns, but there will be reinfection unless there is improved sanitation. o ther 
intestinal worms are prevalent, also, and studies suggest that absorption ol protein is 
impaired. 

After this grii picture, let us now look at what cai be done, as well as what has 
been done. 

First, I want to mention a major natural resource for protein that I didn't 
include above: Human breast milk. There has been a decline in breast feeding all over 
the world, including tile developing countries. This is especially true in Lhe urban areas, 
and the problem gets larger as more of the rural population moves into the urban areas, 
Why is this happening, this decline in breast feeding? I' is probably entirely due to Western 
influence, including exploitive, commercial advertising of formulas as wonder foods, ain]
various ps cho-social factors associated with Western or European type urbanization. Also,
there is a feeling that lbttle feeding is being modern, and gives status. I saw this attitude 
in Liberia; it was one of my main concerns as a nurse when working with the mothers and 
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babies. Also, with this decline in breast feeding, there has been a change in the pattern
of malnutrition. The main syndrome is becoming the nutritional-rmarasmus that accompanies 
diarrhea In the first year of life. This Is due to conditions resulting from bottle feeding
where poverty and grossly inadequate hygiene leads to the use of overdilutd and contaminated 
formula. 

It Is Interesting that In many recent conferences concerning world food supplies, 
human milk Is seldom considered, probably because it poses none of the testing, marketing 
or distribution problems of new foods. Also, the contraceptive effect of breast feeding 
has been diminished by the Western World as an old wive's tale - until recently. Breast 
feeding does Inhibit ovulation for a while. Studies show that birth to conception Intervals 
are significantly longer among the lactating women as compared to those that do not breast 
feed. Besides being inexpensive and uncontaminated, breast milk has also been shown to 
have anti-infective properties, especially in relation to diarrheal diseases due to E. coil 
and other organisms. Breast feeding should be encouraged Into the second year or longer, 
as even small amounts of protein and these protective elements can be a significant 
supplement to the weaning diet. Also, in famine relief, as an emergency measure, 
attention should be given to provide food for lactating mothers rather than formula for the 
Infants. 

So human milk should be recognized as a national resource In economic, agronomic, 
and nutritional planning. The economic Impact has been noted In several countries. For 
example, Kenya estimated that loss of breast milk as reflected In cost of supplemental
foods cost two-thirds of the health budget. 

The need for an adequate weaning diet is obvious. There has been a lot of work 
done in the more developed nations to produce weaning mixture. A typical one, developed 
in the U.S. and sent to many areas, is C.S.M. (for corn, soya, and milk powder). It is 
bland and well accepted because It can be sweetened or flavored to meet local tastes. It 
is about 20 percent protein and has proved valuable in the treatment of Kwashiorkor. Though
I am entirely committed to long-term goals that mean self sufficiency, I am practical 
enough to realize that the need for products such as C.S.M. exists now, and that such 
products will have to be used until local substitutes are developed. Some people deplore
such stop gap methods, and I agree that many programs have been ill managed. But if 
the use of imported weaning mixtures is built Into a program with long-term goals I can 
see many advantages. I don't believe that such supplies will reduce Initiative for self 
stfficiency. On the contrary, emergency measures can contribute to long-range improve
ments. Consumer education is unavoidable. Parents see their childrens' health improve.
They therefore accept these mixes, and will be more receptive to new multimixes that 
the' need to obtain a better diet. As was mentioned previously, the staple diet in many of the 
West African countries is poor, and the answer could be a multi-mix of some sort. 
The best and cheapest are the grains mixed with legumes. They can and should be developed
in each area, for lowest cost and optimum acceptance. It Is important to start with tile 
local staple and go from there, and this I leave for the agricultural expert to work on. 
The ground-nut (peanut) Is one possibility, it thrives n many parts of West Africa. 
Whatever the combination of grain and legume, it provides almost all the necessary amino 
acids. When possible, animal protein should be Introduced. There are disease resistant 
animals, but one has to keep) in mind the cultures involved, and anim- husbandry Is not 
a skill found in all of West Africa. But these skills can be learned, and until then and 
until there is the food to give the animals, why not introduce species that can take care of 
themselves? A group of experts went to Liberia last year and came up with some good ideas: 
the guinea fowl is hardy, will find his own food, and will stay around the village. So will 
the Muscovy duck, who also, by the way, has much more meat on him than the Peking
variety, and duck eggs are excellent food. Freshwater fish culture might work. In conjunction
with the Introduction of paddy rice farming, fingerlings of a local variety of fish could be 
put into the paddies. Elsewhere (Indonesia-Nigeria), the method has worked: the fish 
thrive and In turn fertilize the rice. These are samples of methods executed at the local 
level that haive been accepted and that are in accord within the concept of Integrated rural 
developmient. 

In conclusion, I may summarize by saying that the nutrition problems of develop
ing countries should not be regarded In isolation. Nutrition should be considered along with 
the total economic and social development of these countries. Poverty, ignorance, high
infant and child mortality due to infections disease and malnutrition, and high fertility, are 
all Interrelated aspects of the problem of rural development and should be treated as such 
In coordinated programs. 
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W. J. Siffin* 

Introduction 

'he administrative problems of integrated rural development include that 

somoetim.es fatal common cold of public administration--the sheer difficulty of doing 
ordinary things, 

In addition, there are administrative problems distinctive to this activity. 

"Integrated rural development" can refer to more than one kind of arrangement, but 
common features, which give rise to some interestingthese referent3 all have certain 

ad i ni tirt ie p roble s. 

'he feasibility of integrated approaches to rural development turns upon organi

:'ational and administrative factors as much as upon anything else. When goal and 
resource issues have been settled, the key determinants of probable outcomes are organi
zation and administration. 

"Integrated rural development" is the label for one potential solution to a 

widespread type of problem. Potential solutions to complex problems must always 
be approached with caution: Once the solution is accepted, It defines the problem. For all 

the problem becomes whatever the solution iolves. If you go to apractical purposes, 
If instead you go to a psychiatrist,chiropractor you ipso facto have a chiropractic problem. 

which impelled you to act in the first place--will beyour problem--thc- set of conditions 
otherwise defined. If you go to a source which is committed to integrated rural develop

ment, ipso facto ,not to mention voila! as well), that will be your problem. 

We must therefore ask and answer: What are the environmental circumstances 

in which an integrated approach to rural development seems auspicious? What programmatic 
requirements will affect the probable success of the approach? 

to these questions Is generally available.The technological part of the answers 
Resource ro luirements can be projected with considerable assurance. It i the organizational 

*Director, PASITANM [Program of Advanced Studies of Institution-Building and Technical 

Assistance Methxology], Midwest Universities Consortium for International Activities. 
Indiana University, Bloomington. 
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and managerial necessities which are thu hardest to address. They are not easy to 
stipulate and they are less easy to deliver. So one can argue that the applicability of the 
concelpt of integrated rural development--its suitability as a solution--usually turns on the 
issue of administrative feasibility. 

Doing Ordinary Things Can lie Difficult 

People seldom try to display their confusions. We prefer to act as advocates and 
asserters, pointing out other people's confusions rather than stating our own. We speak and 
act from certitude--or hopeful faith. Even when we are less certain than we sound, we try 
to project a pos ture of assurance. 

This is certainly true in tire field of developmental technical assistance. The
 
design processes of technical assistance involve a subtle and complex mixture of analvs is
 
and advocacV. liC (ir she who worrld define a iproblem, shape a Strategy, or 
create a
 
project, roust adopt a strong assertive stance: These are the goals, are the proper
 
purposes. They will be served by these outputs, and the outputs wi.lI be produced by these
 
inputs, within this time-fraiie, in this particular setting. There .s only one Saving 
proviso--the proviso of the 'assunrptions'" boxes ill the Logityrl Framework to which tire 
projects of the Agency for International Development tire fitte;d, for example. In assertinga very eeollex inerrlls-ends chain, we do get to adin it that we j rec as situtli og vta in things 
aboult tile projcCt Cnvironroen t. But if the project proposal is t, stand much chance of 
approval, those contingencies, tiose assiini)tioins, must not be o heroic or absurd. 

Thus we act as if we know, Or can Il' (lite Certain ill 'IL r ipre(ictionS. We do
 
this ini proposing irojecti for integrated rutr'al deveilopment arid for man% other things as
 
well. All protgranmerd interventions in the circumtrstances of the world art based upon
 
predictions. AS We try to get sormrething dune, about the Coiplling problemns of 
our world,
 
We are impelledto :it aS if, we can predict with high probability.
 

Fron One VieV, this makes a lt of sense. Wh lh uld anyone s9anction costlv
 
action on the sreer basis of faith and instuition ? Ti' Pt'Crocrustear fOrmats o'f program and
 
projlct Jlalnirg are SU10poseUd to reduce tihe protilbiiitV ofeCl'or0, if not really igrrt'arrtec
 
success.I
 

All tir wrie that we lie acting as it wC a'( assuIt'ed, we continleC to know several
 
things front und niable experienc'o: that our' piredictive abilities arte Irightily lnited; that
 
fortility is oftc n the ilost potent ingredient in our recipes of action; that outt'ril.s frc(lurCltly
depend lipon tile oOl-the-scenet ability i' ilv luck) to grasp and exploit forttuitoris tcvents; that 
in sunl our)1.lars, i)r'(posr118, n irl[)'ojcte'd sOllitons atre Cxer'cisCs io hptful g mroing nmore 
than any thing else. 

What I :i111 not So Sul're about -- what I r'eillaill Couifused alolrut -- is suggested by
these questions: Is this all acceptable ariid illrprol)riate vicw Of "how things r'ulll. work'?" 
Should we deliberately adopt a rather schizoid stance toward our d'vclolrlental clfO1"tS 
-- whicil is: to do til, best we can in positing the future and acting as if oui' predictions Were 
reliable, while knowing that they really are not likely to be, and then getting on with the
business before us'.' IS this the only wiy avilabl%, again, is row We must (eal withWiiV this 
CoUnditions (if great Li'tn IMrtiIYthrolugh progranmiring irrcOssCs which (1o rit allow us to 
fully acknorwledge tile imragnriturde otf that uncertaity '. .-Are thlre' allNy r'unlisrurg ways to 
incrllltletaly r'euitUC, un1cCrtalinty before we i0coinet 'oirr11tttud to atiii '. 

,t)ur limited illilitY to ueal wit organizational and irranragerial tactor- in tir 
p)selldt-otiltlrns for dcVeioplnirrcntrl succss is one important source of unncertairrtu%'h'ere are other Sltrces of ign)l'ant' andl ciu iftisirion, too--liimited knowledtge oii tire tnelt 
reiluirements of succes.;, for n'xarrple. Reliable knowledge of how long it takes to dto 
somnething is limited. Never rind: The progranning constraints of doror agencies and 
tire demands of host ct)uirtr dievelopiers l'rgelY uobliterate the r'cle' varic of such knowledge
anyhow. 'l'hese invitatiors to sthriztophrnia are often r'einrforced bv hope itself--rid by
the assunllt that what really miatters nost is to get sorething starte.d in the right 
direction. 

'Th1c0 titMblesuirc tling about all this is that the eventual effects of hopeful action are 
all too oiften crel, not to Mention w:lowasteful. One elemental reason is tire fact that ordinary 
things are often exquisitely hardt to tio. 
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Perhaps if we underotand this fact a little better--if we sharpen our appreciation 
of whv ordInar .nings are often so difficult--we may improve our ability to deal with such 
matters as the administrative problems of integrated rural developir'nt. 

A recent American experience offers certain insights. 1 InApril 1966 with fanfare 
tilet.S. Department of Commerce's Economic Development Administration announced a 
project. Through grantq and loans of $23.3 million, efforts would be mounted to create 
minority employment, quiet racial stress, and produce economic development in Oakland, 
Callfor,!Aa. 

Three years and $3 million later an overpass had been built, considerable 
architectural fees had been paid, several projects had collapsed, and others were moving 
along far off schedule, snarled In contention and other impedimenta, and it was a dann good 
thing that the survival of Oakland did not muc, depend upon the project whose inspiration 
was to keep the city from going up In smoke. 

The Oakland project largely failed for two sorts of reasons. In the first place, 
the solution was probably wrong. The strategy of putting technical and capital assistance 
into Oakland was inspired by experience inspired by experience in Appalachia, by a model 
for responding to the perceived problems of that benighted section of the country. It 
did not really fit the Oakland situation. But it was the format fixed in law, the Public Works 
and Economic Development Act of August 26, 1965 (Public law 89-136). The law plus 
an appropriation of $300 million, which had to be obligated in about five months during 
fiscal year 1966, were an impulse to rapid action. Oakland was a plausible target. It had 
high unemployment and had been designated a redevelopment area In 1964. It had an Overall 
Economic Development Program document and some potential projects hhd been identified. 
The city was described as "potentially explosive" because of racial tension. And it had a 
Republican administration--which made it an attractive target for the Democratic Assistant 
Secretary of Conmmerce in charge of the EDA: "If anything went wrcig with an EDA program, if 
we were arguing with a mayor, I did not want some Democratic mayor--like Daley--to be 
able to pick tipthe phone and call President Johnson. \Vi h a Republican mayor, I thought 
the federal government would at least not be against us." 

Even so, the Oakland project didn't work. Part of what thwarted it was a 
collection of organizational and managerial realities--drab common-place realities which 
have their counterparts (and more) in the kinds of ventures we are interested in. Oakland 
offers lessons about administration ann administrative problems. Here are two of them: 

First: "Chains of . . . decision points, rcqulring numerous clearances by 
different actors .... .provided the occasions for frustrating.delays. "4 The task environment 
of the Oaklani proiect contained a number of different orgaizations, federal and local, with 
jurisdiction ,%er various activities related to the project. There was the Economic Development 
Administration, in Washington, also with a regional office and a local task force. There was the 
government of Oakland, and a group or organized Oakland interests. There were participating 
private organizations, ranging from an airline to certain local businoqs interests. There 
was an autonomoIs local public agency, the Port of Oakland. The U.S. Navy was on hand, 
interested in the effects of port deqklopment upon harbor navigation. There was also the 
Small Business Administration, responsible for certain kinds of technical assistance. All 
of these participants had many interests besides the Oakland project (except for a few 
persons with direct project responsibilities). 

1. Jeffrey I.. Pressman and Aaron B. Wildavsky (1973) Implemi, '.atlon: low Great 
Expectations in Washington are Dashed in Oakland. University of California Press, Berkeley/ 
Los Angeles. What follows is drawn from this study. 

2. See Amory lradford (1968) Oakland's Not for Burning. McKay, New York. 
:1. Implementation, p). 14-15. 

4. Ibid., p. ;9. 

..
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Just one part of the project, the public works program, involved at leastimportant decision points, with more than twenty separate sets of participants. As thisprogram proceeded, seventy sequential agreements had to be reached by various subsetsof participants. So it is not surprising that six year9 elapsed between the joyous announcement of April 1966, and the letting of contracts for an airplane hangar in 1971. The hangarproject included a plan for training of airline mechanics. It required approval by nine 
federal, state, and local organizations. 

We can find much that is familiar to us in the Oakland experience. But what doesit mean? Ilere is an interesting observation, drawn from the study of those seventyclearances required in one part of the Oakland project: 

Table 8: Program Comlletion Doubtful Uniless Level of Agreement Aniong Participa.nts 
is Terribly Iligh 

Probability of Agreement Probability of Success No. of Agreements that Reduceon Each Clearance Point After 70 Clearances Probability Below 50 Percent 

80 .000000125 
 -t
 
90 
 .00064.1 
 7 
95 
 .00395 
 14
 
99 
 .489 
 68
 

-Pressman and Wildavsky, Implementation (Berkley/Los Angeles: University of California 
Press, 1973), p. 107. 

The import of this example is both awesome and dismaying, If a project involvesseventy important clearances and agreeii,..Ls, and the probability of getting agreement in
each case is 90 percent, then statistically speaking there are less thfan scven 
chances in athousand that the project will be brought to compjletion. And after 01l. seven moves, thereremains less than a 50/50 chance oi success ! 

We are dealing with a statistical ImetaIphor, of cOurto. it contains a rigidassumption about the requisites o)fsloCCeSS--thu t there dJoes t.ist a (ittt li ate set ofnecessary and interdependent decisions. Hal'litV is often more elusive than this, andmore flexible as well. But at the roots of -iny ,organized, devt,lopmvntal reality thereremains an intransigent fact: the course of ordinar\ events is highly 'ulnerable to delayand blockage, when those events must he seriatin blessed ) a di verse group of actorswho do not share a strong stable consensus on neans and ends. In the lankguage of the
authors: 

"Our normal expectation should be that :w prog rans will failto get off the ground and that, at best, they will take considerable
time to get startex. The Cards in this world are stacked againstthings happening, as so much effort is required to make them move. 
The remarkable thing is that new programs work at all. ,,5 

Does this case-lesson offer us an\'yinsight into thinking about administrativeproblems, and perhaps doing something to reduce tlhem ' We can discount the import of thestatistical metaphor concerning cumulating probabilities. We can also complicate our 

*Somn, of these participants were within the same hierarchical structure, theEDA. Others were not. Even within a single hierarchy, getting concurrence is not 
necessarily easy. 

5. Ibid., p. 109. 
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sense of reality by conceiving of a project as a set of seini-separate sequences of action, 

in other words, think about ways
each with its own participants and decisions. We can, 

to break down the length of the means-ends chain, so we 
to simplify the action--ways 
don't end up dependent upon seventy sequential decisions in our own effort. If we can 

we can organize the action intominimize the interdependence of a set of sequences--if 

buffered parallel flows and reduce serial interdependence--this "decomposition" of the 

overall effort significantly increases the probability that at least some parts of It will 

if each of the parallel means-ends chains provides some essentialsucceed. Even so, 
and if there is no redundancy among those parallel chains,ingredient of overall success, 


we are back where we started: with an astonishingly low probability of a successful outcome.
 

Second: the actual decision paths of a project cannot be predicted at the outset. J, 

Despite this obviousness, however, in fornalThis is so obvious that we seldom ask why. 
n acting as if there is a relatively clear path from where we are

programming we persist 
to where we would arrive. 

To predict the decision path of a project it is necessary to know certain things: 

One must know what decisions will be necessary. One must know who must make them. 
to know the outcomes of the decisions at points

it is also necessary 


in order to know the location and issue-content of decision n+t. And this of

If this is r.t enough, 

......... , 
cutse is absurd. 

in at leastWe try to reduce the indeterminacy of prospective decision paths 
three way"s: 

to try to figure out what personal and1) We map the environment of action, 

When the institutional setting
institutlomil factors are likely to be Involved. 


is fragmented and unstable, any moment's knowledge of this aspect of the
 

future Is bound to be fragile. So, in the language of the organizational
 

theorists. if we are wise, we continuously monitor the environment.

' 


2) We use--and often misuse--technologies for mapping the prospective decisional
 
on the basis of
terrain, constructing critical paths and decision trees, 


Some of these tools are directly based
functional views of the plan of action. 

upon the premise that a decision path cannot be fully known in advance: the
 

for example, is that of mapping directionality and
idea of a decision tree, 

probable options. It implies at the outset that there is no single linear course.
 

3) We then try to match up our environmental maps and our functional maps,
 

we will have not a clear path, but at least a
knowing that, if we are lucky, 

relatively clear sense of directionality, of the key causal constraints, and of
 

some 
of the focal points in the process of decision and action. If we are
 

smart, we constantly maintain and develop a sense 
of the options and the 
we shall have thereby built a mentalstate of our "system." If we are lucky, 


network of the actual and potential linkages which affect our project. This
 

may permit us to shape the content of a particular issue in a timely fushion,
 

bring it to an arena or decision-point where the probabilities are favorable,
 

and get what we need to continue.
 

There are two important conceptual lessons here, and both are often Ignored.
 
The other pertains to
One concerns the difference between goals and purposive action. 


the functions of management in any human system of action.
 

The AID framework for project formatting offers some means of Insight into the
 

first lesson. An AID project is supposed to have outputs. These are supposed to contribute
 
a project may be
to purposes. The purposes need not be exclusive functions of the outputs; 


one of several efforts to contribute to a purpose. Purposes 
are themselves instrumental to 

larger social and economic als and incompletely instrumental as well. To put this
 
but the content of the project
another way: the label of the AID project format speaks of goals, 


design strategy bespeaks purposive action--movement in a certain direction, contributing
 

to a generally improved state of affairs. 

The Oakland project Included some "goals" and some numbers: projected numbers 

of appropriate jobs to be created. It also included some criteria, such as the norm that not
 

more than $15, 000 should be spent to create a particular job through a particular field of action.
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But all this ostensible determinacy was the cloak for a highly contingent line of action,whose dlrection, or intended direction, was much more assured than was the precise 
content of the actual goals. 

When uncertainty is a pirime characteristic of an enterprise, whether that

enterprise be profit-making or something 
more elusive, it is imperative to know thedirection and intent of' purposive action. It may be useful, even necessary, to specify
"determinate goals". It is just as important to know that those goals are contingent,
intentional, hopeful, and not to be taken for more than that. i reality goals are theintentional surrogates and exemplars of intent. If we cannot know assuredly the clear 
path of our future actions, we cannot know with Certitude our goals. A deveohjent
project is not like a trip on a train to a ticketed destination. It is more like a sail ona ship, be'yond the point, it is hoped, where( the internal rate of return hec,,u)(.sfavorable, in tite, direction of a better and milore generouslv eadowed c.limtq. ()Ir,withreference to its dcisional pattern, itmight be compared itoa game (if chess. 

lhi', brinigs us to managenent, a suhijeCl ,f\asit talk and writing, much ofit more lyrical than lucid. One n-might speak (if ininiagemint it terms (if te+Esai-jau o)
s'ndrotitt. the \iic itl'"'Th v{i(e is + lialan .etnt, hut the hand is the hlnd of control."Much of what isitt the literature labelled "uanagement" i: really discourse and technique
of econtrol. The implications of this tonfusion 2re important Iofto the world action, the
world iif administratit! prhlelsi 

"o tOfolnll'i ti Ct C1'is I'ittl ' c lilflat -lli i'alit',. ' ll:i;igi. is to deal with

what then is left, the residual unetcrtainl', aid th( inqirativc 
 ,)Ijti:4i and deciding

which ca-mit he done cotnputationall 


a.
 
(ncC it heCOIes t,tits is tflderstod ' l )oiSilIh' UndtSltalid and eVtn u.e certain

administrative technilues asother than Ilcll. 4 C 'illtri;1--t(, USt theil asqtiolS ofmanag'nenrlt. lnes oIt heeo , h', t(i,,I, tt, i :i(lMelt Ofg : that 21lrilg tt-Chni(iLeLS
control render Inurle ' L i If ifiilIifniu1t t' tlU n iellt. 

ti iM lallTitus: linet.r gra ng IthellIi'lutls if i l lnilg ald z(h tdulin, ca.) lt aivoided,when action just is onot very, linear Jilt] tiet' Cliii 1111C( ILCiSioi S C,111 lit he m11ar'ked (itilladvar,ee. Thus.: tht- pitntial snarc of anittlt by ( itectite-, which under fincertainconditions is ai invitation tiipernicious alt l((t'l'tiriciius suhoptini izing, call be if notaltogether avoided, thenittr'ated as a hihh1 tintit c anti hofpeful lterprise. 1'hIbs:tectniques such as PERI iF ('1M31can ht um(ed, nit t, cstablish celietpoints t,r control truitabove, hlut as fii'r.slsn i r fult:l i';lit'ft, ioS:ilirti lliliechallistff, JS tiitingtntl itt"
against which to click infvenltlt. TIus: inl:iligcnlel t infol ,at ion sstemi-.s 
canl bedevised more fir ilftirliatiin th1ll Il" aJjjr i'1t l, inJ reg:,rdiias SoIn, etbhie'
somewhat less iil'tertllfititt thatttlt'111lu, tii- s.t li s whiCh geve'll 
 litlt i:flol.t t
 

Washington's Itw sthwa.
 

Soei of ,,ir hlnill nstratite iihihiOs--ti'1;toblefS of mfiakt g Ordinary thingswork--stenl dire'tlie from thi,
wat S ill i StchsllS 3'are i the firstii t Of actiOn tiset'd 
lilace.. Ideal ilhjecti'es arct.fiirlillattd in high pl'hct-S, and fetund ihi1fotatitoi is espoused

by wel.-inttended atnaly tical iuniuchs, '%,hose ,:iir libiis are supposed ti lit' spurred into
colnstl:etive life hy ithers, 
 ithl'S Wt'hSt, acceitnlli'e of the naiidate dloes not assLre
achievelent of tilt, intef iii 
 (tt.tetif full tcoi llit Illvlit it)tilt' task). 

Tie sjl)aratiOIn if dleSigil f'ti1 lO.l lt t t:itne n of thetprillirdi:l Sourcesof adrinlstrative prtolels illdet hiptfetltal effortS. The'appr)aches to t'ontrol whichare innate in the A teric ' :IhtOrLeigt irgttaiii with thtt'i' lt'tlt,i'jUil.,i tor exa ple,of prior Ctngressional alppltit'Val .Wit a 

ways obsolete Itfo1e their heiti,i uh'sstd, is t0l'r 


iif t hich ltnot tLIIllfti li)liett 1ut also illmany 
a fa ill this s,'p:it'ation. The persistenlce,and the ereativity Which Silletitffts rises it siet hriilianee, of foreign aid personnel

in struggling with this ticsigtn prcetss , with its uilt-in asstralraee of administrative 
ptoblenms, is one tit t' largest impulses to personal uintlit V that I know.of the Agency The effortsfor International Develpnmt'nt ti bieltir 'tfonfrottthe adtittistr:itiVO i)roblenls
of inphtlemntation can Iy e o tnmeutdCl. 131ut It, innate characteris tits of foreignaid t Ograntnm g itclide a hiilt-ii propensit\ for adittittstrati'e rtblns which issimly awesone. In the last analysis these prtoblems are rtoted illtile fact that it is
exquisitely difficult to make otdinar' things wOrlk Well. It is exIinenitially ore difficultto make innovative things work at all, in unstahle e\IVIronnlents, whent the content and compass of the action cannot be reduced to tecluilogical means antd consensually 
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v:IlUed ends. it is cosmiely difficult to make things work well when the visions are
 
vastly separated from the ventures, by time, perspective, and understanding.
 

These generic problems of implementation--the enormous difficulties of
 
making ordinary things happen--are among the administrative problems of integrated
 
rural development. To some extent these problems can be managed, eased, treated--es
pecially if they are understood and acknowledged.
 

In the usual course of action, certain key problems of implementation are almost 
systematically ignored. Even when these problems are acknowledged, It may be necessary 
to address them by acting, in part, as if they did not exist and were not so confounding. If 
we engage in wilful encounters with uncertalnity, we must simplify that uncertainty, somewhat 
to rCeduce it to potential mastery., Our tools are not as powerful as we should like, but 
they are all we have--and more than we usually use, in the way of understandings, insights, 
and instruments of better strategies. 

The Unordinarv Business of Iniegrated Rural Development 

Along with the general problems of making things work, IRD presents certain
 
distinctive administrative problems, stemming from properties of this particular action.
 
They too are somewhat manageable. They are important: go /no-go decisions relating to
 
IRD efforts should turn on the assessment of these two classes of administrative problems.
 

In a recent Issue of international Development Review Vernon Ruttan expressed
 
doubts about the soundness of [RD as an approach to rural problems of the world's poor
 
countries. 6 Ruttan's skepticism is indicated in this statement:
 

A basic weakness of the integrated rural development approach 
is that policy or program objectives are adopted for which no 
readily available closed-system technology or program methodologies 
are available. Integrated rural development can be described, 
perhaps not too inaccurately, as an ideology in search of a 
methodology or a technology. 7 

Ruttan perceives administrative problems as a key weakness: ". . . the resources 
devoted to integrating the development and management of physical and institutional
 
infrastructures are likely to have a relatively low returo." 3' Note, however, that Ruttan
 
argues the importance of development strategies which are intersectoral in their compass,
 
and which include the elimination of social and political as well as economic constraints,
 
Hc does not reject the content of integrated rural development schemes, lie is concerned
 
with workability, holding that "rural development program activities must be organized
 
around . . well-defined technologies or methodologies and objectives. It is important
 
to rural communities that such activities and services be simultaneously available, but not
 
necessarily administrative integrated. ",9 And he Is not sanguine about the future.
 

John Fischer indicates that one need not regard integrated rural development 
as an ideology in search of a methodology. 10 in his view it is possible to argue for a degree 
of administrative integration without going to the extreme of insisting upon comprehensive 
hcalth-education-crecdit-marketing-extension-communications programs guided by efficient, 
responsive bureaucracies. 

6. Vernon Huttan (1975) Integrated Rural Development Programs: A Skeptical Perspective. 

International Development Review 4. 

7. Ibid., p. 1H. 

H. Ibid., p. 16. 

9. Ibid., p. 16; italics added. 

10. 	 John L. Fischer, "Integrated Rural Development Proj ,cts In a World Facing Food and 
Rural Poverty Crises,' paper based upon a presentation ti? the CENTO Seminar on 
Integrated Rural Dewelopment Programs and Projects, Islmabad, 1975. 
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Fischer sees integrated rural developlent as an alternative to single-locusedefforts which concentrate upon food productiOn as an end. Inproduction is at mieans. 
integrated rural development,A well-conceived prodlction package approach is
instrument. 
 an imposrtantCredit is the crucial lever. And a share nanagement must he decentralizedto the level of the prodiucers. A holistic approach is not argued as inherently good.an Integrated efforl, 3utwhich attacks sevi'ral int(eiracti v, key constraints is essential,
because no singleh dorminaiit variabhl impedes 
 rural (tevelotorent. What are the keyadminlistrative problems integratedi)f nill lirach'' 

Irra"titlitirrall P'rolemts. At tiit , :ourirv, "ljlgi-1icty, ora at comh.unity's 
to set goals and act. An institution 

institutions deturili(' tinl' sope o( the s itlittonal capacity
is a set of arrangeminita, a colribinatiio of noriris arid patterns,Institutions are grirrded in sorte sorts of 

for doing thingu.; which matter.Itudakl ntal priciples, X,views about the good,the true, al(] the propcr. 11 'TI rrest basic admiistrativu problems of* integrated ruraldeVehirlrnent are institutional.
 

(i of these istitI~tional prllt'.,ls 
is Ct Illrion t S of1t.\Iet iu\ acticit.y--theprobler(ntof nimh listairLC bt,'WUf \iSOulS al lWim ihplt moo if veInttures. Basicgoals andujp)licis aIt 1h0t Set in the ctmtrt.si1di. liw btreallicratic lInstitutions oi thvcountries ge poorerali arllmliru l'lillote frome014 the iimlllttr'siflt than the headquartersBureau of Indiall Aftairs is from of theal Arizona res.rvati ,n. [he authority strlctures, theincentive alranllg MeTiL., time' vel5 iinri ationm content (I these h ir.'ei ucr" cius all militateagainst effective COmmitmnents ti integrated rural devi'loilimit.rtlli'ired to oidifv The pivier :and the leadershipor override these iristituti nal it'llC aSi'llltnthe greatest single challengea1'('
-- IllUch more iri)(rtallt that the aVailabilit. if resources.
iMrust Sine of til,iecesary I)WerCOMiP friM IlWe Clients. (rCie it eMerges it telldS ti)swell in forcethe alld in tilescope of its deroands. Thlen a major iiistitiltiiual prob-fll beconme-s capacity to reslbori.isoften a relati\okl--hut ,,nilr'lativily-- This 

nagt ait,lir,,detm, cti ril1d with tileinitialneeds for g1ailling insight antd cilllitellent within th Hsralisimi'i itiU)1jiSt'LitureS.iiStitt 

A closely related institutiio:il prhobilem alrliady merti, ne d is that if organizingeffective cidhetiv' actioll aiultllg a set (,d(eliits, (Wlcasiiillallv therewaiting t be are local institutionstappi l. Normally the heal iostitiimms arc effectivel\ d'ditated '1 themaintenanret' o Stttis iumo. TeChtliIueS fil' intevl'et'lioll o exist, cal 110 leallled, aud havebeen appliil with success ill arilus pliaces, giv'en tie cllough and I'esiurlt'es. iThe mllessv,ut11%'T , but intiresti Igutipac l f )E() , p)rogl' lS Upoll s tI. r'elatio s between tndia tribesand the lureaul if Indian Aftairis imight be instructive. )efforts ,ei'rsi In integratci ural develitienltas, tilt' piiuctio packa,, puts credit approach ia offer entree and leverageuponlh t'xisting institutiiinal situation. liu. he tasks of ,rgarizing,adapting, rtitii ig, ltrriorirrg,:ad guidig effective local collective action on any sizable scale art' awesome.
Doing so within thi' cinstraint f a sound benefit/cost ratio adds 
to the challenge. Yet theeconOii coinStraints taV help maintain a clear pitrposive thrust in tile effort, and protectit froii ucing twididlhI away into vapid do-gruodism. 

Strategic 1roblemis. The greatest strategic prablem of any integrated ruraldevelopment schli e is lot to determine the best collection of cotponent activities.Nor is it tie lroblern of coordinmating various specialized agencies and jurisdictions.is the problerm of incentives, tire problem 
It 

those who 
of devising and applying an incentive strategy formust shape and conduct the activities which will, if successful, produce the desired

kinds of results. 

Th inicenitive r'ohllenl Of the clients is relatively simple, co'mpared with the
probrnl of providing sufficient inCentiVes--and avoiding perverse 
incentives--for tire 

11. The general suhj''t if institutional change is discussed in a draft paper, "InstitutionBuilhing: tcaslihility and Tecluniques," Progran of Advanced Studies in Institution Buildingand Technical Assistance Metluxhdology, Midwest Universities
Activities, Consortium for Internatlonalc/o lint crnat ionial Developnent Research Center, Indiana University, Bloomington,
Ind. .17.101, ISA, 
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administrative and technical personnel and organizations necessary to make the program 
work. One is tempted to fantasize about a bonus scheme, in which the personnel of 
supporting agencies share in the benefits of the success of their clients. (The administrative 
complexities might be Byzantine.) Unless this strategic problem of Incentives can be 
solved with some reasonable degree of adequacy, necessary inputs from the public sector 
will not be forthcoming, or will not persist beyond the first flush of enthusiasm, or 
beyond the impulse of external donors. Suggestions are invited. 

Another Important strategic problem is time-phasing. In other fields there
 
are some suggestive rules of thumb: As much time is normally spent planning a building,
 
designing a ship, and getting ready to build a dam as is taken to implement the plans.
 
The same ratio of preparation to effort cannot be applied here; but the time-phasing of
 
efforts at integrated rural development needs to be addressed with uncommon care and
 
insight. As Fischer notes, inadequate crank-up time is a highly probably problem of
 
organization and administration in the field.
 

Related to it is inadequate investment in infrastructure. The goal orientation
 
of integrated rural development is not toward a leap but a process. Bankable internal
 
rates of return cannot be laid upon all phases of what is involved: the establishment or
 
development of institutions for producing social and technical capital--to produce flows
 
of "practical packages," flows of information about what is going on and what might be,
 
skills for disseminating and applying techniques--these elements of infrastructure must
 
keep pace with, even run ahead of, action in the field. They must in their fashion be
 
integrated with the operational facets of the effort and if possible, managed so as to be
 
germane.
 

There are other strategic pro lems of organization and management. Perhaps
 
the greatest of them is simply aexluiring a sufficient supply of competent personnel. One
 
impediment to solving that problem is the use of ascriptive norms to denote supposed
 
competence. Conventional education and training tend to be self-justifying, and--cycept
 
at the lowest end of the scale--not much subject to evaluation in terms of effects. Off
site management training tends to be unduly sterile, and much of our effort to transmit
 
knowledge, skills, and the dipositions to use them in the service of intent falls short
 
of what it might achieve. 13 The manpower production problem, which is closely related
 
to the problem of incentives, may seem remote from the growing of crops in the fields.
 
It is neither remote nor easy to resolve.
 

Descentralization is one of the essential rtxluirements of integrated rural
 
development approaches. In Fischer's view, and in the studies of John D. Montgomery, a
 
compelling case is made. 14 Decision-making authority must be located closer to the
 
sources of action than any ministry headquarters can ever be. And local-level participation
 
in some of the substantive decisions is essential to effectiveness.
 

This problem is both institutional and strategic. The authority structures and 
reward systems of typical poor country bureaucracies are simply, or not so simply, 
unsuited to effective decentralization of zubstantive decision-m-.king power and responsibility. 
In at least one African countr, the forms of decentralization in the field of agricultural 
and rural development have been effectively falsified by the substance of bureaucratic decision 
making and control. 

12. 	 Wi. J. Siffin (1975) Factors involved in the evaluation of management training 
institutions. In Inayatullah, ed. , Management training for development: The Asian 
experience, p. 251-2i3. Asian Centre for Development Administration, Kuala Lumpur. 

13. 	 Burton E. Swanson (1975) Organizing agricultural technology transfer. PASITAMl, 
Bloomington, Indiana. 

14. 	 Sen for example, J. D. Montgomery (1974) Allocation of authority In land reform 
programs, a comparative study of administrative process and outputs. Agricultural 
Development Council, N. Y., Rf/T/N Reprint Series. 
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One approach to this problem, by no means universally feasible, is to by-pass 
the bureaucracy in distributing certain resources to the local level, giving jurisdiction 
to small-farmer groups who may then have some leverage in dealing with the bureaucracy, 
at least on money matters. The recently defeated government of Kukrit Pramoj in Thailand was 
following such a strategy on an ad hoc basis in some parts of the country, apparently 
with interesting short-run results. Under nigh-ideal institutional conditions, such as those 
which existed In Taiwan in the springtime of the JCRR, it was possible to design an arrangement 
in which local farmer associations could hire, and if need be, fire their own local extensioa 
agents, and collectively operate other key elements of an impressively integrated rural 
development program. 

There are no general recipes for solving the problem of decentalization. But we 
can identify some of the important factors which bear upon the feasibility of decentralizing 
authority, and we can find some alternative models of decentralization. Through such approaches 
we might make some reasonable matches between what is probably feasible in one situation 
and what has worked elsewhere. An important and largely unmet need is for garnering 
and assessing experience-based models of ways to promote and achieve decentralization 
for rural development. Such models, buttressed by knowledge of the circumstances in 
which they are likely to work, would help fill an important need for information about 
a major administrative problem. 

Coordination. 15 This venerable pray rword of administration stands for another 
major administrative problem which is frequently institutional, always strategic with regard 
to integrated rural development, and inevitably operational as well. 

Policies should Coincide. Conflict should be minimized. tPeople and their 
organizations should be inspired by a higher common purpose, and a shared sense of ways 
and means. Wouldn't it he lverl v 

When pcoipie call fOr coo rdiltion the usl: 1ly nican they need support whicln they 
cannot conmand. This typically' leads tt bargaining, and bargaining usually bends policy in 
some wvay. "Coordination means getting what von do not hav.'' 1 6 How to get it is the problem, 
and there is no .(,t (f Siinl)ie solutions. Again there are many interesting models--and more 
knowledge of how they do and d(o not work than is usually noted in practice. 

A ci )1(1 pool of knowledge inay proinote coordination, hv pro viding a shared 
viewpoint. But not necessarily: the samin information may nean different things to 
different perttsis alItd agenCies. Btureaucratic authority may produce cioordination. It 
sometimes dotes: 

If one wishes t, issu re a reasonahle prtspect of iir'gram implementation, 
he h:1 b cttc r begii with a high probability that each and every actor 
will copo rate. 'I'The puirpose of hiureaucracy is precisely to secure this 
degree if )retdictability . Many of its nost criticized features, such as 

. clearances and standard operating procedures, serve to increase 
he ability tif each particip)ant to predict what the others will do and to 

s11oth ovr differenecC . . . The price may be too high, but the cost of 
acconlishing little or nothing otherwise Miist be placed against it. 17 

But the problem of cottrdination nay be precisely to change the existing, predictable 
patterns of hUt'o hehavior. us such matters purposes androanLe'ratic Which brings back to as 
incentives. 

15. There is a most pereeptive discussion in Implementation, p. 132-135. 

16. Ibid., p. 1M. 

17. Ibid., p. 132-133. 
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This listing of problems has become a singularly
Operational Problems. 

The problems do not necessarily contain the seeds of their 
unsatisfying exercise. 

The list could be vastly extended, but the operational problems always boil 
solutions. 

designing workable operations, and then "working" them. 
down to two related categories: 

the 	need for simplicity.
A number of design problems aptly fit under one label: 

it implies that the 
The scale of a program should be manageable. Whatever this means, 

if there are only resources for two-thirds of the country. 
scope should not be country-wide 

more appropriate.
It should not have a two-year time horizon if eight years is 

program components are attractive, when the region is
"Region-bounded" 

or the factor endowments for one--and 
defined by the coherence of an agricultural system 

a regional approach is not impossibly incompatible with the existing bureaucratic 
when 
st ruc .ure. 

and low overheadlow overhead, as Fischer has noted,Simplicity also means credit 
production packages plus considerable reliance upon borrower-managed

means 

arrangements.
 

and to well-designed
Simplicity means careful attention to baseline data needs, 

But even the simplest integrated rural development scheme will 
monitoring arrangements. in several 
have its share of subtleties and complexities, for the scheme must work at once 


toward and with the clients, with input suppliers and product marketers,

directions: 

and other vested interests.credit sources, public authorities, 

Simplicity at least offers the hope of replicability and outreach. The alternative 

almost always be made to succeed, but only at 
is the ubiquitous pilot project which can 


the cost of non-replicability.
 

(as opposed to control) is another essential need. If it is
True mianaement 

one whose solution must begin in the course of 
basically an operational problem it is 

for example. Management
with sufficient resources and discretionary authority,design, 

the continuing interpretation of why,
implies 'he continuing monitoring of what is going on, 

on the basis of what is learned. The problem of getting
and discretionary authority to act 

so great as getting well-motivated 
competent management is great, but not nearly 


more 
knowledge from experience about ways to 
management. We greviot lly need 
address the problems of motivation and incentives, and about the circumstances under
 

seem to work,
which those ways 

The problem of incontives is a recurrent theme in the study with which t11 
Inthat project seven of the greatest operational

the Oakland project analysis.paper opened, 1beI
problems seemed :*o 

of some 
1)	Incompatibility of project alms and methods with other commitments 

of the participants (bureaucratic/advancement?) 

then there often was a preference on the
2) 	When incompatibility was absent, 

for other programs (an urban assignment?)
part of important participants 

to other projects were common among the
3) 	 Simultaneous commitments 

participants (A rural development program will not be the only enterprise 

of a department or a ministry, and ministries of finance always have many 

of them preferred to rural development,other commitments--most 

and some of them incompatible with it)
 

on others who lacked a sense of urgency concerning the project
4) 	 Dependence 

was common (for clearances, supplies, resources, et al, under typical 

conditions of bureaucratic and market monopsony) 

18. Tbid., p. 99-102. 
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5) 	 There were considerable differences of opinion about leadership andjurisdiction (Jurisdictional agreements are always problematical whenthere are now resources at btand) 

6) 	 Legal and procedural disagreements were frequent, especially about sacredtechnical issues (Such disagreements are often masks or vehicles for more
basic issues) 

7) 	 Agreement was sometimes unbacked by power (At one point in time thetenant farmers of CADU in Ethiopia offered a good example of this) 

Conclusions 

What can we possibly conclude from all of this discussion of administrativeproblems which bear u)on integrated rural development? 

The Oakland study offered its conclusion at the beginning of its report: "Peoplenow appear to think that implementation should be easy; they are, therefore, upset whenexpected events do not occur or turn out badlY. We would consider oursuccess if 	 [own] effort amore people began with the understanding that implementation, under the bestof circumstances, is exceedingly difficult They would, therefore, (, pleasantly surprisedwhen a few good things really happened. ,,f) 

One might argue that all the really difficult pIrohllS of integrated rurnal devClopment are administrative. But such arg-unment is ult il:i tel inCois et.Uonlti i; the nat lffr,
not the label, of the problems is what mlatt ors, along with 
an allitv to d( slnlIething about
them. 

The focus of our concerns sharp)ens sonewhat wh'1 we Si 	 that the crucialproblems are the institutional, strategic, and operational rbhs f1in)1phtnoentatiun--ofmoving from visions and concerns towards action. 

It is neither pleasant no. reassuring to contemplate these pr ,blerns.them 	 ii many ofare not unique to integrated rural development scheles, those Which are diStinctiveare also distinctivelv difficult. These problens are only partl rcs),llsivt to the applicationsof technology, only partly subject to formal authority, and onrly partlv amenable to)anticipation. Yet they are paramount problems whose solutions can 	affect a large pa:irt of thepopulations Of the entire world. 

Onhe wonders: does hard and uncolnventional scrutiny (oftht dimensi(ns of theseproblems dhodisservi(c h. daumpxning enthusiasIl antd crcliug hope"insight lead 	 Oir iniv ,enhanctxito 	 nilore auspicious action? This state lent certainly offers Illorc questionsthan answers. Prlhips it mia5 help enlarge ()ulpractical kblowle'dge, 0f the wat s and neans
of better i nilliellntatitol. 

In the final alnalS sls, none of these i)roblems call be solved ol Papor or thr(JUghreflection. We can--and should--address the administrative ptroblems otdevelopment by laying integ rated ruralout the issues and tendering )ossible answers. But the )alpal)eproblems can only be truly confronted, and sometimes resolved, in action. 

19. Ibid., p. xii-xill. 



ETINOSCIENCE IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT' 

by 

Dennis M Warren~ 

In spite of the ns ights which can be drawn from past 
experience and from the literature, the outlook for 
realizing viable intCgrated rural development programs 

)irti .does.not Se plu Si 

-1,1uttan: 9. 

htnrait ru,ral dcvelpment, th. multisectoral st rategyv to i 'pro%the socil

economic life -f i-,ri populations is based, at least ideally, on 'the participatin "I the 

rural people 	itnthc nlamin ad implen;entati,,n processes" AWorld Bank: (;I.)toe can
 
-
find numerou examl osf both public stat,,ents and published accounts by develiment 

and adv,,ating thei1nvolvcagency ofticials i!'i ing the need for ntegratLof devlopment 

ment of local rural ijulation. in ,blem definttiton and solution see, tbr example, tile 

following solro,:s:O mbs and A..hmed; Lele; (wens ad Shaw; The World bank; he 

Rockefellt'r FJ: The W tid Iliraba. Ashi, Wa rren, and (moen,IIitt,:I;health Orizanizatin; 
O , 'i' tuall In -Ain, !1Y ,dejLuate no-cu wn 

c 
n.isins 'ight

,Jr.). (t} wil 
allow for su,.,n :nlI ,ati,,n -' rural ,,pulal,,,s i:t,,"'h, proc, ntvc de.vilp:!:"-fit ss. 

Ve.l< : 15A :asmc oitnpnLt' tihe tratislatilI jr CSS which mu"stSuch a leuha,:* V ..
occUr betweo,': ' L*'p,p-latin And the ,utsid ! advisors i ,nnatiomals as weill as lea! 

adkvisirs fr: : ; ,"io, _'kir',unds difirit trom those nr the project area), Intil such :1 

'X( to .tiut reading gl n , ri-ports like Ruttan'smineha'nisn" Is ii .u -,An exi,ect 
:5 s Ici "I.S ,untrt-s ha,, tjiuid that rural peopleeo , ral 

have perceptio. -, 
iabvei, as well :As 

,,d. a;-(, p,,:ibilte..s which ro ,nuil different t'r t those 'f 
'rational' offici'l-" ,Tee ',.rld lBa!,k: :,7. 

The Ik .,' .,,lat,:such a :: ha I:1 a-i stimulated elfforts for the past two 

years h:.a ;::il::- ,mac, mltiatinal group ,f -ouial scientists and technical scientists 

at I tatNaI :n, - 'vx,-il,,m .<,cl( at ife+tni,,'rsitv of Ghana and the lniversityg with ac'uies 
of [ic1. The r,:' :w.s omn a rndel t,,rrural dw-.,lpment which we hope might ac;uallv 

provid, the Etn:-.s tofr increised nable comiMuniCati'nit between riu ral pOJ)Ul'Ati llS 

thu means by which broader particdationand devtelojp:m: nt :c.. i -orot :.;wll As prlcid 

°An earlier e'smn t As03 paper, 'Ethmriscientilic systenims as coinunications facilitators
 

in developrnment projects," was presentow at the annual meetings of the Society for Applied
 
The author would like to thank Wilfred Owen,Anthrooolot* , March 210,197f;, St. louis. 

-Jr., fir a criti:al ,diting of this paper. 

" Department o Sociology and Anthroolegy, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 
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might take place in the development process. This paper will be confined primarily to theethnoscience component of this model (although the outline of its entire structure is foundin appendices IV and V). The principles underlying the model have been presented inseveral national and irternational nieetings (luring the past two years. The model itselfhas been modified numerous tiles to reflect theimany valuable cormnents and criticisms 
received. 

Interest in the design of such applied ethnoscie_.nce can be traced to my secondaryschool science teaching experience in Techilman, (; hana, in 19;-1-966;. At that time Ibecame fully aware (if the limitations miiie, oilmy teaching due to oy lack of understanding of local knowledge systems. M%-itudents discussed Western scientific conceptsand principles in the local Twi dialect 01 the Akan language, but I did not have at mdisposal a formal accoLnt Of hIOW this tralislati,n process occurred. The fact that thesestudents ceild describe chemical reactions, atomic theor' 'y, and taxonomiic biology in Twimade it imi perative that these indigenous knowledge st sttIns be, I)ctt(' undill-sItoo adiutilized in both formal aud Oonfoial educational materials. 

I later discovered that within the fild of linguistic anthropholog, particularlythe area known as ethinoscience, niight be the methdlo()hgy aInd techIniue(s neccssarv to
formalize such local knowledge systems. Ethnoscitcce ilhws the anthropologists to
discover the inherent order in indigenolIs knowledgC s.*steCms (kno10wl ASi the colic apprIacl)rather than to im pose anl external order oin the lo1cal scene ikn w as the Ctc a pprteach)(see Berlin; [rake; Sturtevant; Werner, tor hackgroind on the actual techniques). Thedomains (if local kieowledge s 
rural development project 

stems which are to be affected through a typical integratedcan be delineated in a formal maner, i.e., the "r'ias ofhunman and animal health, agriculture, (ducati,,n, and sYste.ms 4 dci.3i,,n-aking. 

Many of its have read (lisltirtt-etd iti u o'thnlIc()l I gl lljH with whoin Wehave had fir st-hlnd kvowledge. Such acciunlt.s iVe been detrincntal to the local p)Opulationsit two levels. ,estetnel's, ill gener'al, have (1uilt thi negative inipresions of suchgroups on tihes, reports, muid, in patictil r , West erl-ntirs have dis igo , I ilevelopment projectsbased upoln thelll, This lirocss of dist, tion still ,tours aol thn(iscientific analt.ses can
help to alter it. 

Several exalwnpIles froi Ali n studi(- in i,,haii iiwi il make this point ce-l '.Until IR-ttrav.'s detailed studies ,in kan 'ulturo,, the. 9u1ide(,I, lokti (,'Id Cast Akan culturethat bty Sit" A. It. Ellis. li his etic acc)unt the Akan are (('s'ribeid as being able to 
was 
count only to ten (Cf. the study% ohI lain ':11:11 hAleoatie) link) and s having la gulage!with onrly 50-.tu) concrete words. Ellis' hiiistd stud%was publislhtd in I '7, This x' assix years after (hristallcr plilished hIs llnassiv .idictionar. i f -nI-, tko dialcts of Ak.n,twelve Years aflr Christalle. ptlblishel his siiiistlctteh gt'aiilmar (of th( 

and 
Akan langtit-edescribing in elegant detail the p)hone, l It featt's I tit', II:ISalitY, ind vowtl length. Thesefeatures would have helped Ellis to undtrst:nd that d(pfl ifatheri, (p ) a,t and pI)i good)

are not a single werd. * 

*Also note lerbert Spencer's statenent in 1;77 that Westerners should remember that

"discrintinations 
eatsy to uts, are inl)ossiCle t) those\s wh(, have but ew wvords, all ConcreteIni their meanings, and only tropisitional r nis in whic i to tIombine these words . . . landthat] by such undeveloped granmmatical structures, (il' the simplest thoughts can berightly conveyv.ed ...land] we learn that a ntmg tile lowest men inadeluate words indefinitelycombined are also imperfectly Ironouncetl" 1119). Ctompare it with recent statements byother Western acaile Ilic ialls: 1) "No matter hoiw low (itia so ioeconmt) mic sense)Animet L.In white may anbe, his ancestors built the civiilizations of Europe; and no matter howhigl igaiig ill a soei' o(. Ilic sense) a Negri) Ii ' he, his anceskinsniri still are) savages werei\tis (31ld lisin :a Afriem jungle" (Garrett, 1962); 2) a statement b Kiev(1972) about "the limited develeploelnt of the lAricall irain' (l.q; 3) a Statement by C'arothers(1972) that '"t,, ofg, orebral developtent reachxl by the average Africtan was jandapparently is) that of the average European boy of hetween 7 and S years of age" (12.1). 

http:conveyv.ed
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In numerous recent studios one still finds erroneous dcscriptions written by well

reports which continue to support Western stereotypes of aintentioned researchers, 
primitive, non-Western world. For example, M.J. Field's waalyses of the Akan 

to African dogma sickness andethnomedical system and her statement that "according 
health are ultimately of supernatural origin" (112) miss the largest number of Akan 

(and the largest number of actual disease cases), the naturally-causeddisease terms 
The fact that Field's work was used by medical personnel working in thediseases. 

Akan cultural context meant that many of their resources were wasted in designing 

programs to teach hygienic concepts that have been a part of Akan culture long prior 
to European contact (see Appendix I). 

that of the ways in which the Akan distinguishAnother ethnoscientific account, 
indicates that descriptions of thead categorize types of religions present in Ghana, 

Akan concept of God by Field (who depicts Onvane as a supreme sky god degraded "to the 

status of a minor god," p. 47), Meyerowitz, and Debrunner (as well as Ellis, who insisted 

that the concept of God was introduced by missionaries) portray the Akan belief system 

in a negative and erroneous fashion (see Appendix II). Recently Joseph Andrews (a Fante 

Sculptor) and I completed a preliminary study of the ways in which Akan classify art 

forms, along with ways in which indigenous art critics or evaluators proceed in the 

evaluation process (see Appendix Il). Rather ironically, while we were working on the 

complex taxonomic system for the Akan arts, Ladislas Sea's latest book (1975, .4th ed., 

revised and enlarged) arrived, within which he describes the African artist as working 

from an emotional rither than an intellectual base, anld as having a primitive mentality 
similar to that of a Western child. 

The numerous ethnoscientific studies which have now been completed (see, e.g., 
Warren; Werner; Spradley; Berlin) have demonstrated how previous descriptions of 
cultures have lacked accuracy. Accounts of primitive mentality can now be balanced by 
ethnoscientific studies which show highly sophisticated and complex knowledge systems in 
many non-Western cultures. As these accounts become widely known, they maymore 
have an impact not only upon Western students, but also upon third-world students. 
Both have underestimated the history and sophistication of formal knowledge systems 
developed in non-Western societies. 

With the exception of myself, Brokensha and Riley, and Werner, few anthro
pologists have shown an interest in the utilization of ethnoscience in specific development 
projects. Werner's work in Navajo has resulted in ethnomedical knowledge that is being 
used in clinics by Navajo medical personnel, as well as in the production of family 
planning materials written from an emic perspective in the Navajo language. The new 
medical school being built on the Navajo Reservation will be based on the principle that 
all medical students will learn both the Western medical system as well as the indigenous 
systems. Ethnoscientific projects with an applied goal have also been accomplished by 
geographers such as Richards, Benneh, and Knight. 

Such studies regard development as a translati(n process rt(uiring the 
utilization of two systems before communication can be accomplished. The typical 
unidirectional process of Western problem definition and solution is ineffective for several 
reasons. It neglects the input at a fundamental level by indigenous populations. Secondly, 
those who define the problems have no formal understanding of what types of knowledge 
already exist at the local level. There is, therefore, less interchange, less interaction, 
less mutual understanding. Without a knowledge of the resources at the local level there 
is little sensitivity to the local situation by the outsider and little respect for the out
sider by the local population. 

It is little wonder that a Nigerian ,non-Fulani) extension worker or an American 
veterinarian work less effectively with I.'ulani herdsmen than might be possible. Neither 
type of change agent understands (at other than the superficial level) how such herdsmen 
categorize cattle types, define and classify cattle disorders and ailments (according to 
symptoms and causation), or how through these knowledge systems, they then proceed 
to attempt to cure (or pr;vent) the ailments. hlow can the American agronomist consulting 
for AID in an African country know whether his Western-based knowledge is the same, 
different, or congruent with that of the local African farmer? lie must of necessity under
stand the ways in which that farmer defines and classifies soil types, crop varieties, plant 
pests, and other phenomena involved in the local ethnoecological models upon which 
cropping patterns are based. Technical scientists, development planners, and extcnilon 
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workers are forced to operate In the only feasible manner possible, frommonocultural perspective which Is usually based on 
a monolingulal,

and biased by a Western perceptualgridwork. Until international agencies and national institutes see the value of the appliedethnoscientist as a fundamental and necessary component in many types of developmentprojects, then a new order of information necessary for the technical scientists to makebetter proposals and decisions will not be available. 

The ethnuscientists, then, should be regarded as communications facilitatorsallowing for iroproved interactions and understanding among Western and national advisorsand target populations. It is hoped this will result in more sensitivity and respect for thelocal systems by the outsiders, and might provide the change agent (especially theextension 3pecialist) with the type of knowledge necessary to allow for a more effective,efficient, and equitabl,' distribution of outside knowledge to be added to a local systemIn order to improve it. Although a perfect isotoorphism between two systems willnever be found, studies do indicate that categories isuch as soil types) can be underdifferentiatedl and over-differentiatd in terms of another culture's system. Such
knowledge would be treniendously beneficial to the change agent.
 

Other r)ils which the ethnoscientist could playmaterials, manuals, would be in the design ofanid teaching modules to be used to :.troduce ethnoscience componentsinto educational institutiton in non-Western countriCs, the s,!tting up of national knowledgerespositories in tlese countri,'s, and the preparation of nonformal
materials based 
 and formal educationalon local knowledge systems. Schoiepflu and Werner are now preparinga large manual designed for those who intend tip dioethnoscieotific resea 'ch, and Wernerand Warrn are plannuing a text Co)nprising api)lied ethooscientific research. 

To datc the general ni(oel for rural developmnent 't2ce appendices I%*and V),CthnosciericL! :as3 foundatioin C(OMniOllnt, with
has been.1 present(ed at the_International Dltvelol)netit Inectings 

1974 SocietY for
in Abidjan (Ilirabavashi, Warren, and Owen, Jr.), andWarren (1966) has presented it at the annual advanced seminar fo. communication at TheEast-West Center In lawaii 

sociologist, and Wilfred (Iwell, 
in 1975. Warrcn (along with Gerald Ki )nglan, a rural

Jr. , a coniparativ( education specia'ist) has presentedseminars oil the topic at AID. It is hoped thait several Iprojects desig''_od for West Africawill gain necessary%lunding to allow the n,,del to ie testcd in an action situation. Inquiriesabout the IMtodel :ind the rOle of ('thihoSclenCt have no)w beetn received froi. nunterousagencies irulcudink The l,'ekef(eller t-oijida t o, FA(i), The Near-East Founi-ution, UNDP,The nl'n-A linricanI Dt[)eelpLnet Fotudatiut, The Ilter-A lnrican Foundation, DirectRelief Iourdariuun, AID, and The World Bank. It is hoped that these efforts \viiIresultin applied ('t)scit.ltific cul)ipunents beconirig re-gular features of integrated rural 
develoIp ltont1irjcts,
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APPENDIX I*
 

BASIC STRUCTURE OF THE TECHIMAN-BONO DISEASE CLASSIFICATION SYSTDI
 
Levels 
 *(this 
taxonomy is discussed in detail 
in Warren 1974, 1975a)
1. 	Root Feature (Unitary) 


NYAREWA (A)
 

2. Spiritual/Natural (Binary) 
 Sunsum uu 
 yadeE 	 (C)
 
3. 	 +Contagion (Binary) 


Nsane vadeE (D) Yadet a Ennsane (E) (D) 
 (E)
 

4. +Mortality (Binary) 
 Yadet 
a YadeL a 
Etaa kum tntaa nkum (F) (G) (F) (i)
nnipa (F) nnipa (G) 77 7 	 (F) (C)?Y \T N 

5. +Selectivity (Binary) Nnipa biara Yadet a (H) (I) (H) 
(I) (H) (I) 2))()
 
adeE (H) Entumi
 

nkye
 
nnipa
 

biaraI
 
6. Age differential (Binary) 
 ?xofral-
 Mpanin
 

adeE (J 
 yadeE (K) (J)(K) (J) (K) 
 (W) (K) (J)(K)(J)(K_ ) (K)(C_) (K
7. Sex differential (Binary) Mmarima Mmaa
 

yadetCL) yadeE (M)...* 

8. +Severity (Binary) 
 Yade; YadeE
 

()kuna (0)...
 
9. Causation (Multiple) Aduto 
 Bayifo:
 

YadeE (P) YadeE 
(Q) (and others]...
7 	 Mogya fi 
10. Anatomical Location 	 yadeE (R) [and others]..
Ayaase Tiri 
 K-in


(Multiple) 
 yade Cs) yade (T) yadet (U) [and others]...
 

II. Specific diseases 
 Babas3 
(V) Anidane (W) [and others]...
 
(Multiple) - Fa ne-


12. Sub-specific diseases 
 A nAn iane
 
(Multiple) 
 kk> (XI) fitaa (X2)
 

13. Diseases resulting
 
from specific diseases] Ktewui (Y)
 

*"..." indicates the same contrast sets aPlv ro each 
lexeme In 
the nrecedine level.
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Appendix I 

Contrast Sets from Anpendix 

Level Lexemes and Svmbols 

I Nyarewa (A) 

2 Sunsum mu yadef (B) 

Mogya mu yadet (C) 

3 Nsane yadet (D) 

Yade. a ennsane (E) 

4 Yadet a ctaa kum nnipa (F) 

Yadee a cntaa nkum nnipa (G) 

5 Nnipa biara yadec (H) 

Yadet 
biara 

a oncumi nkye nnipa 
(I) 

6 ?.ofra yadee (J) 

Mpanin yadec (K) 

7 1harima yade (L) 

?.aa yadet (M) 

8 Yade. kuset 

Yadet kuma 

(N) 

(0) 

.9 Adutc yader (P) 

?yifo yadet (Q) 

,an! cthers) ... 
M'.;ya fi yadeC (R) 

(and ozners) ... 

10 Ayaase yadeL (S) 

TirK yadec (T) 

On yadet (U) 
("nd others)... 

11 Babaso 
Anidane (W) (and others)... 

12 Anidane kkj 

Anidane fitaa 

(Xl) 

(X2 ) 

13 K)tewu! (Y) (and others)... 

Components
 

Domain feature: diseases
 

Diseases with i spiritual 
causation 

D1;eases with a natural
 

causation
 

Contagious diseases
 

Non-contagious diseases
 

Diseases which often result
 

in death
 

Diseases which rarely
 

result in death
 

Diseases which can affect
 

anyone 

Diseases which do not
 

affect everyone
 

Diseases which affect only
 

children
 

Diseases which affect onlv adults
 

Diseases which affect only males
 

Diseases which affect only females
 

Sericus diseases
 

Minor diseases
 

Diseaes caused by medicine used
 

for rvil purposes
 

Discases caused by witch power
 

uscd for evil purposes
 

Diseases caused by impure
 

blood
 

Diseases centered in the 
loins
 

Diseases centered in the head 

l iseases centered in the neck 

Gonoriheei
 
Retroversion of the uterus
 

Severe (red) retroversion
 

Mild (white) rctroversion
 

Impotence
 



Appendix II*
 

Taxonomy of Religious Institutions and their adherents in Techiman 
Traditional State, Ghana
 
(with names of theiradherents in brackets)
 

On amesom
 
Nkramosom (Onyamefr&)


[On amefr~fo ; Nkramofo ]Absso Kristosom (Onyamesom)
 
Abosomsom


[On 
[Abosomsomfo ] [Onyamesomfo,; Kristosomfo ; KristofoD] 

Asante or 
 Pepe Nkramosom Atano or 
 Abosommerafo~som 
 Sunsum 
 Kristos.3re
 
Ahmadiyya or 
 [Pepe Nkramofo2] Yawa 
 [Abosomsomfo,] 
 S3re [Wesleyanfo};
 
Mohamediyya 
 Abosomsom 
 [Aladurafo,; Baselfo; 
 C'
 
Nkramosom 
 [Abosomsomfo,] M.D.C.C.foD] Romanfo:] 

[Ahmadiyyafoi; 

Mohammediyyafo);
 

Asante
 

Nkramofo ]
 

*This ta; 
nomy, which indicates that the indigenous Akan religion is based on a belief in God (Onyame),

a fact dciied by other writers, is described in detail in Warren(1975b).
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Appendix 111*' 

Taxonomy of Akan Arts: Pacic Structure 

Levels: I.(:)omain 2. (Creation 3. ( Iaterial if. (Genre 5. (Specific 6. 

-eature)" Process) Lexemei) Lexemes) Lexemes) (V 
Le,
Atonde8 Otuo

Dae .Atondee Ahay.y
(B) 


Atonde B A firieI.,;tonde s Kwaa oy,
e d A a w a 

ekanItems) 


s 	 . :.Eguae ( < Aene/d, A.herfo Sk..a -- D ta., 

A y cude cCast 

Itezrs) 	 Eudec -Ahondee 

(Dte Awendee 	 13AMka 

(D) 	 -ANtama -e nte 

Awende 	 - Asaawa Awendes -- Awende Adinkra 

Wove r.iVYolded 

Items",
 
/sAfahye 

al'anotobi
nk a:o to~bi : "o-- r u 

Dua Nsenedes '' bdaaKkmtb 

A bra F a 
:r Oboa Nseneedee 	 Akua Ba: 	 _Dbosorkarenede 


te ms
(A) 

Adwindec 'hen fo . Agode 9 

(Proc: ts %gor:'re Agorurkyere 
e 0 7 An-gye- Agofo 

Created 'b-, C.<an - j in 
MAraa 	 Anigyedee t:orukyerg 

ranloe a e7
b.J t I 1-1M'fcnini 

3biari ma1 
/zt e C 

A "' a n -a AllSMfoninidee) -'aban
| 	 , ).nn(5r21:;hic Ite:.w Mfnln Ateun-;)a , - /nfnin 

,,kar
. .Nyerewa|
ar.t, 

ALatekua ,rAy.e 
(Incised Itens) . ta''rewa '.a'ua k ua 

cfo7re Takua(') 	 ba a a su abawakuabo de¢ .__.-4Ao 

(Plaited iters) 	 Aboron 
N"n ah-,amf,(J) 

te" a .an 
(Architec - ak 'k: , odan 

tural Items) Ypopa ;amAnomaabu 

dansidee 


OThe domain f.-aturc iP al ;o k-Ahown os the root feature, n tial node, unique 

beginner, or head term. 

in detail in Warren and Andrews.
-*This taxonom'y i described 
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Appendix IV*
 
THE 	 INDIGENOUS NETWORK COIMUNICATION (INC) MODEL:

AN OUTLINE IN HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
 

1. 	Ethnoscience (ES) Dimension
 
a. 
applied and linguistic anthropology; to develop ethnoscientific
 

taxonomies of indigenous systems of knowledge
 
b. 	to obtain a local viewpoint in order to tap the local, 
indigenous genius
 
c. 	to understand and to utilize local 
decision-making bodies and processes
 

2. 	Problem-Oriented Trans-Or onizational 
(jOT) Dimension
 
a-p-pl'ied behavioral science: to uti izleES-Dim--e-non data effectively
 

b. 	to 
facilitate collaborative, inter-organizational approaches, focusing
 
upon challenging issues identified by 
the 	local community
 

c. 
to assist in the expansion of caoacities of individuals and groups 
to
act effectively on their own behalf--while still functioning with civic
 
responsibility.
 

d. as needs are identified, to locate and make available rural development technical assistance which will be incorporated into relevant

ethnoscientific taxonomies and local decision-making processes
 

e. 	to facilitate the creative process in local 
leadership development and
 
to tap such leadership "councils" as 
advisory resources
 

3. 	Evaluation, and Attitude and Behavioral Chanuie 
 ABC Dimension
 
a. 
applied socioloqy and economics: re-s-earc-h in measureent and
 

evaluation to be integrated with all 
INC 	Model proarams
 
b. 	for validation purposes of program funding and continuity
 
c. 	for constant check on weaknesses, errors and relevance in technology
 
d. 	evaluation of alternative problems defined by local 
decision

making bodies
 
4. 	Transfer of Technolo ivlTOT Dimension
 

a. 	technol ov ' ---t-O-iden-tif-ed-,po-le assistance that needs to be
 
transferred into the local situation
 

b. 
i.e. livestock, ground water management, food crops, health delivery
 
systems, rural education, nutrition, etc. 

5. 	Training Institutes in Co'Munication of Human Learning (TICHL) Dimension
 
a. 	education and other r-elevant discip-lnes and resources:

primarily applyinq qroup process techniques based on experience
based learning methods in cultural 
conte.
 

b. 	identify institutions of training in mi, 
 and lower level management
 
and development programs for the devel. 
 of human resources
 

c. 
introduce ES and POTO Dimension technologies as development tools for
 
local practitioners to learn, share and apply
 

d. 	provide a focal 
point for the TOT Dimension input
 

e. 
ABC 	Dimension included for measurement and evaluation component as an
integral aspect and a much needed tool for in-going validity check
 

*This model is discussed in detail in Hirabayashi, Warren, and Owen, Jr.
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Session V
 

DISCUSSION 

Marie Fasla: 

'ro achieve a focus we might go back to the question that brought us here this morning, the
question of Integrated rural development in Africa. What do we mean by IRD? A few definitions
of function have been given. Integrated rural development Is an ideology in search of a method
ology or a technology. Dr. Fischer, the first speaker, has traced for us the strategies for
development used in the developing countries in the 1950s. Change has occurred from focusing
on industrial development to integrated rural development. It Is no longer a food crisis we have 
to solve, it is a rural poverty crisis. Transfer of technology is offered in more selective forms 
and areas. The tendency of the new policy will be more attuned to humanitarian objectives. 'Ibeo 
role of women will be emphasized both In the donors' contributions and the recipients' influence. 

I should like also to commend Dr. Fischer for touching on the problem of the experts
who represent institutions or agencies, the UN for instance, experts who unfortunately :ire often 
to blame for planning failures anti who should be removed and replaced by new blood, new ideas. 
and a bright new approach. He recommends also that the new look consider the problems of
people orientation, values, and re-orientation. The World Bank could learn from Dr. Fischer's
plea for a greater recognition of the importance of the health component in many projects that 
come before it for review, until recently a component often Ignored by it because the rate ofreturn in Africa would be very low. Somehow this attitude must be turned around to take cogni
zance of the fact that the level of health influences the level of production. 

The developing countries, as stated on the first day of this Conference, are in need of a new

philosophy of economic development. Dr. Fischer refers to one of the most 
 respected economists
ol the LDCs, Benjamin Higgins, on the issue of GNP. It is obvious we cannot apply to those coun
tries GNP measurements imposed on them two decades ago, with the UN's blessing at hat time,
when in fact it has no meaning for developing countries, especially in dealing with IRD. We need
social indicators and social accounting. there is growing dissatisfaction in economically develop
ing countries with projects hased on narrowly construed economic models and the conspicuous
absence of the adjective 'social" In development. Even here in the U.S. dissaisfaction with using
GNIP as a mteasurement is growing. The New York Times (,July 17, 1969] reported that a special

national goal research staff was established in the White House to prepare at antmil financial 
re
port and indicator for the Amcrican society of 1976. it contains information on health atd illness,social mobility, the physical environment, Income and poverty, public order and safttY, learning,
science and art, part iclpaiion and alienation. What is Implied in those various terms is the need 
to bring new information into the policy making process of the country, especially in developing
countries. The main purpose of reporting social data is to increase the visibility Of soM il 1)rob
lems based on the assumption that nations rarely become effectively concerned with problems until
they learn to measure them. I am not as pessimistic as Dr. Fischer when he concludes that he is 
not sure if the IRD approach will succeed, Success has already been observed in Upper Volta. 

The second speaker, oy friend and colleague, Marcia MeCrary, has presented an excellent 
paper on nutrition and IRl). While she has had particular experience in those countries, we shoudbe aware that from what she told me, the area where she lived and practiced nursing was somewhat
difference from that far riemote area of the Sahel we are discussing here, a region more protected
and presenting different types of problems, a mix of problems of the semi-urban and rural r reas.
'lte sugestion to Introduce the single line fish in the paddies that she mentioned vill work only
where there Is much water, as in Liberia or intermittently in Mali. Professor Durand, a French 
expert oil the area, recommended it more than 15 years ago. It worked as a source of protein,
though tunfortunately it was given to the animals. 

Dr. Siffin has brilliantly described and demonstrated the administrative problems encountered 
when planning, designing, anti implementing a development project with the purpose of alleviating
others' multiple problems. 
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There is a long list of problems generated by the attitude of people themselves working on 
projects, to the many uncertainties and difficulties in timing, clearance, budgeting, managing, 
controlling, etc. I do remember that often maay expatriate advisors sent to assist rural de
velopment were part of the bureaucratic Institution in the host country, preferring to have 
their office in their own embassy or at the UNDP office and to reside in the city with their 
family Instead of living In the rural areas where the action should be. I agree with Dr. Siffin 
that often bureaucratic delays are beyond belief in all international agencies, with UN special
ized agencies often the worst. 

I must congratulate our fourth speaker, Mr. Warren, for his presentation. Once again we 
are learning from the experience and knowledge of those who have worked at the grass root level 
in the Peace Corps, as Mr. Warren has. It Is reassuring that in the future ethnoscience courses 
will be included in some African curricula or included more often. I am pleased to say that some 
study has been done here at the University of Arizona in this field. To conclude, I am convinced 
that ethnoscience is one of the most important areas to consider for successful implementation 
of any project, especially for an IRD one. We know that the implementation phase Is the most 
Important one of the program in the long run, and the hardest to achieve with a reasonable 
measure of success. 

Albert Baron: 

I should like to give .t few impressions of the various points made this morning, plus some 
thoughts based on my own experience. But firs t, as an AID employee for a few years, I should 
like to take exception with one conclusion in an otherwise excellent presentation by Dr. Fischer: 

1) The U. S. Government's AID program has been for many years the front runner 
in development, and is today the front runner in rural development, much ahead of the World 
Bank and most other do'.ors, who tend to follow our lead. 

2) It is wrong to imply Congress imposed a new mandate on a reluctant AID. The 
new directions were worket' out jointly and blessed in effect by the mandate. 

3) 'have neve: met an AID man in agriculture adopting the view cited by Fischer. 
Those I have known have rather observed the precept: KEEP THE FARMER IN YOUR SIGHTS. 

This ( onference is about West Africa and its development. In that context, it is clear that 
rural deveiopment is a major concern of the rmany Conors. I can attest to this in the case of 
Niger where: 

1) A few years ago priority in development planning was more on industrialization 
and Infrastructure than on rural development. 

2) Today the government's major priorities include food production and rural develop
ment. 

3) UNDP, IBRD, FED, CIDA, AID, Germany, and other donors, including private 
voluntary agencies like Africare, Lilly Foundation, CARE, and Church World Service, all 
emphasize programs to help the rural poor. 

The papers we have heard have addresed the question of the pursuit of rural development, and 
particularly something called integrated rural development. Fischer has pointed out that the idea 
Is to broaden the scope of rural development and effectively integrate agriculture, services, and 
industry. Marketing of farm products, their processing, production of inputs, and rendering of 
social services all locally, are used as starting points for regional development. A wise point 
Is made about more use of the systems approach in planning and policy making. 

Dr. Siff in asks can a lion's den be made Into a happy zoo. His well-turned thesis notes that 
the feasibility of Integrated approaches to rural development turns upon organizational and admin
istrative factors as much as anything else, and he reminds us that doing quite ordinary things can 
be difficult, lie thus relates a development effort in the U.S. which should give all development 
programmers such as myself pause - such a lurid case Is made for the probability of defeat 
before you begin ! ZENO'S PARADOX. ie outlines cogently the problems we shall encounter in 
this pursuit of rural development, and concludes: "The problems can only be truly confronted, and 
sometimes resolved, in action." 
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Dennis Warren discusses a mechanism for allowing for the integration of rural populations
into the development process, and discusses what he terms the ethnoscience component of this 
model. This ties very well into the increasing attention being paid by donors and development
planners to more systematic design, and evaluation of the implementation process. 

Marc ia McCrary has dealt with the important aspect of nutrition in IRD, and noted various 
actions which can be built into local programs. 

Niger is currently considering geveral regional rural development projects, and the extent 
to which these should include a broad package of development services and activities that might
be included under the term IRD. Our work in Niger is not far enough advanced to provide useful 
insights for this group. However, I should like to make one important point, not yet highlighted 
here: 

Observe that from 1962-1873, Niger made a major effort at tural development through a 
program called in French animation rurale, or rural animation/motivation/promotion. While 
this program did some good, it certainly never succeeded In its objective of galvanizing village
populations into a process of local development. Yet the program was based on an integrated 
approach involving local decision making and participation. 

What went wrong? What went wrong will need to be determined by critical analysis. I trust 
some of our academic friends will or may already have undertaken this. However, one p'int:
these rural animation programs do not seem to have included measures to show farmers 'how to 
make a buck." It is my belief that rural development programs can show farmers how to increase 
their family income substantially, and I believe that programs that do not do so have very little 
chance of success. The point is that farmers are people and do respond to economic motivation 
like the rest of us. They like to make money to buy things for themselves and their families,
though this may not be obvious. The AID Mission in Afghanistan paid a substantial sum to two 
researchers to interview a number of Moslem farmers there. As many predicted in advance,
the finding was that even in that conservative Moslem culture, farmers do respond to the profit 
motive. 

So IRD programs must include measures to help farmers increase income. 

COMMENTS / QUESTIONS / ANSWERS 

Antonio Gayoso: 

I tend to agree with most of what Dr. Fischer has said, but as in everything there is a point
I would like to qualify. I should not like you to be taken for a proponent of the theory of the big
push. I was particularly concerned with your points on exports. Itseems to me that there is a 
massive shift of population taking place in the LDCs and this is rural-urban migration. In many 
cases these people are going to join the ranks of the unemployed or also are part of that rural 
poor. That is a group we have to take Into account in looking at this broadly. 

In the last few years there has been much research, and answers found in the export of 
labor-intensive commodities. Restrictions, biases, and distortions in International trade 
systems need to be approached by AID and FAO, so perhaps thi- is the year the International 
Food Commission may cr,me to the fore. In essence there is a very important role in the 
export sector for the LDCs. Many speakers hitre have pointed out that without markets, in
creased agricultural production is going nowhere. Income is needed, and if rural Incomes 
increase, Increased consumption of agricultural prolucts will be significant, as in Pakistan. 
Still, all the vegetables that West Africa will consume could be produced on a ridiculously
small percent of the land, with new technologies or with present technologies - and rain. 

John Fischer: 

Your comments arc well taken, Dr. Gayoso. I should not want to downgrade the importance
of exports. Developing countries arc not Islands among themselves, and many of the things needed 
for development must be Imported. But there is no argument that exports must be increased, too. 
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This brings me to another point of importance. If a country puts together a sound strategy

for development, projeclt. do not have to be everything to everybody. By way of illust ration,
 
there are many activities hi which you may opt to take :acapital in!ensive approach and not
 
generate jobs. If the benefits are sufficient, then it is very sowid that you take this approach,

providing you create the jobs that are needed elsewhere. I have not talked about this but this
 
is my first interest, a development strategy put together for a collection of activities. I should
 
not argue the possibility that in some cases production for export iight not be an integrated

rural development kind of activity, but I should suggest that you dare not go that route until
 
you close the gap Interms of the need to create jobs.
 

Antonio GI v s t: 

I may well be that you wish to make a VeVN small qtuiification to thtconcepjt of benefit-cost
 
ratios and inlternial rafttreturn because the results depend on the assumptions, and you cannot
 
assume a nything. l'here Is a new approach which is risky, an assumption really, that Is the
 
-,ocial rate of returna. It seems to ne that what we can do now, albeit in a ve ry qualitative way,

is to domonstiate that a project may have a positive social rate of return in terns of employment
unemploynent and social issues, even though the benefit- cost ratio may be less than we might
desire, The success of the project does not depend so much on the econonic return initlally,
although in the long run thinIgs have to pay for themselves. iis i,why we e ittphasize increases 
in subsidies, etc, 

John i'i sche r 

True. Ilowvor', again I want to say that in 1RI) we nt.tst not get carrid away with what I
 
choose to call the social do-good philosophy. liti nately someone has to pay the bills. There
 
must be a financial feasibili:y analysis. You must close the gap, and demonstrate within the
 
framework of the pro'jeet how you are going to bite into this increased productivity and drain
 
off debt repayment and whatever else is required.
 

Wolf Roder 

Professor McCrarv, if children are not getting protein, is that mainly a lack of knowledge of
 
what is needed for adjtluate diet, or is it mainly beCaiso of sheer poverty? Is ita matter of ig
norance, or just nitthave it ?
 

Marcia McCrarV: 

It is mainly not having it. The staple diet is usually very poor. fut it is parly igntorance, 
too, because there a so0e foods that could be given to younger childrenthat ins01t0 cultures 
simply are not. 

Not identi fi(.d 

Protein deficieawy is related to the niovenitt of tioiulation, esptcially Ito. tnovenln: of 
children from tll( sacoast o, the intterior where food palterns ltange drastically. Whre before
they depended ott iisli, in thi interior most food wa. starch. Anthropologists ari.now looking at i 
situation where o,,r a iong pteriod of tinie tile human hody will adapt anti pirovi tt , nlicttnisnls to 
ernable it to otain "ontlproein front (.arbohydrates through synthetic lproc(,ssis inthe body. Move 
research needs to Ie donw on this. 

I have be(tn in lt,(,'iaand Sierra Leone, too. We may say that in itany ways libria is more
of a westernizt.d sor'-,v than other African socit-ties because of the Influence of Anteicail nligrants 
who have studied ' ri. lte problem of raising children and providing adequate food like milk Is 
a distribution problhm, to make sure It trickles down to the masses. As a student in l.iberia, I was 
aware that UNICEF was providing medical care, but unfortunately I was not sent into the interior 
rural areas. 

Some of the problems you mention, like disease and malnutrition, form sort of a vicious circle. 
In the era of independence, the 1950s, public health and better hygienic methods catte through the 
schools. It does not help much to talk about deficiency. 
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Marcia MeCrary 

I agree with you and hope I made it clear that this was a part of an integrated program.I certainly think health education and local social programs will all be part of the picture. 

Dale Judy: 

Dr. Siffin, you say you wish lots of luck to those involved in this. You have helped us see the thicket where so many of us see the big trees. I wonder if you would comment onthe effectiveness of mathematical models in helping bring some rationality into this. 

William Siffin: 

if I do, I will disclose my biases. Mathematical models are facts. They are not empirical
realities because some of them are really formal realities. They may be very useful, and maybe most devastatingly misleading. The problem with mathematical models is that they areoften regarded as true when at best they are heuristic. Another problem with mathematical
models Is that in order to be what they profess to be, they must stipulate functional relationships among closed systems of variables, and then they must give weights to the interactions 
among the elements of the systems. If those models are used for what they can usefullybe employed - thinking, speculating, perhaps enlarging the scope of the questions of which 
one becomes aware - fine. 

The trouble with them, though, is that they are toys of scholastic and academic exercises.
They are part of the titillations which are the products of the redundancy of resources in ourwestern academic domain, the ways some of us get our "Jollies. To this I am not necessarilyopposed, hut It is perhaps more nearly analogous to studying Chaucer in the examination ofthe implementation problems of reality. Models may actually be dangerous, because people
who generate them have a tremendous vested interest in the esoteric competence required.
More, they have an intense Interest in directing the specification of data collection processesto places where they want to do their modeling. This can be good, or bad, or some of each,
because the modeling as an end, quantitative sector analysis, can be the vehicle by which aninformation system about what is going on in agriculture can be developed. But it does nothave to be. Modeling capability unfortunately sometimes becomes the impetus for gettinginformation that is not needed. You want information badly - you are going tc get bad information. Modeling is often contaminated by the properties of the phenomena which is
characteristic of our situation. When you need premises and you do not have facts, beliefs 
are substituted. When you substitute beliefs for facts and )ucrank a detorminate systemtogether, sometimes you get very misleadlng images which are not really so very isomorphic
with the realities which people attempt to apply through models. 
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INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS AMONG COOPERATING INSTITUTIONS 

by 

Joan Coe * 

Although governments and governmental institutions are obviously major partici
pants in development programs, they are by no means the only participants. In fact, we 
are becoming more and more aware that successful development programs often depend 
on the strength and efforts of quasi-public or private host country institutions such as uni
versities, cooperative associations or voluntary organizations. 

Most projects are directed toward tie solution of a specific problem hindering 
an important aspect of a country's development, perhaps an inadequate transport or 
marketing system or ui inequitable distribution of preventive health services. In these 
cases, institutional resources must be mobilized to deal with that particular problem. 
Other projects, however, are focused more broadly on improving the capaci i. of a co
operating country institution--perhaps a planning office, a research institute or a 
training school--to fulfill its existing responsibilities more effectively. 

In practice this distinction is one of degree only, but it may require a slightly 
different emphasis on various aspects of project design, especially in relation to links 
and relationships among institutions. In any case, a review of alternative solutions to a 
specific problem muist cMsihl,"the institutional resources available to carry out re
medial actions. 

Sexe ral difficulties aric likely to conll'ont a project design officer attnpting to 
shape a project to respond to an identified need. InstitAtions in developing countries are 
likely to be ovcruhordened and understaffed, especially in terms of technical capacity. 
Often they lack a clc'r sense of priorities and objectives as well as a perspective of their 
own role as it relates to those of other institutions with similar or associated interests. 

In the course of proiect design it becomes necessary to 1) review the capacity of 
those institutions likCl' to become implementers of the project, 2) select those most ap-
Iropriate to execute different activities under the projects, 3) analyze the impact of the 
project on theie and other institutions expected to be directly or indirectly affected by 
project activities, and I)provide for the support--personnel and technical services, 
training, eqluipment or financial SUp)jx0Vt--necessary to enabl.,each institution important 
to the project to carry out its function effectively. 

SA FIR/I.NA Ghana Desk, Agency for International Development, Department of State, 
Washington, I). C. 
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This process is usually antd best carried out In oonsultation with host country In
stitutions, public and private, national and local. It is a process that depends upon nego
tiation, persuasion :inti compromise. It results in a clear definition of bod,the capacity
and the role of each institution, In the overcoming of Inevitable vested interests by a 
sense of collaboration in a cooperative endeavor and a conviction that each institution will 
benefit in terms of its own objectives at the same time as it assists in the achievement of 
a larger goal. This is not an easy process, nor is it one that is ever complete: coordtinatlio 
and integration of pr.,ioct (host country and donor agency) and Institutional objectives are 
essential to effectiv ;mpl on'entation of project activities. 

ARRANGEMENTS BETWLEN ['ill Ct)l'LlA lING COUN'RY AND kin IEiNAL All) DONORS 

Aid donors, ilLgenlo. rail,operate within a framework of agreements between the 
donor agency and the governnent of the cooperating country. These agreements outline 
the project objectives as 't tll as the contribution of funds, manpower and other resources 
each will make to the projcot will ho supportCd hy several donor agencies, each imple
menting that aspect in Mhich it ha: :lativele more competence. Dlonor efforts are co
ordinated by frequL'nt consultation, solleltiints formally structured as consultative group
meetings, among donors and %ith representatives of the cooperating country. 

Under such a hilate.ral agrt:ement, while the host country selects its staff for the 
project, AlI), 'with the consent of the host country government, will identify the individuals 
or organizations to provide the se rvices which it has agreed to furnish. Usually projects 
are not staffed h People working directly for the Agency for International Development.
More often, the Agency will contract with a firm, university, a U.S. government agency 
or other organimaion to carry out proiect activities under a system of monitoring by per
sonnel in the AID mission. These institutions also have objectives of their own: pro
viding a broad range of experience for facultY, or opportunities for graduate study research,
gaining experiOnce and maintaining intornational contacts, or simply ensuring a firm's 
financial viabilitv. An important integral part of the contracting process is assuring a 
thorough understanding of project objectivtys on the part of the potential contractor. An 
understanding in All) and the, host country of the contractors own 1)1beCtiwes Contributes 
to this process, 

all heire under the All) ,rant to 
of Arizona, it might h, u.Itul to t-:(e a brief took at this particular type of All) contract. 
In contrast to the proli, .ts I havc heen describing, the objectivye of a 211(h grant is not 
initially to assist a host country deal with its developmental problems, but is designed 
rather to develop the eapacit" of a U.S. institution in some field important u development 
(in the present eas,, o110.t arid lands) so that in the future 

Since ,.w 'Iit. auspices of an 21id) the University 

th,. m11ana1tgt er(sources in 
AID and oter dc'. lopment organi,,ations wAill to call on rebe able the I'nivtrsitv as a 

source in the desiii or implementation of proicts in developing countries. Under this
 
Iind of grant the UnivLersit. c-an retcrui t and train faculty', develop curricutla in the par
ticular field, train students from developing countries, acquire experience working in 
sorr- :f these 'ounn'i,.-, and develop links with host country institutions for the profes
sional exchange of information. It is such a link between the Ghana Council for Scientific 
and Industrial He search and the I'i iversitv of Arizona that is the basis for this conference, 

THE EXAMPI.L ()F TilE PRO)GRAM3.S. IN (IIANA 

Several AID-supported projects in Ghana serve to illustrate the practical appli
cation of the concepts I have discussed above: 

1. The Danfa Family Planning and Rural Health project is a social science 
research project designed to 1)test the relationship between acceptance of family plan
ning and provision of family planning advice either alone, with minimum health and nutri
tion education,or as a part of a comprehensive package of health service, 2)to develop
the capacity of the Ghana Medical School to supply trained personnel to Ghana's health 
care system, 3)to develop cost effective methods of providing family planning as well as 
curative and preventive health care to rural arewe. 
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It is a project implemented by the University of Ghana Medical School to produce
information and staff required by the Ministry of Health for planning and delivering basic
health services tc Ghana's rural population as outlined in the Government of Ghana's 
Guidelines for thu Five Year Development Plan. 

The project is executed in Ghana with the assistance of a team from the Universityof California at Los Angeles, School of Public Health. The contract under which the UCLAteam operates is specially designed to foster he development of permanent, professional
ties between the UCLA expert staff and the Ghanaian counterparts in the Medical School. 

From the beginning, project implementers have been concerned that 1) research
yield practical, policy-oriented, actionable results and recommendations, ,'id 2) that the
Ministry of Ilealth act upon these recommendations. Preliminary research results havealready led to some innovations in the provision of rural health car id more recentlythe Commissioner of the Ministry of flealth directed that all Ministi of hIealth staff assigned to rural areas undergo ,c ining period at the project model health care center site,
but these actions did not oin- t automatically by any means. They are tile outcome ofpersistent efforts to keep the .Amni stry informed of proje'ct activities and findings and to
keep the Medical school attuned to the needs of the Ministry. 

2. The Agricultural Management Development project will develop Ghanaian

capacity to train managers and planners of agricultural development prog-rams. A
detailed analvsis of the country's development problems has highlighted improved man
agement as a critical need. Glana is relatively better endowed with natural and human
 resources than many other West African countries, and with prudent management these

reSou rces to01ic contribute much more si gnificantlv to the country's development than is
 now the cast,. The Government of Ghana and AID agreed to cooperate in 
a project to im
prove nnaliagelLI]nct of agricultural programs, especially those concentrating ol small
fari'mrs grtwi ng foxo( crops. 'roject desigilcrs identified management training (including
setting ohicctic's , allocating rtsources and evaluating progress) for all supervisory

personnel in th Ministry of Agriculture as a continuing need which must be met if 
 im
provemevnts in 
 th( nialagem('nt of Ghana's agricultural resources are to be lasting. The

proj ct has ho.n designed to train managers 
 and at the same time develop Ghanaian capacitV to contint, the training :is an integral part of the Ministrv's staff training programand the teni'ri[lcnl:l of several insttilotions once tile project ends. Three types of training
meet hic Ministrv of Agriculture's needs at different levels. The Ministry will idlenltifv
its ianpo\%c. requiients and select staff to participate in the various types of training.

All celltia 311c ficlId Ministry of Agi1Cilture staff at tle su,pervisory level will participate

in a two-We,k IIuagement seminar every year. The 
Ministry of Agriculture will con
duct the legr.ranl with the assistance of consultants from other Ghanaian institutions,
 
private and piublih. Ministry staff with Bachelor's degrees will Ie able to undertake a
prograii leadinlig to a Master of Agricultural Administration established under the project at the Ilnirsity ,f Ghana's Faculty of Agriculture. Instead of a thesis, degree candidahes iusl serve as consultants for specific Mini stry ag-ricultural development project. 

Staff u()t eligible to 'liter University level training will he able to obtain a )iploma

of AgriNcultnl'at..\dministration after completing a one-year program 
at the Ghana Institute
of Mallagenic'nt :nd Public Administration, established for the Ministry of Agriculture. 

Tle d'sig of this project involved considerable discussion with 'niversity staffwho wanted to he careful that academic standards were not lowered, and the staff of theGliani Instit.InC'o Managein tnt and Public Administration to assure that an effective mix 
of agl'i('11lt1ri'NI alilt nc'inagCnlent wascOti'rSeS achieved. 

3 Tie )evelopmental Applications of Science and Teehnology project will assist
the (1h:iia Gtturonient to contentrate its scientific and technical research capability on 
probiltns impo'tant to Ghana's developin ent. Presently, Ghana's research comiiunityis only hiosclv o'rganized, and decisions on research undertakings are made primarily
by tic individual institution or agency without much consideration of how the particularinvestigation or study will henefit the cotntry is a whole. Generally, the research institutions work fairly In dpentldent lV even though most of Ghana's most pressing problemscut across the disciplinary and jurisdictional lines of individual institutions. By sup
porting researcl oil one imiportant, interdisciplinary development probleni--the problemif, d'st''t tileroachment in Ghana's savannah zone which involves agronomic, economic
and social faCtoi's to 1nme a few--tbhis project will hlp the Ghana Council for Scientific 
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and Industrial Research bring together the efforts and resources of Ghana's research 

institutes, universities and other agencies to study a particular problem and recommend 

remedial policies to the government. At the same time the project will assist the CSIR 

establish other research priorities and identify a mechanism to fund future research, 
improving its research management capacity as well as its ability to advise the govern

ment on research policy and on opportunities for bringing scientific and technological 

knowledge more effectively to bear on Ghana's development problems. 

The design of this project carefully reviewed the capability of the CSIR and the 

operations of its member institutes. Because in the long run the appropriate allocation of 
Ghana's small but well-developed research resources can have a tremendous impact on 
the pace of her development, the project's "learn by doing" methodology deliberately 
gives primary importance to developing the CSR's management capacity, even though 
it might be at the e.qense of the actual research product. The project will b2 carried 
out almost exclusively ith existing Ghanaian staff, once again with the idea of demon
strating what can be done with a better use of existing resources. The University of 

Arizona will backstop the desert encroachment research itself as well as the manage
ment aspect of the project. The L.S. National Academy of Sciences will assist in helping 
the CSIR identify research funding mechanisms appropriate to Ghana and wvill help the 
CSIR identfv consultants to plan two additional research studies to be conducted by 
Ghanaian agencies. 

4. 	 The Managed Inputs and Delivery of Agricultural Services (MIDAS) Small 
which I mentioned briefly in yesterday's discussion, isFarmer Development project, 

the "centerpiece" of USAID's program in Ghana. It is the first major capital financing 
undertaken under the new Congressional Mandate following a shtft away from general 
balance of payments support which had been the hallmark of the earlier USAID program 
in Ghana. 

MIDAS is a $50 million, five-year, integrated loan/grant project designed to devel
op a coordinated national system for delivering inputs and services to Ghana's small 
farmers on a timely basis. The project will provide credit, fertilizer, improved seed, 
extension/demonstration, marketing and small farm management research. 

This is a complex project and merits much more detailed description than we have 
time for here. For the purposes of the presentation, however, I would like to focus on 
the project's institutional aspects and ask you for the present to take on faith other aspects 
of the project design including technological, economic and financial considerations. 

Consistent with Government of Ghana policy and the findings of an AID study of 
Ghana's agriculture sector which showed the Ministry of Agriculture too overburdened 
to meet farmers' needs, an important characteristic of the project is that it shifts much 
of the responsibility for providing inputs to farmers from the Ministry of Agriculture to 
other institutions, especially in the private sector. Thus, Ministry of Agriculture field 
staff will gradually be 	relieved of their responsibilities for selling seed and fertilizer, 
enabling them to concentrate their efforts on providinu farmers with information on im
proved technologies and agronornic practices. 

Credit under the program will be supplied through a specially established small 
farmer credit window of the well-established, government-controlled Agriculture Devel
opment Bank. Fertilizer will be purchased and bagged by the newly established Ghana 
Fertilizer Company, estblished with public and private capital. Seed production and 
processing will remain the responsibility of the Seed Multiplication Unit of the Ministry 
of Agriculture. Seed production will be done under contract with private farmers. A 
network for distribution and sale of seed and fertilizer will include private outlets, for 
example, BP, AGIP, or West Africa Company and those of the Ghana National Trading 
Corporation. The extension/demonstration component will be implemented by the Min
istry of Agriculture Extension Service, and (for the Ghana's many women farmers) its 
Home Demonstration DiAsion with the assistance of the University of Ghana at Legon. 
The marketing component will assist private traders and will be implemented as a pilot 
effort by a department of the Central Branch of Ghana with experience in administration 
and evaluation of development projects. Finally, the farm management research will 
be carried out by the Division of Economic Research and Planning of the Ministry of 
Agriculture. Activities under all project components will be coordinated, evaluated and 
modified, if necessary, by a hi gh level committee consisting of representatives of all 
involved agencies including USAID and chaired by the Ministry of Economic Planning. 
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Let me point out briefly a few of the more important factors considered in designing 
this project. First of all, confluence of the Government of Ghana and USAID's objectives 
was essential. Participating Ghanaian Institutions would be directing their attention under 
the project to small farmers and it was important that agreement on the target group be 
reached early and that the project design assure particular attention to this group. 

I have already mentioned "high level" coordination, and this coordination is vital 
to keeping in view the objective of reaching small farmers. But coordination is also essen
tial at the local level where the farmer applies for credit, buys fertilizer and sells his sur
plus. It is perhaps too obvious to require mention that the availability of credit will mean 
nothing if fertilizer is unavailable or if farmers do not at the same time have access to tech
nical information on its application. 

Institutional development and capacity is another factor. The Agricultural Develop
ment Bank is a well-established institution with a competent staff. The project will help 
the ADB streamline lending operations field a larger staff and reaching remote areas. 
The Ghana Fertilizer Company is new; it will need staff training and also assistance in es
tablishing links with the distribution outlets. The Seed Unit will need assistance in main
taining quality control over seed produced under contract as well as in putting its operations 
on a more businesslike basis. 

Financial arrangements are also important. A series of agreements among the par
ticipating Ghanaian agencies must be reached to assure for example that lending can 
commence on time and that heavy subsidies on fertilizer and seed do not result in an 
insupportable financial burden for the institutions involved. 

I should perhaps also specifically note that over the two to three years during 
which the project was being planned, all of the factors I have mentioned have been dis
cussed with the Ghana Government and the other participating institutions at both the staff 
and the ministerial managing director level. The planning process was in fact a joint 
enterprise to which AID contributed an overall assessment to identify key prubolms :n 
the agricultural sectors as well as studies by individual specialized teams who reviewed 
with each institution what might be done 6- improve its operations. 



ECONOMICS AND THE ECONOMIST IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD * 

by 

Roger Fox * 

It is almost trite to say that economic consideratinns play an important role in 
the development activities of low income countries. A fundamental goal of most of these 
countries is economic development, and it is no accident that the adjective economic 
is used. The increased output and availability of material goods and services is seen 
as a direct means of attaining the primary objective of a better quality of life. Although 
the stress on economic development as a means for improving the quality of life is not 
universally accepted, evidence continues to suggest that it is a basic goal. Reflect on 
the following: 1) the deliberations and proclamations of Third World conferences, such 
as UNCTAD, emphasize economic growth and the right to economic self determination, 
2) the governments of low income countries often rise or fall depending upon their ability 
to bring about economic progress and stability, and 3) in most developing countries the 
minister of finance (or economic development), usually an economist, is the single most 
important decision maker besides the president. 

These considerations clearly indicate an important role in developing countries 
for the economist and the discipline of economics. One purpose of this paper is to exa
mine thv subject matter of economics and its use and relevance in developing countries. 
This examination seems fundamental to a discussion of "concerns In providing effective 
technical assistance in developing countries." Furthermore, since the economist is the 
agent linking the discipline to the people, his role in the developing world needs to be 
considered. Since the emphasis of the session Is on providin technical assistance, the 
role of the iireign economist will be stressed. However, much of what is said will also 
apply to the resident economist. Finally, requirements for improving the contribution of 
economists to problem-solving activities in the developing world will be presented. 

The Subject Matter of Economics 

Economists and others who study the science of economics are not in universal 
agreement about the scope, nature and methodology of their discipline. Rather than 
dwell on this interesting debate, I will present what is considered as a traditional or 
"middle-of-the-road" view of Western economics. I stress Western because I do not 
have the time nor the expertise to discuss the nature and use of other economic ortho
do.,es within the developing country setting. I think that treatment of the traditional 
view is justified because 1) it represents what is being taught in the majority of the 
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universities in the \vestern world, 2) tlot, if not all, Westerto economists il technical
assistance roles accept this view, und 3) many developing country ucollouists have beentrained In Western luiversit--s and therefore exposed to tilesame orthodoxy. 

A fundamentil issue to Mhich economists address themselves is the allocation
of economic 
resou'ces among competing uses so as to attain maximum fulfillment ofsociety's wants. The investigation of this issue is based on two important propositions:
1) that society's material wants are virtually uili nited, and 2) that economic resources are scarce. Simply stated, the Issue becomes "How do we do the best with Aiat we have?"*It is easy to understand from this discussion, why economics is important to developing
countries. 

Economlic ; is a behavi ral science. As SuhCI,it treats the hulaviui of individualsand groups relative to the fundaniental isllc of unlimited wants Iad scar[ce resou rces. Thehypotheses and theories of economics are based on curtabi motivational or behavioral assumptions. Important aniong these assumptions are: 1) that producers of goods andvices seek to maximize 
ser

ioney profts, and 2) that consumers seek to rnL:dmi ze utility(satlsfaction) from their real incomes. The acceptance and use of these and other aesutuptions allow the econmtlist to recoimend actions that ',V1' lead to utility and profit maximilzation, full cmploymlent, etc. Iniother words, answers to the (uteS tion of how do we do
the best with what we have are derived. lurthermore, the theories can be used wilh
stantial accuracy to predict the behavior of people. 

sub

tnfortinmately, the eLClomist is heat ;blc to a i-cat collulusiolls.-,llhdealingwith static equilibria ratthlr thtl c0inditi .ns of d',nallit disequilibria. iEcononlic developnment clearly involves the Cr(iotioli and successful IllilagCerUlt f a dyvnanlic ecLloomy thatis often in disequilibrimI (9, 10). tHere lie-s tnr inpollrtait pr 4blem in the of econousemics in the developing %irld. the static lheoeries olna not he directly i-elevluit to the needsof the low income countrie.. For txalllpl', pr dit naximi zation tinuer static eonolnic
theory assumes a given 'eciilugy. Yet a teaIl prbh'l facing dvelh.ping coiintries is howto introduce technical change that will incelC tpUlLtoIl gods and s rvices without
undesi-able impacts on income dlistribution alld tilploflit-iot. The ecoiiolis t can coipatedifferent technologies as to their eCollomic le"silit\ anti impact; hoUvetl-, this is ('O,1siderably differcnt f (letelldetrmining tilt-typt ;r itc of ttchliological c-hange th0t is O))tlilin. 

lil tridliotitl %e w Lu ''hilj liid 'Lh e,,hl-ic 0eat'S)edteor'ies Il this paple~ur
Were largelyN develL,ed io eut1lllitr'i'S with (deritHl'lltict , capjitalistic Sihd ('hi rSttUi ilStitutiOllS.
Theilntella, )Ithe iie1s an lid CIeiCfs (IUved fro0n these instituions d etermined in Istrge

part tilte nl-e hiVh
hioaC of t'ti s es ilie. It thi hbis l.lhivitfr that the tilY ecuOn)Mistsstuditd. i (lth t', C'It 'il (dt e te ' it ""f ''tt'I'll"'WLnIllicc l's Cac lrly c Iiitioi d-]V.h) [ita
ticular institutional setting. 

Ir-
Itisnot suloprising to find compliti.e model
that tile ourelyof Illarket bhha,.ior w hich is lstd itsa stuiladrd for eCIoMic etfficiency r'I _eflectsthe ide:lized free entt itrist.,capitolis t syvstell. 
 ["his S.'Stil is iSeud upoll tilt.existe-nce of:1) a large nuiuiL'r of intleli)CIdct buyers atilsellers dealing in a highlt organized larket,2) standardized pirtthici, 3) fretioi (if
entL'y alld exit by p'oducers, 4)CeUn.Suller sovereignty, 5) little ir it)nu,nmprice CmplptitLOll, 6i) private ovnership if reso teres, 7) linitedeconomic rile for govrtllients, iliaS) tiltrelitlev oilprices as tileregulators of production and cotnsutlptit ihceisions. Since a c i'soi'examination of this listreveals that
Imlay of tie conditions th not exist ill
the de.veloping world, the titqplitiiti of tiltcoin)petitIve mdlel for 'exoliningand predicting economic behavior is risk ' 
 in tho c situations.For examiple, in parts tf Wst Africa, tilefact that agricultunil land is not privately held
results in patte rns of4resource use different from whctt 
 they would be tinder IIrivate ownership. Moreover, ti use of the comlletitivC nondel fll nornlative comparisons has limited


value since tileImulledi
imStituti,irisIchlages arising fr-nm such i r'a relycompar isons areacceptable in today's developing %Morld. lliwever, itis often tilebasis used bv those whit,
argue that imporutnt institutional changes are needed as prerequisites for ecouonlic
development. Continuing the previous exanple, the introduction of private ownership of

grazing land in nyUi\ Wet;t African nations would be tmacceptable, much as itisamong

A merican Indtlans inAizona.
 

At this level of alistactiolln, there isvery little disagreement among the various
 
econominc Ol'thodoxics.
 
* '[htri's of monopolistic competition and pure monopoly also were developed to explain 
the behavior of other market structure extant in the "Western" countries. 



Our understanding of the behavior of the economy as a whole, the macroeconomic 

relationskips, is based In large part on the theoretical contributions of Lord Keynes. 

When he wrote his classic treatise in 1936 (3), Keynes was concerned about the levels 

of output, employment and nvestment In the Industrialized countries of the world. lie 

combined these and other variables, such as the Interest rate, aggregate demand and 

the money supply into a theory that explained the persistence of the Great Depression. 
were quickly and widelyThe policy recommendations suggested by Keynes' analyses 

Keynesian economics became the foundation of U.S.applied with considerable success. 
economic policy and was not seriously challenged until the early 1970s when the country 

was faced with the unusual situation of high unemployment and Inflation. It Is too early 
theories and new policy guidelines.to tell If this "new economic order" will result in new 

Although Keynesian economics has proven to be useful in many countries of the 

world, it too Is based on some Important presuppositions. Important among these are 
and 2) Institutions and organizations that efthe existence of: 1) a monetized economy, 

taxation and public expenditures,fectively control the rate of interest and supply of money, 
exchange rates, etc. Again these conditions and capabilities may not be present or may 

be present in only a limited way in some developing countries. Consequently, the ability 

to pursue effective monetary and fiscal policy may be severely constrained. 

These and other problem-; of "Western" micro- and macro -economies have lec 
a number of scholars such as Myrdal (7), Streeten (12) and Seers (11) to criticize severely 

its use in explaining and predicting behavior in the developing world. Myrdal, in the Pro

logue to his monumental work, Asian Drama, states: 

... Economic theorists, more than other social scientists, have long been 
disposed o arrive at general propositions and then postulate them as 
valid for every time, place and culture... For such confidence n the con
structs of economic reasoning, there is no empirical justification... As 
long as their use is restricted to our part of the world, this pretense 
of generality may do little harm. But when theories and concepts designed 
to fit the special conditions of the Western world--and thus containing 
the implicit assumptions about social reaUty by which this fitting was 
accomplished--are used in the study of underdeveloped countries in 
Suuth Asia, where they do not fit, the consequences are serious 
(7 : 16-17). 

Useful Concepts of Economics * 

Although many of the above criticisms are valid and deserve attention, It Is A 
my view that economics contains some important and useful concepts **. In this section 
I will present some of these concepts and explain them n nontechnical terms. This Is 
not intended to be a comprehensive list, but rather illustrative of the concepts that can 
be useful in understanding economic behavior in developing countries. 

An understanding of the basic notions of profit maximization, including loss 

minimization, can be extremely helpful In explaining and predicting producer behavior. 
Profits or losses are defined as the difference between total revenue and total costs. 
Profits and losses Influence producers' decisions about what to produce (e.g., corn 
or soybeans), how to produce (e. g. , more, less or no fertilizer), and how much to 
produce (e.g., five rather than fifteen hectares of cotton). Normally, profits and losses 
are measured in monetary terms; however, in order to obtain the most Information from 
these concepts, it is useful to think of "revenue" as representing all the "good" things 
resulting from the activity and "costs" as representing all the "bad" things. Thus, a 

• A more complete treatment of these concepts can be found In any basic economics 

textbook, such as McConnell (4). 

.* This view is supported by Myint (6). For an excellent review of the entire Issue of 

the entire Issue of the appropriateness of "Western" theory and method, see Meier 

(5 : 59-91). 

. .A . . . . 
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production activity that increases status might be preferred to one that yields higher money 
profits. Also, fear of risk or failure may be an important "cosV' that prevents a producer
from adopting a potentially more profitable (money) technique of production. The inclusion 
of these nonmonetary considerations Into the profit equation clearly implies an important
role for other social scientists such as sociologists, psychologists and cultural anthropolo
gists. What appears to be a simple economic and technical problem becomes a problem 
requiring a multidisciplinary understanding. * 

Another general economic concept that can be used under a wide range of condi
tions is the notion of opportunity costs. At the national or macro level, some of the trade
offs faced by governments can be viewed in terms of opportunity costs. For example, given 
a stable techology and fully employed resources, an increase In agricultural production 
will require a reduction in the output of another sector. The opportunity cost of increasing

food production i how much output you must give up in the other sector. The rhetorical
 
question, "bombs or bread for India," that appeared when Indian scientists exploded their
 
first atomic bomb, represents a classic trade-off situation and implies certain opportunity
 
costs. An almost infinite number of such choice situations face government authorities
 
n the developing world. A consideration of the opportunity costs of various actions can
 

be quite useful to these decision makers.
 

'rhe opportunity cost concept is also useful in understanding individhil behavior. 
For example, the opportunity cost of a farmer using his labor on his farm is what he could 
eani In the best alternative occupxion available to him. When the earnings from this alter
native occupation regularly exceed what he makes as a farmer, he may be motivated to change 
occupations. Again, non-monetary as well as monetary aspects must be taken into consi
deration. The fact that many university professors, not unlike farmers, cwld make
 
more money in other occupations suggests that they place a non-monetry value on being

faculty members. The opportunity cost concept also can be used to help understand the
 
allocation of other economic resources that are not completely specialized. 

A final example of a useful economic concept concerns the notions of spiilover
 
costs and benefits (externalities). In a mixed economy with both private and public econo
mic activity, a knowledge of these concepts can help direct government Involvement in
 
the economy. Spillovers occur when some of the benefits or costs associated with the 
production or consumption of goods spill over to tlhird parties, that is, to parties other
 
than the immediate buyer anld seller. the, Most 1A iOuS cxatIdles of spillot'r costs
 
involve environmental pollution: the pollution of a river by a paper ocuufacturer which
 
results in money and psychic costs to downstream water users (swimmers, fishernien,
 
boaters, communities, etc. ). The early diagnosis and treatment of a contagious disease
 
could yield spillover benefits to individuals other than those treated. The existence of
 
splllover costs and benefits provides a valid economic atrgullnent for government involve
nent in the economy. An unregulated, private economy will not correct for spillover
 
costs or provide an adequate supply of goods and services that result insubstantia l
 
spillover benefits. Although knowledge of spillovers helps answer the question of when
 
government involvenment Is justified, it is ambigruous coneenung thILquestion of how 
governments should become involved. The usual options open to govenmnents include 
special tLxes, subsidies, prohibitive legislation and the direct prouction and distribu-
Lion of public goods and setvices. 

A number of other useful concepts, such as the theo- V of c0inmpaentire advantagc,'
the law of diminishing returns and the propiensities to save and conuSle could be de
scribed. However, the above discussion illustrates time generality of the concepts, their 
Importance to decision makers, and the need for a multidisciplinary approach when 
applying the concepts to actual problem situations. 

• Because of the need for technical data in studying profit maximization, the economist 
has traditionally relied on the physical and biological scientist. This multidiscipitnary 
aspect should not be overlooked. 
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SlmpIrical Concerns and Problens 

All of the conceptual models have their counterpart empirical tool kits, that Is, 
The quantity and quality of the techniques vary conmeasurement techniques do exist. 

important concept like profit maximization,side rably depending on the concept. For an 
econo

a number of techniques exist that provide relatively precise answers to the basic 

nile questions facing producers. On the other hand, the use of benefit-cost analysis to 

study spillovers is fraught with a namber of problems and consequently yields less pre

cise results. Suitable data for empirical analyses are almost always a problem In dove-

The need for national accounts and sectoral data is well established.loping countries. 
unavailable or Inappropriate for aSome techniques require time series data that are 

number of reasons such as changes in definitions, missing observations and obvious in

consistencies. Population frames for sampling cannot be developed because of the lack 

of or inadquacy of data. Illiteracy and the lack of records pose special problems when 
collecting primary data from producers and consumers 

The need for non-monetary data may present special problems. In agriculture 
accurate yield or response data frequently are unavailable. This is particularly true 

when a new technology is being considered. Without these data, the economist can do 

little more than deal with hypothetical situations. Non-monetary data from the other 

social science disciplines also may not exist. A further problem (not restricted to 

developing countries) is that the economist may not know how to utilize the data that 

are available from his social science colleagues. All of these problems represent im

portant concerns of economists in providing effective technical assistance. 

Technical Assistance Roles of Economists 

What happens to the Western-trained economist when he packs his suitcase with 
tool kit and leaves for a developinghis theoretical/conceptual knowledge and his empirical 

country? Past experience indicates that there are a variety of roles that the economist 

may assume A partial listing of these roles would include: 

1) adviser at that national level relative to macroeconomic policy (similar
 
to being a member of the Council of Economic Advisers In the U.S.)
 

2) adviser at the national level relative to specific plans and programs of a
 
ministry such as agriculture 

3) expert on a particular subject such as agrarian reform, marketing boards 
and colonization 

4) member of an academic department of a university doing teaching, research 
and curriculum development 

5) manager or adviser to the manager of a development project such as a rural 
credit program or an Integrated rural development project 

G) consultant for a consulting firm that accepts projects from both private and 
public agencies in developing countries 

7) member of a multidisciplinary team focusing on a particular project or Issue, 
usually on a short-term basis. 

While this list is not comprehensive nor are the items mutually exclusive, it does Illustrate 

the possible roles of the economist In technical assistance work. 

review of these and other problems and useful ways to overcome them, see Raj (8).For a 

Although the focus of this section Is on the "Western" economist, much of what Is said Is 

applicable to the developing country economist since they are often indistinguishable In 
their disciplinary roles. 

2 
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Professor Glenn Johnson has developed a useful framework for discussing the rolesand contributions of economists in the developing as well as the developed worldWhile distinguishing among various activities of participalts in technical assistance 
(2).

work,he points out that all of the following, for instance, are important and needed if developingcountries are to improve their policy making, planning, implementation and evaluation efforts: 

1) Problem-solving activities are by definition problem specific. They alsoarcmultIdisciplinary, time specific and related to a geographic region (country). Since the problems here are those faced by decision makers, they are specific to an agency or organization. The problems facing a planning organization wit a ministry of agriculture are good
examples. 

2) SubIect matter research is also multidisciplinary but focuses on a particularissue or subject. It is less geographic and time specific than probhlem-solving activities.The information obtained from subject matter investigations can be very useful to decision
makers. Examples of subject matter research are studies of land tenure, 
 credit, drought,
colonization and new rice varieties. 

3) Disciplinary research aud activitv is usually carried out in the academic Ce
partments of univeisities and is involved with theoretical and :mpiricai work as well aswork on quantitative techniques. It may have known or unknown relevance to problem solving activities. That part with known relevance will be ased in subject nldtcr investigations and by decision niAkrs. Problems may go unre,.olved because th.- nec.,ssarv
disciplinary research has not )een done. 

This brief discussion of the I'Ol , of Cconomis ts and the- kinds of activities thev areInvolved in is quite useful in focusing on what is needed to increise the effectiveness of dieeconomic input into policy making and problem solving in the developing world. It is equallyrelevant to other disciplines since the sent of problems facing decision xnakers alvavs r(quires multidisciplinary kowledge. Tiw interdependenci es of the three kinds of activitysuggest that all thlree must be availahle. Some disciplinary worx'k conducted outside parxiicular developing countries MaI be available1nd useful to thcm. An example froin liological
science would be the development of Ili tIOgtn- fixing capacity in grain. Tihis potential
for transfer has important implications 101 tht allocation of te'hnical iSsiS Lllc'( olnddeveloping country xesouTrcts * . Sul)JI.,t Ilatt'r rVseartch tvlnds t,)I11 h.ess trlSf',rat e
and may r.'qifrt :an ii-country ,xr regional capjbility. Inve'stigation (ii (1hWght LodiliionIin the Sahel requires a silx)stairtinl n ntLll of dlata fi'-oli ite region. Also, in order to
Interact effectively with the decision nlmaktl's, the slutltct nomtter scientists will have to
he in the area, h1ave contac1i xgl:h t with tIt prohull -tolviIg agencies. "h'v '%ill
have little impact it thev r'enlxiii ill thiri' il.,titutt in ('3axobl'idgt, )x' Blt'rltle . Tinmll %, the,problem-solving, dveisiolr-rd(king capability Must be deveilopt, l Withinteic cOuntr'v, :Iot in 
some cases, it Irust occtlr at tihe regional :rot toca as wtl Ias the r:ition:l leLve. TIIi s
capability must Iie ceItert al'Ollod (1Cyelopinog 'OLuitlr'V professionils working in their kenvironment. The (omllexitv of the problcxos involving technical, social, polixcal, economicand cultural aspects will Continue, to limit sCverely the in pact of tire loreign tccliean
(economist) exce)t ill a lw lare c'st's. 

* On the question of technolog, transfer, see Htayami and Ruttan (11). 
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SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CONSTRAINTS 

by 

Richard N. Henderson * 

In his book Stratagems andSpoils (1969) F.G. Bailey recalls his visit with a high
cabinet minister in one of tile new nations of Asia. 
 At the minister's home the two men
talked and after the politician had spoken at length of his many powers in government,
a servant entered to tell him that one of his bureaucrats had arrived on a matter ofpressing official business. The civil servant was shown in, displaying much humility,
bringing papers which he said outlined important matters requiring study, decision and
the minister's signature before the next clay. 
 The minister impatiently conferred his
signature and returned to his conversation. Bailey, reflecting, made this point: the

minister no 
doubt held the forms of power but the pragmatic processes of power were 
clearly in tile n,'mat ivallr subordinate bureaucrat's hands. 

I mention this story to make an initial point: the strings of social power in any
society are man stranded, and one aspect of understanding any social process is the

sorting oit of strands, the intellectual and experimental unweaving of social webs so
 
that complexitits and interdependencies can be grasped.
 

Social and cli tural constraints nust be approached from many levels, from large
scale governmeittnts of host and donor nations to the social systems of major urban centers 
to tle sinailest-scale local communities. And we must remember throughout that socialand cultural constraints operate more broadly than within those objectified groups just
mentioned, that, indeed, the problem reaches right into this room. We are all subject
to these constraints, which inhibit in oursome sense capacities to conceive and evaluate
 
projects. ()u' own preconceptions 
 about providing technical assistance to developingcountries often c71ir1bour abilities to hell) others as much as if not more than their pro
conceptions may inhibit their ability to help themselves. It therefore behooves us to 
approach these problems with considerable humility. 

We all havi- good reason for humility, for the problems of development are enorniously complex, and one type of development may interfere with or inhibit another.
Economic development is often evaluated in terms of diversifying agriculture, impro,,-
Ing mate rial consumption or increasing industrial capacity; social development, interms of increasing the measure and equity if popular access to health, education and
welfare services; political development, in terms of the expansion of civil governmentwhich represents and responds to demands of diverse interest groups comprising thesociety. The public relations image of development seems to be that all of these processes work together; it tends to be assumed that increasing specialization of social 

* Professor of Anthropology, University of Arizona, Tucson 
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structures is accompanied by Increasing integration or social accord among the society's 
members. Yet it has been the common experience in many developing countries that those 
measures which increase the specialization of social systems also tend to intensify prob
lems of social integration rather than solving them. In other words, that general process 
we think of as development Is full of contradictions. 

I do not propose to illuminate all of these contradictions In this brief paper. We all 
know that early phases of industrialization, with the shift from rural agrarian economies 
to those based on urban commerce and industry, have produced everywhere much human 
disruption, misery and anomie. We know that the new national governments of Tropical 
Africa confront participation-oriented populations who demand improved social welfare, 
that the same government is expected to stimulate industrial growth and to mobilize the 
social services that alleviate the disruptive consequences of such growth, and that the 
structures and finances available for doing all these things are desperately scarce. In 
a context of rapid but very uneven social change, may African countries have become 
increasingly divided between a small, relatively wealthy technological elite at the top 
and a vast mass of unemployable urban immigrants at the bottom. Add to this potential 
for conflict the great and apparently widening gap between the developing urban centers 
with their late 20th century social life and the underdeveloped, often drastically neglected 
rural peripheries, and we have a fairly general perspective on the social and cultural 
constraints operative at the national level. 

One of the major difficulties resides in the world view of technologists, whose tech
nical skills lead them to objecti the situations in which they become involved. This 
tendency to objectify is overdeveloped in everyone trained as a scientist and leads those 
involved In technical assistance to generate ramifying consequences In social systems 
which they are ill-equipped to comprehend or even be aware of. Their actions often wor
sen the contradictions of development. In addition to approaching developmental prob
lems with humility, technologists need to cultivate their powers of moral awareness. 

I have personal experiences to recount which bear directly on the problems of 
developmental contradictions and the technologist's awareness to illustrate the point that 
when we imagine we are being objective and purely information-gatherers, we may be 
inadvertently rendering technological impacts that have consequences quite beyond our 
grasp. This occurred during my fieldwork on urbanization in Nigeria during the early 1960s. 

I went to Onitsha, the city, to study it from a comparative and historical perspective 
and hoped to shed some light on the urban problems of the time as well. I was greeted 
warmly as a foreign student of their culture by the people of the so-called Inland Town, 
who assured me that they, and they alone, were the "real Onltsha people,' living amid 
those whom they called "outsiders " (the immigrants living in the town). As they 
steered me into Onitsha cultural history, my wife and I found ourselves living in the 
periphery between what were effectively two towns, one a bustling commercial zone of 
businesses, schools and motor lorries, a place of rapid population flux; the other, the 
Inland Town, a system of villages and descent-groups living in compact, stable settle
ments organized by numerous associations and governed by a sacred king and his titled 
chiefs. 

These inland Town urban villagers of Onitsha were rather well educated. The chiefs, 
for example, were retired senior civil servants, bank clerks, accountants and the like. 
We were propelled into cultural history because the people were involved deeply in local 
politics which radiated an historical sense. The central feature of this part of the town 
was a vast field of high, dark rain forest--the awesome sacred grove of the kings. 

Four months after our arrival and four months into Nigerian independence the 
Onitsha king died. The sacred grove was cut down by the followers of one pretender 
to succession. A welter of political arenas formed in which people vied in support of 
various rival candidates for the throne. As a social and cultural scientist I tried to 
be unobtrusive but nonetheless begged friends and acquaintances for information. Sever
al were interested In the contest, became involved in it and trusted me enough to talk 
about their involvement. My contacts gradually became entrenched within the different 
sides. Several became core members of the two major teams into which the contest 
ultimately resolved. 

~~4 I14 
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These two teams were quite different in both their aims and their political methods. 
One faction which first emerged as a fragmented aggregate of interested parties soon 
took as its goal transforming the entire royal clan (which made up two-thirds of the town) 
into a massive decision-making body. This faction unified itself under a charismatic 
demagogue, a man who was not a candidate himself. This royal conference operated by
representative majority vote, specialized into committees and subcommittees with see
retariats, explored the history of kingship selection, produced and assessed various royal 
genealogies and devoted very effective energy to codifying a Constitution of royal politics. 
Its summary report in hand, the royal conference called for the candidates to present their 
manifestos for public assessment, selected the most qualified candidate by executive com
mittee majority vote, and meticulouslv guided the man through historical rituals culmina
ting in his ascension to the Onitsha throne. As it gathered momentum, the conference be
came a remarkably democratic mass movement developing, it seemed to me, a clear 
though not overwhelming popular majority support in the Inland Town. 

The second major faction grew up around a wealthy, popular businessman, a road 
building contractor who was known as a peacemaker and for his liberality but was also 
reputedly somewhat marginal in traditional moral (basically ethnic) terms. It was ru
mored lie was related to tle "Outsiders.'" lie sought su)port prinmarily from traditional 
descent group authorities and from the Onitsia chiefs, building what might be called a 
monetary transacotinal team--his closest aides were people economically dependent 
upon him. 

I regarded persms in each of these two confronting factions as my friends, and 
I full,, intended to record all activities impersonally tut the two sides responded rather 
differently to my rtquests for information. The royal conference faction responded 
with floods of information. They conducted democratically representative mass meetings 
where decisions were mobilized and pronounced. I photographed the meetings when 
allowed to attend and when it sCeoned appropriate and acceptable I tape-recorded the 
event. They asked for copies of the tapes in return. The monetary transactional team 
also responded to my offers to be a recorder but in a more muted manner, retaining 
more private counsel to themselves and with less interest in the data-gathering process. 
Mly lines of coimmunication we more they waentednc limited with this group partly because 
me to know less and partly because, as I am now aware, of my own shyness in tie pres
cen ccof personalized superordinate authority. 

After 1,months If succession dis[Ite the Co10t10St had run its course. Two would
he kings were tolhroeiid(l in two quickly fabricated palaces and were sending agents to the 
regional governm eot capital sCek ing to influceo thIL nature of the comm ission of inquiry 
then being set upl.The two sides %'cre basing their "cases" o very different standards. 
"F:eroal ;Iolf,'Lcen'; apeil stressed the Sliparatelles of the real Onitslha people, those
of the Inland Town, froil the rest City'N,the "outsiders. " tihe rightOf tlhe. Thley denhanded 
(If "real ()nitsla people" tI) select :aking who would unite them against outsiders, the 

Inland Toi)wn hicin g a simall though powerful minorit en clave of the larger commercial 
city of (tnitsha which had a tltal population at tiletime consisting of 90 percent outsiders, 
peol)e who had tiI grat.'d to the citv from sunrroundi ng areas because of business and 
enitl'y inelit OppoI){rtuiities hut who retained primary loyalties to thei.' rural villages. 
lie itn- l'r that ime irO,I l c0IIflroice' team empihasized iodern ipa rliamentary, academi
cally sNihisticated ioltes of procedure billt it was now was to constiwhat trying to do 
tute aIkingship lolariz'd h. the ethnic )lpositin(between inland townspeople and imitti
grants. 

It cllittiast the illitetart transactional team, led by its marginal-man candidate 
and supported by 1(1Ost chiefs, decided to Mak.e a virture of the leader's marginality. 
They pro clained their olppositi(l to what they called "apartheid" policy iin the town. 
Their king, the\ ci iimied, would not exclude outsiders but would be king of the whole 
wider Onitsha ss I mm, a king receptive to both real Onitsla people and outsiders alike. 
The strength of this appteal lay in tite fact that the regional government leaders who 
would decide the teriiis and Wisonnel (If the commission of inquiry were themselves 
iostly outsihers. 

It this c(ntext of imnp ending i q ir,,V I took my notes and departed from tie scene, 
Illor or less relegating the data to a deepfreeze for several 'ears, but confident that 
:asan (lbij etie' social scieittist I understood the Unitsha Inland Town political process 
fairy well. "'Iday, many years later, I ant Much less confident of the quality of that 
understanding. 
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Which of the two factions represented the more modern adaptation to the urban 
setting? Was it the royal conference, which used British-modelled parliamentary means 
aimed toward an end of intensifying ethnic rivalry and confrontation? Or was it the 
transactional team led by the contractor, using the means of monetary appeals to a 
set of local traditional chiefs, but whose avowed goal was to expand Inter-ethnic communi
cation at the local and regional level? In both of these factions means and ends were in 
contradiction. How does one separate the strands of social consequences in as compli
cated a web as this?
 

I learned later that my own carefully concealed views were in a sense confirmed 
after the regional government selected an expatriate, British civil servant to be the 
commissioner of inquiry. Acting as hij own legally trained anthropolbgist, the commis
sioner collected a wealth of cultural and factual evidence and subsequently conferred the 
crown to the candidate of the royal conference side. The commissioner was clearly im
pressed by their consistent and substantive evidence of more or less correct proc-dures, 
and he was also no doubt impressed by the model of Onitsha kingship which the conference 
sought to approximate. That model, as one prominent conference member privately 
described it to me, was a system composed of "the three estates of the realm, the king, 
the lords and the commons, " a parliamentary system whose nearest contemporary 
equivalent was that subscribed to by the commissioner himself. This nmodel had been 
rooted in Inland Town society for many years but in the current contest it was adopted 
only by the royal conference side. In contrast, during the inquiry the transactional 
team mixed up its facts, some of its members were caught in traps of faulty memory, 
and there was abundant hearsay evidence that much money had changed hands, a prac
tice deeply disapproved in British civil servant ranks. 

Independently and without in any way notifying the regional government of my 
opinion, I had uecided tint the royal conference side had most effectively mobilized 
the total social framework of the Inland Town society, and had also made a much 
stricter effort to follow the traditional normative rules of kingship succession (though 
the assessment was a matter of balancing plusses and minuses, each side having to some 
extent devised its own ways and means). I felt that on balance the work of the royal 
conference was significantly modernizing the kingship, bringing a considerable degree 
of open democratic process into the traditional Inland Town social system. 

It was not until I later read the commission of inquiry report that I began to 
realize I myself had left behind in Onitsha a hidden and one-sided legacy of technical 
assistance, of which I had been almost entirely unaware during the time of field re
search,namely recordings of the gatherings of one side, records which gave them 
stronger procedural evidence than the other side could mobilize for purposes of a 
public hearing. Since both the cominiss ioner and I (quite independently) probably valued 
the same kinds of ")bjective" social and cultural evidence, my scientific quest for 
information probably had an effect of weighting the outcome of the inquiry toward the 
royal conference side. 

But ny assessment of the kingship succession case did not prove out in the long 
run. As it happened, the large majority of traditional Onitsha chiefs stood fast by 
the contractor in the face of the unfavorable inquiry decision, refusing to accept the 
new king. With their large financial resources, they bombarded the winner with 
litigation. The new king, a retired senior superintendent of the Nigerian police, 
clearly symbolized the "real Onitsha" people's aspirations to enhanced power and 
authority on the local and national science, but he lacked enough personal money to 
make his office work. The Inland Town community remained deeply split through 
the 1960s, as Nigeria drif' I into ethnic civil war, and when the war ended the new 
king died with his publhi mifesto largely unfulfilled. In the setting of an unstable 
post-war urban situation, the traditional chiefs became more important as traditional 
sources of order, and the vaunted parliamentary processes of the early 1960s had 
faded into the past. My vision of Onitsha kingship as a new synthesis of parliamentar; 
process was in part a sterotype based on my own preconceptions of the good social life. 

The lessons to be derived from this experience are these: I should have explored 
more completely the implications of the perspective held by the transactional side to
ward my information-gathering role, and I should have considered the implications 
of the avowed goals of the two sides more fully. To do this would have entailed closer 
moral involvement In the community, but neither the inner workings nor the wider 
consequences of any complex social system may be adequately understood by merely 
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surveying its social groups or factions and labelling them in terms of Western technicalvalue standards. Successful social interaction of any kind, including that viewed as"technical assistance," demands a deep understanding of how social systems work beyond that level of understanding which may be reached through "scientific objectivity."And that in turn demands that we open ourselves to the unfamiliar and opposed, enter new doors and follow the strands into different and often rather uncomfortable worlds.Without doing that, it is not possible to gain an understanding of where the main socialand cultural constraints of a people lie, how intractable or open to change they may be,and most importantly, how their constraints may interact with our own. This last aspect 
we all too frequently ignore. 

As adequate social understanding can be reached only by active social involvement,our social research must always include a moral dimension which takes into account ourown moral relations with the others with whom we have become involved. This needs tobe emphasized especially in conferences such as this, composed as it is of elites, peopleof the societal centers rather than those of the societal peripheries for whom our proposed programs are intended, and the principle applies whether it is an Americantechnician working in an American or African subculture, or an African technicianworking in an African or American subculture. It must be remembered that the "Target Population" (that dangerously objectifying label we use for the people we plan to help)
has priorities of its own, and these priorities must be allowed to interact with ours,in more than a one-sided way. Otherwise efforts professing to "help people helpour 

themselves' become self-contradictory.
 

Many of the speakers here have emphasized that the primary goal for planners oftechnical assistance must be the welfare of the people who most desperately need welfarehelp. It is crucial that the indices of "welfare" take ample account of the indices used
by the people themselves. Despite our technical expertise, they can often calculatetheir risks far more accurately than can we. I suggest that three interreleated value 
principles may guide anyone operating in this kind of situation. The first principleis respect for the importance of cultural differences, most notably those between"them" (tle "target populations") and "us" (the technical planners). Without this,wve impose our own solutions upon them \dmo may for very good reasons think and feeldifferently than we do. The second principle is commitment to balanced investigation.
Wit hout this, in part a corollary' of the first, we fail to understand the complexitiesof the situation. The third principle is that we make special effort to open both ourhearts an( minds to those involved whose aims seem most opposed to our own; this
priniciple underlies the other two, for only by following it does their attainment
become possible. 
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Session VI 

DISCUSSION 

tluey Battle: 

to describe a'The term technological progress is needed in several different senses 
refer to the effects of changes in technology as anvarieLy of phenomena. Economists 

umLrella covering all those factors contributing to the growth of total productivity. The 

(LIestion is how best to accomplish the administration of technical assistance developing 

ounItries face with the odds of galloping population growth and a backward agricultural
 
accounting
system. Agriculture plays an obviously prominent role in the Third World, 

For Ghana this was about 42 percentfor almost one-third of the total domestic product. 
For most developing countries, agriculture accounts forof goods and services in 1968. 

of their total export; in 1970 this was 79 percent for Ghana. Current do,io to 90 percent 
as well asmestic as well as International efforts In the developing countries themselves 

the World Bank, and some industrialized countries in
from such agencies in the UNDP, 

are all directed toward an improved agriculturevolved in helping these poor countries, 
to provide the foundation for a healthy economy. 

these countries are increasing their pro-
Through investments ol' foreign aid savings 

But the projected population expansionduation at an average rate of about two percent. 
in the Third World by one million persons in the period 1965-1985 poses a number of 

For Ghana this rate Is about 2.6 percent, while for West Africahailenging problems. 

o|veraill the range Is from 25 to 30 percent.
 

certain that the future food supply will continue as agriculture's main role.It appears 
lih question of employment looms as another apparently intractable problem, and a third
 

social unrest, political instability,
may be a consequence of the first two: human misery, 
a greater threat, perhaps, in the foreseeable future to the technological revolution being 

,nvisioned to solve current pressing problems than all the other factors combined. 

whatever strategy is adopted in providing technical assis-In very broad terms, then, 
iance to developing countries should be built around the following: 

1) improving agricultural productivity to overtake the rate of population growth 

2) 	 earning and attracting foreign exchange crucial to financing overall develop

ment of a diversified economy, the emphasis being on increased exports of 

primary products to reduce dependence on imports 

3) creating an environment conducive to investment in other sectors of the 

economy through human capital development and the elimination as far as 
that would help provide additionalpossible of social constraints, a, measure 

employment opportunities to displace excess agricultural labor In related 

industries 

The magnitude of the problem of economic development was clearly depicted In the recent 

drought which damaged the economies of most Sahelian countries. Capital stock increases 

through net investment processes, and capital accumulation enlarges a country's capacity to 

produce goods. Whether capital accumulation by itself is central to the development process 

is worthy of investigation. There is also social capital, producing no physical goods directly 
as housing, transportation,but facilitating smoother operation of direct product activities such 

and others. Developing countries' emphasis on capital accumulation is reflected in their em

phasis on industrialization, with Investment viewed as the most important single factor in the 

growth process. 
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One definition of the takeoff into sustained growth is in terms of the critical ratio of invest
ment to national products. Arthur Lewis has described 
the process of development as one oftransforming a country from being a five percent saver and investor, to a 12 percent saver and
investor. The condition for being developed consists of having accumulated and established

efficient social and economic mechanisms while maintaining an Increase in large Stocks of

capital per head in the various farms. Similarly, the condition of being underdeveloped is

characterized by possession of relatively small stocks of various kinds of capital. 

Capital is broader in definition than some studies admit. There may be fundamental 
differences between countries with already large capital per head and those without. For thedeveloping country with minimum specialization in division of labor, the scope of capital invest
ment could be stretched to permit a more roundabout method of production than In countries

with high specialization and high levels of sophistication. There is a greater rate of growth

oL capital required to absorb new technology in technologically backward countries than in advanced countries. Il a labor-abundant economy, the productivity of labor may be greatly increased
with tte infusion of a small amount of capital. These factors represent important contributionsthat capital can make in economic progress. There is enough theoretical justification of the
relative Impact of capital on developing economics. There is aiso the fantlIar economnic technieal progress. The problems associated with capital and technology have been re'assessed since
the rise of oil prices in 1973. Becaus e of this change in integer prices and in oil byproduct prices,there has been a severe change in the possibilities of the type of technology whi ch L)C.s can feasi
bly adopt. 

MIr. Gayoso, I raise a question hero with respelt to the tolllnlmalts you lolad : Should invest"nment be nlade Il physical capital or in humian rather interesting when one addresses thi question
of capital formation and technological progress, I aig roe with you itI re-lo.t to thi internediate
technology, but should also like to stl'es that this should be a teolmology tht ha.; not been dis
carded. 
 It should ib Very applicaible to tol:my"s Ictivities., 

A word about ilsqtittionfiollrrange.nts: BcauselI, Of tiBte ineretstd toctus n developing coun
try problems, the nunber of iniitutions invlVe'd ill dbv(ii'[)lnl! has.5 inICrf'aSed, including iulti
national agencies such as the UN, 
 FAt, ,tmd the World Bank;the b ilateral agencies such as USEI;

and ecological institutions of toncenlltrllttiOl suct :ISs t tst it tit c 
 tot' Sem'l -. \ rid Tropics and tLheInternational Center for AgrmicuLiltural Ilesea c ihi) lrv Areas, The increased number of institutions ani ageneies pa rtieitt ing ilt til develOte)llll prtw.ess has increased the problems of coordi
nation of projects initiated th:i ht'qlttnt
to with trainsferand tlh of efftmive technical assistance.The major problemtt h ovuerenlte by ail uelli-itmi s :1t;,ott Io select the moost relevant illsitutional 
arrangemttnts. 

()t outIt acrtr tettt with whit-h I atl tLtililial' is that tetwecti thte U.niversity of Science an(]

Technology, KnI ta si , GhtUMt, t tod 1m1own 
 i t'gi tia State College, through which an analysis is

presently ltcittg ttade of the socioeonotmtic situation Il nomrhern Ghana. its purpose is 
 to obtain
baseline ttftt'niation to lilp ill achieving ttt1tt, eftfctive econormic planning. 'TIhe kind of ec-onomic 
planning which I Itc(I Vecry strotlly about is the, tOf el the systems approach, without which wemight cotti u twith vel'y nieat plats whtoek i nlitietontation would hte very smliI because tile phill
n1tst rel')rsent tite tOUltty as a whole, thost
or elettents ex)ected to carry (Ut thte plan. 

The pri'oblem posed by social attd tu-ltliI 0OtSttilnts to 'ffective technical assistance is nowgaining Increased attention. Iike instittttionai atrrangenttonts, there exists a naive belief on the 
part of lot(Plg ag(ettices that dheveloped world solut ions catt ht aplied to deve lopittg world probllls,

'lliiS asstnIes that ttO(toilic iltstitutions ('all be separated 
troto social institutions. Perhaps tile
 
most evident exatoples of this asstlllptiollt's lortcotni ug relate 
 to the role of W01ttt11, 'td the re
lationshii between agricuIture and pastoral people (t'tent technlica assistalce Its been extended
in an area of agricttlture which included trining )1 men in ttew teTlumotlogies, lindsight reveals
that In fact many ttf these jobs were performed by women. Other failures of t,]vatted teciologies
are attrilutahI to thi r tisturbing aidelicate balance between ein ottnd wonienOtt'e tit possession
of major prodtucts and by-prodtlCts of thtW trO(thotion process, This Is :Ilso the cast where a reltionship betWeen agricIitirt' anti pastoral people ovor such isstes :IS water gitst 31id grazingi 
trights call be disrUpt'd. 

The solution to protle ms of this type may lite in pre-project Studies of existing social relationships of a region, ani a determin ation of what type, project might dilstrb this elationship and in
what ways. Another social costraint Ignored by many past projects Is the effect on political 
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balances, which in turn affect national integration, ethnic rivalry, or the elite-mass gap. 
While such techniques are economically sound, they may open old ethnic wounds, contribute 

to increasing the elite-mass gap already in existence, and ninimize total participation in 

the development process. Again, to solve this problem requires an in-depth analysis of 

the effect potential projects have or will have on social constraints imposed by national 
governments. 

W. Gerald Matlock: 

My task in serving as discussant has been made measurably easier by the fact that all 

speakers have shown clearly the interrelationship existing between all factors serving as 

constraints in the development process. 

Mr. Gayoso addressed them first from the standpoint of technology, but pointed out clearly 
that the choice of technology is completely bound up in Institutions, in economics, and in social
cultural factors. Ms. Coo then turned to an examination of institutional arrangements. She 
could not get away from the fact that institutions were concerned with dispensing technology in 
an economic framework but in keeping also with social-cultural constraints. Dr. Fox, In his 
discussion of economic constraints, could not move away from the fact that economists work 
in institutions and they do dispense technology or use it in some way within the social-cultural 
contetxt. Finally , Henderson in talking about the social-cultural constraints emphasized again 
that these are constraints to the application of technology and they deal with institutional and 
economic factors. So in a way, since the speakers have already provided you with a summary, 
I shall not attempt to summarize again but comment on certain aspects of the presentations, 

The important point Gayoso made is the major issue of choice of technology, with many 
factors distorting those choices: economic, institutional, the range of available technologies 
from which the choice is mn.de, and the externalities as well as the internal aspects of the 
individual country making the choice. lie addressed the modification of these distortions, 
mentioning education as an example and pointing out problems engendered by the "brain drain" 
as it influences those trained to work in a developing country but wishing to remain in the 
country where they received their training. I think it further points out an important factor 
in terms of our educational processes, that by educating people in our institutions, we are in 
a sense biasing their training toward what we have designed our institutions to produce for our 
purposes, instead of emphasizing more "in country" training In ways more appropriate for 
their needs, not tempting them with things important to us but not to them. 

A secand distortion Gayoso mentioned was provided by our foreign assistance program, 
caused by constraints of the programs themselves, including such factors as tying our aid to 
the purchase of commodities in this country . We need to remove or lessen the distortions 
imposed on the choice of technology by the very assistance programs attempting to deliver 
that technology. 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, is the fact that we need to expand the range of 
technology available. Intermediate technology has become one of the latest "buzz" words in 
the technical assistance game, in itself already providing a degree of misunderstanding. It is 
important to recognize that technology is a spectrum of activities, from the lowest to the most 
sophisticated. Furthermore, we need to acknolwedge that technology does not involve machines 
only but the whole process of doing things. We need, therefore, to be examining this as a 
spectrum at the highest level of sophisticated thinking that can be brought to bear on it. Inter
mediate technology is not second-rate technology, nor is it something easily come by. These 
type technologies certainly need to be tested, perhaps even actually developed, in the country 
where they will be used In order to identify the most appropriate one for a particular situation, 

In her discussion, is. Coe gave us a number of the considerations important In institutional 
arrangements as they relate to technical assistance. Certainly we must recognize that institu
tions in developing countries are fraught with problems. Because for the most part they have a 
relatively short history, they have not had time to develop programs. They are unquestionably 
overburdened, understaffed, and underpaid in terms of the work expected of them. But this is 
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part of the game. If they were functioning at their ultimate eipabihity, they would not fall into
the class we have chosen to place them, "!1., -er,epresentatives of donor agencies, we 
have to be concerned with these considerations. 

In turning to Ms. Coe's examples of institutional arrangements developed, one or two points
came through rather strongly. First, many times the Institutional arrangement is too much in
fluenced by personal goals of the donor's institutional representative, and perhaps even with the 
personal goals of Individuals concerned with project activities, Second is the q'uestiont of the
magnitude of project activities. The example of the Northeast Ghana Savannah lleestrch Project 
was cited, a half-million dollar three-year project. The other is the Midas mil-Projecl , a $S51)
lion five-year project. Frankly I am scared of $50 million projects, Wlil, thi s may be a good 
one in the sense that it attempts to take a broad approach by looking at atI aspects of a p:t iicula r 
problem, a $50 million project also places a tremendous demand on the Instituti on primarily in
volved, in this case the Ministry of Agriculture in Ghana. I realize Ihere ir also a tttniei.br of 
other Institutions concerned, nevertheless a $50 million project may be st ret ting the eap acity
of the host government to respond, 'Thiis is something we are guilty of in this count t', too, :is 
any of you know who have attempted to get projects funded - that ntany tilms age(tl-ies art,
 
quicker to fund a $10 million project than a $10 thousand one, it is not ttece-sarily that big

projects are wrong, but that we 
need to look also for ways to taLe out :maller pieces as individtal
project activities, so that perhaps our chances of sticess on a small scal, will he bette, than when 
we looked at it as a whole. 

I might also comment that although these projec ts discussed by Ms. Coe toay not seem to he 
integrated rural developnment in all its glory, whatever that cay be, eachc n et'ce1w(-,,s will impact 
on the society in which it is being carrie it is ioped,out, creatirng, h :llin-count I-V(apability to 
carry on after the assistance has terminated. 

'l'urning now ItFox's discus sion on etronomi Cs,li,c(t aittly gave US IHOtt for thought, When he
made the point that it is Impossible to distinlLslh bletween U S. and host cointry econonists when 
they work cunde r certain ici rCnItstannts, this may Identify the niattec of tht,wrong kind of training.
f the host cotntry eto o ni st is trailled to ,'ortk hi s Own ,v i crtutment, icer is likely to bewithina 
some difference between him and his U, S. countilricrt, there as :afortigner. But again, we train
them in our itnstitutions with outr biases, anti we Iltay 11othave nide suffiCictit attempts to prepare 
our xtt-of-country students for the skills they vwill rtutn hom(.,need when they 

I am concecrned tot) about ithesellnig lack of atteltiol to cOst-ienetfit analysis at the micro
economic level. While we pay a good deal ot att calion to !his at tice nlacro- level, one of the 
problems for 'cM-,ists itterilts of various roles they play as defined by Fox is that there are 
more anthropnl;,ists gr'ttitt.L basic fie-ld data about cni cro-conottii's than (conotllmsts, 

Finily, with r'osloct tosoiatl-ClClt cal a11,uWcts, tit. importalnt thing is that we need to have 
sensitivity to all the pmints metnttioned, fl'e try lkl of ttet.'inlg another cultuore and;acting as 
chainge agenit is Iist be awaTe this risk, and atlenptWite'OUS Of to make our changes itt 
ways acceptahc it)those with whon w xvork. 

Some exallipies of itteraction Or lack thereof lc,tWeel) teclinology, institutions, ectolniti's, 
and socil-cultiral constraints: The first has to do with a model farm in Upper Volta. lit this 
case the illstitution was the French Tropical lesearch Institute, andcthe tochology was an attettipt
to Impleentet anitnal power, crop rotation, ise cof limited fertilizer, and tlie growing of rees both 
for wood andt as wicidbrtaks. T'he social-cultural and econonic aspects in this installt Se'eme10d tO 
have been ignored. 'Tlhe farmer was well off by West African faroter staItdards: lieC hd for wives
working the fiehlIs, whieh is a measure of wea lth in that culture; he had a wrist watch oiltioth atris,
le had a tratisitor radio, he was the money lender it that village, he sent his soit to scloal in 
Algeria. And we said, f this fellow is so Well Off, why is not everbodycopsiqng him? Why are 
not all the othert fa rmtiers atteimpting to do what liedoes,., IlitreSponse, we we OiitI o t IW0-p0 out 
farmers "over there, sitting rutder a tree, " while our farmer was out plowini his field, and we 
were further assuretd that our tree-sittel's had two Itore months to tree-sit li fore they were go
lig to start worrying about farming. It is difficult for utsto follMV this scetialot, pts sibly becaise
there is more involved here than nieets the western eye. Which is my coltettion, :ct cally, that we 
need to study the problem from more than one point of view, socio-cltural or economic, fcr ',I
stance, to learn why that technology falled. 

http:tttniei.br
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"[leother example Is similar. It has to do with the training of farmers in Niger. The 
the Yotng Farmer Training Center. 'IThe technology there also in

institte in that case was 
I'a Inees were pIaid a stipend

volved the use of animal power ad simplh implements, and the 
was taken Iack to pay for 

during the t raining period, When they left, a certain amount of that 
the

Th'ey were then given a loan to covet tlhe ,rest of 
and solm i-hpltetnsa pair of oxen 

got)e the sut l-cultural ptd , hec:ltse til 
th'e'e was a tenleny i 

cost. Again, I thilln Ohe to.n and the 
restLI was that -1) per'cot of the g'aduates oa this training proigram lrotght 

is Iio reasonsthe.im '' They cotuld li 
cart and the i mph-t",n -I:t ack, s:aying, "I don't want 

It was snothing that diiI tnt fit into 
itl 1 :1111 urc ,! a St.thly would 4Itow why:

for this, 

the lal ClU!tll't . 

art' VOLt gill ti to kee) t11It0 doinv 
i toy i tor Itti>. '11ow

In 'lo)sit., I '1v1io 0' 'ts- 'OaLt' 

to ittl'i 'asitig agt'iCultut',al efficienCy, it) inCeeasing 
on the farm " svirnl t. t rIl' -iiiititlitllnt 

v, >,. 0 to le int .onflic with ma ntaititi high levels of rttral employ
la"hot prodlu ti'%'i it)5 1k. r ,lOt'(e stui'o

i,t it inx, L,:iati '' i IInit llsi, 'ttLIuti ring ro.isidera l 
nent, atit ?l r' - u 

COMMENTS " QUESTIONS / ANSWERS 

Joan Co1.: 

only a few of some dozen that US.AID
other proj ects I discussed areMidas and tiw thrie 

or seen as fil) projeets, although we do 
not intt idvid to he discussed as

has in Ghana, and we.t, 
, o' shor'tly,,xpect to have orle t ',o 

I i ; tt 't 'o bear in ttMind that iize and funding it,tnld O1) 
On pr t c , it 

under lhe developent applicaflsearbh Prolect,[hpurpose Vht. u 'pt' ' 1,,I P 1:-a 
with !I ('Slit, is to study desert untroaclth en!

'I-i"')-tions of the Stin, :-t I v 
a projett on proic.'.ystell ef :at !hetfor ". national1111~) s, input

i a- 1X,v iasin I'li" rush it)r),'orklI- :l I hl' ts
and help CSIR funcfti ,!, i): havi.L'toi'deliveries. Th1(. 

j('t t ' hert- &)f s nt.- t he a nationl systelm I that responds
small farmo'r lI. .f, o ' ' , 

tarn -I i -i'. 
1. is * -v i tlh ( tpr-.ssioll tha' wt, :ir' all carvitng up these 

to small 
ntlticii'- - the (Sie-otas il the. tnotth, the' World Ikllk 

developini, ,-Llntit into .' ll' - )I 
s ,lmv ter m toot'e to 

i l r.- nti.)l t',hanai, and AlI) Il, ing ffi 
a little south I'\( , 

' " p it. t ind !ha" th, "otal n, s'(',"li.s nt at tlie ,regional or 
'work in. P i n., ,' ,ar z , howml ., : ?:diiztric't h nv,. c h(. nattlpial 

t ti d eS reach ',Oiv stll- lisigneild toMit-, wvi h- wiv' ,- I ,vi'h tilt ''-i 

.,, slwall farmi-r ceit- off'ices arm d the rountt'. For 
.rt ,vel "i'. t ain! ,.-li 

and 25 lpercentfar 
i onv 'hi- M5imilliom is 75 p'r(met U.S,

those of y,,, i t i , ion' vi', r 'a.x 
twoVy al's, aft,,r a firstai'(.-d so that at thie end of 

(hanaiat, lt :, lt-nrt.d. It will h. 
-' an''- Mtdulin-, in assessment to s'e., xhother the 

'in lieri, will lie
loan of $10loi itt I,-t 

farner production and ttt('iiit,'
pt)"p patr h havi ng the inmiart on 

institutions :ii- p-rtfrmintta 
decile .vhe'e In (Gitana we lt' going to

ti, he the Toe toexpectdl. '.-,..,ly I Sitold tirit want 
t'l . . '\s it t;, ,.w. hav electeil to tn. .-nehing ,ily 

.. ;, '- .1 ;i11d t'-itiliSz, estahli 
) 1 lat is still pretty sinall given the 

f;6(Jf) of 5of')f-I s1all l,'miners in the first five years. 


total nced
 

0 ' . Soo'ill'
to Il(

If projects dli-,lini with small farmners are going to be real, they have to face u) 

While. that milght have a negative connotation, It is at work 
princile of thi- econorncies of scale. 

or not. If you are going to provide an expensive bull for a group of farmers,
whether recogniizte if your costs are not going to 

many r-ows are associated with the bull, 
you had better know how 

certain number of farenlei' you have to associate a sam with eoxtits ion, 
up and say the econornies of scale are against littlebe out of s-ale. Ihe 

with extension wot ers. You can just give 
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people and so we'll go off and work with the big ones - an option we have exercised a greatdeal in the past - or you can ask what do we do to get the economies of scale working for us.One way Is through farmers' groups, one aspect of the Conference here that has been somewhat neglected, In my view and to my disappointment. Dr. Flseher mentioned them briefly;Battle caine. very close to It JttstDr. now when he spoke of how we get people to regulate useof the open range, for Instance, which at least implies the use of some kind of group. InAfrica, with such a rich e.xperence In a great variety of associations and local groups
where people function together, it would have been well 
to ask some questions, such asAre they too exciuslonary In certain respects? If a credit co-op is dependent on a localfarmers' group, to we filld they want to lend mostly to their relatives? If we have an apexco-op with a number of small co-Ops working together, how can we organize iH to get the
size needed to put 
 things together In anrketable quantities? I hope that at another arid lands
conference, nore at tention may be given to this matter. 

Antonio Gayoso: 

I agree on the matter of farmers' grou)s. In the matter of economies of scale, It seemsto me that we must he careful In the profession of agriculture and crop production, In the caseof the bull, there Is a question of di minishing returns, but in the case of (r-op l)roduction, ithas been amply dernonstrated In looking at the Far East and some places in Latin America thatproductivity of tite land has been even higher using labor -Intensive techniques than large-scale
techniques . There Is not necessarily ai need to haveproductivi ty. large farins Ili order to increase levels of 

0 rrln Wt, bstt, ,: 

After finishing about ton years on tilt firing{ line in West Africa, I can say that the mainconcern of all of Is should he thl welfare of the mail with the plmv or ileltonadic herdsnanwith his cattle,. If that is Ind-eed what w, ar( discussing, what :lrewe doing to itoprove theirlivelihood? 'Io plan a prog-ui we should start with these kinds of activities, find out whythe man with tilt, plow woiks as lit do(..-;, why his activities are has(,d oil certain types of behavior. Intl i we fitll :It.(SWcs to itich IlUCStions, we are, hardly i la position to make recoimendations to Intoprove his lif'. 
 It tht p),as:ott-t'pe flarnir or nomadic herdsmllan is to be induced to operate oficially and ltetively , h ,1ust h, aSsured of making a profit, a basicassn)tton at lic:tbI' 0 l e loped 0 i\' opiil. (otlllrits. If tht iterssa1'y Incentives i
etOnOItiC re(lurnS I i provideld, 
 l[rodu(,tiVit, will it[l-'ai , sOmttethiing we have Son tiine aitdagain it Nigeria 1t yOu %%':lilt :1 ll dt tt mlorllt, cotton, i tiereas, lie, pr'ice. lie may cut backon piantuts, but hl' Will I)VOdou ,. It you give, hi m a Oct'tain inininImul )ri-' he will receive, before he ilants, thei is oi t t0iIb to lIs advant:ige,to use fertilizers and tmproved technology.
But he is 1o going to to itde l htecShis imes(, ill('etivtS. 

eTill iext ttiSt 1)n rhlat.-, to otltoliit he olit' r day of Mali, whete it was reported that theyhad a gooui amt uiruLcCd1a moo1re, but tilt que,stioll remains: what to do with it? They must
have a mark t gual it'elir'ie, :ndtt h g V(''llllelil is goiig 
to be obliged to make arrangemthits to ak. 'arc oi tilt, surplus, 1,tuch of which calt be used inteirnally. Before I left Africa,I was lnvoljv',d ill a p' gram for ite Saiel lit a grain stabilization program which started to becolit, operatiottal thol til t tih lit 'be drought Ilit. I the long I)ull, ttis is one of thte essentialfeatures if a1 Sabilized agriullur til ecolloitly there. 

Ms. Co r,'vfortI to the All) 211(d) progra:i as it wa's meant to strengthen U. S. institutioncapabilities iin [.1)(" couttries . Soe of ts need ant exlplanalion of the value to our governmientsof such Institutioal grallls just to ionvino' tien) it) accept the Uiversity of Arizona, for Instatnce,as a natural soutrce, of activity, if indteed ili, pri tiary pl)urpose Is to increase the capal)bility or tobenefIt the Iniivirt,ity of ..\izotati as Ii Instiutilon. Fltrtierntre, how do you ntanage to avoidduplicatilo of effort since Ihber' are so many 211 (d) prograns? For instance, again, IlteyBattle's College has a similar activity with the Iltliverslt' of SoleNuce and i'chtnolC, gy lit Nureasi,Ghana, wher titey are looking at tilt social and cultural constraints of til iit-trhern region. 

.) a n C o o : 

First, It is up to the ('SIl it) approve aity linkages under 211(d) grants, and to obtain approvalof th, Ghana governtent as well, in whatever faculty trantsfers and other activities are Initiated. 
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The other example Is similar. It has to do with the training of farmers In Niger. The
 
the Young Farmer Training Center. The technology there also in-
Institute in that case was 

volved the use of animal power and simple implements, and the trainees were paid a stipend 
to pay forduring the training period. When they left, a certain amount of that was taken back 

a pair of oxen and some implements. They were then given a loan to cover the rest of the 

I think there was a tendency to ignore the social-cultural problem, because thecost. Again, 

result was that 80 percent of the graduates of this training program brought the oxen and the
 

reasonscart and the implements back, saying, "I don't want them." They could give us no 

but I am sure that a study would show why: It was something that did not fit intofor this, 
the local culture. 

In closing, I want to express my concern for this '1-low are you going to keep them down 

the farm" syndrome. Our commitment to increasing agricultural efficiency, to Increasingon 
labor productivity, seems to me to be in conflict with maintaining high levels of rural employ

ment, and presezits us with an investigative dimension requiring considerably more stu'. 

COMMENTS / QUESTIONS / ANSWERS 

Joan Coe: 

Midas and the three other projects I discussed are only a few of some dozen that U.S.AlD 
intended to be discussed as or seen as IRD projects, although we do 

has in Ghana, and were not 

expect to have one of those, too, shortly.
 

On project size, I think it is necessary to bear in mind that size and funding depend on 

purpose. The purpose of the Desertification Research Project, under the development applica

tions of the Science and Technology Project with the ('SIR, Is to study desert encroachment 

and help CSIR function as an institution. Midas is a project for a national system of input 
rush to work on IRD projects, at thedeliveries. The Ghana missions have felt that in our 

small farmer level, we often forget that there does need to be a national system that responds 

to small Larmers' needs. It is easy to get the impression that we are all carving up these 

developing countries into spheres of influence - the Germans in the north, the World B3ank 

a little south, FAO somewhere in central Ghana, and AID looking for some other region to 

work in. It is necessary to keep in mind that the total answer lies not at the regional or 
district level, nor at the national system level. 

Midas, which will deal with half a dozen institutions, is designed to reach 6S,000 small 
farmers over five years, and establish ,40 small farmer credit offices around the country. For 

those of you worried about your tax money, the $50 million is 75 percent U.S. and 25 percent 
after a firstGhanaian, mostly loan funded. It will be saved so that at the end of two years, 

loan of $10 million and some grant funding, there will be an assessment to see whether the 

institutions are performing up to par by having the impact on farmer production and income 

expected. Certainly I should not want to be the one to decide where in Ghana we are going to 

establish the seed and fertilizer system. As it is, we have elected to try reaching only 
68,000 of 850,000 small farmers in the first five years. That is still pretty small given the 
total need. 

0. J. Scoville: 

If projects dealing with small farmers are going to be real, they have to face up to the 

principle of the economics of scale. While that might have a negative connotation, it is at work 
whether recognized or not. If you are going to provide an expensive bull for a group of farmers, 
you had better know how many cows are associated with the bull, if your costs are not going to 

be out of scale. The same with extension, you have to associate a certain number of farmers 
with extension workers. You can just give up and say the economies of scale are against little 

.7 
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people and so we'll go off and work with the big ones  an option we have exercisedi a greatdeal In the past  or you can ask what do we do to get the economies of scale working for us.One way Is through farmers' groups, one aspect of the Conference here that has been somewhat neglected, in my view and to my disappointment. Dr. Fischer mentioned them briefly;Dr. Battle came very close to It just now when he spoke of how we get people to regulate useof the open range, for Instance, which at least Implies the use of some kind of group. In

Africa, with such a rich experlence in a great variety of associations and local groups
where people function together, It would have been well 
to ask some questions, such as

Are they too exclusionary 
In certain respects ? If a credit co-op is dependent on a locaifarmers' group, do we find they want to lend mostly to their relatives? If we have an apexco-op with a number of small co-ops working together, how can we organize it to get thesize needed to put things together In marketable quantities? I hope that at :at ther arid lands 
conference, more attention may be given to this matter. 

Antonio G, yoso: 

I agree on the matter of farmers' groups. In the matter of economics of scale, it seensto me that we mtst he careful In the profession of agrictlture and crop production, In the c'aseof the bull, there is a question of di minishing returns, but in the case of crop production, ithas been amply demonstrated in looking at the Far East and some places In Latin .\inerica thatproductivity of tle land has been even higher using labor-intensive techniques than lairge-sealetechniques [. not necessarily a need to haveThere is large farmins in order to increase levels ofproductivity. 

0Orrin Webst(--I: 

After finishing about ten years on the firing line in West Africa, I c:n saty that tile mainconcern of all of us should be the welfare of the man with the plow or tile nomadic herdsman
with his cattle. If that is indeed what we ate discussing, what are we ila to iniprovu thieirlivelihood? To plan ai progr:un we should star with these kinds of activities, titld ou(t whythe man with tIhe plow works as lie does, why his activities ice bised oin cortail lypes of behavior. Until we find answers to such ilustions, WO :1t hardly inl a ijs!iion to make reconiendations 
to iltprove hIs life. If the peas.antn-type farclncr 0i' nn0iti:heic he tslnaln is to be Ilnduced to operate officially and effectively, ite lllustl be, :isttred of llking :I ptrfit, a baIsic

assumption applicable Ill dtev loped or deveh1tilig CjtrnLr, i's. 
 It the. rlL' sc. infentiv s tin
economic returns lit, providtt, j1r-n)dLtlttiVitc Wi I i!ltT ':t Se, ,tOlnetliling 
 We. have seel tille andagain in Nigeriia, If vou want a ma:11 to dlant1 molc1 col tul I rlorilrase t ilt' , tice -mycut back
Oil pe n ts, but to4, will 1)t lo (, . I N 
 t i,' h nlli t el itain lttiniillit at pricel t will receive, before he plants, thel it Is gting 
toti ( ti t tioi us.'tiriit 's :lV11rtln(e(tl itu1roveOI tC'Chtolosgv,
Bitt Ite is not 12,oing to to0 it utti s,- ti. h is theS e iltCClt ivos. 

The next tuti,Iion ile tit lintion the Otitt diiy tio %Eili, W tl't it ',: tI; t)it'tl they- tLhL
had a good yeIr and p riltLtId 111)reV, btite 1i0 ttesti tin rtllaill's: wOha: 0 (to With it ? 'hey Must
have at imarkt gtlaralttUd pict., and tell( gvrt,I'llllit is gOillg 1t be oblige('d to tlake arra-ingetenLtS to take care of ti, strpluts, touch 
of which caln be tsel internlly l efore I left Africa,
I was involved ill i pr)gralti fi r i t Sltl, 
 in a grain stahl li ttion poi;n whitci starteit to become operatimial :ott tilt' ti llit the drttlght hit. in the long pull, tlis is ol, of the essential
features of :a stabilized agritltur and econontY there, 

I oh1It D 1o oii : 

Ms. Cot referred t ill, A\l) ats w:s to21 I(d) prograi it mneant strengtlhen U_ S. instittition
Capiablilties ill I.[c out'ies. SOme of us need ain epianatioit 0f tihe vlue0 o or governmientsof such Instititional grltls just to convince ihenm to accept the University tf A ci zona , for instance,as a natural source of aictiVity, if indee ttlhe0 iiiona)' i)r-pose is to i 'treast,tite eaii atiilil %orbenefit the University of Ar'izona as atit institution. Futrthermor, ithow do you ltanage 

to 
to avoidduplication of effort slitce there are so intany 211(d) programs , For instance, agaiin, IliNeyBattle's College has -, sinilar activity with [lit, University of Science and Teelnology in uinasi,Ghana, where tlhey are looking at the social antd cultural contstralnts of tl, niorthern regioni 

j Ot iatC" o t : 

First, it is up to the CSil to approve any linkages uider 211 (dl griants, and to obtain approvalof the Ghana government its well, in whatever faculity transfers and other activities are initiated. 
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conviction that the University of Arizona's activities,Perhaps the ansver can be stated as a 
must be useful to the CSIR.as it builds its capabilities in arid lands resource management, 

Some of you here have heard us go over the kinds of progrants proposed for the University 

of Arizona under this prog tam, We asked ourselves if they would achieve this and at the 
what the impact would be onl the Ghanaial instilution.same time we looked at 

Robert Dodo,' 

to sec the reasons for in institutional grant. It is aGovernment officials woulh like 
little difflcult to explain it. I understand it, I klnowe ettefit from it, but it is Larder to 

stand up before a ,ovrnment official and e..plain it to his satisfaction. 

Joa 11 C 0e : 

Let me use as anl exaniple the Ghana Medical School with a similar kind of problem. 
Dr Dodoo's question assuties there is only one purpose to a project, but the bureaucrats in 

Washington have determined that there may be more than one purpose a long as they ar, 
saw the Family PIanningindependent or in a htier3reiv [he Ghana nie~iical School rea liy 

Project" as a way ui building its capability, but AID saw the goal of that project as nmaking 
to the rural popula tion, dthe government of Ghana moYe able to provide health services 

one componen, of that goal was a capable Ministtw of Ilealth staff. Once the Medical School 

saw Its place in a hiera rchv of goals to provide staff to the Ministit' of liealth, which would 
to being solved.then provide health seryvices to rural areas, the problem was on the way 

t!ack )o hns'-on: 

I think Poli cy Duocument 4,62 answers the questions Dr. Dodoo is raising, If you look 
at tile2111(d, section in tiltCongressional Act creating these institutional grants, it Is very 
broad. There is no way the Congressiotmi document itself coutld ever be stated in the kind 
of detail now you have interms of ti proliferation of policy documents issued by AID/W

5delineatrng this Pt) -6t2 makes it ver clear that institutions receiving 211(d) grants have 
their success neasured tv th, mission directors and the institutions with which they are 
establishing their linkazucs. We have no choice as 21id recipients but to ,iake sure that 
programs we ,tn(lerttk- iohave sot ,thin of benefit to the recipient country as well as to 
ourselves. 

Joan Coe: 

An :nswer t, Dr. Dldoo's other qutestion, oilhow to avoid duplication, Is not easy. Each 
person coininug to the (;harta desk %aturally feels his ideas on what to dloare quite different 
froni any other person's, It is thereftorI ur responsibility to review those proposals to 

Itake suxe there is no overlap, eithcr with AID-funded activities or those of other dlontors, 
\,-for the- to northern Ghana projects, tlty are quite different, one being a relief and re
con-stru,"'ion prowra:n, including the prov isiot of bullock plows and vaccines for ". ,rought
affected areas of the Bawku district; the other a prograin studying desert encroachment as 
part (if th, effort to build up the capability of the CSIR. It was the decision of th design team, 
inwhich Drs. Johnson, Dodoo, Matlock, and Tackle all took part, that the latter r-esearch 

study should occur in the. Tamne River B,asin area, a n altogether very diff-ren! kind of 
activity from the re-li cf and ri.construction program, using entirely differcat institutions 
with different personnel 

John Fi r h e r: 

P is very -tsy to fall into a mind-set, and I think we have done just tlt in lailitig 1xhck 
into the trap of talking about small farmers who are, after all, s mart farttrs. We are back 
to talking aboutt the .\merican version of agrirultu: ..--- just smaller. In my opinion, this is 

inappropriate because in much of the world the reaitty is vllage agriculture, a perfectly 
satisfactory form of communal agriculture, Even though as Americans we find It difficult 
to adjust our mentality to this concept, we must try because that's the way it is going, 

Jeanette Carter : 

I appreciate everyone's concern for the man with the plow. My only problem is that I 
have not seen him. I have seen man and women working with hoes, 
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Paul Anaejlonu: 

Mine will be more of a comment directed to AID officials and some of our government
officials here. [ take very seriously what Dr. Henderson said awhile ago, that most African 
students here were not Invited. It may seem strange that I appear to be attacking my own 
government, but many times our governments to not use their human resources fully, an
 
appalling waste. 
 Perhaps government agencies here and associated international agencies
fall into the same way of thinking that students may not have the ability to deal with ihese
development problems, but when they get out of school you expect them to be catapulted to 
positions where they are obliged to deal with them. Many times we talk about specialists
 
in various fields , but here we have potential specialists among these students who, regrettably, are not being used. So the next time you are issting Invitations to conferences, per
haps you should broaden your scope and invite them, 
 Even if you (io not want to :cetp their
 
views, you (an at least hear them.
 

Next, when we talk about lending institutions within developing countries, let us face ti.e

fact that foreign aid set-ups often fail to realize that 
there already may he lendintr institutions 
at the community or village level, They need to be strengthened through greater use of their 
resources, even by the governments themselves, but especially by U. S. AID itself. I am from
Nigeria, but even my government may not know what I an doing thoulgh they are willing to come
here and hire a specialist who may have worked on one of your contracts, yes, but who knows 
nothing about my own village. 

Jack Johnson: 

I appreciate your desire to see African students represented here, but I moust tell you that25 were invited to the Conference and to all our social functions as well. it you do riot s , theta 
here today it is because they are students, here at the University of A riztta to got an t-ducation. 
If, unfortunately, we are stupid enough to schedule a conference at the same tim e l sist-(,
being held, we cannot 

arc 
very well expect those classes to be closed udown ia favor of ill,. Confer

ete. liose who might be able to offer sonie viewpoints oil various probh-tiS we hav( :aken up 
over the days we have met here would thus be compromised if they had be(en asked to nake a 
presentation. IuLit tilt Conference aside, ithe University of Arizona and the 211 (i progra lidoeshave an active illvolvenlent of both gradluate and tundergraduate African students as wel. as from 
other countries, Ilt terms of our research prograns and of interc .tion with f ulty associated
 
with the 211(dl program,
 

Antonio dayos o: 

While nrtt wishing to Souttnl overly defensive on these comnettcts, I :1,gtec il principle with
 
everything uitr Nigerian 
fricnd has said. It is rot an ctaV proess to work on thtse aid projects
within the institutional framework, and we 'an he a:ccuset of many things. But it you look :it
AID's history over the last five years, you will find that we have iteld conlfcreroes on sim:ill
farnter creidit, on land tenur, and on et teision, out of whilIt vol iintlnons works have reell pro
dueed - as this one turdotubtedly wkill, too ! - both tby Amteriems anl lv local people, For 
example, small farm credit sprinrg review confererces were held in West anr E:tst Africa. In 
adkitlon, a one-tay workshop was held In Ghamt, and again as rpecntl\ ,t. thr(.t( w(',-ks :tgothere was another small tarr credit workshop there, to which 26 Afritas and thre expatriots 
were invited. 

In tlbe area of hui.,i resouorce deve0lopmetnt we shall have 15 Aflieall speci alisi cole into
Washington next week it interact with some American and English specialists in tec kind of 
strategies for Implementation. The question of the village credit lender has bee sttldied to
death, as \well as very serious political problems in ursing somel)ody seen ty smnm as an ex
plolter of local conditions, 

Bruce A derson 

Menion has been niade that \when left to their own devices, fariters do develop sotme very
complex systemis of agriculture. While this may be true to a degree, I rdo not thinkoh wt, should 
be lulled into a sense of false security when we talk about innovations and depth nuf knowledge
available to lelp out Ili food production, I think movern American production technology has 
a great deal to offer, so I suggest we not sell it short. OUw technology is basic, and basics 
do not change with cultural limitations. 
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THE VIEW OF A U.S. UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATOR 

by 

Gerald Stairs* 

The universitv as a partner in development has long been a tradition in U.S.
 
assistance programs. Viewedl historically, the prospective is one of reciprocity 
-- con
tributions of technical aid and education have been balanced by receipt of new cultural
 
understanding of the world in which 
we dwell. The university definition of an "International 
Heputation" has '.xtended quickly beyond the scientific realm to include .!e community of 
man in the broadest sense. Over the past three decades, t",e exchange, f knowledge,
faculty, and students from universities has mingled with economic trading, peace corps, 
bilateral and multi-lateral aid, and other exchanges continting a trend to one-worldness
 
in the humanistic sense. Never mind that we 
speak of first-, second-, or third-worlds, 
or thait we talk oif agraial, indu;trial to [lpst-industrial societies; there hs lo.curred 
at the interface ,f this exchange systm an understanding that the future rests squarely 
upon man's ability fr wise lecis ion-making ill the intcrnntional sense. Tha! the university
cool mtnit' as a cltllL-lent, belongs to the strategy of his dv2ci.sion-making SeCLAS cler.r. 
InI addition, there Cala bc little arg-ument that as s, cictic., have conccntrated resources for 
the development and dissemination of knowledge, a concurrent demand for aeountability
of tile s ystem tow:inlrd SIciCtal needs wold develop. Similarl' %. there m-houid be no qu-'prise 
expressed that tiis dLmnuld tor kluiwledgc at the international level w.uld one day eclipse 
tile ability of our traditional, educationAl institutiottal framework to rotide it. Pe,.haps
that day has arrived -- perha)s thrTeill lies the n.clells (f our colle'-rl for tile l'utu.,ce 
r'ole (f I.S. untt it'-' t'S Sas:I rticil)tilts InIdevetlopment programs. 

TO say 1hat ti% resent St1r1't re and capabilit tof the collective U.S. University 
systeln is being challenged ItI tite provisill of contllpllorary service for international 
development is to ackol whudgC tile obvious . IIo quantify the degree of difficulty with which 
univetstits t11t1,r I*'dS l(Ilit IrVS more study. 'lhe resources are clearly in place 
throughout the vast s%*:.teinto higher 'du:ation in the t'.S. The basic question then is one 
of availability 1andthat ttilStion Il turnt ay be Iroken down into CMIt-Ullolnts of fiscal
and hunall reSoIurcOS, attitude t, r philosophy, and an aggregation of individual policy 
statements g (verniig participation by :a given institution. If one can solve these variables 
itl princillIh, it would seem that the ilst itiltiotllal problem of "doing things right" al 

be Wsolvcl The remaining question of "doing the rightht011 Callt r with solle .o0llfiClenc. 

things" for em'seas t)-ogr'a iS thei ht-CIll cs (If I'llrtlllutnlt coincertn.
 

The qlst 1(11 (If "doting thitgs right" inlIVes a OfUberlf intstitutiional barriers 
atil tL'otstrlits. ill'r.illOSt amon11llg thILS' is the question (If fiscal A largeresources. 
ntiajlority 0f our higher 'dueatiolll Collpotelic is foudtl in land-grant atd state-supported 
institutions. Thest institutions utalerwent :i grand peritl (If growth to an almost steady
state Systell. lhis sloI\ wwn is ethtltd tol the Iluntller (If 1eW studCnts entering the system, 

'Dean, College of Agrimilture, tniversity of Arizona 
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a now stabilizing factor, and to a general trend reversal for fiscal support of higher 
education. The net result has been a general belt-tightening and a new leanness among 
institutions. Abilities to meet outside requests are thus currently more constrained 
than at any time in recent past. This constraint is particularly related to accountability 
of institutional resources at the local level. Local legislators and general accounting 
offices are focused upon cost-benefit studies and maintaining truth-in-budgeting vis a vis 
the intent of allocated funas. To turn local oriented! resources towar i matching or 
direct contributions for international programs is tItday difficult or impossible at most 
institutions. Thib is not to say that the Universities do not gain from international exchanges 
or that there is not enthusiasm for support of the moral, political and economic obligations 
engendered int. .S. policy%. Rather, it is simply a reflection of attitude that suggests 
the use of Federal runds f,,r international programs and the use of State-level funds for 
domestic and local purposes. 

The 6ug es tion that ceOelCi c Cons traints are conditioned by local politics (10es 
not, for our )rescut discussion pIrposes, rcttuire further development. What is more 
important is the impact upon faculty and administrators at pu)blic institutions of higher 
learning. As conditions for employment become more sCvere, the average faculty member 
is certainly likel v to think twice about foregoing his cart'er at home for a lengthy tour 
of international activity. This is particularly true for younger faculty members who still 
have need to s ow outstanding scholarly productivity and thus it, gain recognition and 
promotion. In much the same niner, the unit administrator must ltoda" carefully 
consider the directi,n wid goals of p rogranIIs at hoine versus the trade-off involved in 
international ; c l , Ilng.in shol, thll-' , . easy return to a situation )Iplenty 
along the acadeinic streets is over. Similarly, institutins no longer ieel free to 
maintain large numbers of facult:: in overseas positions without assurance of the back-up 
funds needed to allw a ,,mfortable return to campus duties. And finally, the administrator 
is greatly concerned about the maintenance of qualit%progranus at home; ill pa rticular, 
the costs associated with replacing quality faculty during short- or long-term absences. 
The all pervasive factor of budget parsiniony miust be carefully considered by those who 
would broker the collective University strengths to areas of international need. 

Solution to the budget problem seems self-e vidue and call be ilhIstrated bv
 
past and present U. S. AID contribution. In the past, progratts such as the 211 (d) have
 
provided fundin g for institutionis to build and maintain internati eal xpertise. Highly
 
successful from an in-stitutional point Of view, these progranis were often criticized by
 
tho.se who saw thelli as lacking direct action eleine,,ts. Froim this autilr's )oint of view,
 
the question Of relevance of 211 id) programmin Ingma. have been a worth%philosophical
 
topic for debate in the 10'io's; in the 1970's it is a .er good example of the way things 
must evolve to meet the economic constraints now placed upo'n educational institutions. 
A related solution to continuing a proigram of institutional support aimed at providing 
expertise on-call for specified developmental assistance is ertbodied ii. the new Title XII 
of our Foreign Assistaiice Act. The Title XII program, while technically somewhat 
different than the 211 (d) approach, nonetheless provi('es a long term support system for 
specified institutional contribu 'ion. The ntw law, as %--t unfunded, could well emerge as 
the single most important factor in continuance of I. S tniversit'v involvement is international 
development. A critical point in the prospect i, 'vOlution,v of the Title XII program relates 
to the previous notation concerning attitudes among legislators and administrators 
in reference to use of Uistitutional or local funds. Some early policy discussions have 
suggested that partiuipa:Its in Title XII programs should demonstrate their "sitneerity" by 
putting forward imatching tLuds, at a vet undeLfined percentage level. These suggestions 
err on at least two points: 1) a failure to rocinize truth-in-budgeting constraints 
now placed upon institutions; and ) an ,,%,rleok of the obvious sincerity of commitment 
implicit in any agreement h% a Uniersitv. to conmit scarce resources to outside prcgrams 
at a time when flexibilitY for meeting on-campus demands is at a recent-time low. 

Commentary concerning opportunity for involvement in overseas development 
would be incomplete without recognition of the private foundation support so well illus
trated by the Ford and Rockefeller Fouidations. Specific support for defined pr(grams 
has been a hallmark of this generic area of cooperation. The programs funded under 
such support are subject to the same constraints previously developed; and in addi
tion, face a generally reduced level of funding ability from the Foundations. The latter 
problem is related to the general state of the economy and thus subject to fluctuation. 
The opportunity for continuance of strong Supplort through foundation funding may, to 
a degree, be related to Title XII potential. Althugh not directly coupler] in any way, 



the ability of a given institution to develop faculty resources for Foundation funded efforts 
may depend, or at least interact with other program strengths developed through Title XIIfunds. Similarly, involvement in multi-lateral programs (2. UNDP, FAO) could wellinteract with the Title XII programming and with Foundation support systems. In sum, asubstantive system of long-term support may well be the necessary catalyst for solving

major program demiands in the next decade.
 

If the fiscal problem ranks as a first order of concern, a secondary considerationfor "doing things right" relates to the decision-making process whereby a given institution
takes on specific projects for development. Again referencing history, we seem to haveprogressed through an era of extreme international interest on the part of institutions 
and their faculty. During that plerieA it appeared that the "hungry trout" syndrome reigned
suprenme. Each potential project on the waters of assistance to developing countries

brought forward a series of strikes from institutional fish both large and small.

bait was status and experience, noble involvement and plain old tourism 

The
 
instincts, coupledwith the all important excitelent of mixing cultures at scientific and humanistic levels.


Todav these linkages are better established, some of the appetite for travel quenched,
and cultural understanding is well progressed at the academic level. 
 As previously noted,
replenishilent if th pio,n(.,r spirit through younger faculty involvement is considerably

reduced by the restricted .tiil)lonment market at home.
 

In theory, tilt' cllsiderable naturity of institutional responses to developmental
opportunities is seen as a desirable factor. Such naturation should lead to a system

whereby a given iiistitutinl 
 ,,bligates itself to cooperai;,, efforts in international aid,based Upns a un iqu e Cai ):Iility to di so. The major problem from al administrator's
vieW is to aSSUre ti:1t sUCTh a priority setting system is inl place and functioning. The
healthy consequentce if in vitvenient tbased i institutionally unique capabilities seems
oibvious. The pr,,hlohl, hoiweve r, is complicated )yvthe nagnitude of many program needs
 
indeveloping cuintries. When 
 thit prograinl demands do exceed a given instituti nial
capability , the colls i'tilill aiproach iminidiately suggests itself as means
a to al end.

One Canlraise cinsi(hirat It.debate ahong learned internationalists concerning the efficacy
of consortia. N eveci'heles.s, thes e approaches are 
valid and valuable with the degree of 
success Strl"ngit (IhipeIle(ut Ui)on e xcellence of clioperatioin between admiinistrators at
 
tilerespective in.stitutiis.
 

"Th.se.tti lgid 1)olic tr d alinihg with fiscal resources and priority establish
tlnent \is t vis briad prijcct iivlvemcnt brings the institutional administrator 
 to tlegeneric question ifstaffitig. \\ lile the specificity of selection is related to projectdle'itition, aigene'l I iut'stion of staffing categories is of interest from the policy viewpoint.

Choosing facult v fr,, :1lnig tht resident ra:uIks provides difficulties bev onld those
 
prviottsly iietitiiiied. lnherent 
 ilso doing are tilequestionS of merit ',ystemsrecognitiiin if schla ,l cIII r tilition in international efforts, and prolems of replacement
 
at 1Ine1t1 for tAtulIY oll nti'crlational assignment. Ani additional component
O:iv is
introduced when aill iiis tutiii co nsiders direct-hire as a means for reinforcing the

resident staffing d,,cthtitii. In so doing, institutional arrangements for temporary

hiring must he w.ll d.tilwd anid unrierstod b' hoth parties. The reteptivit\ b\ the

ho0-st couontry is ils a11:1Matter hi' consideratiorl,t1 
 factor often related to a question ofcredentials. .\ giv('i I istititiInal dLsiret, to add junior-technicial level staff or tt use

less than liiistgraiduatt 
 tralied persolns is soletinies met with rejection by the developing
ciuntry adininistratioi). Thil question of degree-status seems to have unnecessarily
enterel the staifiiig ai' ia atld Iiav, in sillle instances, become an obstacle of considerable
Ili0nletnt. AIn tffot't t i iiItt this OcC.lsiillal It)lolenl neededIs on the part of all
institutions involkvid in develiopmnt prograns. The ,)iicy of selecting staff based ondefitied pt'il-gtainl 1ii','s :iln( 1ot ilstatus is a sotund One' that requires effort oilthe part
of both plities ill: k'iol alrtivt' oIIldet'takiIlg. 

The de hcloiimicnt of pcl icy%and philosophy for budget, project and facultty
selectiin sells straiglhtforward, .%et clearly defined stttements in this regard are
curit sl-y lackitng ill many t' .S. illstitutiots. There can be little quarrel that on
cainpls discussiion Illrefer ence tii the firegoing would be Valtable prelude to "doing
things right". Assuinig that these matters can and are resolved, the administrator 
at a given institutiot lust then tie prepatred to iove front tilegeneric to the specific and 
to deal with 'doing the right things" in international programs. 

It has already been stated that selection of projects should reflect institutional capability. IHaving said that, there remain tiany pitfalls post the initial agreement 



-- 

to carry out a particular project. Historically, the average U.S. University contribution 
research capability through direct contributionhas related to the building of institutional or 

and reciprocal exchanges. Emphasis upon the transmittal of technology has been strongest 

or construction area. Understandably, the proclivityin the agricultural and engineering 
of many developing countries has been to emulate that area of the developed world that 

cent of the world investment in research and development.currentlv holds about 9,Sper 
(self) defined goals of pragmaticChoice t,fiacult has uLSally been aimed to accomplish 

Seldom have there been balanced te:is designedaccomplishmnlt for a given project. 
to proyide svste ::-wide 1ann ing, althoulgh m-,aprojCCt teams have heen asked to prepare 

"colnprehols ve pla os". Mor'e reCentl , there Seem1IS to have been renewed enphasis 

ul)0II broadeni'g the .ItalvemnIntbase, often to the opposite extrenme. The rush to embrace 

various or all ,fth, -.sstem's an- ys is tLIXtlllltV sWeep)s a fair proportion of new converts 
for developing allint", seoing the .:i'.vyils is tancnd in itself, rather than as a m1ean1S 

researchorderoed sct Of L:Itertaties, which form the basis for deciding upon the needed 

and dveloan It is important colnceptuallV to viow the need for broadl country -wide 

analysis as a mun: to oanend and not as al repl:.cement for ttie vertical accomplis hment 

that is roqumirod i to insure substanltiie development in each Sector.ill tdcr 


CI:t ' , i.eadll istrati e planning process is of important mtagnitude and is 

one thtat can t:host doflnod thl't'ugh close c .ooperaItion tinting allint aind sttl)statnce between 

the principals. Such a cooperative "il:iining structure rokjuIres a clear defillitioln of 

national goals or objectives to be 1eho. thitrijct. lht result of followinig tile: 21d 
natural tendelnc I v miost t.S. t:tvers it'. pers01nel to extend those highly develop(d 

technologies suee.!-,fui illtht iaIdu-;triliz1d world nliay, illsottie illstalnces, he Counter
illtht' loSt elietrvy. Thuproductive to the standajc if living fot' 1,wt' sociait Stl'atl 

In the ost coultitry, lldit isfinal decision is (ine for the plicy -muaki; bodos 
necessary for I..S. institutions ti understand their ,bjectivcs in i rder ti properly staff 

and manage a given project. Failure to develop an Interactive discusso in at an early 

stage can result in cotopletion of vur\ fine proj ects that efftctively provide service in 

an area not needed or wanted in reference to the highest prioi'ities of tiltrecipient 

country. It may well be asked, that if itis the obligation of the U.S. institution to extend 

high technolo~gy solutiotns where A.pproiridtv, in't it just as important to extend low

technology solutios alsio where appropriate'.' And isn't this an administrative choice 

inherent inutilizing Univ rsity capability it a tinte when res )urcs of all tytpes are it) 

short supply" If one agrees with the f(,regoing, :atl ispartiall. resoiled,iitIportant point 

that point teinig IecAt:)Iillo ,ftileneed tor earlk , niaiiagoroont-lovel imolvetnent of
 

institutions inreference to programs that they; art' asktd to prospectively participate in. 

The situition will be full', resolved onl', when such an approach becomes imple ented as 

an acceted pi'octdui'e ['iot0' to anv university agreetmient to participate in' a givenl project. 

Following the definition and to ceptance of broad projct g,,als mid objectives, 

a large number f procdural and methodological variahles must be ci sitroid is the 

final detailed prjeet planning gets under way. Complete discussion of all ptential 

project types and all variatins of trogram procedures is well bc ottd tho intent or tertis 

of reference for this writing. Nevertheless, it seems useful to,chiose a few exaitples of 

areas that present choice and thus illustrate roles for t niversit. invo l ctnt it definition 
of intra-projeCt concepts. 

The first example one night chio..,u relates toi the est:bI sh tlItit (,1n(.w utiiversities 

or to the itltensive d', el)pn aL'Itofexisting institutions. A hb.nCh ari'k ouhtIitili Iby 

Hannah (1966)1 3s t):'oV ided a ource for v14t.'s boo)k ro 'tol utiie's it;it eloottorit. The corncepts 

in that text remain valiable tiida', ani have beet) reinforced by acor~siderabhti body Oif 

literature publisheid s it then. lio.rhnis the Most significant area ifcoiern fiir U.S. 

Universities involvl aiitsch a function is tit of maintaning a perspectiveoil otacrii

structure of the new ojr evnlstl ittitution. Tests of rolevantc for stiluctural comii ponuents 

more than casual or acadeicof the University to the national needs tiust be applied with 
reference. lav'ing defined the structural components of colleges, schools, or Other 

units the next level of concern relates to curricula goals. It is easy enough for most 

academicians to provide specific recomitidations fir a defined discipline or professional 

program. A less obvious question is how one develops a given professiotnal program, and 

1. Resource Book for Rural Universities In the Developing Countires, II. W. Hannah, 

University of Illinois Press, 1966. 
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at the same time designs an academic program oriented toward instilling a sense of 
lateral understanding in the recipient student. iHere the concept of process education 
-an be used to good advantage. Adding a series of courses to articulate an understanding 
of development anti management problems in the country will be valuable to the student, 
be he an agronomist, engineer, or social scientist. A well defined campus-wide seminar 
distributed over a four-year period can provide a relatively easy method for developing 
breadth concepts for students. Topics might include subjects such as: 

1) planning f.,r eountr.,' development 

2) rural development prollems 

3) public and development administration 

,I)basic concepts otfsocio-economic problems related to community development 

5) resource and information systens 

6) modeling and hasic concepts (of systems analysis 

7) land reform and cooperatives, and 

S) international relationships 

Whatever the approach selected, the concept remains that U.S. Universities in assisting 
the development of developing countr institutions must be responsive to relating that 
institution tohst-countr\ [IT l'et'i't Ileeds. 

If pr,,cess education, aimed ait presenting country priorities, is a needed 
addition in Ltivi.rsit (velopnmcnt, analtigue example for research station develop-M an 
ment is the dftinition ()fin:mnagemnent approaches for basic and applied research pr'grams. 
The old argument ()fbasic 'ersus applied resear h is really not an argument at all, but 
rather an acknwleldgmllnt that one oust do both. By developing an analysis, using a matrix 
with basic disciplines in one axis and applied progran needs on the other, one develops a 
sense of S ,'tlat i d(esigll. \'hilU tlb"sCIt Vlt sophistication can follow, this matrix 
c(ncept isall11111),1,rtant t'1111) teiCI that should he developed at an early stage of planning. 
In sit doing, )It.Instills th(, id.a (I mn:intaining ,itlvanc. of institutional goils vis 'a vis 
national neCeds. Again, the point for :icknowledgmnmt has tihe now familiar ring cf 
aceuntabilit% in (h'icloimental planning anti in future institutional progranming. 

(a3r 'Ing tHIConcern tor latcra )InsidCratin Ln' Stel) further, one call suggest 

that s stelis mnanageient expertise in general is the most needed but often most overlooked 
cotmonent f divelipillent projiects. The Success of' a seed ptrtducti)n station for agriculture 

or a prmessing plant tc inldistry hepAMs ultilllatc,1 upon011:1dcsigned and developed 
inanagetmtIt sltemn. Tltrn-e. t)perationtS that fail to,develop I a systematic management 
procedlure reaching frim labor and technician levels to thie highest level of aidlinistration 
will carts a high phabilityli tOr failure. 

I i pri)jects t li' paSt have oft en b ovyer'ly u n a: ie adY 

defineil priject with tovert attentioll itoi technical aspcts of the effort. Early planning 
to assire that til'project is indeed il linle with ill-CoIuntry priorities and that evaluations 
have been mandC in re feretice itSocial and an thropological goals is always in order. But 
more itnportalntl\ , t Utiivcrsitv should exercise a level of leadership that assists the 
host-conltry iii contitlcti dVteveipcnt of this type Of expertise -- coordinated with 

1%rsit in en focused !po hi 

considt t'atiult of vertical (hthve ltItittai nee,ds, ald not illplace of theIm. 

Il suilminarc,*\ the abilit ot V.S. Iniversities to align their future role in 
international dtvi plttitt t requitir'es a tt'gnigtit that i t)irtant chaniges have occurred over 
the recent past. Budget anitt prtograln Ct now atOnSt'aitnts reqluire stronger justification 
the hoii campis level pior to entering into off-campus agrteements. Clearer definition 
if reasons and ioles is thus rcqlired. Perhaps even morc important is the continued 
e volutioi takintg place in itcvi)ping ctou ntrits Extpanded training and educationtille arena. 
world-widet haS r increasing SophiSticatiotn cotntryspurtrcd it at tit planning level. 
Tht ni that \Voluld must be preparediiivet's ity etter into assistaInce prograins of importance 
for a broad systemts alalysis approach atI for an increased awarencss tofin-country 
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interactions. The era ahead is a critically important one if the world would solve the 
equation of unequal development. To do so without destroying social and cultural 
values will require extension of cooperative concepts and understanding unparalleled in 
the historv of international programming. The situation in West Africa presents all of 
the opportunities for success and all of the challenges of a difficult task. I am confident 
that U.S. Universities will not be found wanting in this effort, that we will collectively 
be a partner of importance in the development tasks ahead. 



THE VIEW OF A DEVELOPING COUNTRY SCIENTIST 

by 

Robert Dodoo, Jr. 

INTRODUCTION 

As a scientist from West Africa, one of the world's developing regions, I must 
admit that in recent years I have become increasingly more optimistic about the role U.S. 
universities can play in furthering our development objectives. New U.S. attitudes toward 
developing countries and new directions in U.S. foreign policy were expressed in an address 
presented by Henry Kissinger, U.S. Secretary of State, on "'rhe Global Challenge and 
International Cooperation" (lii: 

... the new nations have pressed their claims with increasing 
fervor. We have heardIand have begun to understand your concerns. 
We want to be responsive. We are prepared to undertake joint 
efforts to alleviate your economic problems. Clearly this requires 
a posture of cooperation... 

In his address Dr. Kissinger demanded from the U.S. and from the entire 
industrialized world an attitude which I feel must also he maintained by U.S. universities 
In their involvement with the development of West Africa: 

The United States has made its choice. We believe strongly in a cooperative 
approach. We believe the time has come to put the technological and 
economic genius of mankind into the service of progress for all. 

1. GEOGMlA14\IIICAI. AND (1I'1IEII EXI,'ESSIONS ()I- WEST AFRICA 

West Africa, like the rest of the continent of Africa, is a unique and complex 
region. The recognized geographical delineation of the area, the result of the scramble 
for Africa, encompasses a firm stand of both large and small nations. Broadly defined, 
to the north are the six Salhel-Sudan countries, and to the south along the coast of the 
Atlantic are the eleven Guinea-Woodland states. We recognize that these seventeen 
nations, containing vast on ta)ped and t idert tilized resources, together comprise only 
a fraction of the land ari'Ca of our Iroad continent, however, tihey present mankind with 
a variety of economic, political, and cultural problems, which militates against regional 
and international peace and cooperatioh to some extent and reduces the effectiveness 
of outside ass is tancc. 

*Secretary, Science and Technology Planning and Analysis Group, Council for ScientifIc 
and Industrial Research, Aecra, Ghana 
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Second,Political economists have for some time divided the globe into First, 
- spe

and Third World countries. Recently, using arbitrary economic and cultural criteria 

cifically illiteracy rates and the often-used development yardstick per capita Gross 

National Product, these tlu'ee cultural/economic niches have been expanded to five. All 

of the West African countries were classified among the lower three. Nigeriaseventeen 
and Ivory Coast, with estimated illiteracy rates of approximately 75 percent, are set 

apart and ahead of the rest of the West Affrican countries as members of the Third World, 
in need of time and technology rather than massive foreign

for although poor they are 

aid to build modern developed economies.
 

Mauritamia, Senegal, Gambia, Glhana, Togo, Guina Bissau, Benin, Guinea, 
with an average illiteracy rate of approximately 85 percent,Sierra Leone, and Liberia, 

Lesser Developed countries. lecognizedhave all been assigned the status of Fourth World 
modern economic infrastructures as possessing some exploitable raw materials, relatively 


and under the direction of a few sophisticated administrators, these countries, it is claimed,
 
Unlike tJe Third World, however,could all eventually achieve self-sustaining economic growth. 


Fourth World countries need significant financial assistance and special management aid
 

from the industrial lwers to spur exportation of their goods and importation of technology.
 

Finally at the bottom are the Fifth World West African countries of ('had, Niger, 
Mali, and Upper Volta, with estimated illiteracy rates as high as 90 percent. Some 

political economists have advanced the philosophy that these countries are doomed to 
They have, it is believed, few if any easily exploitableremain recipients of global welfare. 


resources to sell abroad and it is a matter for speculation whether these nations will be
 

able to produce e uoodh food even to feed themseives l:3).
 

ISiccrL 'hope that the trend to suxtivide a-nd repeatedly reclassify the 

nations of our s:n:ial planet does not continue. The First, Second and Third World 

classifications whiCnw0 have already arbitrarily carved for ourselves have alone resulted 

in significant snags in tffective international relations. We in West .\frica are already 
sharply "aware(f or1division as individual states, and we view with grave concern the 

possibilities of he ig further divided 1y arbitrary classifications drawn up hy intellectuals 
our present tinie, have such divisiOnS servedand journalists. N,,t n the past, nor during 

increasing the vocabulary of speculators in internationalany measurable pU01)OSte other than 
I hold these divisions responsible for creating conflictsdevelopment. Furit herinore, 

our planet, and for confusing theand tensions, fur obscuring the real problems faced hv 
paths which o-uild lead to an attainmicnt of appropriate solutions. 

Shared Chrateristic5 

As a West Alrican who is deeply conccr-l with the pace and directi or of 
sl region most obviously related bydevelopment, I regard this area of the world as a 

the sharing of a significant portion of a coanion continent. As such, ,,urgeographic 

location presents all West African countries with similar problems, which, although the', 

may vary in intensit. , must he met head-on with the same degree of dedication and in 
most cases with ver' similar development tactics. As we emerge from the era of our 

colonial experiences as autonomous international entities, we find ourselves bound 

closely not ,niv by almost identical historical and cultural characteristics but also bY 
very similar development challenges, namely: 

1) Between 1957 when Ghana achieved iidependence and as recently as 197.1 
when Guinea Bissau won independence, we have become independent and self-supporting 
nations. Thus, in a remarkably short historical time-span, we have assumed command 

of our own national destinies, established our own development priorities, and determined 

by choice our links and ties with those other nations and international agencies which can 

assist us ichieve our self-determined development goals. 

agenciesSuch linkages have been made to date predominantly with international 

exhibiting an understanding of the cultural status of the new West African nations and 
While many West African countriesidentifying and meeting our present development needs. 


subsequent to achievement of independence have maintained strong links with their
 

historic mother countries, each country is now experiencing wide linkage diversification,
 
associating with worldwide institutions and academies of highe. liarning in the quest for a
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speedy way to Insure sound and reasonable development of all available resources. In 
perspective such linkages with the United States have occurred relatively recently, 
but they show much evidence of maturing into strong and far-reaching ties. 

2) Since the beginning of the era of our independence, almost all the West 
African countries have experienced enthusiastic and rising nationalistic expectations which 
have fostered a variety of development plans, and numerous development projects have 
been embarked upon both with and without outside financial and technical assistance. The 
shared basic objective of these countries has been to marshal, inventory, and develop all 
known available natural, human, and cultural resources. Such activity serves to improve 
social and economic conditions within each country, thereby bridging the gap between 
ourselves and the developed world while achieving an increased level of political stability 
and growth. The need to bridge this gap is a foremost objective in the minds of West 
African leaders. Full exploitation, development, and use of the potential resources of 
the West African countries have, therefore, become the most significant stimuli for 
West African leaders as we establish linkages with foreign governments and academic 
institutions. 

The present generation of West Africans is no longer content to observe the 
developed world pour massive financial aid into our countries merely in an attempt to 
atone for past ills. We have too frequently witnessed this type of aid resulting in 
inappropriate and irrelevant development efforts. We are no longer complacent or 
apathetic in our responses toward circumstances with the potential to affect our present 
state of development. Rather we are seeking to understand our current conditions, 
attempting to advance and change our course of development by definingour own specific 
priorities. We hope that those countries with which we have established links of 
cooperation will be willing, understanding, and capable of responding appropriately to 
our development demands and objectives. 

It is our firm contention that the speed with which governments and peoples 
of West Africa develop their potentially strong and richly varied available resources 
can be enhanced through a wide spectrum of assistance which the developed world, 
notably the United States, has to offer. Hence, it becomes imperative for the developing 
West African nations to seek and encourage infusion of different forms of assistance, 
)oth from within and without our borders, which can aid in the achievement of our 

development goals as we rise to meet the challenges of the modern world. 

Historical Overview 

It is difficult to establish a sense of historical priority for American university 
interests in West Africa. Until fairly recently, the concern of American academic 
institutions with foreign environs had been expressed through traditional scholarly disciplines 
of history, literature, and political science. Deviations from these traditional approaches 
constituted the beginnings of the molern American involvement in West Africa. 

The historical ties of the black American and his awareness of the origins 
of his heritage initiated, in my view, the foundations for much stronger and more 
desirable American interests in West Africa. Supported by the endeavors of Curter 
\Voodson and W. E. 11. DuBois, Atlanta, Fisk, Lincoln, and Howard UniversiCies 
spearheaded a growing interest in Africa on the part ol American universities and 
institutions of higher learning. The significant contribution of Lincoln University is 
not so much the nunibur of men who graduated and then went to Africa, but rather it 
is the number of influential Africans who studied at Lincoln, were imbued with the spirit 
of freedom, equality, and justice, and went )ack to their African countries to agitate 
and win political independence for their people. Azikiwe, the first President of Nigeria, 
and Nkrumah, the first president of G;hana, were two products of Lincoln University. 

Of great significance, however, is the fact that traditional academic disciplines 
at American universities have been broadened tn include the scientific and technical 
areas of development within Africa. Thus in both conscious and unconscious ways, 
American awareness and concern with Africa has found a strong foothold for future 
expansion on university campuses. 

There are several factors contributing substantially to the growth of interest 
in Africa on American campuses. A general American interest in Africa both on and off 



the campus was nurtured by the American missionary endeavor, representing the earliest 

and most constant U.S. source of outside influence in Africa. It became extremely important 

that the United States provide its missionary teams with facilities to permit proper 

training for the role the missions would play in the lives of the African. In this connection 

the most outstanding training program for Protestant missionaries developed from the 
Kennedy School of Missions of the Hartford Seminary in Hartford, Connecticut. 

In an assessment of the American interest and the earl' role of U.S. universities 

in Africa, World War II must be viewed as a critical turning point in American perspective, 
when American interest in Africa ceased to be purely academic or limited to the interests 

of particular individuals. American policy makers and scholars alike saw the need for 

university-level training of students knowledgeable about the life and problems of nations 

emerging as potential and welcome allies in a changing dynamic world. 

In 195., sparked by Ghana's independence, the burgeoning global awareness 

of Africa and African Studies was reflected on American campuses by substantial increases 

in financial support for intensified African Studies research. The Ford Foundation 

outlined a six-part focus for African Studies on American university campuses, stressing 

examination of: 

1) 	 the role of academic institutions and scholars in the evolving American position 
vis- -vis Africa 

2) 	 the role of American scholars and academic institutions in developing links 

between American and African people and ideas 

3) 	 the relation t American scholars and academic institutions to the 

foundation aii implementation of national policy 

4) 	 kinds of research needs 

5) 	 how these needs were to bu met 

6) how to devel)p necessary specialitiesL 

By 1960 American governmental concern was expressed in the special report on 

United States Foreign Policy on Africa, which noted that the United States had never had a 

positive, dynamic policy for Africa relying as it had on "the continuing control of frierdly 

European powers as g-uarantees to stability and dependable cooperation." The report 

recommended, however, that with the rapid emergence of independent countries in 

Africa, the United States should now treat Africa as a major policy area. This new 

perspective resulted in an increased acceleration of scholarly research on Africa and 

the 	creation of a cadre oif men and women both in and out of government knowledgeable 

about African affairs. 

Historical Perspective 

3y this time, then, Africa, African Studies, and Inited States 

government orientation toward Africa had become an entrenched part of A merican life. 

A concurrent growth in African studies programs on African campuses provided an 

impetus for American universities to develop exchange ties with African universities, 
including those of Ife, Zambia, and Sierra Leone. This increasing involvement in West 

Africa served as a major determinant for reciprocal involvement in behalf of West 

African scholars and policy makers. An era was beginning during which the newly-defined 
Third World countries would find themselves asserting their influences in the global 

hierarchy and demanding more from the devrloped and industrialized world. 

t;.S. universities contributed significantly to the change in U.S. attitudes 
towards Africa following World War II. The proliferation of African studies programs 

has played a multilateral role from a purely educational standpoint. American and 

African students at American universities have received training in a number of fields 
which had been forecast as primary focal points for development strategies. Missionary 
training brought the cultural aspects of African studies into clear focus. Education was 

strongly emphasized as a major development objective. Health care and related fields 
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of family planning and nutritional awareness are receiving great emphasis. African 
students in political science, government, and economics are returning to their countries 
Instilled with new Ideas. Technical fields, upon which implementation of all development 
practices must depend, have produced an ever-enlarging contingent of experts, both 
American and African, to meet the technologic development challenges of the new West 
African nations. 

Along with these measurable developments, however, has come a growing
 
and crucially important awareness on the part of both Americans and Africans regarding
 
Africa's changing status as a world influence. Not only are African students trained at
 
U.S. universities returning to their countries filled with a new sense of freedom and a
 
zealous spirit for advancement, but with unbounded enthusiasm and energy to work in
 
the development and progress of those countries.
 

II, PRIORITY AREAS FOR UNITED STATES UNIVERSITY INVOLVEMENT 

With the ever-increasing involvement of the United States In the development 
of West Africa, a quc:stion of utmost Importance must be addressed, that is, what are 
the major roles that U.S. universities may play. 

The developing nations of the world are entering a new era in which we are 
learning to aJsert ourcaelves and to establish our own priorities for meeting development
goals. We are encouraged to know that the world is now moving forward synchronously 
into an era of global challenge and International cooperation. Within the framework of 
these advancements, I am inclined to believe that the following areas are among those 
which merit American university involvement in the development of West Africa: 
Science and Technology, Intermediate Technology, Information and Communications, 
Natural Resources Studies, Human Resources Development, Methodology for Research. 

Science and Technology 

It seems in the past we have neglected the vital role that science and technology 
can play in national development. We are, however, becoming increasingly aware that 
the key to the success of our development plans, apart from the experience of self reliance 
by our people, lies hi the effective mix of several factors, among which perhaps science 
and technology are tile two most essential. 

We are, accordingly, anxious to utilize science and technology to advance 
our development, recognizing that when effectively applied these factors can provide 
us with a decent standard of living and social and cultural amenities once the privilege 
of a small minority of the wNorld. 

We also recognize, however, that in tile past U.S. university scholars and 
other technological experts from tile industrialized world, in their enthusiasm to introduce 
science and technology to the developing world, have fallen into the trap of transplanting
wholesale their procedures for development without local adaptations, and consequent 
disappointing results. We must insist on a new kind of approach (2). 

It has been demonstrated that where the approach has been consistent with 
the science and technology base existing in a developing country, and not In complete
conflict with the social, cultural, and religious milieu, efforts have been successful. 
If they are to advance significantly the course of development in West Africa, U.S. 
universities must understand and develop a practical approach for introducing their 
sophisticated scientific revolutions. 

Regardless of the specific development projects embarked upon by U.S. universities 
and West African institutions, development and application of appropriate science and 
technology will permeate all of our activities. Advances in science and technology 
have been the backbone of the developed world's growth, and we in West Africa are 
anxious to establish a sound science and technology structure upon which to construct 
the course of our development. 
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We anticipate that U.S. universities will have a major impact oil the development 
of science and technology in West Africa: 

1) 	 To promote a better understanding of the techniques for and consequences 
of the transfer of science and technology to developing countries. Such 
understanding will aid in our assurance that the particular situations and 
needs of the developing countries of West Africa will be met. 

2) 	 To foster and support the developnent of technology policy centers within 
West Africa, and to strengthen our existing institutes throlgh use of 
U.S. university staff and facilities. 

3) 	 To train West African scholars and technical personnel in science and 
technology policy formulation and implementation procedures. 

4) 	 "ro support the priority research projects identified by the local West 
African administrators and decision makers. 

Development and Applications of Intermediate TCechnolocV 

Intermediate technology, sometimes referred to as "appropriate technology" 
and supported by a number of varied definitions, is applicable to any process that can 
be done well and productively in a less sophisticated, smaller-scaled approach 
than that used by the highly industrialized world. It implies the use of hasic tools and 
local workers to prodluce commodities which are in harmony with the envirollllent and 
suited to local conditions. 

Intermediate technology machinery is almost always very straightforward in 
design. Built with simple tools, it can be maintained and repaired ,vith the saie siml)le 
tools. It represents the equilment most suited to many developing na itolns, more 
productive than primitive manual techniques %etconsiderablV less sophi-ticated th:u 
capital-intensive machinery , a type of technology particularly suited to \VLtst Africa. 
It is a way of accomplishing work, handling a problem, or building a structu,,e using 
indigenous tools, materials, and human resources. In some cases it represe.ts 
improved productivity, in others better sanitation, more food, and a healthier ,nvironnlent 
and in still others )pportunities for the people of the developing world to acquire and 
afford amenities of the modern world previously unavailable to them. It is a technological 
development stage which must be given close scrutiny by the West African nations as 
we plan our development strategies. 

Most West African countries have by now e)qerienced the initial stages (if 
importing large tractors and mechanized e(luipment for agriculture. As a resulIt three 
distinct types of agricultural mechanization exist tcilay in West Africa: 

1) 	 the farmer with merely a hoe and cutlass practicing a system of shifting 
cultivation and low-level productivity 

2) 	 the farmer using bullock-drawn equipnment who is able to cultivate a greater 
amount of land because of his additional power 

3) 	 the agri:ulturalist who utilizes four-wheel tractors, combines, and other 
associated equipment to farm large fields of crops such as rice, tinder 
a monoculture farming program. 

Four-wheel tractors and combines cannot be built in West Africa at this time. 
Nor can hoe and cutlass agricultural techniques establish a productivity level that Wviuld 
give West Africa self-sufficiency in food production. Based on the results of intermediate 
technology implementation in other developing countries, particularly in Asia, locally
produced, technologically-simple tools seem to have great application potential in 
West Africa. As applied to tools, therefore, it seems that intermediate technology can 
serve admirably as the bridge between the hand-held tool such as the hoe and highly 
sophisticated, imported agricultural machinery. 

http:represe.ts
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A recently completod feasibility study for use of Intermediate technology to 
produce agricultural tools and machinery indicated quite conclusively that Ghana possessesthe 	capabilities to take the leadership of West Africa in the development of agricultural

intermediate technology, where the infrastructure exists to promote the use of tools and
animal-drawn equipment adapted to West African conditions. If production of these toolswere to commence, equipment and necessary spare parts would be available at reasonablecosts, jobs would be created, and agricultural productivity potentials would be increased (3).

My view then is that U.S. universities could assist West Africans fashion a 

number of appropriate technologies: 

1) 	Agricultural implements for cultivation, harvesting and processing 

2) Tools and other implements and facilities for food and wood storage,
processing and preservation 

:1) 	Local machine and tool industries 

Information and Communications 

Information, its acquisition, storage, retrieval, and dissemination, representsthe 	initial and most imporLant element in assessing and determining paths and priorities
for development. The very word "development" implies movement and change. Any

realistic and practical approach 
to formulating and implementing development goals
must be guided by the direction of previously experienced change. For the whole of
this modern world, and especially for developing cotutries, these guides are providedby the libraries, information centers, and data collections whose main objectives
are to improve communication channels and further tihe transfer of lmowledge. 

Tiso iue that Our advanlce mcnt Will he progressive, appropriate, and germane to o0' iie\'lVoljlileut goals, thbe countries of \Wcst Africa must make rapid 
progress in infori' in tion and communication practices, and to share our developmentsuccesses and 	failuires with .i r neighboring West African countries to learn from each
other. 

It is also I xtrtllel 1:01)1tallt l'at We keep ourselves abreast of the state-of
the-art infornmation of the dcvcloj)d countries, so that we can wisely formulate ourown development plans. Achiev eim en t of these goals depends heavilY on the establishnent and 
su1p)ort of COnm pctCiit illfOr iation ceniters anilli raries. 

As technical liikages betweeln I.S. universities and West African scientificorganizations increase and grow stronger, we may look forward to seeing U.S. universities
participate in curI in hfrniatil)n and cIIlln0lllications development in the following ways: 

1) Informing West African scientists and information specialists of U.S. major
centers for specific information available for use, including location andscope of holdings, and proviiding similar information to U.S. experts onavailable West African data resources 

2) 	 Faecilitating raiiid exchange of state-of-the-art information so that technology
experts in both the U.S. and West Africa Can be kept current on research 
developments of interest to hoth 

:1) 	 Exchanging till-to-date inforiation organization skills via workships,
short courses, and personnel sO that West African information centers 
can iml)lement infornmation transfeir effectively as well as maintain acti'e
exchange channels for continuous information acquisitions and dissemination 
practices 

.1) 	Sharing techniques with commonications personnel for sound user information 
specialist interface, necessary for development of it user-oriented information 
center 
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Natural Resources Studies: Problem Solving and Multidisciplinary Studies 

. DrouOt in the Sahel-Sucan Zone: Within the past five years climatic conditions 
have exacted a very high toll from the six Sahel-Sudan countries of West Africa in 
exchange for providing them with their current status of global recognition. The drought 
of recent vears has severely undermined the ability to maintain what is at best an uncertain 
balance between suesistence and self-sufficiency. As these six countries begin to 
recover from the stunning ecological blow dealt them )* the drought, they see before 

them several natural resources development problemus whose solution is needed to insure 
greatly needed progress in rural and agricultural development 7): 

. ihere is need for research ainid at a better tuiderstanding of 
the various ecological forces operating within the region. l.and degradation, comounded by 

lower-than-nornal rainfall patterTis, has had severe eon1stiILoenceS, the CauSeS of Which 
must be identified and understool. 

.. There is need to evaluate and assess the best methxls for monitoring 
the exploitation of natural resources StOthat ecological c-iuilibrium can be maintained. 

. . . rherc is need to encourage prudent use of all a'ailable natural 

resources to improve conditions of rural people and to raise the standard of living 

for all the Sahel-Sudan countries. 

While finding solutions to any One of these problems will be atn immense project, 
I am certain that the keys can be found if the problems are addressed individually, with 
specific attention focused on the following areas: 

.... 	 the socioeconomic base of drought-stricken West African 
countries 

....	range management practices, cultivation, and agricultural 
techniques 

.... 	 overgrazing and deforestation 

....	availability and distribution of water for human and 
agricultural uses 

.... 	 effects of burning in semiarid grassland 

.... effective inmplementation of management practices (11) 

U.S. universities, especially those located in drier regions, are recognized 
for their arid lands, information, and management competence. We feel that these univer
sities could make a significant contribution to our attempts to develop the fragile arid 
and semiarid ecosystems of West Africa. We shall welcome U.S. experts for training 
in range management, planning and analysis, hydrology and water resources management, 
and the most appropriate methods for inventorying natural resources of the semiarid 
regions of West Africa, and monitoring their use. 

.. Tropical and Sub-Tropical Forests: Most Wcst African nations are mnembers of 
research and development agencies. Unfortunately, some West African scientific research 
organizations do n,,t encourage full participation oif their countries in activities sponsored 
by these agencies. As a result, non-participating West African countries lack opportunity 
to benefit from these programs of relevance to their social and econonic advancement. 

UNESCO's Man and the Biosphere .\MAB program dealing with the ecological 
effects of increasing humnan activities on tropical and sub-tropical forest ecosystems is 
a ca o in point. The activities of the MAB program call for studies in the following areas: 

... aspects of human ecology in tropical forest ecosystems 

.... interrelationships of hunian populations and the tropical forest 

environment 
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.... problems related to human migrations Into tropical forests 
and the effects on autochthonous populations 

.... epidemiological problems in tropical forest ecosystems 

...dynamics and alternate management of tropical forest ecosystems 

.... baseline studies in natural unmanaged tropical forest ecosystems 

....problems involved it) the management and natural regeneration
of exploited tropical forest ecosystems 

.... effects of various nethods of cultivation and land use oilsoil 
structure and fertility of agro-ecos stems derived from tropical forest ecosystems 

.... investii ations of methods of artificial regeneration of 
exploited tropical forest ecosystems, including agro-silvicultural methods 

.... investigations into other uses of tropical forest ecosystems 
including non-conventional uses 

.... comp.irisons between the application of organic fertilizers 
(compost, green manure, farmyard manurel and inorganic fertilizers (various combinations 
of nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, etc.) on structure and available nutrient content of 
the soil in collaboration with other international organizations (15). 

This outline of activities is highly relevant to all the Guinea-Coastal-Woodland 
states of West Africa, Only two of the twelve, however, Nigeria and Ivory Coast, are 
currently participating fully. This exclusion of a large number of West Africans does not 
imply that the program is irrelevant or of low priority to their governments, but is, rather, 
probably due to the traditional problens that plague research and development in West 
Africa, namely lack of financial resource's, inadequate and expensive equipment, and 
rhurtage of experienced scientiats mnd trainet1 pe)rsonncl. 

U.S. on i .rs it it's could provide vnuahth assistance illthe tropical and sub-tropical
cauntries of W'it Africa hy su)pIortilg tUll participation B and other relatedtheW" in NL-X 
programs in the following ways: 

... rgatlizing, with the. eLaIbration of appropriate governments, long
and short-terItm coorsts inl ecology and illtechniilUcs and methods for specific types of 
research 

. . . cooperating and parti cipating in tileestablishment o f regional research 
projects and centers for research, training, and the dissemination of information 

.. assisting West African .icientists In the :Icvelopnient of national and 
regional progratis to further the objectives of MIAI and othr international projects 

... det tSng nI(XItls a1d ajplying sy sttis atllys i approaches to identify 
aid measure a numlbvr of key facters that wil serve to indlicat, the dynamic ecological 
relationships within tropical and sub-tropical areas 

, Energv B0soUices: Althogh West Africoit ('ountries do not appear to have 
reached tilestage of tOe rgy dependence of many ' )UlIltrits in tiledeveloped world, a 
careful exanimation of our eme rg situation, both cunr rent and projected, shows energy 
as a major priority toncerln. Because it is difficult t,)even consider significant development, 
as defined by the industrialized world without re:dV access to affordable energy supplies, It is 
crucial that we carefully nonitor our existtng ent,rI, rtsources ald love ahead with the 
rest of the world in a UV.st to tiscover alternative depentdable sources of energy. 

Although re'gional exceptions to the generally linited oil-pr(xtucing potential of 
West Africa exist, there are a number of other alternamtives to help guarantee our energy
security during our development peritxl. Much of the northern belt of West Africa appears 
to be ideally situated to take advantage of the sl)lar resources which occur in abundance 
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almost continuously. West Africa could profit greatly from advances in other developing 
areas, particularly the Middle East, where solar resources have been exploited in 
eminently practical ways to assist in heating, cooling, and cooking. Thi1e energy potential 
of the sea, too, has captivated the attention of scientists in the developed world. We 
are also interested in determining the feasibility of exploiting geothermal energy so 
that we can begin to compute our available energy resources and plan our (leveloplent 

goals accordingly. hi West Africa we are eager to join in an examIitation ,of all thest 
and other possibilities. 

Here there appears to be an excellent opportllity for joint ventures in energy 

studies by U.S. universities and West African scientists otf reciprocal value as they 
strive for the shared objective of energy self-sufficiency and global cooperation. 

Htuman Resources Development 

One of the most crucial priorities in the development of West Africa is the 
improvement of human resources. West Africans must be provided with relevant 
development-oriented skills and opportunities to enable them to meet the challenges 
facing the overall development of the regiOn. Such skills can best be provided through 
education and training on all Ievels as deter'niild h.% the goals set hy each country. 

Statistics fo~r 1972-1973 shiV the followiMg pircentages (Ifqualified foreign 
students training in I.S. institutions of higher learning enrolled in various disciplines 
as follows I6): 

Agriculture 4: Education 5' 

Business Administration 17 Medicine 9"", 

Physical and life sciences 1-1' Humanities 11-

Social sciences is,. Engineering 15' 

These percentages reflect the fact that the education of West Africans in the 
United States continues to emphasize careers in the civil service and university 
teaching areas. 

West African nations are primarly agrarian. There is a great need to 
increase training of West Africans in related agricultural fields to raise the current 
levels of technical competence. (ne of the fundamental concerns of all West Africav 
nations is to establish a strong cadre of well-educated and well-trained West African 
men and women who can apply their skills to the practical elements of national 
development. Our greatest elucational needs, therufore, lie within th,. fields )f 
documentation, sys teins analysis and computer training, enviro nnental nianagenent, 
conservation, applied econonI CS, sci once_,admin is tration, reiS-ourcs llanagenlot, 

remote sensing, range ecolog-, watershed ninagernent, and plic, adrninistration. 

As a result of current association with turO(L .S. (:,untetichiLtt anld tie training 

we are now receiving, we look forward enthusiasticallv t, a new ihaa isin the Useto I 
of our own skilled manpower resources to help us attain self -sifficoiene';. 

In this sense we welcome the involvement f (.S. on iversi itis in the dcvelip
ment of West Africa. While training in the I .S. tis beer in the past and will continue 
to be a major influence on the development of !eaders i \Vest Africa, it is equall, 
important that training take place within (Air boundaries, and t, this end we welcome 

U.S. university personnel who are willing to work locally to help us design and implement 
appropriate projects for our development. In short we anticipate open and active 
exchange of personnel, ideas, and techniques between West Africa and t'.S. universities. 
I strongly believe that these exchanges will have a dramatic inpact on the prelaration 
of West African leaders qualified to plan and execute research prgrains in agriculture 
and in other sectors of West African economy. 
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Methodology (Research Techniques) 

Some of the most valuable tools available to West Africans for use in assessing 

their available resources and determining their development priorities are space-age 
technologies. Through use of LANDSAT imagery and signatures, U.S. scientists and 
technicians have acquired the capability of measuring and gathering information about 
distant objects without actually coming into contact with them. These remote 
sensing techniques promise to be a valuable tool for West Africans as we attempt to 
gather data on our natural resources and monitor our environment. 

In West Africa attempts at marshalling the requisite manpower necessary to 
undertake natural resources inventories using conventional methods have not been 

remains unsurveyed,completely satisfactory. Much of West Africa's vast geographic area 
and the existing resource data for a number of isolated areas are to a large extent 
inaccurate and out-of-date. Furthermore, there are potentially large areas containing 
valuable natural resources in most West African countries yet to be fully mapped, 
assessed, and developLd. To date it appears that short-gap measures employed to 

acquire needed data for project planning have been riddled with inaccuracies and uncer
tainties (1).
 

The feasibility of using remote sensing techniques in West Africa was addressed 

in May 1975 when the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research of the Government 

of Ghana and the United States Information Service sponsored a West African Conference 

to call attention to the important potential of this methodology in West African resources 
management. As a result, the following resolutions were promulgated: 

value of remote sensing as a means ...Recognizing the great potential 
of rapidly and economically mapping and assessing agricultural, forest, water, mineral 

and soil resources, the Governments of West Africa are urged to: 

sensing units within their own scientific and technological..establish remote 
organ izat ions 

provide training in interpretation and application of remote sensing data 

sponsor interaction with remote sensing organizations for computer
 

processing of remote sensing data
 

devlop capabilities for regional scanning and infrared scanning from their
 

own aircraft
 
.


seek reginil and international cooperation in the provision of specialized
 

remote sensing facilities such as side-looking airborne radar, which holds great promise
 

for mineral prospccting, geological and topographical sorve.
 

to advise on planning for optimum utilization of* . Soup national colnllnittecS 
remote sensing data -th 

West Africa is increasingly iterestd, too, in the examples of systems analysis 

methodologies in use in t.S. universities, particularly as they can be applied to natural 

resources studits, agriculture, and rural development in West Africa. 

We hope, then, that L.S. universities will contribute to West African development 

by helping us ust IAN.NDSAT technologies and sy stenis niiethodolog'es in our natural 

resources d(lt',IO )nllt projects inlthe' following ways" 

linkages of or technical tmstitotiOns and those U.S. imiversities with excellent 

established capabilities in these fields 

use the highly-skilled manpower potential 
.. appropriate technical training to 


in such areas as Ghana and Nigeria, and to a more limited extent in other West African
 

countries, in establishing an independent cadre
 

•.sup)ort and guidance in West African efforts to create and operate remote
 

sensing and systems analysis centers, with full recognition of the substantial capital
 

investment requirod to provide up-to-date equipment (for teaching and research as well
 

as field work) if these technologies are to be useful in overall development plans.
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III. STRATEGIES 

It has been my experience that most U.S. university Involvement In international 
cooperation, particularly In West Africa, has been through the operations of US AID 211 (d) 
Institutional Grants. Briefly the basic intent of such programs Is to develop the competence 
of U.S. universities to participate and assist in the advancement of developing countries, 
I.e. essentially learning experiences to Increase their institutional capabilities In well
defined areas. I should like to submit that in the planning and Implementation stages of
 
these programs firm objectives for Improvement of West African Institutional capabilities 
be included as well. After such cooperative efforts, Individual West African nations should 
be institutionally competent to provide assistance to other West African nations, resulting 
In two-fold benefits for each 211 (d) project by insuring that development activities are 
aimed at specific priorities set by the developing countries themselves. 

For U.S. universities to be most effective In West Africa, it will be expedient 
for all participating personnel to exhibit proficiency not only-in English, but also in French, 
and to some extent In Portuguese. Inherent in these language skills are an increased 
undeiatanding of the social and cultural influences in the area, information which can help 
to create effective linkages between U.S. universities and West African countries. 

I should like to encourage the administrators of all U.S. universities Involved 
in these institutional grants to make early and firm contacts with their administrative 
counterparts in West Africa so that the priorities of the developing countries will be 
known at the outset of any linkage. Such contact would aid U.S. universities as they 
plan the direction of their activities, and keep them from overlooking the development 
objectives of the countries they work with. 

As US AID 211 (d) projects grow in strength and number, 1 assume that 
participating U.S. institutions will work closely with each other by coordinating their 
efforts In West Africa and all other developing countries. Although each U.S. university 
has a specifically defined project area within its 211 (d) grant, many peripheral but 
extremely important disciplines will surface in each which are common to the scope 
of other participating institutions. Coordination in this respect is vital so that 
valuable resources are not wasted. 

Effectiveness of the U.S. university involvement in West African development 
programs will frequently depend on specific equipment not currently available in the 
developing countries themselves. I should like to see U.S. institutions not only provide 
such necessary equipment for implementation of their projects, but to commit themselves 
to the training of West African personnel so that such equipment maintains its value 
even after the duration of U.S. university involvement. 

IV. CONCLUDING REIARKS 

This Is a challenging period in U.S. university involvement in the development 
of West Africa, as these institutions address the issues of cultural relationships and seek 
to understand the perspectives Involved In sound and rational use of resources. Such 
an understanding will create a sound foundation upon which to build improvements in 
the standard of living of the people of West Africa. 

The present expected contributions of U.S. universities as I have outlined, 
therefore, reflect a definite change from a passive curiosity and ouperficial involve
ment to a new and dynamic participation. These changes are evidenced by our re
quirements for the applications of science and the transfer of technology; our demands 
for the evolution of appropriate technologies for use in advancement; the need for 
widespread retrieval, storage, and dissemination of available Information for research 
and development; the need to identify problem-solving themes and multidisciplinary 
approaches to natural resources studies as a prerequisite for total manpower development
in relevant fields; and, finally, the necessity for new methodologies as additional tools 
to supplement conventional methods for the development of West Africa. 

From my current involvement with cooperating U.S. universities and other 
institutions of higher learning, I am optimistic that together we shall close ranks In 
International cooperation to meet the global challenges of our time. 
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TIlE VIEW OF THE AFRICAN BUREAU OF 

TiHE U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

by 

David Shear' 

I. Areas of Special Interest in Terms of a Confluence of Directions with what All) believes 

to be the Interests of Universities in this part of the U. S.: 

Title 12 is a good place to begin. 

Title 12 is in large measure the manifestation of a Congressional concern 
\khich has two aspects: one 's both related to, preparations for, and products of the 
W;,rld Food Conference held in Rome, where the drama and potential of world food 
supply crisis was clearly recognized and addressed by the principal diplomats as well 
:t.world scientists. Looking at that problem, the Congress also responded to a growing 
political pressure from U.S. intellectual and university spokesmen to see in what wa)s 
tht. academic community could become more tull)v a partner with AID and the U.S. 
GI vernment in working on worldwide development problems. Previously, the Congress 
:and U.S. universities had perceived AID and those university systems as being in 'ui 
,:. relationship..ployer-employve 

Congress felt, particularly with regard to the land grant colleges, that 
there should be more of an equal partnership evolving, Therefore, the Congress in last 
',.ar'slegislation passed very strong language: "The various components of our own 

to increase world food production whichintellectural community must be brought together 
would include increasing the capabilities of the universities to assist in increasing 
:gricultural production in developing countries: 

. That institution building programs for development of national and regional 
agricultural research and extension capacities should also take place, 

. that there should also be emphasis on international agriculture research 
centers, contract research, and research program grants, 

. that in order to carry out this title the president was authorized to provide 
issistance on such terms and conditions as he shall determine to: 

strengthen the capabilities of universities in teaching, research, and 
extension w,rk to enable them to implement current programs 

. build and strengthen the institutional capacity and human resource 
skills of agriculturally developing countries so that these countries may participate more 
fully in international agriculture problem solving 

provide program support for long-term collaborative university 
research on food production, distribution, storage, marketing and consumption 

l)ireetor, Office of Central and West Africa Regional Affairs 
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, involve universities mch more fully in the international network
 
of agricultural science including tile international research centers
 

.o p'viile pog rall slupport for international agriculture researchcenters, to provide support for l'e.searith projeets identified for specific problems,

and to strengthen 
national research systems in developing countries." 

This is a rad dict liumitnd All) has been liiectiiig over the last nine to tell
 
lonths with representatives )il university a
ti system through series of joint committees 
ill l11 attL'fltj)t to ()oli' to ttr'in and imlelment this legislation. Clearly AID acceptsthe stronigir(' role of the, uI.ivt'csitV ai it i:icurrently 'IIneigiT, and clearly wve are ready
 
to 2ecept a t'tlrtl'ship.
 

As it is4pir'sinted, however, there is a major flaw illthis legislation but one

which we ( n',fiegin t ('orrect in concert with univtrsities. The flaw primarily relates
 
to tileI)erc(eptiO oI the legislation, 
 one that is franied very much from a U. S. viewpoint,
leaving out :ny r'cognitiOn of the reaction if African governments t) this approach.

Chearleaan v mw partlet lship tunder taken lhas to lie with
v, our other partners, people

for wh(mi this assistance is 
meant. Further, what will be the role of African inslitutiuns
in this relationslpSIIi? We have been participating in the developnunt of African institutions 
for the last 15 viars, particularly in West Africa and we kno)w that those institutions 
nlu.st ultimately he partners. Otie'Vist we wili find ourselves in a very sterile partnership
with the I .S. univt'sity systei. Further', whtlawill be the role and attitude of independent
scientists curr-tntly woirking in Africa ? (learh', this cannot be.seen as somIe kind of new 
1)atrollizing attemp1}1t to hl'illg teClCilogiCsor.12 anid oulmknowledge ti their iriblems illan
 
il(lel)endenlt w a.v
 

I think we Must tundertake this kind of c'IllahI'ratiV, rilh with the I S. university
systenm i fairily Iest TheIl tV t sense. fact is that we di not have a1 exelum.'i' (1inall wisdom
bkcaiuLse foid productioll ill Afl'ica is %ery Iuch related to socil [)W'aCtiCes and cultural 
lIraCticS as well. InIsocieties where h), pIrisluctitti iS ill this r-elatioship )totile\Vhole
rhythm of life, where f(od priduction 
 is part of the very social fabric of ieople's lives, it

has to e Setell as llihnli('m than the prlductioi of so 11inv calories per"day per" head.
' Agriculture, thercfiire, will early ic tlie priiiiarv focus in West AfriCa Olet'thit next
 
decade, Relating to that will he sulporting stetctot., with a validityA of'their own whicit 
wc

believe will i(t iinlh suppiiil il itt''(,ducilil hit allow for positive changes In tite tasic 
tuailitY of Iirtlltl;i'rlt triaS.Clilt, inl rural 

1cr' we Atull :stc :I s..' c ,illir:ttion with American universities3 and heailthsciences, partivillar t " ifIllOw deli lw,-c',t health delivery s'ste:ms in rural areas, 
as well as fltll't I'(,lh Lilt- W:i- or' i -las;t's, t'sliciallv if large scale irrigation 
programns C'uirrtllk i,1T iii' tsag.-1,t'i irtIS if Wt'st Africa hecoine a reality. 

Whil.,itI aII Il lt Jstnoliti(hitil rtainily have be ada)ted'tie to) to tile 
Afi'ictmn stern'el, uitr :ii'iiigli'trl ic IlI lit, j)art of Africans and African governii I 

mnats itthe,' ar . , %l.iil; t' wIth I it' t ,'t,'t it ptIcal 
 anI social realities of that
world, realities that IiVi I, hIIuti Shit,Il)'\ if th1e.'% '\itel'it:iilutlivrsitit's th Ilselve; 
are to be efll'f'Ctive, . 11hI t iks ic ', r hit list 15 'ears 'it Alh)'s relitionshi I with
Ane'itielll nivrIti(i': I!) We.qt .. fr~ia , .1 pit ,itweakness Is theiti lack .4 iihiet'stalingIM)litic-:1 illnVi Il't 
IX)litica lSt URlt' AtMt(h11'141V}Witl'll SC'ItC dtj,,:l'tfIIVtS 11.%( tol1've if .tl'o~lli"el" 

of[tjilt 't l1t11'fit A.\hih tht. :11t. o)[triatilig. To)g'ln till.,; lundcrst:Ildm g, 

relationshipi with t't'ctliilihgic:l ile):lartncilts. Mlmag'leiit, atlmilitistr'athli, and a systems
approacth to)i)l'iinl solving is prtaihbl t,' Mr:'t';I Ill which we Can have the lit'St lluth 
positive iilpact (ilAfrica antiAfrican llroilt'iiis. t tilet African side, greatesttilt'WeaLkneIss is t1 -arlyll t- flalagtienle t atnd ad ini strtatiion of )l'ogt':iiis, :nild illlilt'1t01 
lack of sensitivily hi their ')\vlsoetial iLiilt'atI or u.mnel''rstantling of their lihtiC:lI el'il-0llttl-t,
for this is ione 'xtrt'ineIV well. Their grt'at'st hanildicaps atl', rlathe', IllmesiIlll't'es ill 
relait ion to prohbleIs, ill relation to pteople. 

Mael'o);1111 nILt'l'o-VC'nll itv,;ar'e t'learl v (Allier areas wher'e U_.S. unziv'ersities 

can lltake a SignificalL t'ont'ihuti n hoth ill training Africans and in delivetring systems.
Of ptarticnlarrt'n I is th' -0ll0t' iCS of projects. Stvet'ral speak rs overIn(T 1tn tile last 
several ilays liv' talkeidI abhollt intelnal 'ates returni oilprog'ais and how InenlS tirewe 
the irtlUctLS oi tlit's,' , r)jt'ts and pog ranis, On1ie of the things we do ye t'y potoly so far
Is assess the 1niC'o-eteC(lloinliIs f inpults as they relate to agricl~tllre protluction progralms. 
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AIthough AID is currently involved In some very substantial programs relating to agriculture 
$45 million over theproduction in the Sahel, we have yet, despite the allocation of some 

a decent assessment of what the micro-econimiclast two years for these projectt, to have 
aspects of those projects are from production ends. 

But we are learning some things. We are learning that by using talented 

graduate students from American universities, under close supervision by their dissertation 

on the ground well in advance of the implementation ofdirectors, we can put people 
more detail, the social dynamicsprojects, and thereby learn much more readily, in much 

in which those projects will take place. 

Both fHow It Is Emerging F, rofoundyII. 	 AID's Perception of the West African Scene, 
it has Changed Over rhe Past Decade: 

As far as the general West African scene is concerned, it has changed enornously 
a change that it is to be hoped universit'esin the last fourteen years of my involvement with it, 

appreciate, especially in terms of the flexibility now required in dealing with both the nation 

states and the institutions involved. Clearly new African universities are growing in 

tliiber and will become increasingly important to the area's future. We must realize 

that these institutions now have their own personalities and will expect to deal with us 

much more as equals than as dependencies. 

Rather than our perception of needs, research must address African-stated needs 

related not to the perceptions of dissertation directors in the U.S, hut to requirellents 

stated and perceived by the African institutions and the African governments themselves. 
involved in thoseAs these institutions have grown so has the competence of those people 

in.stitutioens, and the level of U.S. competence, therefore, has to rema in ext remely high 

i wev are to have credibility ill working with A*\frican institutions. 

A personal not,: 	 I was struck by a conversation I had with a N ige,,rialn fricid inl 

. lie asked us tit to send anll io re Amoterican eonomtiists outL:ig s about thrte years agi 
N.igeiia,

1Ai-.'au1S th1111e tCloilists who e're going to deal with the Ministr lur" Fintnce in 

he telt, were really not competent to deal with their Nigerian counterparts. It did not 
,liean'that we did not have competent A.merican econoilists hut that we had .eolle too 

,,:oflacent about the qualit, of people we were sending. 

III. 	 AID's Perception of Potential oles for Southwest '.S. Universities as the% Relate to 

Emerging Concepts for Cooperative Efforts: 

As American universities increase their involvement in West Africa, it is to 

be hoped they will find this an opportunity to learn more about theiselves. Personally, 

one of the most extraordinary things that has happened to me over the last decade of m.i 

own engagement in Africa on matters is a recognition of what one learns from tile Africall 

experience about himself. Certain aspects of institutional growth in Africa will probably 

be important to American institutions in learning about themselves. Our institutional 

structures, should be seen not as permanent but as evolutionary. 

The evolving role of the Consortium for International Dlevelopment (CID) is 

an excellent example of this pattern. Here one sees universities and committee 

leadership representing those universities taking considerable early risks to involve 

t.S. university systems in African development and to tap into available AID resources. 

These 	risks are beginning to pay off, for CID is now involved in four different African 
programcountries and has mounted eleven separate teams in the last year to work on 

identification and specific project design. The universities, therefore, are now il a 

position to begin helping in program planning, a development tile Congress clearly had 

in mind. Because of the courage and the risks taken, we are In a position to begin a 

truly collaborative effort with these universities, starting with the design of programs for 

the e.,xt fiscal year. As we receive preliminary budgets for the subsequent fiscal year 

from our field offices this June, we propose to review the fiscal %,ear1978 program with 

representatives of the CID to see how we can work together In planning those programs. 

So also are we talking with i number of other U.S. institutions to get them Involved. Of 

particular concern for us in the African Bureau are the black Institutions of tie United 
States. While we have tried assiduously to draw them into our programs, we must 

redouble that effort to work over the longer term more as collaborators with black 
American institutions. 



What are soe of the: new areas we see emerging in terms of future programs?First let um talk about the budget, a critiiai element for these future programs. The AIDprogiram to Afriva has doubled over tilt last two ye'ars, primarily because of the groundswell of public and Congressional interest, am we see it doubling again in two years.
ly fiscal I0.H we should e.eyI to go firwa rl with a budget for Africa of conventionalbilateral lirogramns of aiil)iwifnati(il $50 mill ion dollars, pueltlm S100 million
going to the: Slhelian 
zone and a other $75 million to $100 million going to lneigllboringareas. lnhlntally, we tlso are going forward with spcial legislatiom for the Sahl,
for fiscal 197S an( 1979 at Iwo-year iturioation iif a substantial amiurit 
 f ioney to beus.ed OVer anld abovell' Conventional )graili to try to bring about basic ecolollic changeill the area, one in which tit I1.S. would h, participating in ,a long.-ter'm molti-donior
effort to reverse the economic i an] ocniogical decline uniler Wa', 
 for the last 15-20 years. 

lert then I'.S. universitits 'eala1 Would have- til- long-term relationshipthey are looking tor. 'h, deals ofnvarious f:iciltics could thell go to thtir adlmilistrators
and Say, "All) is piliarud to spend the noxi ]10to 15 ve i' working ' sifotanlltivll inthese following sectors." I think this Should titlItrgtn th( relatiOnship) bitwen U.S.government and tht uiivorsit 5 stelli ts well. Slecificall., we, would see" ill increasingemphasis in our pr aims l'i n bsic ;lei',MS of agricultural ;)pr'fhlCtior aiid ,cological
research. A sVst(imatic programninlg vow, twineel'' e, has to )be apllied both I 
 perceptionsof U.S. planners and ultiiately to pi-pItiins of the receipenti , tht, Atrican plmners
 
t helilis elve .
 

We shoulil also sic it renewal if S.. i turist in wocking with Aricall institutions.The new universities Of Uplr Volta, Niger, ('had and %:uritalia h: k inficated atdesire for particip:ition of U.S. universities in assisting their gLrowth. ()ver the nextyear or two we shall begin to loT at tis sri usly, as well as at the uIllttin (1i reCtUrrettcosts of these institutions, preparing ill Solic ii('aSUre inl Cttt witco thr ldono's to,

prvide reclurrent ctNE filncing, sitethiltg We
. ha. not font bt'fre. 

The special Sallel program will also have to ulerttake flaS.v',' prt'ects

lating to not-forinal edticatiotn, requiring all llterstalllit of the whole uestiot 

t'
(It thetransfer of basic knItledge t( millinns i,1 ,'ea.n:ts living In rural are:is cllrrlntly cuLtfrom all but tI inst riluinMtary frm if t'mtumlnL't;,m. 'e s. i%'Slitie.S hte]lpng 

(Iff
 

enolllmotlsly ini liiokiitg at tilt 
 whole prit.ss I 'itwlc('i, tra.lStir In tIl. HiOSt r('eCatiV
 
way pioss ibl.
 

In all ofl tii', wavs, tMen, Wtere are'lerging trCtdICIs(InU )poIrtuniti's fiU.S. tiniverslitis. There is t il u i of the' C'igieS ilnail inttrvt, in Title 12 alonigwith a pn)igri I.IiitiL' dirtectiotn atnd iitinlIS, grwtoh In C'entral aid Wt A fri'a. W e 3ethat if used creativel, this it'ocess, could brinig about great changes nt uly f-i1 the are.hut il the ),rCet)tillS of Almirican u\'mirsitits as U. how titey themselves will rlte, M('trest Of the, world. ilkhgnow iit Canlt nly til dilfl cl how()tt.-;e Mitgsnightcoic abiiiut, but if mnc hl.k at igramts anif iniilmtts Iii a iifferent tioe ptrsiecHivi,than We 1 Ve ill the )ast, [)l)i'S we t:in l t' Certain thillgs eLnm rgitig. If tilt'Cal muivt' itvcall unlertak : C ttlllit i ent with Some has ic assurttce' of 1t to 25 V':ii finacti gthe whoe S)tu'llll 41 itstitutionlial rilaitionships Ibte ,eititim) idlv ch'lllamgtd. I thitikthis is siumethig that we mlight wamt tii exalmliin, imut:ill vwith you oiver tht coiuirse' of the
 
next year.
 

eit,or twii wanIn'lligs mfiight be ii irdet'r: This f)i'iit'at iiist niot be S('t'iL ib
titl ive's ity admin ittnistrators as :a substitute for local St:ate budiget 
 upoirt. lhese areprograll s that ca;n (Illitt, cleatrly Sti)|)tOrt university I)tgal'liis but nit as (lit'et'tbudgetary support. I Itumattly there has to be i)terCi ed by tlt' Conglrss, OlltSl'es,a1nd. certainly thc African countries, siime pa . iut for those devel'lilme t probilems whichare being lhdrsseil. Neither shotld this program he usd tii stiuipport less than firstrate staff, becautse the AWfricti tirdemts we ae thaling with ae if enoritius dlfficAltyand eolelcxufy. ( ulyth' t,lest people can help solve them, bringing to their solution a senseof Creativity nl(st Otien found in the U.S. univrsity str'ututre. There is no way in whichAID), cVen tiSinj' vt.Wi s.i'ctor coiisultiiig f'inrms, iul'tnit orgaNziatnins, can mobilize thenet.qI y iS'(.iiite adl talent to bring aIut tht! transfornmatioin if poorest part iif theworld without tht full cooperation anl trust if the nniversity system. While this willoilt cole abiout iivernight, it is It goal tAiward which we lC [te [lar'd to work w'ith you. 

(i' Of tht I]],st encouraging uactirs must he the African's view of his ownWorld, very much ftil 1sth century view in the senset if its having the content of the 



enlightenment. The African views his world in large measure as progress oriented, 
that if you apply knowledge and education, progress is virwally inevitable. Based on 
some of our own historical perspectives, we think we know that this is not necessarily
the case. But I think that if we form a true partnership -- of the university systems, 
U.S. government, the Africans themselves -- we can begin to form perceptions which, 
while not as optimistic perhaps as those of a number of African leaders today, will at 
least help us understand what fruitful change and progress can be. I firmly believe that 
change and progress is possible in this framework. 



THE VIEW OF A FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION ADMINIISTRATOR 

by 

Neal R. Carpenter, 

Many of the statements made throlnghout this paper will undoubtedly be colmfon 
knowledge to many, if not all, participiants il this Conference; however, theY have been 
included to enable the (liscussants to identify the assum)tions which were used as a basis 
for supgesting the 'ole U.S. uliversities might perform illWest African development, 
and the problens these universities may encounter il terms of their present capability 
to fulfil tle suggestOd ro0le. The underl'lying preimise is stated below, from which a 
rather positive aid optiatistic view has hben taken regarding thite iparticilpationi of both 
national and U.S. universities in deveb ptet 

Introduction 

Educatioinal instituatiOiS (1) a ffmiect the ttinking patterns and habits of all the 
human minds engaged illdevehlpmnnt - he the mind located in the head of a minister, a 
plait breeder, an extensiont agcnt, a factory wovrker, or a fariner Each individual has 
his effect or impact on the tevelopment lprocc'ss. low effective tt collective actions of 
Individuals art, iii a chiecvin g rapid deve lopnmtt p(gi'ss depends not only on the academic 
knowledge craminlted into the various filtnds hiul,even iloe Inmportat (l the power of 
positive thinking, tlit,tituds it4imiutual cooperation and ciotplenien'arit) , and, above 
all, the ahility to IIa-soill which has hi etll itstillht in the mnass if s(cietv. One fact about 
devloiplelt i-; vt' certain: thrT will he pro-ieuis encotered dilil. If the personnel
engaged iii developi let activities at all levels Caill using thite facts learnedlelsoil well, 
from exper it'll L,Alld ill the it-t iltitmal illstitltioll , and if they have aIpositive attitude 
and willingncss to t'iipeI'llte, ttVY\will find a waty to ivercamlle a vist ia:mji ,ity of the 
problems, altil ieScil't'd (teveti)iimnt will itcut. 

l lk Couit i tI lil),asIsigned to these attriites wheln ain keeps tunitstill ' 

ioving, reg:i rdleSS of stlllly s'l'lig('s lildtie hest of tnfomrseen pribl'elnis vhich occur
 
with startling regularity, as tlhe\do in developmtnt tirigranmes. The atiilit' to contrive 
ways and mitn s to pri 'ress oiltile spot is of :t-ainoult imirt~t nit cein dCveloping
Cottitiries. Ingenuiiy (or the lii ck of it)is, to a large extitt, in otutgrowthIof a country's 
educational s vstvi. lio these teastons, atlleducational institutions have a vital r le 
to plaoy in the develctiine'-t process. Ftirtherm ic, roli should e mIutch greateri their 
in future development efforts, and much better understood, than it has been during the 
past twenty-five years. U.S. universities certainly tuave a supporting role to play in
West African dlevelopmtent as a result of one hudedi 'euirs' experience, compared to
thirty or less for manny emerging univetsities and eductitional institutions in West Africa; 
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and they also have almost a surplus of graduates, compared to a drastic shortage in many 
West African countries. The main question is how to best play that role to insure the 
desired results for all persons and governments concerned. This brief treatise attempts 
to speak directly of this question, under the following main headings: 

1) 	The role of U.S. universities during the past twenty years 

2) 	 Factors to be considered In deciding new directions or roles in 
In the futur-e 

3) 	 A suggested future role 

4) 	 Problems related to the U.S. university capabilities to fulfill the suggested 
role. 

The paper does not focus exclusively on either development of the agricul
tural sector or development in the low rainfall areas of the West African region. 
Development, as the term is used in this writing, refers to the entire complex of sectors, 
national goals and problems, of which the agricultural sector and, especially in the West 
Africa region, the arid and semi-arid areas are a most important part. The assumption 
has been made that development of either agriculture in general or agriculture in arid 
and semi-arid regions will occur as a part of the total development effort and not as a 
separate, isolated, sectoral approach. 

1. 	 The Role of U.S. Universities during the Past Twenty Years 

U.S. universities have played a very significant role in agricultural development 
since the mid 1950s, not only in West Africa but In practically all regions of the world. 
Most nations would probably agree the result has been a very positive impact; simultaneously, 
however, these same nations would point out many ways to improve both their role and the 
resulting impact. U.S. participants In the U.S. Development Assistance Programs have 
also gained considerable experience which should be very useful to adjust, or perhaps reorient, 
U.S. universities' role into even more productive channels. An attempt will be made to 
review their role during the past twenty-five years in relation to international and national 
development program aims and objectives. 

Many individuals from the international community interpreted the main role 
of the early U.S. universities' programs to be the establishment of replicas of the Land 
Grant University system. Many countries, both from the developing and the developed 
world, would challenge this role as being the most appropriate one, and would raise 
some of the following questions: Would it have been better to strengthen existing educational 
institutions by training and supplementing their staff and providing additional equipment 
and facilities, rather than overturning an established system? Did the transplanting of a 
system as an objective overshadow the real objectives of the national universities' programs, 
i.e. to play a major integrated role in national development programs, not only by providing 
graduates for government development posts, but also by assisting with needed adaptive 
research, the completion of national surveys, and program Implementation? Could effective 
links have been established between teaching, research, and extension, without having 
all three under the jurisdiction of the university structure? Could not the better elements of 
the Land Grant System be Introduced gradually into existing national systems, without the 
adoption of the total package? Has insufficient attention been given to the development of 
the lower levels of education and the training of technicians? Would it be advisable for 
U.S. universities to contribute to the development of total educational systems, rather 
than concentrating predominantly on higher education? 

As a result of such questions, there has evidently been a gradual change in U.S. 
universities' involvement in developing countries. Increased attention has been given to 
consultancy roles on various problems; participation of U.S. universities with multilateral 
undertakings has become a regular feature; and, above all, it has been observed that 
many U.S. universities now possess a large number of staff with first-hand experience 
In the developing world and an alert awareness that seldom can a system, a technique, 
or technology be directly exported without adaptation to local conditions. 
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International staff have been somewhat critical of bilateral assistance programs,
Including university programs, over the past years, but have been simultaneously very

much aware of the major contributions made through these programs. A review of some

of these criticisms may be helpful to decide on improved roles for the future.
 

One connon complaint is that university assistance programs are carried out
in relative isolation from the development problems and programs of the country,

put another way, that too much of tiletraining is conducted in classroom laboratories 

or, 
or
 

on small research plots, without demonstrating the use of tilemethods or findings under

actual field conditions 
 in the assisted country. Students, therefore, learn very sophisticated
techniques that can be easily applied only under developed country conditions. 

Another criticism has been the lack of attention given to practical training.

Developing cOuntries are making a major transition from a traditional subsistence
 
agriculture to commercialized production, requiring the use of many new inputs in the
 
proper conibination and at the correct 
time in order to yield the desired results. Yetfew - if any - university farms have bicen established for the specific purpose of training

stutlents to lnagezlk a farm and 
apply what they have learned in the classroom tinder
 
actual field coaditions. Man 'leveloping countries have e,;pressed the urgent need for
 
practical lnanageoent training, not only at the farm level, hut also for credit and marketing
institutions, sIppilV and warehou.iig,, fn oilities, wholesale, markets, and a host of other
 
activities which reuuire management 
as a vital input for success. Since there is a major

shortag (d (oducated and 
highly skilled personnel in man% developing countries, tliversity
graditaes are often required to play t' o or more roles simultaneously, i.e. that of a
 
teacher, a research adVik-e, a practical demonstrator for the application of new
 
te('Chlllites and technology under local conditions, a nanager, etc. This fact requires

de1veloping countrv universities to have even a Ibroadecr and more integrated program than
 
niy pres'entlYv c'xist in developed ('olulitry univtrsities.
 

t'ertaji li:Irticipants In this West African Conference cti1ld cite manv examples

of success ful r(ls, It( ormcd by U.S. 1n1ivcers iti es in their regions during the past several
 

('alrs, and t'olld ;ls'( i%((w Ill oriented roles for tile future. A much
:suggest I(eaoc " 
cleartr I-t if tire true coll U'.S. tmlvc''siti(s should pla N t WVest African development will

undI ) tcdI% ()volvo, fr( the (iscussio Mi Kil , after tt five different views of this panel

Iave hten1 trt.'tSl'tt'(. TO contribute to that ttiscuissiin, the remarks below express 
my

p'rsonal %iew Of ILt'l'S tO L' cOIlsidc'rf(' Ill (eciding the role of these universities, as
 
coeditluet'd N In\ mv Ivemcntii I te cll'r:inl5 ,eftilt Food and Agriculture Organization.
 

2. Factoirs to hct'tonsi(h'rc(x 

'I'he Ote weed which constantly haunts IAO is "urgent". Tile World Food Conference 
of 197.l n %S'rvc'd I0 I'e-tllhtic that if timl'w(rld's grIwing millions are to be fed, major
grains IImlISt t' htIl(ill('(1 tlulring tilt ('toimnig years, far exceeding previous progress. World 
population ias [l(l)' rachi d -1 hilliClt I)lt)lt' atid is protjecttd to reach 6.5 billion liythe year
2000( 2). 1,%that tine, m,rt, than half tht, world's P,,tllation will be living in urban regions
rather thalno cl'at teh.; tigtlU' SO perctt (of tie people inthis will illIULe approxilately
ieve'loped ctl('IItrits 1111d '10 pelrteolt in less (]Cvt'O el t'ttuntritos. At the tuIn Of tile century,
cit, dwelhlers will thcrtftfo' nutiitr abtout .15t million in developed countries alnd 1.5 billion 
indt'vcloliilg ct'IIlItlit'S (3). If world go vt,'n t'nts ca:mSUlIply this number with adlequate
fotod, hiusing, itil('r they will have :otomnplished a feat Whilch could benid allntIlitlt's, 

classified :Isa iniratIh At p'esent, well ovr'r -!50 million lit'oic are hungr lnd lack the' 
hasiC t'LCteSSltit', too livc :1 [o11l1ll1 lift' (I). Tit' dUtIlnld fotr food ill tt%'Cloping countrcits is 
Ilikely h,t xpaitd :Itth l'al . ctarIv 1 'IUOf ablout 1; peric en~~tpe~r duil ig tilhe tell whichn('Nt ' alrj, 

is wtIll aho't' tie actual m1Vtl'agt 1)rodutittion Illtclt't't,v if Il)tlt 2. G3pe ctllt ea' achlitcveda . 
during tht tast twelve.tears (51. 

'lt Illagilitidt it tih' t:iiksl 'ad tot' ti ag'tIimltulrIil st2totr in fourteel West 
AfriCun c(otiltlit's :also aIppirs ('OI'nIna1S. PoIula i~ll isex!ttttd to increast iy approximately
65 ilnillOtil pl'Sl'lns durI ng tht' nIxt fiftc'n \011t'S (G). To fted this gro\illg popiulation,
atiproxlllat('i*vI millilon adlitiollal hcctart's of arablte land will need ttl be tultivated during 

d' t'5, '(' additional irrigated area (7).theiln XT tt'll iiltiuding 30t, ht't'l Ifotiti 
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The dilemnmas of the policy makers in West Africa need to be understood properly
to design any type of development assistance. The expectations of the masses for a moreabundant life to conic have been raised during the past few years. On the other hand, tento fifteen years Is a very short period for any government to accomplish such a mammoth
improvement task, proportional to society's expectations. Promises for rapid growth
in the economy, especially it, the food sector, must be made by the politicians to getin office, and delivery of results is necessary to stay in office. Achieving the desired
 
results, urgently, with a shortage of trained manpower, a shortage of capital inputs,

and within such a 
short time spaPi, often presents what appear to be almost insurmountable 
problems. 

The problem is even more acute for civil servants, who are the government
personnel responsible for delivery of the promised results. These men are usual!yexpected to perform miracles and, in many instances, to complete tasks with 50 percent

or less of the staff actually required. Shortage of critical supplies, lack of transport,

roads, and communications, coupled with a multitude of delays, often cause many civil

servants to become irritable and overly-critical or, in some cases, 
 to develop an attitude 
of apathy. 

The above situation creates many other types of difficulties which need to be
taken into account when defining the role of any type of assistance to developing countries,
including the involvement of U.S. universities. Competition, always present In any
country between various ministries and departments, often becomes very acute in developing
countries as each unit attempts to collect the lion's share of available manpower, capital,
and supplies. Strong men often emerge in one ministry, which may result In one activitybeing developed rapidly at the expense of other essential complementary activities. Priorities 
are almost impossible to determine because every aspect appears to be a priority in view
of the enormous production targets set for the next five to ten year period. For example,
in the Sahel zone, many activities all need to be completed urgently and as a package:

locating water, storage of water, development of small and large irrigation schemes,

emergency feeding programs, grazing lands development and control, and a host of otmer
 
actions. 

Other factors which should be taken into consideration are the various national
 
policy objectives. These will invariably include a variety of goals, 
 and national universitieswill be expected to contribute to the preparation of sound strategies and programs, while
simultaneously preparing the manpower for program implementation. Self-sufficiency in

food production, to the degree possible, will usually be the first goal listed. Competing
goals now capturing almost equal status are: creating more jobs to solve employmentproblems, better income distribution among the masses, higher per capita income, improved
health and nutrition on a national scale, eradication of diseases, prevention of mass movementsto the cities, and the overall goal of achievi.-g dynamic or self-sustaining development. These
goals, in some form or other, will appear in almost every five- or seven-year plan in
 
developing countries.
 

National plans, as they are subdivided into sectcral, regional, and localized
projects or programs, yield a more specific set of objectives which can also be used to

judge where U.S. universities could effectively play a role. The educational systems

within the Region will be expected to train personnel to help fulfil these objectives. Each
department In any U.S. university will be able to identify a large number of objectives

to which they could make a sound contribution. Decisions need to be taken whether U.S,

universities should attempt to contribute to all of the multitude of activities, 
 or to a few

selected ones, through existing educational institutions, or directly in field activities,
 
or a combination of both.
 

General problems Inherent in almost all developing situations may also have a
hearing on the role U.S. universities should attempt to fulfil. Most countries will have a
sizable cadre of highly qualified personnel In the vast majority of subject-matter, planning,and administrative fields. The problem is there simply are not enough of them. The role,therefore, of any outside assistance should be viewed as a supplementary one and not as a
leadership role. Likewise, the country will often have inherited a bureaucratic administrative
system not particularly suitable for rapid Implementation of programs since it may have been
designed originally for purposes other than development as now visualized by West African
countries. Each country is attempting to streamline these systems In order to make them
both more flexible and responsive to the needs of development programs. Assistance should
therefore be so designed as to blend into existing systems, and needed improvements should
be made gradually over time, rather than attempting to reorganize channels or introduce 
completely now systems at the outset. 

-Al
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lere will als(o be a shortage of developnent-oriented subject matter staff.Specialized training abroad may have graduated personnel who see their specializedsubject as an end in itself rather than as an integral factor of tile overall developmentcomlplex where the subject-natter input needs to make a contribution; but in order toachieve positive results, tecnMical know-how must be applied to appropriate problemsin the right 1ocation aild on the proper scale, rather thani on snmall plots near the
 

capital city or 
in university laboratories. 

Ill. A Suggested Future Role 

U.S. uiyeIrsities should predoninantly perforn a developiment SUp)pOrt rolethrough and in full coope'ation with existing educational, research, or extensionin eacjh institutesco untry. .'vA()has been requiested bv its member nations,in Novenlber 1975, at the 1:AO CLonfereneeto make greater use of national institutions to implenment both itsregular and field p'ograts. The general consensus of nliost delegates was that nationalinstitutions must rapidlv develop their own capacitv
relulred to fulfil 

to carry (iut all the arious activitiesa multitude of ilbjectivis. Past assistane- progiants, especially forpilot developmenot projects, have pro%lded e(.perts directl\ to, a pr,)ject who theoreticallywere to inpro ye their natioinal co-worktrs, know-htw through I in-su''vice training. 
For s,5, leasnoms, this approach has not been as successful as originallyexpected. (ove(l, ..- f(ound it very difficult, due to shortage of staff, to assign
full-time counterp:, 1. to experts 
working (itt rather narrowAvailable national staff were 

and specific activities.
usuall.%assigied responsibilities c)vering large geographicalareas and a wide range of duties within governments' own programs; therefore, administratorsoften considered these assignments related to confined and specific activities, withinrelatively small-scale project, a 

as actuallN constituting aexpert, on the other 
loss in stalf. The foreignhand, working without a national colleague, wasineffective be caILuse lie did often relativcelnot know the 14cal language an(d could not fully conmprehend the


local problems.
 

Two alternative developlent approaches are available: I) direct contracting withforeign firns or institutions to complete total activities with a minimun of governmentparticipation, such as feasibilit studies, land andconstruction, land development, water surveys, dan and irrigation networksroa(l building, etc. , oilr 2) strengthening nationalboth institutions,through greater emphasis (in training larger numbers of local staff and by improving the

institutions' (levclOlpInlent Capability by a~signing them direct
till types of projects, thus permitting staff responsibility for implementingto gain valuable know-how from first-hand experience. 

Ioth approaches will Iundoubtedly he rt(uired during the next one or two decadesbecause of the absolute magnitude of the development problem. I'he first alternative,of su i-contracts, thathas the advantage of relati vec- quick delivtry with usually a nininunnwaste. 'he disadvantages ofit line long term , htowever, are mta n' . T Ite cost of such alapproach is prohibitive for mnalln'countries. Once the contractors have completed their
work, few if any nationals have suffi,_ient knomwledge 
 of the total workrcplacemnt suplplies ()r have sufficientto proper llerate, maintaint, or use til' facility or end productefficientl3y. The greatest disadvantage of this approach is that it does not improve thecapability of the ,ntellher cotntr to replicate sinilar work elsewhere in the nation. 

The second a pp roach his tht, distinct disadvantageinitial stages, and wasteful mistakes often 
of being ntu ch slower in the 

are mbtarrasing to politicians ain(servants. Ftrthermore, political leaders may 
civil 

feel they cannotlarge developmntt take the risk of assigningund Urt akings to local, relatively in CXltriened and understaffed firnisor institutions. If progress 
grou p in 

is too slow, or tht waste too great atid obviO)us, the politicalipower may eventual lv fte tollped. This app roiach does, htowevyer, have the greatadvantage 'If stimullatintg 
decreasitg 

tanil)oWe tc rsot'c e ealpbility gi'ow thI whil siinultanLOtSllVtte ntatioln's iepetidenco (in foreigners as so-called exlerts. Frtltherniore, thelong-term cost to the nation 
foreign extclange, anid 

will likely he ticIt less, especially in terms of scarceCaliital :ccut'mulatioin will grow at a tch faster rate once the initialgrowing Itnins p('ri(d is be)CI ei1mnplteted. 

licalistically, this stctnd alternative motist be the predomlinant vehicle forIe\'eVlnlent if the Ultiimate Vi.itud Nations goal of relative independence and .elf-relianceequality between mations is eve'r to oc' r. The successful realization of the Newlaterna'tional E conomn ic Ordert' now btcin, deaituimd i )yN'the dcelohping countries is also 



dependent on the full utilization of this sccond approach. The major problem is how to 
minimize the disadvantages of the Second alternative to maintain political stability by 
insuring a satisfactory delivery rate, relatively commensurate with political targets and 
with a minitmun of scarce resource waste. 

Expanded ut,. of national inst iutions will require an increase in the absolute 
number of national staff available for direct work in development activities. Onenans 
of doing this in the very short term appears 1o be through increased use of students 
and trainees. Such :n approach, however, will require nmajor adjustments in national 
universities' progranis and in their teaching alpproach. 

Education anld training institutions illde eloping countries have frequently followed 
practices similar to those used by dc'veloped CeUntries' institutions, where classroom and 

laboratory instruction is conducted for set peritods if (tro to four years or longer and actual 
field experience is to be obtained after graduation. Since the graduates have had little if 
any practical exitrienee during their training, ten or more years are often required 
to prepare an effective development participant. Some graduates never reach the effective 
stage because they were taugiht fortign practices and conceIts not adapted to local 

conditions. Others, becaus e of their lack of application ability, among other reasons, 
use every rieans possible to stay in the capital cities and obtain a desk )ib. 

In order to Ovu'rconieC SUch probhms, tht.approach of education and training 
could be mdifiod b. contbining educathin pr,,grais directly with government development 
prograns and performing siniultaneoustI' a :nultqplc role, i.e. that of a development 
program in'.pleIentation instituti,in and t,fan educational mntiltltion, and providing 
advisory services to governments i)i),i1ic, strategies, planning and programming. 

For example, In ma: countrius more detailed land evaluation surveys are 
required inareas a here de-clopml nt is pdanncd. Cturses on land evaluation could be 
conducted, and the land cvaluatoin sourvc-s cIApletd, from mobile training camps where 
students were taught phit -intertati and gt'itiwid co ntrol, as well as all other 
aspects of land evaluatiiin, inine resourcesin order to dcter the suitabilit% of the land 
for the uses planned, Similar courses could be conducted for farm management studies, 
farm planning, socio-econoimlc rsearch, etc. , which would supply governments with 
basic information required for protgrai and pdicy ut, loument, while simultaneously 
equipping future extension and research personnel '.vnli the necessary techniques to help 
rural people imprive their situation, Law! and farm development demonstrations and 
training could he Carri d out in government taret areas, where students would learn 
not only the principles of farm power and machiner5 use, but also how to operate and 
maintain the machines trader field conditions. Agronimy and aninial husbandi,' students 
could, as part of this saine exercise, gain exience in raising crops ri'd livestock under 
field conditions, while simnultaneously bheing taught the scientific aspects of crop and animal 
production. 

Such an approach would rtqquire inajor changes in established curriculum, teaching 
tmethods, scheduling, deg ru. rV(iuirenets, etc. It would also ((tui re a more multi
disciplinary approach to co,urse formulation and a weakening iif specialized departtmental 
structures within the tnivcrsitv organiza tion. Th( time periox to) obtain a degree might 
have to be lengthened, and students ma,. nei ii to it, paid a w(orking stipend. The advantages 
of this approach to the developing world are many: students would graduate as work
experienced individuals, who shiuld have a much letter appraciation of rural people 
and their probleiis; technique., and sciences taught would automatically be adapted to local 
conditions; government's working manpower base would be enlarged much earlier than by 
present methods; youth would le iiore apt ti lear' the skills of application simultancously 
with the science, and the practical use ,of eoquipmient, without reservation, much more 
readily than a person who considtered himself already a graduate. 

U.S. univer.sities are very wll equipped to assist with this exercise. They have, 
either on staff or ready access to, both the professional research and teaching types and 
the educated but skilled practitiner,; for practically any discipline required in the development 
process. 

Another role U.S. universities could perforn, preferably as an integral part of the 
above type of assistance, could be to help developing countries identify and develop technology, 
development strategies, institution and organizational systems best suitcd ti various 
national situations c").Limited assistance has been provided for these aspects (luring 
the past twenty ye-irs, tAt a much greater effort is required if the developing world is ever to 
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reach the required rate of growth. A large proportion of past assistance, regardless of its 
source, has been basc-d on the direct transfer of developed world technologies, policies, 
institutions, strategies an(d systems to developing countries. More often than not, developing 
countries were expected to change their conditions to accommodate the imported development 
inputs, rather than the exporters being expected to adapt those inputs (or develop entirely 
new ones) to suit local Situations. 

The starting point to design this type of assistance must be the total package of 
each nation's long-term objectives, and a rcalistic appraisal of the country's present 
situation in teLms of population, natural resources, socio-economic conditions, political 
philosoplhies, and the supply of foreign capital inputs which can be gmaranteed over the 
long term. "l{ehnologies, for example, should be evaluated in terms of the impact at 
national level oin enlployment, energy rtluirements, incomes and income distribution, social 
conditions, foreign exclhange reqirellie.nts, possibility of local manufacture, etc. 
Institutions and policies for credit, markleting, supplies, trade schools, etc. , 1,eed to be 
examined in terims Of their :tdcljtuac under local conditions for the intended plr:p,,se. Finding 
thIll ost appropriate nllan/land relationship policies most suited to national otuvctives is 
a major concern in nym n:ltionln. Should they dcvel(op their agriculture thuigh relatively 
small private farms, tarer co,peratiwes, f:lrfil cot'hiratioIs, state farms, collectives, or 
some other arrangements, each Of thest, :lrraIlgueiits need.s to be' tested under developing 
country conditions and objectivel 'analyzed t Issist gtovurlnients to select the most 
appropriate arrangeiientls) fi their gol1; iid circumllstances. 

Several r'cuests ari. also being recivu from West African countries for assistance 
to specialized schools designed to train tcclmicians and also to increase voational training 
ill the secondary education systen.l In tlie agricultural sect(or, U.S. universities have been 
responsible for the .Itutre Farnie's f Anerica [hIAt and .1-I1 irograms, which would appeat
to be a type of education very suitable for developing countries. These two programs have 
made major cintributions to development ini the U.S. and should make a similar imlpact ill 
developing countries. U.S. universities should alsi be well _quipptd to assist mnember 
countries with the develph ent if schoiols ol technology. Thousands of craftsmen, mechanics, 
electricians, and other technicians are r qtuired on all urgent hasi s, and trade schools 
would appear to 1WOne of the best neth ds of IeVhb PinIg this mIaiopwer in)ut. 

IV. lProblems Related to the U.S. Univcersity Qapabilities to Fulfil the Sugqested Role 

The scope of activities where supplenntary assistance could be used effectively 
in most countries of the region will likely be very broad. An*v single university would 
therefore find it difficult to supply all the required supporting personnel from their 
existing staff. Many countries of West Africa, for example, ia ve low-ra afall, arid and 
sumi-arid areas, humid trolies and savannahs. It woutl therefore seem .dvisable to 
think interms of a university's consortiuxm capability. 

Another Major pro)blem will be to find sufficient staff who would be botl' willing 
ani capable of living and working under field conditions. To iake the approach more 
attractive to staff, hioth U.S. universities and national institutions would probably need to 
liinlit tile field laboratory exercise to two or three months for any one exercise, with a 
mximum of six to eight months' field classes per Year. Rotation of staff would be another 

possibility. 

The role suggested in this paper coulld probably best be fulfilled by relatively 
youtmg staff. West African governments, however, nay be very reluctant to accept either 
young men and women or staff without advanced degrees. The type a-nd age of staff should 
therefore be negotiated well in advalce of any planned assistance. 

It xuay also be difficult to find dual-purpose staff from the existirg rosters of either 
U.S. universities or West African instihxtions. FAO, for example, has found it very difficult 
to recruit staff having, advancedt degret's, aIsrqXJuested by West African countries, who were 
also capable of ie rfitruming the praelic l :-kills assoc iated with the :qI~tication of the technolok' 
under field conditiox s. Additional staff pisitions Inly therefore he "- itluired to provide tle 
practical staff input, or existing staff may l)e required to undergo practical training 
courses before attempting to teach and direct students in the field. 
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Existing staff in universities may not have enough understanding of the development 
programs. 

process to be sufficiently effective during the initial years of our assistance 

a specialized
Departments in some universities have treated disciplines as 

static situation and an existing administrative and political
subject related to a relatively 

a particular discipline
system. Specific attention may not have been given 	to the role of 

socio-economic conditions. Staff 
in the overall development processes 	under various 

on development
would benefit substantially from seminars or study tours 

from these institutions in developing
to increase their effectiveness as members of a team 

processes and problems 
countries. 

especially if U.S.
All of the above are relatively minor capability problems, 

as a group and sufficient funds are made available to provide
universities are considered 

on the scale and scope required. Frcm an international viewpoint,
effective assistance 

very broad in scope. Narrow specialized roles 
the assistance should be on a large scale and 

advisable, unless implemented as part of a 
for university progranis would not seem 

larger multinational assistance program which would in fact provide for the needed attack 

on all fronts. Creating a dynamic development situation in any country will require attention 

short period of time. 
to practically every discipline in a relatively 

Conclusions 

and West African universities wil'. be difficult 
The proposed roles for both U.S. 

especially the portion related to increased involvement in natic!mal development 
to implement, 

to be the most promisingthe approach appears
program implementation. Nevertheless, 

manpower base in developing countries and 
one to allow for rapid increase of the 	active 

on foreign expertise.eventually ta eliminate their reliance 

If the roles are acccpted, certain precautions are necessary to ensure success of 

the total program: 

. The program should be well planned and developed on a modest scale during 

this initial years, in three or four countries. 

be fully integrated with the related departments in . University programs should 
avoid duplication of effort and unhealthy competition. Integrationthe various ministries, to 

of all colleges into the program should be the ultimate goal. Concentration on agriculture 

alone would not seem advisable. 

on the purpose. All participating staif, both national and I.S. , should be fully briefed 

of the prqraim and woirking relationships before the prolgram is started. 

Increased attention should be, given to the development of lower levels of 

both within the reular school.ocationaleducation, including primary schnols 	and training,
a sufficient supply of technicianssystem and as specialized] ,schools of technoly to 	 ensure 

for development program imnpiLmntation. 

. Personnel management will be a key-factor determining the success or failure 

that under hardship conditions, personnelof the program. international experience has shown 
at any one time. This fact is equally 	as true forwill work well only for 'imited periods 

as it is for citizens from the developed world.developing country personnel 

above but which should be . Finally, ore aspect which bas not been mentioned 

in our minds, regardless of the role ultimately agreed upon, is the factoruppermost 
loosely referred to ais 'Political Will'. Since it is likely that emerging nations will 

experience for many years a relatively rapid turn-over of their regimes, the aim of 
changes in

assistance should be to establish a working-level hierarchy which will survive 
help accomplishthe top political power structure. It is hoped that the roles suggested would 

this goal. 
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NOTES 

1. 	 Educational institutions, as used in this paper, include the total system of education,
I.e. primary, secondary, vocational, and trade schools, plus specialized research
and training institutes for which universities, as a rule, supply the teachers, trainers,
researchers, etc. 

2. 	 The grinding arithmetic for the Year 2000. UNESCO Courier, May 1974, p. 9. 

3. 	 The determinants and consequences of population trends: new summary of findings and
interactions of demographic, economic and social factors. vol. I. United Nations 
publication, Sales No. 71. XIII. 5, p. 190. 

4. 	 The World Food Problem: Proposal for National and International Action. United 

Nations World Food Conference, Rome, 5-16 November 1974. E/CONF.65/4, p. 1. 

5. 	 op. cit., p. 2. 

6. 	 FAO estimates of population growth for commodities demand projections. 

7. Estimates prepared by FAO for the World Food Conference. 

8. 	 All World assistance agencies or institutions will be required to include this role in their 
future programs. 



'HIE VIEW OF A MILTINATI)NAI. COMPANY ADMINISTRAT'OR 

by
 

A. T. Andorsom 

My purpose in here ia) give Y ,u a view of the responsibilities'v) eeing 
, I mi corporation the, relate to its worldwide activities. As stewardsrge multinational as 
,4private funds invested by stockholders, owever, we have the further concern that 
these funds be used wisely for the welfare of those stockholders as wyell as that of our 
custiIniers, our employees, anid the communities in which our facilities are located. 
This overlapping responsibility, then, poses problems that are not inherent in the 
activities of governments. Perhaps the following responsibilities as we see our 

imterrelationship s with governments, fireign countries and peoples, and our st)ekholders, 
will serve as ;uidelines: 

to set a standard to follow and he judged by 

to recognliz that our people shape our future 

to honor mutual rights aind obligations 

to let the market set the price 

to spread the benefits of researeh 

to protect, preserv, and improve 

to invest wisely and competitively foir the long t(.r.: 

to mana,.ge well for best results 

to build for economic growth 

to safeguard currency holdings 

A multinational corporation like Union :w '. often under attack more from 
inside the U.S. than from elsewhere. For examni of the problems we have had in 
recent years is the fact that we are exporting job, orond this fact, it should b, 
understo( that we establish foreign manufacturc, tren ship raw or intermediate materials 
to that operation, so that in the final analysis we h:Jve actually improved substantially 
the activity in the tU.S. as a result of the foreign manufacture. 

°Manager, Public and Urban Affairs, Union Carbide Corporation , New York 
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Furthermore, a great deal of analysis and careful study take place before we make 
a significant investment of our stockholders, equity outside the country. After this has
been done, we try to determine the candidate actions: What do we really have to do?In the research approach following this analysis, we ask: What are the baseline fore
casts? What are the alternative futures? 
 What is the inpact on U. S. business andsociety? Most Important is a complete pre-baseline forecast: pessimistic, nominal,
 
optimistic?
 

After this more or less abstract decision to act has been made - on paper, as

it were, a further clemen needs to he confirmed: the absolute desire and will 
to carry
out the action. No matter' how difficult or complex the action be, it nust be attempted if
the answers to our questions rl-e reasonbly positive. In other worelds, we will not avoid 
an undertaking merely Locause it is fraught with problems, We simply want to know
what those problenls are so that we can devise ways of dealing with them. 

one thing we insist on today, unlike twenty (r thirty 'ears ago, is that wherever we go, that country's people niust very quickly be illa position to rui the operation
themselves. Having operations in Over one hundred countries, we have beenii obliged

to set (own the factors to be consideriIl to achieve our purpose.9 within this kind of

framework. Aiong 
these that give us the greatest risk are culr-enecva\:lu. t-lulctuations,
 
inconvertibilit 
 of i rcency for dividends, or debt payinout to our A afoillr'.an parent.In Ghana, for instance, evn though we had some trouble in trying t, g.t Soif of ourinvestments back, we arc very proud indeed that I lie operation w !nstailld there worked
 so well with the Ghanfairts. ),o we sa again, blocke4]d ceieis, rontrol,
cxli{(/

import quotas, import license requirements do not frightecn us a:., n1t the Colllunication/
unde rs tand ing ltrdIe has beent conqertd. 

To()tt'V to insure that this hurdle is behind lus, :1ld h,I()r,, iwIgtl'A actual
operations illa foreigl Countrv, We do a go( ddeal,l ir;euiaIrItI.t \ wcl th tCIi)plesof that country. Long befoti Wee put the first spId( in !,, ':1 %W haiu.trpoiucod

Union Carbide University! 
 After W' ha',e chOscn those who w, hclit,, ill htii the(tles to take over alteT We hlve colinilpct.ed the pit.t alldlt ll,'.V h'I. 5 ht !.:: t(otile 
U.S. where they mI spend :anywhe1re f'Oln two weeks Ih)1l\ cI ll'S\
and our tecluholgy. E,en in this care.fully .prehiarilrd itli i, ,r ti \i.l s lainllage
tUId[ other comnutlitioll difficul!ties, though not gl',iat rhs t I, 


ii Aen tistni 

as a4 n1' cic)lllutS
where the risks ace illhttlc great , "o lintlnlZe, this ftctoI, 'e O It I a h Itlst
 
installation we lmade that 
 A It .S. 'llo)l(yees lea'rn tlit n I t :Nh'. ! iU;al.\befo re
 
taking up their assigniments.
 

What emetrges from all this preparator wic k, li',mo ,hhl'ivtct , ioigoinvolvementa, is this thret,-fohl imati'ix: education or'anilllzatitnl, distl,11:l1. 

. Education does not tcv.saily inea co:llegle( inthtis, 'athi" ilI('rstallding,
experience, security, and belief to the ability to get the loh dinle. 

(.)rgan ization ilmay mrean coillpcOin is., Dt) we inderstalll ti IIhow iht' Ivt t heiir

problems and their expectations of LS to change oulr ways 
 to mll3tch theil'sI.itl' iS; t'ich Of us golig to change a little? (r? 

. l)iscilline is nece.sal- (,I' oth sides si that a giotl, relationship is buill oIntutual 
trust. 

hOW eal U'.S. unlversities contribtte to the, kinds of p)rogc'tlnis that atced a widespectrum of cootributors? We are tecluicians, knowing rcasonhl 'vstcecssfully hvow 
to mialage a technical comtpany. We,atre not primarily social scientists or lawyers
- or politicians, though thto are tinies when we have Itobieall there things anid more.
In our view tile mtost useful association to serve the tin I ti-)itrpOSO goals of dev(lip)mllent
In developing coiltiti' it- is oil0tthat ithlldes majotr world nitve 's it ies , capital intenq1Sive
multinatiotnal cotllanies, rud interacting gotvernlmtents - theirs and orirs, so tIhatalniong
us we can harness til utian and natural resources to the benefit of all. But the poilnt Iwish to milake, it[lie risk of sounding tiresome, is that there triust hiea sense ot pi'pose 
on all sides. Let il leave Yot with this little allegory: 

http:colinilpct.ed
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Th: IS :in atoric d,-watering s stem ol som' desert coast. 'nire is also all 

smdite and a steel smelter. After the water has been desalted, it is usedaluminum 
to make thc desert comne alive. After that a manufacturing operation ma, be developetd, 

This can be operational toand eventually exjxvIs. Next comes an internal t;NP. 

provide for a million, two million, ten million people. This is a fact - or fantasy. 

'o make it fact r'jullirIes oly a (cOmmniitnictt to make it so, Are we talking about a 

billion dollars a'aday to prepare tor war, or a billion do1lr invtestuLcilt in a million 
livc peoppl'" 

You say. 



Seslon VII
 

DISCUSSION
 

A. Richard Kassander: 

'ro put Into personal perspective what I have heard today In this final session of the
 
West Africa Conference, I am going to describe a recent experience of mine in the hope

that it sums up In a single package sonic aspects of the role of U. S. universities In West
 
African development, and the prol)lems related to the university's capability 
 to fulfill that
 
role, particularly the view of a university administrator, and how lack of knowledge and
 
lack of sensitivity contribul to project faillures.
 

Two weeks ago to.Lay I was on the other side of Ihe globe in a country with a climate 
very slinllar to ours here. IfI had known then what I know now, I should have insisted on
 
vry different arrangements, in,'luding specifically, at a minimum, the ncessity for
 
touching base with ithe All) mision in that country. 
 But I was there with another faculty
nmenber at thi Invitation of hi.H former student, b'vnow, : highly-placed perrson in a govern
ment laboratory, ,it- some itt thei. S.,who had spent time here knew about our 211(d)
 

program, and who was eager to establish a Iti kage for his country through this program
 
and thereby derive some direct beneftits for all concerned. I am certainly well aware that

only IT.S. congr(sstmen can become experts on anything in three days; nevertheless, I
 
wish to(draw sote gi'netalizatlons about my three days, hoping in this way to illustrate
 
both t1w sins of omission and those of commission in th(,process. The quest ions that
 
loom large in my mind as a result of this trip will require some ve .'yhard answers before
 
any deler involvettnt of this institution will have try bhlssing. The fact that my trip was
 
nterely a touch of th, toe il ihe water, so to speak, an! hat titere wete no implied o-r stated 
cornriittrrents oin.ith r side, is perhaps the only saiit- portion of the etitte .:.e rcise. 

My initial 'ontalt war, wit Itthe. overnrntr. atizatLon with whict thv' proposed link
age was to b( 'elopei, I)utit sho0rtly I)'Iano. 010:Ir thi' it was quite unlik ly 
we were
 
going to see :nything else excep a visit toth baza:r itn e lither plesantries to
thte tn 

rourI d out an otherv,'is tuseful and informativt 
 britef ist . At my stubbhorti insistence,
 
however, pa rticularly locaus e the' a genty with which we 
 toreinvolved was not lahoratory

r'es(,arch-orientee,
a yev I Net visit was arrari, I with another gov'ernment lahoratorv.
 
Conversations with its director and his assoc'i:l'.l, tuo. of whotim had been trainted abroad
 
arid inanry oldvanred degrees, wet', qul j'Asefuil, even thougtLLh the field of (isof whoilltt;1d 


cusshon was a littieoulit Illy owt. I felt I could eq3tually well have been !alikiMto one of ti1y
r'lI:lgu' loreItn Tlu(soi as far as depth of knowl'dp aid understanding of polems were 
(.rlo'rIn ,ry'sirnstrunmentatlon - it happened to bi,:t hydrhi enginc erilg,.1. I'hle lahoni.r 

lalloratory - was pertapt.s lweniy years 
 heitird i'S, tti1 to :i'ihivL'ie saltedegr'ee Of
 
ACIuuracy and rellaldlity of results, thy wer't ttVIng longer attd .''
to work lfldler that 

would, but I am utterl' ,contfident that they were chieving solid mtodert results. With at
 
sacriflet, of only a little tito t-c'ause of thei, lay itl trallsit, we also visite! b0' libmrtry of
 
that particular laborrrorx) and found all tite ur.t'retli jourtnals present. 

When wi ,vent on to the lo'ral tilliirsit' wher(' I WaV1tt'l xec'y tnt'l1 to al" to a Counterpart
of mine, I discover,!, ,o!erntirely to ill.' duntilig tli:- enjolyabl( ntarny ofsur'prise, talk that 

thi[ r problertis wer si tilar to ours, the isamt 
 kinds of excrcises with his stat, government
to get approprirations and tiletntonal governmen'h'rrn eonld that!. of thal, universitytll Graduiles 

are well and favoraibly known here at Arizona. As a tnatter of fact, our experience With
 
Ihtise students has belt s) favorable that we have collie to beli'v 
 they r1ta,ie beter llwoiva
i'd thanlour' own grn.uatrs. I look withIll,' when we lett a ctpy of their course cataloi to t d 
oI tih long trip hornle, Ils,'overng in doing so that their ,ou1rses were not all that different 
fron ours, partly, I SUSI)'Ct, because' wilh t01V total invol'emrent of faculty and sltudents all 
,,ver the world now they sirply cannot ht' all that dilIfferrent. We have either hlrainwashed each 
other satisfactortly as to what a particular enginreering curriculun ought to inctlude, or every
holdy has comic to the ,onrlusion Independt,tly that :his is what itourght to include. Had I had 
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the opportunity to see the laboratory, I am confident I should have discovered we :ire using tie 
same texts, perhaps in translation. And while that laboratory may not have been as well 
equipped as ours, the institution's Students wtitUd he ct('ing OUt 'llh about the satime knowledge, 
the only difference being that they would to use much more1-0 (il utliptmVnthave had their ingenubly on 

we should consider out-of-date, though noWil adtjtu:lte to achieve the 3:11 l Oelrtof
learning. 

I do lot think I am wrong now in sainll tht I thiI. I (ICtteld 1 si il:11 111e1- t3, qstL to,'ning 
of attitudes and interrelationships. Withou: admi:itinl !o hitn,, inflexibl. , 1 tr, tht: It will 
take some powerful persuasion to chlinge 11Y mind, :although I am willing to !:11,t1any aMnMM! of 
time, both from here :at fron th to be'onvinced we 10tpeoplh hole ant people !0'', tht haMv( 
touched upon soneihing here that is attstttteiv essotti: tit, a successfut rontlzttt t it kidt 
of linkages the 211 ili programi is cominiitt(d to. I'he not htntficial result of sich : trip ais l1ine 
is not obvioUs to lit, h[Ontt the jrestig thalt iay have at'rtltd itO tit' )rsonf wi!h whtmnl W(, 
visited. The vllue of sending half a dozen individuals front his agencyt-ack here, for t ralining 
and experience in the guise of increasintg outr ,apalhility to respond to thetr needs is simhing 
that needs to be elaborated before I shall he satisfied th:l this is the best etourse. ExCept for 
the prestige value, an e(ltuivalent amount of money spent on assisting the locall tifttrt mihl be 
far mor productive as far as that country is concerned. Without full underst:ttnding ht with 
full awareness of the bulreaucr:ltiCand I[trastrutura :1ntd institutional prtfe s tilat Country, 
I should like to wor very hard and I should like !o have our instltutttO work t[ually hart to tr1Ir 
to make this ttiPl)en. Perhaps this is where the probleot rt.all\ starts. I itavt the1distinCt im
pression that ttt toal intellectual resources, as well as the technical a:ipaiilities of his coun
try (and to a certaint txtent many others like iit, are substantially greater than ite pt'trsOls inside 
that country are prepared to adm t. 

More often than not, I do believe, efforts to organize the total intelhttual rTsources and 
supplement the technical capabilities of such a country would do far more to ielp it than merely 
to expose those people to the whole brain-drain process, becrause many of !hnit never go back, 
and, unfortunately for that country, they repres(tnt theite-t who to not go back. Meanwhile, 
however, we arc busy showing them how we to it, and for those who do return home, sending 
our expe rts along to help, thus i mmediately launching them and us into necessarily capital
intensive projects because that is the waiy we do it here, and thus completely ignoring the 
simpler, sotnetinies tire effettive, sttttt ions that may be waiting t , be epltoyetd. 

It has now hton denoastrated, atnd ainy xipers fron this Conference support such an outlook, 
that the most suctcssful efforts have been those 'her tilt, approach has been consisitnt with the 
sclence-atnd-tecltnolttt- iinsw ext sting in a ,ecooptng etuntry and those not in cotflict with the 
social, cult1rl, anti r4iigious ml Iieotif !hey are to advance signiflcantlly the c ourse Of develop
ment in West Africa, u. S. uni.vers1i.i to-t understand and develop a pratctical approach for 
spreading their sopiistirate scientifilc revolution, applying In a realistic and pragnatic way
the eleimen's relt van t t West African involvement. 

Perhaps I shoul be oll as welt as brave and say I think West Africa could b spared that, 
and for West frica r(-ti anY o.ht-r developing region. That seems to be the message I received 
here this niornitid, atid ,vo wt;j',b4 ag Lh :aa: faraway other place. The total intellectual re
sources and technototieitl ctap:bi lities of those cot'.ries are not nearly as much appreciated 
there at hone as tht.y are 1)y somn, of us through our contacts witi their national assets. Per
haps it will only be tnecesstiry "to pu. our stamp of approval ott some of these matters by getting 
out as fast as we po.-'ibly can. We must acknowledge that there is much expertise available 
lo-ally. 'hP effort stoultd b,, to mtitiplV their experts in classrooms there, rather than multiply 
our experts in ciassrorms here, and thereby reinforce the whole self-determination mechanism 
which some rleveloping countries tend to tiemotan. 

One cannot be t htro in is own country, ''hich is why, perhaps, my host thought it more 
important tc accrue prestige by sending his people here for advanced training and thus Increase 
the power of his agency than to recognize the capabilities of other local Institutions and aecotl 
them the honor due theta. 
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COMMENTS / QUESTIONS / ANSWERS 

Kobena Erbynn:
 

We were really interested in seeing how the multinational corporation can work through
the universities in the U. S. to bring about some change, or some form of help to developing
countries. First, it seems to me most of the work has been trying to spell out what the U. S.government or U. S. Investors are going to get, without saying anything about what Is going

to happen to the developing countries. Second, multinational corporations have given us 
agood many headaches in Africa. There have been several attempts to block our effort at
 
industrialization, and Mr. Anderson's Corporation, I am 
sorry to jay, is one of them. Wehave had many problems with Union Carbide tn Ghana, the most bsic being to try to block our efforts at getting a ii ot in the world minrket. C"n you tell us v,hat this Corporation Istrying to do not only for Ghiana hut for the whole of W, 9t Africa? And what at tempts are being

mnadle to try to reno',ove olnle of these blocks?
 

A. T. And .rson : 

Union Carhide does not have a special poliey on West Africa, for we do not separate anygroup or any part of it' world. Since I am not an expert on Ghana, I do not understand what
 you refer to when you :iay "blocks''. If I understand what we are trying to do - and I believe
 
in what we are trying to do - there must be some Mtsunderstandlng of the things I listed. Let
 
me say again, we must work together for the benefit of all people, not an 
easy thing to do.
Since we are technologists trinmarily, thlat isi why world universities, including yours, perhaps,

Could form sone kind of consortium so talt we (inn better understand one another's 
 objectives. 

You know, I am sure, that if we atticip:l,.t :i,,, nat tdiffiPtIlty with Ghana, or with any other
country, we should protiatly walt to valuatt ll h o ri -: with extra c'are. I cannot disregard thefact that we are the stewards for widws, Iorphan.-;, a nt pension funds, those people who own our 
company. Anti if in the long tIrm we :i re p. .oring improperlv in somif'one's eyes, I cannotstand here and cotntinlc sai ting we are riti: and yvou airc wring. There is a misunderstanding
somewhere here, hut Ilnil t:r;l ib', tic :111' wip' n ultiitional oompany, (anttOt long survive

If it continues to le wro-00. 1 an soi.rV I careot! itte 41et at 
yotr question, because neither do I
 
know what you mean bthckit4i,, t1r (do 1 know G;hiai1i itt JiartiC(ltar,
 

i) eborah Ca i er : 

Mr. Anderson, you surprise ti(' by saying that Vnion Carbide Is for orphans and widows.
Stu'ely you cannot bellve tihat 
 wv are that naiv'. I understand that It is financed by Hanover
Bank which is part of Itookefelher-Mi'ilon and (ontinental Insurance Company. 

A. T. AnIde rsoni : 

I am sorry I do not have a breakdown of stockholders here, but to the best of ny recollectionIt totals 160,000, and even thoth It may be a block through lanover Bank, It is still money that
belongs to widows and )qphans. As far as we are concerned, stockholders a re predominantly
 
Inlividuals.
 

Deborah Cart er 

I also have a question for Mr. Shear. You said that $350 million were to be sent to West
 
Africa by AlI) in 197s. Is that a loan?
 

David Shea r: 

I used two figures, one that there 11a been :1(oubting In the total level of aid over the last two 
years, the otlher that It was b,,ing propose to double It again. The bulk of assistance going intoWest Africa will ie ot an grant asis . Indeei, we are proposing to the Congress that all funds go-Ing to the Sahel, to he poorest countries, he on a grant basis. Some of the slightly richer countries 
on the coasts, Ghana and the Ivory C(ilst, for instance, will continue receiving runds on both agrant and a loan basis, dtei)eting on tilt' llatur, of the project. 
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i)otbo'ah Carter: 

Can you tell me tie interest rates on that loan? 

t)avid Shear: 

The loans are concessional loans - forty yearts, including a ten-year grace period with
 
two percent interest. The balance of thirty years has an interest repayment of three percent.
 
That means i' has :1grant component of approximately 5S percent.
 

Dehorah Carter: 

CAI you tell us how much will go to the public sector? 

David Shear: 

I (an te'll you how much historically has gone to the public sector. I think the bulk of it 
",Vill to Inte the )unlidc sector in future. For fiscal 1977, of the AID progranis I am Involved 
in we are projecting a level of about $77 million, of which all but $8 million will go to the 
public sector, that betig government-'o-governwont financing. 

Deborah Carter: 

is there not more emphasis on gthing the money to agricultu'e Instead of nmanufacturing 
and industrialiwation in these countries ? 

DavId Shea r 

Withou wishing to rehash what we have been discussing during the last three days, I must 
say that it should b( evident, not only from my discussion but from a whole host of other dis
cussions, that one of the primary problems worldwide today Is the growing food crisis. In 
!vrms of acknowledgment that where the rural need is greatest and the food problem the most 
acute, the quality of life a" that intersection can best be addressed In terms of food, yes. 
There Is indeniably declining food productivity per capita, so that if the area Is ever to be
comw economically independent, the food production problem just simply has to be solved. 

G e o t' F as I a: 

I should like to ask Mr. Anderson what he thinks of the multinational companies having a 
se,t in the United Nations, Last March in Peru, developing countries agreed that these com
panies are strotcr all together than any nation in the world. Maybe if we give them a UN 
seat, we c.n do somethini, with them, 

A. T. A tide rson 

A few minutes agna questioner accused me of thinking her naivo. Now I must cunfess to 
feellg so lyself, because there appears to be a lot more to your question than I understand. 
Let ne say that I do hink multinational companies as a gt'oup have done an exceedingly poor 
joh at divtulging information to the public, such as what makes the machine run, how resources 
are deployed, and why we. di) the t'hlngs we do. In the future I think you will see this change In a 
tiajor way, then perhaps you will not be talking about whether or not multinational companies 

ought to get toygether and rule the world - if that was the crux of your question. If we are going 
to survive ovi the lotg haul, in the proper way, wc must be the servant of people all over the 
world, not an easy thing for anybody to ¢1o, especially an American-based multinational company,
because for mnany years we thought we could do almost anything we wanted, We had the brains, 
the technology, the capi tal resources to (towhatever It was we thought needed to be done, not 
what we thought other people would have us do, 

But we. have thanged, we are changing, I speak, of course, only for my own company, 
but I will stand on that. 
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IN WEST AFRICAIN NATIONAL DEVELOPMENTIEGIONAL ASPECTS 

by 

Telesphore Yaguibou* 

Before any comments, allow me, to take this opportunity to express my utmost 
to the University

Iratitude to the Ghana Council for Scientific and Industrial Research and 
on

0f Arizona for giving mc a unique chance to communicate with our American friends 

West African development problems. 

man :highly qualified peopleDespite certain hesitations that I feel in facing so 

in fields variously related to the topic in consideration, I shall e:ideavor to deal with 

our present concern as I am assured, in so doing, to enjoy tbh active cooperation of my 

Balima here present.eminent countryman, Mr. A. 

But before discussing how regional cooperation 	affects Upper Volta economic 
countries are dcvelopingdevelopment, let me describe its background. All African 

with a per capita income between $70 and $200. Countries in the arid Soudane
countries 

more acute state of poverty,because of the recent drought, witness a 

especially landlocked countries like Mall, Niger, and Upper Volta with no opening to the 

of the lack of political unity in the sub-region diverse communities were 

Sahelian zone, 

sea. Because 
There is no doubt that ethnic and historicalformed in the field of development. 

imperatives have politically divided Africa. Nevertheless, it should be noted that new 

winds of economic solidarity, of regional cooperation, and of human welfare are 

persistently sweeping our high contincnt. 

I bring to your attention the creation 
As an illustration of this phenomenon, 

regional institutions which fall into three distinct c"Issifications: Economic,
of several 

Financial, and Socio-Sanitary.
 

numerous economic institutions are the EconomicMost important among the 
Economic Community for Livestock and Meat, Liptako-

Community of West African States, 
and

Gourmah'Authority, Permanent Interstates Committee for the Drought in the Sahel, 


The Senegal River Development Organization. The Economic Community of West African
 

created in 1975 and is based in Ouagadougou, Upper Volta. All of the 15

States was 

countries of West Africa 
are members. 

for Livestock and Meat also is headquartered InThe Economic Community 
and brings together the "Council of Entente" countries -- the Ivory Coast,Ouagadougou 

another mept-producing country, hasTogo, Benin, Upper Volta, ard Niger. Malt, 
animal production, to commer

signed a special agreement with the Community to promro 


cialize livestock products and by-products, 
 and to establish beneficial interactions between 

countries of Upper Volta and the consumers, the Ivory Coast,the livestock-producing 

Togo, and Benin.
 

*Upper Volta Ambassador to the United States 
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A sub-regional organization also based In Ouagadougou Is the Liptako-Gourmah
Authority which consists of Mall, Niger, and Upper Volta, all land-locked countries. Thisbody has supra-national status because all three countries have relinquished some degree

of national soverignty to the Authority. 
 The name derives from the historic.empires of
the Liptako and the Gourmah which occupied the three-country region. All mineral,

pastoral, and hydraulic resources are explored and exploited to the benefit of all three
countries under term of the Authority. Similar arrangements exist with respect to
Infrastructure realization such as with road and railroad construction. 

The Permanent Interstates Committee for the Drought In the Sahel was created
In 1973 and Involves Mall, Niger, Upper Volta, Chad, Senegal, Mauritania, and The Gambia.From its Inception one of lis primary goals hal been to mobilize emergency assistance tosafeguard human, animal, and vcgetal life. In September 1973, the Conference of Head of 71States of the Sahellan countries adopted a program of action embracing 123 projects divided
 
into national and regional categories. Further details are available In Appendix I.
 

The Senegal River Development Organization was formerly the Organization

of States Bordering the Senegal River but was restructured In March 1972 because of

political disputes between some members. Now patterned after the U.S. TennesseeValley Authority, the organization lists Senegal, Mall, and Mauritania as its members.

Objectives of the organization are construction of a hydro-electric dam at Manantall,
construction of an irrigation dam in the river delta near Saint-Louis, and harnessing the
river's tributaries. The last objective is a comprehensive one with several specific
targets Including technical Infrastructure studies involving water flow, Irrigation,

saling, and energy production; research for solutions to technical problems; systematic
 
resource Inventories; productivity increases; gardening experiments; stock-farming
development; regulating river navigation; establishing energy-utilizing Industries; and
creating multidisciplinary training Institutes. 

Most of the economic institutions that I have just brought to your attention have
very limited financial means. 
 To address this situation, financial institutions have beencreated including the African Development Bank, the West African Bank of Development,

and the Mutual Aid and Loan Guarantee Fund of the Council of Understanding. The
African Development Bank does not limit its activities to West Africa but Is Interested In
being Involved in financing most any project on the continent.
 

Created in April 1974, the West African Bank of Development has as itsmembers Benin, the Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Niger, Togo, and Senegal. The bankfinances national as well as regional projects and in doing so offers interesting loanconditions. Indeed, member states can benefit from soft loans for long-term projects
and those states in special economic distress can benefit from subsidies. The West
African Bank of Development and the African Development Bank have mutual and comple
mentary activities in the economic, financial, and technical fields.
 

The Mutual Aid and Loan Guarantee Fund of the Council of Understanding financesthe economic aspects of the Council of Understanding which lists Upper Volta, the Ivory
Coast, Niger, Togo, and Benin as its members. The group also promotes small and

medium enterprise expansion either through loans 
or by acting as warrantor before otherfinancial institutions. On a regional level, the fund plays the same role by assisting
economic organizations. 

And I take this opportunity to bring to your attention that the U.S. Agency forIInternational Development (USAID) actively assists this mutual organization with substan
tial funding. 

If we consider in principle that the economic health of a country depends uponthe physical health of its population, it Is then appropriate to our countries to adopt medicalstrategies to eradicate the scourge of disease which saps the energies of active populations. 

It is on the basis of this principle that the Organization for Coordination andCooperation in Combatting Major Endemic Diseases (0. C. C.G.E.) was formed. Membersof this organization, headquartered In Bobo Dioulasso, Upper Volta, are: Benin, Togo,
Ghana, Nigeria, Senegal, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, and Upper Volta. 
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most fertile areas are river valleys. Unfortunately,In arid regions the 
are tainted with sleeping sickness and river blindness. 0.To make thosethese valleys and animal. .The C. C. G. E.valleys arable th+ey must become healthy habitats for both man 

specialized organizations, the United Nations, and awith assistance from friendly nations, 
has succeeded in controlling sleeping sickness.few non-governmental orgauizations, 

is riverThe disease that continues to pose a serious problem to these states 

Its eradication will demand mobilizing considerable financial resources.blindness. 

The World Bank, UNDP, WHO, CIDA, FED., FAC, and USAID are participating 

actively with the affected countries in the fight to eliminate river blindness. It Is a long

term battle, but some success already has been achieved. An agreement for financial 
signed In Washington in 1975 by the ambassadorsassistance amounting to $120, 000, 000 was 

of the affected countries and the World Bank. The agreement was for a program of 

financing over a five-year period. 

I now address myself to the impact of these institutions upon the economy of 

Upper Volta. 

Like all developing countries the realization of Upper Volta's development 
great extent on external aid to be derived from the institutions I havepi-ins depends to a 

iust mentioned. Our Government sees in these institutions economic salvation for our 

young nation. Of the nine organizations I have named, five have their headquarters in 

Upper Volta. This is proof of the great confidence independent Africa has in our 

commitment to economic cooperation. 

The impact of these institutions on our national economy benefits all sectors. 

Building the infrastructure necessary for the five institutions to function in Upper Volta 

will require substantial capital expenditure, constituting a material injection of funds into 

the national economy and providing employment opportunities and quite a number of 
our development plan have been financed by these same institutions.projects contained in 

I also spoke of O. C. C.G. E. Concrete results have been achieved thanks to the 

dynamism of that organization. Consequently, vast areas which were not habitable 

because of sleeping sickness and river blindness are today habitable. These new areas 

have become grazing grounds and cotton fields as well as food-crop growing lands. The 

standard of living was raised considerably in these areas as a result. Indeed, the per 
capita income grew from $50 to $300 U.S. 

Independent Africa is a phenomenon in full political and economic motion. 
most of which have been scarcely exploited. AfricaAfrica has huge resources of all kinds, 

also has much and highly qualified labor. African nations have laid down precise 
include gaining fulldevelopment objectives but still face serious challenges which 


control of its resources and its technicians; acquiring and gaining full control of technology;
 

mobilizing financial means; and nurturing the will for continental and common development.
 

It is only when these five challenges are met that Africa will have its word in the 

world economic order. 



THE FUTURE OF WEST AFRICA 

by 

K. B. Asante* 

Two hundred years ago a great American declared, "We must indeed all hang together, 
or most assuredly we shall all hang separately. " This is true today not only of the peoples 
of the United States but of the world. West Africa may seem strange and remote, but It has 
much in common with Arizona. It is farsighted of the organizers of this Conference to focus 
attention on West Africa at this timr. 

Allow me at this juncture, Mr. Chairman, to do as we (1o In parts of West Africa at the 
beginning of functions, and pour libations to our forebears and guardian spirits to invoke 
their blessing on this Conference and pray that they intercede with the Almighty so that 

* West Afric., may be fertile and its commerce Increase 

That our women, while they seek and attain equality with us, will bear us 
children to till our land well 

* 	Thatwe may be endowed with ,he intelligence to reclaim the land we have 
allowed to go to waste, ani 

* 	That through open discussion at this Conference, truth may eventually 
prevail to light our path. 

Physical Features 

There are only a few mountains and lakes in West Africa. hi fact the land seldom 
rises above 600 ni. or 2, 000 feet. Short visits confined to the coastal forest belt often give 
the wrong impression that West Africa is all forest. The truth is that the forest belt, 
like the rest of the vegetation zones, runs east-west and does not stretch more than about 
1:0 ki. or 200 miles north. As we saw this morning, a large part of West Africa is adorned 
only with a few trees which break the monotony of vast stretches of grassland rolling 
northwards into th insatiable bosom of the Sahara Desert. While parts of the south arc 
swampy and heavily watered sometimes by over 250 cm or 100 inches of rain a year, 
annual rains cannot be taken for granted in the northern areas of West Africa, a fact 
which the recent Sahelian drought vividly dramatized. 

We were led to believe by our Afritan school teachers that nature had blessed 
our part of the world. All we had to do was put a cassava stick into the ground, wait for 

OGhanalan Ambassador to Belgium 
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a few months and then cat, while the accurs'od Europeans had to slave away for every slice 
of bread, hence their predatory and imperialist tendencies. The truth is, as you are aware, 
that vast areas .f We',t Africa are drought-prone or subjected to great seasonal and 
annual rainfall variations. The soils are easily eroded espe-cially in the sa'anna areas 
and lack essential organi- and mineral plant nutrients. We'jt Africa, therefore, though 
endowed with substantial economic and hulman resources, does not flow with milk and 
home . it is significant that nine of thL least developed countries in the world are in Vest 
Africa -- Benin, fornerly Daioniey, the 6aibia, Guinea, Guinea-B3issau, Mali, 

Maritania, Niger, Togo, and Upper Volta. 

A rudi nenta ry knowledge of West African hiistory is essential if one is to grasp 
the possihilitie:; (,f the future. Man\ West Airicans look to the past for identity, inspiration 
and Iporpes e. l'hr,'e \Vest African states, Benin, Ghana, and Mali have taken their names 
fronl past West African empires or states. Thanks to Arab scholars of the Sth century, and 

' the work t the now mian, %departments of A fric',i -tudivs in Europe, America, and Africa 
itself, we have a fair idea of the social and pt litical organization and trade of tile West 

African peoplcs iroin tile ,th cnturv onwards. For our purpose here it is important to note 

that when the European arriveid on the s eene West Africa was in tile process of evolving 
viable "1bWn 1n,,1e1us'" states through the long, wasteful, and painful, but "natural" path of 
mtrigles, allilneciS, and wars. I'lhere %%r'e hardl. any frontiers and trade flowed 
naturall . The EurO(peans ar res ted this process and prtoceded to settle the frontiers 
0f preselt day W st AfrIca by agreement amning thelselves, outsideof Africa, and without 
regard to gegtapial, ethnic, eor eeonoiic ,on3idet'ations. 

hlistory eften presents opportunities if %kC look for them and if we refuse to 
blani, the past. The European intervention has m ,,t two najor languages on theinl,, 
people ilstead of nian3 , and two cultural medial'i, -.'l similar, for the management of 
the various social, cultural and political instituti ois -I the regions. It is for the 
peoples of West Africa to take advantage of the psitie elements o' the colonial heritage 
to right the wrongs of the past and forge that unit% which will ensure life with dignity. 

The Peoples of West Africa 

And the people of West Africa canl he relied upon to build a better future for 
themselves. West Africa is full of a great variety of men and women of vitalit : Moors, 
iHausa, Fulani, Tuareg, Bambara, Moshi, Mendigo, Akan, Wotluf, Yoruba, lbo, and Mende 
to name a fev,'. The vivacitv and businmess acumen of the narket woman iii Accra or 
Lagos has to be witnessed to be beliecvod. And what West Africa lacks in landscape beauty 
it makes up in the %arietvof its peoples: sh)rt and gay, tall and graceful, the rich 
sweating under the lad of copspicuous clothes consoumptio)n, the ),oor compelled to clad 
himself scantily and coinfortably . Variety of custo ns and language also adds to the 
beauty: Kwa, Mende, Voltaic, West Atlantic, and 1amitic languages: a modern Babel. 
Christian, Moslem, and pagan live side b-, .side n cinpa rative harmony. Tribal 
affiliations are important and have to be t:i.:(.n int(, account in political and social affairs 
but divisive class structures are not widespread. Education divides the people more than 
anything else; social nmobility is therefore high. Because the power and influence oif the 
emergent nmeritocracy is strng, it is essential that the educational and social system 

provide the elite or educated with a vision going beyond the narrow confines of self, 
family, and even country to the exciting possibilities of a communit of West African 
states which alone can tackle successfully tile harsh and tough environment of the sub
region. 

Natural Resources 

For the successful exploitation and utilization of the area's resources, tile 
peculiar qualities of all the different people are needed. The human and material resources 
of the area must be mobilized on an essentially regional basis for social, agricultural, 
and industrial development. In large areas of West Africa, as in Arizona, water determines 
the character and extent (if agriculture. Small scattered wells and dams have limitations 
and cost money. Few West African states have the resources to explolt single-handedly 
the rivers of the area for hydroelectric power and irrigation. Moreover, such exploitation 
is best undertaken on a sub-regional basis. Today, Senegal and the Gambia cooperate in 
developing the Sene-Gambian basin and Liberia and Sierra Leone are cooperating in 
developing the Manoi River Basin. These are pointers to the future. 
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Even if West African vegetation does not spring up spontaneously, the soil
 
still supports consi lurable quantities of Iahin, cocoa, coffe(c, groundnut, cotton, timber,
 
yam, rice, cassava, and sorghum, along with cattle. And the subregion is not deficient
 
in minerals. It has deposits of gold, diamond, columbite, iron, coal, bauxite, tin,
 
manganese, phosphate, and limestone, again to mention a few. Productivity in West
 
Africa Is low, however, and appropriate lechnololy, on the whole, is unavailable.
 

Social Framework 

Development const raints are due to various factors which can be removed only 
through concerted interdisciplinary approach. Low r)roductivity for example, may be due 
to bad nutrition, poor transport, unhealthy housing, indifferent management, hallrwed 
customs or rites, or simple la.-iness. All these causes may be manifest at the same 
time and it is no use taking measures to remove one and leaving the others. This necessary
interdisciplinary approach to solve urgent problems involves difficult management, and
 
takes time. Meanwhile, the vociferous, influential urban populations are impatient:
 
they want the better life today. They have radio and television and can read. They
 
know what life in Europe and America is like. The application of measures leading
 
to a better life are more likely to succeed and to succeed quickly in a just society
 
inspired by a government which syrnbolizes the aspirations of the people.
 

The Machinery of Government 

Much progress has been made in the search for a system of government 
appropriate to West Africa. This may surprise those who view events through so
called Western eyes. But progress has been made in both ideas and application and even
 
some governments which were overthrown did not do as badly as we are led to believe.
 
Nkrumah is accused of dissipating Ghana's foreign exchange reserves. What economic 
predicament would Ghana face today had it no electric power from the Akosombo Dam and
 
had it not invested heavily in education, but instead had plied up huge cash reserves now
 
deflated by inflation?
 

Nevertheless, evens suggest to even the casual observer that the region is 
politically unstable. Seven of the 15 states of'West Africa, Mauritania, Senegal,
Guinea-Bissau, the Gambia, Guinea, the Ivory Coast, and Liberia have had not 
coup d'tats. Benin (Dan'-mleV) tops the list among the rest which have had coup d'6tats 
with five since indepepdence 16 years ago; Ghiana has had two and one unsuccessful; 
Mali one; Nigeria three and one utsuccessftil; Sierr:, leone two successful and one 
unsuccessful; Togo two and one unsunstssful; and I pper Volta two. At present there 
are militar'y governments in Benin, Ghana, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Togo, and Upper 
Volta. But the pirsence of military governments or coups does not necessarily imply 
instability. Moreover, military governments do not necessarily represent a denial 
of democracy or the popular will. 

There is no "officer class" in West Africa and the army is fairly representative 
of the people. In spite of the heavy dependence of the colonial armies on certain 
etlmic groups, the army today has deep roots within society with which it generally shares 
common aspirations. It is, therefore, not surprising for the people to look to the army 
in time of trouble or to acquiesce to military rule when the elected government fails 
them, The young population of West Africa may be excused if they find it impossible 
to wait for another three or four Years for elections, which they believe may be rigged, 
to continue the game of musical chairs by politicians. Of Course, coup d'65tats are 
potentially expensive in human and economic resources and should be avoided. They 
may cause much human suffering and may arrest development for some time while a 
new sense of direction evolves and consolidates. But when a )eople repeatedly welcome 
these regines we have to re-examine our prejudice. 

The needs of the people of West Africa are so simple and fundamental that a 
government forfeits its right to govern if it does not attempt to supply them. But if 
these needs are simple they are not always simple to satisfy. The contribution of 
military regimes in West Africa is that, with all their faults, they have shown on the 
whole that it is possible to get on with the task of providing elementary amenities without 
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irrelevant promises and slogans and without unnecessarily tearing the nation apart.
 
It is, however, frightening to imagine what would happen if military regimes overstay
 
their welcome or turn sour. It is for the oeople of West Africa to devise systems of
 
government which enable governments to be established after elections without a single
 
political party necessarily winning a majority.
 

Regional representatives may choose cabinet ministers who then choose one of 
their number as head of government. The head of government then would be essentially 
a primus-inter pares, a chairman of a committee with objectives to be clearly defined 
by the elected representatives. West African governments are extremely powerful 
and can strangle ilo individual financially and social y. To make one man supreme in 
such a government is to ask for trouble. It is true that no system of government can 
absolutely safeguard a people against dictatorship. The only safeguard is constant 
vigilance by the people. But systems do provide a measure of safeguard. And the 
psychological and practical advantage of having Ministers chosen by elected representatives 
on a regional hbsis, and the head of government by the ministers, is immense. 

The power a chief executive has in choosing ministers and dispensing favors 
is immense and should be curtailed in West Africa. The argument that strong governments are 
needed for development does not stand examination. Strong for what? Oroinary men and 
women in committees make decisions daily and implement them without the 1telp of 
strong men. Is it seriously suggested that we need a strong committee hcadcc' by a strong 
man to make a decision about building a school or hospital and to see to the implementation 
of the decision'.) But such is the kind of elementary but difficult task expected of West 
African governments. G(ed governments are based on consensus and West Africans have 
shown that what they want are basic necessities such as balanced diet, potable water, 
adequate huxising, disposal of refuse and human ex reta, and prevention of preventable 
diseases -- not strong governments, however out of touch and corrupt. 

Regional Cooperation and Lntegrat: n 

But eve..n if the West African peoples developed governments best suited to themselves, 
progress will be limited unless regional cooperation is intensified and put on a permanent 
basis. The physical features, natural resoe.rces, economics, and history of the area call 
for unity of action in many fields. Indeed, West Africa must unite to fulfill the aspirations 
of its peoples unless each state wished to continue its provincial existence, with the mere 
outward appurtenance, ,f flag, national arthem, and a brewery; unless each state wishes to 
be at the mercy of external economic for-es it cannot influence; and unless each sate 
wishes to he suppressed, oppressed, and manipulated. The states of West Africa 
realize this and have since independence made various attempts at regional cooperation. 

Efforts at Regional Cooperation 

In 1959, just hefore independence, the eight French-speaking countries of West 
Africa entered into a custom .,, (Comitdcd'Union Douanibre). In 1966, the Abidjan 
Convention broadened the basis of the union to accommodate the English-speaking countries. 
Regional cooperation however, was still ineffective and the search for a better and more 
realistic framework continued. In 1972, the West African Economic Community was 
established in Bamako, but despite the effo;rts of the founders the community embraced 
only the French-speaking countries of West Africa. One may recall also the Ghana-Guinea-
Mali Union which sought to establish economic and social links by first creating a political 
union. The late President Nkrumah of Ghana, the moving spirit, later turned his efforts 
to establishing the Union Government of Ifr--a and not much practical came out of the 
Ghana-Guinea-Mali Union. 

The Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) also tried in 1967 to establish 
a West African Economic Community cutting across linguistic boundaries. It succeeded 
in getting a protocol signed but not much followed the signature. 

On the initiative of the presidents of Nigeria and Togo, a ministerial meeting 
on the formation of a West African Economic Community was held In Lome', Togo, In 
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December 1973. An agreement on the objectives and principles of the community was reached 
and a meeting of experts and jurists convened in Accra in February 1974 to draft a 
treaty. The draft treaty was adopted by a ministerial meeting in Monrovia in January 1975.
On May 28, 1975, the heads of state and government of the 15 West African states signed
in the Nigerian capital, Lagos, the treaty establishing the Economic Community of 
West African States (ECOWAS). The treaty is now legally in force having been ratified 
by the signatory states. Unfortunately, recent events have made it impossible for the 
heads of state to meet to choose an executive secretary and to designate the headquarters 
so that lhe secretariat can start to function. It is hoped that this will be done shortly. 

The Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) 

The ultimate objective of the treaty establishing the ECOWAS is the accelerated 
and sustained economic development of the 15 states and the "creation of a homogeneous
society, leading to the unity of the countries of West Africa, by the elimination of all types
of obstacles to the free movement of goods, capital and persons." 

These objectives are to be achieved in a realistic manner. The customs union
 
is to be established progressively over 15 years. Member states suffering loss of
 
customs revenue as a result of establishing the customs union are to be compensated.
 

The community envisages joint industrial projects and cooperation in agriculture

and natural resources, energy and mineral resources, and infrastructural links. There
 
is also to be coo)eration in the fields of transport and communications, and in monetary

and financial matters. A "Fund for Co-operation, Compensation and Development" is
 
established to provide for projects in member states, to guarantee foreign investment
 
made in community enterprises in member states, and to promote development proJects

in less developed member states.
 

The important field of social affairs is not forgotten. The treaty provides for
 
cooperation in social and cultural matters. But for the ordinary West African, perhaps

the most important provision of the treaty is the one on freedom of movement and 
residence. Citizens of member states are to be "regarded as Community citizens and 
accordingly menber states undertake to abolish all obstacles to their freedom of movement 
and residence within the Community." 

Economic Community not a Panacea 

I do not want to leave the impression that the Economic Community of West
Africa States is the pnaceca for the problems of the region. In fact, the community
itself will pruvide problems of its own. It will necessarily produce a bureaucracy whose 
management, if the European Economic Community (EEC) is any guide, will tax the 
resources of West Africans. But more difficult still, it will require new efforts and 
qualities of West Africans. 

Rule of Law 

West African governments, rightly jealous of their sovereignty, do not want to 
be inhibited in th'.'ir right to make decisions and promulgate laws which they believe 
to be in the public interest. But as cooperation advances and interrelationships are 
regulated by rules and protocols, the independence of governments to enact certain 
municipmal laws is limited, This need not cause any difficulty. After all, the freedom 
of the individual demands strict adherence by governments to the spirit and letter of 
the laws which they themselves have enacted. 
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The Social Factor 

The community cannot by itself solve the immense sociological, cultural, 
and psychological problems confronting West Africa today. A few examples may 
serve as illustration. 'File dcmaUld for western goods is insatiable but attachment to 
customs which militate against productivity is strong. The vital necessity of mobilizing 
manpower is accepted and great resources are spent on education. But we have not 
succeeded vet in developing an educational system whose nature, content, and results 
arc conpletely relevant to our needs. Our young oducated men and women are not always 
absorbed in the economic and social streams. Although not many, a significant number 
do leave to work illother lands or with international institutions. Maly who remain have 
a strong urge to turll ot learned dissertations on abstruse subjects which lay will the 

approbation of foreign scholars and who have less inclination to contribute di rectly to 
the qualitv of life of the country. True, original research must he encourage(; 
klowlcdge for its own sake must be promoted. But collection of prin ry dat a, teaching, 
undertaking extension work amiong the people when necessary or work on adapting 
teclnology already within reach and desperately needed in agriculture and industry in 
West Africa -- are all these too menial to soil academic hands? And are we all that 
brilliant to he alltowed to take the risk of spending so much human and material resources 
on research which may yiel no results ? These ques tions in :awa reflect the generation 
crises In W\st Africa. The Voting will not ask suich questions. Thev are full of optinlism 
and walt to be left a lou e to "do ILheir own thiing". And the. a re Many, thanks to edulcation 
ani improv ed health facilities. Fortiiiately , i1i r , )\ollgInen and wonlen are learn i ng 
fast and sh.wing great responsibility. They do riot think all that tilelderly say is 
barmy. M% 1h-I-ear-,old daughiter recentl sent me a birthday poen which read, 

G rey hairs seeni to my fincv like
 
The soft light of the ,niii, ,
 
Silvering over tileL'\en ing of lift'.
 

Youth is like a fresh flower in May. 
Age is like a ranb,,w that follows 
The storm of life, 
Each has its own 1,2,tv. 

The Task Ahead 

I believe that hunaiaitv has reached a stage in its evolution that future progress 
lies not in the mere adaptation of its anat,,my to meet new challenges, but in tileuse of 
its unique acqu i;ition, the human brain, to nlaster the environment of which it is a part. 
Our self- imposed, ,irbanized lite, particularlv, produces such stre:sses in aur individual 
environments that mai,' of us often ourseles In Mental institiutions, meintiotnfill(] iot to 
those who should be percianently insMleh but wi,, ire outsid.. We have done well, mastering 
the second domain, the p ,sical environmhent, but also have introduced frightening pollution. 
We have, hooWever, a long way to go to Ioaster the inititut!'lal (environniient: the Socio

economic political svsten; we our:-elves largel have creatit. turope and Anerica 
today grapple with inflatio.n, unelplovme-nt, and other soci(.cononic problems, while 
world peace and security remain fragile. The task facing West AfricAns in the institutional 
environment is riemolding and patterning :I regional economic and financial systenm to 
serve West Africans, along with edving a social and political system to suit the needs 
of the tirne. Fortunately, a beginning has been made. It is only in a regional context that 
necessarv stro ctural changes can be nade. And now tihe people of West Africa have 
decided to cone together. In the seeond half of the 20th century there is no place for 11A0 
million poor peopleh to eke out a niiserahl- living witlin 15 struggling nations each going 
its own dreary way, when by combining they may become a truly great nation. It was 
painful to find that West Africans could not do much to help each other during the recent 
Sahelian drought. And vet the long-term solutions to water and food problems in the area 
are hest Sught ina regional context. 

Today, 16 years after most of West Africa became free, our peoples still 
pr(xuce what they do not consume and consume what they dloriot proluce. West African 
states of today often cut across ethnic entities and have been fragmented without regard to 
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geography or economic vlability. Our states are mere appendages of the economies of 
developed countries, especially those in Europe. The economics are dominated by 
vertical relationships with the former metropole countries and we produce primarly products 
to feed the factories of the developed countries. We seem to be mentally and psychologically 
conditioned to accept the status quo, When we talk of exports we mean primarily exports 
to Europe and America and not to our neighbors. When we export to our neighbors we ask 
for payment in so-called hard currencies which soften every day. Inflation in America 
and Europe s automatically imported into West Africa and this makes economic and 
financial management in West Africa a nightmare. Each West African country tries to 
get around the difficult situation by various means, chief among which is import 
substitution and the development of more of the same old exports to the same developed 
countries. Bat import substitution only changes the composition of imports from the 
developed world to capital goods und industrial raw materials. Moreover, the small 
size of the individual state markets imposes severe limitations on viability and 
profitability. Factories work lielow capacity while parallel industries are developed in 
neighboring countries. What is needed in West Africa is a structural transformation of 
the economy and mental attitudes which will lead to the creation of greater lawful commercial 
and social exchanges among West Africa states. Only then can we in West Africa take 
advantage Of our natural resources, the wider market which the region provides, and of 
economies of scale. Only then can we more easily raise the funds for essential development 
in both the poorer and richer regions. Only then can we find challenging, rewarding, and 
satisfying work either at 'home or in the region for the fine persons turned out by our 
educational institutions. 

The Loni' convention which came into force on April 1, 1976, establishes 
trade link-s between .46African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries, inlAuding the 
15 West African states and the EEC. The community gives free access to its market 
for West Africa's products. Funds for development also are provided. Already it is clear 
that West Africa cannot in its present state of fragmentation take maximum advantage of 
the opportunities offered in the EEC market or of the funds made available. And yet in 
the short run West Africa must make maximum earnings from it, traditional markets. 

Conclusion 

West Africa his many problems but the future is not dark. Modern science 
and technology hardly ha%e been seriously applied to solve the identified techjical problems, 
hence the importance of -ooperative velntures such as this conference. The people of West 

Africa are tough and resourceful and determined to make a better life for themselves. 
Their go ven'llt'nts have shown the political will to come together to share experience and 
r(su)UrCs II huilding a better futo rC. \VWest Africa will, therefore, in the 20th century 
"scape ignoble as mere collection viable states with mere outwardir'rlch.\alllc,a of hardl 
;ippta.ranecs o iodeI)( det'ce . It is po is(d to iMake its unique contribution to humlan 
eiidt-a w. West A.ric:i has all the signs of future greatness; greatness not to be measured 
s)lely, I hoi., h. IIhi i( nhii'nsity (if her n:itional product, or the vastness iif her arsenals, but 
hivthe it,f)tlIII(', lightY, and huiiiaiiity (of its peoples. 



TRADE IN WEST AFRICA 

by 

Samuel E. Quarm* 

The area known as West Africa has been variously defined to inulude or exclude 
one country or the other for political, economic, or other considerations. For Instance, 
recently some have referred persistently to Angola aq a West African country. Yesterday 
in his presentation, Professor Harrison-Church went as far cast as the Cameroons and 
Chad to delimit the West African region. For purposes of this presentation, I shall 
confine myself to the ECOWAS countries which constitutes West Africa In a politico
economic sense. It is, therefore, that part of the African Continent bounded on the west 
and south, by the Atlantic Ocean, by the Sahara on the north and on the east by a line 
corresponding approximately to the eastern boundary of Nigeria. This is an area 
comprising 15 countries, all of which were former colonies of either Britain or France 
with the exceptions of Liberia and Guinea-Bissau. Guinea-Blssau achieved independence 
from Portugal only two years ago, but Liberia has been independent since its founding 
towards the close of the 19th century. 

These countries together cover an area of slightly over 6 million square 
kilometers and have a total population of about 120 million. The average per capita 

GNP of the region is about $154 U.S. For purposes of comparison and to set matters 
in proper perspective, I might add that the United States covers an area of 9.3 million 
square kilometers, has a population of 213.9 million, and a per capita GNP of $6, 200. 
The respective figures for Canada are 9. 9 million square kilometers, 22.8 million 
people, and $5,450 per capita GN P; and for Japan 370, 000 square kilometers, 111. 1 
million people, and $3,630 per capita GNP. All GNPa quoted are based on 1973 
prices. I hope these figures will help us appreciate better some of the remarks 
that I am going to make. 

It Is generally well-known that the level of trade among African countries, 
crimpared with Africa's trade with the outside world, is very low Indeed. For instance, 
Ghana's total export and import trade for the period January to September 1972 amounted 
to S832, 786, 758; the share of African countries in this trade was a paltry $27, 355,494, 
or three percent. For the same period In 1973 the total trade came to $1,092,513,450; of 
this African countries accounted for $85,513,454, or 7.8 percent. And In 1974, out 
of a total trade of $8,45, 688, 80S, African trade represented $99, 876, 014, or 11.8 percent. 

When one looks at the pattern of intra-African trade In the West African sub
region the picture becomes even more dismal, Not only Is the volume of intra-West 
African trade very low but whatever meaningful bilateral trade exists within the region 
is confined to only a handful of the 15 countries In the area. flere are some figures to 
illustrate this fact: 

*Ghanalan Ambassador to the United States of America 
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CCJ-1TRY 


GHANA 


IVORY COAST 


SENEGAL 


MALI 


UPPER VOLTA 


LIBERIA 


NIGERIA 


TOTAL WORLD EXPORT 
 TOTAL WORLD EXPORT TO 

WEST AFRICA 


1970-1974 
 1970-1974 


$ 2,685.61 $ 21.31 ( *79)2 

3,549.5 197.6 ( 5.57) 

1,204.8 191.7 (15.91) 

219.1 74.9 (34.19) 

115.8 40.4 (34.90) 

1,566.2 15.2 ( .97) 

18,545.6 239.1 ( 1.40) 

(1) expressed in millions
 

(2) percentages
 

TOTAL WORLD IMPORT 


1970-1974 


$2,503.11 


2,920.5 


1,716.8 


407.1 


341.5 


1,814.3 


8,614.9 


TOTAL IMPORT FROM
 

WEST AFRICA
 
1970-1974
 

$192.0 

114.5 

119.9 

( 7.67)2 

( 3.92) 

( 6.98) 

78.7 

55.5 

(19.33) 

(16.24) 

15.5 ( .85) 

16.3 ( .19) 

http:2,503.11
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Now, what are the factors hampering promotiun aid expansion of trade among 
West African countries? Why are these countries unable to increase trade with each 
other to reduce their almost complete reliance on extra-African markets? The answer 
to this question is rooted in history, in tile legacy of colonialism and intrinsic inequities 
in the international economic system which have caught most Third World coutries. 

Each of the West African countries labors under a legacy of what I would 
call a "colonial" economy. Even Liberia, which never has been a colony In the classic 
sense is no exception. The colonial economy was organized around the production of a 
few raw materials!and employing very few skilled persons and in many cases large 
amounts of migrant labor. Manufacturing consumer goods or even tile partial processing 
of raw materials was virtually absent. Private capital came entirely from abroad. And 
profits were remitted there, while public capital was used to develop the non-productive 
infrastructure needed by expatriate commercial interests. 

Agricultural products were two-thirds of \Vest Afrlca's exports during the 
colonial period. The oil palm was widely cultivated in Nigeria, groundnut cultivation 
began in Senegal in the mid 19th century, and cocoa was introduced into Ghana in 1879. 
Coffee, the main export of tile Ivory Coast and accounting for half of her total exports, 
was introduced there in the late 19th century. 

This brief survey of export crops has focused on the wealthier states. The 
poorer cou:,tries were no less dependent upon one or two products. Palm products accounted 
for half the total exports of Benin (former Dahomey). Groundnuts accounted for almost 
all exports of the Gambia and over half the exports of Mall. Live cattle accounted for 
two-thirds of Upper Volta's visible exports while migrant labor was probably her main 
source of income. 

The remaining third of Vest Africa's exports were minerals and plantation 
products, all of which were in the hands of expatriate companies. West Africa was almost 
completely lacking in manufacturing industries before 1945. The textile mill established 
in louake, the Ivory Coast, in the 1920s and the shoe factory at Rufisque, Senegal, in 19-10 
were among the isolated exceptions. Thus few industrial skills were imparted to Africans 
except through public services, tile workshops of public works departments, railways, 
and electricity corporations. 

Commerce, too, was dominated by a few large expatriate companies. At the 
turn of the century there were some fairly prosperous African businessmen in Accra and 
Lagos but they were not able to compete effectively with expatriate merchants because 
they lacked credit with foreign suppliers and were unwilling to combine. On the other 
hand, foreign merchants merged into big conglomerates. One such conglomerate, the 
United Africa Company, had with its subsidiaries in the early 1950s an annual turnover of 
between $400 and $600 million. On its own it was responsible for a third of Nigeria's 
imports and over two-fifths of the non-mineral exports. Its activities ranged from 
industrial enterprises to shipping lines and timber concessions. Other groups had similar 
operations in French West Africa. 

These large-scale operations by expatriate companies together with systems of 
protective tariffs insured that the trade of the West African colonies remained largely 
with their metropolitan countries. Local initiative and enterprise were effectively stifled. 
Thus France in the mid-19.t0s took over three-quarters of the exports of her colonies 
while Britain's share of the exports from her territories ranged between three-quarters for 
Sierra Leone to little over half for Ghana. 

This colonial experience has had the effect of inhibiting economic and trade 
cooperation within West Africa in several ways. First the West African sub-region 
emerged from colonialism frag:iented into tiny, unviable states, In ,oie cases with 
frontiers cutting across coherent ethnic groupings and natural economic boundaries. 
And for all these countries a pattern of development was established based on strong 
vertical relations with the former metropolitan country. It has not been possible to alter 
this pattern in any substantial way. Therefore West African countries, as in colonial 
days, continue to prcuducc raw materials to feed the factories of Europe. The economic 
structure of the sub-region Is still characterized by the predominance of agriculture. The 
range of products, as in the colonial era, is very limited, with one or two commodities 
constituting major export receipts in most countries. 

'Y 

LN 
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Promotion of intra-West African trade has not been helped yet by efforts atindustrialization. Since achieving independence most West African countries, anxiousto diversify their economy and to improve the living standards of their people, have
embarked upon ambitious industrialization schemes 
but whatever industries have beenestablished are mostly import-substitution oriented. The result is that most WestAfrican countries tend to be producing similar or identical goods and therefore are

unable to enter any meaningful 
economic arid commercial relationship with each other.I must add that another inhibiting factor has been a paucity of technological competence
which could he used to back the establishment and subsequent operation of large-scaleIndustries with export potential, in view of this, most West African countries have beencompelled to enter into joint-venture agreements with multi-national corporations.

Rather than encourage exports, 
 moost of these agreements unfortunately contain restrictiveclauses on exIorts. Ili other words, they are geared to production for heavily protected 
domestic markets. 

Colonialism beqtueathed two other ln. )r problems which have militated againstintra-West African trade. The first is the pre em of communication. Transportation
in the sub-region has an inland to coast orientation to suit the colonialist's own economic 
interests. i'rstal services between West African countries are very slow because in mostcases theY are routed through London, Paris, or Lisbon. long distance telephonelines also follow the saine route and are consequently tine-consumling and expensivemorethan oCe.8,ssari. The col mlunicition problem is further complicated by language barriers. 

Secondly, the trade links forged during the colonial days have produced an arealdivision into nioetary blocs, basically two -- 1:rench West African currency replacedin 1962 by the West African Monetary Unio (U'MAO) with a corn loon central bank and aiinstitute of issue f the CFA franc. The I.MAO includes all the French-speaking countries,except Guinea and until recently Mali, which have established separate central banks andnational currencies. tin the other hand, after indeptrndence the former British coloniesestablished separate cnt ral banks anld the c-rormoi ncurretcy, the West African pound,

was replaced hy%national currencies. However, 
 all the hi rnier tBritish dependencies
maintained trade links with tHritain through the Conunnnw( alth Preference Scheme. 

Flurthtr' evidence of ar(al division into blocs and i 9 adverse operation against
the interests of intra-Wst African trade is that the countries .if forwer French West
Africa with tilt.('xception (If (; -ioea, hecallie associate Inenibers 
 ,,f the European Eco-,omic-toirniunit\ iEE('I unLder the First ald Second Yaounde, Conventio)ns. The associationinvolved jr'ferential trading btwell tIL' EEC and the associated sta:es. This association
together with other customls arrulg, ints :lread. existing bectween various groups of

French-speakilg Countries dliscrimrinaterd against angiophone countries.
 

Ther. is also the probulemni o, tariffs. All tire West African countries, with the
exception of oil- rich Nigeria, (deivte a substantial tart of their rVente from import
and export duties. To this end, tariffs air nmadt so high that 
not man countries in thesub-regiin are arli' tro e.xport their goods to orn another. In certain t ases also, notablyin the franc)phll countries, Ote tariff s Stelll is digitei to the advantage of certain
 
countries if the str-regiiin or t'ven io ntries 
iutsirl' Africa. 

with theiyun d cl %sly tariff lrhin is tire questioen of quantitative restrictions. 
CtnIII' i :lany cV veS h i compelledri h tho se restrictitorns ti conrat balance of 

payment Irnoirillns, 

In lltiIr cises, trrr,, tt' restr't errsti rlSt' illirli'd ed io uOrft prt'tcr'tim n to new
industries or tli diiscnriinate 
 agoainst g ets OigirrnatiIg frOlm oUtsirL' :rr1 OcOllrnic 
grouping. 

tver an abOve all tirese pr)ilienis is I problerm oi prmi'rt\ in the West African 
sub-region. I have alreadv norited that the averagci, ior e!In)ita GNI) f tihe area is Abmut$15-1. For tit' Cariuibean tire figure is $6S!) and for lhe Pacific $3.2 ; si, that even anlongdeveloping countries tire region Is tpoor. (Of the 25 criunlries desiginated try tihe United
Nations as least Developed Cuiuntries(I iLIs), 16 are iii Africa, anrid of tire t;6, seven are in West Africa inleiding ;uinea-Bissau. The siall size of many African econonmiesand the landliocked porisition of sone of tirerm aggravate this problem. T, ineuities
inherent in the international economic sste rn, to wh ich I have referred already, also 
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in3bllty to forge stronger trade links among ourselvos. 
contribute to our poverty and to our 

It does notThe structure of our economic relationships with developed countries calls for Africa to 
not consume and consume goodsprtotuee primiary goods which it does 

countries produce what the international
produce. This structure, then, makes our 

our economies particularlyand not what our countries need, makingsystem wants to international
dependent on unbalanced trade with developed countries and vulnerable 

arena over which we have no control. Our dependence
market-place fluctuations, an 

Recurrent 
on fluctuating export earnings frustrates any realistic and long-term planning. 

balance of payments problems stemming from the unwillingness of developed countries 

to concede even minimum demands of developing countries for fair and equitable trade 

our economic fortunes and trade prospects.have had major impac s on 

have not daunted efforts by countries in the region,
Those difficulties, however, 

at both bilateral 
to forge firmer and more meaningful trade links between themselves 

for instance, has signed trade agreements at one time or 
and multilateral levels. Ghana, 
the other with several West African countries, including Mall, Upper Volta, Niger, and 

Ghana was to export a number 
Sierra Leone. In an agreement with Niger signed in 1963, 

wood products,
of commodities including cocoa products, coffee, fruits, sawn timber, 

Niger agreed to supply groundnuts, cattle, millet,
mattresses, grains, and cement. 
cotton and sorghum. All these agreements stressed the desire of both partners to expand 

Some agreements worked
and strengthen economic and trade relations between them. 

including payment arrangementson various difficulties,successfully and others floundered 
and administrative bottlenec'.s. 

Efforts to expand trade and economic cooperation at multilateral levels have been 
more active in this

profuse. The French-speaking countries particularly have beer 
in 1959 under the aegis of the colonial

direction than the anglophone countries. For instance, 
- Senegal, Mall, Niger, Upper Volta,administration the nine French colonies Mauritania, 

the Ivory Coast, Togo, Benin, and Guinea - constituted themselves into the Comitd d'Union 
later in 1966, these same countries signed

Douaniere (CUD), a customs union. Seven years 
the Abidjan Convention which sought to broaden the base 	of CUD membership to accomodate 

CUD was therefore renamed Unionother West African countries outside the French union. 

Douaniere des Etats de L'Afrique de L'Oucst (UNDEAO) for West African Customs Union.
 

The main objective of this union, as well as its predecessor, the CUD, was to promote
 
a common external tariff.intra-African trade by establishing 

in West AfricaIt should be clear from this discussion that trade problems 
How can they be resolved? Various attempts at 

are as complicated as they are legion. 	
andshort-sighted,regional cooperation have failed because they have been parochial, 

truly have not broken away from colonial orientation. 

In ECOWAS we have the first effort at a truly all-embracing, regional economic 

It is the best attempt made so far to foster a veritable sense of regionalcooperation. 
identity and to break down trade impediments arising from the colonial-historical
 

The treaty establishing ECOWAS was
legacy and the anglophone-francophone dichotomy. 
by the heads of state of 11 member countries and thesigned in Lagos on 28th May 1975, 

of four others, The level of the signatureheads of government and plenipotentiaries 
new economic arra.,gementconfirms the importance which member countries attach to this 


and their faith in its potential to revolutionize economic relations in the region.
 

persons, andThe treaty is basically an agreement about free movement of goods, 

And it is designed to resolve most of the problems which I earlier enumeratedcapital. 
-- the problems of transport and communications,regarding expansion of trade in West Africa 


currency, tariffs, and wasteful duplication of industrial projects.
 

ECOWAS, no doubt, has been strengthened by the Treat, of LomS under which ALL 

of Africa and come countries in the Caribbean and the Pacific hav,; been associated with the 

as one body commonly referred to as the ACP Group. This has resolved once and forEEC 

all the harmful, discriminatory and competitive practices which the previously separate
 
associations with the EEC engendered.
 

Another problem which ECOWAS will help solve is that of smuggling or illegal 
By the very nature of its operation, It is impossibletrade between countries In the region. 

on the level of the illegal trade in West Africa, but the trade does goto have complete data 

on, and at a brisk pace, It has become the biggest drain on Ghana's foreign exchange
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earnings. It has been estimated conservatively that as much as tcn per cent of Ghana's 
cocoa is smuggled to the Ivory Coast and Togo. Thus Togo, although not a cocoa grower
 
is an important cocoa exporter. Milk, sugar, soap and textiles are smuggled in large

quantities to Togo, and alcoholic beverages and cigarettes are smuggled hack into Ghana.
 
Ghanaian manufactured products, particularly aluminium pots and pans, find their way to
 
Upper Volta and Mali by illegal routes. Even food -- rice, maize, and millet -- is 
smuggled out, particularly to Upper Volta. In 1972, there was a near riot in Bolgatanga
because of th., acute food shortage arising out of the illegal food traffic to Upper Volta. 

Considerable a muggling goes on between Nigeria and Benin, the Gambia and 
Senegal, and liberia and Sierra Leone, illegal trade impossible to control because of 
the long borders which cannot be effectively patrolled and, perhaps even more, because 
of tribal and ethnic connections on either side of the borders. Goods are carried across 
generally at night by head loads. Ghana has tried every means to stop this, from the 
promise of rewards for information on smugglers to establishing a border guard unit 
within the army, but has failed to effect any sig:,ificant reduction in smuggling activities. 

A person may engage in smuggling either because certain goxs are not 
available in the receipient c'ountry or because while the goods are available, they are 
very expensive compared to prices in neighinoring countries, in either case the 
smuggler is impelled by the huge profit he is sure to make. Restrictive import laws, 
currency regulations, and subs idized local manufactures are the major causes of 
smuggling. Only the removal of be practices through ECOWAS can bring an effective 
halt to this illegal trade, trade which conStitutes a serious drawback to ecoinomic de;elopment 
in the region. 

No one tall gainsay the fact. that Africa has great economic potential. Much of 
this potential rtsiibs in vest Africa. Various and rather complicated problenis have,
however, so far ntalde the maxinumiti UtiliZatin of this piotential inpossible. It Seems 
to me that we have arrived at the threhhld of a bireakthrougi in our econonh ic stagnation 
now that we have identified thet lidanental probhies and are prc[pated to take theni up 
on a practical basis. 

se by their 
on an international .stale. That is why it is commendable that the University of Arizona 
should be cooieratiog with the CSIII to address the questin of Natural Resources Management 
in Arid Regions. The iitlact Of the Saelion drought ott trade and economic development
in West Africa in gmncral has been catastrophic and hence it is of concern to all of us in 
the region to work tigethe to prevent a recurrence. The establishinent of ECOWAS 
hiS denionstrated that the I'oLITICA1. WI.1. for such cc )eration exists. We have only 
to translate it into meaningful action. I am confident that we will. 

Some of th,. [probhlms, very nature and coniplexijty, have to be tackled 



CONFERENCE ON DESERTIFICATIONUNITED NATIONS 1977 

by 

Harold E. Dregne" 

atU.NEP's International Desertitication Conference, to be held in August 1977 
the General a location vet to be determined,waoS called as a result of a resolution from 

in Decemher 1t74, headed "International Cooperation to
Asseitblv of the United Nations 

reco'gnize tile amn'10111t of degradation
Combat Desertification." The. conferenct' Is designed to 

nost recentl been brought t, w)rldwideof arid lands that hls Occul'e'd lld that has 
the Sahel. (10 If the complic'atioIns assoCiated with planning

attention by the drOught in 
to atte Illt to distI ngplish short-term effects due to

the Desertificati n C1e runce is 


drought :and l(on -termti dcgradation that nl.:mv think has Occurred in arid rtgion,.
 

First, I should likt t,, define desertificatin, t definitil not eve(r)bodty agrees 
invlved in descrtificaition as I see it.

with. Sec2od, i shou1ld like t,, idenifV sOM'c :reras 

Third, I shall de.scrib crgrams und(ewa in pr.paratin f)' the (Confer nAce', lld finally 
CimlIllt in ne Plan f .- tiol ti bring the whole tiing together. 

)esertificat on is the or cess 4[Itp)ove'lhent Of arid, scnli.lrid, 111dsubhunlid 

D3sSrtifieatii as a term could equallyecosysteMs Lildi r thc impact ,-,f man and aridity. 

apply to humid regions, but fir the purposes of the Conference it will apply to !he arid 
It will he- ver 5' ilifficult, it not virtually

regions and some ,f the: contiguous sulhumid regitns. 
irliar: economic c niditi(n, ti, restl 't, a se'rl. desertified areaim)possible .n'd.r all. 

tre not manv place-, iround111] thet-) its original level 4 production. AS I See it, ticre 

-orldwidt in that catcg,)rv: There arc s ne theln southern side1,, the Saihar:i in NipLer, 

Mali, and M:uritania, there are two more Up in the 	northern pirl of Africa; oiln, ill the 
and one Or two) small uines iniSouthiOther ii the nitd States,Mesopotamian Valle,'h; 

America. I feel that The desertificati in problem is nowhere near as ext reif aS manY 
indicated in delineating those destriyeci lands beyond the possibilitvpeople have ii 

restoration. 

D)uctnnents .ill he prepared to serve as background material for the 1977 

reviews will go through varioius tuniCS individually. The('onference. Cmipinent 
Ca'e studiescomponent reviws are literatuir,. searches and inte rpretat ion of tnenl . 

will take advantage of experience in various areas around the world to get sonic lessons 

for the future on combating desertification, The feasibility of transnational projects will 

be considered in relation to the possibility of international cooperation in such eases as 

the establishment of greenbelts in north Africa. Desertification maps of various kinds 

will be prepared, and finally the Plan (if Action. 

The component reviews are four in number: clinate and desertification, lentuogralph

ecological change, and desert technology, to be completedic, social and behavioural aspects, 

by September 1976. They will then be integrated into one overview relx)rt which is to be
 

ready by November 1976.
 

'Director, ICASALS, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas, and Senior Consultant,
 

United Nations Conference on Desertification
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The case studies will concentrate on Pakistan and Iraq, Chile and Tunisia, 
India and Niger. Pakistan and Iraq are soil salinity problems, Chile and Tunisia 
examples of desertification 

are 
in the winter rainfall areas, and India and Niger in the summer
 

rainfall areas.
 

UNEP informs me that mainland China has agreed to conduct a case study in its nationalterritory but I do not know where it will be. There are also some less intensive studies
 
in Oregon, Israel, and Australia.
 

Among the other documents that will be prepared are the feasibility of transnational 
projects. These are to he completed by May 1977, far ahead of the Conference itself. They

include:
 

. The Saharan greenbelt in North Africa, a proposal to reforest the strip of land
 
on the northern edge of the Sahara
 

. Groundwater management in Nubian sandstone 
as well as in some deep 

acquifers in the Arabian Peninsula 

* Livestock and range management in the Sahel area and in Sudan 

* Monitoring desert processes in South America using satellites and 
sensing devices to follow the process Of desertification 

. Large scale interbasin water transfer within the USSR from the northflowing
rivers in Siberia through central Asia for irrigation, and the transfer of water from
 
Canada to the United States.
 

The desertification naps will include four grolps. There will !e a revised
 
Meigs map of arid region climates, and an .AU global desertification map with some
 
descriptive material at the verI 
 small scale of 1:25,1000, 000. There will also be an

FAO map for Africa north of the equator at a scale of 1:1, 000, 000, as well as a map

to accompany the case studies.
 

VIf
'he last item the dcumenIts will he the Plan of Action itself. There will 
be some opening remiark-, rco anmuendations for action, and action required. 

The scheduling of this world Conference is designed to focus attention on a
worldwide problem that nimy think can become nothing but worse in the inmnmediatC future. 
Personally I think it is going to worsen even though chances for recovery of Much of
the land is still reasonably good. (Others feel this will not be the case, that we may
have reached rock InIttoi. In a nv event, it appears to me that unless the process is
stopped, there will be serious rejcercussitlns 111 hundreds of millions of p)It()1e who are 
living in time arid regions. File executive director of UNEP, the officer responsible for
the preparation (If the Conference, is determined that practical proposals and pragmatic
solutions to the desertification prolblem, will be forthcoming throegh the Plan of Action
being strongly opolosed to making this an acadenmic exercise. The degree to which that 
can be done rcmains to be seen, but certainly ever' effort is nowI\vbeing made to answer
the basic questions on a problem-solving basis. There will he five regional meetings
around the world starting early in 1977 to discuss the Plan of Action and get governmental
reactions. Since the Conference itself is a goverllllental conference )ecause it is UN
sponsored, governments :are to be consulted prior to the actual convening. 

I should like to conclude by niting tllatis I see it, there are no quick tecluiological
fixes to the desertification problem, and I doubt there are many people left who do
believe there are easy solutions, But even though there are times when it is difficult 
to remain optimistic, we must hold fast to)the hope that the problem can be controlled 
if we have the will todo so aid if there cal be international cooperation to attack it. 



AN ECOLOGICAL VIEW OF THE SAHEL - SUDAN REGION 

OF SUB - SAHARAN WEST AFRICA 

by 

E. Lendel Cockrum" 

I. ecological terms, the basic problem of sub-Saharan West Africa is that the human 
carrying capacity of the region has been exceeded. No longer, under the current systems 
of exploitation, is the percentage of solar energy being converted into forms acceptable to 

humans as food in plants or secondarily In animals high enough to meet the needs of the 
Increasing human population. This problem Is not unique to West Africa. According to 
UNESCO (1974), "Since the early 1960s agricultural production In the developing coun
tries has grown at an average rate only slightly faster than their population growth ... 
On a per capita basis, food production In the developing countries In 1972 was very 
close to the average level of the early 1960s; there was no real improvement." 

From a strictly regional view, one can well argue that there is no need for the Sahel-
Sudan region to be self-sufficient in food production. Let us assume that the region Is a 
large, isolated Island with no plants, animals, or even drinking water. Only man Is pres
ent. The region Is well supplied with platinum nuggets. All a human has to do is go out 
and pick them off the ground. Obviously these can be exchanged, In the present world 
context, not only for food and water but also for a huge spectrum of things variously caa
sifted by humans as necessities or luxuries. Obviously much truth exists in this view. The 
exact nature of these "platinum nuggets" varies from time to time and place to place. In 
places, the assembly of transistor radios by local people appears to meet the definition. In 
other places, tourism, oil, or something else appears to serve the purpose. Two major 
constraints, however, mitigate against this approach to solving the problems of the Sahel-
Sudan. 

First is the fact that the supply of "platinum nuggets" In the region is extremely limited. 
Distance from markets makes all but the rarest or richest deposits of minerals economically 
unsuitable for exploitation under present conditions. Similar constraints exist for most other 
platinum nugget" solutions. Certainly the few that can be Identified should be exploited for 

'he region's maximum benefit. 

The second constraint Is the recognition that on a global basis areas suitable for food 
production are not unlimitf With the ever-increasing human population, total food require
ments are escalating raph, Land suitable for expanding agricultural production is becom-
Ing more and more limited. As a result, pressures for self-sufficiency In areas as large as 
the Sahel-Sudan region are ever Increasing. This does not mean, however, that the region 
should not import foodstuffs. In theory at least, the whole region might be best ,iulted to 
growing an Inedible fiber crop. As long as a world market existed for this production at a 
price that would permit the region to Import all of Its needs, then self-sufficiency would exist. 

Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, and Mammalogist, Agricultural Experiment 

Station, University of Arizona 
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In any case, it appears evident that some sort of agricultural system must be employed

along with the few "platinum nuggets," 
 for the countries of the Sahel-Sudan region to escape
from their present dilemma Thus, some understanding of basic limitations to ecosystem 
productivity is necessary. 

The productivity of any ecosystem is determined by a series of Interacting factors. In 
hot arid and semiarid regions such as sub-Saharan West Africa, major limiting factors are
the amount and seasonal distribution of water. Potential evapotranspiration rates that greatly
exceed actual available water further reduce productivity, especially of field crops. Thus the 
recent drought had drastic effects not only on crop and animal production but also on the produc
tivity of the total ecosystem. 

Until the mid-1960s the region was generally self-sufficient In grain production and was a
net exporter of meat. Sedentary farmers produced enough cereals for their own use and for 
the small demands of nomadic and urban populations. During the 1980s, however, capacity
for local food production was exceeded. In ecological terms, the region's carrying capacity
under current natural and agricultural systems had been exceeded; human demands exceeded 
productivity. 

Even before the recent drought, the human population, especially in the urban sector, hau 
increased to such a point that grain imports were routine. Table I shows that beginning In 
1965-1966, ever Increasing amounts of grain were imported Into Upper Volta through non
commercial sources. 

Table 1. Cereal Imports and local retail prices in 
Upper Volta (modified from Becker, 1974. 
1971-1973 from UN reports of relief 
operations) 

Imports Percent
 

Year 
 (Metric Tons) Commercial
 

1960/61 NA 
 NA
 

1961/62 2,506 1007.
 

1962/63 6,155 
 100.
 

1963/64 4,569 100%
 

1964/65 3,646 
 100%
 

1965/66 8,908 
 69
 

1966/67 28,281 
 307
 

1967/68 6,056 26%
 

1968/69 16,469 10%
 

1969/70 17,232 07.
 

1970/71 34,319 
 07
 

1971/72 36,850 
 0%
 

1972/73 55,650 
 0%
 



Source: UNESCO. The Food Situation in
 Table 2. 	 Indices of Food Production and Imports of Wheat and Rice. 


Africa, April 
19. 	1974, from FAO Trade Yearbook, 1973. 

- 1961-1965 = 100. PC. Food Production Index Per Capita - 1961-1965 - 100. 
P. Food Production Index 

w. Im orts of Wheat (and wheat flour in wheat equivalent). The 1q61-65 average Is shown under 1969.
 

(-X 103 metric tons). R. Imports of rice. The 1961-65 zverae is shown under 1969. (-X 103 metric tons).
 

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 

P FC W R P PC W R P PC W R P PC W R P PC W R 

Mauritania 113 100 16.4 7.0 113 97 16.7 15.8 Ill 93 16.7 28.0 113 93 16.8 120 97 - 10 

Senegal 102 89 64.9 137.8 79 67 113.2 119.2 107 89 112.2 184.5 67 54 116.5 242.7 87 68 - -

Mali 113 99 8.9 - 105 89 16.7 3.0 117 97 11.1 2.0 82 67 12.5 1.0 77 61 - -

Niger 118 100 2.6 2.0 116 95 6.9 0.1 116 92 4.2 0.1 114 88 6.9 0.1 113 85 - -

Upper Volta 115 102 8.2 3.2 117 102 28.8 1.4 113 96 27.8 1.4 104 87 30.6 1.6 121 99 - -

Chad 99 87 3.5 1.0 97 83 10.9 - 97 81 11.0 - 71 58 11.0 - 71 57 - -
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Table 2 lists food production indices and imports of wheat and rice into the countries 
of the region (Mauritania, Senegal, Mali, Niger, Upper Volta, and Chad) in recent years. 
Both tables indicate a pre-drought increase in the gap between production and needs. With 
the onset of the drought, a crisis occurred. 

An examination of the available data on agricultural yields (production per hectare) in 
the six countries reveals that the results are only about 10-20 percent of world averages. 
Some reasons for these low yields will be discussed in the following sections. 

The Traditional Agricultural Production System 

The Sahel-Sudan region -:- -1 complex assemblage of east-west oriented rainfall zones. 
These range from extreme desprtL with less than 50 mm rainfall to woodlands with more than 
900 mm each year. Precipitation 1, essentially unimodal, resulting in a moist growing period 
lasting from May into October in the snu'h, and decreasing in duration as one moves north. In 
the northern desert no predictable rainy sason occurs, and a given location may have no 
measurable rainfall for several years in sLccession. 

The reg-ion is characterized by a wide ,ariability in rainfall, not only in its amount but 
also in its temporal and geographic distril.tion, even within a single rainy season. Weather 
stations only a few kilometers apart may record markedly different precipitation duiring the 
same year. Further, rainfall at a given location may occur as a series of heavy thunder
showers with intervening dry spells. Even though the lotal amount might be adequate, dry
spells may seriously affect productivity or result in crop loss, especially luring the sprouting 
period (Cocheme ant Franquin, 1967). 

Because of tribal diifferences an( zonal clitna!ic variabilities, there is no ()ne "traditional 
way" of agriculture, although agricultural patiterns throughout the reg-ion have several impor
tant characteristies in common: 

Subsistence level activities: Most of th, area's inhabitants live at subsistence 
levels essentially outside the monetary econumy. They utilize all food 
sources availalde in their immediate surrourdin .gs, no only domestic 
animals (including milki and crops but also sigr.ifican: amounts of wild
vegetation and '"vild game" including ro.en's, insec t grubs, and :ermites 
(May, 196,;i Jardin, 19671. It is probable that many nutri:ional s:udies, 
especially those based on F.A) reports of agricul:ural product ivitv, :hat 
attempt to compute available caloric 'aies per capii:a are -nderes:imating 
the actual caloric intakes, especially of rural people. 

Adaptation to climnatic zone: 'T1 'Ie of agriculture practiced varies 
markedly from ro rtlh to south (I -, 1 . Inhabitants of the ai d northern 
regions engage almost solely ' die animal husbandry. t.Iasis agri
culture, however, especially dai, ,1roduCtioAr, is carried on wherever possible, 

Many Inhabitants of subdesert anl Sahel zones engage in transhumance animal 
raising, moving animals northward to graze forage p)roduced during the short 
northern rainy season, then souLthward to graze on fallow lands as well as on 
the stalks and other agricultoral by-products avilable in the soutihern farm
ing areas. The evo Irtion of titls system perhaps was influenced by the need 
to limit the anintals' exposure te parasites, arthropods and arthropod-borne 
diseases, especially the tsetse fly, found in the south luring hutnlid seasons. 

From the Sahel zone southward, wherever arable land exists sedentary farm
ilg is practiced. Most farmters have some domestic wnilrals. 

Dependenc up)n natUral productivity: Traditional systems depend ott the 
natural protductivity of the ecosystem. Hlerdsmen, especially in the north,
depend almoest entirely otn natural forage for their herds. Further, they de
pend directly on milk and meat for a large part of their food. The percentage
of a family's food derived from herds, as well r s its form, varies seasonally 
and geographically , and with tribal eustolatS. I. one Stidy offtake was reported 
as a yearly average to be three-fourths milk and one-fourth meat (Brown, 1971). 



Figure 1. 
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Zonal distribution of agricultural practices and national areas
 

in each zone of the six major West African Sahel-Sudan countries,
 

under average climatic conditions.
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Such offtake has deleterious effects on a herd's productivity. Because oflactation characteristics and of the low availability of natural forage, cows 
generally produce barely enough milk to support their calves, hence takingmilk for human consumption results in malnourished slow-growing calves 
with a high mortality rate. 
During the dry season immature animals undergo a period of little growth, oroften actual weight loss because forage is scarce and often at great distances 
from watering points. This season may last a few to many weeks. Adultanimals undergo similar cyclic weight losses resulting in decreased resistanceto diseases and parasites; slow maturation, requiring four or more years toreach adult size and sexual maturity; extended nursing time for calves, oftenlasting 18 months to two years; and low fecundity with mature cows generallycalving only every other year (Westebbe, 1971). By European standards, themeat is tough and lean, but its cost, measured in terms of external inputs such as feed, mineral and other supplements, and transportation, is minimal. Essentially, meat is produced by the ecosystem and lowly compensated human labor. 

Similarly, traditional crop farming, producing mainly millet and sorghum, depends primarily on human labor and a fallow period for fertility restorationand pest reduction. In contrast to practices in most other parts of the world,
virtually no animal traction, mechanization, fertilizers, insecticides, or
 
herbicides are used.
 
Various relationships exist between settled farmers and herdsmen, 
 especially
in areas supporting both transhumance cattle husbandry and crop production.Seasonal grazing of animals on fallow lands and harvested fields adds manure 
to the ecosystem and uses crop by-products. 

Long-Term Ecological Effects of the Traditional Systems 

Vegetation fo,,nd in any undisturbed region of the worlo evolved over many thousands of years.The result is a variety of vegetation types such as deciduous, coniferous and Iropical rain forests,and grasslands and savannas, each characterized by a given group of plants. 

If the previously undisburbed vegetation of an area is destroyed by clearing and plowing, forexample, and if the area is then left undisturbed, it will go through a series of generally predictable stages (seres) until the original climax vegetation is restored, a process known as ecological
Succession.
 

The rate at which an ecological succession moves fron bare ground through various subclimaxseral stages to climax vegetation depends upon a number of interacting factors. For example, anarea in which the vegetation was destroyved by molten lava recovers much more slowly than anadjacent cleared field, because of the time required for the gradual brakdown of lava and the
eventual soil formation. Slope, drainage, and temperature 
as well as other factors influencethe recovery rate. Often the single most important factor influencing the rate of ecological

succession Is rainfall amount and 
 list riution. 

Temperature and sunlight are also major factors. As has been pointed out by McArthr andConnell (1966) and Illustrated In Figure 2, the actual evapotranspiration rate correlates quitewell with the total above ground tproductivity in natural terrestrial ecosystems. Transpiration,then, is a measure of the rate at which water moves from the soil through the plant system andIs dependent, in part, on the evaporation rate. Evaporation rates are basically controlled bysolar radiation energies, including temperature, but are influenced by such secondary factors as relative humidity and winds. Potential evaporation rates are easily determined by measuring water losses dup to evaporation from standard-sized containers exposed to air under stan
dardized conditions. 

Transpiration rates are generally more difficult to obtain and are influenced not only by thephysicnl parameters of the environment but also by the size, structure, "state of health" andgenetic characteristics of the plant. Within the normal limitations of a given plant species,transpiration values usually result in little low 
or no growth, while high values result in rapid growth.In hot regions, dry winds foster transpiration rates in excess of many domestic crop plants' 



Relation of the abc"ve-q.round productivity to actual evapotranspiration
Figure 2. 

in natural ecosystems. 1. Creosote desert 2,3. Arctic tundra
 

5. 	Pine heath 6. Chestnut-oak heath
 

Pine forest 10. Tropical forest
 
4. Tall grass prairie 

7. Beech-maple forest 8, 9. 


Modified from MacArthur and Connell (1966).
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capacities. Plant "wiliing, " even If the plant roots are completely surrounded by water, occurs 
when the water transport capialihties claracteristic of the plant are exceeded. Extreme wilt 
conditions cause plint death. 

In many parts of the Sahel, crops are planted in smiall shallow trenches or low earth walls 
are constructed around small groups of plants. These Iechniques reduce air flow and thus 
transpiration pressures to reduce wilt. Most plants native to regions where evaporation rates 
normally grL:atly excreed transpiration rapabibl lties have evolved a. number of mechanisms to
reduce actual transpiration ra es, including reduced leaf surfaces, thickened euticle layers
ani stomata moliflea tions as well as certalin physiologi cal adaptlitions. 

Throughout the world inankind has modifled nttural ecosystems to adapt thero to his uses.
Unless care is exercised, suchit(1lfiCations often resuIt in Serious feortility reductions and Insoil erosion to tle extent that crops can no longer he grown and grazitr g lands are no longer
usable. In general, lower productivity me:ns niore tinie is required to restore the climax 
conLtnity after native vegetat ton Is dest royed by man or his animals, or by sornO naLural
cala il ty. ()ndum 13; estinated that In he toinperae deiottous forest !his natural restora
tion may take as long as 15o years (Figure 3). Arid and semiarid areas as well as cold tundra

regions requlre even Ionre tine for recovery iFigure .1i, perhaps several hur'ed years. Artl
ficial restoration by human efforts over "iny lrrge area of low na ural producrivity Is fantastically
expensive in termis of time and external energy. 

Figure 3. Ecolt'gical succession in a region of about 1250 inm (50 inches)
of rainfall per year. The sequence begins with an abandoned 
bare field. Note that while the ground cover is restored in 
three to five years, th original climax vegetation is not
 
restored for about 150 years (modified from Cklum, 1953).
 

AOE IN YEARS i 2 3 -20 25-tOO1 . I50 + 
SERE STAGE GRASSLAND ;GRASS-SHRUB: PINE FOREST OAK-HICKORY 

West African Ecosystems 

West Africa has a series of vegetattve, east-west zones that more or less correspond torainfall zones, each of w!eli has characteristic evapotranspiration rates, potential natural
productivity rates, natural ecosystem restoration rates, and characteristie native plants.
The exact geographic boundaries of these, and even the ave rage rainfall within each, are not 
clearly defined (Whyte, 1961i7; Ilodridge el a!, 1971; McGinnies, Golutman, ain(rd Paylore, 1968;Rosevear, 1965; and others., lowever, for purposes of evaluting the ecological Impacts of 
Iraditilon l agricultural practices, precise definition is not tlcoessarN,. 
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Pigure 5. Vegetation belts and zones of West Africa. 
The desert belt is made
 
up of the desert and the subdesert zones, the savanna belt, the
 
Sahel and Sudan zones; and the woodland belt is made up of the

Doka, Guinea and High Forest zones. The extent of the various 
zones is from a map published by Rosevear (1965). 
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Generally, three vegetative belts are revognized: the northern desert with :Hnnul itnt-ill
less than 3tillnun, the savanna %Withless than 100 am, and h' C)Li
southern \voOdt:111k W ith Itniorthan 900 mm11. Each helt is generally fUrther sub)-divided into vta Onttintliit.,,'nts l Si
foIl ows : 

DesertBelt 

SeI)esert Zone (helow Ito n1111rainfall per eait): In a places today,atnd (oruterly 111ore(eXttnsvelY, the vogetilion of tet desert consists of scattered a-reas ofsmall perennial trees, shrubs, and gr.'aIss ,s l'hes, occur wvhterever physical conditions centline to contetitrate and retain runllloff froln theind( rainfall. Under somep conditions thpsephlnts surnive e'en though no rinn falls locally. for severalraluhstOrMnS s:tLIltte, th( .oers, In ar,,as h'olterte deserts rfac,,, seeds of ophetneral lrasses :and herbs, dormani for y (,':s,SIM'OLIt a11t] gl't)Ves ttlling in large exptnuses of greein vegetation, Evenii a fter SIMI :In ardries out and th( plat- the, roots ieaand stemis of these platnts renltall for yt'ars to help pr'entWind and vater (rosion. lithitt the Saharal:1, areas of higher elt'vaton (the [ibesti In northern 
("Ind antd the Ahaggar 1ttountains in southtern Algeriat)halps patrt had miore rainfall The Ahaggar antd perof' tllte ihsti hind extetnslve tree cover, even vithil historic times. 
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per year): This is a slightlySubdesert Zone (10i-300 mm rainfall 

with more perennial woody vegetation, especially along
moister version of the desert, 

move i and fewer(Grassesand herhs are vdespread,channels of seasonal water flow. 
dune formatioms are seen. 

Savanna Belt 
lhts part of the savanna ...Sahel Zone i3004;50 mm rainfall per yeart: 

belt has vegetation consisting of scattered acacias and other thorny narrov-leaved trees and 
of short grasses generallyis an almost uniformn coverbushes. Between the hushes and trees 

so low, fires are rarely widespread and so 
below 40 cm In height. Because these grasses are 

have little impact on Ihe ecosystem. 
zone has scatteredmm rainfall per yeari: This . ..Sudan Zone i35i-n00 

trees, taller than those of the Sahel ancd often broad-leavet. Between the trees are tall perennial 
are partially responsible forespectally inthe southern part,grasses as high as Ocm. Fires, 

probably Itghtning-caused
the malntenance )f ihis savanna. In prehls:orlc !nmes these fires were 

but today arc often deliberately set by man. Locally, where conditions combine to contain fires, 

the trees heconte quite dense and forests develop 

.. Woodland D!: 

...Doka Woodland Zone (950-1400 tm rainfalli: This zone is part of the 

woodland that fornerly extended south to the coast. The Doka woodland is characterized by large 

lose their leaves dur.ng .he dry season. During this four-to-six month
deciduous trees which 

and associated grasslands.period, widespread itites ()'Tcur in the woodiand 

...Guinea Woodland Zone 	i1400-100) mm ranfall): This zone is charac

that tend to be less seasonally deciduous. 'lhel "season in
terized by several kinds of trees 

zone lasts only three to four months.,his 

... Hligh Forest Zone (over 1S00 mm rainfall): This Is a closed rain forest 
The dry season Is generallywith great diversity of, roes Including broad-leaved evergreens. 


quite short, often only a few weeks In length, and relative humidity remains high.
 

2. Modificaticns as a Result, of Traditional Agicultural Systens 

respect to native plant species. InecologicalEach of the above zones is greatly degraded x.ith 
terms the areas no longer support climax vegetation communities but do support subclimaxsome 

the New World deserts of similar rainfall, the desert zone has almost no 
sere. In contrast to 

and sand dunes arc ex:ensIve. Even the southern
vegetation. Bare rock, rock-pebble deserts, 

the ctitate of the Sahel
areas with more rain are degraded. Studies reveal no real evidence that 

major shift in the las! 2000 years (Cockrun, 1974; Ialby and
Suden region has undergone any 

does not appear to be any more than a
Harrison Church, 1973). 	 Further, the recent drought 

long-term climatic variability of the region (Landsstatistically predictable event in the normal 
berg, I.73a, 197T,. Most changes !nthe vegetation appear to have resulted from human use 

1972) and no! from clnntlic shifts. 
.Dregne,and nisuse of 'hi- ,t. 1970; Baker, 

This vie-w is no. unlfornily 	held by all scientists, how,.ver, for example Bryson (1973, 1974 

the climate has been modified by air pollution.and elsewhre contending 	that 

to show that much of North Africa above the tsetse fly zone formerlyEvidene does exist 
suggestsupported :razi.g cattle (Davidson, 1973. Prehistoric pictographs and other indicators 


that herds existed as early as 5000-4000 B.C. , not only In the Tibestl region of Chad but also In
 
water and grassesnow bare rock and drifting sand illufnagl, 1972j. Obviously more surface 

wer. available then than now. 
areas 

are agreed that the virtual 	disappear-Ecologists and range management speclallst, generally 

ance of perennial vegetation in the Sahara, the development of the sand seas and large- expanses
 

,)fbare rock, and the expansion of desertification through the adjacent subdeserts into the
 

both north and south of the Sahara proper, are primarily the result of misuse of the 
savannas, 
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ecosystems by man (Kassas, 1970). As indicated by Kassas, desertification involves reductionof perennial plant cover, impoverishment (reduction in diversity of species) of flora, soil ero
sion (by wind and water action), and finally the formation of mobile sand dunes and areas of 
desert pavement (pebble and rock-covered areas) or exposure of bare rock. 

This process is initiated by such human activities as cutting woody plants for firewood
and other uses at a rate faster than natural regrowth, overgrazing which results in the eradi
cation of species palatable to sheep and cattle and with further overgrazing by browing animals
(goats and camels), the elimination of almost all species; and clearing land for cereal cultiva
tion, especially in regions of marginal rainfall where fields are subsequently abandoned as un
productive, 

South of the Sahara, the long-term misuse of the land has caused a large-scale shift of allvegetation zones. The bare rock and sand dunes of the desert are now found in former subdesert 
and Sahel zones, the Sahel vegetation has invaded the Sudan, the Sudan invaded the Doka woodlandwhich has moved into the Guinea woodland which is invading the high forest. In the Sahel and the
Doka zones widespread use of fire Is affecting the general southward shift of vegetation zones,
An analysis of the U. S. satellite imagery photographs of this region indicates that a band about
t00 miles in width running completely across Africa south of the Sahara and north of the equator
is burned each year (Reining, 1974). 

Within the memory of living men, small streams in the Sahel and Doka zones have changed
from permanent to intermittent flow as a result of human activities. The following (from Kassas,
1970) recounts a typical case: 

. .. In his account of the Dongotona Hills (Sudan), which are far from the 
Sahara, Jackson (1950) reported on several streams that have become 
intermittent. The native story to explain the drying up of the Ikotos stream 
since 1927, except for floods in the rainy season, tells that in 1924 one of 
the Sudan Defense Force men killed a sacred snake, "the guardian spirit
of the stream." Jackson's story is different: "The actual caus', of the 
drying up of the stream is destruction of the vegetation on the slopes and 
its valley by overgrazing and cultivation.' 

Figure 6. Population qrowth in the six-coun.;y /
30 Sahel-Sudan area from 1920 projected /
 
to 1990 (from Godiksen, 1974). The
 
dotted portion is a prc'ection of in
crease based on past growth rates. 
 /
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Thle apparent escalation of desertification in recent decades and the southward shift of vege

tation zones appears to be associated with increasing human population in the area. No figures
 

are available as to the population of sub-Saharan West Africa during the Stone Age. Davidson
 

(11731, however, suggested that the total late Stone Age population of all of Africa south of the
 

Sahara rmav have been three to four million. Bv the 19th century It had grown to 150 mtillion,
 
can be seen in Figure 6, the human population

with treolt inhabiting every 5;uL,,tble region. As 


of tihe S b1-.ur 
 count ries of West Africa has increaset markedly during the last 50 years. 

As nentloned earlier, much of the problem of :eserlification hats been associated not Only 
and sheep hut als0 with the tntroduCti on antd establishment ofwithItincreas el herds of grazing cows 


herdts of tro0.'sing gori's and camels. Sheep and cattle norinirlly graze on grasses, sonie
 

herbs, andi the new growth of only a few woody plants. At least once every 2. hours, cows re
more in hot dry perlods. Thus cattle generally canquire about 30-It) liters of drinking water, 

a sou'ce of water. Therefore, asnot effectively graze more than about eight kilometers fromn 

overgrazi ng by large herds of cattle destroys ever-increasing concentric areas amFtun 1 v
)L tIr 

ccnains n pci mithle desert and suhdesert :ireas hevonlisources, much uneXplo it!(i graze 


sources of li-inking water.
 

of time without drink-In contrast, sheep, goats, and caniels can survive for long lengths 

ing tllfna,, 1972). The ext rerne a LIption Is seen in the canmel which can survive ior weeks oit
 

green browse and forage and for several days on drv pasturc (Cloudsley - 'honpson, 1970).
 

Reports of camels being driven without water across barren deserts for up to nine days are not
 
and camels use graze and browse not
unconimon. From this it Is evident that sheep, goats, 


available to cattle.
 

is a major factor in vegetationTha' continued overgrazing, especially by goats and camels, 

destruction and resulting desertification has been demonstrated by exciosuITre studies many times
 

in recent decades (Kassas, 1970). asically, such studies involve putting fences around selec

ted sites to protect them from domestic animals. Most, if not all, of the sites studied have
 

been in the subdesetrt and savanna zones where significant changes have been observed during
 

short as five to twelve y'ears. The fenced ranch in Niger, so visible in the EtITS
periods as 
in the American pre.s is but anothersatellite photogrmphs t.ttaway, 19731 and widely publicized 

example of how limiting grazing allows restoration of native vegetation. If properly managed,
 
t


controlled grazing can result n a long-term sustained yield of animal forage. 

100 

Figure 1. Hydrothermographs of (A) 

. 0 Tessalit, Mali (total average 

E rainfall ll3mm) and (B) Borrego 
E 80 	 Desert Park, California (total 

average rainfall 196 mm) . Num
bers 1-12 correspond to monthsZ 

o 	 of the year. See Table 4 for 
captions.
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Little Is known of the ecological history of the West African sub-Saharan region. More isknown about the pre-Saharan and coastal regions of North Africa and parts of the Great (North)
American Desert. 
 The combination of seasonal rainfall and temperature distribution is a majordeterminatt 	in the rate of restoration of an ecosystem once it has been degraded. Figures 7-9show hydroLhermographs of selected stations, and Table 3 gives their average annual characteristics. From these data climatic differences between the Sahel-Sudan region of West Africa
(summer rains), the pre-Saharan zone of North Africa 
(winter rains), and sites within the GreatAmerican Desert (some with both winter and summer rain) are obvious. However, the comparative effects of long-term (thousands of years) and short-term (100-200 years) over-utilization
 are evident 	in a comparison of Tunisia (northern Africa) and the Navajo Nation (southwestern
 
United States).
 

Figure 8. 	Hydrothermographs of (A)Kelibia, Tunisia (total average rainfall 434 mm)

and (B) El Fashar, Sudan (total average rainfall 318 mm). See Table 4
 
fur captiuis.
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Figure 9. Hydrothermographs of (A) Tucson, Arizona (total average
 

140 	 rainfall 288 -.m), (B) Gao, Mali (total average rainfall
 

306 mm) and (Ci Saunders, Arizona (total .8
 
average rainfall 300 mm). See Table 4
 

for captions.
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Average annual precipitation and annual mean temperatures for selected sites.
 
Table 3. 


Latitude Elevation(m) x Precipitation (mm) Mean Temp. ( C) 
Station 


Mali:Tessa lit 2)°012 'N 494 	 113 28.7
 

22.8

USA:Borrego Desert 330 16'N 233 	 196 

Park, California
 

USA:Tucson, Ariz. 320 20'1 788 	 279 19.8
 

300 	 10.7

USA:Saunders,Ariz. 35020'1 1780 


0 '	 307 29.2
16 16 N 260
Mali:Gao 


0	 24.6
730 	 318
Sudan:E1 Fashar 13 38'N 


80 	 434 18.6
Tunisia:Kelibia 36 50'?) 




Tunisia is an area of about 164,000 square kilometers, situated between about 300151 and370251 north latitude on the northern coast of Africa. It has had a long history of "civilization" 
as well as considerable variation In precipitation (Table 4, Figure 10). Just when domesticanimals (cows, horses, asses, and sheep) first were grazed in this area is not known but may
have been 4000-5000 years ago. In any case, according to Hufnagl (1972), at the time of theGreek bistorian, Herodotus (484-424 B.C.), North Africa still had large populations of elephants along th,- coast and in the forest-covered Atlas Mountaisn. Areas to the south weredescribed as the "land of the herdsman and nomads." Hartebeest, wild asses, addax antelope,ostriches, and other such animals were widespread. The Sahara was a desert even at thattime, but it appears to have been smaller, with the oases surrounded by large areas of thornbush and coarse grass. In the subdesert, streams ran longer into the dry season and provided
some grazing In their beds after they dried up. 

Table 4. Comparisons of North African with North American region. 
See text for
 
discussion.
 

Tunisia Navajo Nation 

Area (square kilometers) 164,150 64,750 

Rainfall Varies from 1000 mm 
(north) to below 50 mm 
(south). Approximately 

Varies from 200 mm (low 
elevations) to 500 mm (high 
elevations); 90% between 200 

1/3 of areas averages 580 mm and 300 mm; assumed average 
mn, 1/3 300 mm and 1/3 250 mm. 
100 mm. 

Human population 
200 BC 
1890 
1973 

1 million (6.1/sq. km) 
1.7 million (10.4/sq. km) 
5.6 million (34/sq. km) 

unknown 
0.014 million (0.2/sq. km) 
0.138 million (2.2/sq. km) 

Carrying capacity (animal 
units) 

Calculated 823,875 A.U. 250,000 A.U. 

Actual estimate 
1943 
1960 

? 
? 

114,000 A.U. 
86,000 A.U. (-22%) 

Under Greek and Roman exploitation, the coastal and desert edges of North Africa, includingTunisia, were cultivated. The Romans utilized dams, cisterns and aqueducts to increase theuse of limited rainfall. Olive orchards and fields of grain were extensive. 

Goats were introduced into North Africa about 194 B.C. and about 200 years later a Roman,Polydius, reported that "the number of horses, sheep and goats in the country is so large that Idoubt if so many could be found in the res! of the world" (Hufnagl, 1972). Camels were introducedfrom Syria between 193 and 211 A.D. In ,129 A.D. the Vandals invaded North Africa and Roman
control was lost. Most of the intensive Roman water control devices fell into disrepair. Available vegetation was ,xrloited by the grazing and browsing animals of the Vandal', and other groups. All of this caused extensive desertification. Many of the old Roman farms in the subdesert and desert edge are now bare rock and moving sand dunes. 
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Figure 10. Sux iary of Tunisian hitftory and population growth. 
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Figure 11. Photograph of an overgrazed area on Cap Bon, Tunisia. 
This is on the Mediterranean Coast, in an area
or approximately 430 mnm rainfall per year (near Kelibia). See Figure 8 and Table 4 
 (Photograph by

Pamela Vaughan.) 
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In contrast, the New World had no history of grazing domestic animals until the Spanishintroduced them in the 14th and 15th centuries A.D. Because so many ungrazed areas existed,much of the Great American Desert was not used for grazing until the 19th century. In fact,the drier parts of this area (which have no less rainfall than much of the currently overgrazed"desert" portion of the Middle East and North Africa) still are not grazed. In part this is because no camels and few goats have been extensively used by man In the New World. 

The Navajo Nation In the southwestern United States is an area where animal grazing hasbeen practicedl only during the last 200-300 years. It has an area about 40 percent of tiat ofTunisia (about 64,750 square kilometers) and is situated between 300151 and 37020, northlatitude ('Fable 4). Range management specialists are well aware that much of the NavajoNation has been overgrazed for nt least the past 50 years, but a comparison of theoreticalsustained-yield carrying capacity of rangelands and actual numbers of animals being grazedin Tunisia with similar data describing the Navajo Nation clearly demonstrates that over
grazing is much more extremt in Tunisia. 

Sustained-yield carrying capacity of rangelands is a measure of grazing pressures thatcan be permitted, without any long-term degrading effects. Theoretically such grazing pressures could be maintained for centurie. without degradation. Determining sustained-yieldcarrying capacities for a given range appears to be as much an art as a science. The differing impacts of young and adult animals, as well as of horses, vows, sheep, and goats must beestimated. Generally, grazing pressures are expressed In some sort of animal unit, e.g.cow or sheep units. Herein 1: used the United Nations FAO system of equating grazing pressures of variously sized animals [1 horse or mule = 1 animal unit (AU); a camel, 1.1 AU;
I cow or ass, 0.8 AU; 1 goat or sheep, 0.1 AU]. According to some views, 
 this system doesnot adequately express the Impact of goats and sheep. In fact, some ange management specialists believe goats and sheep should be given twice the weight indicated by the FAO system. 

Grazing pressure that a given range can sustain Is the result of a number of interactingfactors including soil types, slope, elevation, season of rainfall, current condition of therange, as well as total rainfall. Range managers in the southwestern United States estimate
that if the range Is in good condition and not already degraded, the sustained-yield carrying
capacity Is one animal unit per square mile of rangeland per inch of rainfall (0.36 animal
unit per 1000 ha per 25 mm of rainfall). They generally define an animal unit as a cow and
a calf. Thus the FAt) syst.m of I cow = 0. At' Is logical. 

If we assume that all Of Tunisia and the Navajo Nation are two large rangelands, we canuse average rainfall and ar,as to calculate theoretical sustained-yield earrying capacities(Table 4). This m,"aximal value should be reciued, however, by such factors as current range
condition, land areas not available for grazing (lakes, 
 salt flats, roads, cities, cultivatedfields, etc. ), Hteep slopes, and others. While years of above normal rain fall usually resultin greater carrying capacities, the years of below normal rainfall result in lowered carrying
capacities. Thus stocking 
 rates suitabl for average rainfall conditIons tst be reduced toavoid overgrazing in periods of below average rainfall. 

Because of the limitations just expressed, the values in Table 4 for calculated sustainedyield carrying capacity of Tunlsia and the Navajo Nation are obviously too hi gli and result inrange degradation. As shown, actual estimates of carrying capacity for the Navajo Nation areonly one-third to one-half of the calculated values. Similar or greater reductions probablyshould be made In the calculated value shown for Tunisia. 

Total grazing animals Increased almost threefold inTunisla between 1913 and 1959 to anumber almost twice the most optimistic sustained-yield carrying capacity ('Table 5). Perhapsas a result of overgrazing, by 1973 the animal population had dropped almost 10 percent eventhough local needs continuedI to rise. 

In contrast, as a result of rigid controls on grazing permits imposed by the U.S. Bureauof Indian Affairs, total animal units in the Navajo Nation dropped more than 50 oercent between1930 and 1959 (the last date for which I have estimates of grazing animals) to a level of less thanhalf of the computed maximum sustained-yield capacity. Even this level was still higher thanrange management specialists recommended and appears to be producing range degradation. 
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Table 5. Total numbers of domestic animals in Tunisia and the Navajo Nation.
 

These estimates, in thousands, are from United Nations, F.A.O. yearbooks (for
 

Tunisia) and from Young 1961 (for Navajo Nation).
 

Tunisia
 

Year Horses Asses Mules Cows Sheep Goats Camels AU
 

1913 37 95 23 217 729 
 505 112 546
 

1923 72 123 31 400 1451 777 114 560
 

1943 96 
 158 53 525 3239 1954 160 1376
 

202 1366
1953 78 160 50 482 3352 1853 


1959 85 200 54 604 3793 1276 216 1507
 

1973 100 63 3200 460 180
187 680 1404
 

Navajo Nation
 

1930 75 38 924 280 225
 

1943 
 125
 

1953 41 15 410 69 101 

1959 33 22 480 121 110 

Many indications of overgrazing and other overuse of Tunisian lands exist. Some observ
ers contend that these are more the result of long-term reduction In rainfall than of land over
use. But photographs of a region on Cap Ban, in northern Tunisia, clearly show the cumulative 
effect of long-term overgrazing (Figures 11 and 12). Note the almost complete absence of 
ground cover and the erosion-exposed rocks. This Is a region near Kelibia with over 400 mm 
of rainfall per year (see Table 3). If this region had not been overgrazed, It probably would 
have been completely covered by woody vegetation as Indicated by the small patch shown in 
Figure 12. 

Effects of Recent Climatic Conditions 

When Landsberg and associates (1973a, 1973b) analyzed rainfall records from three stations 
in Senegal, they found largo annual variations. Their analyses of wet and dry years led "to the 
simple statistical conclusion that one would at least once In a century expect a sequential series 
of 6 or 7 years with rainfall deficiencies, but there is an equal chance for that many wetter years 
than the median." 

Even when data concerning total annual rainfall are available, "drought" conditions are not 
always Identifiable. For example, rainfall outside a crop-growing period is not productive and 
may well be counter-productive by causing erosion, especially when ground cover has been de
nuded by overgrazing. 

The distribution of rainfall within the growing season is extremely important In determining 
ecosystem productivity. A few violent, heavy rains with much runoff, either clustered or 



scattered through the growing season, are not nearly as suitable for sustained plant growthas the same total rainfall distributed as a number of moderate rains concentrated in theearly and mid-growing season with a few more later in the season.season triggers crop seed sprouting as well as sprouting of various 
Rain at the first of the 
ephemeral plants suitable for grazing. If a dry period follows sprouting,

dies. much of the new growth wilts and evenLater rains then must be followed by crop reseeding and resprouting by ephemeralgraze species. Thus total productivity may be greatly reduced, even though the total annualrainfall may have been "normal" or "average." 

Before the development of instrumentation and the establishment of weathersome Indications of short-term variations in weather and trends in climate can 
stations, 

from various historical records. be InferredIn some parts of the world,for periods as early as 2000 years ago. 
written records are available 

region, 
The earliest written records for the Sahel-Sudanhowever, apparently date from the 16th century. Analyses of part of these recordsimmediately reveals a number of problems: 

. Available journals and records were not designed primarily as chronicles ofweather or climate. When references to weather were made iy European visitors, comparisons are often made to temperate zone conditions. Obvio-.-Aly even a pluvial period In semiarid region appears ato be dry In this comparison. Thus references to drought and dry conditions can be deduced only from writings that compare local conditions with previous conditions
In the same area. 

. Especially In the earlier writ ngs referencesfamines and causes were were niade only to epidemicsnot indicated. Cissoko (1968) orand others have indicated that epidemicsappear to have resulted from famines that generally were caused by droughts. Ajayi andCrowder (1962) indicated that famines were followed by uutbreaks of yellow fever, cholera,smallpox, or cerebrospinal meningitis. 

Periods of better than average rainfall for several consecuti'e years do notappear to have been "ecordod, though tusual floods WOre. 

MMost of the early records of the droughts are of the area around the bend of theNiger In the Tomnbouctou region. This is prohablv moire a reflection of availahe writings thanIt Is of the geographic distribution oif drouvhts. 

Recurring droughts of v:i 'viag lengths have he .of record, reported consistently !hm'oughoutbut it Is probalbly {langero.s to make any genet,lizations concerning !he, 
the period 

drought periods, especially the earlier ones wiero only :iy'earor 
longths of past 

wo is recorded as a famineepidemic. Obviously ormost of the Latter were ir'ecoidedby two or more years of little,ducttivity. or no pro-Of the 21 droughts ei idemnls listed, six involved one year; igh,three years; one, two' years; two,four years; four, fivO yvears; And one Ist,'i -year's 1171-17561.
 

It appears that during 1956l-196(; the area vxpet'i'nred :i''little pluvi:al'the wettest period in the last !hat may liave beencentury. It was followetl hy t'hre,ye:ars of :1)u: averag.e prt'ciliialion and then by drought 'onditions that lasl'od foUr yvArs. 

1. The"Little Pluvial" P'riod 

Various reports haive indicated thait yhe:r's o tho yipreceding Itot''i'grt tought weremuch wetter than normal throghout sub-Sahara n West Afric'a.of Lake Chad which ret'eives most of its water 
()e mdi at Nas'1%higt levei 

zones 
fromt rk'i r ,vst ottiS arising in Itf.( lore 11)1istto the south. Because of the seasonal nrtur'o of rai:all itn the area,variation In level of aibout 

It' i:ke has art annualonet rtt't'r, r'm'achnltg its IoWest point a:tthe end of the i .,'w:eson. 
Variations In I.ake Chad levels for the, perioiitm7-i7172 were Indicatedby the UNDP 1972) and fased itt on a gr'aph puhilishOdpairt ott a'ttal rem.ords of lake levels and inpart on derived pointsfrom other Information. Figure 13 Is redrav'tt from their data. 



lake levels were higher than thoseAn examination of the graph reveals that the 1955-1965 
of any period since 1907. To determine whether the levels were indicative of widespread con

ditions, a set of isohyets for the entire Sahel-Sudan region was constructed, based on rainfall 

the years in which Lake Chad reached its highest levels (Figure 14).data for 1962, 1963, 1964, 
Lack of data points in northern areas, especially in northern Mall, Niger, and Chad, made draw

ing the lshycts very tentative. When the resulting 100 mm isohyet is compared with the average 

100 mm Isohyet (OAU, 1968), a basic incompatibility becomes evident. The average 100 mm 

isohyet has a marked northward deviation in Mali and Chad and may have been drawn to reflect 

the presumed effects of the higher elevations of the Adrar des Iforas region of Mali and the Air 
stations in the region to substantiateregion of Niger. Certainly there are not enough weather 

the northward deviation on records of precipitation. 

on which the "little pluvial" isohyets are based,In spite of the limitations of the basic data 
it is evident that Increased precipitation occurred throughout the area and not just in the Lake 
Chad Basin. 

2. The Drought Period 

Drought periods have occurred many times during the past (Schove, 1973; Cockrum, 1974). 

Lake Chad data (Figure 13) reveal that recent lake levels were not lower than they were during 

1913-1915 and 1941-1943, even though the upstream use of water is probably greater now than 
during the earlier periods. 

To determine the extent of the drought, Isohyets were constructed for 1970-1972. Again, the 

absence of weather stations in northern areas made drawing the 100 mm isohyet very tentative 

(Figure 15). 

3. Measurements of Changes 

To help quantify the effects of the contrasting wet and dry periods, the areas of each country 

lying between various isohyets were defined (Table 6). Because of data limitations, the calcula
tions of desert (below 100 mm rainfall) areas for Mall and Niger do not adequately demonstrate 

the differences among wet, average, and drought years. In spite of the limitations of the calcu
lations, however, several conclusions may be drawn. Refinement of the isohyets would probably 
not significantly change the conclusions but certainly would add precision: 

and dry periods Is more pronouncedThe north-south shifting of isohyets during wet 
in the northern drier zones than in the southern Sahel and woodland zones. 

f 
At least during 1970-1972, the drought was markedly more severe in the western 

part of the region (Mauritania, Senegal). 

The effects of the wet period appear to have been relatively uniform throughout the 
region. 

A comparison of wet period figures with those for average conditions shows the 
following changes in area during the wet period: 9 percent decrease In the area with below 100 mm 

rainfall, 9 percent decrease in the 100-300 mm zone, 15 percent increase in the 300-650 mm zone, 
I percent Increase in the 650-900 mm zone, and 33 percent increase in the over 900 mm zone. 

* A comparison of the areas In each rainfall zone during the 1970-1972 drought re
vealed changes from the wet period as follows: 40 percent increase in area below 100 mm rainfall, 
0.6 percent decrease in 100-300 mm zone, 17 percent decrease in 300-650 mm zone, 51 percent 
decrease in 650-900 mm zone, and 73 percent decrease in the over 900 mm zone (Table 6). 

4. Effects of Climatic Variability 

The little pluvial period appears to have produced increased biological productivity in both natural 
vegetation and in field crops which led to several marked changes in human activities and expectations: 



Figure 13. 	 Variations in maximum levels of Lake Chad above the arbitrary assumed zero point equal to the lowest level
period of record. in the
This is modified from a graph published by UNDP (1972).
is considered to be a drought period by 	
Note that the period in the late 1920s
some authors. 
 Note also the "little pluvial" 
decade from 	1956 through 1967.
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Figure 14. 	 Map showinti 5ohyets uncler avrage, "little pluvial" and droughL condition,. The average rainfall isohyets were 
derived from those qiven by 0A (1968). Thi, "little pluvial" (1962,. 1963, 1964) and the drouqht (1970. 1971, 1972) 
isohyets were calculated by Rubert VerhaeqhP from pubLished anrual rainfall data for 118 stations in the region. 
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Figure 15. 
 Map showing isohyets under average and drought conditions. The average isohyets were derived frow those shown in
OAU (1968). 
 The drought isohyets (1970, 1971, 1972) were calculated by Robert Verhaeghe from published rainfall
data for 118 weather stations in the region.
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* The carrying capacity of the grazing lands Increased, especially with the large 

increase of the ephemeral herbs. Simultaneously, drilling new wells opened up additional areas 

to cattle. The interaction of these factors produced marked increase in animal populations to 

levels that exceeded the sustainable carrying capacity 	of the ranges. 

* Cultivated areas and per-hectare yields both increased markedly during the wet 

period and sedentary farming expanded to the north. 

* The human population, as Indicated in Figure 6, continued to rise during this 

period. 	 Export cash crops (cotton and peanuts) became an important percentage of the agricul-
Average fallow times were decreased withtural output, replacing traditional cereal production. 

a consequent decrease in fertility. Increased rainfall, however, appears to have compensated 
for at least some of the effects of the decreased fertility since the total production of cereals 
actually increased. 

By the end of the little pluvial, beginning about 1966, conditions were considered by many 
to be a drought. The decrease in rainfall brought about a widespread reduction in forage production, 

coupled with an all-time high in animal population producedespecially the ephemeral herbs , which, 
extensive overgrazing and reduction of perennial grasses and shrubs. Desertification of range
lands and abandonment of northern grain fields began. Soil erosion and gully formation became 
more common in the central and southern zones. Animal productivity and crop yields decreased 
markedly. 

With the beginning of the drought in 1969-1970, the ecological stage was set for a major crisis. 
In ell matte terms the recent drought was no worse than many that occurred in the past but its 
effects on humans and livestock have culminated in a major catastrophe. Major failures in crop 
production were widespread as was human and animal starvation. Desertification and soil erosion 
occurred throughout the area, degrading the ecosystems to such a point that total abandonment for 
generations will be necessary for natural restoration. 

With the return of average rainfall during the rainy season of 1975, much of the region suffered 
from an explosion in the rodent populations. Newspapers throughout the world carried stories con
cerning some of these outbreaks. For example, one widely printed release by Agency France-Press 
(1976) reported chat "millions of rats and mice have invaded [Senegal] from Mauritania In the north 
and all regions are reportedly affected." One of the worst affected regions, Cape Verde near Dakar, 
was reputed to have almost 200,000 rodents per hectare, equal to about 20 per square meter I De
struction of stored foods and field crops was reported to be extensive, and a ppeals were made for 
international aid to buy rat poisons. 

Obviously the rodent outbreak was not the result of a mass Invasion of the region from other 
areas but the result of a combination of factors. Many rodents native to the Sahel-Sudan region 
are essentially "k-strategists" in that they have large numbers of young per litter, often 10 or 
more, enjoy rapid maturation and are often reproductively active within two months from birth; 
and their population increases tend to be limited more by the amount of available food than on the 
population density of other rodents. Further, the drought years probably greatly reduced rodent 
populations as well as the populations of hawks, owls, carnivores, and snakes, their normal pred
ators. Thus, when the rainy season generated widespread plant growth, rodent populations in
creased rapidly, unchecked by predators. At the end of the rainy season most plant growth ceased, 
food supplies for the rodents became limited, and by December and JanuaLy, shortages were acute. 
In regions such as Cape Verde, where irrigation supported growing crops, rodents from nearby 
uncultivated areas moved into the fields, resulting in the high population densities as well as In 
extensive crop destruction. 

Obviously much of the population is probably already gone but if this year's rainy season is 
also "good, " another "explosion" will be reported. Perhaps it will be somewhat less severe If the 
normal predators are permitted to increase. 

....
.. . .. _______". 	 . . .. ,g.4 ±.. .. . . . .. .. .... 
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Table 6. Areas in various rainfall zones under wrious climatic conditions by country (km2 and percentage

of total area). Calculations by Robert Verhaeghe.
 

Mauritania Senegal Mali Niger Upper Volta Chad Totats 

Rainfall 
(mm/year) 
 Period of Average Rainfall 

below 100 515,000 
(5(/) -

421,600 
(34%) 

443,450 
(357) 

-

-
539,200 
(42%) -

1,919,250 
(36%) 

100-300 432,600 
(42%) 

11,820 
(6%) 

347,200 
(28%) 

532,110 
(42%) 

-

-
192,600 
(15%) 

1,516,360 
(23%) 

300-650 82,400 
8%) 

74,860 
(38%) 

223,200 
(18%7) 

253,400 
(2077 

41,130 
15%) 

218,280 
(177) 

8M2,270 
(17%) 

650-900 
,,-(30%) 

59,100 
1 

111,600 
(9%) 

38,000 
(3%) 

120,643 
(44%) 

179,760 
(14'7) 

509,118 
(107) 

over 900 51,220 
(26%) 

136,400 
(11%) 

-
-

112,422 
(41%) 

154, 80  
(12z) 

454,122 
(9;",) 

"Little Pluvial" PerioJ (1962-1964) 

!)Clow 100 399,640 285,200 595,490 - 462,240 t,742,570

(39%) - 23%4 (47 LU - (36%) (33') 

100-300 556,570 3,940 409,200 202,720 1F2,600- 1,37,030
557) -(2%) (33/,) (167) - (15) 1(-i) 

300-650 5,000 68,950 223,200 418,110 16,450 
 243,960 1,026
(5%/1) (35%) (18,) 3 _ 6%_ _ (19%) (19,;) 

650-900 7,790 47,280 148,800 50,380 95,970 192,600 54
 ________ 1 (24,'o 3,12627 1%!9 _______( . 1.5%_)) _':. 

over 900 76,830 173,600 161,7S0 192,600 62!,Sl0 
39%) (1,"/) -(59') (15(5% 1.) 

DrouIht Period (1970-1972) 

ioolo.7 100 710,700 - 471,20 70V,520 539,230 
12,430:700 1

(69%) (380), '56'_) (42%) 1j ,63,, 

100-300 298,700 43,340 334,400 352,760 213,280 1,299,480
(29%) (22%) 31%) 28 <17 (2 57.)(31% ) (1%) 

300-650 20,600 37,710 193,400 190,050 76,730 282,430 353,020
 
(2%) 643%) (1151') (28/) (22%) (16-,) 

650-900 - 41,370 99,200 12,670 90,!0 115,560 359,280

(217.) (3%) (1%) (33%u ) (7%) 

over 900 
 27,50 86,800 106,940 128,400 349,720
 
___ .1,,1 7"-, -) (39%) (10 ') ... ) 

TOTAL AREA 1,030,000 197,000 1,240,000 1,267,000 274,200 1,234,000 5,292,200 
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ECOLOGICA LLY ORIENTED DEVELOPMENTA 1 PRINCIPLES 

rhe foregoing discussion of the ecology, climate, and lgricullural history of the Sahel-Sudal 
region leads to the formulation of a number of printiples that must lhe considered in development 
effor's in an arid or semiarid region. N,)ne of the tolhowing are new. 'Most have been discussed 
in more detail by a number of authors, ineludn I'alhot 11!72, anld I)rgne t1970).I Sherhrooke 
and lPayiore (1973) have compiled an excellent summar of Itlch of ite liter'aiure pertaining to 
tileVariOus VIews as to th1e CauseS at1d ffects 'If ilsrtiicatiti. 

e1reoitt' is not just telmiorary extettsi enS of in arid zone. Aridity has 
exlsted throu,, tout historical tinos and will cotttillUC it lte foreseeabl tnLlt'e. MWiltlannual 

periods of :;ucessive wet and drought years are normal. Even within a given rainfall zone, 
local variations in soil, slope, and Other physical le:i:tiresproduCe lar'ge varitn: ii ecological 
conditions. As Dregne 70) pointed Out:I1) 


" ...The facile belief that all !hat the :arid regions lled to solve 
their problems is water no longer is wil.y accepted by knowled
gealle people. Strong winds and intense solar radiat.ion, with all 
their accompanyitng problems, will be there whether the suptly of 
water is small or large. lt irrigating of a calcareous soil does 

not make it into a humid region soil. At best, limitles watIer 
would turn the arid regtons into numerous o'ises. Land illmuch 

of the arid reg,.ions is too shallow, too rocky, too steep, or too 
salty to be used for anything except the production of a sparse 
flora and fauwia, milita iv ranges, or similar developments. 

, Ecosystems in arid and so miarid regions are extremely fragile. )estruclion Is 
quick and easy but restoration difficult. Nat:ral restoration rates are esti mated to range from 
more than 200 years. to perhaps more than lo0) years. "I. time requi red for recovery is direct
ly associated with tfie degre of ecosystent degradation. 

I i:tle of the region is tnderpopulaed either by humans or domestic animals, and 
parts appear to be ox i,r)opulat ,d bv b, h. lierdsmen, whether nonadic or sedentary, appear never 
to have existed in .qailibriurn with ,hotr environment. Ralter, exploitive over-use has long been 
recognized by rang sp cialists as 1l.ilnwidespread. 

• Conitied ovr-use by grazing, and especially by browsing, promtes massive 
ecosystem destr-uction anild desertificafion, eve.n in subdesort and savanina regions. 

Slhe fi and huntan poptulations during f(w wet years loads to an) )f animtal a 
extreiely rapid ,.ologi i'al Igadation when average r"drought conlditions follow. 

S...t.,,,2 esthetic eonsidora!ti)ns areiof minimal tiportance to starving people, 
ecological hlan,- i ,! pi-it. irtpotranfe for rlong-erni survival. No scheme tof increase produc
tivitV of foodst uifs for itmnan consump.ion is lik;ely to suceed unless it lakes into account the ecology 
of the region. For- o'x:tjd, developmo.n'al schem,,s such as water development, veterinary acti
vities and preidato," (.n:rrl hat remove, environmental i mitations on animal numbers but which are 
not associated with an imn-dinw on. tol of animal use ind/or range improvenients generally result 
in range degradation an reducd sustainable, carrin capacities, Most planners agree that sonc 
form of anilal grazing offers thr. bs, pot ntial for a long-term sustained yield in areas where 
water supply is inadl.quate for crops. oweer, stocking rates must be planned%with tihrealiza
tion that prolonged drought periods lUi-ting perchaps six ,r seven years will occur. 

. Flelid crops that depend on 'ivailatble rainfall should never be planted in semiarld 
areas where a,,quate rainfall orcurs only dhu:ring exceplional wet years. Destruction of native 
vegetation not oniy reduces available forlage for animals but also permits wind and water erosion 
leading to desertificalion in average or droughi years. 

, Irrigation pruiects, by changing the primary productivity rates of an area, markedly 
influence Ohe population structure of a whole series ot native consumer species. Some cannot 
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tolerate the changes and become locally extinct. Others, such as certain rodents, seedeating birds, insects, and aquatic forms, thrive. Some of the arthropods are vectors ofhuman diseases. The destructive effects of crop-eating Insects is known and can be counter -acted by various insecticides, but the potential damage by rodents and seed-eating birds isoften overlooked. Certainly irrigation project designers in the Sahel-Sudan region must takethese into consideration and attempt to eliminate habitats for these species. If not, much, ifnot all, of the increased productivity may well support more rodents and birds - and not 
more humans. 
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